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EDITORIAL

Nelson Mandela University (NMU) hosted the annual South African Institute of Physics (SAIP)
conference virtually during 2022. Despite the fact that many of the Covid-19 pandemic limi-
tations were lifted, there were still many uncertainties and with interested parties hesitant to
travel, NMU decided to rather run the 66th conference in the series of SAIP as a virtual event.
This was done with great success and the delegates commented on the professional running
of the online event. Some papers from this online meeting are collected in this peer-reviewed
volume. Submissions for the proceedings of SAIP2022 were handled by an Editorial Board
headed by an Editor-in-Chief and Associate Editors responsible for submissions in different
subject tracks.

The Editorial Board of the SAIP2022 Proceedings received 120 manuscripts for considera-
tion by the advertised deadline. A total of 106 of these manuscripts met the relevant criteria
and were submitted to a full peer-review process involving many individual reviewers. The
list of the reviewer names are reflected elsewhere in the document and it is noted that certain
reviewers took responsibility for more than one manuscript. The style of these proceedings
is that of the (British) Institute of Physics Conference Series, similar to the styling used in
previous SAIP Proceedings. Authors were requested to ensure that the defined layout were
adhered to in their submitted pdf documents. In the past the review process was initiated with
a layout review, followed by a content review. This year the Associate Editors conducted the
layout review on each manuscript parallel with the content review. It was noted that there were
small deviations between the layout templates available in MSWord and Latex – both of these
formats were accepted by the Associate Editors. Manuscripts that deviated considerably from
the specified layout specifications, while still broadly appropriate in their composition, were
referred back to the authors for layout corrections. This was done in one step, together with
the content reviews prepared by knowledgeable experts in each field. This year the Editorial
Board aimed to reduce the time between the submissions and publication, with the authors
being informed of the outcome of their submissions before the closure for the December holiday
and the publication of the document online shortly after that.

The publication of the SAIP Proceedings are highly dependent on the efficiency of the Asso-
ciate Editors and the goodwill of reviewers from the scientific community in South Africa. The
Editor-in-Chief wishes to acknowledge the hard work of the Associate Editors who spent much
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time considering the papers and reviewer reports in order to ensure that acceptable academic
standards were met during peer-review for the proceedings to be credible. The majority of the
content reviews received were done with great care and diligence and to the highest standards.
The Editorial Board wishes to voice their sincere thanks to the participating Reviewers for their
pro bono work, specifically to those Reviewers that read more than one paper. The meticulous
reviewing process described above has ensured that these proceedings contain thoroughly peer-
reviewed manuscripts of a high professional standard, which report on novel work that has not
been published elsewhere.

This year the Editorial Board included a Technical Associate Editor, Dr Bruno Letarte from
NWU. He took responsibility for finalising the complete document and ensured that it was of
a high technical standard. The Editor-in-Chief wish to recognise Dr Letarte’s enormous con-
tribution in preparing the neat final document. The Editorial Board appreciate all the hours
you dedicated into producing this exceptional document.

The Editor-in-Chief also wishes to recognise and thank Prof Strauss from NWU, Mr Mokhine
from the SAIP office and Mr Jano Jonker from MNU for their support and help in preparing
these proceedings.

Finally, the Editorial Board wishes to thank all of the authors for submitting their research
work to this proceedings to undergo the rigorous review process. It is our sincere hope that the
final product offered here constitutes a due outcome of their hard work.
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MESSAGE FROM THE ORGANISERS

The year 2022 is of great significance to the global physics community, being both the centenary
of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP 100) and also the International
Year of Basic Sciences for Sustainable Development (IYBSSD 2022). As such, the 66th South
African Institute of Physics Annual Conference aptly focused on “100 Years of Physics in Africa:
Past, Present and Future”. As the LOC (from Nelson Mandela University), we are privileged
and proud to have been part of this historical event.

We would like to thank all participants, sponsors, editors and reviewers, without whom this
conference would not have been possible. A special word of thanks to the plenary speakers for
their willingness to give us their excellent lectures. Despite this conference being virtual (the
last as such!), we as the LOC hope that it nevertheless contributed to the sense of community
amongst physicists locally, and that it inspired the younger generation of physics students to
persevere in their studies by showcasing the important role that physics plays in building a
better and brighter future for all!

LOC 2022
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– Kittessa Roro is the Principal Researcher & Research Group Leader for Energy Supply
& Demand (ESD) Research Group (RG) within the Energy Centre at the Smart Places
Cluster of the CSIR. He is C2 NRF rated researcher in the field of Energy, Renewable En-
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• Theoretical and Computational Physics
– W. A. Horowitz is an Associate Professor of Physics at the University of Cape Town.
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• Technical
– Bruno Letarte is a Senior Lecturer at the Centre for Space Research of the North-West
University. He specialises in observational astronomy, photometry as well as spectroscopy,
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Abstract. Pentlandite (Pn) is an iron nickel sulphite with chemical formula of (Fe,Ni)9S8 and  

is contained mainly in the Merensky Reef (~30%) of the Bushveld complex. Pn systems are 

known to host precious metals in solid solutions or as intergrowths. However, the effect of 

temperature and pressure on Rh9S8 and Ru4Pd5S8 Pn-like structures has not been established. 

Pentlandite structures have been studied mostly experimentally but computational studies have 

been scarce. In this study, we derived interatomic potentials for binary Rh9S8 and ternary 

Ru4Pd5S8 Pentlandite-like systems, which produced the elastic constants that are in good 

agreement with ab-inito density functional theory (DFT) results. Classical atomistic simulation 

suggest that the melting temperature for binary Rh9S8 and ternary Ru4Pd5S8  Pn-like systems are 

near 1000K  and 600K respectively. 

1. Introduction 

Metal sulphides are important in many fields of science such as in metallurgy, materials science, 

geochemistry, physics, geology and chemistry. They serve as a source of the world’s precious metal-

bearing minerals that are economically and industrially significant [1]. Sulphide minerals are the most, 

diverse and richest in terms of physical, chemical and structural properties [2]. Pentlandite minerals 

are well known to host platinum group elements (PGEs), either as solid solutions or as intergrowths 

[3]. Palladium and rhodium are the PGEs contained mostly in pentlandite [4]. Thus the PGEs may 

exist in the pentlandite structure forming PGEs-Pentlandite-like (PGEs-Pn-like) systems. Owing to 

their high concentration in the Bushveld Complex, it draws much attention to identify these new 

phases and their stabilities that will establish new knowledge in searching for new minerals. 

Investigation of such phases presents a number of geological search and experimental tests that are 

time consuming and expensive. Computational modelling methods is an option that may be used to 

search and test new phases using minimal time and resources prior to beginning full laboratory testing. 

Furthermore, computational modelling methods have established thermodynamic and electronic 

signatures for stabilities of Co9S8, and the naturally occurring (Fe,Ni)9S8 pentlandite, which were 

found to be consistent with experimental results [5][6]The initial work on the stability of pentlandite-

like structures, i.e. M9S8 (M = Ru, Pd, Os, Pt, Ir, Rh), (Ru, Pd)9S8  and (Os, Pt)9S8  was investigated 

using Density Functional Theory (DFT) [7].  However, DFT method was for the calculation of elastic 

constants to be used as the observables for the derivation of interatomic potentials for atomistic 

simulation study.  

The derived interatomic potentials of Rh9S8 and Ru4Pd5S8 were validated by the accurate 

determination of structure and elastic constants. Atomistic simulation method, i.e. Molecular dynamics 

(MD) was used to investigate the structural and dynamical properties of pentlandite-like structures 

(Rh9S8 and Ru4Pd5S8). 
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1.1. Crystal Structure 

The description of the pentlandite-like structures used in this work were based on geometry of 

pentlandite structure with space group of Fm-3m (225) [8]. The study focused on the 68 atoms 

conventional unit cell of the pentlandite structures with the formula (M,M)36S32. There are four M9S8 

units in the conventional cubic unit cell, with the sulphur atoms forming an almost cubic close-packed 

framework. The corresponding unrelaxed distances between the octahedral metal M(O) and face-

capping sulphur S(f) were M(O)–S(f) = 2.5978 Å. The distances between tetrahedral metal M(T) and 

face-capping S(f) and linked sulphurs S(l) were, M(T)–S(f) = 2.460 Å and M(T)–S(l) = 2.295 Å. The 

crystal structure of the Pn-like systems used in this study in Figure 1. 

  

2. Computational Method 
The atomistic simulation method in the present study was conducted using General Utility Lattice 

Program (GULP) code [9], which requires the use of interatomic potential functions. In this study 

GULP code as implemented in BIOVIA Materials Studio was used to derive the interatomic potentials 

of Pn-like system. The Potential parameters were adjusted to reproduce the elastic constants and lattice 

parameter from ab-intio and available experimental data. The calculations were based on the Born 

ionic model of a solid [10] and parameters were derived for short range interactions represented by the 

Buckingham potential, Morse potential and three body terms. 

 
2.1. Buckingham Potential 

In the Buckingham potential, the repulsive term is represented by an exponential term and  the 

potential takes the form 

                                                                                                                        

where  and  are parameters that represent the ion size and hardness, respectively, while the   

describe the attractive interaction and  is the distance between ion  and ion . 

 

2.1. Morse Potential 

The Morse potential is used to model the interactions between covalently bonded atoms and has the 

form 

                                                                                         

where  is the bond dissociation energy,  is the equilibrium bond distance, and  is a function of 

the slope of the potential energy well. 

 

 

Figure. 1. Binary pentlandite-like models of M9S8: (a) conventional 68 atoms unit cell and 

(b) primitive 17 atoms unit cell. 

(b) (a) 
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Table 1. Interatomic potential parameters for the Rh9S8 as derived in the present study. 

Potentials                                                

Buckingham Potentials         A (eV)                     (Ǻ)             C (eV.Ǻ-6)            

S core – S core                   1130.533064            0.184528           0.000                   

Morse Potential                     D (eV)                       (Ǻ)                    r0(Ǻ) 

Rh core – S core                     3.0                      1.633754                2.600 

Three-body  potential                      K (eV/rad-2)                               0 (°) 

S  core   Rh   core S  core                0.82                                         109.503 

Rh  core S  core Rh                         2.89                                          109.503 
 

 

2.2 Three-Body Potential 

A further component of the interactions of covalent species is the bond-bending term, which is added 

to take into account the energy penalty for deviations from the equilibrium value. Hence, this potential 

describes the directionality of the bonds and has a simple harmonic form: 

                                                                                                                          

where   is the three-body force constant, is equilibrium angle and  is the angle between two 

interatomic vectors  and . 

 

The potential parameters of Rh9S8 are given in Table 1, and Table 2 gives the potentials of Ru4Pd5S8 

used in this study. 

 

Table 2. Interatomic potential parameters for the Ru4Pd5S8 as derived in the present study. 

Potentials                                                

Buckingham Potentials         A (eV)                     (Ǻ)             C (eV.Ǻ6)            

S core – S core                   1130.533064            0.184528           0.000                   

Morse Potential                     D (eV)                        (Ǻ)                    r0 (Ǻ) 

Ru core – S core                     3.5                        1.20                          2.21  

Morse Potential                     D (eV)                       (Ǻ)                    r0 (Ǻ) 

Pd core – S core                     3.90                       1.20                         2.18  

Three-body  potential                      K (eV.rad-2)                                0 (°) 

S  core  Ru   core Ru  core                  3.601                                      109.503 

Ru core S core  S core                         2.82                                       109.503 

S core Pd core  Pd core                       0.89                                       109.503 

Pd core S core  S core                          0.89                                      109.503 
 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

In this section we consider the validation of our derived interatomic potential model for both binary 

Rh9S8 and ternary Ru4Pd5S8 Pn-like Systems.  The potential models are developed to simplify the 

complexity of the quantum mechanical computations. The elastic constants, calculated by ab initio 

DFT method using VASP code [11], were used as input data for the development of potentials models.  

 

Table 3. Calculated elastic constant and lattice parameters obtained from GULP and VASP code. 

 

 

Structures 

Elastic constants Lattice 

parameter a (Ǻ)    
Rh9S8   210.03 

(211.15)[7] 

123.07 (87.68) [7] 50.17 (42.37) [7]  9.80 (10.47) [7]    

(9.12)[12] 

Ru4Pd5S8 176.13 (178.00)[7] 69.34 (67.30) [7] 38.41 (36.01) [7]  
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To validate our potential models we start by showing the properties that where obtained from our 

derived potentials i.e., Table 3 shows the calculated lattice parameters and elastic constant obtained 

from different methods, GULP and VASP code. Interestingly lattice parameter of Rh9S8 obtained from 

GULP code was in good agreement with both VASP code and experimental. Moreover the elastic 

constants of Ru4Pd5S8 obtained from GULP compared very well with the elastic constants from VASP 

code (ab initio DFT method). 

 

3.1. Molecular Dynamics  

To study the temperature effect on Rh9S8 and Ru4Pd5S8 Pn-like systems, we used molecular dynamics 

(MD) method as embedded in GULP code using NVT ensemble.  supercell were used when 

performing MD. Figure 2 (a) shows the total radial distribution functions (RDFs) of Rh9S8 supercell at 

various temperatures. The RDFs of Rh9S8 showed the sharp peaks at 300K suggesting that the system 

was still in a solid phase and we further observed that the Rh9S8 crystal structure was still ordered. At 

1000K the peaks started to be smooth showing that the structure changed phase and as the temperature 

increases the peaks fades away at 1500 K the RDF showed Rh9S8 was in another phase and the system 

was completely disordered. Figure 2 (b) the total RDFs of Ru4Pd5S8 at various temperatures, we 

observed sharp peaks at 300 K and at 600 K the peaks started to be smooth suggesting phase change. 

At 1000K the peaks fades away and Ru4Pd5S8 structure lost crystallinity. Figure 3 and figure 4 clearly 

shows the structural changes of Rh9S8 and Ru4Pd5S8 structure after MD simulations at various 

temperatures respectively which agrees very well with the RDFs.  

 

 

 

Figure. 2. Total RDFs of  (a) Rh9S8  and (b) Ru4Pd5S8 supercell  at various temperatures. 

 

 
Figure. 3. Structural changes of Rh9S8 structure after MD simulations at various temperatures. 

 

(b) (a) 
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Figure. 4. Structural changes of Ru4Pd5S8 structure after MD simulations at various temperatures. 

 

The average mean squared displacement (MSD) is one of the method to investigate the atom mobility. 

MSD refers to the square of the average displacement of particles in a certain period of time [13]. 
Figure 5 shows the total MSD as a function of time at different temperatures  for (a) Rh9S8  and (b) 

Ru4Pd5S8, From the MSD of Rh9S8 we observed less atomic mobility between 300 K and 800 K 

temperatures and as the temperatures increases from 1000 K to 1800 K we observed increases at 

atomic mobility within Rh9S8 system. The MSD of  Ru4Pd5S8 showed that there was less atom 

mobility between 300K and 500K temperatures and  as the temperatures increases from 600 K to 900 

K we observed increases at atomic mobility within Ru4Pd5S8  system. For both Rh9S8  and Ru4Pd5S8, 

the same temperature range were observed through the RDFs in Figure 2 demonstrate that after initial 

diffusion for a period of time, the ions quickly reached the stable stage and then maintained a 

relatively stable diffusion level. A linear relationship is observed between MSD and simulation time. 

 

 

4. Conclusion  

The phase temperature effect on binary Rh9S8 and ternary Ru4Pd5S8 system were investigated using 

atomistic simulation.  Interatomic potentials were derived using GULP code and elastic constants from 

GULP were comparable with ab initio’s. The lattice parameter of Rh9S8 was in good agreement with 

experimental. RDFs shows and Rh9S8 and Ru4Pd5S8 loses crystallinity near 1000K and 600K 

respectively, the MSD further showed that the atomic mobility increases with increasing temperature. 

Thus the refitted potentials gave reasonable results and may further be helpful to future studies 

regarding the structural and elastic properties, and other related properties of pentlandite-like systems. 
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Abstract. Classical molecular dynamics was used to study the structural stability of Au and Ag 

nanoparticles. The structures were modelled at various temperatures in an NVT Evans ensemble. 

The many-body Sutton-Chen potential was employed to describe the interactions between atoms 

in both nanoparticles. Change in entropy was calculated from the variation of total energy against 

temperature for both Au and Ag nanoparticles. Radial distribution functions were utilised to 

predict the most probable Au and Ag nanoparticle structures. To probe the mobility of Au and 

Ag atoms in their systems, the mean square displacements (MSDs) were plotted, in which 

diffusion constants were calculated to be 0.58 and 1.87 Å2.ps-1 for Au and Ag atoms respectively 

at 300 K. 

1.  Introduction  

Nanoparticles (NPs) of gold (Au) and silver (Ag) have stirred up considerable scientific interest, because 

of their high potential for clinical applications in different areas such as biological sensing, biomedical 

imaging and drug delivery [1, 2]. These nanoparticles have unique physical-chemical properties such as 

chemical surface functionalization, optical and electronic characteristics that allows the nanoparticles to 

easily interact with biological molecules when introduced in the biological environment during clinical 

applications [1]. The fascinating properties of these nanomaterials are attributed to the electronic 

distribution on the metal along the nanoparticle surface, which depends mostly on its size and shape that 

can be controlled during the synthesis procedure [1, 3]. Gold and silver can be built into various 

nanomaterials which include nanospheres [3, 4], nanocubes [5, 6], nanorods [7], etc, with different and 

enhanced properties for different clinical applications.  

 

         Both gold and silver nanomaterials (AuNMs and AgNMs) can be synthesized using different 

methods which involve physical, chemical and biological procedures. The biologically prepared 

synthesis of NPs has been favoured due to its cost effectiveness and environment friendliness which 

uses biological systems such as plant extracts and small biomolecules for the synthesis of AgNMs [8]. 

Gurunathan et al. [2] and Kalishwaralal et al. [9] commented that physically and chemically produced 

AgNMs are hazardous and quite expensive to fabricate. On the AuNMs front, Au nanorods are favoured 
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in various applications due to their unique properties, such as their ability to be synthesized in high 

quality via seeded crystallisation from solution, their adjustability of the plasmon resonance by varying 

the aspect ratio, excellent tunability as well as biocompatibility- these listed properties make Au 

nanorods potential candidates for biological, biomedical and bio-sensing applications [10].  

Quantitatively, according to Faraday et al. [11] and Davey [12], at nanoscale both the gold and silver 

samples adopt the face-centred cubic (FCC) phase. In this FCC phase, thermodynamic properties of the 

two nanomaterials can be studied well by variation of energy, temperature, and pressure. Consequently, 

in this paper, the most probable Au and Ag nanospheres are being explored with the aid of the molecular 

dynamics approach. 

2.  Methodology  

The classical molecular dynamics (MD) method, using leapfrog verlet (LF) algorithm to integrate the 

equations of motion was carried out in this study. This method is one of the popular computational that 

studies the physical movement of atoms and molecules [13]. It has already been established that the 

molecular dynamics method can simulate nanoparticles in sheets or aggregates and reveal many details 

such as optical, electrical, and sensing capabilities that may not be accessible experimentally [13]. The 

DL_POLY [14] software was utilized to execute the MD simulations because of its effectiveness in 

handling the potentials and structures preferred for this work. Gold and silver bulk supercells with 4000 

atoms each were explored at 0 K in an NVT Evans ensemble, where N represents the number of particles, 

V is volume of the system at temperature T. The equilibrium structures of the supercells were attained 

at 48.943 and 60.121 Å for Au and Ag respectively. The nanospheres were then extracted from the 

equilibrated bulk supercells for ultimate stability analysis. The many-body Sutton-Chen potentials [15] 

were employed to model the interactions between atoms in the nanospheres. Variation of total energy 

as a function of temperature was then investigated for both Au and Ag nanospheres. The radial 

distribution functions (RDFs) were utilized to predict the most probable Au and Ag-nanospheres 

structures while mean square displacements (MSDs) were considered to study the mobility of Au and 

Ag atoms in their structures. 

 

3.  Results and discussion 

 

3.1.  Modelled bulk Au and Ag crystals at 0 K. 

Both Au and Ag precious metals can be obtained in bulk and nanomaterial forms.  In this section, the 

stability of the bulk forms on these two are being discussed. The ultimate idea is to extract nanospheres 

from the bulk and properties such as the lattice parameter and cohesive energy need to be known. The 

bulk forms of Au and Ag supercells each with 4000 atoms were modelled at 0 K using the NVT 

ensemble. In the process, the total energy of the supercells were observed with the changing supercell 

lattice constants. Figure 1 presents the behavior of the energy at various supercell lattice constants for 

the acquired equilibrium structures of both the Au and Ag supercells. The bulk equilibrium structures 

of Au and Ag were attained at the simulated lattice constant of 48.943 Å and 60.121 Å respectively. The 

Au supercell lattice constant of 48.943 Å and Ag supercell lattice constant of 60.121 Å are noted in 

Table 1. The cohesive energy was calculated during simulations and found to be 3.673 eV.atom-1 and 

2.810 eV.atom-1 for Au and Ag supercells respectively. Moreover, the computed values agree well with 

experimental measurements in Table 1 [16]. 
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Figure 1. The energy is plotted as a function of the lattice constant (a

supercell
) for the bulk Au and Ag 

structures with 4000 atoms at 0 K. 

 

Table 1. The supercell lattice constant (a
supercell

), the total energy, the cohesive energy and its 

experimental reference all at 0 K for both Au and Ag bulk structures. The experimental values for the 

cohesive energy are from ref [16]. 

 
a

supercell  
(Å) E

total
 x10

4
(eV) 

Cohesive energy 

(eV.atom-1) 

Cohesive energy 

(eV.atom-1) 

(experimental) 

Au 48.943  -1.469  3.673  3.810 

Ag 60.121  -1.124 2.810  2.950 

 

3.2.  Au-nanospheres and Ag-nanospheres 

3.2.1.  Energy-temperature relations. The Au-nanospheres (Au-nss) and Ag-nanospheres (Ag-nss) are 

extracted directly from the bulk Au and Ag supercells discussed above in section 3.1. Subsequently, the 

Au-nss and Ag-nss are made of 2067 atoms each with lattice constants (ananosphere) of 48.943 and 60.121 

Å at the original 0 K. Figure 2 shows the graph of energy as a function of temperature for Au and Ag 

nanospheres. The energy increases linearly with increasing temperature. A disjoint or discontinuity can 

be observed in the plots  between temperatures 700 – 800 K for Au-nss while in Ag-nss the discontinuity 

is noticed between 900 – 1000 K. Such behavior suggests the probable transition in the structures from 

a solid crystal to liquid. The structures become amorphous in the disjoint region. Similar behavior of 

energy-temperature variation was reported by Wang et al. [17] on icosahedral Au nanoparticles. 

Interestingly, Gafner et al. [18] reported a similar behavior for Cu and Ni nanoparticles. Comparable 

energy-temperature transitions were also reported on clusters and nanoalloys [19, 20]. A change in 

entropy, calculated from the slope of the graphs is found to be 7 x 10-4 and 8 x 10-4 eV.K-1 for Au-nss 

and Ag-nss respectively, as displayed in Table 2.  A greater change in entropy occurs on the Ag-nss than 

the Au-nss. 
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Figure 2. The variation of energy with temperature for Ag- and Au-nanospheres. 

Table 2. Change in entropy for both Au- and Ag-nanospheres. 

 Au-nanosphere Ag-nanosphere 

Entropy (eV.K-1) x10
-4

 7.000 8.000 

 

3.2.2.  Radial distribution functions. The radial distribution functions (RDFs) are necessary when 

analysing the structure of fluids and solids [21]. Researchers including Pathania et al. [21] have used 

RDFs for the analysis of fluid structures. For this reason, the RDFs have been utilized in identifying a 

possible phase change of Au-nss and Ag-nss over a prescribed temperature range. In Figure 3(a) and 

(b), the RDFs at 300, 600, 700, and 800 K for the Au-nss and Ag-nss respectively are presented. In the 

plots, it can be seen that the peak heights (g(r)) decrease with the increasing temperature, as well as 

diminishing with the increasing radial distance (r). The trend suggests a possible phase transition from 

solid to fluid state. Consequently, on the Au-nss at 800 K, only the first and second nearest neighbor Au 

– Au displacements can be described with reliable values (Figure 3(a)) on the abscissa as the RDF peaks 

are vanishing with increasing r. This observation seems to support the energy – temperature relation 

observed in Figure 2 for Au-nss with the transition of energy-temperature at 700 K to 800 K where the 

structure at 800 K becomes highly deformed. The Ag-nss depicts the phase transition temperature in the 

region of 900 – 1000 K. 
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Figure 3. The radial distribution functions (RDFs) for Au- (a) and Ag-nanospheres (b) respectively 

plotted at 300, 600, 700, and 800 K. 

 

3.2.3 Mean square displacements. Mean square displacements (MSDs) have been utilised to describe 

the movement of atoms in solids, liquids as well as gases [22]. Therefore, it has been reported that the 

MSDs will increase linearly with relation to time when diffusion takes place [22]. As such, to probe the 

mobility of the Au and Ag ions in their Au-nanospheres (Au-nss) and Ag-nanospheres (Ag-nss) systems 

respectively, the mean square displacements (MSDs) plots were constructed. The respective ion 

diffusion constants D were calculated as the slope of the MSDs plots. Figures 4 (a) – (b) illustrate the 

MSDs graphs of Au-nss and Ag-nss respectively at 300, 600, and 700 K. The values of the calculated 

diffusion constants are displayed in Table 3. The Au ions have the diffusion constants that increase with 

increasing temperature. The Au-nss show liquid features in the RDFs at 800 K. However, in the case of 

Ag-nanospheres (Ag-nss), the diffusion constants seem to decrease with increasing temperature. The 

low values of D is because of the atomic mobility in the Ag-nss is generally slow and this was noticed 

in the RDFs where the structure remains very much a solid crystal at a higher temperature of 800 K. The 

RDFs for silver remains with many peaks indicating strong interactions between atoms which will 

signify less mobility in the atoms. 

 

Figure 4. Mean square displacements for Au- (a) and Ag-nanospheres (b) respectively at 300, 600, 

and 700 K. 
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Table 3. Calculated diffusion constants (D) for Au- and Ag-nanospheres at 300, 600, and 700 K. 

Temperature (K) 300 600 700 

D for Au-nanospheres 

(Å2.ps-1) 0.58 1.46 1.70 

D for Ag-nanospheres 

(Å2.ps-1) 1.87 0.87 0.12 

 

4.  Conclusion  

Classical molecular dynamics simulations have been successfully applied to follow the trend from a 

bulk crystal structure to a nanocluster in gold and silver metals. The Sutton-Chen potential correctly 

predicts the energies and lattice constants of the bulk materials. The cohesive energy for the bulk 

supercells fairly agrees with the experimental data. The transition of the structure in the nanospheres 

was followed with the assistance of the RDFs which shows that Au-nss reaches amorphous phase 

quicker than Ag-nss. The energy-temperature plots confirm the earlier transition with the discontinuity 

occurring at 700 K for Au-nss and at 900 K for the Ag-nss. The MSDs indicate more atomic mobility 

in the Au-nss as compared to Ag-nss where the structure retains solid features even at 800 K.     
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Abstract. Erbium (Er3+) activated yttrium orthovanadate-phosphate (YV0.5P0.5O4) nanomaterials 

were prepared by chemical bath deposition. The concentration of Er3+ varied between 1 and 10 

mol%. The structure, surface morphology, elemental composition, and optical analysis were 

carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), and ultraviolet–visible (UV) spectroscopy. XRD results showed that all 

the samples have a tetragonal zircon structure. SEM shows that the particles were in the nano-

range and portrayed nanosphere shapes. The presence of all the elements forming YV0.5P0.5O4: Er3+ 

was verified by EDS. Diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) revealed a broad absorption band in the 

UV region which is attributed to the absorption of VO4
3-. The f→f transitions of Er3+ were also 

observed at 380, 407, 451, 489, 523, 546, and 654 nm and were attributed to 4I15/2 – 4G11/2, 4I15/2 – 
4FJ (J = 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 9/2), 4I15/2 – 2H9/2, 2H11/2 – 4I15/2, and 4S3/2 – 4I15/2 electronic transitions of Er3+. 

Lastly, the estimated band gaps were found to be between 3.76 and 3.82 eV. 

1.  Introduction 

In recent years, lanthanide (Ln3+)-activated up-conversion (UC) materials have become a topic of intense 

research due to their superior chemical and characteristic optical properties, such as their low optical 

background, excellent photostability, ease of manufacture, low toxicity, and high UC luminescence [1]. 

Our world faces a serious energy issue. Fossil fuels are presently the main energy source, but they present 

challenges such as environmental pollution and the depletion of such fuels; hence there is a need for 

alternative renewable energy sources. Therefore, in this study, our focus was on synthesizing a UC 

luminescent material that can act as a UC layer when exposed to infrared light. Currently, rare-earth (RE) 

doped nanophosphors are considered superior optical materials to produce light-emitting materials. REs 

ions exhibit narrow emission and excitation bands due to an electronic transition from f-f, which is why 

they are widely used to generate luminescence. A wide range of applications can be achieved with rare-

earth luminescence materials, including phosphors, display monitors, X-ray imaging, scintillators, lasers, 

and optical amplifiers [2]. A number of trivalent lanthanide ions, including Er3+, Tm3+, Ho3+, and Pr3+, act 

as activators for UC processes due to their high energy levels. There have already been various UC 
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phosphors developed, such as Ln3+ doped rare earth oxides, rare earth fluorides, alkaline earth metal 

fluorides, etc. [3]. Several studies have been performed on the UC process for disordered matrices doped 

with the 4f 11 lanthanide ion Er3+. Er3+ is one of the rare-earth ions that is usually used as an important 

activator in luminescent materials because it provides intermediate levels (4I11/2 and 4I13/2) with equally 

spaced and longer lifetime excited states, and this enables the conversion of infrared light to visible light 

[4]. The Er3+ ions may be excited either under down conversion or up conversion excitations to display 

green and white emission applications [5]. 

The most suitable host must have low phonon energy in order to engage non-radiative processes at 

a lower probability and then optimize the desired application performance. One of the newest developed 

phosphors are RE orthovanadates and orthophosphates with the general formula MNO4, where M = Sc, Y, 

La, Gd or Lu and N = V or P. Among these orthovanadates or orthophosphates, yttrium orthovanadates 

(YVO4) and orthophosphate (YPO4) have been studied for a long time because they possess interesting 

properties, such as excellent thermal, mechanical, optical properties and chemical stability [6, 7]. 

Vanadate and phosphates can be combined to form orthovanadate-phosphate hosts, this orthovanadate-

phosphate host can be achieved by partially replacing the V5+ ions with P5+ ions (or vice versa) in the 

YVO4 (or YPO4) system, usually resulting in a tetragonal structure [8]. Motloung et al. [9] have 

illustrated that the stability and high-temperature luminescent properties of YVO4 and YPO4 can be 

enhanced by the orthovanadate-phosphate system.  

In this study, Er3+ doped YV0.5P0.5O4 powder materials were prepared by the chemical bath 

deposition (CBD) method. There are published reports on the synthesis of Er3+ doped YV0.5P0.5O4 using 

various synthesis methods [7]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no reports on the 

synthesis of Er3+ doped YV0.5P0.5O4 by CBD. The method, which is cheap and simple, is a low-

temperature technique that uses a solution that produces a crystal size that is often very small and 

homogeneous. The phase structures, morphologies, elemental, and optical properties of the YV0.5P0.5O4: 

x% Er3+ samples were investigated in detail. 

2. Experiment 

Yttrium nitrate hexahydrate (Y(NO3)3. (H2O)6) (99.8% trace metal bases), ammonium metavanadate 

(NH4VO4) (P = 99%), ammonia (25% NH3), erbium (III) acetate hydrate C6H9ErO6. H2O (99.8% trace 

metal bases), ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (NH4H2PO4) and deionized water were used throughout 

the experiment. All solvents and chemicals used were of analytical grade and purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. YV0.5P0.5O4: x% Er3+ (where x = 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10) phosphor-powders doped with Er3+ (x mol%) 

were prepared by chemical bath deposition at 80 ℃. In a typical preparation, 0.05M of (Y(NO3)3. 

(H2O)6), 0.025M of NH4VO4, and 0.025 M NH4H2PO4 solutions were prepared using deionized water 

under magnetic stirring. The solutions were stirred to allow homogenous mixing. The volume ratios 

(1:0,5:0,5) were then considered for each solution in the following order: 50 ml of Y(NO3)3. (H2O)6 was 

first added to the test tube placed in the water bath, followed by the addition of 50 ml of NH4VO4 solution 

and 50ml of NH4H2PO4 solution, and lastly, 50 ml of (25% NH3) solution was added dropwise. The 

samples were prepared at five different concentrations of Er3+ (1, 3, 5, 7, and 10%). A white precipitate 

formed after the mixture was continuously stirred for several seconds. The reaction took place until 50ml 

of (25% NH3) was used. The product was then allowed to stabilize and cool down overnight. Finally, the 

precipitates were collected, washed several times with ethanol and deionized water to remove the residue, 

and desiccated at room temperature for a maximum of three days to ensure that powders were dried prior 

to characterization.  
The structure and phase purity of the samples were investigated by using XRD (Bruker D8 

Advanced Powder Diffractometer). The morphology, elemental mapping, and elemental composition of 

these materials were obtained using Tescan Vega 3 scanning electron microscopy (SEM) fitted with 

Oxford X-MaxN energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Reflectance spectra were measured using 

UV–vis spectrophotometer Lambda 950 (PerkinElmer). 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 X-ray diffraction 

XRD patterns of the YV0.5P0.5O4 nano phosphors doped with Er3+ at different concentrations are presented 

in Figure 1. The XRD spectra show that the diffraction peaks matched well with the tetragonal zircon 

phase of YVO4 (JCPDS file no. 17 − 0341). Figure 1 shows that the gradual increase of Er3+ from 1 to 

10% mole did not influence the crystal structure. As the concentration of the dopant was increased, the 

XRD peak shows a slight shift to a higher diffraction degree (Figure 2(a)). This implies that the dopant 

ions are successfully and uniformly incorporated into the YV0.5P0.5O4 host lattice [10]. This shift could be 

because of strains that are caused by the differences in ionic radii between vanadium (~ 0.54 Å), 

phosphorus (~ 0.35 Å), and the Er3+ (0.89 Å) [9]. To replace the trivalent yttrium ions with atomic radii of 

0.9 Å with, the trivalent Er3+ ions with atomic radii of 0.89 Å are introduced in the YV0.5P0.5O4: Er3+ 

system. Since both Y3+ and Er3+ ions have the same valency, Er3+ ion substitutions at the Y3+ site in 

YV0.5P0.5O4 can lead to charge compensation issues [11]. According to the results, the phosphor powders 

were crystalline, and the diffraction peaks were found to be generally broad, and this could be due to the 

small crystalline size of the material [6, 12]. No peaks are detected for any other impurities, 

demonstrating that pure phase products can be obtained when using the CBD synthesis method, and Er3+ 

can successfully replace Y3+. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. XRD pattern of YV0.5P0.5O4:x% 

Er3+and JCPDS file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2(a) shows an expanded view of the (200) diffraction peak for the samples synthesized at the 

different Er3+ concentrations. Williamson-Hall formula (equation 1) [13] was used to estimate the 

crystallite sizes and lattice strains: 

 

 ,                                                                            (1) 

where D is the crystallite size, ɛ is the lattice strain, λ is the wavelength of the x-ray radiation (1.5406 Å), 

β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity, and θ is the diffraction angle at the peak position. 

The term ( ) was plotted with respect to ( ) for the preferred orientation peaks of 

YV0.5P0.5O4:1%Er3+ in figure 2(a). The same procedure was used for different concentrations of Er3+. The 

results were found to be in a range of 17 to 19 nm and 0.00973 to 0.00502 for the crystallite sizes and 

lattice strains, respectively. The crystalline sizes were found to be fluctuating as Er3+ increased. 
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Figure 2. (a) Diffraction patterns of (200) for YV0.5P0.5O4 doped with various Er3+ concentration, (b) A 

plot of  as a function of  of YV0.5P0.5O4:1% Er3+. 

 

3.2 Scanning electron microscopy 

The morphology of the prepared powder samples at various Er3+ mole concentrations is shown in figure 3. 

The samples mainly consist of small primarily nanospheres structures, which show some conglomeration 

phenomena. Figure 3(f and g) shows low magnification, and it is observed that the product presents a bulk 

morphology conglomerating with an irregular quadrilateral shape with a uniform size. These results agree 

with XRD, which says that particles are tetragonal in shape. The mole concentration of Er3+ did not have 

influence on the morphology of the nanoparticles at low magnification. These irregular quadrilateral 

shape-like structures might be due to several nanospheres agglomeration. It is also noticed that low 

doping concentrations of Er3+ did not significantly affect morphology and the particle size did not change 

much as Er3+ concentration was increased. 

 

Figure 3. SEM images of (a, f) YV0.5P0.5O4:1%Er3+, (b) YV0.5P0.5O4:3% Er3+, (c) YV0.5P0.5O4:5% Er3+, (d) 

YV0.5P0.5O4:7% Er3+, (e, g) YV0.5P0.5O4:10% Er3+. 
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3.3 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

Electron diffraction X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to analyze the composition of transition 

metals that are used to prepare YV0.5P0.5O4:x% Er3+.  

 

      
Figure 4. (a) The EDS elemental map and (b) the EDS spectrum of YV0.5P0.5O4:5% Er3+. 

 

Elemental mapping of YV0.5P0.5O4:5% Er3+nanophosphor was observed through SEM to identify 

the composition of yttrium (Y), vanadium (V), phosphorus (P), oxygen (O), and erbium (Er) (Figure. 

4(a)) and the insert (Figure 4(b)). The EDS spectrum (Figure 4(b)) confirms the presence of the 

anticipated elements Y, V, P, O and Er in the YV0.5P0.5O4:5% Er3+ samples. A carbon (C) peak was 

observed due to carbon tape being mounted to the sample when it was prepared for EDS 

measurements. In this study, the dopant was used at a low concentration thus, it was detected to be 

very small. No impurities were detected, which is in agreement with the XRD results. The same 

results were obtained for YV0.5P0.5O4:1% Er3+, YV0.5P0.5O4:3% Er3+, YV0.5P0.5O4:7% Er3+, and 

YV0.5P0.5O4:10% Er3+ samples. 

 

3.4 UV-Vis reflectance spectroscopy 

YV0.5P0.5O4 nanopowder was subjected to a UV-vis spectrometer to collect diffused reflectance 

spectrum and examine rare earth dopants' influence on its optical properties. The reflectance spectrum 

of YV0.5P0.5O4 nano phosphors recorded as the function of wavelength in the wavelength range 200–

800 nm prepared at various Er3+ molar concentrations is shown in figure 5(a). It is evident that all the 

nanophosphors exhibited a reflectance edge at about  317 nm and this edge is attributed to the 

oxygen-to-vanadium atom charge transfer in the VO4
3- units [9, 14]. In addition to the vanadate 

reflectance, the intrinsic f-f transitions of the Er3+ ion are noticed and are located at 380, 407, 451, 489, 

523, 546, and 654 nm. These observed peaks can be attributed to the absorption of the Er3+ ion in the 

visible range and correspond to the electronic transition from 4I15/2 – 4G11/2, 4I15/2 – 4FJ (J = 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 

9/2), 4I15/2 – 2H9/2, 2H11/2 – 4I15/2, and 4S3/2 – 4I15/2 respectively  [8, 14, 15]. Figure 5(a) shows that the 

reflectance intensity decreased as the molar concentration of Er3+ ions increased.  

The transformed Kubelka-Munk reflectance given in equation 2 [16] was used to obtain 

approximate band gap energies for the prepared powder samples: 

 ,                                                                                       (2) 

where R is a reflectance value, and K and S are the absorption and scattering coefficients. The 

bandgap, Eg, was calculated using the absorption edge wavelength for the interband transition in 

accordance with the equation below [17]:  

,                                                                               (3) 

where α, hv, A, and Eg represent the light absorption coefficient, photon energy, proportional constant, 

and the bandgap value, respectively. 
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Figure 5. (a) The diffuse reflectance spectra of YV0.5P0.5O4:x%Er3+, (b) Transformed Kubelka Munk 

reflectance of YV0.5P0.5O4:x%Er3+. 

 

These were represented in a transformed Kubelka-Munk reflectance plot represented in figure 5(b). 

The band gap was estimated by extrapolating a straight line from the band edge to the intersection 

with hv is the x-axis. From figure 5(b), the band gaps of YV0.5P0.5O4:1% Er3+, YV0.5P0.5O4:3% Er3+, 

YV0.5P0.5O4:5% Er3+, YV0.5P0.5O4:7% Er3+ and YV0.5P0.5O4:10% Er3+ were extrapolated and found to be 

in the range of 3.78 to 3.82eV. The optical band gap energy of the doped YV0.5P0.5O4 fluctuated as the 

molar concentrations of Er3+ was increased. This result is in accordance with the crystalline size, 

which fluctuated as the molar concentration of Er3+ increased, as confirmed by XRD analyses. 

 

4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, Er3+ doped YV0.5P0.5O4 phosphor powder have been synthesized by the CBD method for 

different concentrations of Er3+ ions and are characterized by XRD, SEM, EDS and UV. A successful 

introduction of Er3+ ions into the YV0.5P0.5O4 lattice has been confirmed by XRD, SEM, and EDS 

measurements. As evidenced by XRD, the preparation of nanoparticles appeared to present a single 

phase of tetragonal zircon structure. The as-formed hybrid precursor materials present uniform small, 

primarily nanospheres like morphologies. The UV–vis reflectance spectra showed an intense Er3+ 

green peaks due to 2H11/2 – 4I15/2, and 4S3/2 – 4I15/2 transitions and other f→f transitions of Er3+ were also 

observed and were attributed 4I15/2 – 4G11/2, 4I15/2 – 4FJ (J= 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 9/2), 4I15/2 – 2H9/2, electronic 

transitions of Er3+. The band gap energies were calculated using a transformed reflectance Kubelka-

Munk plot.  
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Abstract. A full potential all-electron density functional method within generalised gradient 

approximation is used to investigate the electronic, elastic and transport structure of alpha-type 

copper sulphide. The electronic structure suggests a semimetallic material with a zero band 

gap. Elastic calculations suggest a hard material with the bulk to shear modulus ratio of 0.381. 

The transport properties were estimated using the Boltzmann transport approach. Electrical 

conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and thermal conductivity suggest p-type conductivity. 

1.  Introduction 

Cu2S is one of the copper sulphide forms referred to as chalcocite [1]. Yet studies by Zimmer et al. 

and other researchers indicate that Cu2-xS exists in different crystallographic modifications, which are 

monoclinic, hexagonal, cubic and orthorhombic phase [1-4]. A monoclinic α-chalcocite Cu2S phase is 

created from the base hexagonal closed packed sulphur atoms (S) lattice [1]. In this arrangement, a 

trigonal and tetrahedral coordination of copper with central sulphur atoms alternate within the root 

hexagonal closed packed sulphur matrix. Depending on the value of x in the composition Cu2-xS, at 90 

– 104 °C, a sub-level steady state chalcocite can be obtained [2]. When x = 0, in the temperature range 

90 – 435 °C, the hexagonal phase of high-level chalcocite exists. A digenite cubic phase can also be 

existent in the temperature range 72 – 1130 °C [2, 3]. This configuration is based on anti-fluorite 

structure where copper (Cu) ions occupy the face centred cubic (fcc) lattice, whilst the sulphur ions 

occupy the sub-cubic closed packed cell within the fcc lattice [3].   

Further literature studies show that even the cubic formation of CuxS manifest in different forms 

which are specified by numerous locations of Cu atoms in the S atoms framework [4]. Moreover, 

lattice locations of the Cu atoms in this arrangement vary with the value of x within 2 < x < 1. Like in 

the Cu2-xS setup, a probable transition from one phase to another depends highly on the local 

environment kinetic factors [4]. A range of metal sulphides demonstrates good transport properties, 

but the CuxS family is being favoured because they are non-toxic, cost effective, and are made from 

earth-abundant elements [4, 5]. In this study, a copper rich cubic α-chalcocite (Cu2S) has been 

modelled to understand its electrical and thermal transport properties. 

 

2.  Computational Method 

The calculations are based on the density functional theory (DFT). In this approach, the ground state 

total energy calculations depend entirely on the k-points mesh on a given system and the size of the 

basis set of the applied wave functions. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-
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correlation energy as proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) has also been utilised 

throughout the calculations [6-7]. The Exciting Code which make use of all-electrons in a given 

system in order obtain the full-potential when solving the Kohn-Sham equations has been used [8]. In 

order to simplify the calculations, real crystals are transformed in the k-space to Brillouin zones using 

the Monkhorst and Pack approximation scheme [9]. Initial calculations on the band structure, densities 

of states, and elastic constants require reliable optimized k-point mesh grid and sufficient expansion of 

the basis-set wave functions [8].  

The thermo-electric transport properties are obtained by calculating the electronic transport 

coefficients from the Boltzmann theory [10, 11]. Such calculations apply time relaxations and rigid 

body approximations in order to correctly handle the semi-classical solutions of the Boltzmann 

equation [11, 12]. Specifically, the electronic transport coefficients of interest are electrical 

conductivity , thermal conductivity , Seebeck coefficient , and the figure of merit . These 

coefficients will be calculated with respect to the chemical potential at temperature 300 K. The 

relaxation time of 10 fs will be applied throughout the calculations. When calculating the transport 

coefficients, only the k-points with eigenenergies near the Fermi level are relevant [12]. In order to 

achieve this, a single self-consistent calculation is performed from the original ground state total 

energy calculations. The optimized lattice constants of cubic alpha Cu2S used in this model 

calculations are a = b = c = 5.739 Å. 

3.  Results and Discussion 

The electronic, elastic and transport properties of alpha Cu2S were performed under at temperature. 

The electronic properties describe the state and behaviour of electrons in the material. For example, 

the electronic band structure and the density of state, describe the state of the electrons in terms of 

their energy, E. Elastic properties determine the mechanical properties of the material. The transport 

properties assist with the understanding of various interactions in electronic systems such as the 

Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity and the power factor. 

3.1.  Electronic Properties 

The electronic structure of any material is important in order to understand the sub-atomic properties. 

This information is obtained from the calculated density of states (DOS) and band structure through 

the materials electron density. Figures 1 and 2, shows the calculated band structure and the total 

density of state of the cubic alpha Cu2S respectively. The band structure (Figure 1) indicates that the 

material has a zero band gap which suggest a metallic behaviour. The top of valence band and the 

bottom of the conduction band touch one another from L to Г points along the Fermi level. In figure 2, 

above the Fermi level, the DOS displays a mixture of deep level states possibly originating from the 

Cu and S electrons. At the Fermi level the overlap of orbitals maybe due to the Cu 3d-states mixing 

with S 4p-states. Below the Fermi level, existence of s states for both Cu and S electrons are 

suggested. Also, the DOS shows that the nature of the valence band maximum (VBM) is widely Cu d-

like. The results are in agreement with other theoretical calculations like those of Mazin [13] under 

DFT formalism within local-density approximations (LDA) approximation.  

3.2.  Elastic Properties 

Systematically, the elastic properties of alpha Cu2S were also computed. The calculations assist in 

understanding the stability, stiffness, ductility and anisotropy of the material. Young’s modulus 

measures the stiffness of the materials, bulk modulus refers to the resistance to shape deformation, 

shear modulus reflects the resistance against the shear deformation and Poisson’s ratio will measure 

the ductility of the material [14]. There are three independent elastic constants in the cubic crystal 

structure, which are C11; C12, and C44. These elastic constants were calculated using the 

ElaStic@exciting [15] interface, which can be used to obtain full elastic constants of any crystal 

systems. 
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Figure 1 Band structure of Cu2S. 

 

 

Figure 2 Density of states of Cu2S. 

The elastic constants C11, C12 and C44 assist in describing the mechanical hardness of the material 

with respect to deformation. The first two constants describe the crystal response to tension, while C44 

describes the response to shear strain. Alpha Cu2S is cubic; as such, the deformation stability needs to 

satisfy the following trend: C11 > 0; C12 > 0; C11 – |C12| > 0 and C44 > 0 [16]. Most of the stability 

conditions are satisfied by our results accept one condition which is C11 - |C12| > 0. In this study, C11 - 

|C12| < 0 which does not satisfy the deformation stability of cubic. Because of this condition, it can be 

concluded that, the material alpha-Cu2S is mechanically unstable and demonstrate some 

inhomogeneous character [16]. The Poisson’s ratio (ν) which was calculated using C12 and C14 was 

found to be a positive value of 0.381 which is between 0 and 0.5. This positive value of ν shows that 

when the Cu2S compound stretched in one direction, it tends to expand in the other two directions 

perpendicular to the direction of compression [16]. Mott et al. [17], explained that for incompressible 

material, the bulk modulus (B) is typically large compared to the shear modulus (G) and Poisson’s 

ratio has to be close to 0.5. From this, it can be concluded that the material Cu2S is incompressible 

[17]. The Young’s modulus value suggests some form of inelasticity [18].  

Table 1:  Elastic constants (C11; C12; C44), bulk modulus (B), Young’s modulus (Y) and shear modulus 
(G), all in GPa and Poisson’s ratio (ν). 

  

α-Cu2S  C11  C12  C44  B  Y  G  ν  

This work (GPa)  64.349  75.477  23.442  71.767  63.421  23.442  0.381  

      

Literature (GPa)                                                    77.980(10)  65.413(11)   23.692 (10)   0.360 (11)  

    

  

3.3.  Transport Properties 

In figures 3 to 6, only 300 K temperature thermo-electrical transport properties are considered. The 

behaviour of the Seebeck coefficient against the chemical potential is displayed in figure 3, and shows 

two notable maximum peaks of 150 μV.K-1 at µ = -0.05 eV and -100 μV.K-1 at μ = 0.05 eV. It must 

also be clarified that on the chemical potential abscissa in figure 3, the positive and negative values 

suggest the electrons (n-type) and holes (p-type) dopants respectively [12].  
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Figure 3 Seebeck coefficient vs chemical 

potential of Cu2S at 300 K. 

 

 

Figure 4 Power factor vs chemical potential 

of Cu2S at 300 K. 

 

Figure 5 Electrical conductivity vs chemical 

potential of Cu2S at 300 K. 

 

 

Figure 6 Thermal conductivity vs chemical 

potential of Cu2S at 300 K. 

 

As such, the maximum value of S lies on the p-type doping zone and the minimum value lies on the 

n-type doping zone. The power factor (σS2) quantity describes how efficient a given thermo-electric 

material is [12]. In figure 4, a maximum power factor of about 15 μW.cm-1.K-1 is observed in the 

negative zone of the chemical potential and a minimum value of about 0 μW.cm-1.K-1 in the positive 

zone. As noted with the Seebeck coefficient, the values further suggest power factor that the cubic 

alpha Cu2S is more inclined to the p-type conductivity. 

The electrical and thermal conductivity plots vs μ are displayed in figures 5 and 6 respectively.  

Both curves display a similar behaviour relative to the changing chemical potential (μ) and their 

turning points are at the fermi level. Around the fermi level, the electrical conductivity suggests the 

metallic behaviour as the curve does not entirely touch the zero level of the σ. On the other hand, the 

thermal conductivity does touch zero level of the κ suggest poor thermal conductivity at this point. 

Mahan and Sofo [10] expressed that a good thermo-electric material is expected have a large Seebeck 

coefficient, high electrical conductivity and a low thermal conductivity in order to acquire an 

enhanced figure of merit [4, 10-12]. In this instance, S is having a high value of 150 μV.K-1 and κ 

maximum value of 0.35 W.cm-1.K-1 which is considered small. A conclusion will be that the alpha 

Cu2S satisfy the properties of being a thermo-electric material. 
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Figures 7 and 8 show the graphs of Seebeck coefficient and power factor against temperature 

respectively. Moreover, all values have a positive Seebeck coefficient indicating that the Cu2S 

compound is a p-type semiconductor. According to Narjis et al. [5], the positive values of Seebeck 

coefficient suggest that transport properties are dominated by holes, which are found in p-type 

materials. The highest measured Seebeck coefficient is about 59 µV.K-1 at 1000 K, and the smallest is 

about 22 µV.K-1 at 300 K. Both graphs increase with the increasing temperature [19]. Figures 9 and 10 

graphs present electrical and thermal conductivity against temperature respectively. The electrical 

conductivity increase linearly with the increasing temperature. A maximum electrical conductivity of 

about 3.6 Ω.cms-1 at 1000 K is achieved. In the same manner, the thermal conductivity increases 

exponentially with the increasing temperature. In this case, a thermal conductivity of about 1.8 

W(cmKs)-1 at 1000 K is obtained. In addition, figure 10 illustrates that the thermal conductivity of 

alpha Cu2S is still very low to the value of about 0.2 W.cm-1.K-1. Such property further confirm the 

thermal property of the materials in line some previous studies [20, 21]. 

 

 
Figure 7 Seebeck coefficient vs temperature  

Figure 8 Power factor vs temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Electrical conductivity vs temperature 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Thermal conductivity vs temperature. 
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4.  Conclusion 

The electronic properties results are in agreement with previous studies, which shows that the cubic 

alpha copper sulphide is a semi-metallic material with zero band gap. This zero band gap is attributed 

to the band structure geometry between the symmetry points L and Γ. Elastic constants show that the 

material is mechanically stable and it has a low shear modulus and high bulk modulus which are in 

agreement with previous studies. Thermo-electric transport properties of the material suggest a p-type 

conductivity. The high positive Seebeck coefficient, the high electrical conductivity, and the low 

thermal conductivity values suggest alpha Cu2S as a good thermo-electric transport material. This is 

further corroborated by the little change of the electrical conductivity with increasing temperature. 

Very small, suppressed thermal conductivity values with increasing temperature further support the 

findings. Such low shear and high bulk modulus materials have potential in thermo-electric transport 

applications. 
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Abstract. Machine learning methods have recently found applications in many areas of physics, 

chemistry, biology, and materials science, where large datasets are available. In this paper, 

machine learning regression techniques are applied to a large amount of density functional theory 

calculated data to develop machine learning models capable of accurately predicting the 

formation and total energy of sodium-ion battery cathode materials.  Amongst various algorithms 

that are evaluated, the Bayesian ridge model is found to be the best model in predicting the 

formation energy with an accuracy of 0.99 and 0.01 eV coefficient of determination and mean 

square error, respectively, and final energy with 0.98 and 0.03 eV accuracy for the coefficient of 

determination and mean square error, respectively. The results show that the descriptors used to 

predict the energies have a predictive capacity with a high accuracy.                            

1.  Introduction 

    The development of energy storage and conversion devices is essential to reduce the discontinuities 

and instability of renewable energy generation [1]. New eco-friendly energy sources are necessary in 

the current era, as they are expected to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and ultimately benefit human 

health. Over the past two decades, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have dominated the portable electronics 

industry and solid-state electrochemical research [2]. Due to the use of LIBs in portable electronics such 

as laptops, electric vehicles, and cell phones, lithium-ion batteries have received a lot of attention [3]. 

Among the most favourable characteristics of Li-ion batteries are their longer lifetime, higher energy, 

high efficiencies, and power densities. Despite their success, lithium-ion batteries are expensive to 

produce due to limited lithium resources in the Earth’s crust and, in addition, large-scale energy storage 

is not possible with this technology. 

    Despite concerted efforts to develop novel materials for energy storage technologies, there is a 

continuous need for technologies that can push the limits on material properties [4]. Alkaline-ion 

batteries have developed rapidly in recent decades due to their high energy density and environmentally 

friendly properties [1]. These batteries have gained a good reputation as alternatives to LIBs due to the 

high abundance of Na- and K-ions in the environment. Sodium-ion battery (SIB) technology has gained 

the privilege of enabling new and more demanding applications for large-scale energy storage systems 

than LIBs; this is due to the high abundance of sodium-ion resources present in the Earth’s crust and 

seawater [5, 6]. Quantum mechanical methods have been shown to be successful in predicting and 

finding functional new materials, such as SIB materials, to replace LIB materials; however, the 

calculations are computationally expensive and time-consuming. The lack of suitable electrodes and 
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electrolyte materials has limited the development of sodium-ion batteries. In this context, the data-driven 

machine learning (ML) approach has recently found ways to address material discovery at a faster rate 

and with limited use of computational resources. 

    Previous studies have shown that a combination of density functional theory (DFT) and machine 

learning (ML) methods can accelerate the prediction of material properties and the discovery of novel 

materials [7, 8]. Machine learning models and algorithms are increasingly applied in battery materials 

research, with superior time efficiency and high accuracy in property prediction.  Some examples 

include successful application to predict the properties of battery material properties [9-11] and 

discovery of new battery materials [12, 13]. In this paper, we develop machine learning models capable 

of accurately predicting the formation and total energy of sodium-ion battery cathode materials.  

2.  Methodology 

    Machine learning algorithms are typically expressed as a computer program that can learn from 

experience (E) with respect to some class of tasks (T) and the performance measure (P) [1]. Thus, ML is 

simply denoted as ˂P, T, E˃. The main interpretation is that a computer program is said to learn from 

experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and a performance measure P if its performance on 

tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E. It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss 

details on the theoretical background of machine learning methods, models, and their applications in 

materials science; however, more details can be found elsewhere in the literature [14]. With regard to 

materials science, the ML process consists of the three key steps summarized in the following subsections. 

 

2.1.  Sample construction  

     In this step, there are two important activities, namely data curation and feature engineering. The 

data are cleaned, pre-processed, while features are engineered to help improve the accuracy of property 

prediction. Pymatgen Materials Genomes was used to extract materials data from the Materials Project 

Database [15], which contains 7397 different sodium containing materials with different properties 

calculated using DFT. Chemical descriptors were used to construct machine learning features based on 

fundamental atomic properties, such as the chemical formula and atomic number. Feature vectors were 

then generated from details of the chemical formula. The features extracted from the Materials Project 

include: formation energy per atom, final energy per atom, energy, Fermi energy, energy above hull, 

density, and bandgap. To obtain the chemical name (X) of a material, an algorithm was developed to 

generate a set of chemical and physical descriptive attributes in which the energies (Y) were predicted. 

Descriptor attributes were used to predict formation and final energy in this study. 

2.2.  Model development  

    Model development is a black box that links the input data to the output data employing a set of 

functions, which can be either linear or non-linear based on the input data. The models were developed 

using a Scikit library machine learning module and a Python code. The data was divided into 70% train 

set and 30% test set. The tested models include the Bayesian ridge (BR), gradient boosting regressor 

(GBR), light gradient boosting machine (LGBM), extra trees regressor (ETR), orthogonal matching 

pursuit (OMP), and random forest regressor (RFR) among others. Detailed descriptions of all these 

models [16-18] and their application in materials science can be found elsewhere [14, 19]. 

 

2.3.  Model evaluation  

    The model evaluation step involves evaluating and validating the performance accuracy of the 

developed models. A model was evaluated using different evaluation metrics to measure its 

performance. In this case, to evaluate the accuracy of the model, we compared the calculated DFT 

properties with the values predicted by the ML model employing K-fold cross validation. For the light 

gradient boosting machine, the hyperparameters used include the number of trees = 1000, the maximum 

depth = 3 and the regularization of L2 = 1 without cross validation and the number of trees = 350, 

maximum depth = 10 and L2 regularization = 10 with cross validation. The hyperparameter used for the 
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Bayesian ridge model iteration = 350 without cross validation and iteration = 50 with cross validation. 

The following precision measures were used to evaluate the performance of the model: coefficient of 

determination (R2) and mean square error (MSE). 

Coefficient of determination is computed using the formula:  

R2 = 1 −
∑ (yi −i ŷi)²

∑ (yi −i y̅i)²
                                                                                               (1) 

                                                                                                        

where yi, are the observed true DFT values, ŷi are the ML predicted values, and ȳ is the mean value of 

the i-th sample and the sample size of the testing set. It is recommended that an R2 reading of 0.8 or 

higher is adequate for a good reading, indicating that the model is fitting well. The MSE provides an 

indication of the quality of the model and is defined as: 

 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑(yi − ŷi)²

n

i =1

                                                                                                (2) 

 

where n is the number of data points. Zero mean square error shows that the model predicted 100% 

correct actual values; hence the model must achieve MSE closer to zero. 

 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  Feature engineering 

    Figure 1 shows 18 x18 matrix correlation heatmap ranging from -1 to 1 with squares representing the 

relationship between variables to predict both the formation and total energy of sodium containing 

materials.   When the correlation is close to 1 or -1, it implies that the variables have a strong relationship. 

In addition, a value closer to zero indicates that the two variables are not linearly related. Since all the 

diagonals are -1 (black) or 1(fawn), there is a perfect correlation. A larger number and darker or lighter 

colour indicates a stronger correlation between the two variables. In this study, 18 descriptors were 

considered and evaluated in order to determine the important descriptors in predicting the energies. The 

average covalent radius and average single bond covalent radius were found to be the most important 

features, with feature correlation ranging between 0.82 and 0.99, respectively, as can be seen on the 

heatmap.  

 
 

Figure 1. Correlation heatmap for predicting the formation energy and total energy. 
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3.2.  Model selection  

    The best model is selected on its capability to predict the target property, in this case formation and 

total energy. Figure 2 illustrates the measures of the predicted coefficient of determination for the 

formation (left) and final energy (right) as determined by various models while Figure 3 shows the 

measures of the predicted formation energy MSE (left) and final energy MSE (right) as determined by 

various models. During model tuning, data was pre-processed using statistical normalization, then 

hyperparameters were optimized using cross-validation score. The tuned algorithm was fitted to the 

training data, which comprised 70%, and the learned model was then applied to the test data, which 

comprised 30%. Various models were evaluated by resampling on data collected outside the sample (or, 

more precisely, the development process of the model). Amongst the developed models, the Bayesian 

ridge was found to be the best model based on its accuracy in predicting the energies. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Measures of predicted formation energy coefficient of determination (left) and final energy 

coefficient of determination (right) as determined by various models. 

 

   
 

Figure 3. Measures of predicted formation energy mean square error (left) and final energy mean square 

error (right) as determined by various models. 
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3.3.  Model validation 

    Figure 4 shows graphical representations of model performance in the training set (left) and the test 

set (right), containing data points that reflect the predicted formation energy as a function of the DFT 

calculated formation energy obtained using Bayesian ridge regressor.  Bayesian ridge regression was 

found to be the best performing model with the predicted formation energy achieving a coefficient of 

determination R2 of 0.99 and an MSE of 0.01 eV. LGBM predicted formation energy poorly with a 

coefficient of determination of 0.59 and a mean square error of 1.40 eV for the training set and 0.55 and 

1.51 eV, respectively, for the testing set. Due to this poor performance of LGBM, features that did not 

add value to the prediction of the formation energy were removed in order to determine the role that 

feature vectors play on model performance. The models were trained again with few feature vectors 

(density and band gap were removed) and found to have improved the performance up to 0.69 and 0.01 

eV for R2 and MSE, respectively. 

   
 

Figure 4. Parity plot of Bayesian ridge model predicted formation energy versus DFT formation 

energy model performance in train set (left) and test set (right).    

    Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of the model performance in training set (left) and test set 

(right), containing data points that reflect the predicted final energy as a function of DFT calculated final 

energy obtained from the Materials Project database. Based on the small difference between the train 

and test-model performance results, it is evident that the models were not overfitted. Bayesian ridge 

regression with elemental descriptors predicted the final energy, achieving a coefficient of determination 

R2 of 0.97 and an MSE of 0.04 eV. Later, the performance of the optimized algorithm gave an R2 of 

0.98 and an MSE of 0.03 eV through model tuning. For the best advantage, all the points should pass 

through the diagonal regressed line, and the model Bayesian ridge resulted in a high regression score.  

 
 

Figure 5. Parity plot of Bayesian ridge predicted final energy versus DFT final energy model 

performance in train set (left) and testing set (right). 
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4.  Conclusion 

    The machine learning models were successfully developed, from which the formation and final 

energies of various sodium-ion battery materials were predicted. The average covalent radius and the 

average single-bond covalent radius were the most important features for predicting the formation and 

final energy of these materials. Several models were evaluated, and the best model was selected based 

on its accuracy in predicting the afore-mentioned energies. Amongst the various algorithms that were 

evaluated, Bayesian ridge model was found to be the best model with the following accuracy measures: 

coefficient of determination R2 of 0.99 and 0.98 for formation and final energy respectively, mean square 

error of 0.01 and 0.03 eV for formation energy and final energy respectively. The machine learning 

models were further validated, from which the DFT calculated properties were compared with their 

corresponding predicted machine learning values. There is good agreement between the model on the 

train and the test set. Machine learning models can yield accurate material properties faster, making 

them useful in materials-properties prediction.   
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Abstract. RCrTiO5 compounds shows interesting magnetic behaviour because of the presence 

of two magnetic sublattices, R3+ and Cr3+. This contribution focuses on the synthesis, structure, 

morphology and magnetic properties of nano NdCrTiO5, that belongs to this group. The 

orthorhombic crystal structure with lattice parameters, a, b, c is 7.5715 ± 0.0007, 8.7270 ± 

0.0008 and 5.7916 ± 0.0006 Å, respectively, was confirmed through x-ray diffraction. The 

average particle size obtained from the transmission electron microscopy is 33 ± 1 nm, selected 

area diffraction pattern confirms the crystalline nature of the sample and energy dispersive x-

ray spectroscopy confirms the elemental composition. From the temperature-dependent 

magnetization measurement on the nanoparticles the Néel temperature, temperature, TN, could 

not be obtained. This is in contrast with the previously observed TN in bulk samples at 18 and 

21 K and might be due to the reduced size of the material.  Further, the ferromagnetic nature of 

the material was observed from the magnetization as the function of field measurement with 

coercivity 0.018 ± 0.001 T, 0.019 ± 0.001 T and exchange bias −0.004 ± 0.001 T, −0.003 ± 

0.001 T, at 2 K and 10 K, respectively. The observed anomalous properties are discussed 

considering the size effect.  

1.  Introduction  

In order to improve the device technologies new and advanced magnetic materials are in search of 

materials which exhibit properties such as, exchange bias (EB), magnetization reversal (MR), spin 

switching (SS), spin reorientation (SR) and significant magnetocaloric effect (MCE) [1-2]. In a 

multiferroic material, multiple ferroic states co-exist [1-2], and it is visualized that the co-dependence 

of the order parameters might contribute to spintronics, as well as to novel memory devices [3-5]. In 

general, remarkable and exciting physics are probable wherever two or more type of spin sublattices 

contribute to the material’s observed magnetism [6-8]. RMn2O5 (R = rare-earth ions), are the group of 

compounds, multiferroic in nature, which are attracting the attention of various researchers because of 

the two contributing magnetic sublattices in the compound [8-10]. These RMn2O5 compounds 

crystallize in an orthorhombic structure, having a space group Pbam [8-9]. In these compounds, the 

sublattice of rare-earth ion is magnetized moderately through the Mn ions [8].  

The RCrTiO5 family also has an orthorhombic crystal structure similar to that of RMn2O5 [11-12]. 

In this series of compounds, one can expect to find exceptional and fascinating magnetic behavior 

because of the co-existence of two magnetic sublattices; Cr3+ and R3+. However, currently there are 

only a few reports on these materials and most of them are in bulk form [1, 4-7]. Hwang et al. [4] 

synthesised the NdCrTiO5 and estimated its dielectric constant and pyroelectric current. Das et al. [13], 
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showed magnetic properties such as SR and compensation in bulk DyCrTiO5, as well as in HoCrTiO5 

and also observed EB effect. Recently, the reports published on nano DyCrTiO5 and GdCrTiO5, are 

showing structural and magnetic behavior of the material [14-15]. Exchange coupling among different 

atoms of an oxide compound having a rare-earth constituent depicts interesting magnetic behavior [1, 

4, 13]. A shift in the hysteresis loop across the applied field axis originates in FM-AFM systems 

because of this exchange coupling. The magnitude of this shifting is known as exchange bias field 

(𝐻ex) [16]. This exchange bias effect is attributed to the coupling between two magnetic sublattices in 

the perovskites [17-18]. Zheng et al. [19] also observed an exchange bias effect in YMnO3, which is 

ascribed to the uncompensated surface spins of the nanoparticles. Nowadays, the world is looking 

towards the nanostructured materials because of their improved properties, which comes from their 

enhanced surface-to-volume ratio, as well as uncompensated surface spins [20]. The uncompensated 

surface spins present can significantly modify the magnetic properties, as well as other physical 

properties [20-21]. The change in the structural properties subsequently brings about concomitant 

changes in the magnetic nature of these materials [22-23]. 

Nano NdCrTiO5 is one of the promising materials from the RCrTiO5 group yet to be explored. 

Various magnetic transitions are expected and interpreting the underlying physics responsible for the 

observed properties of NdCrTiO5 in the nano form will be most interesting. Therefore, this 

contribution reports on the properties of NdCrTiO5 particles synthesized using the sol-gel technique 

[20-21], considering x-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), magnetization 

(M) as function of temperature (T) as well as with magnetic field (0H) results. In addition the 

modification of magnetic properties on reducing the particle size to nano dimensions will also be 

discussed in this work.  

2.  Experimental details  

Synthesis of the NdCrTiO5 sample was carried out by the sol-gel method [20-21]. The calculated 

stoichiometric amounts of Nd(NO3)3, Cr(NO3)3 and Ti(OC3H7)4 were mixed with ethanol. The solution 

of the precursors were stirred using a magnetic stirrer [20-21]. Ten milliliters (10 ml) of distilled water 

was added into the solution while constantly stirring. The solution was continuously stirred for another 

half an hour, where after the solution was aged for 24 h.  A solid sample was obtained after drying the 

aged solution and crushed to powder. The powdered sample was then calcined at 800 ºC for three 

hours in a box furnace. The prepared sample was used for characterization, using x-ray diffraction 

(XRD) technique with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å), transmission electron microscope (TEM) and 

vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) using a Cryogenic Cryogen Free Physical Properties 

Measurement System, with a vibrating sample magnetometer insert. 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  Structural properties of NdCrTiO5  

Firstly, the NdCrTiO5 sample was characterized using XRD techniques to determine the structural 

properties of the material. The XRD pattern obtained is shown in Figure 1 and it was analyzed using 

FULLPROF software [24]. The data for the sample shows it having orthorhombic crystal structure 

with a Pbam space group, similarly as was observed in bulk sample prepared by solid state route [4]. 

The unit cell parameters a, b and c has found to be 7.5715 ± 0.0007, 8.7270 ± 0.0008 and 5.7916 ± 

0.0006 Å, respectively, while the cell volume found from the refinement parameters is 382.69 ± 0.06 

Å3. In previous reported data on a polycrystalline bulk NdCrTiO5 sample [4] the reported cell 

parameters a, b and c, are 7.5812 ± 0.0002, 8.6803 ± 0.0002 and 5.8123 ± 0.0003 Å, respectively. The 

XRD patterns could be well resolved with the (ℎ𝑘𝑙) reflections of the orthorhombic structure and the 

distinct diffraction peaks signify the crystallinity of the particles. No other peaks corresponding to any 

other impurities have appeared. Minor shifting has been observed in few peak positions because of 

internal stresses in nano material in line with previously reported results [25]. Along with peak 

shifting, peak broadening is observed due to nano size of the material (confirmed from the TEM) [26]. 
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In the orthorhombic phase a large number of peaks are observed, but for the sample in the nano form a 

few peaks are merged [14-15]. In this case the difference between the experimental and calculated data 

is obtained due to shifting and merging of peaks [25-26]. Further, the crystallite size of the sample has 

been calculated using Scherrer’s formula and found to be 39.0 ± 0.6 nm [14-15]. 

 

  

 
 

Figure 1. The fitted XRD pattern of the NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles using the FULLPROF program 

[29]. 
 

 

 

The TEM image of synthesised NdCrTiO5 is shown in Figure 2(a) and the particle size distribution 

is shown in Figure 2(b). The sample consists particles of various sizes and shapes. The particle size 

distribution histogram is fitted using log-normal fit [21]. The average particle size for the synthesized 

sample was found to be 33 ± 1 nm, with particle size distribution ranging from 20 to 70 nm. Using the 

sol-gel technique, the NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles are synthesised in a shortened time of only three hours 

and the calcination temperature is also low compared to solid state synthesis [4]. In the case of bulk 

NdCrTiO5 the heating time was more than 24 h and temperature is 1300 ºC [4]. Comparing with the 

earlier synthesis process of NdCrTiO5, the present sol-gel synthesis method is therefore relatively easy 

and consumes less time. Figure 2(c) shows the TEM image of the selected area electron diffraction 

(SAED) pattern. From the dotted SAED pattern it was predicted that sample was of crystalline nature 

[20]. In general, energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is used to determine the elements 

composition, here the EDS is shown in Figure 2(d). The obtained result of elemental composition from 

EDS was Nd, Cr, Ti, O, C and Cu. The Nd, Cr, Ti and O are from the synthesised material, whereas C 

and Cu are from the TEM grids. Previous reports on bulk NdCrTiO5 samples [4-5] showed interesting 

dielectric and magnetoelectric properties. Thus, as a starting point, in the present study the magnetic 

properties of the nano NdCrTiO5 are investigated. 
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Figure 2. (a) TEM image, (b) particle size distribution using log-normal fit, (c) SAED pattern and 

(d) energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy of the NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles. 
 

 

3.2.  Magnetic properties of NdCrTiO5  

The dc-magnetization as a function of temperature was carried out for NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles under 

zero-field-cooling-warming (ZFCW), field-cool-warming (FCW) protocols [14-15]. In ZFCW cycle, 

the sample was made to cool down to the base temperature of 2 K without any applied magnetic field. 

Then a magnetic field was applied and magnetization measured from 2 to 300 K. Thereafter, the same 

applied field was applied and the sample was cooled at the same rate as in ZFCW cycle. After 

reaching at 2 K, the magnetization (M) as a function of temperature (T) was measured from 2 to 300 K 

in a FCW measurement [14-15]. 

The M(T) curves for NdCrTiO5 are shown in Figure 3(a) and (b). Figure 3(a) indicates the 

measurement carried out at an applied field 0.05 T and Figure 3(b)  is for the measurement cycles 

carried out at applied field 0.1 T. In bulk samples the Néel temperature, TN, was observed around 18 to 

21 K, but in this case no such transition was observed in the mentioned temperature range. This might 

be due to changes in magnetic properties because of nano-sized nature of the material [4-5] studied 

here. According to literature, it has been found that with changing the size of oxide materials, the 

various properties can be significantly influenced and changed [21-22]. In Mn doped TiO2, when the 

particle size is 12 nm the obtained structure was anatase but when the particle size was 15 nm both 

anatase and rutile structure are existing [21]. Another, report shows anatase to brookite phase 

transformation with increasing the particle size from 22.6 nm to 84.5 nm [22]. Based on the previous 

reports [14-15, 21-22], it can be considered that the change in dimensions can bring about novel 
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properties in the material, as noticed in the present work. As examples, consider earlier reports on bulk 

DyCrTiO5 [13] indicated SR (spin reorientation), not observed in nanoparticles of the same material 

[14]. However, in bulk GdCrTiO5 [1] SR was not observed, but in nano GdCrTiO5 [15] SR was 

observed. 

 
 

Figure 3. M(T) data for NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles with probing fields of  (a) 0.05 T and (b) 0.1 T. 

 

Figure 4 shows the M(0H) loops of the NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles, recorded at 2, 10, 30, 60, 80 K 

with ZFCW protocol. The curve indicates paramagnetic behavior of the material with increase in 

temperature. From the curves obtained at 2 and 10 K, the exchange bias (Hex) and coercivity (Hc) was 

evaluated, using following equations, Hex = [H1+H2]/2, Hc = [H1−H2]/2, respectively, where H1 and H2 

are the positive and negative crossing of the M(𝜇0𝐻) curves on the applied field axis [17, 27-28]. The 

obtained value of coercivity, 0.018 ± 0.001, 0.019 ± 0.001 T and exchange bias, −0.004 ± 0.001, 

−0.003 ± 0.001T, at 2 and 10 K, respectively. The finite values of coercivity indicate the soft 

ferromagnetic nature of the material [29]. The recorded M(0H) curves indicate the weak FM nature of 

the material. 

 
 

Figure 4. Magnetization as a function of applied field at 2, 10, 30, 60, 80 K. 
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Further, M(𝜇0𝐻) measurements carried out at 2 K under FCW condition to confirm the exchange 

bias effect in the material as depicted in Figure 5(a). In Figure 5(b) the zoomed view of the measured 

curves of both ZFCW and FCW are asymmetric in nature with shifting of hysteresis loop. The ZFCW 

showing positive exchange bias, whereas FCW condition gives negative exchange bias, that is clearly 

demonstrate the exchange bias effect of the synthesized sample. Deepak et al. [17], demonstrates that 

the EB obtained in the single phase, La0.5Pr0.5CrO3, is because of the exchange coupling between Pr3+ 

and Cr3+. EB have been observed in SmCrO3 due to the interaction between Sm3+ moment and Cr3+ 

moment [27]. Similarly, TmCrO3 exhibiting EB effect, which obtained due to the interaction of Tm3+ 

and Cr3+ [30]. In one of the earlier report, Hong et al. [31] showing EB in a single-phase NdMnO3 

system due to the coupling between Nd3+ and Mn3+. EB was for the first time observed in YMnO3 

nanoparticles, which is attributed to the exchange coupling between uncompensated spins found on the 

surface of the nanoparticles [19]. In a recently reported nano DyCrTiO5 system EB is ascribed to 

complex magnetic interaction of surface uncompensated spins between each other [14]. Similar to the 

reported results, in the present case EB is attributed to the surface uncompensated spins and their 

magnetic interaction. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Magnetization as a function of applied field for the NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles (a) at 2 K 

ZFCW and FCW, (b) zoomed view of the loops. 
 

 

4.  Conclusions  

NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles were synthesized using a simple sol-gel technique to explore the role of size 

on structural and magnetic properties. The synthesised NdCrTiO5 nanoparticles were calcined at 800 

ºC for three hours. The orthorhombic crystal structure was confirmed from the XRD pattern having 

lattice parameters, a, b, c of 7.5715 ± 0.0007, 8.7270 ± 0.0008 and 5.7916 ± 0.0006 Å, respectively. 

The nanosize (33 ± 1 nm) of the particles as well as elemental composition of the material was 

confirmed from the TEM results. Due to nanosize of the material TN is not observed from the 

temperature-dependent magnetization measurement, which was observed in bulk samples. Field 

dependent magnetization study showed the exchange bias effect which is consequence of 

uncompensated spins on the surface of the material. These observed anomalous properties might be 

due to the size effect. 
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Abstract. Cadmium telluride (CdTe) thin films were synthesized using a low-cost two electrode 

electrodeposition method in an acidic aqueous solution. The solution contained 1.M of cadmium 

acetate dihydrate (Cd (CH3OO)2. 2H2O) as Cd precursor and 1 ml of tellurium dioxide (TeO2) 

as Te precursor.  The thin films were deposited on a coated glass fluorin doped tin oxide (FTO) 

substrates. During deposition the solution temperature was varied at 50, 60, 70, and 85 oC. The 

structure and phase purity, optical properties, surface morphology and elemental composition of 

the films were investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD), ultraviolet-visible (UV–Vis) 

spectrophotometry, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS). The XRD results showed that the CdTe thin films have a polycrystalline 

cubic zinc blend and a hexagonal structure. The results confirmed that the preferential orientation 

(111) XRD peak intensity increased with the deposition temperature and the crystallite size also 

increased from 20 to 29 nm. UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements indicated that the optical band 

gap decreased with an increase in deposition temperature. The SEM images showed that the 

surface morphology changed with an increase in deposition temperature. EDS confirmed the 

presence of all the elements in the desired compound and its analysis showed that the 

composition of Cd and Te varies with temperature. 

1.  Introduction 

Semiconductor materials play an important role in energy conversion processes. In particular, 

chalcogenide group (II-IV) compound semiconductor are used for solar cell applications [1]. Cadmium 

telluride (CdTe) thin film is one of the best known absorber layer owing to its novel physical and 

chemical properties, such as a high absorption coefficient, direct band gap, and energy band gap, which 

is near the ideal energy band gap of the absorber material, environmental stability, variable conductivity 

and growth by low cost method. Due to these, CdTe is used for different applications such as imaging 

detectors [2], LEDs [3], and solar cells [4]. Different physical and chemical growth techniques are used 

for the deposition of CdTe thin films. Each deposition technique has its advantages and disadvantages. 

The two-electrode electrodeposition method is selected because of its advantages such as scalability, 

manufacturability, self-purification, low cost, waste reduction, simplicity and production of both n- and 

p-type conductivity by varying the deposition voltage [5]. 

CdTe thin films have been deposited by electrodeposition method from different cadmium 

precursors, such as Cd (NO3)2 [6] , CdSO4 [7], and CdCl2 [8] as reported by different research groups, 

and the results showed that the quality and properties of the film varied with the precursor. The quality 

of the CdTe thin film depends on the deposition parameters, such as the deposition time period, 

concentration of ions in the electrolyte bath, pH of the electrolytic solution, stirring rate, growth voltage 

and electrolysis bath temperature. Optimization of these parameters on CdTe thin films allows growth 

for desired applications [9].   

It is known that the properties of the absorber layer depend on its thickness. The thickness of the 

film in the electron deposition method depends on various growth parameters such as current density, 
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the temperature of the solution, the concentration of Te in the solution, pH of the solution, and the 

cleaning process of the FTO glass substrate before preparation. The objective of the present work is to 

optimize growth temperature to synthesize the CdTe thin films by electrodeposition deposition while 

keeping other growth parameters unchanged in order to understand the growth temperature effects from 

a cadmium acetate precursor. The growth temperature affects the rate of CdTe thin film growth and is 

mostly dependent on the rate of release of Cd2+ and Te2+ -ions from the complex state which condenses 

on an ion-by-ion basis on the substrate. This in turn determines the thickness of the CdTe thin film. 

When the temperature increases, the motion of the ions in the electrolyte bath increases and the 

solubility of the solvents increases [10]. When the current density is high the deposition rate increases, 

and the crystallinity of the film increases. Therefore, it is important to study the effect of deposition 

temperature in detail.   

There are reports about electrodeposition of CdTe thin films using Cd sources such as cadmium 

chloride, cadmium nitrate and cadmium sulphate in the literature. However, there are very scarce, if any, 

literature about two-electrode electrodeposition of CdTe thin films using cadmium acetate as a 

precursor. Moreover, the reports about electrodeposition of CdTe thin films using two-electrode method 

are limited in the literature since most researchers report on the three electrode electrodeposition method. 

The main aim of this study was to investigate the effect of the deposition temperature on the properties 

of CdTe thin films grown by two electrode electrodeposition method for possible application in 

photovoltaic industry. The two electrode is adopted in this work to reduce the cost of production of these 

films.    

2. Materials and Method 

Electrochemical deposition of CdTe thin films was performed using an electrolyte solution containing 

1.0 M cadmium acetate dihydrate [Cd(CH3OO)2.2H2O], with 98% purity, as the cadmium precursor and 

1 ml tellurium dioxide TeO2 with 99% purity as the tellurium precursor. Both chemicals were laboratory 

reagent grade Cd (CH3OO)2. 2H2O purchased from Emsure, Germany and TeO2 purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich and used as the electrolyte solution. Prior to electrodeposition takes place the four glass 

substrates/FTO were cut into small size 2.5 x 2.5cm and washed ultrasonically in laboratory soap 

solution in deionized (DI) water for 30 min.  Finally, the substrates were washed with ethanol, acetone 

and methanol, respectively and rinsed with deionized water between washing and drying in air. 

The deposition voltage was adjusted to 1250 mV and, the pH of the electrolyte was 2.00 ± 0.02 using 

either dilute HCl or ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) at room temperature. The temperature of the 

electrolyte solution bath was adjusted to 50, 60, 70, 85°C with moderate stirring during the deposition 

using a magnetic stirrer. The source of the electrolyte solution as electrical power used for the 2-

electrode system was a computerized Gill AC potentiostate (ACM Instruments, United Kingdom). 

Insulating polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) was used to attach the glass/FTO substrate to a high purity 

graphite rod, which served as the working electrode (cathode). Before CdTe thin film deposition, the 

cadmium acetate solution in 400 ml was electro purified for 48 h with a deposition voltage less than the 

Cd element deposited, which was determined by cyclic voltammetry. Te containing solution was 

prepared by dissolving 2g of TeO2 in 30 ml diluted HCl solution and stirred for 2 h since TeO2 is 

insoluble in water and soluble in acidic media. 1 ml of the TeO2 solution was added to the Cd containing 

solution and stirred for 300 min to maintain uniformity in the solution. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Structural properties 

The structural properties of the CdTe thin films were investigated using a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray 

diffractometer (XRD) measurement with a monochromatic wavelength of 1.5416 Å. The X-ray 

generator voltage and current were maintained at 40 kV and 40 mA, respectively. The XRD 

measurements were carried out by setting the incident angle from 20 to 70o to identify the degree of 

crystallinity and the crystal structure of the CdTe layers grown on the glass/FTO. Figure 1 (a) shows the 

XRD spectra of CdTe thin films grown by the electrodeposition method. Overall, it was observed that 
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the prepared CdTe thin films had both cubic and hexagonal polycrystalline structures. Figure 1(b) shows 

that the results agree with the JCPDS data 752083 for a cubic zinc blend structure and 800090 for the 

hexagonal structure. The peak (111) is located at an angle of 24.7 and the other peaks at 28.23, 40.32, 

47.3, 57.76 and 63.7 with phase of (200), (220), (311), (400) and (331), respectively. The hexagonal 

structure having 41.3, 44.6 and 68.8 with (110) and (112) and (107) respectively. Therefore, CdTe was 

found in a mixed polycrystalline phase which is in agreement with other reported results. The peaks 

labelled * are CdxTeOy related [8]. The crystallite size can be calculated using the Scherrer formula, as 

shown in equation 1 [6]. 

                                                                      𝐷 =
0.9 𝜆

𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
 ,                                                                                          (1) 

where the parameter D is the crystallite size, β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) in radian, λ 

is the wavelength of the X-rays (0.15406 nm for Cu Kα), and θ is the Bragg's diffraction angle in degree.  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. XRD spectra of CdTe thin films (a) 

deposited at different temperatures (b) deposited at 

85oC and JCPSD files (c) crystalline size and (111) 

peak intensity as a function of temperature.  

 

Figure 1(c) shows the graph of (111) peak intensity and crystallite size as a function of deposition 

temperature. It is clearly observed that the intensity of (111) peak increases with an increase in the 

deposition temperature from 50 to 85 oC, while the crystallite size increased from 20 to 29 nm. It was 

observed that the maximum crystallite size was obtained when the deposition temperature was 85oC. 

During electrodeposition in aqueous solution, deposition temperatures are restricted to 90oC due to the 

b a 

c 
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boiling point of water of 100oC. If the deposition temperature is increased to near or above 100oC, water 

will evaporate. 

3.2 Optical properties 

Optical absorption measurements of the CdTe layers were carried out using a Carry 50 Scan using 

ultraviolet- visible (UV-VIS) spectroscopy to estimate the band gap of the films. Figure 2 (a) shows the 

absorbance as a function of wavelength. The results show that the absorbance (A) increased with an 

increase in the deposition temperature. The maximum absorbance was recorded for the sample that was 

deposited at the temperature of 85 oC.  Figure 2 (b) shows the absorbance square as a function of photon 

energy (hv). The band gap energies were calculated by plotting the absorbance square as a function of 

hv and using the extrapolation of the (A2= 0) tangent line though hv axis. From the results, the energy 

band gaps were 1.83, 1.75, 1.62 and 1.62 eV for deposition temperatures of 50, 60, 70, and 85 oC 

respectively. When the deposition temperature was 50 oC the energy band gap was 1.83 eV which 

indicates that the CdTe thin film contained more Te and pinholes since Te have positive redox potential 

compared to Cd that is why it was deposited at low deposition voltage and at low temperature. Due to 

this reason Te is active in the solution and it is deposited first on the substrate. At low temperatures the 

thin film is Te rich, meaning there is excess of Te and less Cd elements in the CdTe thin film [11]. When 

the temperature was increased the band gap decreased and when the deposition temperature was 85 oC 

the band gap became 1.62 eV. The band gap energy varied with the deposition temperature.     

Figure 2. CdTe a) absorbance as a function of wavelength (nm) and b) A2 a function of energy (eV) 

3.3 Morphological property 

SEM images were obtained to study the surface morphology, grain size and uniform coverage of the 

substrate by the film. The results confirmed that the glass (FTO) was covered by the CdTe thin film and 

as shown in figure 3 (a), at a low temperature of 50 oC the grain sizes were small and not uniform. As 

the deposition temperature increases to 85oC (figure 3 (b)) there is an increase in grain size. In both 

cases, it can be observed that the particles are agglomerated and composed of various shapes, including 

irregular, spherical and rods like structures with different lengths and sizes. CdTe thin film with larger 

grain size, uniform surface morphology was observed when the sample was deposited at a temperature 

of 85 oC and this is in good agreement with the XRD results. The thickness of the thin film increased 

from 1.5µm to 3.2 µm as the deposition temperature was increased from 50 to 85 oC. The insert in figure 

3(b) shows the SEM image of the sample prepared at 60oC. 

 

a b 
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Figure 3. SEM images of CdTe thin films as deposited at (a) 50 oC, and (b) 85 oC  

3.4 Compositional properties 

 

EDS measurements were used to investigate the elemental composition of CdTe thin films grown at 

different deposition temperatures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  EDS spectra of CdTe thin films as 

deposited at (a) 50 oC, (b) 60oC and (c) 85 oC 

a 

c 
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The results showed that for the required compound (i.e., CdTe) both Cd and Te were present as shown 

in figure 4. It is observed from the results that Cd increases with an increase in deposition temperature. 

In contrast, Te decreases with an increase in temperature. The calculated atomic percentage of Te was 

found to be 81.6 ,78.0 and 55.0 while that of Cd was 18.4, 22.0 and 45.0 for the deposition temperatures 

of 50, 60 and 85 oC. Generally, acidic media remove Cd, and the film becomes Te rich while basic media 

remove Te and the film becomes Cd rich. It can be observed that the concentration of Te is greater than 

that of Cd for all the samples. To get equal amounts of Cd and Te, usually, post deposition treatment 

like dipping the film into CdCl2 solution, drying it in air, and annealing at 400oC for 15 min is required 

[12]. However, this is not the purpose of our current study, and the samples were used as prepared 

without post deposition treatment. For this work, the better composition of CdTe thin film was obtained 

when the deposition temperature was 85 oC which is in good agreement with other previous report [13]. 

4. Conclusion 

CdTe thin films were successfully grown by the electrodeposition method using a cadmium acetate and 

tellurium dioxide as Cd and Te sources, respectively. The thin films were deposited at different 

temperatures. The XRD results indicated that the crystallinity of the films and the crystal sizes increased 

as the temperature increased. Furthermore, CdTe thin films were found to be polycrystalline in both 

cubic and hexagonal structure. The UV-VIS measurements indicated that the energy band gap decreased 

as the temperature increased. The SEM results showed that the morphology of the thin films improved 

as the temperature was increased. The EDS results revealed that as the temperature increased the 

concentration of Cd increased while that of Te decreased. Further analysis confirmed that the quality of 

the films increased with temperature. When the film was deposited at 85oC, the atomic percentage of 

Cd and Te are 45 and 55 respectively. Therefore, it is important to study the effect of temperature for 

thin film growth for the desired applications. 
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Abstract. TiAlV intermetallic alloys are used as key functional materials in various industries 

due to their superior properties. However, our understanding of their structural phase stabilities 

is still limited and remains confined. In this work density functional theory approach was 

employed to investigate the structural and electronic stability of cubic Ti2AlV and tetragonal 

TiAl2V phases. The stabilities of these structures were determined by calculating the heats of 

formation and electronic properties. The calculated heats of formation values revealed that both 

phases are thermodynamically stable since ∆Hf <0. Moreover, it was found that the TiAl2V 

structure is energetically more stable than Ti2AlV. Also, the partial density of states was studied 

to investigate the electronic properties. 

1.  Introduction 

Ti-Al-V-based alloys are widely employed in biomedical, aerospace, automotive, space, and other 

important industries. This is due to their low density, high strength, and good corrosion resistance 

requirements [1, 2]. Many investigations have shown that heat treatment would promote microstructures 

of Ti-Al-V alloys, allowing for superior mechanical properties. A better understanding of the structure 

and morphology of precipitates can further improve the strength of alloys [3]. These alloys are available 

in binary AB and ternary A2BC stoichiometric compositions. Deviations from the stoichiometric 

composition are accommodated by vacancies on the various sublattice sites and/or antisites [4]. 

      The effect of structural qualities, however, varies. As a result, it is vital to investigate the intrinsic 

properties of each phase as well as their impact. Banerjee et al. [5] investigated the chemical 

compositions and microstructures measured across the Ti8AlxV grade. They reported that the volume 

fraction of the alpha phase decreased with an increase in the V content, and the volume fraction of the 

beta phase increased. Furthermore, the microstructure and mechanical properties of Ti-Al-V powder 

have been investigated. It has been reported that the microstructure of equiaxed to columnar grains 

varies. Moreover, as the mass content of Al increases, the beta grain size decreases [6].  

First principle calculation was used to study the site occupancy of the B2 phase in Ti2AlX (X= V, 

Cr, Fe, Mo, Ta, Nb, Zr, Hf and Re) intermetallic [7]. According to their findings, all the alloys were 

found to be thermodynamically stable, and the formation energy results indicated that the B2 phase is 

the most stable. Wan et al. [8] studied the structural and electronic properties of second phases and solid 

solutions in Ti-xAl-yV alloys using First principle approach. The formation enthalpy for the alpha and 

beta phases was found to be -0.295 and 62.786 eV. atom˗1, respectively. Therefore, it was stated that the 

alpha phase has greater structural and formation stability than the beta phase due to its lower formation 
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enthalpy. This indicated that the Ti-Al-V α phase has the strongest alloying ability and structural 

stability. The structural phase is one of the most important measures for controlling the properties of a 

material and causing a significant change in performance. As a result, it is necessary to investigate the 

properties of various phases. 

In the present study, the structural and electronic properties of the cubic (Ti2AlV) and tetragonal 

(TiAl2V) crystals were investigated using density functional theory calculations. To characterize the 

structures, the heats of formation and electronic properties of the two phases were calculated. The 

current findings will provide theoretical insight into the thermodynamic comparison of the Ti2AlV and 

TiAl2V compositions. 

2.  Computational Setup  

Cambridge Series Total Energy Package (CASTEP) code [9], as implemented in Material Studio 

software, was used for all density functional theory calculations [10, 11]. To calculate the geometry 

optimization, a generalized gradient approximation with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-

correction functional was used [12]. Geometry optimization calculations were employed using the 

Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm. The Monkhorst-Pack scheme [13] was used to 

integrate the k-points. Cut-off energy was set to 600 eV with k-points of 6 × 6 × 6 and 6 × 6 × 5 for both 

cubic and tetragonal structures. The maximum force tolerance and displacement were set at 0.03 eV and 

10-3, eV. atom˗1, respectively. Heats of formation (∆Hf) of TiAl2V and Ti2AlV structures were calculated 

as follows: 

 

                                                           ∆Hf =Etot ˗∑i niEi                                                                                 (1) 

                                                                                 

whereby, Etot. and Ei are the total energies of crystal structures (Ti2AlV and TiAl2V) and individual 

atoms (Ti, Al and V). The ni represents the number of an atomic configuration of the element.   

3.  Results and Discussion 

3.1.  Crystal structures and Heats of formation 

The intermetallic alloy of TiAlV mostly consists of two crystal structures which are face-centred 

tetragonal (L10) and face-centred cubic. It is noted that the face-centred tetragonal is an Al-rich crystal 

with chemical formula TiAl2V and cubic structure is defined as Ti-rich phase Ti2AlV, crystalizes in 

P4/mmm and F-43M space group, respectively. Figure 1 illustrate the atomic crystal structures of these 

phases, TiAl2V and Ti2AlV. The bulk properties of these two crystals were calculated and the results are 

presented in Table 1. The equilibrium lattice parameter of Ti2AlV is a = 6.337 Å and TiAl2V a= 5.469 

Å and c/a= 1.45 Å. The obtained parameter for Ti2AlV is in good agreement with the value previous 

results [14]. If the c/a ratio is 1/2, the pseudo-cubic tetragonal phase is formed, as referred to in the 

literature [15]. The equivalent c/a ratio value of 1.45 was obtained in the current study. 

Structural stability of TiAl2V and Ti2AlV were analyzed using heats of formation (∆Hf), which is 

defined as the energy required to form the phase crystal from single atoms. A lower formation energy 

of the crystal structure implies more structural stability. Heats of formation per atom for the two phases 

were calculated using Eqn. 1 and the results are shown in Table 1. The calculated ∆Hf of Ti2AlV and 

TiAl2V structure is -0.121 eV. atom˗1 and -0.412 eV. atom˗1, respectively. A negative ∆Hf value for both 

structures indicates the possibility of these two phases forming spontaneously, implying thermodynamic 

stability. Our current findings on heats of formation value for Ti2AlV structure agree well with the 

previously reported values (-0.112 eV. atom˗1) [7]. However, the TiAl2V structure was found to have 

the lowest ∆Hf, indicating that the tetragonal phase shows higher structural stability than cubic. As a 

result, it is possible to deduce that TiAl2V crystal has stronger stability and forming capacity than 

Ti2AlV. This is in line with the fact that the alpha phase of Ti-Al-V solid solution has a greater capacity 

to form than the beta phase [8]. 
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Figure 1. Optimized crystal structure of (a) tetragonal (t-TiAl2V) and (b) cubic (c-Ti2AlV) phase. 

 

 

Table 1. The calculated heats of formation (∆Hf), present and previous lattice parameters for cubic and 

tetragonal structures. 

 

structures methods a (Å) c/a V(Å3) ∆Hf (eV. atom˗1) 

c-Ti2AlV present 

previous 

   6.337 

   6.337 [14] 

 

- 

254.4      -0.121 

-0.112 [7]  

 

t-TiAl2V 

 

present 

 

 

    5.469 

 

1.45 

 

 

244.2 

 

     -0.412 

3.2.  Density of states 

To further understand the electronic properties and interaction for both cubic and tetragonal structures, 

partial and total density of states (PDOS) are investigated. PDOS and TDOS curves are presented in 

Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. This DOS plot highlights the contribution of different atoms and 

orbitals. We noted that all in all structures, the main peak at the fermi level is most contributed from the 

-d orbital from the 3d orbital of Ti and V atoms, while less contribution was noted from the -p orbital. 

This observation indicated that both structures have metallic behaviour. Moreover, the conductive 

region/side mostly consists of 3d (Ti and V) hybridize with the -2p Al atom. This shows the bonding 

character displayed by Ti-Al, Ti-V and Al-V from the hybridization between the lone pair in the -2p and 

-3d individual atoms. Both DOSs of these compounds display a deep pseudo-gap right above the Fermi 

level, this is due to a strong covalent interaction between the atoms. In addition, Figure 3 presents the 

TDOS curves for the two compounds, it was observed that the TDOS curve for TiAl2V lies lower at the 

Fermi level (EF) whereas the EF for Ti2AlV is higher on the TDOS curve. This suggests that the FCT 

TiAl2V crystal is more stable than the FCC Ti2AlV crystal which supports the stability trend observed 

in the heats of formation values. The cubic system's Fermi level is typically located in the middle of the 

DOS peak. The high TDOS near EF, on the other hand, causes high energy, which leads to poor structural 

stability in the cubic state [16]. 
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Figure 2. Partial density of states (PDOS) calculated for tetragonal (TiAl2V) and cubic (Ti2AlV) 

structures. 

 

 
Figure 3. Total density of states (TDOS) plot for cubic (Ti2AlV) and tetragonal (TiAl2V) structures. 
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4.  Conclusion 

In summary, density functional theory calculations were successfully utilized to investigate the 

structural stability of Ti2AlV and TiAl2V compounds. Both structures were discovered to be 

thermodynamically stable, having negative values for heats of formation. The calculated heats of 

formation values indicated that TiAl2V had a strongest structural stability than Ti2AlV. According to 

electronic calculation, it was observed that the TDOS curve for TiAl2V lies lower at the Fermi level than 

the Ti2AlV compound. This implies that the tetragonal phase (TiAl2V) is structurally more stable than 

the cubic phase (Ti2AlV). 
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Abstract. The synthesis of various stable metallic nanoparticles is increasingly becoming the 

source of interest to researchers, this is due to their key features such as surface plasmonic 

activity, catalytic activity, and stability, amongst others. These therefore indicate their potential 

uses in several promising applications. This study describes the synthesis of SnO2-coated gold 

nanostructures, including nanospheres, nanoprisms, nano-octahedrals, and nano-octahedrals, 

with the aim to demonstrate the stabilizing effect of SnO2 on the various gold nanostructures. 

Herein we also study the various resulting metal-semiconductor systems which might have 

general relevance in broadening our understanding of metal oxide semiconductor stabilization 

and interaction at the surface of a metal. The wet chemistry approach used in this study was 

previously used to synthesize gold nanospheres stabilized with SiO2, herein SnO2 is investigated 

as an alternative to SiO2. Additionally, we demonstrate the potential uses of the stable colloids 

of Au@SnO2 (pronounced tin (iv) oxide coated gold) nanocomposite materials as heat transfer 

fluid additives, owing to the outstanding heat storage capabilities of the SnO2 coating material 

and the impeccable surface plasmonic resonance activities of the core Au metal structures. The 

surface plasmonic resonance (SPR) activities and structural stabilities of the resulting Au@SnO2 

colloids were determined and monitored using ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy. The 

UV-Vis spectra demonstrated a clear stabilization and absorption enhancement due the coating 

material. Furthermore, morphological analysis of the metal nanomaterials before and after 

coating were carried out using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), showed strong evidence 

of the stabilization resulting from the metal-semiconductor interaction. While the reaction 

mechanisms initiated at the metal-semiconductor interface is complicated by many factors 

including spatial non-uniformities, the morphological analysis of the Au@SnO2 also aided our 

description of the proposed reaction mechanisms. The structural morphologies of the metal 

nanomaterials before and after coating analysis of the morphologies gives some important 

insights for other potential future applications 

 

1.  Introduction  
In recent years, the synthesis of various stable metallic nanostructures with controlled sizes, shapes, 

architecture, composition, and properties, has increasingly become the source of interest to researcher 

seeking to develop materials suitable for such promising applications as solar thermal energy collection 

and transportation. The aim has been to acquire the nanostructures of gold, silver, gadolinium, and 

platinum. This is primarily because these structures, with key features such as surface plasmonic 

activity, catalytic activity, and stability, have proven to be the ideal building blocks in various 

applications including localized heat generation [1], energy harvesting [2], biosensing, optoelectronics, 
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and catalysis [3, 4]. However, many of these metallic nanostructures, specifically Gold (Au), suffer 

significant drawbacks related to the agglomeration of particles or the formation of complex particle 

linkages, which tend to limit their applicability lifespan. From an applications perspective, the useful 

special properties of nanomaterials are those that stem from the single isolated particles, and these 

properties are in general negatively affected, or lost in the case of particle interactions [5]. As such, 

significant considerations concerning our ability to isolate these nanoparticles from each other is 

warranted, since two or more particle interactions may cause significant changes in the material 

properties. Nanocomposite materials of the core/shell architectural type offer a simple solution to this 

limitation. These are multi-phase materials, in which at least one primary phase has the desired 

properties of interest to be harnessed, and an additional distance-holder secondary phase to assist in 

stabilizing the initial primary phase. To improve the applicability of Au, Tin (IV) oxide (SnO2) is used 

as a secondary distance-holder phase in the synthesis of Au@SnO2 (pronounced Tin (IV) oxide coated 

– Gold) nanocomposite materials. Thus, this study describes the synthesis of SnO2 stabilized Au 

nanostructures which include nanospheres, nanoprisms, and nanorods. The resulting stable Au@SnO2 

nanocomposite materials were further evaluated as potential colloid additives for solar thermal energy 

collection and transportation [6, 7]. Additionally, valuable information about SnO2 stabilization and 

interaction at the surfaces of the resulting various (Au - SnO2) systems is noted.  

 

2.  Experimental 
General Considerations: Commercial samples of Hydrochloric acid (HCl) and Sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH), Sodium stannate trihydrate (Na2SnO3·3H2O), Chloroauric acid (HAuCl4⋅3H2O), 

Cetyltrimethylammonium- bromide (CTAB), L-ascorbic acid, and Silver Nitrate (AgNO3), and Sodium 

borohydride (NaBH4) were used as received. All manipulations were performed in air. Deionized water 

was used in the synthetic preparations and stability studies. The synthetic methodologies for the CTAB-

stabilized, and SnO2-coated Au nanostructures were based on published procedures and are summarized 

below [8-12]. 

2.1.  Synthetic preparations of tin (IV) oxide coated gold (Au@SnO2) nanostructures 

Figure 1 shows the experimental work undertaken in the synthesis and characterization of the 

nanocomposite materials of Au@SnO2. The Au@SnO2 nanocomposite materials are synthesized via a 

three-step process. The initial Au seeds synthesis step involves the reduction reaction of the HAuCl4 salt 

with NaBH4 as the reducing agent, in the presence of sodium citrate utilised as a capping agent. The 

resulting seeds are then used as-prepared in the seed-mediated growth of the Au- nanospheres, nanorods, 

and nanoprisms in the second step. The third step is the hydrothermal spontaneous encapsulation process 

of the various Au structures with SnO2 nanoparticles, and it is undertaken under basic reaction conditions 

using NaOH and Na2SnO3·3H2O, as the sources of OH- and SnO2 respectively. To re-concentrate the 

particles and remove unreacted reagents, such as CTAB, we centrifuged (30 min at 3500 rpm) the 

samples between each of the major steps above. 

2.2.  Characterization 

The sizes and morphologies of the Au nanostructures before and after SnO2 coating were determined 

using a JEOL FEGTEM-2100 FX transmission electron microscope (TEM) operated at a bias voltage 

of 200 kV. The samples for TEM analyses were prepared by dipping the carbon-coated copper TEM 

grids into the various colloidal sample solutions of Au@SnO2 structures and then allowed to dry in air. 

This process was repeated (10 times or more) to obtain a quantity of sample suitable for analysis. The 

UV−Vis spectra were obtained in the range 300−1000 nm using a Cary 50 Scan UV−Vis spectrometer. 

The samples for UV-Vis analyses were prepared by placing 1 ml of the as-prepared aqueous solutions 

into the quartz cuvettes and diluting to the mark with deionized water. The colloidal stabilities of these 

various Au@SnO2 samples were determined from their UV−Vis spectra collected for each solution over 

an extended period of three months and compared with the spectra of the parent solutions.  
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Figure 1: Synthetic experimental setup for synthesis of Au@SnO2 nanocomposite structures. In the Figure, (A) 

Au seed synthesis, (B) Seed mediated growth of the nanostructures, (C) hydrothermal spontaneous encapsulation 

process of the Au nanostructures, and (D) the segmentation of the samples  

 

3.  Results and Discussion 

3.1.  Synthesis results and discussion 

As mentioned in Section 2, Tin (IV) oxide coated gold (Au@SnOnanocomposite materials can be 

prepared via three steps, and the synthetic procedures are adapted from the indicated literature 

references. Scheme 1 in Figure 2 below, illustrates the synthetic procedures used in the synthesis of 

SnO2-coated Au nanospheres [4], nanorods [4], and nanoprisms [16]. 

          First, gold nanospheres (40 nm average particle diameter) were synthesised using a common 

CTAB stabilised NaBH4 reduction reaction method. These nanospheres served as seeds in the 

subsequent steps for the synthesises of nanorods and nanoprisms. The seed-mediated growth of these 

structures required a careful selection of reagents to aid in the site-selective growth of the seeds by 

controlling their sizes and the shapes. The aspect-ratio of the gold nanorods was controlled by the 

addition of AgNO3, whilst their growth rate was lowered by the addition of  HCl. For gold nanoprisms, 

the necessary  reagents proved to be NaOH and NaI, which respectively aided in controlling the direction 

of deposition of the depositing atoms and in improving the flat-anisotropic (planar) growth of the prisms. 

In each case, it was necessary to control the sizes of the depositing atoms since depositing atoms of the 

same size as the seed particles would result in complex structures, and this was accomplished using L-

ascorbic acid. 
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Figure 2: Scheme 1. Synthesis of SnO2-coated Au nanospheres, nanorods, and nanoprisms. 

 

          The preparation of the SnO2-coated Au nanospheres, nanorods, and nanoprisms involved the 

spontaneous encapsulation of these Au nanostructures within the shell of SnO2 nanocrystalline particles, 

upon the addition of sodium stannate trihydrate (Na2SnO3·3H2O) via a simple hydrothermal process in 

the presence of NaOH. SnO2 is an inorganic semiconductor compound (Band gap of 3.6 eV at room 

temperature [12]) with high chemical and thermal stability. And a nanocrystalline layer of SnO2 

nanoparticles around the Au nanostructures occurs following the hydrolysis of stannate at a temperature 

of above 60⁰C through the reaction equations in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3: Stannate hydrolysis process [13]. 

  

          The SnO2 nanocrystalline particles resulting from equation 4 in Figure 3 spontaneously 

encapsulate themselves around the Au-nanostructures in a non-uniform fashion resulting in a meso-

porous layer. As expected, after coating the Au nanostructures with SnO2, their sizes (diameters and 

lengths) increased this is due to the formation of the Au@SnO2 nanocomposite materials. The Au@SnO2 

composite materials of the nanospheres increased to an average particle diameter of 65 nm, and the 

average particle lengths of the Au@SnO2 nanocomposite materials of the nanorods and nanoprisms 

increased to 132 and 300 nm, respectively.  

3.2.  Morphological analysis 

Figure 4 shows TEM micrographs of the Au nanospheres. From the TEM micrographs, the nano-

spherical structures can be classified as zero-dimensional nanomaterials, having sizes that are less than 

a 100 nm in all dimensions. The particle size measurements of the samples were collected over a period 

of three months to monitor and evaluate their structural stability. The Au nanospheres displayed an 

average particle diameter of about 60 nm. This particle size was maintained throughout the assessment 

period, however a degree of particle agglomeration of the uncoated Au nanospheres started emerging. 

After imparting a SnO2 coating of thickness of approximately 150 nm, the composite particle sizes 

increased to average particle diameters of approximately 208 nm, and these coated Au nanospheres 

remained kernelled inside the SnO2 coatings, which aided them in maintaining their structural stability 
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over the three months period. The TEM micrographs also showed that the SnO2 coated Au nano-

spherical particles have excellent uniformity and excellent Au to SnO2 distribution. 

 

 
Figure 4: TEM micrographs of Au nanospheres before (A – B) and after (C) SnO2 coating, images are taken over 

a period of 3 months. 

 

          Figure 5 shows the TEM micrographs of the Au nanorods. From the TEM micrographs, the 

nanorod structures can be classified as one-dimensional nanomaterials, having sizes that are less than a 

100 nm in exactly two dimensions. The Au nanorods displayed an average particle diameter of about 70 

nm, and an average length of about 130 nm before SnO2 coating was imparted. After imparting a SnO2 

coating of thickness of approximately 40 nm, the composite particle lengths increased to an average of 

approximately 202 nm. The TEM micrographs of the SnO2 coated Au nanorods showed the distribution 

of SnO2 nanoparticles around the Au nanorods, which indicated a degree of non-uniform distribution 

typically observed in meso-porous layers of nanomaterials. A uniform distribution of the Au 

nanomaterials to the SnO2 nanocrystalline particles was also observed. 
 

 
Figure 5: TEM micrographs of Au nanorods before and after SnO2 coating. 

 

          Figure 6 shows the TEM micrographs of the Au nanoprisms. From the TEM micrographs, the Au 

nanoprism structures can be classified as two-dimensional nanomaterials, having sizes that are greater 

than a 100 nm in exactly two dimensions. These are therefore referred to as thin film nanomaterials 

characterized by having a thickness of a few atoms. The Au nanoprisms displayed average areas of about 

15574 nm2 and 18199 nm2, before and after imparting a SnO2 coating of approximately 10 nm. The 

TEM micrographs of the SnO2 coated nanoprisms showed the distribution of SnO2 nanoparticles around 

the Au nanoprisms, which indicated a degree of non-uniform distribution like that observed in the coated 

nanorods, which implies that a meso-porous layer of SnO2 nanomaterials has encapsulated the Au core 

structures.  The TEM micrographs for the also indicated that there is poor Au to SnO2 distribution. 
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Figure 6: TEM micrographs of Au nanoprisms before and after SnO2 coating. 

 

3.3.  Spectroscopic analysis  

Figure 7 shows the absorption spectra of the colloidal sample solutions of the uncoated and coated Au 

nanostructures. The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) bands observed for the uncoated and SnO2-

stabilized/coated Au nanospheres had maxima at 522 nm, and 552 nm, respectively, which are consistent 

with previously reported values [14]. As mentioned, the stability of the Au nanospheres was monitored 

over a period of three months, and from the UV-Vis spectra it can be observed that the coated Au 

nanospheres were excellently stabilized by the SnO2 coating nanocrystalline materials, as opposed to 

their uncoated counterparts.  

 
Figure 7: The UV-Vis spectra of the Au-nanospheres, collected over a three-month period. 

 

          Figure 8 (a): Au nanorods shows the SPR bands (Transverse and Longitudinal) for the uncoated 

and SnO2-stabilized/coated Au nanorods which had maxima (560 and 702 nm), and (562 and 710 nm), 

respectively. which are consistent with previously reported values [17, 28]. Figure 8 (b): Au nanoprisms 

shows the SPR bands (only Transverse, since their longitudinal bands were out of range of the UV-Vis 

instrument) for the uncoated and SnO2-stabilized/coated Au nanoprisms which had maxima at 562 and 

564 nm, respectively.  
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Figure 8: The UV-Vis spectra of the (A) Au-nanorods and (B) Au-nanoprisms. 

 

          The red shifts of the SPR bands for the SnO2-stabilized/coated Au nanostructures (nanospheres, 

nanorods, and nanoprisms) are due to the high refractive indexes of 2.2 due to the SnO2  [15] coatings. 

Notably, the SPR band of the SnO2-coated particles was observed to undergo a red shift with increasing 

thickness of the SnO2 layer. 

 

4.  Conclusion 

In summary, three different Tin (IV) oxide coated Gold (Au@SnO2) nanocomposite materials of the 

core-shell architectural type were synthesised. These materials consisted of Au nanospheres, 

nanoprisms, and nanorods as the primary phases, which assumed the core/kernel positions. Whilst the 

SnO2 nanocrystalline layers served as the secondary distance-holder phase, thus assuming the shell 

position. We investigated the stabilities of these nanocomposite materials. The morphological analysis 

of these materials demonstrated convincing evidence of structural stability. That is, the kernelled Au 

nanostructures remained perfectly and uniformly dispersed from each other and completely kernelled 

inside the shells, thus preserving the colloidal structural stability. The Au@SnO2 nanospheres proved to 

be more durable as opposed to their uncoated counterparts. Furthermore, TEM micrographs of the Au 

nanoprisms revealed the nature/arrangement of the SnO2 nanoparticles around the Au metal surfaces, 

this proved to be a mesoporous structural layer with open pores which exposed parts of the surface. As 

such, any future application that might seek to use the metal surface can do so through the partial pores 

of the coating layer. In addition to improving the stability of the Au nanostructures, SnO2 has also 

demonstrated an enhancing capability to the optical properties of these Au structures. That is, we 

observed significant enhanced absorption as well as band shift for the Au@SnO2 nanocomposite 

materials. The enhancement is due to the high refractive index of SnO2, while the redshift is due to the 

partial increase in size of the Au nanostructures.  
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Abstract. Most Ti-based CsCl-type compounds solidify to an ordered B2 phase at high 

temperature and upon cooling they transform martensitically to lower-temperature phases. In 

this work, phase stability, mechanical and electronic properties of three CsCl-type intermetallics 

Ti50TM50 (TM=Ni, Ru and Pd) computed using density functional theory (DFT) based on the 

first-principles technique are reported. The obtained lattice parameters are in good agreement 

with experimental results, an indication that the computational parameters used can be reliable 

to calculate other physical properties. Enthalpy of formations (ΔHF) and density of states (DOS), 

which are used to evaluate the thermodynamic stability of the compound, were calculated from 

the geometrically optimized crystal structures. High negative heat of formation (-0.75 eV/atom) 

was obtained for Ti50Ru50 phase, and its Fermi level was found to coincide with the centre of the 

pseudogap, demonstrating high stability and resistance to phase transition amongst the 

investigated compounds. The primary elastic constants (C11, C12 and C44) and shear elastic 

coefficient (C') for cubic crystals were calculated. Ti50Ru50 and Ti50Ni50 complied with the 

mechanical stability while Ti50Pd50 did not comply. Furthermore, Ti50Ru50 was found to exhibit 

only positive frequencies indicative of the absence of phase transition, while Ti50Pd50 and 

Ti50Ni50 exhibit both positive and negative frequencies signifying possible phase transition to 

lower temperature phases. 

1.  Introduction 

Nitinol is a commercial name given to equiatomic TiNi intermetallic compounds [1-2]. It is part of 

intermetallic compounds that form instantly from a molten liquid containing atoms of Group IVB (Ti, 

Zr and Hf) plus that of Group VIIIB - IB metals of the periodic table [3]. On cooling, it crystallizes to 

an ordered B2 of Cesium Chloride (CsCl) type near the equiatomic compositional range [1, 4-5]. B2 is 

a high-symmetry austenite phase that exists at high temperatures, and upon further cooling, it undergoes 

a diffusionless solid-to-solid structural change to a low-symmetry martensitic phase [1-2, 6-7]. 

Structural alloys that conform to this phenomenon are called shape memory alloys (SMA) [1, 4-5]. 

These are a unique class of materials with an ability to remember previous crystal arrangement and 

properties, and currently enjoy a wide range of structural applications in medical and engineering 

materials [1-2]. 
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Apart from its excellent shape memory effect and pseudo-elasticity, Nitinol has its drawbacks such 

as its low-temperature application that hinders it as an SMA for high-temperature (HTSMA) 

applications that exceed 100°C [1-2]. On the other hand, Platinum group metals (PGMs) which are 

located in Group VIIIB of the periodic table of elements, form the B2 phase with Group VIB metals 

near 50:50 atomic percentage [3, 8]. Their nobleness and high-temperature stability enable PGMs as the 

candidate of choice for high-temperature applications [9]. Ti-PGMs based such as Ti50Pt50 and Ti50Pd50 

are currently explored as potential candidates for high-temperature applications, such as aerospace 

engines [4-5, 10]. Previous studies demonstrated and reported that some of the Ti-PGMs based 

compounds such as Ti50Ru50 and Ti50Os50 do not have shape memory effect (SME); their B2 phase 

remains ordered and stable down to room temperature [11].   

In this study, we report work carried out using first-principles calculations based on density 

functional theory to compute the phase stability, mechanical and electronic properties of the three 

investigated Ti50TM50 (TM = Ni, Ru and Pd) compounds.  

2.  Computational methods  

The calculations reported here were carried out using first-principles density functional theory as 

implemented in Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) code [12, 13]. The ultra-soft 

pseudopotentials (USSPs) were used to model the electron-ion interactions [14]. The electron-exchange 

correlation was described by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional of the generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) [15, 16]. The energy cut-off of 500 eV and the k-points of 13×13×13 were used 

and found to be sufficient enough to converge the total energy of the investigated B2 compounds.  

All the equilibrium B2 crystal structures were obtained through geometry optimization in the 

Brayden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) minimization scheme [17]. The convergence criterion of 

less than 1×10-5 eV/atom, the maximum residual forces of 0.03 eV/Å, the maximum residual bulk stress 

of 0.05GPa and the maximum atomic displacement of 1×10-3 Å were utilised to achieve maximum 

accuracy.  

Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of the crystal structure used to carry the structural and 

thermodynamic, electronic and vibrational stability of the CsCl-type compounds reported in this 

research work. The lattice dynamics were computed via the finite displacement method as implemented 

in the CASTEP code.    

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of B2 crystal geometry of Ti50TM50 (TM = Ni, Ru and Pd) used in 

this study work 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  Structural and thermodynamic properties 

Table 1 present the calculated lattice parameters and the formation enthalpies that were determined from 

the relaxed crystal geometries of the three investigated B2 compounds. The obtained lattice parameters 
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of the investigated B2 compounds were found to be comparable to those reported by other authors [3, 

18-20]. 

 

Table 1- Structural parameters of the investigated B2 crystal geometry.  

Crystal structure Lattice parameters, a 

(Å) 

Formation enthalpies, (ΔHF) 

eV.atom-1 

This work Literature This word Literature 

Ti50Ni50 3.01 3.02[18] -0.382 
-0.357[23], -

0.352[24] 

Ti50Pd50 3.17 3.17[20] -0.508 
-0.530[9], -

0.511[23] 

Ti50Ru50 3.08    3.09[3, 19] -0.750 
-0.743[8], -

0.770[9] 

 

Moreover, the phase stability of any compound can be deduced from the formation enthalpies as 

expressed in Equation 1 [8, 21], and it is used to indicate the thermodynamic ability of a compound to 

chemically form. A phase is said to be thermodynamically stable if ΔHF is found to be negative, else the 

phase becomes less stable if less negative or unstable if found to be positive at 0 K [22]: 

             ∆𝐻𝐹 =
1

2
(𝐸𝑩𝒊𝒏

𝑇𝑜𝑡 − 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑇𝑖 − 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑇𝑀 ),                                                 (1) 

 where, 𝐸𝐵𝑖𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑡 represent the total energy of the B2 compound, 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑇𝑖  and 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑇𝑀  represent the 

elemental total energies of Ti and TM in their ground-state crystal structures. As presented in Table 1, 

all the investigated B2 compounds were found to be thermodynamically stable (ΔHF < 0), with Ti50Ru50 

and Ti50Ni50, found to be the most and least thermodynamically stable compounds respectively. Again, 

the results reported here were found to be in accordance with results reported by other researchers [8-9, 

23-24].  

3.2.  Mechanical stability 

 

Elastic constants (𝐶𝑖𝑗) are part of the primary output parameters of first-principles calculations, as they 

provide a link between the mechanical and dynamic behaviour of crystals [25-26]. Key properties of 

materials such as physical and mechanical can be deduced from the elastic constants. B2 compounds 

consist of a simplest cubic form of a stiffness matrix, where the number of the independent elastic 

constants are reduced to three (C11, C12 and C44) in the Voigt notation, and the shear elastic coefficient 

C' for assessing the compound’s prospect to undergo a phase transition (to ascertain stability or 

instability) at lower temperatures can be expressed as shown in Equation 2: 
 

𝐶′ = (
𝐶11−𝐶12

2
).                             (2) 

 

According to Born-Huang’s dynamical theory [27-28], the mechanical stability criteria for B2 

compounds can be determined by holistically satisfying the criteria given by a set of expressions in 

Equation 3: 
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𝐶11 > 0, 𝐶44 > 0, 𝐶11 − 𝐶12 > 0, 𝐶11 + 2𝐶12 > 0.        (3) 

 

The crystal’s mechanical stability decreases when closer to phase transition [29], where the 

tetragonal shear modulus (C') becomes smaller than the monoclinic shear constant (C44), which 

represents the stiffness of the crystal against shear. Table 2 present the elastic parameters of the 

investigated B2 compounds. Both Ti50Ru50 and Ti50Ni50 satisfied all the mechanical stability criteria as 

detailed in Equation 3, while Ti50Pd50 did not comply (C11 < C12) with the above-mentioned criteria. 

This is an indication that this B2 (Ti50Pd50) compound is prone to undergo a phase transition at much 

higher temperatures.  
 

Table 2. Elastic constants as well as their calculated modulus of elasticity for the investigated B2 

compounds. 

B2 crystal Elastic constants (GPa) 

C11 C12 C44 C' 

Ti50Ni50 206.7 138.7 47.1 34.0 

Ti50Pd50 148.5 164.0 51.5 -7.8 

Ti50Ru50 396.1 122.5 82.7 136.8 

3.3.  Electronic and vibrational stability 

A compound is considered stable at 0K if there are no soft modes along high symmetry directions in the 

Brillouin zone (BZ) [30]. And the presence of soft modes or negative frequencies indicates the instability 

of the crystal, an indication of the likelihood to undergo a phase transition, accompanied by lattice 

deformation [30-31].  

 

  

Figure 2. Phonon dispersion curves of the investigated B2 compounds, (a) Ti50Ni50 and (b) Ti50Pd50 

plotted along selected Brillouin zone. 

Figures 2 and 3 represent the electronic properties of the investigated compounds, the phonon 

dispersion curves plotted along selected Brillouin zone as well as their corresponding total density of 

states computed at 0K. As can be seen, Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the phonon dispersion curves for 

Ti50Ni50 and Ti50Pd50 respectively, and both were found to consist of both positive (real) and negative 

(imaginary) vibrational frequencies. The imaginary frequencies are located between X-R, G-R and M 
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symmetry points, thereby making these compound phases dynamically unstable at 0K, an indication of 

possible phase transition to lower temperature phases. Figure 3 represents the phonon vibrational 

frequencies for Ti50Ru50 that were found to be real (positive) in all Brillouin directions, and this is a 

clear demonstration that this B2 phase is dynamically stable, with no prospect of phase transition to a 

lower temperature phase. 

 

Figure 3. Phonon dispersion curves of B2 Ti50Ru50 compound plotted along selected Brillouin zone.  

  

Figure 4. Total density of states (TDOS) of the three investigated B2 compounds (a), as well as the 

zoom-out section (b) for clear visibility. 

Figure 4 shows the total density of states of the three investigated CsCl compounds reported in this 

study work. TDOS represented in Figure 4 show that B2 Ti50Ru50 remain stable down to ambient 

temperature with no possibility of phase transformation. This is indicated by its Fermi level (E-EF=0) 

that cuts the deep valley (pseudogap) at the centre. In the very same Figure 4, one can also observe that 

both B2 Ti50Ni50 and Ti50Pd50 were found to be unstable at lower temperatures, their Fermi level was 

found to have shifted towards the bonding region and cuts the pseudogap on the rising shoulder. The 

aforementioned demonstrate that the high symmetry B2 phases of Ti50Ni50 and Ti50Pd50 cannot maintain 

their high symmetry at low temperature (0K), suggesting a likelihood to undergo martensitic phase 

transition which is one of the characteristics of shape memory effect.  

4.  Conclusions 

The DFT model used to study the phase, mechanical and electronic stability of the investigated CsCl 

compounds show great reliability of the approach carried out. This was indicated by the lattice 
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parameters and heats of formation results found to be in good agreement with the available theoretical 

and experimental data. Using the calculated heats of formation, all the B2 compounds considered were 

found to be thermodynamically stable. This study further found B2 Ti50Ni50 and Ti50Ru50 to satisfy the 

mechanical stability criteria for cubic crystals (C11>C12). However, B2 Ti50Pd50 phase did not adhere to 

these criteria, which is an indication of phase transition at high temperatures, thus rendering it a potential 

material for the development of high-temperature shape memory alloys. The TDOS results obtained 

show that Ti50Ru50 is stable as its Fermi level coincides with the centre of the pseudogap, while that of 

Ti50Pd50 was found to have shifted towards the bonding state, signifying the stability and instability of 

the B2 phases at 0K, respectively. Furthermore, the phase stability of the B2 compounds was validated 

and verified through phonon vibrational frequencies.  

B2 Ti50Ru50 phase was found to be stable with only the positive vibrational frequency, while B2 

Ti50Ni50 and Ti50Pd50 presented both positive and negative frequencies, an indication of dynamic 

instability of the B2 phase at low temperatures which signifies possible phase transition to lower 

temperature phases.  
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Abstract. The present work investigates the role of Ce3+ substitution at the Cr3+ site on spiral 

ordering and other magnetic transitions in Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles. X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) studies of the sample calcined at 600 °C revealed phase purity along with broadened 

diffraction peaks which are a signature of the size effect. The crystallite size (D) estimated from 

the XRD was 6.3 ± 0.6 nm. The average particle size calculated from the transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) data was found to be DTEM = 8.4 ± 0.5 nm, corroborating the XRD results. 

Electron diffraction patterns confirmed the crystalline nature of the nanoparticles having a bi-

pyramidal shape. Magnetization measured as a function of the applied field showed an increase 

in coercivity as the temperature decreased below the Curie temperature, TC. When magnetization 

was measured as a function of temperature, that indicated the ferrimagnetic behaviour, with TC 

= 92.5 ± 0.5 K (using the “knee-point method”). However, the lock-in temperature observed for 

the Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles, TL = 15 ± 2 K, is in agreement with that previously reported 

for pure CoCr2O4. Interestingly the spiral ordering was smeared by substituting Ce3+ at the Cr3+ 

site. The present work describes the impact of rare-earth Ce3+ ion substitution at the B site that 

can alter the exchange interaction in such a way that causes the suppression of the spin spiral 

modulation.  

1.  Introduction 

Broken inversion symmetry of the spin behaviour is observed in compounds that have a spiral ordering 

which leads to ferroelectricity [1]. CoCr2O4 is such a compound that has a complex conical-spiral spin 

ordering of ferrimagnetic nature that has a spontaneous magnetization [2]. This observed spiral ordering 

has been found to induce ferroelectric polarization [3]. The crystal structure of CoCr2O4 is cubic spinel, 

where tetrahedral A sites are occupied by Co2+ and the octahedral B sites by Cr3+ [2, 3]. Isotropic 

antiferromagnetic A-B and B-B exchange interactions (JAB and JBB) among the nearest neighbours with 

JBB/JAB > 2/3, gives the solution for the ferrimagnetic spiral ground state having the spins located on the 

conical surfaces [4, 5]. The properties of a ferrimagnetic (FiM) material can be understood by the 

combination ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) orderings [6]. The basic ordering of 

spins in the compound is AFM with unequal magnitudes that lead to a net FM order in the case of 

ferrimagnetic materials [6]. For CoCr2O4, the onset of ferrimagnetic transition occurs at TC = 93 K, and 

subsequent lowering of the temperature leads to a cross-over to the conical spin state with a uniform and 

transverse spiral spin state possessing an incommensurate propagation vector at TS = 26 K [3,7]. The 

lock-in transition occurs at TL at a temperature of about 15 K, indicating the incommensurate to 

commensurate phase transition [8]. In a single crystal of CoCr2O4, the occurrence of ferroelectricity is 

concomitant with the conical spin modulation, which is also responsible for spontaneous magnetization 

[3]. Yamasaki et al. [3] confirmed the robust clamping between the ferromagnetic and ferroelectric 

domains leading to the multiferroic properties. Choi et al. [2] experimentally demonstrated the abrupt 
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jump in polarization and change in the sign at TL with variation in temperature or change in isothermal 

magnetization without altering its direction at TL and keeping the sign of the spiral wave vector 

unaltered.  

To further understand the observed low-temperature transitions, works have been reported on 

polycrystalline [9], nanoparticle [10-13] and thin film [14, 15] based CoCr2O4 samples. As the magnetic 

interaction strongly depends on the JAB and JBB, the effect of substituting either A-or B-site cations was 

found to be effective on the magnetic transitions at TC, TS and TL when different cations were substituted 

either at Co or Cr sites. The role of Ni [15-17], Cu [18], Mn [19], Mg [20], Ge [21] substitution at Co 

site, and Fe substitution [22, 23] at Cr sites have been explored by several groups. However, the 

substitution of a rare earth cation in CoCr2O4 has not been investigated. In ferrites, with the formula 

M(Fe2O4) where M is a metal that can form divalent bonds, it has been found that the addition of a small 

amount of rare-earth ions significantly modifies the structural, magnetic and electric properties, 

depending on the rare-earth dopant used and its concentration [24]. Rare-earth ions possess unpaired 4f 

electrons and strong spin-orbit coupling of angular momentum. The substitution of rare earth ions (R) 

into the CoCr2O4 at Cr site can result in R-Cr interaction (3d–4f coupling) that may lead to modification 

of magnetic properties similar to that observed in rare-earth doped ferrites [25]. Cerium is the most 

abundant rare-earth element belonging to the lanthanide series having an atomic number of 58, which 

exhibits catalytic properties because of the shielding of 5p and 4d electrons in the 4f orbital [26]. Cerium 

oxides demonstrate both 3+ and 4+ state that enables oxides of the form of CeO2 and CeO2−x [26]. Thus, 

substitution using rare-earth Ce3+ substitution in CoCr2O4 should be interesting to investigate that can 

manipulate the R-Cr3+ interaction. The present work, therefore, discusses the role of Ce3+ substitution at 

the Cr3+ site on the structure and magnetic properties of CoCr2O4. 

 

2.  Experimental 

Powder samples of Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 were synthesized by sol-gel techniques [18]. In this process, 

stock solutions of 0.5 M cobalt nitrate (Co(NO3)2·6H2O), chromium nitrate (Cr(NO3)3·9H2O) and 

cerium chloride (CeCl3·7H2O) were prepared. The desired amount of the aforementioned solutions was 

taken in a beaker and stirred for one hour in order to obtain a homogeneous mixture. After an hour, 40 

ml of ethylene glycol was added and the solution was stirred for another hour using a magnetic stirrer, 

whereafter, the solution was allowed to rest for 24 hours. The solution was then heated to evaporate the 

liquid. The remaining residue in the beaker was dried on a hot plate to obtain the powder. The residue 

was crushed to a fine powder and subsequently calcined at 600 °C in a box furnace for one hour.  

The crystal structure of the samples was analyzed using a PAN Analytical X-ray Diffractometer 

(XRD) with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å). The microstructure of the calcined powder samples was 

studied using a JEM-2100 transmission electron microscope (TEM). Selected area electron diffraction 

(SAED) and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of the samples were done using the same 

instrument. A 14 T Cryogen Free Physical and Magnetic Measurement System (CRYOGENIC Ltd., 

UK) with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) insert was employed to carry out temperature and 

probing field-dependent magnetization measurements.  

 

3.  Results and discussion 

Figure 1 (a) depicts the Rietveld refinement of the x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern for the 

Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 sample using the GSAS II software package [27]. The broadening of the peaks and 

the low intensity related to the background are ascribed to the size effect [28]. However, the diffraction 

peaks related to the major (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), (511), (440) and (533) reflections of 

the CoCr2O4 phase are distinct and could be labeled, as shown in Figure 1 (a). The lattice parameters 

and position coordinates obtained from the refinement are tabulated in Table 1. The ionic radius of Ce3+ 

in octahedral coordination is 1.101 Å compared to the Cr3+ ionic radii of 0.615 Å [29]. Even the large 
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ionic radii of Ce3+ compared to Co2+ (0.58 Å) forces it to occupy the B sites. Because of the large ionic 

radii of Ce3+, the solubility of it in a matrix having ions of smaller ionic radii will decrease [30]. The 

obtained lattice parameter of 8.321 Å (Table 1) is similar in value to the reported lattice parameter of 

CoCr2O4 of 8.326 Å [31]. In addition, the effect of larger ionic radii of Ce3+ has been found to restrict 

crystal growth, and as a consequence, a reduction in the mean particle size was observed [30].  

In order to estimate the average particle size and micro-strain, the Williamson-Hall (W-H) equation 

[32] was used: 

𝛽cosθ =  
𝐾𝜆

𝐷
+ 4𝜀 sinθ,     (1) 

where 𝛽 the FWHM (full width at half maxima), K is the shape factor (taken as 0.6 considering spherical 

particles), λ is the x-ray wavelength and D is the average crystallite size and ɛ is the micro-strain induced 

in powders due to crystal imperfection and distortion [32]. Plotting (𝛽cosθ) as a function of (4sinθ) as 

shown in Figure 1 (b) one can estimate ɛ and D from the slope and intercept, respectively. The calculated 

value of D is 6.3 ± 0.6 nm, and the negative slope of the plot gives the value ɛ = − 0.002 ± 0.001. 

Negative values of ɛ (−9.86 × 10−4) were previously reported by Choudhary et al. [33] for CoCr2O4 

nanoparticles. In the present case, adding Ce3+ is found to increase the strain. The occurrence of micro-

strain also manifests a large surface-to-volume ratio and crystal field stabilization energy (CFSE) for 

the synthesized nanoparticles [33]. Nanoparticles which possess higher surface to volume ratio have a 

direct relationship between the average crystallite size and induced micro-strain [33]. The negative value 

of the strain is an indicative of compressive strain in the crystallites and nanoparticles [34]. Thus, it can 

be affirmed that 600 °C is sufficient for the particles' phase formation. 

In order to obtain the particle size and determine the crystallinity of the particles, transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) with selected area diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution electron 

microscopy (HREM) were used. Figure 2 (a) shows the TEM image of the nanoparticles. The particles 

are well dispersed but non-uniform in size, with sizes ranging between 5 nm to 45 nm. In Figure 3 (a) 

the particle size histogram is given, together with a log-normal fit [35]. The average particle size was 

obtained from the TEM images at various locations and is found to be 8.4 ± 0.5 nm. The average particle 

size corroborates the particle size obtained from the XRD results.  

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Rietveld refinement of the XRD pattern of Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles, where the 

black symbols are the measured data and red the Rietveld refined fit. (b) Williamson-Hall (W-H) plot 

for the sample. 
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Table 1. Position coordinates obtained from the Rietveld refinement (a = b = c = 8.32127 (Å), α = β = 

γ = 90, wR = 2.38 %, χ2 = 1.12 and GOF = 1.06) 

 x-coordinate (Å) y- coordinate (Å) z- coordinate (Å) 

Co 0.12500 0.12500 0.12500 

Cr 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 

O 0.25176 0.25176 0.25176 

Ce 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 

Distinct spots are observed in the SAED image, shown as an inset to Figure 2 (a), taken from particles 

in the image of Figure 2 (a), confirming the crystallinity of the particles. HREM image given in Figure 

2 (b) clearly shows the lattice fringes and bi-pyramidal shape. The lattice fringes are labeled as (111) 

planes of the cubic lattice (see Figure 2 (b)), which agrees with the crystallite size. The presence of 

elements, especially the rare-earth Ce3+, was confirmed by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), 

as shown in Figure 3 (b). The peaks related to Cu and C arise from the carbon-coated Cu-grid used for 

the imaging.   

To explore the magnetic transitions, magnetization (zero field cooled (MZFC) and field cooled (MFC)) 

as a function of temperature was measured using an encapsulated sample with a probing field of 0.01 T; 

results are shown in Figure 4 (a). The irreversible temperature where MZFC and MFC bifurcate, was found 

to be at 102 ± 2 K. The overall temperature behaviour of the Ce doped sample resembles that of CoCr2O4 

[30]. A minimum in magnetization at T = 15 ± 2 K in MFC can be attributed to the TL in the case of 

CoCr2O4. The feature related to spiral ordering which is observed at 26 K [3, 7] in CoCr2O4, is not 

observed in the present case. Zákutná et al. [13] found a critical size equal to 4.4 (1) nm above which 

spin-spiral can exist. A minimum spin-spiral period that can be accommodated in the nanoparticle of 

the size of 6.4 (1) nm has been reported by the same author [13]. In the present case, even though the 

particle size is above the critical size value, the absence of spiral ordering suggests the possible role of 

Ce3+ addition. W-H results already indicated a larger value of ɛ in the present case compared to the  

 

 

Figure 2. (a) TEM image of Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles (inset shows the SAED pattern) and (b) 

HR-TEM image of Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles showing lattice fringes related to (111). 
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Figure 3. (a) Particle size histogram for Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles resulted from TEM imaging 

and (b) EDS results for Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles. 

 

CoCr2O4 nanoparticles [33]. The disappearance of TS was also noticed in epitaxial CoCr2O4 thin films, 

where the role of strain was significant [15]. In CoCr2O4 polycrystalline samples, applying external 

hydrostatic pressure up to 10 kbar using silicon oil as the pressure medium could only shift the TS at a 

rate of about 0.1 K per kbar to high temperatures as a consequence of geometric frustration [36]. Hence, 

in the present case, the role of chemical pressure, created by doping an element chemically during the 

crystal formation, is found to be more dominant in alternating magnetic transitions.   

Figure 4 (b) shows dM/dT plotted as function of temperature. The plot yields a minimum at 86.6 ± 

0.3 K indicating the TC (Figure 4 (b)). On the other hand, using the “knee-point method” as used earlier 

[17], the value of TC is estimated to be 92.5 ± 0.5 (Figure 4 (c)). However, previous studies hinted that 

various methods to obtain TC might be misleading, as in both methods, an external magnetic field was 

applied [31]. So far, the best method to find TC is by neutron diffraction method, which is measured 

without any external magnetic field [31] that can be done in the future. Further, to understand deeper 

the ∆𝑀 =  |𝑀𝐹𝐶 − 𝑀𝑍𝐹𝐶  | as a function of temperature has been plotted in Figure 4 (d). This clearly 

shows the double slope of the difference in the magnetization curve just below the Curie temperature. 

This type of double slope feature in ∆𝑀 as a function of temperature was not observed in the case of Ni 

substituted CoCr2O4 [31]. It is important to note that rare-earth Ce metal has a magnetic ordering below 

12.5 K along with a magnetic moment of 2.4 μB [37]. The absence of any transition around that 

temperature indicates the absence of Ce in metallic form in the present nanoparticles.  

The magnetization as a function of magnetic field (𝑀(𝜇0𝐻)) at constant temperature was performed 

at 3 K, 50 K, 75 K, 85 K, 95 K and 150 K. Figure 5 (a) shows the hysteresis loop measured at 3 K. The 

hysteresis loop reveals two observable kinks at field μ0H = ± 2.3 T. Figure 5 (b) shows the hysteresis 

loops measured at 50 K, 75 K and 85 K. The coercivity significantly decreased compared to the 

hysteresis loop measured at 3 K. The hysteresis loop suggests the presence of uncompensated spins at 

the surface that behave like a paramagnet giving rise to a linear increase in magnetization once the loop 

closes with increasing the applied field [11]. Figure 5 (c) shows the hysteresis loop measured at 95 K 

and 150 K. Persistence of hysteresis up to 95 K suggests the TC value to be higher than that, contrary to 

the observed TC obtained by the “knee-point method”. 
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Figure 4. (a) Temperature-dependent magnetization measured with ZFC and FC protocols for 

Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles, (b) First order derivative of the ZFC magnetization data as function 

of temperature for Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles, (c) Estimation of TC using knee-point method and 

(d) ∆𝑀 =  |𝑀𝐹𝐶 − 𝑀𝑍𝐹𝐶  | values as function of temperature for Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles.  

 

However, at 150 K, the magnetization traces a linear curve indicative of paramagnetic nature, which 

is in accordance with the M-T results. In Figure 5 (d), the hysteresis loops are shown for measurements 

done at 50 K, 75 K and 85 K. The hysteresis loops appeared to be opened up above and below the zero 

applied field regime. The feature is most distinct for the loop measured at 75 K and 85 K (see Figure 5 

(d)). Similar constricted loops were obtained in Ni substituted CoCr2O4 nanoparticles [18]. The 

appearance of the constricted hysteresis loop can be attributed to the various exchange interaction among 

the magnetic cations at different atomic sites [18]. Upon careful observation of the virgin curve (see 

Figure 5 (d)), an increase in magnetization with an applied magnetic field shows that the magnetization 

increases going from 50 K to 75 K and then reduces in the case of 85 K. Such anomalous behaviour can 

be linked to the temperature dependent magnetization as reflected in Figure 5 (a). Locating the 

magnetization values at 50 K, 75 K and 85 K in the MZFC plot can explain the abnormal increases and 

then decrease in magnetization in the hysteresis loops measured from 50 K to 85 K. 
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Figure 5. Magnetic field dependent magnetization measurement, 𝑀(𝜇0𝐻), for Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 

nanoparticles  at (a) 3 K, (b) 50 K, 75 K and 85 K, (c) 95 K and 150 K, (d) Zoomed view around zero 

field regime for 50 K, 75 K and 85 K. 

 

The fundamental magnetic parameters such as saturation magnetization (Ms), remanence (Mr) and 

coercivity (μ0HC) obtained from the hysteresis loops are tabulated in Table 2. The squareness of the 

hysteresis loops can be estimated by the parameter Mr/Ms, which is also tabulated in Table 2. The 

obtained ratios are less than 0.5 (except for 3 K) indicating magnetic multi-domains [38]. 

 

Table 2. Magnetic parameters obtained from temperature dependent hysteresis loops. 

Temperature K Ms (μB/f.u.) Mr (μB/f.u.) μ0Hc (T) Squareness 

(Mr/Ms) 

3 0.31 0.57 1.038 1.84 

50 0.30  0.05 0.995 0.17 

75 0.31 0.03 0.017 0.10 

85 0.29 0.02 0.015 0.07 

95 0.26 0.004 0.030 0.015 
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4.  Conclusion 

Co(Cr0.95Ce0.05)2O4 nanoparticles were synthesized by a cost-effective sol-gel technique. The phase 

formation was achieved by calcining the powder samples at 600 °C. XRD confirms the phase purity, 

and the average crystallite was determined to be 6.3 ± 0.6 nm. Careful analysis of the TEM results 

indicated a non-uniform distribution of particles with a mean particle size of 8.4 ± 0.5 nm, obtained from 

the log-normal distribution of many bi-pyramidal particles. MZFC (T) and MFC (T) measurements at low 

temperatures showed significant irreversibility and disappearance of spiral ordering, which is 

characteristic of the CoCr2O4 phase. The low temperature hysteresis loops measured 50, 75 and 85 K 

showed the anomalous constricted nature around zero applied fields. Retention of the hysteretic 

behaviour up to 95 K clearly indicates the value of TC beyond this value. The present work shows the 

potential impact of rare-earth Ce3+ ion substitution at the B site that can alter the exchange interaction in 

such a way that causes suppression of the spin modulation.  
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Abstract. Many renewable energy technologies are underperforming due to lack of optimal 

energy collection and storage. Renewable energy generation is not available all the time, it 

happens when the wind blows or the sun shines, storage is an essential part. Alongside, lithium-

ion (LI) batteries are dominating the market as storage devices with recent advances towards the 

electric vehicles and renewable energy storage. Exploiting high capacity anode materials is one 

of the most effective ways to construct high energy density LI batteries. Energy, power, charge-

discharge rate, cost, cycle life, safety and environmental impact are some of the parameters that 

need to be considered in adopting optimal LI batteries. As the recent development of batteries is 

mostly towards solid state batteries, small and high energy density materials are required. 

Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) have broad prospects in energy storage and conversion. First 

principle calculations are used to analyze optical properties of GQDs. The UV-vis spectra shows 

the maximum absorption peak at 750 nm within the edge of the visible region of the solar 

spectrum, thus favorable for renewable energy storage. Computational analyses strongly suggest 

the future development trend of GQDs research and its opportunities in energy storage devices. 

1.  Introduction  

Lithium-ion (LI) batteries are one of the most used energy storage devices in many electronics to date. 

From small electronics, cellphones, laptops and toys to bigger machines such as electric vehicles, LI 

batteries play a huge role in making this machines work. LI batteries are also entering the renewable 

energy storage space with more pressure on the reduction of fossil fuel based energy production. This 

will help many countries reduce the cost of energy and can supply energy to everyone by harnessing 

clean natural energy from wind and solar. Renewable energy sources such as wind and solar are 

frequently fluctuating due to the ever-changing atmospheric conditions resulting in insufficient wind or 

sunshine. LI batteries have the potential to be fully utilized in various applications such as electric 

vehicles, renewable energy storage and electronics due to their countless advantages such as, longer life, 

high charge discharge rate, light weight, temperature tolerant, higher voltage and high power and energy 

density [1]. Currently used lithium-ion batteries contain mostly graphite as anode material. 

 The more reliable LI batteries still need more attention of the electrodes, in particular the graphite 

anode, some of whose downside experiences are, lower purity and more side reactions, instability of the 

layered structure, which can easily collapse after a long charging and high irreversible loss due to large 

surface areas, which consume available lithium ions and therefore reduce the battery energy density. LI 

batteries are considered because they have high energy density (120 - 150 Wh/kgcell), long cyclic stability 
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which is beneficial for most portable electronics including mobile phones and laptop computers, rapid 

response and relatively low self-discharge rate [2]. Lithium is also the lightest of all metals as indicated 

by its position on the periodic table and the most electropositive element which is a measure of how 

easily it can produce energy. 

Graphite is one of the most used materials for the manufacturing of electronics useable for their low 

electrical resistivity, low thermal expansion and thermal conductivity and resistant to thermal shock [3]. 

A relatively new carbon-based material, graphene quantum dots (GQDs) has many advantages due to 

its unique properties that arise from their nanoscale small size [4]. GQDs emerged as novel materials in 

the recent decade, and have demonstrated superiority in numerous privileged properties. GQDs are 

considered superior due to facile preparation methodologies, low toxicity, high luminescent properties 

and high photo-stability against photobleaching and blinking, which have attracted substantial attention 

[5]. Several studies have evaluated different material for the anode material and yet graphite still gives 

a better performing energy storage device. The major anode materials used are graphite, nanostructured 

carbonaceous materials, metal oxides, metal nitrides, metal sulphides, metal phosphide, silicon, 

germanium, tin, phosphorous antimony, indium etc. [6]. Recent advancements in LI batteries include 

the solid-state batteries, which promotes the development of small and efficient storage devices. 

Desired properties of anode material include porosity of the material, excellent conductivity, voltage 

match with coupled cathode material, high durability and it must be clean from impurities. Its constituent 

materials must be cheap and easily available. It must be light in weight and have very low current 

densities.  

The working principle of LI batteries is shown in figure 1, the anode material used is graphite. It 

operates on the principle of Faradaic reactions in the bulk of the active material. The positive electrode 

receives electrons from the external circuit. The cathode stores Lithium and releases lithium ions when 

the battery is charging. A corresponding anode material is required to house the LI and electron pairs 

during the charging process. The electrolyte is a liquid that acts as a transporter of LI. The porous 

separator allows for LI to flow freely from the anode to the cathode and vice versa. The anode stores 

lithium and releases lithium-ions when the battery is discharging [7]. The negative electrode receives 

electrons from the external circuit during charging of the battery from the positive current collector. In 

this study, we use computational methods to analyze GQDs for application in renewable energy storage 

devices particularly the LI batteries. A semi-empirical molecular orbital package known as VAMP was 

used to carry out the calculations.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Working principle of LI batteries [8]. The 

anode material used is graphite.  

 Figure 2. Chemical structure of GQDs 

obtained from PubChem database.  
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2.  Computational methodology  

GQDs are considered among the recent research interest in carbon based nanomaterials. Very few 

studies have been done with most being done experimentally [3]. Computational calculations are done 

using VAMP, a semi-empirical molecular orbital program that has been optimized to be highly 

numerically stable and fast. It contains many enhancements in comparison with normal geometry 

optimization methods so that it even optimizes problematic systems successfully. Other features of 

VAMP are transition state optimization, solvent models, and the calculation of many electronic 

properties. VAMP is used to determine the UV-vis spectrum and the HOMO (highest occupied 

molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) energy orbitals of GQDs.   

Since the chemical structure of GQDs is non-periodic, we had to use another computational package 

that accommodates calculation of density of states (DOS) and partial density of states (PDOS). The DOS 

and PDOS are determined by the density functional tight binding module (DFTB+) of material studio 

simulation package. DFTB+ is a semi-empirical tight binding method based on a two-centered approach 

to density functional theory (DFT), it uses approximations for large and complex structures to make 

calculations faster [9].  

3.  Results and discussion  

3.1.  Density of states 

The density of states is determined by using a unique function, DFTB+ as implemented in the material 

studio package. Figure 3 shows the contribution of atoms of the GQDs in the Fermi region, the highest 

occupied and semi occupied orbitals are shown. The dominant states as expected come from the 

contribution of carbon atoms denoted by the 2p orbital. The highest peak is located at -4 eV of energy 

followed by a shoulder peak at -3.24 eV and 0 eV. The O-H groups take a small portion with oxygen 

having the highest peak at -3 eV, which is 17.5 electrons/eV less than the maximum peak of carbon 

atoms. Between energy regions of -2 to 9 eV, no contributions from hydrogen are observed. The Fermi 

region is therefore dominated with carbon atoms. The dominant carbon based peak at the centre of the 

DOS spectrum was also observed by Ortega et.al and their study suggested that just like graphene, the 

DOS vanishes at Fermi level [10]. This is observed through the contribution of the states from the 

hydrogen atom. The oxygen based states also exhibit this behaviour in the conduction band region, with 

very small peaks rising very close to the Fermi region.   

 

 
Figure 3. Density of states for GQDs calculated from 

material studios DFTB+ Energy module.   

 

3.2.  UV-vis spectrum 
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Figure 4 shows the UV-vis spectrum of GQDs. The UV-vis clearly shows the optical and electronic 

response of the material with longer wavelengths indicating less energy than shorter wavelengths. The 

absorption peak is located at 750 nm which lies at the edge of the visible spectrum hence motivating 

further investigation of the material. There are very few computational works to compare with this study 

but a very reasonable number of experimental works such as calculation of electronic absorption spectra 

by Timofeeva et.al [11]. In the study by Changzang et.al, there are no peaks observed on the spectrum 

in the visible region with the highest located at 200 nm, however, the photoluminescence give rise to 

peaks within the visible region of the solar spectrum [12]. Jauja-Ccana et.al, in their molecular dynamics 

study observes absorption band between 200 and 250 nm caused by electronic transition of the C=C 

bonds and between 300 and 400 nm corresponding to the electronic transition related to the C=O bonds 

[13]. These electronic transitions are characteristic of a graphemic materials. The isodensity surfaces of 

the quantum dot suggests a good absorbing material applicable to battery anode materials. Many studies 

of GQDs for applications in various fields are recent and thus lack conclusive findings and 

methodologies as studies are still carried out in this material.    

 

 
Figure 4. UV-vis spectrum of GQDs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.  HOMO and LUMO energy orbitals  

To analyse the stability of GQDs, molecular orbitals are determined. Figure 5 and 6 shows the HOMO 

and LUMO energy levels respectively. The HOMO and LUMO densities clearly shows the strength and 

stability of the material, with clusters of orbitals appearing on the top part and very few around the 

center. One key component of LI batteries improvement is the stability of its internal components. 

Clusters of orbitals appear to be attached to the carbon atoms, signaling very strong possibities of 

containing only one type of atoms thus further studies can lead to GQDs that are clean from impurities. 

The HOMO eigenvalue is -7.349 eV while we have energy of -4.641 eV for the LUMO. In determining 

the HOMO and LUMO energy states of single layered quantum dots (SLGQDs), Bayat et.al obtained -

7.15 eV and -4.25 eV for the HOMO and LUMO orbitals respectively [14]. The difference between the 

HOMO and LUMO gives an energy gap of 2.708 eV suggesting properties of semiconductor that can 

be tuneable to enhance its optical and electronic properties. 
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Figure 5. HOMO energy levels.   Figure 6. LUMO energy levels.  

4.  Conclusion  

The result shows strong probability of graphene quantum dots to be applied in storage devices. The 

results generally show good optical, excitation and spectral properties. GQDs have broad prospects in 

energy storage and conversion. First principle calculations are used to analyze optical properties of 

GQDs. The UV-vis spectra shows the maximum absorption peak at 750 nm within the edge of the visible 

region of the solar spectrum with one visible peak in the visible region at 575 nm, thus favorable for 

renewable energy storage. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels suggests an energy gap of 2.98 eV and 

hints at the stability of the structure with properties that can be tuneable to obtain GQDs that are clean 

form impurities. The density of states shows the possibilities of obtaining a pure GQDs structure through 

proper methods. The highest states around the Fermi region are due to the dominant carbon atoms in the 

structure. For GQDs to be applicable in LI batteries, one needs to consider a wide range of properties 

some not presented in this paper. Our results show the existence of tuneable properties to improve optical 

response of GQDs through the UV-vis spectrum in conjunction with the HOMO and LUMO orbitals, 

the DOS informs on the stability of the material. Computational analyses strongly suggest the future 

development trend of GQDs research and its opportunities in energy storage devices. This is due to 

GQDs satisfying several desired characteristics for anode materials. 
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Abstract. This study focuses on the magnetic properties of Zn1−xCoxO, with x = 0.01, 0.03, and 

Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O, synthesized by solution combustion method. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

revealed all the samples are in a hexagonal wurtzite structure. Rietveld refinement gives lattice 

parameters, a = b = 3.246 Å, and c = 5.201 Å, for Zn0.99Co0.01O; matching standard data 

(PDF#36-1451), and marginally increased in Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O. The particle size determined 

using transmission electron microscope images was found to be 39 ± 1, and 42 ± 2 nm for 

Zn1−xCoxO (x = 0.01, 0.03), respectively, and 14 ± 2 nm for Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O. Diffuse 

reflectance spectra show the absorption bands in all the samples at 569 nm (4𝐴2(𝐹) →4𝐴1(𝐺)), 

610 nm (4𝐴2(𝐹) →4𝑇1(𝑃)) and 660 nm (4𝐴2(𝐹) →2𝐸(𝐺)) are transitions of Co2+ ions replacing 

Zn2+ sites. In Co-Cr doped ZnO, the absorption bands at 584 nm (4𝐴2g(𝐹) →4𝑇2g(𝐹)) and 715 

nm (4𝐴2g(𝐹) →2𝐸g(𝐺)) reflects the transition of Cr3+ ions in the lattice. Band-gap values found 

are 3.306 ± 0.003, and 3.289 ± 0.004 eV for Zn1−xCoxO (x = 0.01, 0.03, respectively) and  

3.285 ± 0.003 eV for Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O. Magnetic measurements was carried out using a 

vibrating sample magnetometer. The Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.97Co0.03O samples show 

hysteretic behaviour in magnetization as function of applied field measurements, signifying RT 

ferromagnetism (FM). Cobalt-doped ZnO shows diamagnetism for x = 0.01, while RTFM is seen 

for the x = 0.03 sample. The observed RTFM are explained based on bound magnetic polaron 

(BMP) mechanism. The number of BMPs created in Zn0.97Co0.03O was found to be 2.5×1014 

cm−3. It is suggested that the exchange interaction of Co2+ and/or Cr3+ dopants mediated BMPs 

is ordering RTFM. 

1.  Introduction  

Transition metal (TM) doped and co-doped ZnO nanoparticles have been attracting the attention of the 

scientific community for a few decades due to their promising magnetic properties at above room 

temperature and applications in spintronics [1,2]. Literature reports state the transition metal [TM: Fe, 

Mn, Ni, Co, Cr] doped ZnO showed ferromagnetism (FM) behaviour at room temperature, due to the 

presence intrinsic defects [3,4] or impurity phases [5,6] or ferromagnetic precipitates [7]. In particular, 

the Zn1−xCoxO with x  0.05, nanoparticles exhibit a paramagnetic behaviour due to the lack of magnetic 

couplings [8,9]. Some reports showed weak room temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM) with the co-

existence of superparamagnetic or paramagnetic behaviour for Zn1−xCoxO powder [5,6], this also 

depends on the synthesis method [4,6,10]. On other hand, the co-doping of the Zn1-xCoxO system with 

TM ions exhibits not only the enhancement of RTFM, but carrier-mediated magnetism can also be 

achieved through its suitable co-doping, as is reported for ZnO co-doped with the combination of Fe-

Co [11], Cr-Co [12,13], Mn-Co [14], Cu-Co [15] and Al-Co [16] ions . TM ions co-doping play a key 
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role in altering the magnetic properties, from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic 

behaviour at RT for Zn1-xCoxO system. However, the structure and magnetic properties of Cr-Co co-

doped ZnO have been probed to a lesser extend. For this reason in this contribution explores the 

structure, optical and magnetic properties of Cr-Co co-doped ZnO samples synthesized by solution 

combustion method. In this work, the structure and morphology of the as-synthesized samples were 

examined using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The optical and 

magnetic properties were probed using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) and vibrating sample 

magnetometer (VSM), respectively. The role of Cr co-doping in Zn1−xCoxO to in initiating RTFM 

ordering and its effect on the optical properties are discussed. 

2.  Experimental details 

Zn1−xCoxO, with x = 0.01 and 0.03, and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples were synthesized using the solution 

combustion method [17]. Sigma-Aldrich products of Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (98%c), NH2CH2COOH (99%), 

Co(NO3)2.6H2O and Cr(NO3)3·9H2O (99%) were used as initial materials. In a typical experiment, 

oxidizer to fuel ratio is unity. The stoichiometric amount of nitrates were dissolved in 30 ml double 

distilled water. The mixture was stirred, using a magnetic stirrer, until it became transparent. The 

solution is then placed into a pre-heated (at 350 ± 10 ℃) muffle furnace. Initially, the solution boils, 

then ignites and burns. The product was ground into a fine powder using an agate mortar and pestle. The 

as-prepared samples were initially characterized using the x-ray diffraction technique to test the phase 

purity using a Phillips PAN analytical X-pert Pro x-ray diffractometer (Cu–Kα with λ = 1.54056 Å). The 

particle size of the samples was estimated using transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrographs 

(Model: JEM−2100). The diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) were recorded using an optical fiber 

spectrometer in the wavelength range of 250 to 750 nm. Typical information about the instrument was 

reported elsewhere [18]. The magnetization versus magnetic field measurements was carried out at room 

temperature using 14 T Cryogenic Physical Properties Measurement System with a vibrating sample 

magnetometer (VSM) insert.  

3.  Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows Rietveld refinement of x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of as-prepared Zn0.99Co0.01O, 

Zn0.97Co0.03O and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples. It is observed that all the samples are polycrystalline and 

all diffraction peaks belong to a hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO with space group P63mc (PDF#36-

1451). There are no secondary phases (no peaks corresponding to Co2O3, Co3O4, or ZnCrO4 phase) 

observed in the samples. The peak shift in (2) position is indiscernible, due to the tetrahedral 

coordinated Co2+ (0.58 Å) and Cr3+ (0.61 Å) replaced Zn2+ (0.60Å) sites [19–21]. Further, it is observed 

that full width half maximum (FWHM) of (100), (002) and (101) peaks slightly decreased in 

Zn0.97Co0.03O and enhanced in Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O when compared with Zn0.99Co0.01O sample. This 

implies that the crystallize size increases with the increase of Co content and decreased for Cr co-doped 

sample. XRD results confirm that a lower concentration of Co doping, as well as co-doping of Co and 

Cr ions, successfully substituted into the Zn site without modifying the ZnO structure. The FWHM of 

the peaks (
ℎ𝑘𝑙

) and interplanar spacing (𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙), where (h, k, l) refer to the Miller indices of the relavent 

plane, obtained from the Rietveld refinement analysis were used to determine the crystallite size (D) and 

strain () using the size-strain plot (SSP) method [22,23]. The SSP equation [22,23] can be expressed as  

(
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑘𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠

 
)

2

=
𝑘

𝐷
(

𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
2 

ℎ𝑘𝑙
 𝑐𝑜𝑠

 2 
) + (



 2
)

2
. 

Here k is the Scherrer constant (taken as 0.9, particles are nearly spherical) and  is the wavelength of 

x-ray. The plots of (
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑘𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑠

 
)

2

as a function of (
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙

2 
ℎ𝑘𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑠

 2 
) are shown in figure 2. The D and  were 

determined from slope and intercept of the linear fit of the plot, respectively. Further, the crystallite size 

(D) and strain () were calculated using refinement parameters obtained from GSAS using the relation 

[24] 𝐷 =
18000𝑘

𝐿𝑥
 and  =



18000
𝐿𝑦, respectively. Here 𝐿𝑥 and 𝐿𝑦 are GSAS fits of crystallite and strain 
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broadening with Lorentzian profile term, respectively. Unit cell parameters, such as lattice parameters 

and cell volume, were obtained from Rietveld refinement of XRD using the GSAS II software program 

[25]. The calculated structural and fitted parameters are tabulated in Table 1. There is a slight difference 

in crystallite size and lattice strain values calculated from the SSP and GSAS methods, as peaks with 

lower intensities are not considered for calculation in SSP method. The value of chi-square 

(2  1.4), indicates good profile fitting between theoretical and experimental data. The average 

crystallite size increased for slightly increased in Zn0.97Co0.03O when compared with Zn0.99Co0.01O 

sample and it decreased in comparison for the Co−Cr co-doped ZnO.  

  
Figure 1. Rietveld refinement of XRD patterns of 

(a) Zn0.99Co0.01O, (b) Zn0.97Co0.03O and (c) 

Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O analyzed using GSAS II 

program. The black open circle represent the 

experimental XRD data compared with the 

calculated profile (red line), the small purple 

vertical lines below the curve are the expected 

Bragg positions of wurtzite structure of ZnO and 

the residual of the refinement shown as blue solid 

line.   

 
Figure 2. Plot of (𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑘𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑠/)2 as function 

of (𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
2 

ℎ𝑘𝑙
𝑐𝑜𝑠/2) for (a) Zn0.99Co0.01O, (b) 

Zn0.97Co0.03O and (c) Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples. 

 

 

 

 

 
The lattice parameters a, and c, and cell volume are slightly enhanced in Zn0.97Co0.03O and 

Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples, as compared to Zn0.99Co0.01O. The changes in lattice parameters and cell 

volume are attributed to lattice distortion and defects created around dopant sites due to the differences 

in the ionic radii of the various cations (Zn, Co and Cr) [11,26]. The ratio of lattice parameters c/a was 

found to be 1.6021 ± 0.0001 for all the samples. This obtained value is smaller than that of the 

stoichiometric wurtzite ZnO (1.633) and this is attributed to the presence of oxygen vacancies and other 

defects [11].   

TEM micrographs of Zn0.99Co0.01O, Zn0.97Co0.03O and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O are shown in Figure 3 (a) to 

(c), respectively. It is observed that the particles are nearly spherical, but non-uniform in size. 

Furthermore, the co-doping of Cr strongly influences the particle size and the particles agglomeration 

(see Figure 3(c)). The particle distribution of the samples is shown in Figure 3 (d) to (f), and the size 

distribution bar graphs are well fitted with log-normal function. The average particle size is found to be 

39 ± 1 nm, 42 ± 2 nm 14 ± 2 nm for Zn0.99Co0.01O, Zn0.97Co0.03O and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O, respectively.
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Figure 3. TEM images of (a) Zn0.99Co0.01O, (b) Zn0.97Co0.03O and (c) Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples and 

their corresponding particle size distribution of the samples are shown figure 3 (d) to (f), respectively. 

Table 1. Structural parameters of Zn0.99Co0.01O, Zn0.97Co0.03O and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples estimated 

from Rietveld refinement of XRD using GSAS II program. The fitted parameters chi-square (2), 

Weighted Profile (Rwp) and scale F factor (RF) are given in Table 1. 

Refined parameters Zn0.99Co0.01O  Zn0.97Co0.03O Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O  

Crystallite size (nm) 

from SSP method  

and GSAS 

31 ± 1 

34 ± 1 

40 ± 1 

42 ± 1 

12 ± 1 

12 ± 1 

Strain (%) from SSP  

GSAS  

0.27 ± 0.02 

0.20 ± 0.02 

0.57± 0.02 

0.24 ± 0.02 

0.70± 0.03 

0.34 ± 0.02 

Particle size from 

TEM (nm) 
39 ± 1 42 ± 2 14 ± 2 

Lattice parameters 

(Å) (Error:±0.0001) 

a = b = 3.2438 

c = 5.1969 

3.2445  

5.1968  

3.2492 

5.2057 

Cell volume (Å3) 47.359 ± 0.002 47.379 ± 0.002 47.596 ± 0.003 

2 1.12 1.51 1.48 

Rwp (%) 4.01 4.46 4.53 

RF (%) 3.14 5.28 4.06 

Band-gap (eV) 3.308 ± 0.002 3.283 ± 0.002 3.287 ± 0.003 

Zn (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) (0.333, 0.666, −0.006) (0.333, 0.666, −0.009) (0.333, 0.666, −0.005) 

O (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) (0.333, 0.666, 0.379) (0.333, 0.666, 0.364) (0.333, 0.666, 1.334) 

Co (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) (0.333, 0.666, 0.081) (0.333, 0.660, −0.012) (0.333, 0.666, 0.398) 

Cr (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) -- -- 0.333, 0.660, 0.341) 

The DRS spectra of Zn0.99Co0.01O, Zn0.97Co0.03O and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples are shown in Figure 

4 (a). Three sub band-gap absorption peaks are observed in all the samples at 569 nm (4𝐴2(𝐹) →4𝐴1(𝐺)), 

610 nm (4𝐴2(𝐹) →4𝑇1(𝑃)) and 660 nm (4𝐴2(𝐹) →2𝐸(𝐺)) are transitions of Co ions with a tetrahedral 
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crystal field in the +2 state and replacing Zn2+ sites [27–29]. Furthermore, the weak sub band-gap 

absorption peaks that have appeared at 584 nm (4𝐴2g(𝐹) →4𝑇2g(𝐹)) and 715 nm (4𝐴2g(𝐹) →2𝐸g(𝐺)) 

are the transitions of Cr3+ ions [28,30] in the host ZnO lattice. The cobalt environment remains the same 

in both Co doped and Co−Cr co-doped ZnO samples. To determine the band-gap of the samples, the 

obtained diffuse reflectance spectra were converted to Kubelka−Munk function [31] using the 

relation: 𝐹(𝑅) =
(1−𝑅)2

2𝑅
=

𝑘

𝑠
, where 𝑅 is the reflectance, k is the absorption co-efficient and s is the 

scattering co-efficient. Here, 𝐹(𝑅) is proportional to absorption co-efficient, thus α in the Tauc equation 

[31] [ℎ = 𝐶(ℎ − 𝐸𝑔)
1

2] can be replaced with 𝐹(𝑅). For direct allowed transition [31], the Tauc 

relation becomes; [ℎ𝐹(𝑅)]2 = 𝐴(ℎ − 𝐸𝑔)]2. The plots of [𝐹(𝑅)ℎ]2 against the h for the various 

samples are shown in inset Figure 4(b) and the band-gap values of the samples were obtained by 

extrapolating from the linear region of [𝐹(𝑅)ℎ]2 to zero. The calculated band-gap values are presented 

in Table 1, showing that the band-gap values decreased in both Zn0.97Co0.03O and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O 

samples, as compared to Zn0.99Co0.01O. The band-gap narrowing observed in the samples is due to the 

strong sp−d spin exchange interaction between the ZnO band electrons and localized d electrons of the 

Co and/ or Cr ions substituting for Zn2+ ions [23]. 

  
Figure 4. (a) DRS spectra of (i) Zn0.99Co0.01O, (ii) Zn0.97Co0.03O and (iii) Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples and 

the corresponding plots of [𝐹(𝑅)ℎ]2 as function of (ℎ) are shown in Figure 4 (b), referred to as (iv), 

(v) and (vi), respectively.

Our results confirm the tetrahedrally coordinated Co2+ ions replaced Zn2+ sites, the exchange interactions 

between the ZnO band electrons and localized d electrons of Co2+ ions are stronger than the interactions 

between the d electrons of the Cr ions [28]. Hence, the band-gap of Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O is slightly higher 

than Zn0.97Co0.03O sample.  

The magnetic behaviour of the as-synthesized samples was measured at room temperature. The 

magnetization as function of applied magnetic field curves, M(0H), of the Zn0.99Co0.01O, Zn0.97Co0.03O 

and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O are shown in Figure 5 (a) to (c), respectively. It is observed that the Zn0.97Co0.03O 

and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples show ferromagnetic behaviour that is superimposed on the diamagnetic 

background. Therefore, the diamagnetic contribution was subtracted using relation [3];  

𝑀c = 𝑀T − 
d

𝐻, where 𝑀c is the corrected magnetization after removing the additional magnetic 

component, 𝑀T is the total magnetization, 
d

= d𝑀/d𝐻 is the diamagnetic susceptibility and H is 

applied field. According to the literature, the M(oH) curve of Zn0.99Co0.01O measured at 300 K are 
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expected to show paramagnetic behaviour [3,32], however, it appears like antiferromagnetic that 

superimposed by diamagnetic background. Shi et al. [9] reported Co doped ZnO exhibits paramagnetism 

at lower Co concentration because of a lack of oxygen vacancies. El-Hilo and Hao et al. [3,32] reported 

that post-annealing of the Co doped ZnO samples under different atmospheric conditions (such as for 

example: O2, Ar, and H2) altered magnetic properties from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic or 

antiferromagnetic behaviour [3,32]. 

 

Figure 5. Magnetization as function of magnetic field of (a) Zn0.99Co0.01O, (b) Zn0.97Co0.03O and (c) 

Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples measured at room temperature. (d) The symbol represent experimental data 

of M(0H) curve of Zn0.97Co0.03O and red line the fits to the experimental data using the BMP model. 

The Zn0.97Co0.03O shows a hysteresis curve with the coercive field (Hc) of 3.5 ± 0.2 mT, indicating 

ferromagnetism at 300 K. The saturation magnetization (𝑀s) is 1715 ± 5 emu.mol−1. Some of the reports 

show the existence of RTFM in Co doped ZnO, which is attributed to the super-exchange interaction of 

Co2+ ions [10], presence of defects [3,4,23,33,34] and Co cluster of secondary phase [5,6]. In the present 

work, the existence of secondary phase is ruled out, thus, the observed RTFM is considered intrinsic. 

To understand the intrinsic magnetic ordering, the experimental M(oH) curve of Zn0.97Co0.03O was 

fitted with bound magnetic polaron (BMP) model [35,36], as shown in Figure 5 (d). The number of 

BMPs formed in Zn0.97Co0.03O was found to be 2.5  1014 cm−3, which is less than the threshold (1018 

cm−3) to mediate ferromagnetic ordering. Therefore, direct interaction of BMPs to order the system 

ferromagnetically cannot be simply applied here. DRS results confirm that the band-gap decrease with 

an increase in the Co dopant concentration, and this is also related to the changes of oxygen 

vacancies/defects concentration [11]. The present XRD results also confirm the presence of defects in 

the synthesized samples. These results support the BMP model as the coupling interaction of Co2+ ions 
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within the volume (due to the presence of structural defects occupying a volume) [10] and oxygen 

vacancies/defects mediate the exchange coupling between Co2+ ions [3,4,8], resulting in  the RTFM 

ordering in Zn0.97Co0.03O sample.  

The weak RTFM is observed in Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O, as shown in Figure 4 (c). The 𝐻c and 𝑀s for this 

sample are found to be 90 ± 1 mT and 116 ± 2 emu.mol−1, respectively.  Here, Cr co-doping plays a 

crucial role in mediating the distribution of Co ions in ZnO lattice and decreases the probability of 

antiferromagnetic coupling between the neighboring Co2+ ions [12,13]. The hybridization between the 

Co 3d states with the Cr-ion is induced donor band [12], possible role of the charge transfer from the 

donor band to the Co 3d states might be to modify the electrostatic interactions between Co2+ ions. 

Hence, Cr co-doping altered the magnetic properties from PM to FM behaviour.  

4.  Conclusions 

In summary, the combustion synthesized Zn1−xCoxO, with x = 0.01, 0.03, and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O samples 

were found to be single phase of the wurtzite structure. The structural parameters were investigated 

using Rietveld refinement of the XRD results. TEM of the as synthesized powders showed nanoparticles 

with sizes 39 ± 1, 42 ± 2 and 14 ± 2 nm for Zn0.99Co0.01O, Zn0.97Co0.03O and Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O, 

respectively. The co-doping of Cr ions reduces the particle size and particles are agglomerated. DRS 

measurement showed three sub band-gap absorption peaks at 569, 610 and 660 nm are transitions of 

Co2+ ions. In Cr-Co co-doped sample an additional sub band-gap absorption peak appeared at 715 nm 

is the transition of Cr3+ ions. The band-gap is decreased with increase of Co concentration and Cr co-

doped ZnO sample. The magnetic measurements of Zn0.99Co0.01O and Zn0.97Co0.03O exhibit PM and FM 

behaviour, respectively. The observed FM in Zn0.97Co0.03O is attributed to oxygen vacancies/defects 

associated with BMPs. In Zn0.96Co0.01Cr0.03O sample, the Cr ions induce the hybridization between the 

Co 3d states and the charge transfer from the donor band to the Co 3d states turns to ferromagnetic 

interactions.   
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Abstract. Structural, optical and magnetic properties of combustion synthesized 

Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O have been investigated. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

analyses confirm that samples are in the hexagonal wurtzite structure. No impurity peaks were 

detected in Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O, while a weak secondary spike ZnCr2O4 phase (2 = 43) was 

identified in Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O. Lattice parameters, obtained from Rietveld refinement, were 

found to be a = b = 3.2535 ± 0.0002 Å for both the samples, while c = 5.2132 ± 0.0003Å for 

Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O decreasing to 5.2129 ± 0.0002Å for Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O. These values are 

comparable with the standard data (PDF#36-1451). The particle size of the as-prepared samples 

is 20 ± 2 and 22 ± 2 nm for Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O, respectively. Diffuse 

reflectance spectra show a weak absorption band at 657 nm, characteristic of tetrahedral Ni2+ 

ions in the ZnO lattice. Band-gap values were 3.293 ± 0.003 and 3.273 ± 0.003 eV for 

Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O, respectively. Magnetization as a function of field 

measurements, M(0H), were performed at room temperature using a vibrating sample 

magnetometer. The Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O samples show ferromagnetic (FM) 

and antiferromagnetic (AFM) behaviour, respectively. Point defects are the source for the 

obtained FM in Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O. The exchange interaction between Ni2+ and Cr3+ dopants and 

the formation of a ZnCr2O4 phase is responsible for AFM behaviour in Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O. This 

study reveals that the Ni2+ and Cr3+ ions were successfully substituted into Zn2+ sites at lower 

concentrations of Cr3+ ions. At higher Cr concentrations, some of the Cr ions are in an octahedral 

rather than tetrahedral coordination causing the formation of a secondary phase. Interestingly, 

in Ni−Cr doped ZnO, the weak FM behaviour is transformed to AFM behaviour depending on 

the Ni and Cr content.  

1.  Introduction  

Zinc oxide (ZnO) based materials have inspired great in the field of memory, detectors, light-emitting 

sources and the possibility of usage in next-generation spintronic devices [1,2]. Doping and co-doping 

with transition metals (TM) is an effective method to adjust ZnO's energy level surface states, which 

can enhance the optical and magnetic properties [1,3,4]. The literature report states doping and co-

doping of Ni, Mn, Cr, and Co-doped ZnO receives much attention. It is investigated extensively for 

potential applications in novel memory and optical devices [5,6]. The ionic radius of Ni2+ (0.69 Å) and 

Cr3+ (0.63 Å) are comparable to that of Zn2+ ions (0.74 Å), and these are easily incorporated into the 

wurtzite structure of ZnO. Ni-doped ZnO shows room temperature ferromagnetism at a lower 

concentration of Ni ions ( 2%) and paramagnetism above it. Also, Ni-doped ZnO exhibits 

ferromagnetic behaviour from 2 to 355 K [1,7]. The Cr metal is antiferromagnetic below 311 K and 
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paramagnetic at high temperatures; only CrO2 is ferromagnetic with a Curie Temperature of Tc = 386 K 

[1]. Most of the available literature is focused either on Cr-doped Ni-doped ZnO [7]. There is a lack of 

studies of Ni-Cr co-doped ZnO nanoparticles in the literature. The present work focuses on the structure, 

optical and magnetic properties of Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O synthesized by the solution 

combustion method. Structural and morphological studies of the as-synthesized samples were done 

using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), respectively. The optical 

and magnetic measurements are carried out using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) and a vibrating 

sample magnetometer (VSM).  

2.  Experimental details 

Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O samples were synthesized using the solution combustion 

process with Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (98%), NH2CH2COOH (99%), and Ni(NO3)2.6H2O (99%) and 

Cr(NO3)3·9H2O (99%) as reactants procured from Sigma-Aldrich company. The procedure adopted 

during synthesis were reported elsewhere [8]. The as-synthesized samples were characterized using the 

x-ray diffraction technique to test the phase purity using a Phillips PAN analytical X-pert Pro x-ray 

diffractometer (Cu–Kα with λ = 1.54056 Å). Particle sizes of the samples were calculated using the 

micrographs obtained from a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Model: JEM−2100). The diffuse 

reflectance spectra (DRS) were recorded using a laboratory spectrometer instrument [9]. The magnetic 

measurement was carried out using a Cryogenic Physical Properties Measurement System with a 

vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) insert.  

3.  Results and discussion. 

Rietveld refinement of x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of as-prepared Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and 

Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O are shown in Figure 1. The diffraction peaks observed within the measurement of 2 

range 20 to 80 were compared with the standard file (PDF#36-1451). For Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O, all the 

peaks correspond to the hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO with space group P63mc. However, for the 

Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O, a secondary phase peak was observed at 2 = 43 which belongs to ZnCr2O4 structure 

(PDF#22-1107). The observance of the secondary phase peak indicates that the Ni ions and Cr ions 

would not only substitute the Zn place but also exist as interstitial ions or enter into vacancies [10]. The 

full-width half maximum of the peaks (
ℎ𝑘𝑙

) and interplanar spacing for (h, k, and l) plane (𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙) 

obtained from the Rietveld refinement of GSAS II software program [11] were used to determine the 

crystallite size (D) and strain () using the size-strain plot (SSP) as given in equation (1) [12,13]: 

                                                      (
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑘𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠

 
)

2

=
𝑘

𝐷
(

𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
2 

ℎ𝑘𝑙
 𝑐𝑜𝑠

 2 
) + (



 2
)

2
      -----                 (1) 

Where  is the wavelength of the x-rays used, and k is the Scherrer constant (taken as 0.9, assuming 

spherical particles). The plot of (
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑘𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑠

 
)

2

as a function of (
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙

2 
ℎ𝑘𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑠

 2 
) is shown in Figure 2. The 

crystallite size and strain were determined from the slope and intercept of the linear fit of the plot, 

respectively. In addition, the crystallite size and strain calculated using refinement parameters obtained 

from GSAS using equation (2) and (3), respectively [14]: 

                                                                  𝐷 =
18000𝑘

𝐿𝑥
,               -------                            (2) 

 and: 

                                                           =


18000
𝐿𝑦,                -------                            (3)  

where 𝐿𝑥 and 𝐿𝑦 are GSAS fits of crystallite and strain broadening with Lorentzian profile term, 

respectively. Obtained unit cell parameters and fitted parameters are tabulated in Table 1. The value of 

chi-square (2  1.2) indicated a good profile fit between theoretical and experimental data.  
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Figure 1. Rietveld refinement of XRD patterns of 

(a) Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and (b) Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O 

analyzed using the GSAS II program. The black 

open circle represent the experimental XRD data 

compared with the calculated profile (red line), the 

small purple vertical lines below the curve are the 

expected Bragg positions of the wurtzite structure 

of ZnO and the residual of the refinement is shown 

as a solid blue line.   

 
Figure 2. Plot of (𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑘𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑠/)2 as function of 

(𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
2 

ℎ𝑘𝑙
𝑐𝑜𝑠/2) for (a) Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and 

(b) Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O samples. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Structural parameters of Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O samples estimated from 

Rietveld refinement of XRD using the GSAS II program. The fitted parameters chi-square (2), 

Weighted Profile (Rwp) and scale F factor (RF) are given in Table 1. 

Refined parameters  Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O    Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O 

Crystallite size (nm) from 

SSP method  

and GSAS 

17 ± 2 

18 ± 2 

18 ± 2 

20 ± 2 

Strain (%) from SSP  

GSAS  

0.72 ± 0.02 

0.68 ± 0.02 

0.76± 0.02 

0.71± 0.02 

Particle size from TEM 

(nm) 
20 ± 2 22 ± 2 

Lattice parameters (Å) 

(Error:±0.0001) 

a = b = 3.2535 

c = 5.2132 

3.2536 

5.2129 

Cell volume (Å3) 47.792 ± 0.002 47.791 ± 0.004 

2 1.10 1.14 

Rwp (%) 4.18 4.25 

RF (%) 6.72 6.25 

Band-gap (eV) 3.293 ± 0.002 3.273 ± 0.002 

Zn (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) (0.666, 0.333, 0.354) (0.666, 0.333, 0.355) 

O (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) (0.666, 0.333, 0.666) (0.666, 0.333, 0.666) 

Co (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) (0.666, 0.333, 0.324) (0.666, 0.333, 0.325) 

Ni (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) (0.666, 0.333, 0.427) (0.666, 0.333, 0.426) 
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The average crystallite size increased slightly in the lattice parameters a, and c, and cell volume is 

somewhat enhanced with an increase of Ni and Cr concentration.The changes in lattice parameters and 

cell volume are attributed to lattice distortion and defects created around dopants sites due to the 

difference in ionic radii of cations (Zn, Ni and Cr) [15,16]. The ratio of lattice parameters c/a was found 

to be 1.6023 ± 0.0001 for all the samples. The estimated value is smaller than the stoichiometric wurtzite 

ZnO (1.633) and this is attributed to the presence of oxygen vacancies and other defects [16].   

TEM micrographs of Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), 

respectively. It is observed that the particles are nearly spherical but non-uniform in size. Energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX), shown in Figure 3 (c) and (d) results, provides information about 

the chemical compositions in the samples, and there are no additional elements in the samples for 

Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O, respectively. The particle size distribution of the samples are 

shown in Figure 3 (e) and (f), respectively, and the sizes 20 ± 2 nm and 22 ± 2 nm for Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O 

and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O, respectively.  

 
Figure 3. TEM images of (a) Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and (b) Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O samples and their 

corresponding EDX image and particle size distribution of the samples are shown in figure 3 (c) to (f), 

respectively. 

The DRS spectra of Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O samples are shown in Figure 4 (a). It is 

observed that the reflectance intensity decreased in the visible light region with an increase in Ni and Cr 

concentration. Both the samples show the mid-band-gap states appearing at 657 nm, which are assigned 

to the d−d transition bands, characteristic of Ni2+ with tetrahedral symmetry [17]. The absorption band 

at 657 nm corresponds to the 3𝑇1(𝐹) →3𝑇1(𝑃) transition of Ni2+ with tetrahedral symmetry. Furthermore, 

the weak sub band-gap absorption peaks are appeared between 710 and 730 nm (4𝐴2g(𝐹) →2𝐸g(𝐺)) are 
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the transitions of Cr3+ ions [17,18] in the host ZnO lattice. The absorption band appeared at 609 nm 

(4𝐴2g(𝐹) →4𝑇2g(𝐹)) is transitions of Cr3+ ions, indicating that some Cr3+ ions are at octahedral 

environment in the host ZnO lattice [17]. In order to determine the band-gap of the samples, the obtained 

diffuse reflectance spectra were converted to the Kubelka−Munk function [19] using the 

relation: 𝐹(𝑅) =
(1−𝑅)2

2𝑅
=

𝑘

𝑠
, where 𝑅 is the reflectance, k is the absorption co-efficient and s is the 

scattering co-efficient. Here, 𝐹(𝑅) is proportional to absorption co-efficient, thus α in the Tauc equation 

[19] [ℎ = 𝐶(ℎ − 𝐸𝑔)
1

2] can be replaced with 𝐹(𝑅). For direct allowed transition [19], the Tauc 

relation becomes; [ℎ𝐹(𝑅)]2 = 𝐴(ℎ − 𝐸𝑔)]2. The plots of [𝐹(𝑅)ℎ]2 as function of h, and shown in 

inset Figure 4(b).  The band-gap values of the samples were obtained by extrapolating the linear region 

of [𝐹(𝑅)ℎ]2 = 0. The calculated band-gap value is tabulated in Table 1. The band-gap value decreased 

with an increase of Ni and Cr concentration is due to the strong sp−d spin exchange interaction between 

the ZnO band electrons and localized d electrons of the Co and/or Cr ions substituting for Zn2+ ions than 

the exchange interactions of the d electrons of Ni and Cr ions  [13]. 

 
Figure 4. (a) DRS spectra of Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O samples and their corresponding 

plot of [𝐹(𝑅)ℎ]2 as function of (ℎ) are shown in Figure 4 (b), respectively.

The magnetic behaviour of the as-synthesized Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O samples was 

measured at room temperature. The magnetization as a function of applied magnetic field M(0H) curves 

is shown in Figure 5. The Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O sample exhibit RTFM behaviour as evidenced by the clear 

and well-defined open hysteresis loops that are superimposed on the diamagnetic background. There are 

three possible reasons to observe the ferromagnetic behaviour in synthesized samples, viz. (i) formation 

of Ni and/ or Cr-related secondary phase, (ii) presence of magnetic impurities and (iii) extended defect 

because of the doping. In the present study, a magnetic cluster or secondary phase is ruled out, as 

confirmed by XRD and EDX. The XRD and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy results confirm the 

substitution of Ni and Cr ions at Zn sites of ZnO. The defects, especially single ionized oxygen vacancy, 

play a significant role in observed FM. This result suggests the origin of RTFM is related to intrinsic 

exchange interactions due to oxygen-related defects, which assisted bound magnetic polarons (BMPs) 

[20,21].  
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The Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O sample shows antiferromagnetic behaviour at room temperature, as shown in 

Figure 5. Previous reports state that higher concentrations of Ni and Cr ions doped ZnO exhibit 

antiferromagnetic behaviour at room temperature [7,22]. The exchange interaction between Ni2+ and/or 

Cr3+ dopants and the formation of a ZnCr2O4 phase is responsible for AFM behaviour in 

Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O. This study reveals that with an increase in Cr concentration, more Cr ions are 

octahedrally coordinated rather than tetrahedral coordination, which causes the formation of the 

secondary phase.  

 

Figure 5. Magnetization as a function of the magnetic field of Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O 

samples measured at room temperature.  

4.  Conclusions 

The Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O nanoparticles were synthesized by the combustion 

method. The structural parameters were investigated using Rietveld refinement of the XRD results. Both 

the samples are in the hexagonal wurtzite structure and secondary phase (ZnCr2O4 phase) present in 

Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O sample. TEM results of the as-synthesized powders showed nanoparticles with sizes 

20 ± 2 nm and 22 ± 2 nm for Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O, respectively. DRS measurement 

showed three subband-gap absorption peaks at 657, and 713 nm which are transitions of Ni2+ and Cr3+ 

ions, respectively. The band-gap is decreased with the increase of Ni and Cr concentration. The magnetic 

measurements of Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O and Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O exhibit FM and AFM behaviour, 

respectively. The observed FM in Zn0.96Ni0.01Cr0.03O is attributed to oxygen vacancies/defects associated 

with BMPs. In Zn0.90Ni0.05Cr0.05O, the exchange interaction between Ni2+ and/or Cr3+ dopants and 

forming a ZnCr2O4 phase is responsible for AFM behaviour.   
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Abstract. Energy storage is a major challenge in the development of many electronic devices. 

Graphene oxide (GO) has been suggested as a promising material for improved energy density 

in storage devices. In this study, GO was prepared by modified Hummer’s method using 

graphite, KMnO4, H2SO4 and H3PO4. From Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy analysis, 

the transmittance broad band of carbonyl and hydroxyl were observed indicating the successful 

oxidation of graphite. Furthermore, ultraviolet-visible spectrum has the highest absorption peak 

at 905 nm which is in the infrared region. The highest occupied molecular orbital and lowest 

occupied molecular orbital structures show a band gap of -2.327eV and further confirm that GO 

can be a very good material for supercapacitors. 

1.  Introduction 

Nanotechnology provides essential improvement potential for the development of efficient renewable 

energy storage [1-2]. Application of nanotechnology for renewable energy storage, involves designing 

and developing new innovative materials on the nanoscale dimension to enhance efficiency of   storage 

[3]. The most commonly used energy storage devices are batteries. However, their reliability does not 

seem to stand the ever-growing demands of technological applications [4]. On the other hand, 

supercapacitors seem to be a perfect alternative to batteries for energy storage applications. 

The physical and chemical properties of nanomaterials differ from one nanomaterial to another, and this 

can subsequently affect their efficiency in renewable energy storage. As a result, the search for new 

nanomaterials with relatively better electrochemical properties has spiked in recent years. In addition, 

researchers are exploring ways to modify various properties of nanomaterials for enhanced performance 

such as high-power density, energy density, and cycle stability. This has resulted in the focus on carbon-

based nanomaterials for energy applications [5-12]. 

Carbon materials are becoming popular for use as electrodes for supercapacitors because of their ready 

availability, structural diversity, cost-effectiveness, and large active surface area [13, 14]. In addition, 

the flexibility of these materials permits modification and characterization to meet specific requirements 

for different applications [15]. 

The aim of this study was to experimentally synthesize and characterize graphene oxide and then 

simulate using theoretical methods. In particular, the density functional theory (DFT) method was used 

to investigate the optical properties whereas experimental methods were utilized to investigate the 

oxygen functional groups of the synthesized material. 
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2. Methods and materials 

2.1. Experimental method 

The preparation process of GO involved two steps: oxidation and exfoliation which are described in 

detail below: 

Step 1: Oxidation  

To synthesize GO  we used 1 g of graphite powder and 9 g of potassium permanganate  (KMnO4), mixed 

with 180 ml of sulphuric acid (H2SO4) together with 20 ml of orthophosphoric acid (H3PO4) and stirred 

using a magnetic stirrer for about 19 hours at a temperature of 40 oC. When the colour of the mixture 

turned greenish, 500 ml of distilled water was added to stop the reaction. Thereafter, 20 ml of hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) was added to reduce manganese ions in the mixture until its colour changed to bright 

yellow, which is an indication of a complete oxidation process [16]. 

The oxidized mixture was then kept at room temperature to cool down. After cooling, it was filtered and 

washed by centrifugation for 3 hours using a mixture of 100 ml of distilled water and 15,6 ml of 

hydrochloric acid (HCl. Thereafter it was washed using distilled water for 1 hour, again with the aid of 

a centrifuge. 

Step 2: Exfoliation 

The GO product which was obtained after centrifugation was dispersed into 100 ml of distilled water 

for the formation of single-layer GO, and then it was heated while stirring with a magnetic stirrer for 19 

hours at 60 oC. The resulting black paste was collected by centrifugation and dried at 70 oC for 24 hours. 

2.2. Computational software 

DFT is a computational quantum-mechanical modelling method aimed at quantitative understanding of 

material properties from the fundamental laws of quantum mechanics [17]. The theoretical study of GO 

was done using Materials Studio computing software. Materials Studio is a software for simulation and 

modelling of materials, such as ceramics, metals, polymers etc. Inside Materials Studio there is a 

package code called Vienna ab initio molecular dynamics package (VAMP). The structure of GO was 

built using Materials Studio whereas VAMP was used for the calculation of the optical properties in the 

form of the ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrum. 

2.3. Characterization techniques 

2.3.1. Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy: 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measures how much light a sample absorbs at each 

wavelength. This is achieved when the emitted radiation from an IR source passes through an 

interferometer composed of a beam splitter, a fixed mirror, and a moving mirror. The interferometer 

measures the wavelength of emitted light via interference patterns that help to increase accuracy. IR 

spectra are obtained by applying IR radiation to a sample and measuring the intensity of the passing 

radiation at a specific wavenumber. Consequently, IR radiation of certain molecular groups can be 

detected at specific wavenumbers [18]. FTIR is generally used to identify and compare the oxygen 

functional groups of carbon-based electrode materials [19-21].  
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2.3.2. Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy:  

Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy/spectrophotometry (UV-Vis) is an optical spectroscopy that is based on 

the absorption of ultraviolet and visible light by a sample and also corresponds to electron excitation 

between the energy levels which provides the molecular orbitals, highest occupied molecular (HOMO) 

and lowest occupied molecular (LUMO). The absorption or reflectance in the visible spectral range 

directly affects the perceived colour of the chemical components involved. A UV-Vis measures the 

intensity of light passing through a sample solution in a cuvette and compares it to the intensity of the 

light before it passes through the sample. UV-Vis can be used to examine the optical features, electronic 

structures of materials and to monitor the degree of oxidation of carbon nanomaterials [19]. 

 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1. FTIR results 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show FTIR spectra of graphite powder and GO, respectively.  From Figure 2 it 

may be observed that there is a transmittance broad band between 3100 to 3300 cm
-1

 due to hydroxyl 

group (O-H) and spectral troughs at 1730 cm
-1

 and 1018 cm
-1

 which are attributable to carbonyl group 

(C-O) and indicating the successful oxidation of graphene single layer of graphite after being exfoliated  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: FTIR of graphite powder 
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Figure 2: FTIR of graphene oxide 
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3.2. Optical properties  

3.2.1. UV-Vis spectrum: VAMP calculations yielded, UV-Vis spectra shown in Figure 3.  The highest 

absorption peak is located at 905 nm and the visible light absorption ranges from 700 nm to 

1500 nm.  

 

 

 

3.2.2. HOMO and LUMO: The results presented in Figure 4 and 5 below show the occupied and 

unoccupied orbitals of the semiconductor band of GO. HOMO is the highest occupied molecular orbital 

and LUMO is the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Conclusion 

Graphene oxide (GO) shows the presence of many oxygen-containing surface functional groups of 

carbonyl and hydroxyl in FTIR. However, the energies of HOMO and LUMO of GO are, -7.217 eV and 

-4.89 eV, respectively with a band gap of -2.327 eV which represents a semiconductor material that can 

behave as a conductor or an insulator. There is absorption in the range of 700 nm to 1500 nm but with 

less intensities at the higher wavelengths. No absorption was observed in the ultraviolet region. These 

results imply that GO has very good potential for supercapacitor application. 
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Figure 3: UV- Vis spectrum of GO. 
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Abstract. Permanent magnet-based technologies are focusing on the use of τ-phase magnetic 

alloys. The τ-MnAl permanent magnetic alloys are interesting candidates to fill the performance 

gap between the expensive rare-earth-based magnets and the low performance ferrites. The 

purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of carbon and boron on the structural, 

electronic and magnetic properties of τ-MnAl using the first principle method. The first principle 

calculations were performed using the density functional theory (DFT) within the generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA), with the perdew-burke-eruzer (PBE) function for exchange-

correlation potential employed in CASTEP to study the electronic, and magnetic properties of τ-

MnAl magnets. The study revealed that τ-MnAl have a total magnetic moment of 3.04µB, where 

Mn and Al have 2.69µB and 0.35µB respectively. A decrease in magnetic moment of Mn from 

2.69μB to 1.51µB was obtained adding B atoms. The DOS of τ-MnAl was observed to have a 

lower peak at the fermi level. The magnetic moment obtained for Mn was 0.46µB after C atoms 

were added. The DOS of Mn3AlC shifted to the right with the highest peak at the fermi level. 

The results obtained revealed that the DOS of τ-Mn2AlB2 and τ-Mn3AlC have their highest peaks 

at the fermi level. This was due to the decrease in magnetic moment of Mn after adding C and B 

to τ-MnAl.  

1.  Introduction 

Permanent magnets are an essential component of modern life, where their use in technology is still 

expanding. They are the basic building blocks of various electromechanical and electrical devices. Based 

on the requirements for the various applications of permanent magnets, such as the strength of the 

magnet for a given size, the ability of the magnet to maintain its field in the presence of a reverse field, 

high temperatures, and hostile environments, as well as its cost [1]. Various energy-efficient appliances, 

direct-drive wind turbines, hybrid and electric motors, and wind turbines all contain significant amounts 

of permanent magnets. Due to their outstanding magnetic properties, rare earth magnets like Dy-

substituted Nd2Fe14B, SmCo5, and Sm2Fe17N have been employed in all these devices. Nd, Sm and Dy, 

however, are becoming more expensive. As a result, creating powerful permanent magnets without rare 

earth elements is a growing concern [2]. 

 

Due to their significant advantages, such as high saturation magnetization, large theoretical 

(BH)max, decent Curie temperature and extremely low cost. The tetragonal phase (τ-phase) MnAl 

permanent magnetic alloys are an interesting candidate to close the performance gap between the 

expensive rare-earth-based magnets and the low performance ferrites [3]. The τ-phase (tetragonal L10 

superstructure, space group of P4/mmm) is the sole ferromagnetic phase in the MnAl binary system and 
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it is thermodynamically metastable [3]. This study aims to investigate the structural, magnetic, and 

electronic properties of τ-MnAl alloys employing the first principle method. 

 

2.  Methodology 

The Cambridge Sequence Total Energy Package (CASTEP) code and the Generalized Gradient 

Approximation in the Perdew-Burke-Eruzer (PBE) scheme were used in this study. The structural, 

electronic, and magnetic properties of the τ-MnAl unit cell were calculated. We performed geometry 

optimization before calculations of τ-MnAl properties and in all calculations spin-polarization was 

considered [4]. The convergence criterion for structure optimization and energy calculations was set to 

a fine quality. The experimental MnAl lattice parameter (a=3.93 and c=3.56) with the atomic radii 

(1.43Å for Al and 1.26Å for Mn) and energy convergence of 10-6 were utilized in all calculations.  The 

tolerance for the stress concentration factor (SCF), energy, maximum force, and maximum displacement 

was set to eV/atom, eV/atom, 0.03, and 0.001 respectively for all calculations. The Brillouin-zone (BZ) 

integration Pack has been used with a 700eV energy cut-off and 9×9×7 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids 

[5]. 

 
3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  Structural and Magnetic Properties of τ-MnAl 

Fig 1 shows simulated crystal structure of τ-MnAl. This is a metastable τ-phase MnAl tetragonal L10 

superstructure, with a space group of P4/mmm. The τ-MnAl structure is composed of 5 atoms (1 Mn 

and 4 Al atoms). The structure went through full geometry optimization. When the energy was at its 

lowest after optimization the cell was at its most stable states [4].  

 

 
Figure 1. The crystal structure of τ-MnAl. 

 

 

Table 1, shows the calculated lattice parameters of the τ-MnAl structure. The calculated c/a ratio 

with respect to pure τ-MnAl doped with C and B were 1.271Å, 1Å and 0.495Å which is close to 

that obtained in previous study [6]. When B and C atoms were added in τ-MnAl, the increase in 

lattice parameters was observed. 

 

Table 1. Lattice parameters of τ-MnAl Structures. 

Structures a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) c/a (Å) 
τ-MnAl 2.753 2.753 3.500 1.271 

τ-Mn2AlB2 5.727 5.727 2.834 0.495 

τ-Mn3AlC 3.807 3.807 3.807 1.0 
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Table 2. shows the calculated total magnetic moments of τ-MnAl structures. The magnetic 

moments of Mn and Al together equal 3.04μB, while Mn and Al alone had 2.69μB and 0.35μB, 

respectively. After B and C atoms were added, the magnetic moment of Mn decreases to 1.5μB and 

0.46μB respectively. The positive and negative moments of Mn and Al atoms after adding C and B 

indicate antiferromagnetic coupling between their sublattice. 

 

Table 2. The total magnetic moments of structures. 

STRUCTURES Mn(µB) Al(µB) B(µB) C(µB) Total(µB) 

τ-MnAl 2.69 0.35 - - 3.04 

τ-Mn2AlB2 1.51 -0.24 -0.17 - 1.1 

τ-Mn3AlC 0.46 -0.03 - -0.04 0.39 

 

3.2 Electronic Properties 

3.2.1 Density of states 

The density of states (DOS) of doped (C and B) and undoped τ-MnAl structures is shown in Fig 2. The 

instability of the structure is related to the Fermi level (Ef), represented by the vertical line in Fig 2. 

Structures with the highest DOS at Ef are considered the least stable, whereas the lowest are the most 

stable [7]. The DOS of τ-MnAl has its highest peak just before it reaches the Fermi level and is at its 

lowest peak when is at the fermi level which is antiferromagnetic. This is due to the high magnetic 

moment of Mn 2.69µB. The addition of carbon lowers the magnetic moment of Mn from 2.69μB to 

0.46µB. The DOS of τ-Mn3AlC is at its highest peak just as it approaches the Fermi level and a bit low 

but above that of τ-MnAl at the Fermi level. The τ-Mn2AlB2 DOS is above both τ-MnAl and τ-Mn3AlC 

DOS from the range -15eV to 18eV, except that it has a lower τ-Mn3AlC peak when approaching the 

Fermi level.  

 
Figure 2. Comparison of the total density of states (DOS) for τ-MnAl doped with C and B structures. 

EF = E = 0. 
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4.  Conclusion 

In conclusion, the τ-MnAl structure was optimized using first principles PBE-GGA calculations. The 

electronic and magnetic properties, including lattice constants, densities of states, and magnetic moment, 

were examined. Due to the expansion of the crystal lattice caused by the inclusion of the carbon and 

boron atoms, the c/a ratio decreased. The τ-MnAl doped with carbon seem to be the most stable since it 

has the lowest DOS at the Fermi level (Ef = 0). Boron doped structure is the least stable since its DOS 

is the highest at Fermi level. 
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Abstract. Neodymium-based permanent magnets (Nd2Fe14B) are the potential permanent 

magnets for use in various applications due to their high magnetic field strength and resistance 

to demagnetisation. These magnets have various applications in wind turbines and electric 

vehicles due to their exceptional magnetic properties. However, they suffer from low operating 

temperatures below 585 K.  In this study, we investigate the electronic, magnetic, and mechanical 

properties of neodymium magnets using the first-principle density functional theory approach. 

Nd2Fe14B was found to be thermodynamically stable since the heats of formation were negative. 

However, it was found that Nd2Fe14B is mechanically unstable. Moreover, the density of states 

was calculated to predict the electronic stability of the permanent magnets which is in agreement 

with the calculated heats of formation. The phonon dispersion curves were also calculated and 

Nd2Fe14B is found to be vibrationally unstable due to the presence of soft modes. The calculated 

magnetic moment compares well to the experimental findings. The substitution of Nd with 

available rare earth elements is suggested to enhance the stability and magnetic properties of the 

magnets. 

1.Introduction 

Permanent magnet (PM) is a material that retains its magnetic properties because of its intrinsic structure 

[1]. PM includes a variety of magnets including alnico, ferrite, ceramic, and rare-earth magnets. They 

are used in a variety of applications including motors, generators, sensors, transducers, mechanical 

devices, lutches and imaging systems [2]. Rare earth magnets (RE) are strong permanent magnets made 

from rare earth elements. However, REs are extremely brittle and very susceptible to corrosion; they are 

usually plated or coated to prevent corrosion [3].  

There are two types of well-known rare earth magnets namely samarium cobalt (SmCo5) magnets 

and neodymium (NdFeB) magnets, with SmCo5 magnets being less common due to their higher cost and 

lower magnetic field [4]. The strongest rare earth magnets are sintered NdFeB magnets, which have the 

highest energy product of any commercial PM material [5, 6]. These magnets are used in cutting-edge 

technological applications. In addition, experimental studies show that the highest magnetic properties 

were obtained at the highest milling time, suggesting that milling time increases the value of the magnetic 

properties [7]. Neodymium magnets have been reported to have high magnetic field strength and 

resistance to demagnetization. However, they suffer from extremely low operating temperatures, known 

as the Curie temperature (Tc) below 585 K [3] and poor mechanical properties. In addition, the 

anisotropy field suffers a significant decrease with increasing temperature [3, 8].  

In this work, we study the thermodynamic, mechanical and vibrational stability of Nd2Fe14B magnets 

using density functional theory (DFT) techniques. Heats of formation, densities of states, elastic 

constants and phonon dispersion curves of Nd2Fe14B structures were investigated. The calculations 

indicate that Nd2Fe14B is vibrationally unstable. However, it was found that Nd2Fe14B does not meet the 
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tetragonal stability criteria, which is attributed to the mechanical instability of the material. In addition, 

the density of states was also calculated to predict the electronic stability of the permanent magnets.

2.Methodology 

The calculations were carried out using ab initio density functional theory (DFT) [9] formalism as 

implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [10] with the projector augmented 

wave (PAW) [11]. An energy cut-off of 400 eV was used, as it was sufficient to converge the total energy 

of the tetragonal Nd2Fe14B magnets. For the exchange-correlation functional, the generalized gradient 

approximation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE)sol [12] was chosen. The suitable k-points 

mesh according to Monkhorst and Pack [13] of 6x6x3 was used. A tetragonal Nd2Fe14B structure with 

68 atoms was used (Figure 1). The phonon dispersion spectra were evaluated using PHONON code [14] 

as implemented in MedeA software.  

 
Figure 1. The atomic arrangement unit cell of the Nd2Fe14B system with a space group P42/mnm. 

 

3.Results and discussion 

3.1.Structural and Thermodynamic Properties 

In Table 1, the lattice parameters and heats of formation for the tetragonal Nd2Fe14B magnets are 

discussed. The magnet is a tetragonal structure consisting of a 68-atom unit cell and a space group of 

P42/mnm, with atoms arranged in an eight-layer structure, 56-Fe, 8-Nd and 4-B atoms. The calculated 

a parameter of Nd2Fe14B was 8.249 Å whereas the c parameter was 12.12 Å. The results of the 

equilibrium lattice parameters agree with available experimental values (a = 8.82 Å and c = 12.25 Å) to 

within 6%. In addition, the heats of formation were calculated to determine the thermodynamic stability 

of the structure. The equation for determining the heats of formation (∆𝐻𝑓) is given by [23]:  

∆𝐻𝑓 = 𝐸𝑐 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝐸𝑖𝑖      (1)

where Ec is the calculated total energy of the compound, Ei is the calculated total energy of element i in 

the compound. For a structure to be stable, the heat of formation must be negative; otherwise, a positive 

value indicates instability. The heats of formation were calculated to investigate the thermodynamic 

stability of Nd2Fe14B magnets as shown in Table 1. The heats of formation for the Nd2Fe14B permanent 

magnet were found to be -6.499 eV/atom, indicating the thermodynamic stability of the magnet. 
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Table 1. Lattice parameters and Heats of formation (∆Hf) of the Nd2Fe14B magnets. 

Structure Lattice parameter (Å) ΔHf (eV/atoms) 

Calculated Experimental [3] 

Nd2Fe14B 
a = 8.25 

b = 8.25 

c = 12.12 

a = 8.82 

b = 8.82 

c = 12.25 

-6.499 

 

3.2. Density of states 

To further understand the difference in electronic structures of the Nd2Fe14B magnets, the partial density 

of states (DOS) are determined and the plots are shown in Figure 2 below. The partial density of states 

(PDOS) was calculated to determine the contribution of Nd, Fe, and B atomic orbitals. We note that the 

lower energy side is dominated by sets of peaks originating primarily from the d states of Fe, p states, 

and s states of B. On the lower energy side, the Fe 3d orbitals dominate from the Fermi level (0 eV) to -

6 eV, while the B s-orbital is responsible for the peaks at -8 eV and –9 eV. The peaks of Fe 3d-states are 

clustered from -5 eV to 1 eV whereas B peaks around -5 eV to 0 eV, -8 eV and -9 eV. The highly 

localized Nd peaks are found to be located clustered around the Ef as shown in Figure 2. The f states of 

Nd are responsible for the higher energy peaks. We observe that f states of Nd and d states of Fe 

contribute to the observed peaks in the conduction band, with f states of Nd dominating. Boron does not 

influence the conduction band. Both Fe d-orbitals and Nd f-orbitals are responsible for the peaks at the 

Ef. The s and p orbitals of both Nd and Fe contribute less to the Ef peaks. The total DOS for Nd2Fe14B is 

dominated by the Fe 3d states as shown in Figure 2. In the Ef, the extremely localized peaks are observed 

to be clustered. Moreover, the Ef hits the DOS at the pseudogap which suggests that the structure is 

stable. As has been seen in the heats of formation, our total density of states calculations confirms that 

the Nd2Fe14B structure is electronically stable.  This study compares to a previous report on the tDOS of 

Nd2Fe14B [15].  

 
Figure 2. The total density of states for the Nd2Fe14B permanent magnets. 
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Figure 3. The partial density of states for the Nd2Fe14B permanent magnets. 

3.3.  Elastic Constants 

The elastic constants, bulk, shear, Young moduli, Pugh, Poisson, and anisotropic ratios of Nd2Fe14B magnets 

are listed in Table 2. The following is the condition of tetragonal crystal stability [16]: 

 

𝐶44 > 0, 𝐶66 > 0, 𝐶11 > |𝐶12| 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶11 + 𝐶12 −
2𝐶13

2

𝐶33
> 0.                                (2) 

Our results show that the C11 is found to be greater than the absolute of C12 whereas the C44 and C66 are 

greater than zero. Moreover, two elastic constants are negative, namely C13 and C33 with values of -1412.67 

and -2594.39, respectively. The calculated elastic shear modulus was found to be positive (Cʹ = 110.96). 

This suggests that the computed elastic constants of Nd2Fe14B satisfy tetragonal mechanical stability criteria 

(eq. 1). To deduce the mechanical strength of materials the elastic anisotropy (A) factor is used [17]. If the 

value of A is 1, the material is considered to be elastically isotropic (fewer microcracks within the material) 

and the degree of anisotropy is measured if the material is less than or greater than 1 [18]. Elastic anisotropy 

for non-cubic is indicated by A1, A2 and A3. The calculated A1, A2 and A3 of Nd2Fe14B magnets all show 

anisotropic behaviour with values of 0.56, 0.31 and 1.79, respectively.In addition, we calculated the bulk to 

shear modulus (B/G) ratio, known as Pugh’s ratio to investigate the fracture range or the ductility in these 

structures. Pugh proposed that material is ductile if Pugh′s ratio is greater than 1.75 (B/G>1.75) otherwise 

brittle [19]. It is found that the B/G of the Nd2Fe14B phase is -14.42, which is smaller than 1.75, so Nd2Fe14B 

is a brittle phase. The magnetic moment of the Nd2Fe14B structure was calculated as shown in Table 2 below. 

The calculated magnetic moment was 35.63 µB, which agrees well with the experimental values of 35.0 

B/f.u or 37.1 B/f.u [20, 3].  
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Table 2. Elastic constants (GPa), anisotropy, Pugh’s ratio and magnetic moment (µB) of Nd2Fe14B permanent 

magnets. 

Properties Calculated 

C11 472.47 

C12 250.56 

C13 -1412.67 

C16 449.37 

C33 -2594.39 

C44 110.36 

C66 61.82 

Cʹ 110.96 

A1 = 2C66/(C11-C12) 0.56 

A2 = 2C66/(C11-C12) 0.31 

A3 = 2C44/(C11 + C33 -2C13) 1.79 

B/G -14.42 

Magnetic Moment 35.63 

 

3.4. Phonon dispersions curves 

Phonon dispersion curves and phonon density of states (DOS) for the Nd2Fe14B magnets are presented 

in Figure 4. The phonon dispersion is used to investigate the vibrational stability of these magnets, where 

the presence of soft modes in the negative frequency suggests the instability of the material otherwise 

stability. As it has been seen in the elastic properties, our phonon dispersion calculations (Figure 4) 

confirm that the Nd2Fe14B structure is vibrational unstable since there are soft modes observed in the 

phonon calculations. The soft modes are observed along X, M, Z, A, R and Γ directions. There are 

vibrations observed at -27 THz in the negative frequency along the Γ directions which indicate the 

instability of the material. 

There is a small sharp peak along -7 THz which indicates the contribution of Nd, which is also ascribed 

to the DOS peak at 0 THz and 10 THz. Moreover, Fe is ascribed to the DOS peak around 15 THz and it 

is also responsible for vibrations in the negative frequency. B atom has a negligible effect or contribution 

towards the negative frequency, however, it is ascribed to the DOS peak at 18 THz. This suggests that 

Nd and Fe vibrations are responsible for the instability of the Nd2Fe14B structure. 

4.Conclusions 

The equilibrium lattice parameter, heats of formation, elastic properties, vibrational properties and 

electronic properties of Nd2Fe14B magnets were calculated using ab initio. It was found that the lattice 

parameter for Nd2Fe14B structures is in good agreement with the experimental findings. Nd2Fe14B is found 

to be thermodynamically stable with negative heats of formation, which is in good agreement with the 

calculated density of states. In addition, all of the elastic constants satisfy tetragonal stability criteria. The 

phonon dispersion curves show that the neodymium system is vibrationally unstable due to soft modes 

observed in the negative frequency. In conclusion, Nd2Fe14B magnets are found to show poor mechanical 

properties and the partial substitution of Nd with RE is suggested to enhance the stability and magnetic 

properties of magnets. 
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Figure 4. Phonon dispersions and phonon density of states for Nd2Fe14B permanent magnets. 
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Abstract: Copper nanowires (CuNWs) are a promising material for flexible transparent 

conductive electrodes due to their outstanding transparency and conductivity properties. Long 

and smooth CuNWs were successfully synthesized via a hydrothermal method and cleaned by 

n-hexane and water separation routine. The synthesized CuNWs were then deposited on a 

polycarbonate substrate to make flexible transparent conducting films as electrodes. X-ray 

diffraction, scanning electron spectroscopy, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, atomic 

force microscopy, and a tensile microtester technique were used to characterize the prepared 

films/electrodes. Furthermore, aluminium (2 mol%) doped zinc oxide (AZO) layer was coated 

onto CuNWs to prevent a possible oxidation from moisture in air environments. The observed 

results indicate that the AZO layer improves the light trapping capability of a potential cell as 

well as offering additional structural protection for the CuNWs. 

1.  Introduction  

Solar energy is a promising avenue for South Africa to pursue as the country is one of the top ten sunniest 

countries in the world and allows us to reduce our usage of coal. One of the newer types of solar cells, 

perovskite based solar cells, is a promising alternative to the current type of solar cell that is in 

circulation, with a 20% improvement within the last decade. With its added flexibility it can also be 

used in far more situations than the previous generations allowing it to be more widely used. 

There are specific issues that need to be resolved with regards to using and manufacturing perovskite-

based solar cells. The first important issue is the usage of indium tin oxides (ITOs), which are the most 

common transparent conductive electrode (TCE). However, ITOs have been found to be both expensive, 

unstable and brittle, which is not ideal for flexible solar cells [1]. A promising alternative to ITOS ARE 

metal nanowires, due to their high conductivity and excellent optical transmittance. 

Copper nanowires (CuNWs) are abundant, conductive and relatively cheaper to be used as bottom 

electrodes. However, there are issues with CuNWs that prevent them from being widely used, such as 

how easily they oxidize. Despite this, coating the CuNWs could easily prevent this from happening 

while also enhancing some of its attributes. This work will present one such method using polycarbonate 

as the flexible substrate due to its excellent thermal stability [2], and aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) 

as the protective layer which could also act as the solar cells’ electron transporting layer. 

2.  Experimental section 

2.1.  Materials  

For the synthesis of the CuNWs, cupric (ii) chloride dihydrate (CuCl2∙ 2H2O) was used as the copper 

source, ascorbic acid (C6H8O6) as the reducing agent, and octadecylamine (ODA)(C18H39N) as the 

capping agent. The amount and concentration of each substance was 0.061 g of copper chloride (5.65 

mmol/l), 0.039g ascorbic acid (2.8 mmol/l), and 0.571g ODA (26.5 mmol/l). 

For the synthesis of the AZO nanoflakes, 2g zinc acetate (Zn(CH₃CO₂)₂) (403.739 mmol/l) as the 

zinc precursor, 0.0835g of aluminium nitrate (iii) nonahydrate (Al(NO3)3∙9H2O) (2 mol%) (8.239 

mmol/l)  as the aluminium precursor, and 0.436g of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (403.734 mmol/l) were 

used in the process. 
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2.2.  Synthesis of CuNWs  

The hydrothermal method was used in the synthesis of CuNWs. Initially the copper chloride as the 

source of copper and ascorbic acid as the reducing agent were stirred together with 40 ml of deionized 

water until the solution was completely dissolved. The ODA which acts as the capping agent was also 

stirred in 40 ml of deionized water until it was completely dissolved. The two mixtures were then added 

together and magnetically stirred for 1 hour until a blue emulsion solution was observed. The mixture 

was transferred into an autoclave and then placed in an oven heated at 120oC for 20 hours.  

CuNWs were then cleaned using deionized water by centrifuging at 2500 rpm for 5 minutes to 

remove any excess ODA and other chemicals in the solution. Thereafter the solution was mixed with an 

equal amount of n-hexane and deionized water to separate the CuNWs from the copper nanoparticles 

(CuNPs) that also would have formed in this reaction. This step was repeated three times before the final 

product was placed in isopropanol to prevent any oxidation of the CuNWs during the storage. 

2.3.  Synthesis of AZO NFs  

For the synthesis of AZO nanoflakes the NaOH and zinc acetate were added to two separate beakers of 

10.9 ml of deionized water and mixed until they were completely dissolved. Once this was complete the 

NaOH solution was added dropwise to the zinc acetate solution. Thereafter the aluminium nitrate 

nonahydrate was stirred with 5ml of deionized water before it was added to the final solution, which 

was then stirred at 850 rpm for 4 hours. The final solution was centrifuged to ensure the AZO nanoflakes 

were cleaned to remove biproducts that might have formed. 

2.4 Thin films (CuNWs electrodes) preparation 

CuNWs were deposited on a polycarbonate (PC) substrate by drop-casting. Thereafter, the PC/CuNW 

film was treated in an oven for 5 minutes at 100 oC to embed the CuNWs into the PC substrate. The 

AZO NFs were spin coated onto the CuNWs film at 2000 rpm and the samples obtained for further 

analysis were bare PC, PC-CuNWs, PC-CuNWs oven treated, and PC-CuNW coated with AZO. 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  XRD analysis 

Figure 1 shows XRD analysis of the prepared films. XRD revealed that pure copper had indeed been 

formed which were identified by the distinguished peaks at 2θ = 43.25o and 50.24o [3]. These correspond 

to the crystal planes of face-centered cubic copper with (111) and (200) plane crystal structures 

respectively with no detection of impurities like copper oxides. The lack of impurities is excellent as the 

addition of the impurities is undesirable and may reduce the conductivity of the films, making them 

unusable as electrodes[4]. Similar results were found for the CuNWs treated in an oven.  

The XRD analysis for AZO NFs did not yield expected results based on previous XRD studies on 

AZO films [5], this could be due to interference from the PC substrate broad peak observed at 2θ = 18o. 

Regardless of this, it also formed cubic structures with a preferred orientation of (202) plane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 1: XRD pattern for AZO-NFs and CuNWs.  
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3.2.  SEM analysis 

Figure 2 shows the SEM images and elemental mapping of prepared CuNWs and AZO NFs. From the 

image shown in Figure 2 (a), it is clear that multiple long and smooth CuNWs were successfully 

synthesized and that the final cleaning steps were successful in removing the majority of nanoparticles 

from the CuNWs. This is required to achieve high electrical conductivity and transmittance for the 

electrodes. The average diameter of the CuNWs was found to be ~123.93 nm with an ultra-long length 

of ~50 μm. This is a promising result as previous studies have found that large aspect ratios are ideal for 

low sheet resistance in electrodes [3]. Smooth CuNWs are also important as smoother CuNWs have 

been observed to have a reduced light scattering effect, which is important to have for thin films designed 

to be used in solar cells [3]. The SEM results of the CuNWs after having been treated in the oven did 

not differ from these images shown here. 

As shown in Figure 2 (b), CuNWs were successfully coated with AZO NFs, it can be observed that 

the AZO NFs managed to remain well layered and coat most of the CuNWs except for a few locations 

on the film were the CuNWs were still visible. These gaps in the AZO NFs layer could be covered by 

optimizing the spin-coating process to completely protect the CuNWs from oxidation and prevent 

harmful chemicals from reaching the CuNWs during the solar cell device fabrication. The elemental 

mappings in Figure 3 clearly show that the AZO-NFs/CuNWs were composed of the aluminum, zinc, 

oxygen, and copper elements. This is an indication that the synthesis process was a success, and that the 

aluminum was successfully doped into zinc oxide. The trace amounts of oxygen were linked to the 

likelihood of oxidation of CuNWs, which as previously mentioned the CuNWs are easily susceptible to. 
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Figure 2: SEM images of (a) CuNWs and (b) AZO-NFs/CuNWs. 

 

Figure 3: Elemental mapping of AZO-NFs  
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3.3.  AFM analysis 

Figure 4 shows the AFM of the prepared CuNWs electrodes. AFM was done to study the surface 

roughness of the prepared CuNWs. The film roughness is reported to have an impact on the solar cell 

device performance, in terms of layers adherence and light trapping [6].  

The results from the CuNWs coated onto the polycarbonate substrate initially showed a relatively 

smooth surface with a root-mean square (RMS) of ~6.157 nm. 

However, the AFM of the CuNWs coated with AZO NFs had more surface roughness with the RMS 

of ~213.145 nm. This high surface roughness could be due to the relatively large NFs, as observed in 

SEM images. The rougher surfaces could be effective for light trapping in the device and thereby 

promoting high photon absorption (as the surface is more textured and reduces the amount of surface 

reflection) enhancement of the optical path lengths in the films, and an enhancement of the internal 

reflections [6]. 

3.4.  Tensile strength analysis 

The stress – strain analysis was done to determine the parameters governing the flexibility and 

stretchability of the prepared CuNWs electrodes. The tensile strength technique was used with a Deben 

Microtester 200N, where prepared CuNWs electrodes were clipped on both ends with the module jaws 

and the force was applied to pull the electrodes and find the tensile strength at a crosshead speed of 

1.00mm/min. Figure 5 shows what happens to the material when this force is applied and is converted 

to stress-strain. The graph was also broken up as the AZO elongation was double the length of the other 

experiments.  

The yield strength is an important parameter to investigate as it refers to the maximum potential 

stress that a material can withstand without causing any permanent deformation [7]. It can also be seen 

as a practical approximation of the elastic limit of the material. The yield strength of a PC substrate was 

found to be ~25.721 MPa, and upon coating with CuNWs it was observed to be ~25.204 MPa. This 

indicates that CuNWs have no effect on substrate deformation and its yield strength still falls under the 

elastic limit of PC substrates. However, upon treating the PC-CuNWs in an oven, the yield strength was 

drastically increased to ~41.274 MPa. The addition of the AZO NFs coating further showed an increased 

yield strength of 55.047 MPa.  This could be attributed to the fact that coating and heat treatment 

contribute to the hardening of the PC substrate and thereby reaching its tensile strength which is defined 

as the maximum stress that a material can undergo before it breaks when it is allowed to be stretched or 

pulled[8]. 

Additionally, the resilience of the prepared samples was also examined by considering the total area 

under the stress-strain curve up to the yield point which was found via 

integrating using Origin Pro software [9]. The resilience is an indication of the substrate’s ability to 

(b) (c) 

Figure 3: Elemental mapping of CuNW/AZO NFs. 

 

Figure 4: AFM images of a) CuNWs and b) AZO NFs.                                                        
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                              Figure 5: Stress-strain graph of the different films studied. 

Table 1: Summarised data for tensile test 

Samples Yield 

strength 

(MPa) 

Resilience 

(MJ/m3) 

Strain 

hardening 

ratio 

Fracture 

strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s 

modulus 

(N/m2) 

Bare PC 25.721 0.478 1.743 37.747 706.020 

PC-CuNW 25.204 0.498 2.199 47.947 915.451 

PC-CuNW-

Oven 

41.274 1.222 1.279 44.52 820.932 

PC-CuNW-

AZO 

55.047 1.800 1.212 57.994 956.338 

                                                        

withstand taking a shock from possible damage. The addition of the CuNWs onto the PC substrate did 

not affect its resilience; however, AZO NFs substantially improved the resilience of the substrate.  

The strain hardening ratio is the ratio of ultimate tensile strength to the yield strength [7]. A low value 

of the ratio indicates a more brittle material that cannot be stretched as much while a higher value does 

indicate a greater amount that can be stretched. The larger ratio results in the strain hardening of the 

substrate having a more obvious effect on the material during the deformation process [10]. As can be 

observed, after the addition of the CuNWs the strain hardening ratio increased substantially which 

indicates that the substrate is strengthened and has better formability and not as brittle as the bare PC. 

This however is changed when the substrate is placed in the oven as the ratio drops below what it 

previously was. The decrease in the ratio indicates that the substrate is brittle again and more prone to 

fracture after being treated in the oven. Even the addition of the AZO fails to improve the strain 

hardening values, which shows that the choice of polymer substrate plays a crucial role on these 

parameters. 

The fracture strength is the strength at which the material physically separates, and the strain reaches 

its maximum value as the material fractures. It should be noted that more ductile materials will have a 

fracture strength below the ultimate strength and more brittle materials will have a fracture strength 

which is closer to the ultimate strength. The CuNWs improved the fracture strength of the bare PC 

substrate which follows the previous findings of the overall improvement of strength that has been 
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observed. Note that the oven treatment resulted in the substrate becoming more brittle as can be seen in 

the drop of fracture strength between the CuNWs and the PC-CuNW sample that had been treated in the 

oven beforehand. The additional layer of AZO NFs improved the fracture strength. 

The Young’s modulus is an indication of the stiffness of a material [7]. The larger the value tends to 

be, the less elastic the material behaves and is generally observed to be stiffer. It is determined by finding 

the gradient that the stress-strain graph makes from the starting point up until the yield strength. The 

data indicates that the addition of CuNWs and the AZO NFs layers results in an increase of the Young’s 

modulus resulting in a stiffer and stronger material. This appears to be in line with the other results of 

this study with an increase in the yield strength of the materials and only a slight increase in the ductility. 

4.  Conclusion 

In conclusion, smooth and long CuNWs were successfully synthesized which have been found to be 

ideal for the bottom electrodes in solar cells devices. The AZO NFs that were also successfully 

synthesized have been shown to been able to cover the CuNWs and offer additional protection against 

tensile stress and potentially against other damages that will occur with daily use of the device using 

this particular electrode.  XRD revealed face-centered cubic structure of these CuNWs and cubic 

structure for AZO NFs. SEM confirmed the CuNWs and AZO NFs morphology and AFM indicated a 

higher surface roughness after AZO coating which could be beneficial for light trapping in the solar cell 

devices thereby promoting enhanced photon absorption. The stress – strain analysis on the CuNWs 

based electrodes indicated that AZO NFs offer additional protection for electrodes improving resilience, 

yield strength, and fracture strength. 
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Abstract. The magnetic properties of intermediate valent Ce2Rh2Ga were investigated by means 

of substituting lanthanum (La) and yttrium (Y) into the cerium (Ce) sublattice to achieve negative 

and positive chemical pressure, respectively. In this study we report on the synthesis, 

characterization, dc-magnetic susceptibility and magnetization of two doped variants namely, 

Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga and Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga. The doped variants crystallize in the same orthorhombic 

version of the La2Ni3-structure type at room temperature with space group Cmce, as the 

undoped Ce2Rh2Ga compound. The dc-magnetic susceptibility of Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga demonstrates 

behaviour similar to that of the parent compound with a simultaneous valence and crystal 

structure transition at Tt = 112.29 K, close to that of Ce2Rh2Ga at Tt = 130 K. However, no 

transition was observed in Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga throughout the accessible temperature range. We 

discuss our findings in terms of the control that doping exercises over the valence-induced crystal 

structure instability in Ce2Rh2Ga.  

1.  Introduction  

Cerium-based compounds are known to show varying ground states as a result of hybridization between 

the single 4f electron of nominally trivalent Ce and the conduction electrons in a metal [1-2]. Cerium-

based compounds usually have their magnetism dominated by the localized spin- and orbital magnetic 

moment of the 4f electron. In the strongly correlated electron class of materials however, conditions 

may be favourable for the 4f electron band to be in close proximity to the metallic Fermi energy, in 

which case the 4f electron of Cerium acquires a degree of itineracy, with concomitant instability in the 

Cerium valence. This phenomenon has become known as intermediate or fluctuating valence, and it 

leads in many cases to heavy-fermion behaviour in Kondo systems [3]. Given this propensity to valence 

instabilities however, remarkably few Ce compounds are known for temperature-driven valence 

transitions. In this work we focus on such rare example, namely the ternary intermetallic compound 

Ce2Rh2Ga. Ce2Rh2Ga was reported to exhibit dimorphism, with the crystal structure outcome associated 

with the annealing temperature administered during synthesis [4]. When the sample is melted in an arc 

furnace and subsequently annealed at a temperature of 900oC, it forms in the orthorhombic (space group 

Cmce) crystal structure of La2Ni3 type (high-temperature variant, henceforth termed as HT-Ce2Rh2Ga). 

This dimorphic variant is at the focus of this study. By contrast, when annealed at the lower temperature 

of 700oC the compound adopts a monoclinic structure with space group, C2/c of the nominal Pr2Co2Al 

type [4].  

In our initial study [4] on HT-Ce2Rh2Ga, a robust anomaly was found consistently in the temperature 

dependencies of the specific heat and magnetic susceptibility at 130 K. Even though this apparent phase 
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transition was shown to be temperature hysteretic, it was presumed to characterize a long-range 

paramagnetic-to-antiferromagnetic phase transition by virtue of the shape of the anomaly in magnetic 

susceptibility together with the observation that the phase transition was accompanied by an amount of 

spin-configurational entropy being released at the transition. However, further studies on this compound 

have shown the 130 K anomaly to be of a more complex nature than a long-range magnetic phase 

transition. Firstly, our muon spin-resonance study on HT-Ce2Rh2Ga [A. M. Strydom, ISIS μSR 

Experimental Report No. 2010475 (unpublished)] failed to detect any time-dependent oscillations in the 

muon spin relaxation, which argued against the involvement of any spin ordering in HT-Ce2Rh2Ga down 

to 0.3K. Second, in a resonant X-ray emission spectroscopy experiment [5] persuasive evidence was 

found for a reconstruction of the Fermi surface and a slight increase of the Ce valence beyond 3+ at 130 

K. The average Ce valence v increases by ∼0.7% from the higher temperature orthorhombic phase (v ∼ 

3.053) to the T < 130 K monoclinic phase (v ∼ 3.075). Finally, in 69,71Ga nuclear quadrupole resonance 

studies [6] the possibility of quenching of charge degrees freedom at the 130 K anomaly was also ruled 

out, and instead the data formulated evidence for a highly unusual two-ion Kondo state that forms at 

low temperatures in HT-Ce2Rh2Ga. 

The aim of this work is to report on the first doping studies of HT-Ce2Rh2Ga, namely, Ce2-xTxRh2Ga 

(T = Y, La) in which 10% of the cerium sublattice is being replaced. The two doped compounds were 

conformed to form in the expected orthorhombic with space group Cmce, La2Ni3-structure type at room 

temperature. From our magnetic measurements we derived the behavior of the paramagnetic Weiss 

temperature and the effective magnetic moment values of the cerium ions in the pair of doped 

compounds in order to shine a light on the electronic dispensation and the chemical pressure stability of 

the 130 K simultaneous valence and crystal structure transition.   

 

2.  Experimental details 

Polycrystalline samples of two Ce1.8T0.2Rh2Ga (T = Y, La) compounds were prepared from high purity 

(weight-%) elements of Ce (99.99), Y (99.99), La (99,9), Rh (99.97), and Ga (99,9999). Owing to a 

weak oxidative reactivity of metallic Ce and La in air, extra precautions were taken to limit the exposure 

of these two reactants before melting the samples under Zr-gettered ultra-high purity argon in the arc-

furnace enclosure. Stoichiometric ratios of the elements were used. The sample ingots were flipped over 

and remelted at least three times to promote homogeneity. Weight losses attributable to the arc-melting 

procedure were confined to within 0.5 weight-%. The as-cast samples were characterized by powder X-

ray diffraction at room temperature. A Rigaku SmartLab powder diffractometer was used in the Bragg-

Brentano geometry, the scan used CuK scattering radiation collected in the 2 diffraction interval 

between 10° and 90°, 2 with stepsize of 0.02°. The resulting X-ray diffraction spectra were analyzed 

using a FullProf suite of programs for full-profile Rietveld refinement [7]. The dc-magnetic 

measurements on the polycrystalline samples were carried out using the vibrating sample magnetometer 

platform of a PPMS Dynacool system from Quantum Design, San Diego, in the sample temperature 

range of 1.8 - 330 K, and with applied magnetic fields up to 9 T.  

 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  Crystallography 

The profile analyses of the powder X-ray diffractograms collected for Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga and 

Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga confirmed that both compounds crystallize in the desired orthorhombic ordered version 

of the La2Ni3-structure type at room temperature with space group Cmce, similar to that of the undoped 

Ce2Rh2Ga compound. The refinement fits yielded values of the lattice parameters which are a = 

5.85466(3) Å, b = 9.61734(6) Å, and c = 7.47766(2) Å for Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga and a = 5.86116(4), b = 

9.66798(3) Å, and c = 7.48185(1) Å for Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga. These values are in good agreement with an 

earlier report [4]. The refined atomic positions are summarized in table 1. Fig. 1 shows the powder X-
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ray diffraction pattern obtained together with the full-profile least-squares refinement fit to the data for 

the representative compound Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga. 

 
Figure 1. Experimental powder X-ray diffraction spectrum of Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga at room temperature 

denoted by open-circle symbols, Rietveld refinement denoted by a red line, theoretical Bragg positions 

corresponding to the theoretical Cmce space group denoted by vertical bars, and the blue line denoting 

the difference curve between experimental, and Rietveld calculated intensities. 

 

Table 1. Crystallographic details obtained from powder X-ray diffraction analyses of 

Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga and Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga. 

 

Comp. Atom Wyckoff 

sites 

x y z Occupation  

(×100%) 

Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga Ce 8f 0 0.34103 0.09336 0.9 

 Y 8f 0 0.34103 0.09336 0.1 

 Rh 8e 0.25000 0.08920 0.25000 1.0 

 Ga 4a 0 0 0 1.0 

Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga Ce 8f 0 0.34149 0.08818 0.9 

 La 8f 0 0.34149 0.08818 0.1 

 Rh 8e 0.25000 0.08228 0.25000 1.0 

 Ga 4a 0 0 0 1.0 

 

3.2.  Magnetic properties 

The temperature dependencies of dc-magnetic susceptibility, ꭓ(T) of both title compounds were 

measured in the field-cooled protocol (data collected while cooling the sample in the excitation field 

from high to low temperatures) in a magnetic field of 0.1 T for Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga and 0.5 T for 

Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga. Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) show ꭓ(T) for these compounds, normalized on a per-mole Ce basis. 
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Figure 2. (a): Temperature dependent dc-magnetic susceptibility ꭓ(T) of Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga measured from 

300 K to 1.8 K in a constant applied magnetic field of B = 0.1 T. (inset) Magnified view of ꭓ(T), which 

displays a cusp-like anomaly at Tt = 112.4 K. (b): dc- magnetic susceptibility ꭓ(T) of Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga 

measured from 330 K to 1.8 K in a constant applied magnetic field of B = 0.5 T. (inset) Magnified view 

of ꭓ(T), which displays the absence of a cusp-like anomaly as compared to the data in Fig. 2(a).  

 

The inset of Fig. 2(a) displays a magnified view of the susceptibility with a red line obtained by 

fitting the data to the Curie Weiss expression [8]: 

 

ꭓ (T)=
NAμ2

eff
3kB(T - θP)

⁄  ,                                                               (1) 

 

where NA, μ2
eff

 , kB, and θP are Avogadro’s number, the effective magnetic moment, Boltzmann’s 

constant and the paramagnetic Weiss temperature, respectively. The best fit was achieved in the 

temperature range of 130 - 180 K and from the fit values of μ
eff

= 2.26(3) μ
B

/Ce and 𝜃p = -286.98(5) K 

were obtained. The data below 120 K deviates from the Curie Weiss law prediction due to the maximum 

reached in ꭓ(T) at 112.4 K. The observed changes of ꭓ(T) on Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga were comparable to that of 

HT-Ce2Rh2Ga looking at the ꭓ(T) values at the maximum peak. By contrast, in Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga no 

anomaly is found in ꭓ(T) – see Fig. 2(b). The ꭓ(T) data of Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga followed equation 1 in the 

range 330 - 100 K; see red line in the inset to Fig. 2(b). The least-squares fit yielded an effective moment 

value μ
eff

=2.02(5) μ
B

/Ce and a paramagnetic Weiss temperature θp= -148.61(4) K. By contrast to what 

was reported on the undoped Ce2Rh2Ga [4], we note that the effective moment values for both doped 

compounds are somewhat reduced from that of the full free-ion Ce value of 2.54 B.  

 

The dc-magnetization isotherms of Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga measured at a number of fixed temperatures 

between 2 - 140 K are presented in Fig. 3(a). The magnetization at 9 T attains a value of ~0.11 B/Ce at 

10 K which is less than the expected saturation value of free-ion Ce which is 2.14 μ
B

/Ce. However, the 
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magnetization isotherms of Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga between 2 - 90 K presented in Fig. 3(b) attain a high-field 

magnetization ~0.15 μ
B

/Ce at 2 K in 9 T. These small magnetization values are often observed in 

correlated electron Ce-based compounds [9-10] and are typically caused by crystal-electric field effects 

associated with the L = 3 orbital angular momentum of the 4f electron of a trivalent Ce ion. 

 

 
Figure 3. Isothermal magnetization per Ce of (a) Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga and (b) Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga at 

temperatures close to the expected valence transition temperature (~100 K) and at low temperature. 

 

4.  Conclusion 

This study investigated the magnetic properties in the pair of doped compounds Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga and 

Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga. We anticipated to observe effects of a simultaneous dilution of the 4f-electron density 

at the Fermi energy and lattice expansion (La) and contraction (Y). Although the crystal structure at 

room temperature was found to remain invariant upon doping, the two doped compounds revealed 

unexpected variations in the (undoped) valence transition at 130 K. The combined valence and crystal 

structure transition is retained in Ce1.8Y0.2Rh2Ga, albeit with a huge increase in the antiferromagnetic 

Weiss exchange parameter (-287 K) compared to that of the undoped compound (-120 K, [4]). In 

Ce1.8La0.2Rh2Ga on the other hand the Weiss temperature is largely unchanged (-148 K) but the transition 

has practically disappeared from the temperature progression of ꭓ(T). These findings support the notion 

that hybridization between the Ce 4f electrons and the conduction electrons play a dominant role over 

that of 4f electron density of states at the Fermi energy, and that the combined valence and structure 

transition at 130 K may be manipulated in a facile manner through varying chemical pressure. Further 

studies are needed in order to disambiguate the influences of positive versus negative pressure in 

Ce2Rh2Ga and in particular the apparent rapid demise of the phase transition upon application of 

negative chemical pressure. Further studies are planned to achieved isoelectronic doping and co-doping 

aimed at keeping the unit cell volume invariant. 
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Abstract. Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are metallic materials that can revert to their original 

shape when exposed to various temperatures. These materials are used in applications such as 

actuators and aerospace due to their remarkable properties shape memory effect and pseudo-

elasticity which occurs as a result of phase transformation. TiPt undergoes a reversible 

martensitic transformation from B2  B19 at elevated temperatures. Previous studies showed 

that the TiPt alloy is mechanically unstable with the negative shear modulus (C′ = –32) and soft 

modes in the negative frequency of the phonon dispersion curves along the gamma region at 0 

K. The supercell approach was used to substitute Ti with Hf on TiPt structure to evaluate their 

mechanical stability from elastic properties and the phonon dispersions curves. The elastic 

properties suggest that an increase in Hf concentration enhances the mechanical stability of 

ternary systems. The C' becomes positive and larger at 25 < x < 50, which suggests a reduced 

martensitic transformation at x ≥ 43.75. The Ti50–xHfxPt50 systems become more ductile with the 

increase in Hf concentration, which suggests that Hf stabilizes the system at a higher 

concentration. The analyses of the vibrational properties of Ti50–xHfxPt50 structures with respect 

to phonon dispersion are also discussed. 

1.  Introduction 

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) have found universal applications in the fields of automotive, aerospace, 

medicine and engineering [1]. This is due to two special properties pseudo-elasticity or super-elasticity 

and shape memory effect (SME), which come as a result of phase transformation [2]. Pseudo-elasticity 

is an elastic response to applied stress, while the SME of these materials is identified with a reversible 

martensitic transformation (MT), which is a sort of non-diffusive structure phase change including both 

atomic rearrangements of positions and change in cell volume [3]. The study of phase stability has been 

an interesting subject [4]. In addition, the main SMAs available are those dependent on NiTi composites, 

which are utilized in medical industries for dental devices, stents, bone plates, eyeglass casings and in 

robotics where the application temperature does not exceed 373K [5]. NiTi keeps on overwhelming the 

developing business sector due to their attractive mechanical properties in their capacity to accomplish 

functionality when compared with different SMAs, great corrosion resistance and biocompatibility [6].  

The search for better SMAs is increasing rapidly for the development of new systems [7]. However, 

huge advancement has been made in expanding the reach of NiTi-based alloys in actuator-based 

applications through ternary alloying [8]. A few alloying additions, for example, Au, Pd, Pt, Zr and Hf, 

have appeared to establish the martensitic transformation temperatures for the shape memory alloys of 

NiTi SMAs [9]. Some of these ternary alloys were reported to have successfully increased the 
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transformation temperature of NiTi [10]. High temperature shape memory alloys (HTSMAs) are costly 

and are still under investigation due to their great functionality and high martensitic transformation 

temperatures of up to 800 K. However, the most attention was focused on Ni-Ti–Zr, and Ni-Ti–Hf 

HTSMAs mainly due to the generally low costs for crude materials as compared with the Nobel metals 

(Au, Pd, and Pt) [11]. 

Possible elective systems for NiTi can be TiPd and TiPt.  TiPd undergoes a B2 (cubic crystal 

structure) to B19 (orthorhombic) martensite phase transformation with martensite start temperature (Ms) 

between 783 and 836 K [12].  Moreover, equiatomic TiPt exhibits martensitic transformation 

temperature much higher than NiTi and its ternaries above 1200 K [13]. Various reports have 

demonstrated that TiPt alloy exhibited negligible shape memory effect (11%), due to the low critical 

stress for slip deformation compared to the stress required for martensitic reorientation [14]. Newer 

SMAs systems are being developed for extremely high temperature applications. Investigations of 

ternary shape memory alloys dependent on TiPd have been growing rapidly, for instance, studies on Ti–

Pd–M, (where M = Ni, Pt, Ir, Co or Ru) alloys show high work output and good workability [15]. Ru 

was found to be effective in hardening and increasing resistance to heat and corrosion [16]. For this 

reason, TiPt and its ternary have been investigated to improve its mechanical workability [17].  

Equiatomic TiPt is even more promising as a very HTMSA since it is reported to undergo a B2 to 

B19 martensite phase transformation with a Ms of approximately 1323 K [18]. However, TiPt based 

alloys have their drawbacks which limit their possible usage, upon the improvement of shape memory 

properties, the alloy could be used for various temperature applications [19, 20]. 

In this work, Hf was selected as the third element to improve the properties of the B2 TiPt, 

particularly because Hf has a greater atomic radius and melting point than both Ti and Pt. The first-

principle method was used to investigate the effect of Hf on equiatomic TiPt, utilizing thermodynamic 

and mechanical properties (elastic and phonon dispersion curves). 

2.  Methodology 

The first-principles calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) [21, 22] 

formalism as incorporated with a plane-wave basis in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP 

). The projector augmented wave (PAW) was used to treat core-electron interaction [23]. The exchange-

correlation functional generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 

(PBE) [24] was chosen. The plane wave cut–off energy was set at 500 eV to converge the total energy 

of the binary TiPt alloys. The geometry optimization and the energy were carried out using a k-spacing 

of 0.25 equivalent to the k-point mesh of 8×8×8 according to Monkhorst and Pack [25]. A 2×2×2 

supercell of TiPt was employed to substitute Ti with Hf. In the elastic constant calculations, a strain of 

0.005 was used for Ti50-xHfxPt50 systems. The PHONON code was used to investigate the phonon 

dispersion spectra and the phono Density of State (phonon DOS). The phonon scatterings for the 

structures were determined in the system of the direct technique, for which the force constants were 

inferred by a supercell approach [26]. 

3.  Results and Discussion 

1.1. Lattice parameter and heats of formation 

Figure 1 presents the change in (a) lattice parameter and (b) heats of formation against composition of 

Ti50-xHfxPt50 where, 0 < x < 50. The current findings show that the lattice parameter increases with an 

increase in Hf content. This is due to the large atomic radius of Hf (0.155nm) as compared to both Ti 

(0.140nm) and Pt (0.135nm). The binary Ti50Pt50 gave an equilibrium lattice parameter and the lowest 

value of a = 3.180 Å after optimization, which is in agreement with experimental findings of 3.192 Å 

[18] followed by Hf6.25Ti43.75Pt50 with the value a = 3.196 Å. It is also observed the lattice parameter that 

the volume (Å3) increases with an increase in Hf content. 

The heats of formation (ΔHf) of the intermetallic systems can be calculated from the following 

equation [27]: 

     ∆𝐻𝑓 = 𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑃𝑡𝐻𝑓 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝐸𝑖𝑖 ,           (1) 
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where ETiPtHf total energy of an intermetallic system, and Ei is the total energy of the individual elements 

in the system. 

The calculated ΔHf in Figure 1 (b) show that TiPt becomes stable with an increase in Hf content. 

Hf50Pt50 is the most thermodynamically stable structure, and the most stable ternary being 

Hf43.75Ti6.25Pt50 ( - 0.966 eV/atom). 

 

 

  
Figure 1. Change in (a) Lattice parameter and (b) Heats of formation (∆Hf) against composition Ti50–x 

HfxPt50, 0 < x < 50 

1.2. Elastic constants 

Elastic constants are vital material parameters, the investigation of elastic constants gives a connection 

between the mechanical properties and dynamic data concerning the idea of the forces working in solids, 

particularly for the solidness and stiffness of materials. Brittleness, ductility, stiffness, stability and 

anisotropy (A) of material are some of the key fundamental solid-state phenomena of elastic constants. 

Since the intermetallic compound TiPt belongs to the cubic crystal, it has three independent elastic 

constants C11, C12 and C44. This system has been adequately used to consider the elastic properties of 

various metallic structures [28]. 

For a cubic system, the mechanical stability conditions are given by [29]; 

      C11, C44, C11 > |C12| and C11 + 2C12 > 0,                     (2) 

The elastic constants were evaluated to observe the effect of 0.005 strain when substituting Ti with Hf. 

All the independent elastic constants C11, C12, and C44 for Ti50-xHfxPt50 were positive which indicates the 

mechanical stability of the system. The C11 < C12 from 6.25 – 18.75 at.% which gives a negative C′. 

Furthermore, C11 > C12 from 25 – 43.75 at.% contributes to a positive C′. The positive C′ suggests that 

the ternary at 25 – 43.75 at.% Hf, the compositions satisfy the stability conditions. The C′ increases with 

the addition of Hf to the system, it is also observed that positive and larger C′ leads to A > 1. Elastic 

anisotropy of crystals is significant since it associates with the possibility to instigate miniature breaks 

in materials. The anisotropy factor is the proportion of the level of anisotropy in solid materials [30]. 

For a completely isotropic material A = 1, whereas the degree of elastic anisotropy is A > 1 or A < 1. As 

shown in Table 1, the value of A for x > 25 is greater than 1, which indicates that the ternaries can be 

regarded as an elastically anisotropic material. The martensitic transformation temperature of Ti50-xPt50 

is lowered with an increase in Hf up to 43.75 at. %, which is due to C′. Contrary to the rise in martensitic 

transformation at Hf 6.25 at. % due to low C′. 

 

 

(b) (a) 
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Table 1. The elastic constants Cij (GPa), shear moduli C′ and anisotropy A for Ti50–xHfxPt50, 0 < x < 50. 

Structure C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) C' A 

Ti50Pt50 145 210 45 -32.5 -1.38 

Hf6.25Ti43.75Pt50 105 229 54 -62 -0.87 

Hf18.75Ti31.25Pt50 147 206 47 -30 -1.59 

Hf25Ti25Pt50 192 187 40 2.5 16 

Hf31.25Ti18.75Pt50 202 178 46 12 3.83 

Hf43.75Ti6.25Pt50 209 173 44 18 2.44 

Hf50Pt50 209 172 43 19 2.32 

 

Another index to describe the brittleness or ductility of a system is Pugh’s ratio (k) which is defined 

as Bulk (B) to shear (G) ratio, k = B/G, the B/G ratio must be > 1.75 for the material to be regarded as 

ductile, if < 1.75 then the material is brittle [31]. In Figure 2 (a), the structures displayed ductility with 

an increase in Hf content, since B/G > 1.75. The dip at 18. 25 at.% of Hf was caused by lower values of 

G. Furthermore, 6.25 at.% Hf is brittle with k = 1.68.  

Cauchy pressure can be portrayed as C12 – C44, which may be utilized to portray the angular character 

of atomic bonding in different metals and compounds. The negative estimation of Cauchy pressure 

demonstrates that the material is non-metallic with directional bonding and while for positive estimation 

of the material; it is required to be metallic. [32]. From Figure 3 (b), it is evident that the values of C12 

– C44 of Ti50-xHfxPt50 are positive, which indicates the metallic behavior of the compound. Furthermore, 

according to C12 – C44, it is noticeable that the metallic behavior of Ti50-xHfxPt50 is getting weaker with 

an increase in Hf content. Therefore, the Ti50-xHfxPt50 maintained a metallic behavior as Hf is introduced 

to the system. 

 

  
Figure 2. (a) Pugh’s ratio k and (b) Cauchy pressure against composition Ti50–xHfxPt50, 0 < x < 50 

1.3. Thermal properties 

It is imperative to appreciate the Debye temperature, chemical bonds, and the mechanical solidness of 

materials. The Debye temperature (ΘD) is firmly identified with numerous actual properties, for 

example, versatile consistent, explicit warmth and melting point and it can be assessed through the mean 

sound speed utilizing the accompanying condition [33], 

𝜃𝐷 =
ℎ

𝑘𝐵
(
3𝑛

4𝜋Ω
)
1 3⁄

× 𝑣𝑚,          (3) 

 
where h is the Planck constant, n is the number of atoms in the unit cell. The average sound velocity 

in a system, νm is given by: 

(b) (a) 
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𝑣𝑚 = [
1

3
(
2

𝑣𝑡
3 +

1

𝑣𝑙
3)]

−1 3⁄

,     (4) 

 
where νt and νl are the transverse and longitudinal elastic wave velocities, respectively, which can be 

written as: 
 

𝑣𝑡 = (
𝐺

𝜌
)
1 2⁄

 and 𝑣𝑙 = (
3𝐵+4𝐺

3𝜌
)
1 2⁄

.    (5) 

The calculated Debye temperature of the Ti50–xHfxPt50 compositions is summarized in Table 2. The 

density of the TiPt increases with an increase in Hf, this is deducted from the lattice parameter in section 

3.1. The ΘD can also be used to describe the strength of covalent bonds in solid materials [34]. The 

obtained results indicate that the covalent bonds in Hf6.25Ti43.75Pt50 are greater than all other 

compositions. The Debye temperature increases in the sequence Hf18.75Ti31.25Pt50 < Hf25Ti25Pt50 < Hf50Pt50 

< Hf31.25Ti18.75Pt50 < Hf43.75Ti6.25Pt50 < Ti50Pt50 < Hf6.25Ti43.75Pt50. 

 

Table 2. The density ρ (Mg/m3), transverse vt, longitudinal vl and mean elastic wave velocity vm (m/s) 

and Debye temperature ΘD (Κ) for Ti50–xHfxPt50, 0 < x < 50. 

Composition ρ vt vl vm ΘD 

Ti50Pt50 12.614 2553 4854 2855 337 

Hf6.25Ti43.75Pt50 12.614 2916 5054 3237 380 

Hf18.75Ti31.25Pt50 13.210 871 3728 995 115 

Hf25Ti25Pt50 14.324 1026 3746 1171 135 

Hf31.25Ti18.75Pt50 14.917 1329 3799 1511 173 

Hf43.75Ti6.25Pt50 15.411 1372 3709 1557 177 

Hf50Pt50 16.441 1343 3647 1525 172 

 

1.4. Phonon dispersion curves 

The scattering relations display two kinds of phonons in particular the optical and acoustic modes 

corresponding to the upper and lower sets of bends in the chart, respectively. The analyses of the 

vibrational properties concerning the phonon dispersion curves and the phonon density of states (DOS) 

of the Ti50–xHfxPt50 (x = 6.25, 18.75, 25, 31.25 and 43.75) are shown in Figure 3. Previous reports show 

that the B2 TiPt has soft modes due to Pt contribution and while Ti contributes to the acoustic mode in 

the positive direction [35]. In addition, on Pt substitution with Hf, Ti50Pt31.25Hf18.75 and Ti50Pt25Hf25 were 

found to be vibrational stable due to the absence of soft modes in the negative direction of phonon 

dispersion curves [36]. Interestingly, from Figure 3, it is observed that the soft mode along all the high 

symmetry directions has the lowest frequency at approximately -3 THz and a slight shift in the acoustic 

region since Ti was substituted with Hf. The phonon dispersion curves are highly unstable due to the 

presence of soft modes along with the high symmetry directions. A similar trend is observed in all 

compositions. The phonon DOS of the Ti50–xHfxPt50 x = 6.25, 18.75, 25, 31.25 and 43.75 is plotted on 

each right side of the phonon spectra. The Phonon DOS shift minimally with an increase in Hf content. 

This is due to the high Pt content in the ternary system. The Pt element contributes more towards the 

soft modes in the negative direction [36]. In addition, from all the concentrations below the Pt atoms 

vibrate at lower frequencies, while on the contrary, Ti atoms vibrate towards higher frequencies. 
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Figure 3. Phonon dispersion curves and phonon DOS for Ti50–xHfxPt50, 0 < x < 50 

4.  Conclusions 

First-principle was used to investigate the structural, thermodynamic and mechanical properties in Ti50–

xHfxPt50 where 0 < x < 50. The lattice parameter behaviour depends on the type of the third element, 

atomic radius, density and sub-lattice. The addition of Hf displayed an increase in lattice parameters due 

to the atomic radii and densities. Thermodynamic stability for the ternary system was investigated by 

partially substituting some of the Ti with Hf, it was observed that Hf (-0.966 eV/atom) at 43.75 at.% the 

substitutions were the most stable structures. The C44 decreases slightly which leads to an increase in 

transformation temperature. The C′ of the  Ti50-xHfxPt50 compound is raised with the increase in Hf 

content, which leads to positive and larger anisotropy. Cauchy pressure confirmed metallic behavior of 

the Ti50–xHfxPt50  (0 < x < 50) systems. The calculated structures show good thermal conductivity as 

deduced by the Debye temperature. The phonon dispersion curves were also calculated and suggest that 

the addition of Hf needs more strain to stabilize TiPt at compositions greater than 6.25 at. % or some 

substitution to Pt sub-lattice. 
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Abstract. A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN went through a major upgrade in which some of its subdetectors were replaced with new
ones, while others are equipped with new electronics. The aim of the upgrade is to withstand
higher collision rates during the third running period (Run 3), which started in 2022. As part of
the upgrade, certain subdetectors such as the Muon Trigger, renamed to Muon Identifier, now
operate in a continuous, triggerless readout mode, in addition to the previous triggered readout
mode. Due to the increased quantity of data, typical methodologies are impossible to employ
without massive efforts to expand the processing capacity. Since the new ALICE computing
system cannot keep up with the increased data flow of the Muon Identifier, a new processing
algorithm has been established. These proceedings provide a insight to the new approach of
processing the Muon Identifier readout data based on a customized user logic FPGA firmware.

1. Introduction
ALICE [1] is one of the four main experiments at the LHC. It is designed to study the strongly
interacting matter, namely the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) [2] and its properties. In order to
unravel the enigma of the universe, the ALICE detector records data during lead-lead (Pb-Pb),
proton-lead (p-Pb), and proton-proton (pp) collisions. Based on data collected during Runs 1
and 2, ALICE is the leading heavy-ion experiment in the world and is quickly expanding the
knowledge gathered in previous experiments all over the world. The LHC completed the three-
year planned second Long Shutdown, which started at the end of 2018 to prepare for Run 3.
In line with the LHC upgrade, the ALICE detector had a major upgrade [3]. This upgrade ad-
dresses the challenge of reading out Pb-Pb collisions at a rate of 50 kHz, pp, and p-Pb collisions
at 200 kHz and higher. At the center of the ALICE upgrade strategy, is a high-speed readout
approach based on a Common Readout Unit (CRU), which has been developed for detector data
readout, reconstruction, multiplexing, and data decoding on the Online-Offline (O²) computing
system.

Many of the proposed physics observables require a change in the data-taking strategy, moving
away from triggering a small subset of events to continuous online processing and recording of
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all events. To achieve these goals, ALICE has been upgraded in such a way that all interactions
will be scrutinized with online precision. The upgrade entailed the replacement of some subde-
tectors with new ones, making use of new technologies, while others are now equipped with new
front-end and readout electronic systems [4]. Thus far, the selection of single muon and dimuon
events with a maximum trigger rate of 1 kHz, limited by readout capabilities, was provided by
the Muon Trigger (MTR), as well as muon identification. However, the upgrade strategy de-
scribed in the Letter of Intent (LoI)[3] does not require a muon trigger since all events of interest
are now read out upon the interaction trigger before online selections. For this reason, as part
of the upgrade, the new Muon IDentifier (MID) subdetector plays the role of muon identifier.

2. Muon IDentifier
The MID [5] is based on 72 single-gap Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) detectors, arranged in 2
stations of 2 chambers, each at a distance of about 16 m and 17 m from the interaction point,
respectively. Its readout chain block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. A schematic description of the MID readout chain architecture for LHC Run 3.

The MID readout chain consists of about 21,000 strips connected to the 72 RPC detectors
spread over multiple Front-End Electronic Rapid Integrated Circuit (FEERIC) cards equipped
with one or two customized Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). The strip signals
from the FEERICs are propagated to the readout electronics using high-speed Low-voltage
Differential Signaling (LVDS) channels. The readout electronics (local and regional cards) act as
interface between the on and off-detector electronics. They are mounted inside the cavern a little
further away from the detector stations, where the radiation is lower. Since the colliding beams
will produce a lot of radiation in the area around the ALICE detector in the cavern, the regional
cards are equipped with a radiation hardening Gigabit Transceiver set of chips (GBTx and GBT-
SCA) [6, 7] used to facilitate the bidirectional connections between the readout electronics and
CRUs through optical links, namely, GBT links. The CRUs are the key components of the chain.
They combine and multiplex data from multiple readout electronic cards as well as timing and
trigger information generated from the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) via the Local Trigger
Unit (LTU) before transmitting the data to the O² computing facility for processing and storage.
The CRUs are mounted on computers housed in the intermediary computer room, called the
counting room, tens of meters above the ALICE cavern and thus do not require to be protected
from the radiation, as is the case for the readout electronics. These computers can be reached
over the network from the main Detector Control System (DCS). The DCS manages the readout
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chain by sending commands and monitoring the system. Experimental data are moved from the
First Level Processor (FLP) to the Event Processing Node (EPN) for processing and storage.
The EPN is an internal component of the O² computing system [8].

3. CRU firmware
The standard approach of delivering raw data to the O² system is no longer sufficient to meet the
needs of the newly enhanced MID subdetector. As a result, an alternative option was presented
to the ALICE collaboration [9]. Since the release of its first official version in 2018, the CRU
firmware provides basic functionalities allowing to interact with multiple systems via a variety
of interfaces and read out any subdetector without conducting any first stage data analysis.
However, the CRU firmware can be customised to meet the demands of different subdetectors
in the ALICE experiment. In particular, a first stage data analysis can be implemented before
online and offline reconstruction. This customisation is referred to as ”User Logic”. It is the
responsibility of the MID specialists to decide how data should be handled in their user logic.

Figure 2. CRU firmware architecture. Adapted from [10].

The CRU firmware architecture is illustrated in Fig.2. It is composed of several modules
interacting with several interfaces. From left to right, the main interfaces are the GBT wrappers,
Board Support Package (BSP), Datapath Wrappers (DWs), Timing and Trigger Control (TTC),
Dedicated Data Generator (DDG), slow control, and PCIe endpoints. All of these interfaces
provide indispensable functionalities to the CRU firmware, and at the heart of it is a tailored
user logic component with functionalities that are unique to MID.

The key general requirements of the user logic component are derived from several articles
and are cited in this paper, but not duplicated. These requirements are described in [10, 11]
and [12]. One of the main functional requirements of the user logic component is to reduce the
data rates transmitted to the O² system by performing zero suppression. It also has to carefully
handle the readout electronics anomalies and errors, without stopping the data acquisition of
the readout chain. Transient losses of payload (physics) data are not tolerated. This means that
at all cost, every level of the user logic hierarchy must be able to identify anomalies from the
levels below and continue to transmit packets and follow the communication rules with the levels
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above. The violation of communication protocols, corruption of data, and unresponsiveness of
the system in case of errors shall be prevented.

4. Architecture and design of the user logic component
The user logic is designed in a sequential manner, with all processing occurring one after another
from an input-output perspective. The objective of this approach is to facilitate error tracking.
The user logic consists of three main segments, each of which is linked to a specific interface of
the CRU firmware (see Fig.2). A representation of the user logic block diagram and its interfaces
is shown in Fig.3. Starting from the top is the TTC segment (grey), which receives data from the
timing and trigger system through the TTC interface. Next is the GBT segment (blue), which
receives data from the readout electronics via the GBT wrappers, analyses them then combines
them with the Raw Data Header (RDH) extracted from timing and trigger information before
transmitting them to the O² system via the datapath wrappers. The GBT segment is the
only part of the design that can be duplicated through parameterization. Hence, enabling the
possibility to process multiple GBT links, allows for improvement and adaption to diverse testing
scenarios. The last segment is the Avalon (orange), which provides configuration and monitoring
through the PCIe interface.

Figure 3. Structure of the user logic design showing the three main segments and data flow.

5. Test-bench layout
A test bench at iThemba LABS was implemented to extend the capabilities of the user logic
and match the test scenarios performed with readout electronics at SUBATECH, Nantes (where
the readout electronics cards were designed [13]). The test bench is a scaled-down replica of
the MID readout chain without the RPC detectors. It includes a fully-equipped VME crate (16
x local, 1 x regional, and 1 x J2 bus boards), the LTU, CRU, and FLP. Figure 4 depicts the
test bench setup and illustrates how various components are linked together. The full setup
can be seen on the top left, while in the bottom left the fully-equipped VME crate is shown.
The local and regional cards are plugged into the crate via the J2 bus card sitting at the back
of the crate. Three cables are exiting the regional card, two of which are optical cables, and
connect the regional card to the CRU. The latter is a USB (2.0) cable connected to a CentOS
PC, which is used to configure and program the local and regional FPGAs. At the top-right is
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the LTU, which can be used to interact with multiple CRUs via a splitter. However, for this
application only one CRU is needed. The connection between the LTU and the CRU is done
via a single-mode SC to SC optical cable. The LTU uses an Ethernet cable to interact with
the FLP software, which runs on CentOS 8. Finally, on the bottom-right is the CRU board
housed by the FLP server. The CRU board is internally attached to the FLP via the PCIe
connectors, its FPGA can be programmed using the PCIe interface or via its integrated USB
blaster programmer, which connects to the FLP server using a micro-USB (2.0) cable.

Figure 4. New test bench located in the laboratory S64 at iThemba LABS. The diagram shows
the readout chain components and how they are connected.

6. Results
The simulated results of the working user logic firmware were generated in ModelSim using a
simulation framework provided by SUBATECH. A subset of the results is illustrated in Fig.5.
As can be observed, the user logic output packets fulfill the readout control protocol criteria
specified in [12], which states that packets created by the user logic must begin and terminate
with the Start Of Packet (SOP) and End Of Packet (EOP) signals, and each packet must be
enclosed by the RDH. The output data format transmitted by the user logic is based on the
GBT raw data, pre-analysed and concatenated into multiple data blocks of 256-bit to form the
payload included in the packets.

A clear comparison of data before and after being processed by the user logic is illustrated in
Figure 5. It shows the outcome result of the data before and after all processing stages the user
logic firmware have been completed. These simulation results validate the aim of this research,
which is to enhance the way data are processed by only transmitting valuable information to the
FLP. The hardware test results did not reflect the simulation results at first, but were refined
after each iteration until complete accuracy was achieved. The user logic helped decreasing
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the amount of data transmitted from the CRU to the FLP by roughly 80%, and improved the
readability of the data at the O² level.

Figure 5. Simulation results extracted from ModelSim. This image compares data before and
after the user logic processing. As it can be seen, the packets start and end with SOP and EOP
signals. Each packet includes RDHs (open and close), that specify the borders of the packet.

7. FPGA resource usage
The CRU firmware combined with the user logic component use about 160k (38%) Adaptive
Logic Modules (ALMs) and 1355 (50%) RAM blocks of the available resources. These results
were obtained after integrating and compiling the CRU firmware with the user logic component.
Table 1 provides a summary of the total FPGA resource used. The user logic consumes around
37k (9%) ALMs and 271 (10%) RAM blocks of the overall resources. These findings meet the
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requirement of this study, but are not good enough as the long-term aim is to process data from
16 GBT links while maintaining the overall RAM consumption below 75%.

Table 1. FPGA resource usage of the CRU firmware after insertion of the user logic component.

Resource name Total in ratio Total in percentage

Logic utilization (in ALMs) 160,282 / 427,200 38%
Pin 369 / 960 38%
Block memory bits 19,982,660 / 55,562,240 36%
RAM blocks 1,355 / 2,713 50%
RX channels 41 / 72 57%
TX channels 41 / 72 57%
Phase Locked Loops (PLLs) 59 / 144 41%

8. Conclusion
The user logic firmware performed reasonably well during the simulation and hardware tests.
The findings shown in these proceedings demonstrate that the user logic is stable, reliable,
and built to read out Pb-Pb collisions at a rate of 50 kHz, and pp and p-Pb collisions at 200
kHz and higher without any issues. The methodology implemented shows that it is feasible to
considerably reduce the data bandwidth transmitted from the CRU to the FLP by roughly 80%.
The user logic has passed the validation tests and so fulfils the MID requirements. The results
obtained also indicate that with some optimizations, the user logic can immensely contribute
to the development of a full scale user logic component capable of processing data from the
complete MID system during the LHC Run 3.
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Abstract. Recent studies in particle physics have shown that there are myriad possibilities for
strong dark sector studies at the LHC. One signature is the case of semi-visible jets, where parton
evolution includes dark sector emissions, resulting in jets overlapping with missing transverse
energy. Owing to the unusual MET-along-the-jet event topology, this is mostly an unexplored
domain within ATLAS. In this talk, I will discuss the public results of the first t-channel ATLAS
search for semi-visible jets, that focussed on overcoming the performance and optimisation
challenges associated with such a unique final state, specifically looking at the angular difference
between the hardest jet and the missing transverse energy.

1. Introduction
Collider searches for Dark Matter (DM) until this date have mostly focussed on scenarios where
DM particles are produced in association with either heavy Standard Model (SM) particles,
photons or jets. However, no confirmed evidence of DM has been observed so far. Several
models [1, 2, 3, 4] have been proposed that include a strongly-coupled dark sector, giving rise to
unusual and unexplored collider topologies. Semi-visible jets (SVJ) [5] is one such example. A
result in the s-channel production mode has been presented by the CMS collaboration [6]. Here,
a preliminary result from the ATLAS search for the t-channel production mode [7] is presented.
Searches for t-channel production modes allow to probe a broad class of non-resonant signals
and can potentially have higher mass reach, as they are not limited only to finding resonance
peaks as in the s-channel searches.

2. Signal and background modelling
In the t-channel production mode, the scalar bi-fundamental mediator (Φ) acts as a portal
between SM and dark sectors. The hadronisation process involves dark quarks as well as SM
quarks as shown in Fig. 1. The ratio of the stable dark hadrons over the total number of hadrons
in the event is termed Rinv, which can be set in the model. This results in reconstructed jets
geometrically encompassing the dark hadrons, termed semi-visible jets (SVJ). The resultant
missing transverse momentum (Emiss

T ) direction is aligned along one of the jets. As this is also
a signature of mis-measured jets in a detector, this class of jets as new physics signal has been
mostly unexplored at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
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Figure 1. The Feynman diagram and subsequent production mechanism for semi-visible jets.
The mediator Φ decays to two dark quarks, and the hadronisation process involves dark hadrons,
and partially SM hadrons, governed by Rinv fraction. The coupling is denoted by λ. HV denotes
the Pythia8 Hidden Valley module interactions connecting the dark sector with the SM sector.

The Madgraph [8] event generator at leading order, with up to two extra jets was used to
generate matrix element (ME) level signal events with the DMsimp tchannel model [9] and
NNPDF30LO [10] PDF. The pair production of mediators with their decays governed by the
same Rinv fraction would result in roughly back-to-back semi-visible jets. The addition of extra
jets boosts the hadronic activity, and consequently the Emiss

T in the event, thereby making the
search viable over the Standard Model background. The dark hadron mass is set to be 10 GeV
based on [5], while the mediator mass is varied within the range of 1000 - 5000 GeV in 500 GeV
intervals. Another free parameter in the model is the coupling connecting the SM and DM
sectors, λ (as shown in Fig. 1). The nominal samples are generated with λ = 1 but λ can be
varied between 10−4 − 4π [11, 12]. The cross-section is scaled as λ4 without having any impact
on the kinematic distributions or on the validity of the model if the mediator mass is 2.5 TeV
or higher, as at lower mediator masses, there are contributions from s-channel processes as well.
The Hidden Valley (HV) module [13] of Pythia8 [14] is used to shower the ME level event,
using the NNPDF2.3LO [10] parton distribution function (PDF) set and the A14 set of tuned
parameters [15]. The MLM [16] jet matching scheme, with xqcut of 100, is employed. The
samples were generated with Rinv values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 for each mediator mass.

The contributing background processes are multijet, tt, single top, Z/W+jets, and diboson,
generated using Pythia8.230, PowhenBoxV2 [17, 18, 19] plus Pythia8.230 for showering, and
Sherpa2.2.11 [20, 21] respectively. The Monte Carlo (MC) simulated samples are processed
through the full ATLAS detector simulation [22] based on Geant4 [23], and then reconstructed
and analysed using the same procedure and software that are used for the data.
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3. Analysis Strategy
This analysis uses 139 fb−1 of proton-proton collision data with 25 ns bunch spacing collected by
ATLAS from 2015 to 2018. The description of the ATLAS detector can be found elsewhere [24].
The Emiss

T is defined as the negative vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of all selected
objects. Events in the analysis are selected with the un-prescaled Emiss

T trigger having the
lowest threshold [26]. Events with Emiss

T > 200 GeV are selected in order to be on trigger
efficiency plateau. Particle-flow (PFlow) jets are constructed using the anti-kt algorithm [27, 28]
with a radius parameter of R = 0.4, using charged constituents associated with the primary
vertex and neutral PFlow constituents as inputs [29]. Events are required to have at least two
jets within |η| < 2.8, the leading jet is required to have pT > 250 GeV, while other jets are
required to have pT > 30 GeV. Events are also required to have at least one jet within ∆φ < 2.0
of Emiss

T direction, as the distance of the closest jet to Emiss
T direction depends somewhat on

the Rinv fraction. Jets are considered tagged as b-jets if they pass the 77% efficiency working
point of the DL1r algorithm [30]. Events with two or more b-tagged jets are vetoed to reduce
tt background contributions.

As the signal does not have any leptons, Any events with a τ -lepton candidate with pT
> 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 are rejected. Events with any electrons or muons satisfying pT > 7 GeV
and within the tracking volume |η| < 2.5 are discarded for the nominal analysis. However, for
estimation of leptonic backgrounds, additional leptonic selections are defined. In all cases, Emiss

T
trigger is employed, and Emiss

T is recalculated considering muons to be invisible, to mimic the
nominal analysis trigger level Emiss

T definition. Events with any electron with pT ≥ 7 GeV are
discarded. The muons must have pT ≥ 7 GeV. The 1L selection requires exactly one muon
and no b-tagged jet. The 1L1B selection requires exactly one muon as before, but exactly one
b-tagged jet in addition. Finally, the 2L selection requires two opposite charged muons with
the pair’s invariant mass between 66 GeV and 116 GeV, and no b-tagged jets. The 1L-region is
dominated by W+jets events, the 1L1B-region is dominated by semi-leptonic ttand single top
quark induced processes, and the 2L-region almost exclusively contains Z+jets events.

The analysis uses Emiss
T and HT, the latter defined as the scalar sum of pT of jets in the event.

The region with Emiss
T > 600 GeV and HT > 600 GeV after the pre-selection is defined as the

signal region (SR). The corresponding 1L, 1L1B and 2L control regions (CR) are defined using
the muon and b-tagged jet requirements with the same Emiss

T and HT requirements as in the SR.
Low and intermediate Emiss

T validation regions (VR) for multijet process are defined by requiring
Emiss

T to be between 250 GeV to 300 GeV and between 300 GeV to 600 GeV respectively, with
the same HT > 600 GeV requirement after the pre-selection. The CR and VRs have negligible
signal contamination.

The search then makes use of two other key observables, which are found to be largely
uncorrelated:

(i) the pT balance between the closest jet (j1) and farthest jet (j2) from Emiss
T direction, termed

as pbalT , defined using two-dimensional pT vectors:

pbalT = | ~pT(j1)+ ~pT(j2)|
| ~pT(j1)|+| ~pT(j2)| .

(ii) the difference in the azimuthal angle between j1 and j2 as defined above, termed |φmax −
φmin|:

Fig. 2 shows the signal against total background shape comparison for pbalT and |φmax−φmin|
distributions for the nominal selection. There is a distinct shape difference between the different
signal benchmark points, and the total background, which is utilised in designing the fit strategy.
The |φmax − φmin| and the pbalT distributions are divided into nine bins as seen in Fig. 3. These
bins are defined identically in SR and in each CR. Yields in these nine bins in each case are
treated as the observables.
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total background before the fit and six signal predictions covering a representative mediator
mass and invisible fraction range. The solid vertical lines represent how these distributions are
divided to form the nine-bin grid subsequently.
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Figure 3. The definition of the 9-bins in |φmax − φmin| and pbalT , defined identically in SR, VR
and in each CR.

The background contributions are from multijet processes with mis-measurement of jet
momenta and angles, and from W/Z+jets, diboson and semi-leptonic top processes with real
Emiss

T . In order to address the known mismodelling in multijet MC samples, reweighting factors
using an additional low Emiss

T VR of 250–300 GeV were derived in multijet-rich bins 3, 6 and 9
and applied to the rest of the bins in the same pbalT range. The background from tt and W+jets
arises either because an electron or a muon is not detected or a hadronically decaying τ lepton
is misidentified as a jet.

The systematic uncertainties on signal and background yields and shapes result from
experimental uncertainties and theoretical modelling effects. The former are due to the jet
energy scale (JES) and resolution (JER), computation of the Emiss

T soft term, flavour-tagging
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performance, rescaling of simulation to match the pile-up profile in data, and an absolute
uncertainty on the luminosity estimation. Uncertainties in the reconstruction, identification,
isolation and trigger efficiencies of muons, electrons and τ -leptons and on their energy scale and
resolution are also considered. Theoretical uncertainties common on the MC samples are due to
renormalisation and factorisation scales and due to PDF choices. Additionally, initial and final
state radiation scale uncertainties were assessed for tt and single-top processes as well, treated
as uncorrelated between them.

4. Results
In order to estimate the background, a simultaneous binned maximum likelihood function fit is
performed using all the nine bin yields, using the MC templates, by employing the SR and the
corresponding CRs (1L, 1L1B, and 2L). This is done to simultaneously search for the signal while
improving the background prediction in the SR. The scale factors for the individual backgrounds
are determined from the fit: The post-fit distributions of HT, Emiss

T , |φmax − φmin| and pbalT
observables are shown in Fig. 4 for the SR. Excellent agreement of data with SM background
predictions are seen for all the observables.

Upper limits on the contribution of events from new physics are computed by using the
modified frequentist approach CLs based on asymptotic formulas at 95% confidence level [31].
The nominal signal cross-sections for each signal mass point can be scaled by λ4 for mediator
masses larger than 2.5 TeV, as below that mediator mass it was seen the the twisted s-channel
diagrams contribute non-negligibly.
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Figure 4. The post-fit distributions for HT (a), Emiss
T (b), pbalT (c), and |φmax − φmin|

(d) are shown for the SR. Data is compared against background predictions, and six signal
predictions covering a representative mediator mass and invisible fraction range are overlaid.
The uncertainties include all systematic and statistical components. The last bin in (a) and (b)
contains the overflow.
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For each mediator mass point, the limit on the cross-section is obtained, and the
corresponding λ is calculated. This λ value corresponding to the cross-section upper limit
is presented for the SR in Fig. 5. It can be seen that for lower mass points, the nominal cross-
sections are excluded, whereas for higher mass points only higher values of cross-sections can be
excluded. The advantage of this representation is that it sets stringent limits on the signature
in general for a wide range of λ values, and can help in recasting this analysis for future model
predictions.
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Figure 5. The grid shows the observed 95% CL upper limit on λ with Mφ on the x-axis, Rinv

on the y axis. It also includes over each Mφ column the predicted cross-section for that specific
mass value as a reference.

5. Summary
This article presents the first limits on the SVJ t-channel production for mediator masses ranging
from 1000–5000 GeV, and for Rinv of 0.2–0.8. The observed yields are in agreement with the SM
background expectations. The upper limits at the 95% confidence level on the mediator mass
range from 2.4 TeV to 2.7 TeV, depending on the values of the invisible energy fraction. They
are translated into upper limits on the coupling strength between the mediator, a Standard
Model quark and a dark quark. This is the first result in this topology, but should lead to
exploration of other SVJ final states with leptons, or heavy flavours, as well as server a test-bed
for machine learning based anomaly detection methods.
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Abstract. Motivated by the multi-lepton anomalies, a search for narrow resonances with
S → γγ, Zγ in association with light jets, b-jets, or missing transverse energy was reported
by arXiv:2109.02650. In this paper, we search for scalar resonances in the e+e− environment.
We consider Zγ → jj, l+l− and S → γγ as the final states and make use of machine learning
tools to determine the final state with the most significance. A classification model is developed
to distinguish between the signal and background processes through the use of a Deep Neural
Network (DNN) which is constructed using a dataset that consists of the energy, the pseudo-
rapidity, and the invariant mass of the final state particles. The parameters of the DNN are
tuned using a hyperparameter optimisation algorithm so that the convergence of the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve is achieved.

1. Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2, 3] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), through the
ATLAS [4] and CMS [5] experiments, has broadened the field of particle physics. Based on
measurements at a mass of 125 GeV for the Higgs, it is seen that it is consistent with Standard
Model (SM) predictions which allows us to consider the existence of additional or Higgs-like
scalar bosons but be mindful that the mixing with the SM must be adequately small. The
multi-lepton anomaly final states at the LHC are observed in refs [6, 7]. They are studied in a
two-Higgs doublet model with an additional singlet scalar (2HDM+S), where the masses of the
CP -even scalars h, S,H are to be 125, 150 and 270 GeV, respectively. The presumed dominant
decays were H → Sh, SS, which encourages us to search for scalar resonances concerning
S → γγ, Zγ in association with missing transverse energy, light- and b-jets. The coupling
information between the scalar S and vector boson pairs is established through the observed
decays of S via WW,ZZ,Zγ or γγ channels.

Ref [8], an alternative lepton production mechanism is discussed. The scalar S may decay
as S → NN where N contains the quantum numbers of the right-handed neutrinos. In this
configuration, the 2HDM+S is extended with right-handed neutrinos and this is used to further
explain the anomalous muon g − 2 measurement through the chiral enhancement as discussed
in Refs. [9, 10]. Keeping this in mind, we can review a diegesis where the mixing of the scalar
with SM is insignificantly small. The couplings of S to the electroweak gauge bosons are loop
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induced, opening up a pathway to the production of S at future e+e− colliders. Subsequently,
it allows an opportunity to study the properties of S in final states that are strenuous to isolate
in pp collisions. In Figure 1, we the cross-sections of the Sγ production mechanism. In this
proceedings, we aim to show that the cross-section of the singlet scalar is large enough to be
detected in future e+e− colliders.

2. Model
The electroweak quantum number of S dictates the coupling of S with the electroweak gauge
bosons WW,ZZ,Zγ, γγ. The leading order SV1V2 couplings originate from the following two
five-dimensional operators [11]:

LD5 = κ2
S

4mS
W a

µνW
aµν + κ1

S

4mS
BµνB

µν , (1)

where κ1,2 are the coupling strengths. In terms of mass eigenstates

W± =
1√
2
(W 1 ∓ iW 2), (2)

and (
W 3

B

)
=

(
cw sw
−sw cw

)(
Z
A

)
, (3)

these operators can be written as,

L =κ2
S

2mS
W+

µνW
−µν + (κ2c

2
w + κ1s

2
w)

S

4mS
ZµνZ

µν

+ 2cwsw
S

4mS
(κ2 − κ1)ZµνF

µν + (κ2s
2
w + κ1c

2
w)

S

4mS
FµνF

µν . (4)

The cosine and sine of the weak mixing angle are cw = g/
√
g2 + g′2 and sw = g′/

√
g2 + g′2,

respectively. From Eq. 4 we can write the couplings as:

Γµν
SV1V2

=
gSV1V2

mS
(pV1 · pV2g

µν − pνV1
pµV2

), (5)

where gSWW = κ2, gSZZ = (κ2c
2
w + κ1s

2
w), gSZγ = cwsw(κ2 − κ1), and gSγγ = κ2s

2
w + κ1c

2
w.
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Figure 2. Normalised differential distributions for the energies of the di-jet: the leading and
sub-leading photon (top row) and jet energy (bottom row).

3. Simulation and results
In order to simulate the S production in association with photon through off-shell Z
boson in e+e− environment, the Lagrangian 4 are implemented in Feynrules [12]. Nine
hundred thousand background and five hundred thousand signal events are generated using
Madgraph5 aMC@NLO [13]. Further parton-level events are showered through Pythia8 [14] to take
care of fragmentation and hadronisation. The detector level simulation is performed through
Delphes [15]. The construction of jets at this level was performed using Fastjet [16] which
utilizes the anti-kT jet algorithm with a radius R = 0.5 and pT > 20 GeV. In this work, the
singlet scalar mass is mS = 151.5 GeV.

The signal process is e+e− → Z⋆ → Sγ, where S further decays to Zγ,Z → jj and the
background process is e+e− → γγjj. The di-jet channel produces the largest cross-section, thus
being the dominant final state. The calculations for the production of the SM Higgs boson
and other scalars in the context of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model (MSSM) in association
with a photon are done in ref. [17, 18, 19]. They show that this process, although it is rare, it
produces a clean final state due to suppressed backgrounds. Excesses in the Z(→ ℓ+ℓ−)γ final
state in Ref [8] indicates that the branching ratio of S → γγ is significantly lower than that of
S → Zγ. As such, we choose κW = −0.014 and κB = 0.028 (κW /κB = −0.5) for this study.
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Figure 3. Normalised differential distributions for the pseudorapidities of the di-jet: the leading
and sub-leading photon (top row) and jets (bottom row).

3.1. Optimization of the di-jet channel using ML technique
In machine learning, various tools and systems are used depending on what task one wants to
complete. Based on the data from the kinematic distributions (Figures 2, 3), this study makes
use of a Sequential Machine Learning model. This model is appropriate for a plain stack of
layers where each layer has exactly one input tensor and one output tensor and is essential for
developing a Deep Neural Network (DNN). A DNN contains a set of significant parameters that
allow us to input and output a series of data sequences. The parameters we use are the number
of epochs, neurons, layers, batch size, and the learning rate. Each has a definite contribution
to how well the DNN model performs. The DNN is used to train our sequential model and test
how it efficiently discriminates the events from signal and background processes.

In these proceedings, we show the results for the di-jet channel. The energy, pseudorapidity,
and invariant mass of the final state particles are the input variables for the DNN dataset. After
cleaning the dataset, only 592 965 signal and background (combined) samples are present. We
split the dataset into 70% training and 30% testing data. The DNN consists of 11 layers, each
with 32 neurons. We set the batch size to 32, with the number of epochs being 280. The model
learns at a rate of 0.000768. The optimizer of choice was Adamax. The ROC curve in Fig 4
shows an accuracy of 97.6%. Although the model accuracy is good, it contains fluctuations in
the plateau for the validation accuracy curve. This could be caused by a low batch size which
would be the prime suspect in fluctuations because the accuracy would normally depend on
what examples the model sees at each batch. However, that should affect both the training
and validation accuracies. Another parameter that usually affects fluctuations is a high learning
rate. The weights change much in each epoch, resulting in the model changing its prediction on
many examples. Normally this should affect both training and validation sets.

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve depicts the 1:1 ratio of background
rejection to signal efficiency. The DNN outputs for the training and testing samples illustrate a
distinct separation of the signal and background events. To ensure that our model converges, we
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Figure 4. The accuracy (left), DNN output (right) and ROC curve (bottom) of the DNN
model, are depicted. An accuracy of 97.6% is achieved with the test sample.

develop a hyperparameter optimisation algorithm to tune the parameters of our DNN model.
The hyperparameter algorithm has the same structure as the DNN, but we set a range of
values for the parameters so that each run takes place with random set parameter values. We
can monitor each hyperparameter run using Weights & Biases (Wandb), a Python package
that allows us to monitor our training in real-time. It outputs model accuracy and loss plots
(figure 5) in real-time and allows us to compare multiple runs in the same project using a Parallel
Coordinate Chart (figure 5). It represents the model’s performance, in terms of minimum loss
or maximum accuracy, with the neural network’s hyperparameters.

In our analysis, we also perform cut-flow analysis, to improve the signal significance. The
table 1 shows that the significance increases after applying cuts, compared to when there are no
cuts.

Cuts Signal (S) Background (B) S vs B

Initial (no cut) 107 155914 0.272
Energy (leading photon) 63.6±5.1 20282±132 0.446909±0.000251

Energy (sub-leading photon) 9.2±2.9 918.2±30.2 0.30462±0.00312
η (leading photon) 8.40±2.78 667.1±25.8 0.3253±0.0041

η (sub-leading photon) 7.9±2.7 519.2±22.7 0.34617±0.00509
Invariant mass γ1γ2 7.9±2.7 518.2±22.7 0.3465±0.0051

Table 1. Table of the background and signal cross-sections for the di-photon, di-jet and di-
lepton channels.
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Figure 5. This is one of the multiple Wandb sweeps model accuracy (top) and loss(centre)
plots are outputted using Wandb. Multiple runs are represented by Parallel Coordinate Chart
(bottom).

4. Summary and outlook
In this proceedings, we reported a search strategy of a singlet scalar mass mS = 151.5 GeV that
couples to SM gauge bosons through dimension five operators in e+e− colliders. We consider
the associate production of S with a photon via an off-shell Z⋆ where S → Zγ, γγ. Further,
we reported an accuracy of 97.6% for the discrimination of signal and background events for
the three-photon channel and a subsequent significance of 0.44 from our analysis. This work is
in progress where we will also consider two other S decay channels, where S → Zγ, l+l−. We
will compare the optimisation of signal over potential backgrounds using conventional and ML
techniques and also study the limits on couplings and the potential of future e+e− colliders at
different centre-of-mass energies to discover the singlet scalar S.
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Abstract. This proceedings depicts the optimisation and evaluation of a Variational Auto-
encoder plus Discriminator model used for Zγ background final state event generation. This
work has been completed to evaluate the use of deep learning models instead of traditional
computationally expensive Monte Carlo physics event production mechanisms and classification
mechanisms.

1 Introduction
This proceedings documents the secondary phase, evaluation and optimisation, of the
development of a deep generative neural network model for production of Zγ final state data
for physics analysis. The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [1, 2] completed the Standard
Model (SM) of particle physics. There are still phenomena and anomalies to the SM seen in
the data that prompt searches for new bosons. The work described in this paper fits into the
bigger picture of searching for new bosons as this work can affect the efficiency and accuracy
of the search within the Zγ final state [3, 4]. A main limiting factor related to completing
the aforementioned search is the requirement of a large quantity of Zγ final state background
events. Traditionally in similar searches, the requirement of copious amounts of data is satisfied
through the use of computationally expensive Monte Carlo (MC) production mechanisms. Using
pre-trained deep learning models to produce data instead can help alleviate some of the finite
CPU resources used in the analysis and reduce the overall time taken for analyses. Furthermore,
the aforementioned data generation models can also be used for event classification purposes.
Variational Auto-encoders (VAEs) are a type of deep learning model that can somewhat uniquely
be used as both a data generation and event classification model, using the same trained model.
This bi-functionality again adds to the efficiency and time improvement. The aim of this
work is to evaluate the use of deep generative models, specifically variational auto-encoders
and derivatives for both data generation and signal classification tasks in the search for new
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bosons. This proceedings specifically concentrates on the evaluation and optimsation of the
VAE based generative capacity of the model, further work will be completed to evaluate the
classification capability.

1.1 MC Zγ Final State Data
In this work, simulated Zγ background data has been used, which contributes to 90% of the total
backgrounds in the production of the Higgs like heavy scalar decaying to Zγ (pp → H → Zγ)
events, where Z → e+e− or Z → µ+µ−. The Zγ MC events were generated using Madgraph5 [5]
with the NNPDF3.0 parton distribution functions [6]. Here, the Standard Model (SM) of
particle physics has been utilized for which the UFO model files required by the Madgraph
are from FeynRules [7]. The parton level generation is followed by the parton showering
and hadronization by Pythia [8] and then the detector level simulation is performed using
Delphes(v3) [9]. The jets at this level has been constructed using Fastjet [10] which involves
the anti-KT jet algorithm with PT > 20 GeV and radius R = 0.5. While generating the sample,
the Zγ boson was decayed to leptons. Some baseline cuts have also been applied on the leptons
and photons at the Madgraph level to enhance the statistics.

1.2 Centre of Mass and Kinematic Features
The analysis focuses on the centre of mass of 150GeV (132GeV< mℓℓγ < 168GeV). The
kinematic features used in the study are Zγ invariant mass, mℓℓγ ; the transverse momentum,
azimuthal angle, pseudo-rapidity and energy of the leading lepton, sub-leading lepton and
photon respectively, Ptℓ1ℓ2γ , Φℓ1ℓ2γ , ηℓ1ℓ2γ and Eℓ1ℓ2γ ; missing transverse energy Emiss

T and
the azimuthal angle, ΦEmiss

T
; the number of jets, Nj , the number of central jets, Ncj ; and ∆Rℓℓ

(∆R ≡
√
(∆ηll)2 + (∆ϕll)2), Ptℓℓ/mℓℓγ , ∆Φℓℓ and ∆Φ(Emiss

T , Zγ).

2 Hypothesis
A well trained Variational Auto-encoder can aid in the search for new bosons in the Zγ final
state for both data generation and signal classification purposes. The work presented in this
proceedings has a more specific hypothesis as follows: The addition of a discriminator network to
the overall VAE model as well as a notion of adversarial training similar to that of a Generative
Adversarial Network can aid in the training of the model and produce better generated events.

3 Methodology
Previous proceedings works have described the initial development of the base VAE model and
therefore the base model will only be briefly described here. Concentration will be on the
addition of the discriminator network to the VAE overall model that aids in the training of the
overall model to produce better generated events in terms of a number of selected metrics.

3.1 Variational Auto-encoder
A VAE is an modified version of a classic autoencoder (AE). Architectural changes and an
additional component added to the loss function facilitate regularised training and improves the
generative capability of the model by ensuring appropriate latent space properties. As shown
in Figure 1, the VAE architecture is composed of two main composite networks, the encoder,
and the decoder. The VAE is trained to minimise the loss between the input data (kinematic
variable event) and the encoded-decoded output (reconstructed event). However, in the case
of the VAE, instead of encoding an input event as a single vector, the input is encoded as a
distribution over the latent space of the VAE. This allows for some regularisation of the latent
space.
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Figure 1. Diagram of VAE Base and greater VAE+D model Architecture, showing encoder
network, decoder network, learned latent space and discriminator network.

These latent space distributions are forced to be normal Gaussian so that the encoder can
be configured to return latent space vectors that represent the mean µ and the covariance σ
of the normal Gaussian distributions because the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two the
Gaussian distributions has a form that can be directly expressed in terms of the means and
the covariance matrices of the two distributions. As a result of encoding an input event to a
distribution rather than a single vector, it is possible to regularise the latent space. The loss
function that is minimised when training a VAE is composed of a reconstruction loss component
that is responsible for forcing the output of the decoder to be as close to the input, and secondly,
a regularisation loss component, that serves to regularise the organisation of the latent space by
making the distributions returned by the encoder close to a standard normal distribution. The
loss function also contains a coefficient for the KL-Divergence loss term, βV . This can be used
during optimisation to weigh the importance of the KL-Divergence loss term against that of the
reconstruction loss term.

LV AE = LR + βV ∗ LKL (1)

LR = ((X ′ −X)2) (2)

Where X is the input event and X ′ is the reconstructed event.
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LKL =
∑

(σ2 + µ2 − log σ − 1) (3)

3.2 Variational Auto-encoder + Discriminator (VAE+D)
The addition of a discriminator and the notion of adverserial training network helps in the
training of the VAE encoder-decoder network. Figure 1 shows the architecture diagram of the
VAE+D model. The VAE+D loss functions seen below are slightly different to the VAE, whilst
still including the main loss components of the original VAE. Unlike the VAE, the VAE+D has
a loss function for each individual network, the encoder, decoder and discriminator and each
network’s weights are updated individually at different times during a forward pass of the overall
VAE+D. Similar to a GAN, the discriminator and the VAE are trained simultaneously, with
the discriminator learning to distinguish fake events from real events and the VAE learning to
reproduce real events accurately. The VAE+D loss functions and components are as follows:

Ldisc = BCEreal +BCErecon +BCEgen (4)

Ldec = γ ∗ LossR − Lossdisc (5)

Lenc = LossKL + γ ∗ LossR (6)

Where criterionBCE is the binary cross entropy between either the actual data against actual
data, reconstructed data or generated data. The final discriminator loss function, Ldisc is
obtained as the sum of the three BCE based losses. γ is a coefficient of the reconstruction
loss, similar to the variational beta parameter in the VAE.

4 Model Optimisation
VAEs have many hyper-parameters that can be optimised in order to achieve the best model.
This hyper-parameter optimisation can be done using a variety of methodologies and available
libraries, however in this work a manual optimisation loop was created. The optimisation loop
was created to loop through each of the parameters shown in Table 1, on each iteration building,
training and evaluating a model with the loop iteration parameters. There have also been some
other considerations taken into account in the code involving looping through the architectural
based parameters because of the fact some architectural parameters are constrained by others
in order to achieve a plausible architecture.

Table 1. Table showing VAE Selected Hyper-parameters and value options

Hyper-parameter Model Value Options Brief Description

Learning Rate VAE, VAE+D [0.01, 0.001, 0.0001] Standard machine learning hyper-parameter
that determines how drastically the model
changes it’s weights each iteration in
attempt to minimise the loss function
and achieve convergence.

Batch Size VAE, VAE+D [1, 16, 64, 256, 512] The batch size refers to the number of
training examples used in one training
iteration of the model.

Latent Dimension Size VAE, VAE+D [8, 16, 32, 64] Number of latent dimensions variables.
Number of Hidden Layers VAE, VAE+D [1, 2, 3] Number of hidden layers in between input

and latent layers.
Number of Nodes in the Hidden Layers VAE, VAE+D [16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512] Number of nodes in the hidden layers
Variational Beta VAE, VAE+D [1, 10, 100, 500, 1000, 5000] Coefficient of the KL-Divergence loss term

in loss function.
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After running of the aforementioned hyper-parameter optimisation loop, the best parameters
were found for both the VAE and the VAE+D models.

5 Results
The Results of the addition of the discriminator network to the VAE can be seen in the figures
below. It can be seen that the optimised VAE+D model is a better generative model for the
chosen Zγ data.

Figure 2. Distribution Graph of Generated Event Features vs. MC Data for VAE Model.
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Figure 3. Distribution Graph of Generated Event Features vs. MC Data for VAE+D Model.
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Figure 4. Correlation Comparison of Generated Event Features vs. MC Data for VAE Model.

Figure 5. Correlation Comparison of Generated Event Features vs. MC Data for VAE+D
Model.

6 Conclusion and Further Work
The addition of the discriminator network to the VAE model has improved the generation results
with limited initial optimisation. With further adjustments and hyper-parameter optimisation,
the results could achieve better convergence than shown in the results section. A further
adjustment that may yield significant improvements is the addition of normalising flows to
the VAE model. The addition of normalising flows to the model will allow for more complicated
probability distributions to be retained in the latent space, instead of simply forcing the latent
space distributions to be normal Gaussian.
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Abstract. The Tile Calorimeter of the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
is a hadronic sampling calorimeter that is designed for the reconstruction of hadrons, jets,
tau-particles and missing transverse energy. In this study, the response of the gap and crack
scintillators of Tile calorimeter is measured using isolated muons from W → µνµ events. The
response of the scintillating cells is quantified by measuring the amount of energy deposited per
unit length in both data and Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the stability of the response
over time to quantify how well the calibration compensates for time-dependent effects of the
calorimeter.

1. Introduction
This study aims to determine the time stability of the response of gap and crack scintillators of
the response of gap and crack scintillators of the Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) [1] of the ATLAS
detector [2] to isolated muons originating from the decay of the W boson to a muon and a muon
neutrino W → µνµ. The response of a cell is quantified as the amount of energy (∆E) deposited
per unit length (∆x) in that particular cell. The energy loss of muons as they transverse through
matter is a well understood process [3]. Ionisation is the dominant energy loss in muons with
energies below 100 GeV and the probability distribution of the response follows the Landau
function for thin scintillators. The W → µνµ events used in this study are produced during
proton-proton (pp) collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [4].

Muons originating from the W → µνµ processes, as shown in Figure 1, are chosen for their
relatively clean experimental signature in the detector. Contribution of muons originating from
background processes can be suppressed with relative ease. The electroweak background in
the W → µνµ channel is dominated by W → τντ and Z/γ∗ → µ+µ− processes. Background
events from the Z/γ∗ → µ+µ− process are suppressed by requiring that the selected events have
exactly one muon candidate. The leptonic decay of the τ -lepton into muon and a τ neutrino
is a multi-body decay process, resulting in a displaced τ decay vertex and on average a muon
with a low transverse momentum, pT [5, 6]. The pT of the selected muon candidates and the
position of the primary vertex is used to reject background events. In events where heavy quarks
have semi-leptonic decays, hadrons may be misidentified as leptons. These multi-jet background
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processes are the ones that contribute significantly to the total background, the presence of

missing transverse energy (E
miss
T ) is used to suppress these Quantum Chromodynamics multi-

jet backgrounds. E
miss
T

Figure 1. Feynman diagram of the leptonic decay of a W+ boson produced in pp collisions.
The diagram for the decay of W− boson is identical, with the only difference being the electric
charge.

The study is performed using muons produced during pp collision observed by the ATLAS
detector during the Run 2 data taking period (2015-2018) at a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s = 13

TeV with 139 fb−1 integrated luminosity.

2. The ATLAS Tile Calorimeter
The ATLAS experiment at the LHC is one of the two general-purpose detectors designed to
reconstruct events from pp or heavy ion collisions. The hadronic calorimeter system of the
ATLAS detector is formed by the Tile Calorimeter, which plays a major role in the reconstruction

of hadrons, jets, τ -leptons and E
miss
T . It is made up of the fixed long barrel (LB) located at

the central area of the collision point |η| < 1.0 and two extended barrels (EB) at the forward
and backward region 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. Figure 2 shows the schematic layout and the scintillator
structure of the TileCal cell assembly on the A-side of the detector, a side with positive η.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the TileCal cell layout in a plane parallel to the beam axis [7] and
scintillator structure on the A-side of the detector (positive η ). The gap and crack scintillators
are shown in orange.
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The full azimuthal (φ) coverage around the beam axis is achieved using 64 wedge-shaped
modules, a schematic of such module of the TileCal is shown in Figure 3. Each module is made
out of alternating layers of steel and scintillating tiles which act as absorber and active material,
respectively. It is only gap and crack modules that lack layers of steel. The light generated in
the scintillating tiles is collected at the edges, and transported to photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
by wavelength shifting fibres [8].

The region between 0.8 < |η| < 1.6 is covered by the Intermediate Tile Calorimeter (ITC).
The ITC is a plug detector designed to fill the gap between the central and extended barrel
calorimeters with the aim of correcting for the energy lost in the passive material that fills the
gap region. The region 0.8 < |η| < 1.0 of the ITC is called the plug. It is made of 311 mm
thick steel-scintillator stacks (D4) in the region 0.8 < |η| < 0.9 which are similar in design to
the regular TileCal submodules. The region between 0.9 < |η| < 1.0 has 96 mm stacks (C10) in
the z-direction. The reduced thickness of the C10 and D4 cells or their special geometry is to
accommodate services and read-out electronics for other ATLAS detector systems [9, 10]. The
gap and crack region of the ITC is located in the region 1.0 < |η| < 1.6 and the the cells in this
region are only made of scintillating tiles due to space limitation. The scintillators in the region
1.0 < |η| < 1.2 are called gap scintillators, made of E1 and E2 cells while those in the region
1.2 < |η| < 1.6 are called crack scintillators made of E3 and E4 cells. The gap scintillators
primarily provide hadronic shower sampling, while the crack scintillators play an important role
in sampling electromagnetic showers.

Figure 3. Schematic of one TileCal wedge [11], showing the mechanical assembly and optical
readouts.

3. Event Selection
Table 1 summarises the selected events used in this analysis. The selection was chosen to
optimise the number of events with a single muon originating from the W → µνµ process while
minimising the number of events from background processes. The selected events are required
to contain a single reconstructed muon candidate that passes either the ”medium” or ”tight”

identification requirement [12] to eliminate electroweak background events. A cut on the E
miss
T

is required to exclude the multi-jet background processes. Cuts on the track (
∑
pT|∆R=0.4)
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and calorimeter (ELAr|∆R=0.4) isolation variables are applied to ensure that the selected muon
candidate is well isolated from the hadronic activity around it.

Table 1. Event selection based on the W decays

Variable Requirement

1 Number of Muons Nmuons = 1
2 Transverse invariant mass 40 < MT < 140 GeV

3 Missing transverse energy 30 < E
miss
T < 120 GeV

4 Track isolation
∑
pT|∆R=0.4 < 1 GeV

5 Calorimeter isolation ELAr|∆R=0.4 < 1.5 GeV
6 Momentum of the muon pµ <= 80 GeV
7 Transverse momentum of the muon pµT > 28 GeV
8. Average interactions per bunch crossing 10 < µ > 40

In addition to the event selections listed in Table 1, the energy deposited by the passing muon
candidate in the gap and crack cells is required to be above 60 MeV in order to suppress signals
that are caused by electronic noise. The muon is required to traverse a minimum path length of
11 mm in gap cells and 5 mm in crack cells. The absolute azimuthal angle between the muon’s
track and cell’s centre |∆φ(µ, cell)| < 0.046.

The experimental pp data collected during the LHC Run 2 data taking at
√
s = 13 TeV is used.

Table 2 shows the data taking years of Run 2 and their corresponding integrated luminosity.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated samples of the W → µνµ events are used as a reference when
studying the response from experimental data. Three sets of MC event samples are generated
to match pile-up conditions of the three data taking periods: 2015-2016, 2017, and 2018. The
event generator Sherpa [13] was used to generate the W boson production events which are
then interfaced with PYTHIA8 [14] for parton showering.

Table 2. Data taking periods of LHC Run 2 and the corresponding integrated luminosity

Period
∫ Ldt [fb−1]

2015 3.2
2016 33.0
2017 44.3
2018 58.5

The event selection from Table 1 are applied to both the data and MC samples. The events
from the simulated samples are normalised to the W → µνµ production cross-section multiplied
by the integrated luminosity of the corresponding data taking period. The simulated events are
also reweighted to account for the different pile-up conditions.

4. Results
The ratio between the deposited energy ∆E and the path length that the muon traverse inside
the calorimeter cell ∆x is used to determine the cell response to the passing muon. The ratio,
is denoted as dE/dx. In an ideal environment, dE/dx can be described by the Bethe Bloch
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Figure 4. Distribution of module number vs dE/dx in E1 and E2 cells. The red line represents
the fitted average response across all modules and the yellow band is the systematic uncertainty
associated the fitted average value of R. The plots show results for 2015-2016 (top), 2017
(middle) and 2018 (bottom) data taking periods.

formula [15] and its probability follows a Landau function [16]. There are noise factors that
convolute with the Landau making it difficult to perform fits. The truncated mean of the
dE/dx distribution is used to measure the cell response. In this study, 1% of the events at the
higher tail are truncated. The response of a given cell is obtained by taking the ratio of the
observed truncated mean dE/dx with the one from the MC simulation,

R ≡ < dE/dx >
Data
F

< dE/dx >
MC
F

, (1)
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Figure 5. Distribution of module number vs dE/dx in E3 and E4 cells. The red line represents
the fitted average response across all modules and the yellow band is the systematic uncertainty
associated the fitted average value of R. The plots show results for 2015-2016 (top), 2017
(middle) and 2018 (bottom) data taking periods.

where F is the fraction of events truncated, which is set to be 1%. The response (R) uniformity
of each cell is evaluated over the entire azimuthal direction of the detector on the A-side. The
response uniformity of the C-side of the detector will form part of further studies. A Gaussian
likelihood function,

Lc =
64∏

m=1

1
√

2π
√
σ2
c,m + s2

c

exp

[
− 1

2

(Rc,m − µc)2

σ2
c,m + s2

c

]
, (2)
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where Rc,m and σc,m are the observed R and its statistical uncertainty for a given cell (c) in
module m. The unbinned log likelihood −2 logL is minimised using minuit [17] to find µ̂C
and ŝC which are the average response < R > and the systematic uncertainty attributed to the
non-uniformity across the modules.

The response of the cells could change over time due to factors like PMT drift response,
ageing effects of the scintillators and wavelength shifting fibres [18]. The average response of
each each calorimeter cell is compared between different years. The E1 cells show a significant
drop in the response during the 2018 data taking period. The drop in the average response can
be attributed to the degraded response in modules 12, 35 and 51. The maximum deviation of
2% in the response in E2 cells is observed between 2017 and 2018 data taking periods. The
deviation is not as significant as the one observed in the E1 cells. E3 cells show a drop in the
response over time. Cells in module 25 and 47 show the most damage as the years increased.
Module 32 and 34 in E4 show a drop in response during the 2017 and 2018 data taking periods.

5. Conclusions
Isolated muons from pp collision recorded by the ATLAS detector collected during the 2015-
2016, 2017 and 2018 data taking periods were used to measure the response of gap and crack
cells of the Tile Calorimeter. An unbinned negative log likelihood function was minimised to
obtain the average response of each cell during different data taking years. In the preliminary
results, the E1 scintillator cells show the biggest drop in response of 6.18%. This is due to a
drop in the response of modules 12, 35 and 51. In further studies, maximum likelihood methods
are to be employed in understanding the relative difference of the response in each cell.
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Abstract. This work examines the assessment of systematic uncertainties and quantification
of probable false signals on the fitting signal yield to Higgs-like production in the Zγ final
state, where the Z boson decays leptonically. Several sources of systematic uncertainties for the
measured observables are considered such as detector systematic uncertainties from detector
effects and modelling systematic uncertainties due to modelling of signal and the background
processes. To estimate the contribution of each source in the overall uncertainty, large-scale
Monte Carlo events simulation has been performed where the events correspond to an integrated
luminosity of 139 fb−1 dataset recorded by the ATLAS experiment in proton-proton collisions
during the LHC Run 2.

1. Introduction
The recent emergence of multi-lepton anomalies as deviations from Standard Model (SM)
predictions in several ATLAS and CMS analyses of Large Hadron Collider (LHC) data, may
point to the existence of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) [1–4]. An explanation to
these anomalies is well demonstrated by the decay of a heavy scalar H into a lighter one S and
a SM Higgs boson, H → SS, Sh, as per the 2HDM+S framework which requires the mass of
S to be in the range of 130 GeV to 160 GeV. The ATLAS and CMS have previously studied
the signatures of S in the side-band of the kinematics region in searches for the SM Higgs. In
addition, an evidence for the associate production of S has been accumulated with a mass of
151.5 GeV in Ref. [5], where it is assumed to be through the decay of Higgs-like scalar H.

In this context, it is anticipated that the production of H and excesses in the multi-lepton
final states at the LHC will have a significant production rate in a number of channels (i.e
γγ, Zγ). Motivated by this, a search for resonances with mass ms = 150 GeV is performed
in the Zγ final state where Z boson decays to lepton-antilepton pairs, µ+µ− and e+e−. Here
the Zγ channel is taken into consideration because, compared to the di-photon final state, a
Higgs-like boson (H) may have a relatively higher likelihood of decaying into a Zγ final state.
Because the expected signal excesses are overlaid with background processes that have similar
signatures, accurate and precise measurement of signal and background distributions is required.
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However, the precision of the measurements is significantly impacted by a number of
anticipated systematic uncertainties resulting from biases in experimental measurements as well
as Monte Carlo modeling of physical processes such as Standard Model (SM) backgrounds,
Beyond Standard Model (BSM) signals, and particle-detector interactions. Understanding
the systematic uncertainties for both our SM backgrounds and the BSM signals is crucial
for accomplishing this. Within the framework of ATLAS collaboration, a thorough analysis
of the systematic uncertainty sources is carried out taking into consideration the Combined
Performance group recommendations which is dedicated to object optimisation, identification
and selection. Moreover, the impact from spurious signal, fake signals systematics created by
the choice of the functional forms for background modeling will also be reviewed.

2. Experimental systematic uncertainty
The sources of systematic uncertainties taken into account in this study, for the expected number
of signal events include the following nuisance parameters (NP) for the µµγ channel: 10 muon
uncertainties, photon ID/Isolation/Trigger efficiency uncertainties and Pile-up. For the eeγ
channel we have: electron ID/Isolation/Reconstruction/Trigger, photon ID/Isolation/Trigger
efficiency uncertainties and pile-up.

2.1. Pileup re-weighting
Because the simulated pileup overlays the simulated process, the amount of pileup in each
simulated event is determined by drawing from a reference distribution of the mean number of
interactions per bunch crossing. This distribution may differ from the measured distribution
and need to be corrected by re-weighting simulated events with scale factors, which improves
the agreement. In order to estimate the uncertainty associated with pileup re-weighting, events
are also re-weighted with ±1σ variations of the nominal scale factor, where σ is its uncertainty
provided by the CP group in Refs. [6–8] . The difference in the event yield between re-weighting
with the nominal and the UP(DOWN) variation is taken as the UP(DOWN) uncertainty on the
signal yield.

2.2. Electrons
The e/γ energy scale, resolution and electrons reconstruction/identification/isolation efficiencies
in simulation are corrected in order to improve agreement with data. Energy scale and electron
resolution corrections are applied to each electron and reconstruction/identification/isolation
efficiency corrections are applied through event re-weighting. Uncertainties associated with
electron corrections are evaluated by varying the trigger, reconstruction, isolation and
identification scale factors of the leptons by ±1σ, and then recompute m``γ distribution after
varying the uncertainty sources.

• Energy resolution all: uncertainty related to electron energy smearing in simulation to
enhance resolution agreement between data and simulation.

• Energy scale all (AFS): uncertainty associated with calibration of electron energy scale in
simulation. A special set of calibrations and uncertainties are applied for samples simulated
with the Atlfast-II (AF2) parametrization instead of with GEANT4.

• Electron efficiency (ID, Iso, Reco): uncertainties associated with re-weighting of simulated
events such that identification, isolation, and reconstruction efficiencies in simulation agree
with those in data. Identification efficiency uncertainty is approximately ±3% on the signal
region yield and is the dominant systematic uncertainty.
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2.3. Muons
The momentum scale, e/γ resolution and isolation/reconstruction/track-to- vertex association
efficiencies of muons in simulation are also corrected. Muon resolution and momentum scale
corrections are applied to each muon, and isolation/ reconstruction/track-to-vertex association
(ttva) efficiency corrections are applied through event re-weighting. The same procedure used
to assess uncertainties for electrons is followed to assess uncertainties associated with these
corrections.

• Muon ID: uncertainty associated with charge-agnostic smearing of simulated muon pT in
the Inner Detector (ID) in order to improve muon ID pT resolution agreement between data
and simulation.

• Muon scale: uncertainty associated with calibration of the muon momentum scale in
simulation.

• Muon eff. Iso(Reco)(ttva) stat(sys) lowpt: similar to the efficiency uncertainties for
electrons but broken up into statistical and systematic errors on the weights.

• Muon sagitta rho: uncertainty associated with correction of muon momenta for charge-
dependent sagitta biases in simulation. Geometric deformations of the detectors affect the
sagitta measurement and consquently the momentum.

• Muon sagitta resbias: uncertainty associated with correction of muon momenta for residual
sagitta bias in simulation.

• Muon MS: uncertainty associated with charge-agnostic smearing of simulated muon pT in
the Muon Spectrometer (MS) in order to improve muon MS pT e/γ resolution agreement
between simulation and data.

2.4. Photons
The same procedure implemented in Subsec. 2.1 is applied to the photon isolation and
identification efficiency scale factors to estimate their uncertainty impact on the signal efficiency.
The signal efficiencies for each systematic variation corresponding to all samples mx in ee and
µµ channels are computed as:

SigEff =
Σ(yearnpasscut(with weight) ∗ lumi(year) ∗ xsec)/Sum w

lumiall ∗ xsec
. (1)

The relative systematic uncertainties on signal efficiency are summarised in Table 1 and the
corresponding plots illustrating their impact are presented as shown in Figure 1. A fit to the
systematic variations and nominal as a function of mX is performed in the top pad (red and green
curves) using a sum of first-order polynomial and logarithmic function: f = a+b∗x+c∗log(x+d).
The relative difference of the two curves computed in the bottom pad is fitted with a second-
order polynomial function, where the smallest and largest absolute numbers are extracted in
percentage and used as an estimate. The systematic uncertainties of less than 5% are not
considered significant in the analysis.

3. Spurious signal study
This section estimates the uncertainty of the various functions used to describe the background
shape. This uncertainty, referred to as spurious signal Nsig, arises from fitting a pure background
template using a given signal plus background functional forms. It is defined as the bias on the
signal yield caused by the choice of a particular background function. It is evaluated [9] by
fitting a high statistics background-only distributions, scaled to the luminosity of the data but
without introducing corresponding statistical fluctuations [10], with a signal plus background
model. The fitted signal yield is actually the bias caused by choice of such background model,
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Table 1: Summary of the main sources of systematic uncertainty for the measurement of
σ(pp→ X → Zγ) and of their contribution to the measurement uncertainty.

Category µµγ eeγ

Signal Efficiency
Photon ID efficiency uncertainty 0.497 – 1.051% 0.541 – 1.064%

Photon isolation efficiency uncertainty 0.591 – 0.925% 0.637 – 0.897%
Photon trigger efficiency uncertainty 0.000 – 0.028% 0.000 – 0.000%

Pile-up 0.000 – 0.028% 0.000 – 0.000%
Muon isolation efficiency (stat.) 0.034 – 0.190% 0.000%
Muon isolation efficiency (sys.) 0.278 – 0.624% 0.000%

Muon reconstruction efficiency (stat.) 0.121 – 0.132% 0.000%
Muon reconstruction efficiency (sys.) 0.342 – 0.649% 0.000%

Muon reconstruction efficiency (stat. lowpt) 0.012 – 0.033% 0.000%
Muon reconstruction efficiency (sys. lowpt) 0.023 – 0.048% 0.000%

Muon efficiency (ttva stat.) 0.065 – 0.120% 0.000%
Muon efficiency (ttva sys.) 0.059 – 0.137% 0.000%

Muon efficiency (trig. stat. uncertainty) 0.091 – 0.190% 0.000%
Muon efficiency (trig. sys. uncertainty) 0.970 – 1.665% 0.000%

Electron ID efficiency (total) 0.000% 2.314 – 2.758%
Electron Iso. efficiency (total) 0.000% 0.103 – 0.168%

Electron Reco. efficiency (total) 0.000% 0.485 – 0.538%
Electron Trig. efficiency (total) 0.000% 0.079 – 0.088%

Electron TrigEff. efficiency (total) 0.000% 0.002 – 0.003%
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Figure 1: Illustration of the impact of systematic uncertainty on signal efficiency resulting from
uncertainty in muon reconstruction efficiency (a) and muon isolation efficiency (b).

denoted as spurious signal SS in the study. The error of fitted signal yield is denoted as ∆S,
used to judge whether the background function satisfies selection criteria.
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Figure 2: Fitting on the background MC template (a) and fitting with S+B functions (b) for
150 GeV.

Name S/∆ S in % Spurious signal N par Chi2 Prob Pass selection

150 GeV

Category H0
FK0 72.3 18.6 2 14.8 PASS
FK1 136 38.7 3 11.9 PASS

Table 2: Spurious signal yield and fit properties of tested functions at 150 GeV.

The background template is constructed using a combination of SM Zγ (Sherpa CT10)
MC sample and Z+jets, which are the main dominant background processes. From previous
H → Zγ high mass analysis, the data in control region can describe Z+jet shape well, and the
statistical error in control region data is much smaller than Z+jet simulation. In this context,
the background MC sample (Zγ) is normalised to 90% of real data in the signal region and
combined with 10% of reverse photon identification data sample (Z+jet) in the control region,
based on the purity analysis from the previous Zγ papers. The following high-mass function of

different functional forms is used for fitting: fk(x; b, {ak}) = (1 − x)bx
∑k

j=0 aj log(x)j , k = 0, 1, 2,
noted as FK0, FK1 and FK2.

The template sample is saved in the histogram with 1 GeV per bin from 130 GeV to 1000 GeV.
A scan of the existence of signal with 1 GeV step is performed with the signal shape varying
as a function of mass. To find the suitable functional form that best describes background in
the data and avoid the spurious signal, “F-test” technique is introduced and a function with a
p-value smaller than 5% is selected. The results for VBF category at 150 GeV resonant mass
point are shown in Figure 3 and summarised in Table 2, and the yield of spurious signal over
its background fluctuations (S/δS) is expected to be less than 50%.

Conclusion and outlook
We successfully estimated the experimental systematic uncertainties and spurious signal of the
Higgs-like scalar H production at a mass interest of 150 GeV at the LHC. The study was
performed using Monte Carlo (MC) simulated VBF signal samples and background MC samples
(Zγ) corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1 dataset recorded by the ATLAS
experiment in proton-proton collisions during the LHC Run 2. According to preliminary results,
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Figure 3: TheNspurious/δNspurious as a function of mass for each functional (a) form and spurious
signal parametrisation fit (b) at 150 GeV

these uncertainties are relatively small (< 5%) and are not a limiting factor for this study.
Consequently, this study will move forward in terms of developing the statistical interpretation.
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Abstract. The measurements related to the different properties of the newly discovered Higgs
boson (h) at the LHC by ATLAS and CMS indicate that this 125 GeV boson is compatible with
the one predicted by the Standard Model (SM). However, this does not exclude the existence
of additional scalar bosons as long as their possible mixing with the SM Higgs is sufficiently
small, such that the properties of the latter remain to a good approximation unchanged. In a
recent phenomenological analysis, a search for narrow resonances with S → γγ, Zγ along with
leptons, di-jets, bottom quarks and missing energy was reported. The global significance of the
excess at mS = 151.5GeV is 4σ, whereas a combination with the multi-lepton anomalies gives
a significance larger than 5σ. Moreover, a recent CMS study in the W boson pair in proton-
proton collisions presented an excess in dilepton channel associated with the 0, 1 jet ggH tagged
categories . There it shows an excess around 150 GeV. With this motivation, in this analysis,
we consider a new physics model, namely, 2HDM+S , containing two new hypothetical scalar
bosons, H and S and check the compatibility of this CMS di-lepton spectra with the scalar
mass around 150 GeV.

1. Introduction
With the discovery of a Higgs-like boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) by ATLAS and
CMS collaboration, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics was complete. However, this
compatibility of the measurement with the SM does not exclude the possibility of additional
scalar bosons as long as the mixing with the SM higgs is small. In recent times, several
investigations of multi-lepton final states from ATLAS and CMS have revealed the so-called
“multi-lepton anomalies” as departures from the predictions of the Standard Model [1, 2, 3, 4].

These anomalous features of the LHC data can be explained well with singlet scalar bosons
extended to the SM. The full model that describes this signal is known as 2HDM+S, where
the 2HDM model is extended by a real singlet scalar. The scalar spectrum in the 2HDM+S
model has two CP-even (h,H), one CP-odd (A), and charged scalar bosons (H±), providing
ample area to examine the structure of scalar spectrum. Recently, a potential candidate for S
with a mass of 151.5 GeV was published in Ref. [5], where by integrating the side-band data
from the CMS and ATLAS searches (several analysis from di-photon, Zγ and bb̄ resonances
[6, 7, 8, 9]) for the SM Higgs, they have gathered evidences for the associated generation of new
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scalar particle S (perhaps via the decay of a heavier boson H) with a mass mS = 151.5 GeV. The
global significance of the excess at mS = 151.5GeV is 4σ, whereas a combination with the multi-
lepton anomalies gives a significance larger than 5σ. Furthermore, if a dark matter candidate
is included with this 2HDM+S model, it is possible to account for a variety of astrophysical
anomalies [10]. It is interesting that it may be simply extended to account for the muon g − 2
anomaly [11, 12].

Moreover, the Higgs decays into a pair of W bosons is one of the most important channels for
measuring the Higgs boson production cross section and couplings to SM particles since it has
the second-highest branching fraction (21.5%) of all the Higgs boson decay channels predicted by
the SM. The CMS collaboration recently published measurements of the Higgs boson properties
in the H →W+W− decay channel considering the Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) and gluon fusion
(ggH) production mechanism. They have also considered the associated production with a vector
boson with the final states with at least two charged leptons [13]. Here they presented an excess
around 150 GeV in dilpeton channel associated with the 0, 1 jet ggh tagged categories.

With this motivation, we have considered these dilepton channels and studied the transverse
mass distribution of Higgs in light of the 2HDM+S model. We here studied the Observed
distributions of the mTH in the 0-jet and 1-jet ggH pT2 > 20 GeV and pT2 < 20 GeV different
flavor (DF) categories.

2. The Model
Here, we provide a quick overview of the 2HDM+S model. We have expanded a Type-II two
Higgs doublet model 2HDM with a real singlet scalar, ΦS ; the notation is maintained from the
reference, [14]. The model’s potential is indicated by:

V (Φ1,Φ2,ΦS) = m2
11|Φ1|2 +m2

22|Φ2|2 −m2
12(Φ

†
1Φ2 + h.c.)

+
λ1
2

(Φ†1Φ1)
2 +

λ2
2

(Φ†2Φ2)
2 + λ3(Φ

†
1Φ1)(Φ

†
2Φ2)

+ λ4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ

†
2Φ1) +

λ5
2

[(Φ†1Φ2)
2 + h.c.]

+
1

2
m2

SΦ2
S +

λ6
8

Φ4
S +

λ7
2

(Φ†1Φ1)Φ
2
S +

λ8
2

(Φ†2Φ2)Φ
2
S .

(1)

The SU(2)L Higgs doublets in this case are Φ1 and Φ2, while the singlet field is ΦS . The first
three lines of eqn. 1 are the 2HDM potential. The singlet scalar field is represented by the final
four terms. By enforcing a Z2 symmetry, which causes all the quarks of a given charge to couple
to a single Higgs doublet, the tree-level FCNCs may be avoided. The m2

12 term softly breaks the
Z2 symmetry. Additionally, the extension of the Z2 symmetry to the Yukawa sector guarantees
the absence of FCNC at tree level. In this work, we suppose that the real singlet scalar obtains
a vacuum expectation value (vev) and satisfies the Z2 symmetry. This makes the singlet scalar
a strong candidate for dark matter. We assumed λi to be real as the explicit CP violation is
not considered. The minimization conditions then obtained by minimizing the potential with
the three Higgs fields with vevs. Φ1 → v1/

√
2, Φ2 → v2/

√
2 and ΦS → vS . The conditions are,

∂V

∂[v1, v2, vS ]
= 0. (2)

Which then results in the following three relations:

m2
11 = −1

2(v21λ1 + v22λ345 + v2Sλ7) + v2
v1
m2

12, (3)

m2
22 = −1

2(v22λ2 + v21λ345 + v2Sλ8) + v1
v2
m2

12, (4)

m2
S = −1

2(v21λ7 + v22λ8 + v2Sλ6), (5)
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Figure 1. mH
T distributions for 0-jet ggh pT2 < 20 GeV (left) and pT2 > 20 GeV (right) DF

Categories [13].

where λ345 = λ3 + λ4 + λ5.
Then, in order to determine the relationship between the physical parameters and the masses

of the neutral and charged higgses, we solve these conditions in addition to the ones that were
obtained after diagonalizing the mass matrices of the CP-even, CP-odd, and charged higgs. For
further information, see the Ref. [14] and the references there in.

3. Simulation and Event selection
The Monte Carlo simulation of proton - proton collisions at the LHC is simulated with CM
energy of 13 TeV. The model file for the 2HDM+S is implemented with FeynRules [15]. Using
Madgraph5 [16] and the NNPDF3.0 parton distribution functions [17], the parton level signal
events are produced. After this parton level event simulation, we have used Pythia8 [18] for the
showering and hadronization. The detector level simulation is conducted using Delphes(v3) [19].

In this analysis, the events are chosen by necessitating the presence of at least two charged
leptons (electron or muon) with high pT , high pmiss

T , and a varying number of hadronic jets.
Through out the analysis, only hadronic jets with pT > 30 GeV are considered. The highest pT
(leading) lepton in the event is required to be greater than 25 GeV and for sub-leadng leptons,
the minimum pT requirement is of 10 GeV. On top of these basic selection criteria, the leading
leptons must join up to produce an opposite-charged eµ pair. By vetoing events that contain any
b-jet with pT > 20 GeV, contributions from top quark production are minimised. To minimize
QCD events with multiple misidentified jets, the dilepton invariant mass m`` must be larger
than 12 GeV. The pT of the dilepton system p``T is considered to exceed 30 GeV. Moreover,
the transverse mass built with pmiss

T and the momentum of the subleading lepton mT (`2, pmiss
T )

is needed to be higher than 30 GeV. Here mT for a group of particles {Pi} with transverse
momenta −→p T,i is identified as :

mT ({Pi}) =
√(∑

|−→p T,i|
)2 − |

∑−→p T,i|2 (6)

The events with zero and one hadronic jets are subdivided into two distinct categories.
Finally, these sub-categories are further separated based on whether the sub-leading lepton’s
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Table 1.

Parameter Fit Result

pT2 < 20 GeV NSM 0.98 ± 0.02
NBSM 3.86 ±1.72

Figure 2. The SM+BSM fit result for the transverse mass spectrum of Higgs .

pT is more than or less than 20 GeV.

4. Results
As mentioned in the previous section, in this analysis we have selected events for the dilepton
final states, based on the cuts and analysis techniques given in the experimental search results
[13].The SM background predictions and their related systematic uncertainties were obtained
straight from the experimental papers to ensure agreement with the experimental findings. As
the mass of Higgs boson cannot be reconstructed in the W+W− channel because of the existence
of neutrinos in the final state, the Higg’s Boson transverse mass mH

T = mT (``, pmiss
T ) is chosen

as a good observable to discriminate the signal from different background processes, such as
DY → τ+τ− and V γ. The distributions of mH

T for 0-jet category are given in fig. 1 [13]. Each
figure’s bottom panel displays the comparison between the total SM prediction and the number
of events observed in the data. It is quite apparent from the left panel of fig. 1 that, there
exists an excess in the transverse mass distribution of Higgs at around 150 GeV. To address
this excess, a fit has performed to the data using the SM+BSM hypothesis. Here, we consider
a single degrees of freedom, namely NSM which normalizes the SM components of the fit (SM
Higgs + SM background). On the other hand, another degree of freedom NBSM is considered,
which maps directly to the normalisation of BSM signal. As a representative case, we here
discuss the fit for 0-jet, pT2 < 20 GeV category. The preliminary result of this fit is given in
Table 1 corresponding to a significance of 3.38 σ. The distribution overlaid with the SM+BSM
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fit is shown in the upper panel of Figure 2. The fit for pT2 > 20 GeV will be done later. However,
pT2 < 20 GeV fit has the largest sensitivity.

5. Summary and Conclusion
In this analysis, we have studied the dilepton anomalies reported in recent CMS analysis in the
W boson pair in proton-proton collisions. We investigated the transverse mass distribution of
Higgs, mH

T as an important kinematic observable in various signal regions. The events with zero
and one hadronic jets are subdivided into two distinct categories depending on the value of the
pT of subleading lepton. As a representative case, we here present the preliminary result of the
fit for 0-jet with pT2 < 20 GeV category. The fitted distribution is in good agreement with the
data. Therefore, in conclusion we found that the signal from the 2HDM+S model explain the
data reasonably well.
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Abstract. We conducted a study of the ratio of the top quark pair in association with a photon
to the top quark pair at the precision of NLO QCD predictions at the LHC with the top quark
decay leptonically. This channel is selected because it provides a clean signal while limiting all
the background contamination. The top quark pair production cross-section has been measured
at LO and NLO in proton-proton collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV. The events with exactly one

electron and one muon, at least two jets, one of which is a b-tagged, are selected. Monte Carlo
simulations at leading-order and next-to-leading-order accuracy are used to construct many
relevant kinematic observables. These observables are the kinematic variables involving the
photon, the angular separation between the two leptons, and the angular separation between
the photon and leptons etc.

1. Introduction
The top quark is the heaviest known fundamental particle, with a mass mt that is significantly
greater than any of the other quarks and very close to the scale at which electroweak sym-
metry breaks. A crucial element of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) physics program is the
study of top quark production and decay characteristics. Top quarks are primarily produced
from gluon-gluon fusion in quark-antiquark pairs (tt) and the precise prediction of the corre-
sponding inclusive cross-section depends on both the top quark mass and the gluon parton
distribution function (PDF). This poses a significant challenge for QCD calculational meth-
ods. The rate at which the top quark pair is produced can be enhanced in physics beyond
the standard model (BSM). For evaluating the predictions of the Standard Model (SM) and its
potential extensions, precise measurements of top-quark production are needed. Since its mass
is at electroweak scale and in order to understand its electroweak interaction, the production of
top-quark pair associated with a high-energy photon can be used to explores the tγ electroweak
coupling. Additionally, the measurements of the cross-sections of these processes are particularly
important since these topologies are delicate to BSM physics. Thus the purpose of this study
can be broken into two parts, first is to provide a systematic analysis in the dilepton top quark
decay channel for both processes; pp→ tt and pp→ ttγ, while we aim to find the most detailed
NLO prediction for the cross section ratio. The second part is looking at potential correlations
between the two processes in different regions of phase space in an effort to reduce any theoret-
ical uncertainties, it will be feasible to determine whether differential cross section ratios have
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improved predictive capacity for new physics searches. The ATLAS and CMS experiments at
the LHC are actively driving top quark studies, which are crucial for understanding the basic
interactions. The top quarks are dominantly produced in pairs at the LHC through strong
interactions, although they can also be produced individually by electroweak interactions. The
top quark therefore enables various testing of the underlying forces depending on the production
mode. The measurements of top quark parameters, such as top quark mass, width, charge, total
and differential cross sections, top quark spin correlations, and top quark charge asymmetry,
including differential top quark charge asymmetries, are the main focus for both experiments.

The final state topologies in the top-qaurk pair production depend on the decay modes of theW
bosons since the top quark decays ∼ 99% of the time in the SM to a W boson and a b-quark [1].
The channel with two leptons (electron and muon pair) with opposite electric charges referred
to as eµ channel is considered in this study because of the W boson decaying leptonically. This
channel provides a clean signal and it contains less background contamination. The measure-
ment of the top quark pair cross section has been measured at center of mass energy

√
s =

7, 8 and 13 TeV [2, 3, 4] using the events with opposite-sign eµ pair and one or two b-tagged
jets. The CDF Collaboration presented the first evidence for the production of tt in association
with a high energy photon (ttγ) and the ATLAS Collaboration confirmed the observation of this
process in proton-proton collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV [5]. The top pair cross-section was measured

by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations at
√
s = 8 TeV [6, 7]. The ATLAS Collaboration made

the first measurements of the inclusive and differential cross sections at
√
s = 13 TeV [8]. In this

study were present a ratio measurement between the LO and NLO production of the top quark
pair and top quark in association with a high energy photon. The ratio will be measured as
a function of angular variables associated to the photon and the leptons together with angular
separations between the two leptons in the event.

At
√
s = 8 TeV, ATLAS has previously reported measurements of the absolute and normalized

differential cross-sections as functions of the transverse momentum plT (l = e, µ) and absolute
pseudorapidity |ηl| of the single leptons. This also includes the transverse momentum peµT , in-
variant mass meµ and absolute rapidity |yeµ| of the eµ system, the absolute azimuthal angle
|∆ϕ| amongst the two leptons in the transverse direction. These distributions were found to
be typically well represented by predictions from next-to-leading order (NLO) fixed-order QCD
computations and leading order (LO) multileg. In this study we intend to measure the above
mentioned kinematic distributions using the two processes, tt and ttγ generated at LO and NLO,
while selecting events with opposite sign eµ and b-tagged.

The reason for selecting the eµ channel is not only because of its clean final state with minor
background contamination but also not requiring multivariate analysis technique to separate the
signal and background processes. In order to compare the cross-sections with the theoretical
calculation in Ref. [8], the cross-sections are also measured at the parton level rather than the
particle level. The calculation represents the first comprehensive computation for tt production
with and without a hard final-state photon in hadronic collisions at NLO, taking into account
all resonant and non-resonant diagrams, interferences, and off-shell effects of the top quarks and
the W bosons.

2. Monte Carlo and Event selection
To generate event samples for both signal processes we use Monte Carlo (MC) generator Mad-
graph5 [9], interfaced with Pythia 8 [10] for parton showers. The detector simulation is performed
using Delphes [11]. The NNPDF2.3LO PDF [12] set was used to produce more pp interactions
that crossed through or were adjacent to bunch crossing. The ttγ and tt processes were gen-
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Figure 1. Distributions of the transverse momentum of jets and b-jets in the top row and the
transverse momentum of electron and muon in the bottom row for tt signal. The LO distributions
are in blue and the NLO distributions are in orange.

erated independently at matrix-element level with and without a photon at both the LO and
NLO in QCD.

The ATLAS detector collected the 139 fb−1 integrated luminosity data that was used in this
analysis during the period of Run 2. The main physics objects taken into account in this study
are photons, jets, b-jets, missing transverse momentum and leptons in the form of electrons and
muons. With the assistance of reconstructed tracks in the ID system, the energy deposits in the
electromagnetic calorimeter are used to reconstruct the electrons. They are chosen using a tight
working point from a combined likelihood approach [13], and they must be separated based on
the calorimeter and tracking quantities. The selected electrons must be within |η| < 2.5GeV and
pT > 25GeV. Muons are reconstructed using an algorithm that integrates the track segments
from the muon spectrometer and the ID tracks. The same isolation criteria has been applied for
muons and electrons in the track and calorimeter. Where the track must start from the primary
collision vertex, muons that satisfy |η| < 2.5 and pT > 25GeV are selected.

Energy accumulated at the electromagnetic calorimeter’s core is used to reconstruct photons.
If the candidates match one or two reconstructed tracks that are compatible with coming from
a photon conversion, they are selected. The selection requirements are met by photons with
pT >25GeV and |η| < 2.37. Their energies are calibrated as shown in Ref. [14], and they are
reconstructed and identified as described there. The anti-kt algorithm is used with the topo-
logical cluster of cells in the calorimeter to reconstruct jets [15] with a distance ∆R ≤ 0.4 [16].
The selected jets need to have pT >25GeV and |η| < 2.5. By using the b-jets tagging algo-
rithm (MV2c10) [17] to the jets, b-quark hadronization jets known as b-tagged jets are identi-
fied. The MV2c10 algorithm is a multivariate discriminant that makes use of the track impact
parameters and secondary vertices. The selection criteria for both signal processes employed
in this study are the same, except for ttγ there is an extra requirement; events must contain
at least one photon that meets the aforementioned photon criterion. The generated samples
are examined through the comparison of distributions as shown in Figure 1 for tt process and
Figure 2 for ttγ process.
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Figure 2. Distributions of the transverse momentum of jets, b-jets and electron in the 1st row.
The 2nd row is the distributions of the rapidity of the photon, transverse momentum of the
photon and the separation in the rapidity-azimuthal angle plane between a photon and a lepton
for ttγ. The transverse momentum of the muon is in the 3rd row. The LO distributions are in
blue and the NLO distributions are in orange.

3. Results
At the center-of-mass energy of

√
s = 13 TeV for Run II of the LHC, the distributions for the

pp→ tt and pp→ ttγ processes were determined. We find the dominant partonic subprocesses is
useful for determining the correlations and any differences between the two production processes.
The scattering of two gluons contributes 79% (88%) of the LO pp→ tt (pp→ ttγ) cross section,
while the quark antiquark makes up the remaining portion 21% (12%) [18]. The kinematics
of the final states in pp → tt and pp → ttγ, with two charged leptons, their transverse
momentum and b-tagged jets, should be similar due to the domination of the gg production
process in both instances. The NNPDF2.3 set has been used for all of the differential cross
sections that are shown in the following. For both production processes, we use the kinematic-
independent renormalization and factorizationscales µR = µF = µ0 with the central value mt

since both processes are comparable from the perspective of QCD, as indicated by the kinematic
distributions in figure 1 and 2. In order to highlight shape similarities and differences between the
two processes, the distributions are normalized to unity. The distributions do not significantly
change between the two processes although in some kinematic variables we do see change. This
is because gg production predominates, favoring jet emissions at slower rates [18].
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Figure 3. Distributions of ∆ϕeµ in the top row and the invariant mass of the two leptons in
the bottom row. The are also accompanied by the ratio plots of NLO to LO distributions.

3.1. Ratio of cross-section
We would like to see if the theoretical forecasts accuracy can be improved. We also wish to
examine whether theoretical uncertainties rely on certain fixed scales. The cross-section ratio
equations (Eqn 1 and 2) will be used to describe any deviations between the LO and NLO
processes. Ratio of both processes are calculated using the total cross section measured at LO
and NLO matrix element.

ℜLO =
σttγ
σtt

=
0.2298

59.9
= 0.0038 (1)

ℜNLO =
σttγ
σtt

=
0.2489

76.54
= 0.0033 (2)

To be more precise, we want to see if the theoretical uncertainties for the fixed scale choice can
be maintained to around 10%. On the other hand, we would want to examine if a few percent
precision, or accuracy similar to that of NNLO calculations for tt production, can be attained
in the case of the dynamical scale choice used in this study. From an experimental standpoint,
measurements in the regions of phase space defined by selection cuts that closely mimic detector
response are more appropriate, simply because such measurements do not introduce extra
uncertainties due to model-dependent extrapolations to parton level of tt objects and to the
regions of phase space outside the detector sensitivity. Reduced final state decay products
paired with photon emission from charged leptons and b-jets drastically alter the ratio. Figure 3
displays the ratio of NLO to LO as a function of the azimuthal angle shift and the invariant
mass of two leptons in the eµ channel. According to the ratio plots in Figure 3, the products
at LO and NLO do not differ much from one another, with the exception of higher momentum
values for tt process, particularly for the invariant masses of the two charged leptons. Precise
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generations of tt and ttγ at high order are expected to reduce the discrepancies seen at high
momentum values.

4. Conclusion
The main objective of this work is to get more accurate theoretical predictions for top quark pair
tt production in the di-lepton channel. In order to achieve this, meaningful cross-section ratios
for tt and ttγ production have been investigated using completely realistic NLO simulations.
These cross sections are based on LO and NLO matrix components for the 2→6 and 2→7
production processes, which contain interference for all top quark and W boson interactions. It
is believed that different parton distribution functions are expected to measure the cross section
precisely and in this study we have only considered one parton distribution function named
NNPDF3.0 pdf collection. Other pdf sets can be examined in future studies to enhance the
cross-section measurements, which might reduce the discrepancy between the two LO and NLO
process generation.
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Abstract. We have developed a machine learning-based generative model to estimate the
kernel density of the data using the Gaussian kernel and then have generated additional
samples from this distribution. This model uses scikit-learn to generate a list of particle four-
momenta from the proton-proton collisions produced at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). We
demonstrate the ability of this approach to reproduce a set of kinematic features, that are
used for the search for new resonances decaying to Zγ, final states at the LHC. This model
is constructed to take the pre-processed Zγ events and generate sample data with accurate
statistics mimicking the original distributions and achieving better performances compared to
the standard event Monte-Carlo generators.

1. Introduction
In the modern era, machine learning generative models are a widely used technology around the
world for synthetic data generation. A team of high energy physicist uses these techniques to
increase the efficiency of data analysis and event generation at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1].
Variational Auto Encoders (VAE) [2, 3] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [4] are
two widely used fast simulation deep generative algorithms in HEP. They two models illustrate
the process of generating simulated events more rapidly and precisely reproduce the sample data
distribution. However, focus of GAN and VAE is to generate data mostly in image form. These
models are difficult to train and need a large amount of data for the purpose [5].

In this paper we investigate the performance of a non-deep machine learning model based
on Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [6], which is a well-known method for density estimation.
This model, whose traditional name was the Parzen-Rosenblatt Windows method, learns the
distribution of events in a non-parametric manner. The model estimates the density of real data
distribution and generates sample data out of that distribution [7].

At the LHC, the ATLAS [8] and CMS experiments made the Higgs boson discovery in
2012 [9, 10]. Many experiments, including those at the LHC, are now devoted to search
for direct evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) in the wake of this finding.
The experimental results allow for a better understanding of the SM’s limitations, which is
a theoretical model developed to understand elementary particles and their interactions [11].
Most of the experiments at the LHC depend on Monte Carlo (MC) simulator for data generation,
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which is a time consuming and CPU expensive process. Machine learning based generative
models has been integrated with MC generators accelerate the efficiency of generating simulated
events. The High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) projects are aimed to increase
the luminosity in the future. As a result, it will increase the demand of machine learning based
generative models to handle the challenge.

2. Method
In this paper we chose KDE for our study because it is a non-parametric methodology that
necessitates no previous assumption of a distribution function for probabilities and relies on
only one parameter, known as bandwidth, to accurately estimate the density. Usually small
tabular data sets requires simple modeling methods based on density estimation. There are
numerous density estimation methods, such as KDE [12] the Gaussian mixture model [13], and
copulas [14].

2.1. Kernel density estimation
To find the shape of the estimated density function, we generate a set of points equidistant from
each other and estimate the kernel density at each point. Kernel Density is a non-parametric
technique for determining the probability density function of a random sample (x1, x2, ..., xn)
from a distribution with unknown density function f(x). The kernel density estimation is defined
as follows:

p(x) =
1

nh

n∑

j=1

K
(x− xj)

h
(1)

where h is the bandwidth parameter that enforces the smoothness of density estimation. The
only parameter that impacts the model’s accuracy is bandwidth [15, 16]. This model learns
the density of the given data and generates synthetic data based on the same distribution. To
generate synthetic data, we used the python libraries scikit-learn and NumPy, which implement
the Ball Tree or KD Tree algorithm [17]. KDE can be implemented in any dimension, however,
its performance degrades at high dimensionality. Which is known as the curse of dimensionality.
The scikit-learn library allows cross-validation tuning of the bandwidth parameter to obtain
the best model and returns the parameter value that maximizes the log-likelihood of data.
GridSearchCV is the function we can use to accomplish this, and it requires different bandwidth
parameter values [17].

2.2. Dataset
The Zγ SM MC samples used in this analysis have been generated using Madgraph5 [18]
and the detector level simulation is performed using Delphes(v3) [19]. The MC-simulated
Higss Boson signal used in this study for analysis purpose. The analysis focuses around the
centre of mass of 150 GeV (132 GeV < mllγ < 168 GeV). The simulated Zγ background data
was used, Higgs-like heavy scalar decaying to Zγ (pp → H → Zγ) events, where Z → e+e−

or Z → µ+µ−. The kinematic features used in the study are Zγ invariant mass mℓℓγ , the
transverse momentum, azimuthal angle, pseudo-rapidity and energy of the leading lepton, sub-
leading lepton and photon respectively, Ptℓ1|ℓ2|γ , Φℓ1|ℓ2|γ , ηℓ1|ℓ2|γ , Eℓ1|ℓ2|γ , missing transverse

energy Emiss
T and it’s azimuthal angle ΦEmiss

T
, the number of jets Nj , the number of central jets

Ncj , ∆Rℓℓ (∆R ≡
√
(∆ηll)2 + (∆ϕll)2), Ptℓℓ/mℓℓγ , ∆Φℓℓ, and ∆Φ(Emiss

T , Zγ).

3. Results
Colab, a free Jupyter notebook environment, was used to run the model, which is powered by an
NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU. A generative model is built using the Scikit-learn and NumPy libraries
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Figure 1. Plots comparing Monte Carlo (MC) and generated data from the Zγ data set based
on the best selected hyper parameter. Blue and orange plots depict MC and generated data,
respectively. The blue columns beneath the data plots show the relative difference ratio.
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Figure 2. Plots comparing Monte Carlo (MC) and generated data from the Zγ data set based
on the best selected hyper parameter. Blue and orange plots depict MC and generated data,
respectively. The blue columns beneath the data plots show the relative difference ratio.
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Figure 3. Comparison of correlation heatmap plots for Monte Carlo, synthetic data, and the
correlation difference between Zγ data sets. The plots indicate a good correlation.

to take pre-processed Zγ data and generate data with accurate statistics that mimic MC data
samples from the ATLAS experiment. All the features of both generated and MC data has been
compared with their corresponding local relative difference in Figures 1 and 2. The results show
that generated model works reasonably and it is able to mimic the real MC samples with a local
relative difference that fluctuates between 0.25% and 0.5%. The features correlation heat-map
plots for Monte Carlo, generated data, and the correlation difference between Zγ data sets is
visualised in, Figure 3.

4. Conclusion
The study presented in this paper describe the performance of Kernel Density Estimation
generated synthetic data. The results show that our model generates synthetic data reasonably
well. Further efforts are being made to improve the model’s consistency and correlation.
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Abstract. A search for semi-visible jets arising from dark matter, using Run 2 data recorded
with the ATLAS detector at the LHC with a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is presented. For
this search the hidden sector is hypothesized to couple to the standard model (SM) via a heavy
leptophobic Z′ mediator via a resonant production qq̄ → Z′ → χχ. Semi-visible jets present
an unusual topology, where the visible states in the shower are standard model hadrons and
the strongly coupled hidden sector contains dark quarks which result in dark hadrons. This
gives a final state consisting of a jet aligned with missing transverse energy due a mixture of
stable, invisible dark hadrons and visible hadrons from an unstable subset of dark hadrons that
promptly decay to SM particles. The resonant production and decay of such a mediator will
result in a dijet system of semi-visible jets, a signature ignored by most dark matter searches.

1. Introduction
The study of particle physics is focused on our understanding of elementary particles and the
means by which they interact. The Standard Model of particle physics describes the fundamental
particles and their interactions, and has so far been highly consistent with experimental data.
This sophisticated model gives a complex explanation of 17 fundamental particles in nature,
from the vector (g, γ, W, Z) and scalar (H) bosons to the three generations of fermions (quarks
and leptons) [1]. Despite this the Standard Model is incomplete as it does not give a truly
sufficient description of the universe. As such, it would not be unreasonable to suspect the
existence of new physics at the energy scales explored at the LHC.

One enduring question we have long been faced with is dark matter, it is well known that dark
matter is an obscure and mysterious highly gravitational substance whose evidence is undeniable.
Dark matter does not interact with normal matter yet the mere existence of galaxies and the
occurrence of gravitational lensing, its presence is indisputable. Dating back to the 1930’s
there have been theories postulating the existence of dark matter, expressing the curiosity
of an unknown form of non-baryonic matter influencing the structure of the universe. Over
decades of questioning and observing there has been indirect evidence through astrophysical
and cosmological studies such as those of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [2].

Over time there has been an growing interest in dark matter and recent years have seen an
increase in searches exploring the dark sector, yet there is still no direct evidence of dark matter.
There is no suitable particle in the standard model which fits the role of dark matter and with
it making up 27% of the universe, the exploration of dark matter a necessity in furthering our
understanding of physics. In general most dark matter searches at the Large Hadron Collider
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(LHC) are focused on Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs). Since standard searches
are yet to yield substantial evidence, there are a number of phenomenological papers exploring
the possibility of approaching the dark sector through unique collider topologies.

Alternative scenarios for dark matter are hidden valley theories[3] which propose dark sectors
with potentially multiple new particles and new forces which are decoupled from the SM except
for the mediator particles. The dark sector may contain a new confining force analogous to
that of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in the SM. These models are of interest as they are
relatively unexplored experimentally but may present a range of novel kinematic signatures as
they generate dark showers [4].

There are a number of considerations which may motivate the search for strongly-coupled
dark sectors at the LHC. Because of baryon asymmetry an abundance of visible matter arises,
this may be the case for dark matter as well, where a similar mechanism may explain the
abundance of dark matter observed in our universe [5]. Cosmological measurements of the dark
matter density have been identified to be similar to visible matter, however, approximately five
times larger [6]. This points to the idea that dark matter may consist of composite particles,
and in some scaled the new confining force, refered to as dark QCD, may have a relation to SM
QCD [7], which favours scales of the order of 10 GeV and in the TeV scale for the mediator
mass. In general terms, these models have the ability to produce the correct DM relic denisty[8].

2. Semi-Visible Jets
In this preceeding a search for semi-visible jets is performed, where semi-visible jets are jet-
like collider objects, and the visible states in the shower are Standard Model hadrons, and the
strongly coupled hidden sector contains dark quarks. These dark quarks decay and hadronize
to stable and unstable quarks. The unstable quarks then decay to SM quarks, giving a final
state jet aligned with missing energy. The dark sector contains many flavours of dark quarks
(χ1, χ2, χ3, ...) which form bound states referred to as dark hadrons, and these dark hadrons may
be stable or unstable. The unstable dark hadrons decay promptly to SM quarks, however the
stable dark hadrons are the DM candidates and pass the detector without interacting. This leads
to a collimated mixture of visible and invisible particles, which are termed as semi-visible jets.
Thus, the signature will be a pair of jets where if the jets are aligned to the missing transverse
energy, and the amount of missing transverse energy is expected to be moderate, because both
of the jets contain visible particles, meaning that a portion of the transverse component of the
overall MET will cancel out when the jets are produced back to back.

The number of dark-matter particles produced in the shower impacts the amount of missing
transverse energy, this effect is parametrised by the fraction of stable and unstable invisible
dark hadrons, given by rinv = Nstable/Ntotal [9]. The paramter rinv can have a value between 0
and 1 and since events containing jets aligned with missing transverse momentum are explicitly
rejected from the signal regions of existing collider DM searches, a large portion of the parameter
space of this model has not yet been covered, in particular events with intermediate values of
rinv.

Current DM searches are more sensitive to dark sector models having an rinv ≈ 1 yielding
events having high missing energy and some initial-state radiation [10]. Note that current dijet
searches favour dark sector models having rinv ≈ 0, which yield events having two jets but
low missing energy [11]. Thus this search supplements these efforts. We consider the resonant
production process where two quarks decay to a leptophobic Z ′ boson mediator giving two dark
quarks, qq̄ → Z ′ → χχ [9]. The leptophobic Z ′ boson mediator arises from broken a U(1)
symmetry, with couplings to SM quarks gq and dark quarks gχ. The leptophobic Z ′ gauge
boson couples to the SM baryon current Jµ

SM [12]:

L ⊃ 1

4
Z ′µνZ ′

µν −
1

2
M2

Z′Z ′
µZ

′µ − gSMZ′ Z ′
µJ

µ
SM . (1)
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The Z ′ gauge boson is responsible for linking the dark and visible sector, producing the Z ′

portal [13]. As mentioned, the Z ′ mediator arises from a U(1) symmetry breaking, and the
simulated signal samples are passed through a hidden valley model, where by the one employed
for this search is based on Ref [12]. The SM jets then arise from a multi-step process; the
dark quarks shower and hadronize in the dark sector and the unstable dark hadrons then decay
promptly to SM quarks, and finally the SM quarks shower and hadronize visibly. Since the SM
quarks are much less massive than the dark hadrons, they are produced in the intermediate
decay step with a much higher relative momentum because the SM particle showers to spread
out. Thus the jets are expected to be wider than typical SM jets.

Figure 1. Feynman diagram of the leading-order resonant production of dark quarks through
a Z ′ mediator, with relevant couplings to SM quarks (gq) and dark quarks (gχ) indicated at the
vertices.

The cross section σZ′ is determined by the mediator mass mZ′ and the SM coupling gq, but
the branching fraction Bdark = B(Z ′ → χχ) depends on both couplings gq and gχ[9], and the
production rate is defined as rZ′ = σZ′Bdark. For B ≈ 100%, we assume gχ ≫ gq, where the
dark gluon is the dark QCD force carrier, binding the dark quarks into dark hadrons. These
may be vectors (ρ) or pseudoscalars (π).

The stable dark hadrons are (πDM
dark) and (ρDM

dark) and the unstable dark hardons are (πdark)
and (ρdark), respectively. The dark hadrons are assumed to be degenerate in mass having a small
scale mdark. The dark QCD force coupling strength, αdark, is an undetermined parameter which
primarily influences the dark shower dynamics, where it modifies the transverse momentum pT
as well and multiplicity of the dark hadrons, as well as the width of the resulting particle shower.
The invisible fraction rinv is a varied parameter, where in previous theories the variation of this
fraction has not been considered, making this the most novel parameter.

3. Analysis Strategy and Signal Selection
In this search a benchmark model the leptophobic Z ′ boson having a mass of 1500 GeV is
chosen, the jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt10 algorithm and the fraction of stable vs
invisible dark hadrons in this case is 0.3. The signal generation is done using MadGraph [14]
for the matrix element, and Pythia8 [15] for shower and hadronisation using the hidden valley
model, as it uses dark sector showering. For our signal selection, since for our final state is jets
we require a lepton veto of no electrons or muons with transverse momentum pT > 7 GeV, as
the detector cannot distinguish at low pT values. The leading jet transverse momentum must
be greater than 250 GeV, without this selection there are too many initial-state radiation jets
polluting the topology. Since we will have a jet aligned with the MET, we require that the
∆ϕ between the missing energy (MET) and the closest jet must be less than 2, and we require
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that the number of b-jets are less than 2. The signal has two jets produced back to back both
containing invisible particles, the semi-visible jet (svj) is chosen as the jet closest to the MET.

Figure 2. The ∆ϕ between the closest jet and
MET which selects the svj.

Figure 3. The pT distribution of the svj.

Figure 4. The ∆ϕ between the subleading jet
and MET.

It is interesting to note that for most cases considered, the subleading jet is tagged as the
svj, as shown in Figure 4. The anti-svj is jet produced back to the svj, which is thus the jet
farthest from the MET. Again we see that in most cases the leading jet is tagged as the anti-svj
as shown in Figure 6.

The goal is to construct the resonant mass peak accounting for the invisible fraction, Figure 11
shows the invariant mass of the leading and sub-leading jet mass without accounting for the
invisible fraction, where the mass peak is around 800 GeV and not the 1500 GeV mass of the
mediator Z ′ boson.
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Figure 5. The ∆ϕ between the farthest jet 
and MET, which selects the anti-svj.

Figure 6. The pT distribution of the anti-svj.

Figure 7. MET for signal against mulitjet
background.

Figure 8. Leading-jet pT distribution for
signal against multijet background.

Figure 9. Number of jets for signal against 
multijet.

Figure 10. Svj transverse momentum for 
signal against multijet.
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Figure 11. Invariant mass of leading and sub-leading jets.

4. Conclusions
A preliminary study of semi-visible jet searches in a resonant production mode was presented.
The distributions describing signal characteristics are shown, with an initial look at the largest
background. The current invariant mass peak for the leading and sub-leading jet is contrary to
mass of the Z ′ mediator boson, where the mass peak needs to be reconstructed accounting for
the rinv fraction. The largest background is mutlijet, reducing the background is the greatest
challenge due to lack of discriminating values. This search is ongoing in ATLAS.
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Abstract. The production of a single top quark in association with a W and Z boson (tWZ ) is
a rare Standard Model process which has never before been detected. This process is sensitive
to the top quark electroweak coupling found in some Beyond Standard Model theories such
as Standard Model Effective Field theory and may hold information for constraining these
theories. A previous search has been performed for tWZ production using 139 fb−1 of proton-
proton collision data at a centre of mass energy of 13 TeV recorded at the ATLAS detector. The
search was performed across the tetralepton and trilepton final states and have been combined
to further increase the sensitivity of the analysis. This analysis was expanded to include a
comprehensive set of systematic uncertainties. The work presented will include new preliminary
blinded results for the cross section of tWZ production.

1. Introduction
The production of a single top quark in association with a W and Z boson (tWZ ) is a rare
Standard Model process which has never before been measured. Due to the electroweak vertices
involved in the radiation of the W and Z boson, the rate of production of the tWZ process is
dependent on how the top quark couples to the electroweak force. The top-electroweak coupling
has been identified [1] as a possible area for constraining new beyond Standard Model theories.
A precise measurement of the cross-section of the tWZ process will provide more information
regarding the coupling.

However, the measurement of the cross section of the tWZ process is difficult. The required
experimental signatures used to measure tWZ production are particularly rare due to the
prevalence of electroweak interactions. The rarity of the production causes a limiting of available
event statistics even when considering a large dataset such as the ATLAS Run 2 dataset. The
more impactful factor in the measurement is the similarities between the diagrams of tWZ and
tt̄Z production. When the next-to-leading order diagrams are considered, the tWZ diagram has
major overlaps with that of tt̄Z in which the diagrams differ by only a single lepton originating
from a top quark. This issue results in tt̄Z being a major background in the analysis as well as
requiring additional steps to perform diagram removal in order to differentiate these processes.

This analysis of the tWZ process uses two possible experimental signatures which are the
trilepton and tetralepton channels. Both channels require that the Z boson in the event decays
leptonically to pairs of electrons or muons. These experimental signatures have previously been
investigated [2, 3] where these analyses have been extended. The trilepton channel requires
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one of the W bosons (either the radiated W or the W produced by the top decay) to decay
hadronically with the other W decaying leptonically. The tetralepton channel requires both
of the W bosons to decay leptonically. These channels are used in a combined fit in order to
produce a combined result for the tWZ cross section. The analysis in the tetralepton channel has
been extended to account for a wider collection of systematic uncertainties as well as updated
simulated samples. The details of the tetralepton analysis and its results will be presented in
this proceedings. The analysis of the trilepton channel is in the process of a similar extension
but full results are not available at this time.

Figure 1. An example of a leading order
Feynman diagram of tWZ production where
the Z boson decays leptonically.

2. Datasets and Event Selection
This analysis utilises the full 139 fb−1 Run 2 proton-proton collision dataset taken using the
ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider between the years of 2015 and 2018. A comparable
set of simulated samples were generated for the tWZ process as well as any relevant background
processes in order to compare the ATLAS data to Standard Model predictions.

A summary of the baseline requirements for lepton and jet objects in each event is present
in Table 1. Any leptons which meet these requirements are considered loose leptons. A loose
lepton which passes an extra set of isolation and identification criteria is considered to be a
tight lepton. A fake lepton is an object which has incorrectly been misidentified as the expected
lepton or a lepton from a process which is not the process of interest. The classification of
jets containing b-hadrons, known as b-jets, is done using a machine learning algorithm DLr1 [4]
which uses various working points to describe the likelihood for a jet to contain a b-hadron. In
the analysis, a jet is defined as tight if it passes the 77% DLr1 working point while it is defined
as loose if it passes the 85% DLr1 working point but not the 77% DLr1 working point. A Z
boson candidate is defined as any pair of oppositely signed same flavoured (OSSF) leptons in an
event which have a reconstructed mass which is within 30GeV of the Z boson mass.

The definitions of the signal regions (SR) and control regions (CR) for the analysis are shown
in Table 1. Signal regions are constructed to maximise the presence of the signal process with
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respect to the background processes. The control regions are constructed to provide estimations
for the contributions of the various backgrounds so as to control for them when performing
the fitting procedure. The analysis uses two signal regions, tWZ OF SR and tWZ SF SR,
which differ only by a requirement on the two leptons which did not originate from a Z boson.
The region in which the two non-Z leptons are the same flavour, tWZ SF SR, is designed to
try isolate contributions from the ZZ background process in the signal regions. Three control
regions, tt̄Z CR, ZZb CR and (tWZ)fake, are used in the analysis. The tt̄Z CR and ZZb
CR regions are constructed to control for the background contributions from the tt̄Z and ZZ
processes respectively. The (tWZ)fake region requires 3 tight leptons and an additional loose
lepton where the region is designed to estimate the contribution of tt̄Z events which contain a
fake lepton.

Baseline selections

Nℓ = 4
pT (ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3, ℓ4) > (28, 18, 10, 10) GeV

pT (jet) > 20GeV, |η(jet)| < 4.5, jvt > 0.5
|η(ℓe)| < 2.47 excluding 1.37 < |η(ℓe)| < 1.52

|η(ℓµ)| < 2.5
4∑

i=1

charge(ℓi) = 0

All OSSF lepton pairs require mOSSF > 10GeV

Regions

tWZ OF SR tWZ SF SR tt̄Z CR ZZb CR (tWZ)fake CR

Ntight
ℓ = 4 Ntight

ℓ = 4 Ntight
ℓ = 4 Ntight

ℓ = 4
Ntight

ℓ = 3
Nloose

ℓ = 1

NZ candidate = 1 NZ candidate = 1 NZ candidate = 1 NZ candidate = 2 NZ candidate = 1

Njet ≥ 1 Njet ≥ 1 Njet ≥ 2 Njet ≥ 1 Njet ≥ 1

Ntight
b-jet = 1 Ntight

b-jet = 1
Ntight

b-jet ≥ 1
Ntight

b-jet = 1 Ntight
b-jet = 1Nloose

b-jet ≥ 0

Nloose
b-jet + Ntight

b-jet = 2

Opp. Flavour Non-Z ℓ Same Flavour Non-Z ℓ - - -

Table 1. A summary of the baseline selections for object definitions and the requirements for
the signal and control regions.

3. Background Discrimination
In order to differentiate the signal and background within the signal regions, a discriminating
variable is determined with a focus on separating tWZ events from major contributing
background processes, particularly tt̄Z events. This variable is calculated per event and is
produced by using the output of a scanning algorithm, the Two Neutrino Scanning Method
(2νSM), as an input into a broader machine learning model, a boosted decision tree (BDT),
along with other event properties.
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3.1. Two Neutrino Scanning Method
The Two Neutrino Scanning Method (2νSM) algorithm is constructed to produce a weight
between 0 and 1 which indicates the likelihood that an event contains a tt̄ pair. The 2νSM
score helps discriminate between the signal tWZ events and background tt̄Z since only the tt̄Z
events will have a tt̄ system. The algorithm tries to reconstruct the tt̄ system by considering
different neutrino kinematics.

The algorithm relies on knowing probability distributions for kinematic observables of the top
quarks and their neutrino decay products. A sample of simulated tt̄ events is used to construct
these distributions using generator-level information where the following variables are calculated:

m2
t1 = ℓ21 + b21 + ν21 ∆Ex = (pT,ν1)x + (pT,ν2)x − (Emiss

T )x

m2
t2 = ℓ22 + b22 + ν22 ∆Ey = (pT,ν1)y + (pT,ν2)y − (Emiss

T )y (1)

where ℓi are the 2 non-Z leptons and the bi are the 2 highest weighted jets according to the
DL1r algorithm. The product of these distributions are then used to define the 2νSM weight:

ω2νSM = Pr[mt1 ]Pr[mt2 ]Pr[∆Ex]Pr[∆Ey] (2)

where Pr[X] is the probability distribution function of X which results in a value between 0
and 1. A higher score indicates a more suitably reconstructed tt̄ system. In order to calculate
the maximum ω2νSM for some event, different possible configurations of neutrino pairs are
considered. Different values of angular components of the neutrino 4-vectors are scanned over
with the mt1 , mt2 , ∆Ex and ∆Ey being calculated for each configuration. These kinematic
variables are then evaluated on the generated distributions and the ω2νSM weight is found using
equation 2. Only the maximum ω2νSM weight is used to label the likelihood of a tt̄ system being
in an event.

3.2. Event-Level BDT
A binary classification boosted decision tree (BDT) was created to provide the required
discriminating variable. The input features of the model include the scalar sum of the transverse
momenta of the leptons, jets and b-jets, the angular differences between the two non-Z leptons
and the maximum ω2νSM score of the event. Since the objective of the model is binary
classification, the output of the model is a number between 0 and 1 where 0 is labelled a
background event and 1 is labelled a signal event. The model was trained using simulated
samples of tWZ , tt̄Z and ZZ where tWZ is labelled as examples of signal events and tt̄Z and
ZZ are labelled as examples of background events. An investigation of the feature importance
of the model found that the maximum ω2νSM score had the highest importance in the model.

4. Extraction Method
The rate of tWZ production is determined by the signal strength µ(tWZ) which is defined
as the ratio between the measured tWZ cross section and the Standard Model prediction for
the tWZ cross section. A signal strength of µ(tWZ) = 0 represents no detection of any tWZ
production while µ(tWZ) = 1 represents the Standard Model prediction for tWZ production.
The signal strength is determined using a binned profile likelihood fit [5]. The signal regions
and the tt̄Z control region are treated as histograms of the BDT discriminating variable while
the ZZb control region uses the scalar sum of all jet and lepton pT and Emiss

T . The (tWZ)fake
region uses the pT of the loose lepton in the event. During the fitting procedure, µ(tWZ) is
considered a parameter of interest while the weights of each histogram bin and each systematic
uncertainty are treated as nuisance parameters and are allowed to vary.
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5. Extracting the signal strength in the tetralepton channel
The analysis was first conducted using a fully blinded Asimov dataset which assumes that the
data within all regions appears exactly like the simulated samples. This toy dataset is useful
for making comparisons between different analysis strategies without exposing the analysis to
possible biases introduced by using the ATLAS dataset. The fully blinded fit result for the tWZ
signal strength µstatAsimov(tWZ) which allowed only statistical nuisance parameters to vary was
1.00 ± 0.93. When the systematic uncertainties were included, the fit result for µAsimov(tWZ)
was 1.00+1.25

−1.02. The comparison between the fit with only statistical uncertainties and the fit
with both statistical and systematic uncertainties shows that the analysis is mainly dominated
by statistical uncertainties. This is unsurprising due to the limited number of tWZ events
available in the tetralepton channel. However, the introduction of a wider set of systematic
uncertainties related to new calibrations increased the contributions of systematic uncertainties
more than expected. This may indicate that some precision may be gained by attempting to
mitigate these systematic contributions.

A fit was also performed using a mixed dataset where blinded Asimov data is only used in
the signal regions while the actual ATLAS data is used in the control regions. The fit result
for the tWZ signal strength µ(tWZ) using a mixed dataset was 2.00+1.61

−1.20 which agrees with the
Standard Model prediction. This result has an associated expected significance of Zexp

µ = 0.95σ
with respect to the Standard Model prediction. The measurement shows no significant deviation
from the Standard Model prediction.

The major contributing systematic uncertainties can be seen in the ranking plot in Figure 2.
When considering each of these systematic uncertainties, the uncertainty with the largest impact
on the fit result is that associated with the tt̄Z cross section. This is expected since tt̄Z is the
largest background process in the analysis and the ability to constrain its contribution should
greatly affect the fit result. Other notable systematic variables are those associated with the
tracking and reconstruction of jets and parton distribution function (PDF) calculations. These
are relevant due to the number of jets present in the various regions.

Figure 2. Ranking plot for the vari-
ations of the systematic uncertain-
ties involved in the mixed data pro-
file likelihood fit. The black points
(bottom axis) represent the pull asso-
ciated with each nuisance parameter.
The impact of each nuisance parame-
ter associated with the systematic un-
certainties (top axis) is shown using
the blue bars. Only the nuisance pa-
rameters with the ten highest impact
values are shown.
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6. Conclusion
The single top quark production with an associated W and Z boson is a rare Standard
Model process which has not been detected. A search for tWZ production was performed
which investigated the tetralepton and trilepton final states where only the blinded results for
the tetralepton channel were presented. The best fit value for the signal strength of tWZ
production in the tetralepton channel with respect to the Standard Model prediction was
µ(tWZ) = 2.00+1.61

−1.20 where Asimov data was used in the signal regions of the analysis. The
result had an associated expected significance of Zexp

µ = 0.95σ with respect to the Standard
Model prediction. No deviation from the Standard Model prediction was found. This result will
be extended through combination with the measurement in the tWZ trilepton channel.
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Abstract. The University of Cape Town Physics Department recently acquired a Siemens
Biograph 16 HiRez combined PET/CT scanner manufactured in 2005. Unlike older scanner
models utilized by the department in Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT), the Biograph
scanner uses modern lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO) scintillators with a rapid response time,
pixelated into a finer spatial grid. The new scintillating material promises an increased light
output and faster decay time resulting in improved spatial resolution and reduced dead time
compared to the conventional bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) crystals. Advanced front end
data acquisition and processing compliment the new detector physics enabling high (energy,
timing, & spatial) resolution measurements with low distortion. The LSO crystal dimensions
are 4 x 4 x 20 mm3 arranged in blocks of 13 x 13 optically coupled to 4 photomultiplier tubes.
Groups of 12 blocks are serviced by a detector controller responsible for analogue front end data
acquisition and digitisation. The full scanner contains 12 controllers totalling 24336 crystals
arranged in rings of 39 axially and 624 transaxially. Detector blocks and controllers have been
extracted from the original device and reconfigured with a customised data acquisition system.
Characteristics such as detector efficiency, temporal resolution, energy resolution, and spatial
resolution have been investigated and are compared to performance of previous models for
further use in PEPT and positron imaging applications.

1. Introduction
Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) is a nuclear radiation imaging-based technique to
measure the dynamics of physical processes [1]. The University of Cape Town Physics Depart-
ment has a dedicated facility for PEPT at iThemba Labs which currently employs a Siemens
HR++ PET camera. The department recently acquired a Siemens Biograph 16 HiRez combined
PET/CT scanner manufactured in 2005. Unlike older scanner models, such as the HR++, the
Biograph uses modern lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO) scintillators with a rapid response time,
pixelated into a finer spatial grid. This new scanner will ultimately replace the HR++ at
iThemba Labs but must first be characterised and studied to understand its performance from
a physics perspective. Once this is achieved the scanner can be modified for further PEPT re-
search, such modifications include developing a means of acquiring list-mode data, implementing
higher resolution timestamping, and encoding other data streams such as telemetry from pumps
and mass flow controllers [2].

The Siemens 2005 Biograph 16 HiRez is a combined Positron Emitting Tomograph (PET) and
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) scanner which uses advanced gamma ray detection technol-
ogy to image not only the structure of a system (CT), but also its function (such as metabolic
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activity in a medical scenario - PET). The PEPT facility at iThemba labs has historically used
positron imaging implemented on modified ex-clinical PET systems to study and characterise
functional processes, granular systems, and multiphase flow. By replacing the HR++ scanner
at the lab with the newer Biograph, future PEPT research will have access to more advanced
PET technology with higher spatial, temporal and energy resolutions and the ability to correlate
structure (CT) and function (PET/PEPT) for the first time [3].

To characterise the scanner, detector blocks and controllers were extracted from the original
device and reconfigured with a customised data acquisition system. Characteristics such as
detector efficiency, temporal, energy, and spatial resolution were investigated and compared to
performance of existing detector systems used in PEPT and positron imaging applications.

2. Functional Description
The key physical process that PET technology relies on is the electron-positron annihilation.
Positrons are emitted by the breakdown of a proton rich radionuclide taking the form of a sub-
stance administered to the patient for conventional PET scans, or the tracer particles used in
PEPT. Positrons collide with an electron and annihilate near the site of the decay, with the
positron range between emission and annihilation contributing a fundamental limit to the spa-
tial resolution in imaging. The annihilation results in two gamma rays, conserving energy and
momentum with emission in opposite directions in the reference frame of the electron-positron
system. The angle with which the photons are observed in the laboratory frame has slight
variability (± 0.5°) known as noncollinearity, contributing further spatial resolution limits. The
emitted gamma rays are measured by the rings of detectors surrounding the system, enabling
the time of arrival (ns), energy (keV), and position (mm) of incidence to be determined and
stored as raw data from which an image or PEPT analysis can be reconstructed [4].

Each individual detector block within the scanner utilizes a scintillating material which, when
ionized by incoming radiation, produces a high energy electron via the photoelectric effect.
Energy deposition by this electron excites the atoms in the material to luminescence. A seg-
mented array of these crystals is connected to 4 photomultiplier tubes which output an electronic
pulse proportional to the absorbed scintillation light intensity (and hence energy). The crys-
tal elements are optically separated by a reflecting material, the depth of which is empirically
determined to share the scintillation light linearly between the four photomultiplier tubes [5].
Comparison of the relative scintillation light intensities enables the exact crystal element illu-
minated to be determined. A flood histogram illustrating the crystal array of the new LSO
detector can be seen in figure (1a) below. The composite signal from the block detector is
passed through a single channel analyser (SCA) to determine energy qualified events valid in
the range 425 - 650 keV as set by the upper and lower level discriminators. A fast branch of the
composite signal is passed to a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) to determine the time of
arrival for the event at ns resolution. Singles event data are transmitted to a central coincidence
processing unit, where a timing gate system is used on energy qualified events to determine
pairs of events assumed to be from the same annihilation. Events from different detectors are
regarded as simultaneous (in coincidence) if they both occur within a fixed time window 2τ ,
with the rate of random coincidences scaling linearly with the gate duration τ [3]. Simultaneous
events are known as coincidence pairs and allow the reconstruction of a line of response drawn
between the two detectors. Many pairs allow an image map to be created by localising the
position of annihilation corresponding to the activity in the organ of the patient, or the location
of the tracer particle allowing for particle tracking.
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3. Experimental Method
A single module consisting of twelve detectors and the associated readout electronics was ex-
tracted from the scanner and reconfigured in the lab. The detectors require a split rail power
supply providing reference ground (0 V), positive 5.0 V, and negative 5.2 V. Once functional, a
means of communicating with the module was developed. The electronics board utilises three
communication ports. One is for communications between the detector and the main controller
board, carrying a master synchronisation clock (62.5 MHz), a strobe used to parse data words
(8.00 MHz), and RS232 standard serial communications enabling calibration and event statistics
readout. The other two ports carry singles event data from the module in emitter coupled logic
(ECL) over twisted pair conductors. Each event is digitised and transmitted as a parallel set of
six 8-bit words with each bit presented at the master clock frequency, and end of word parsed
by the strobe. A dedicated translating circuit was built to convert from ECL to transistor tran-
sitor logic (TTL) and event words were captured using a custom data acquisition system [6].
Each of the six 8-bit words contains the data representation of a single event in the module,
including the time of arrival (ns) relative to the master clock, the energy of the event (keV),
and position of the event (block in module; row in block; column in block). The energy cali-
bration and position correction table are determined from the data as presented in figure 1 below.

The front-end electronic processing system was used to query the LSO block detectors for event
information. These data included pulse height spectra which was subsequently calibrated in
terms of photon energy, position calculations per event used to calculate the absolute crystal
positions, and CFD timing encoding time of arrival of energy qualified events. In order for
comparison, Nuclear Instrumentation Modules (NIM) were used to obtain singles data for the
BGO block detector; signals from each PMT were read-out with individual NIM pre-amplifiers
and amplifiers and then summed and digitised. The summed signals were digitised using a
multichannel analyser and the pulse height spectrum generated for multiple radioactive sources
including 22Na (511 keV), 137Cs (662 keV) and 60Co (1173 and 1332 keV).

4. Results
Characteristics of the LSO crystals used in the Biograph are compared directly against those of
the BGO crystals used in the HR++ in order to gauge the similarities and differences expected in
their behaviour. Table 1 shows that the LSO detectors have a factor of three higher light output
and are expected to yield a correspondingly higher energy resolution of order 1.75 (

√
3). The

scintillation light decay time is a factor of six improved on BGO with similar factor improvement
expected in time resolution and dead-time factors. Despite the higher material density, LSO is
expected to have lower intrinsic photopeak efficiency due to the lower effective atomic number
and higher proportion of Compton events relative to photoelectric absorption.

Table 1. Crystal properties for both BGO and LSO [7] [4].

Material property BGO LSO

Density (g/cc) 7.13 7.40
Effective atomic number 75 66
Decay time (ns) 300 ∼47
Linear attenuation at 511 keV (cm−1) 0.96 0.88
Ratio between photoelectric and Compton at 511 keV 0.78 0.52
Light output (photons/511 keV) 4200 ∼13000
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Results using the on-board analysis capability were retrieved from the Biograph detector
controllers and are illustrated in figure 1. The figure contains a flood histogram (a, left) produced
by uniformly illuminating the entire face of a detector block, in which each of the 13×13 crystals
are clearly distinguishable. The histogram illustrates the selectivity in identifying the excited
crystal element, from which a correction table can be built. Figure (1b) contains the calibrated
pulse height spectrum for the summed PMT signals from an LSO detector block, illustrating
the annihilation photopeak at 511 keV and the upper and lower discriminators applied at 425
keV and 650 keV respectively.

(a) Flood histogram of the 13x13 crystal
array in the an LSO detector block.

(b) Calibrated pulse height spectrum of a 22Na source
from the summed PMT signals of an LSO detector block.

Figure 1. Results obtained from the on-board analysis of the Biograph system.

Numerical results from analysis of LSO (Biograph) and BGO (HR++) detector blocks are
documented in Table 2 below:

Table 2. Results obtained from systematic study of LSO and BGO detector blocks, numerical
data from Table 1 where appropriate.

Property (at 511keV) BGO LSO

Measured energy resolution (%) 33 17
Calculated energy resolution (%) 30 17
Manufacturer energy resolution (%) 30 16
Calculated intrinsic peak efficiency (%) 41 32
Calculated total interaction efficiency (%) 94 93
Measured intrinsic photopeak efficiency (%) 60 -

The measured 511 keV annihilation photopeaks were characterised by numerically fitting a
Gaussian function and parameterising in terms of area, centroid, and standard deviation σ.
The energy resolution function was determined as R = ∆E/E and measured as the photopeak
FWHM / centroid where the Full Width at Half Maxmium (FWHM) is 2.35 σ. The resolution
is reported as a percentage of the full energy at 511 keV.

Photopeak resolutions for BGO and LSO were measured to be 33% and 17% respectively,
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in agreement with the expectation calculated using the Poissonian uncertainty relation and
a photomultiplier tube quantum efficiency of 25%. The measured and calculated values are in
agreement with the manufacturer specifications for these detector materials, which is somewhat
suprirising given the additional complexity of the segmented block detector design.

The measured intrinsic photopeak efficiency for the BGO detector was determined through
comparing annihilation photopeak areas over a range of source-detector separation distances
allowing normalisation by the projected solid angle. The intrinsic photopeak efficiency was
measured to be slightly higher than expected, however these data may include some contri-
bution from Compton scattering over the energy window chosen to define the peak as well as
down-scattering from an associated high energy photon. The intrinsic peak efficiencies are in
broad agreement within the range expected numerically.

The efficiency of the detector is influenced by the scintillating material density and linear at-
tenuation coefficient, and a high ratio between the photoelectric and Compton interactions.
Photoelectric interactions are favoured as they result in the total absorption of the incoming
photon energy, while Compton interactions may only absorb a fraction of the energy and the
resultant scattered photon might lead to further interactions in the adjacent detectors, making
it difficult to locate the primary interaction. The photoelectric microscopic cross-section scales
with the effective atomic number to the power of four, while the Compton scattering cross-
section being only linearly proportional to it; a material with a higher effective atomic number
therefore yields an improved ratio and higher efficiency. The total macroscopic cross-section
scales linearly with material density, thus higher density materials are preferred [7].

The integration of the composite light signal is a direct measure of the energy deposited by
the annihilation photons, and is dominated by Poisson statistics in the scintillation light inten-
sity. Higher light output scintillators therefore improve the energy resolution of the detector, as
evidenced by the improved energy resolution of the LSO scintillator compared to the lower light
output BGO devices.

A smaller decay time allows for higher precision in measuring the time of arrival of the incoming
radiation, and reduced front end detector deadtime implying overall higher event rates. Ad-
vantageously, the faster decay time of the LSO scintillator allows a reduced coincidence window
(2τ = 4ns) compared to the BGO system (2τ = 12 ns) thereby reducing the relative fraction
of random coincidences in the recorded data stream. High speed timing potentially enables
measurement of the time-of-flight for the photon pairs.

5. Conclusion
Properties of the recently acquired Siemens Biograph 16 HiRez combined PET/CT scanner
were determined through a systematic investigation of the characteristics possessed by the LSO
crystals utilised within the scanner detectors. These properties include the detector energy,
spatial, and timing resolution, and efficiency. The results were compared directly against
characteristics of BGO crystals used by models preceding the Biograph, such as the HR++
and demonstrated an improved energy resolution in the LSO crystals at 17% compared to 30%
in BGO, with a decreased intrinsic photopeak efficiency at 32% compared to 41% in BGO. These
results agree with theoretical expectations deduced from physical properties of the crystals as
described in Table 1 and 2. Numerical results of the measured characteristics, together with
estimated values for other properties such as intrinsic resolution and efficiency are in broad
agreement.
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Abstract. We present a search for a new spin-1 or spin-0 boson where the Standard
Model Higgs boson decays into a four lepton final state (l = µ or e) corresponding to the
H → ZdZd → 4ℓ. In this scenario, Zd is the new boson found in the intermediate state,
having a mass range of between 15 - 60 GeV. The search is conducted using pp collision data
collected using data collected at the ATLAS experiment. The data corresponds to a total
integrated luminosity corresponds of 139 fb−1 where the centre of mass energy was

√
s=13 TeV.

The observed data was consistent with Standard Model. However, an improvement of a factor
between two and four from the previous iteration of the analysis was observed for the limits
that were set on the fiducial cross-section and the branching ratio of the Higgs boson. Limits
were also set on the mixing parameter related to the Beyond Standard Model framework used
in this analysis.

1. Introduction
Observations of dark matter in the cosmos suggest that, because dark matter is not accounted for
in the Standard Model (SM), the SM remains an incomplete description . Therefore, extensions
to the SM via the Higgs sector favouring the existence of dark matter are highly motivated.

One way of extending SM is through exotic Higgs boson decays, where precision measurements
have shown that Higgs boson properties allow for branching ratio BR < 13% for non-standard
Higgs boson decays [1–4]. It is also shown that since the Higgs Boson has a very narrow width,
small couplings to a lighter state should lead to a sizeable branching ratio. Furthermore, certain
theories within the hidden sector state hidden sector particles may favour coupling to the Higgs
boson [5–8]. This scenario makes the Higgs boson the preferred mediator between SM particles
and the Hidden sector.

In the Hidden sector scenario [9–18], combining the SM with the addition of a U(1)d gauge
symmetry [13–17] would mix kinetically with the SM U(1)Y hypercharge gauge with a coupling
strength ϵ field. The dark photon Zd would then be this symmetry’s gauge boson. The Zd

boson’s coupling strength to the SM is determined by the kinetic mixing parameter ϵ. The
branching ratio for Zd decaying to muon and electron pairs could be in the range 10%-15% [13]
between 1 GeV < mZd

< 60 GeV. The decays are prompt where ϵ ∼ 10−5 [13] while for smaller
values, Zd decays would be significantly displaced. Furthermore, the decay width of the Zd

boson is very small for ϵ ≤ 1 and mZd
< 60 GeV.

Published Run 2 results for the search of the Higgs boson decaying to a pair of Zd boson
which decay further into a four lepton final state are presented in this paper [19] where pp
data at

√
s = 13 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1 collected using the ATLAS
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detector [20] was used. This analysis considers dark vector bosons decaying to same flavor muon
and electron pairs, where 4e, 2e2µ, and 4µ final states are included.

A brief description of the ATLAS detector, triggers, Monte Carlo simulation, pre-selection
and event selection used in this analysis are given in Section 2. Contributions made by various
background processes and the systematic uncertainties attached to them are described in Section
3. The results obtained from the analysis are described in Section 4 while Section 5 presents the
paper’s conclusion.

2. Experimental Setup
The ATLAS detector, which covers a 4π solid angle with its cylindrical geometry, is a general-
purpose detector situated on one of the four interaction points of the LHC.

Monte Carlo simulations are made with the ATLAS detector’s components in mind. In
order to determine the expected shapes and yields of the signal and background events, we
use Monte Carlo simulated samples. The simulations include pile-up and detector effects. The
detector effects [21] are simulated using Geant4 [22]. The signal samples related to the HAHM
model [13,14,16,17] under consideration are simulated using MadGraph5 while the background
events are simulated using Powheg box [23–27], Pythia [28], Madgraph5 [29] and Sherpa [30].
Small differences in data reconstruction, impact parameter efficiencies and isolation are corrected
by applying weights to the simulated events.

2.1. Event Selection
We use event selection cuts to sift the signal events from the background events. We first
require electrons to be located within the detector’s central region where |η| < 2.47 and
|z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm. The transverse momentum of each selected electron must be pT > 7
GeV. We require that muons be situated within |η| < 2.7, which is the muon spectrometer’s
acceptance region. Similarly to the baseline electron requirements, pT > 5 (15) GeV and
|z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm for stand-alone (calo tagged) muons. We then look for quadruplets that
have same flavor opposite sign pairs where the quadruplet with the smallest difference between
the leading dilepton mass and the sub-leading dilepton mass is the one that is selected. The
deposits made by the quadruplet leptons in the inner detector and calorimeter have to be isolated
from other deposits. The quadruplet’s invariant mass must be within the Higgs window where
115 GeV < mH < 130 GeV. Finally, the quadruplet must comply with the medium signal region
(MSR) requirement, which was previously defined by m34/m12 > 0.85. This requirement was
redefined in this iteration of the analysis because the background was sufficiently low at low
energies (⟨mℓℓ⟩ < 30 GeV) to search for a possible broader Zd than was expected in the HAHM
model. The MSR was then modified so that the Zd width would be 3.5σ for lower dilepton
masses and decrease to 2.0σ at the higher end of the mass spectrum using Equation 1.

m34/m12 > 0.85− 0.1125f(m12) (1)

Where f(m12) is the modulating function.

2.2. Signal
We generate the H → ZdZd → 4ℓ process using the Hidden Abelian Higgs Model (HAHM) [17]
with MadGraph5 [31] in conjunction with Pythia8 [32] which models hadronization,
underlying event and parton shower. The dark vector boson Zd mass is generated for values in
the range 15 GeV and 60 GeV for various mass hypothesis values in steps 5 GeV for the process
under consideration using the gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) production mode. The Higgs boson mass
was set to 125 GeV. The cross-sections of the samples, which are next-to-next-to-leading-order,
are normalized using σSM (ggF ) = 48.58 pb as recommended in [33].
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2.3. Background processes
• H → ZZ∗ → 4ℓ: We simulated Higgs production using Powheg-Box v2 MC event gener-
ator [26] for ggF [23], PDF4LHC NLO PDF set [34] for vector boson fusion [35] and vector
boson [36]. We then used MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [29] to simulate events produced via
heavy quark annihilation while CT10nlo PDF set [37] and the NNPDF23 PDF set [38]
are used to simulate events where the production mechanisms are tt̄H and bb̄H respec-
tively. Events produced via ggF, V BF , V H and bb̄H were modelled using Pythia8 [39]
for the H → ZZ∗decay process while the AZNLO parameter set was used to model the
parton shower, multiple parton interactions and hadronization related to the decay process.
tt̄H showering is modelled using Herwig++ [40] and the UEEE5 parameter set [41].

• ZZ∗ → 4ℓ:Sherpa 2.2.2 together with the NNPDF3.0 NNLO PDF set were used to model
the Quark anti-quark annihilation associated with the non-resonant SM ZZ∗ → 4ℓ process
[42–44]. ZZ∗ production initiated by the loop-induced gg process was modelled using
gg2vv interfaced with Pythia8. To avoid double counting, we omitted the s-channel H
diagrams were using CT10 PDF’s. The latter process was then calculated at LO. The latter
process was multiplied by a K-factor of of 1.70 ± 0.15 [45] because it received large QCD
corrections. 30% of the total background prediction comes from the ZZ∗ → 4ℓ process.

• VVV/VBS: This process is modelled using Sherpa 2.1 with the CT10 PDF’s. The cross-
sections of the processes, which include vector boson scattering and triboson production,
are proportional to α6 at leading order (LO). The results are four lepton final states,
including two additional particles (electrons, quarks or muons). The Higgs production
through VBF is subtracted from estimates obtained with this generator to avoid duplicates.
This background contributed 17% of the total background.

• Z + (tt̄/J/ψ/Υ) → 4l: We simulate the process where Z bosons are produced via a
quarkonium state that decay to four leptons with Pythia8 with the NNPDF 2.3 PDF while
Poweheg-Box interfaced to Pythia6 [46] were used to simulate the tt̄H background.

• Other Background: Fake leptons produced from Z + jets, tt̄ and WZ decay to less than
four prompt leptons including jets. These are modeled using Sherpa 2.2 for Z + jets,
Powheg-Box interfaced to Pythia6 [46] for tt̄ production and Powheg-Box interfaced
to Pythia8 and the CTEQ6L1 for WZ production.

3. Analysis procedure
3.1. Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties which were found to be dominant in this analysis include:

• Luminosity and pileup: We used the LUCID-2 detector [47] to obtain the uncertainties
related to luminosity. This was found to be 1.7% [48] for the direct measurements of
the luminosity. The measured and predicted inelastic cross section differences are used to
determine the uncertainty due to pile-up, which accounts for about 1%.

• Lepton-related uncertainties: The event selection efficiency is dependent on lepton
identification and reconstruction efficiencies and how well their momentum scale is
determined. Resolutions for muons and electrons, momentum scales and efficiencies are
measured by applying tag-and-probe techniques to the Z → ℓ+ℓ−, J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−, and
Υ → µ+µ− dilepton resonances. Accounting for differences observed between simulation
and data together with residual uncertainty estimations [49, 50] leads to corrections in the
region of a percentage point. Small, single-lepton uncertainties in the final yield can lead
to uncertainties in the region of 15% because the final state contains four leptons. These
uncertainties are usually dominated by electron identification and reconstruction efficiency.
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• Theoretical uncertainties: In order to model uncertainties related to simulated signal
and background processes, we vary the factorization, parton distribution functions, QCD
scales, renormalization, and modelling the underlying event and hadronization. This leads
to a total uncertainty in signal acceptance of around 3 % while the background yield
uncertainty is between 3–9% for H → ZZ∗ → 4ℓ [51], and 5 % for ZZ∗ → 4ℓ [43–45,52–54]

4. Results
This analysis has shown no significant excesses beyond SM. Therefore, limits were set on
the fiducial cross-section, which are model independent in order to interpret the results. We
set model-dependent limits on the benchmark model parameters mentioned Section 1. The
generator-level quantities that are defined are used to derive the analysis’ model-independent
cross-section limits. The fiducial event selection cuts are designed in such a way as to mimic the
selection cuts for the signal region. Events selection effects are factorized into a primarily model-
independent a model-dependent acceptance and efficiency using the fiducial event selections. The
efficiency is thus used to determine the model-independent cross-section limit shown in Figure
3.
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Figure 1. Distribution of m12 vs m34 spectrum where
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Figure 2. Event display of
one of the 2e2µ events from the√
s = 13 TeV data with ⟨mℓℓ⟩ =

27.5GeV that correspond to a
global significance of 1.9σ

Although the analysis is statistically consistent with the SM, there is one event where
⟨mℓℓ⟩ < 15 GeV and another two where ⟨mℓℓ⟩ > 60 GeV which are possible candidates for
Zd. These are plotted in Figure 1 which shows the m12 vs m34 distribution. The largest
deviations from the SM were found at ⟨mℓℓ⟩ = 28 GeVand ⟨mℓℓ⟩ = 20 GeVwhich have a local
significance of 2.5σ and 1.9σ.The global significance of the event at ⟨mℓℓ⟩ = 28 GeVwas found
to be 1.9σ. A similar analysis at the CMS collaboration also observed an event at 20GeVwith a
higher significance, shown in Figure 5b of in [55]. This is an interesting result which motivates

a further probe for Run3. The profile likelihood ratio

(
−2logL(µ=0,

ˆ̂
θ)

L(µ̂,θ̂)

)
was used as the test

statistic to determine the significance values. The m12 vs m34 distribution shown is a new plot
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Figure 3. 95% CL expected and observed upper limits H → ZdZd → 4ℓ cross section. These
limits assume that the SM Higgs boson is produced via the gluon-gluon fusion process. All final
states are combined.

which includes the results for a previous search at 8 TeV [56]. This search also had Zd candidates
at a similar level of significance. In this paper, we have focused on the possible Zd candidates,
and so the event display of a typical one is also shown in Figure 2.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents the search for the exotic decay of the 125GeV SM Higgs Boson to two dark
vector bosons, which decay into a four-lepton final state. Data from the ATLAS experiment
from the LHC, corresponding to 139 fb−1 of pp collision data at

√
s = 7 TeVwas used in this

analysis. This search was conducted in the mass range 15 GeV < mZd
< 60 GeV. The data was

found to be consistent with SM as no significant deviations were from the backgrounds were
observed. Therefore limits were set on various parameters in the model.
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Abstract. In proton therapy, secondary radioactive particles are produced along the beam line
and within the patient due to proton interactions with nuclei in their path. Secondary neutrons
are of particular concern, as they are hard to detect and have a high biological effectiveness
which causes more damage than other particles to tissues. The Geant4 simulation toolkit was
used to model the path of a 191 MeV proton beam through a copper collimator with an inner
radius of 50mm, and into a water phantom, which mimics the 24cm proton beam at iThemba
LABS. Most internal neutron production was found to occur before the Bragg peak once the
proton energies have lowered and the cross section for neutron producing reactions is maximised.
For a beam with radius 60mm, 40% of the neutron current comes from external sources. These
external neutrons contributed 63% of the neutron associated dose which comprised 95% of
the total absorbed dose. The simulation is able to measure the neutron energy fluence through
various planes corresponding to the placement of neutron detectors for future experiments. This
shows where neutron production and attenuation occurs within a treatment scenario.

1. Introduction
When compared to traditional radiotherapy, proton therapy delivers more precise positioning of
the dose to the treatment area and a reduction in harm caused to surrounding healthy tissue. As
protons have both charge and mass, when they enter a material they lose energy by interacting
with the electrons in the material via the Coulomb force. When the protons slow down, they
deposit energy into the surrounding tissues. The amount of energy transferred increases as the
speed of the protons decrease. Once the protons have stopped completely, all of their energy
will be lost, the bulk of which is at the end of their journey, this point is known as the Bragg
peak. The distance the protons travel is directly proportional to their initial energy and two
protons with the same initial energy will travel the same distance in a reasonably straight line,
due to their higher momenta compared to electrons[1].

In an exception to the rule described above, some of the protons will interact directly with
nuclei in their path, whether within the target or the proton beam line. These interactions result
in the production of various secondary radioactive particles such as gamma rays, electrons, heavy
ions and neutrons. Neutrons are of particular interest as they are difficult to detect due to a lack
of charge and because they have high biological effectiveness[1]. Simulating a proton therapy
scenario and observing the production and behaviour of neutrons sheds a light on what would
otherwise be hard to observe, particularly within the target.
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2. Monte Carlo Proton Therapy Simulation
The Geant4 simulation toolkit allows one to design a detector geometry, in this case a water
phantom and copper collimator mimicking a proton therapy scenario, and then begin a Run.
Within the Run a number of Events, where a proton enters the geometry from just behind
the collimator as if it were part of a beam[2]. As the proton moves through the geometry, its
behaviour is dictated by how likely it is for an interaction to take place. The resulting behaviours,
such as energy deposition or secondary particle production, from each event can therefore be
normalised per source proton to compare to experimental results.

Figure 1 shows a 3D representation of the geometry used to replicate a proton therapy
experiment. The target is a water phantom that is 15cm long, 17cm high and 16cm wide these
dimensions are chosen to replicate a previous experiment undertaken at iThemba LABS[3]. The
copper collimator has an inner radius of 50mm and an outer radius of 70mm and set is into a
steel plate with an outer radius of 300mm. The collimator and plate are 80mm thick and are
placed 50mm edge to edge from the water phantom.

To produce a beam, protons are created -300mm away from the world isocenter within a
prescribed radius of either 60 or 39mm. The protons are generated randomly within this radius
so that the entire beam area will be populated.

As Geant4 can be used to model interactions at vastly different energy scales from the high
energy collisions at the LHC to lower energy medical physics. The correct physics list is selected
to describe the energy scale and particles being observed. Here QGSP BIC HP is used which
models neutrons under 20MeV as well as the rest of the physics needed for this setup[4].

Figure 1. 3D representation of the Geant4
model, the red arrow depicts the beam direction.
Tracks from 20 protons are shown in cyan,
secondaries produced in the collimator and
phantom are visible in other colours.

Figure 2. Figure showing the proton energy
depositions of 200 and 191 MeV energy runs,
compared to measured data with a 24cm Bragg
peak at iThemba LABS.

3. Verification of the Model
3.1. Bragg Peak
As all results would need to be comparable to experimental data in the future, the initial energy
of the protons was set to match the 24cm Bragg peak at iThemba LABS. To get the position of
the Bragg peaks the following equation [5] was used with scipy.optimize.curve fit[6]:

D(x) =




a+ αe

τ2σ2

2
+τ(x−µ) x < µ

Erfc
(
x−µ

σ
√
2
+ τσ√

2

)
x > µ

(1)

Here a is a constant used to describe the near constant dose deposited before the Bragg peak.
Setting D(x) = 0 after the Bragg peak describes the lack of dose after this point. The value µ is
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the position of the peak. This equation, when fitted to the measured 24cm data, gives a Bragg
peak of 24.009 ± 0.003 cm which agrees with the 24.0 ± 0.3 cm measured before. It should be
noted that the uncertainties are due to the fit and not from the data, which explains why they
are so small.

Initial 200 MeV protons were used, but produced a peak around 26 cm. A value of 191 MeV
was found to produce a Bragg peak at 24.01 ± 0.01 cm which can be seen in Figure 2. This was
chosen as the energy for all protons from this point forward[7].

3.2. Lateral Profiles

Figure 3. Lateral profiles of energy deposition by protons along the width of the water phantom
at both the entry to the phantom and the Bragg Peak. (A) depicts a 39mm beam radius and
(B) a 60mm beam radius.

To verify the shape of the beam, the energy deposited by protons at the entrance to the
phantom and Bragg peak is examined. This is shown in Figure 3 for a beam with a radium of
39mm which passes through the copper collimator and a collimated 60mm beam. It can be seen
that on entry of the phantom, the beam width is as expected. At the Bragg peak it has spread
so that 6% and 2% of the proton dose is delivered outside original beam for the 39mm and 60mm
beams respectively. The difference in results is because the narrower beam is not collimated and
at the entry of the water phantom its profile is flat rather than dome shaped like the wider beam.
As more of protons are at the beam’s edge, they are more likely to exit the original beam profile
when they scatter. These two beam diameters are used throughout the analysis to determine the
effects of the collimator. This is done by scaling the results from the 39mm beam run per proton
incident on the water phantom. This returns the internal components of the measurements as
the narrower beam does not interact with the copper collimator. Internal measurements are
scaled per proton incident on the phantom from the 60mm beam and subtracted to return the
effects of the collimator in that run. Even though the shape of the 39mm beam is not realistic,
it will not cause problems in later analysis.

4. Neutron Effects
Neutrons do not deposit their energy directly, but interact with nuclei in their path to cause
cascades of secondary particles. Unlike for protons, to measure the effect of neutrons a
comparison between total energy deposition in runs where neutrons and their secondaries are
removed from the model and regular runs. Figure 4 shows the difference between proton
energy deposition with and without neutrons to highlight how neutrons cause increased energy
deposition throughout the model.
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Figure 4. Plots of 2D energy deposition by protons with a 60mm beam, (A) shows the regular
proton energy deposition whereas in (B) neutrons and their secondaries are removed.

The neutron populations for 39mm and 60mm proton beams are described in Figure 5 showing
where neutron production takes place in the model. It can be seen in the 39mm beam that
most of the neutrons are produced before the Bragg peak, where the protons’ interaction cross
sections with the water are at a maximum[8]. Whereas for the 60mm beam, most of the neutron
production occurs within the collimator. This first point of interaction is caused as the beam is
wider than the collimator as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Plots showing the number of neutrons flowing through lines of constant x and z for
a 39mm (A) and a 60mm (B) beam. The white line shows the position of the Bragg peak and
the inner of the two red lines shows the width of the beam after passing through the collimator.

The 1D neutron current in the z direction is shown in Figure 6 for each of the two runs,
depicting how neutrons produced in the collimator enter the water phantom. The neutron
current for the 60mm beam is split into internal and external components as seen in Figure
7. The internal component is calculated by dividing the neutron current from the 39mm beam
by the number of protons entering the phantom and then scaling it to the proton current from
the 60mm beam. The external component is therefore the difference between the internal and
the total currents. By integration, it is found that 60% of the neutron population is produced
internally to the phantom.
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Figure 6. The neutron surface currents
through the z direction for the 60mm and
39mm beams.

Figure 7. The neutron current from the
60mm beam split into the external and
internal neutron components

5. Dosimetry Results
Dose is the standardised measure for the amount of radiation a person or object receives. The
unit for absorbed dose is the Gray (Gy) given in J.kg1 and it is the measure of the amount of
energy deposited by ionising radiation per kilogram. The absorbed dose is obtained from the
Geant4 simulation by summing the energy deposited from particles in each event in the run and
dividing by the mass of the water phantom.

Table 1. Table showing different components of the total absorbed dose in the phantom as a
percentage

Dose Component (%) 39mm 60mm

A Therapeutic 73.79 ± 0.03 90.14 ± 0.04
B Total Secondary 26.21 ± 0.03 09.86 ± 0.04
C Off-Beam Proton 23.92 ± 0.03 07.23 ± 0.04
D Neutron Assoc. 00.62 ± 0.04 00.95 ± 0.06
E Other Secondary 01.67 ± 0.06 01.67 ± 0.09

Table 1 shows the different components of the total absorbed dose of the phantom as a
percentage. The therapeutic dose (A) is the absorbed dose delivered by protons within the
beam width, this is higher for the 60mm beam as there is less lateral spread of the protons as
mentioned in Section 3.2.

The total secondary dose (B), is the sum of all of the non therapeutic dose components. This
is split into off-beam proton (C) which is the scattered proton dose taken from a run where
neutrons and their secondaries are killed off. The neutron associated dose (D) is the difference
between the secondary doses when neutrons are present in the simulation and when they are
absent. Finally the other secondary dose (E) is the dose due to heavy ions, gamma rays and
anything not a proton or a neutron.

Most importantly, the neutron associated dose is larger for a wider beam, due to external
neutrons produced in the collimator, as well as a lower percentage of protons making it to
the phantom which causes a decrease in the total proton dose. By scaling the doses from the
39mm beam per proton incident on the phantom, the percentage of the neutron dose produced
externally for the 60mm beam is found to be: 63.8 ± 4.7 %.
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6. Future Work
When designing experiments, using a simulation to shape the planning process and to benchmark
expected outcomes is a valuable process. This simulation can be applied in two ways: firstly one
can place smaller volumes inside the phantom and measure the dose deposited in them which
can be separated into different components as done in Section 5. This can then be compared to
experimental results and the results from previous simulations as done in [9].

The simulation can also be used to measure neutron fluences through areas where neutron
detectors could be placed in an experimental setup as shown in Figure 8. Figures 9 and 10 show
the neutron energy fluences through each possible detector placement. This sort of analysis is
useful in comparing to measured neutron data, however it does not include any detector effects
caused by the proton beam which would need to be accounted for.

Figure 8. Schematic of pos-
sible neutron detector place-
ments.

Figure 9. The neutron en-
ergy fluences through verti-
cal planes in Figure 8

Figure 10. The neutron en-
ergy fluences through hori-
zontal planes in Figure 8

7. Conclusion
The use of a Geant4 model in determining the effects of neutrons during proton therapy was
shown. The simulation showed how the peak of neutron production is before the Bragg peak.
Through comparison of the 39mm and 60mm runs it was shown the effects of the collimator on
external neutron behaviour and dose. The model can be used to aid in experimental design and
understanding results.
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Abstract. During proton therapy (PT), excited-nuclei decay via emission of characteristic
prompt gamma rays along the beam path within the target tissue. These gamma rays are
detectable via a Compton camera and can be used for in vivo proton beam range verification
using a technique called prompt gamma imaging (PGI). The detection efficiency of a PGI device
can be negatively affected by additional secondary radiation (primarily neutrons). The UCT
prompt gamma imaging system “Polaris” is a room temperature solid state Compton camera
detector. The imaging device comprises of two independent detection platforms with each
consisting of two cadmium zinc telluride crystals (20 x 20 x 10 mm3) arranged side-by-side. The
goal of the project is to better understand the effect of neutrons on the Polaris detectors during
PT and compare its responses to NaI, LaBr3 and BC-501A. The more traditional detectors act
as means of calibration for expected gamma ray spectra in the Polaris detectors and to highlight
any effect of neutrons on the cadmium zinc telluride crystals. Preliminary results are presented
from measurements conducted at the UCT n-lab MeASURe facility (neutrons up to 14 MeV)
and at iThemba LABS (66 MeV proton beam).

1. Introduction
1.1. Proton therapy
Proton therapy (PT) continues to be used effectively in cancer treatment [1]. The benefits of PT
lie fundamentally in how energetic protons interact with matter : as protons transverse through
matter, energy is lost predominantly through Coulombic interactions with atomic electrons and
atomic nuclei [2]. The majority of the proton’s kinetic energy is transferred toward the end of
its trajectory, and the point where the maximum amount of energy is transferred occurs at the
Bragg peak [3]. Beyond the Bragg peak, the rate of ionisation slows down to a point where the
proton’s path comes to an end [4]. The characteristics of the Bragg peak and finite range allows
proton therapy to produce high conformal treatment [5], reduce large exposure to healthy tissue
and minimise treatment side effects (acute and late) [6].

1.2. Compton camera (CC)
During PT, atoms in an exited energy state are produced from reactions between the proton
and nucleus of the tissue. The exited atoms decay within less than a nanosecond, emitting
a characteristic prompt gamma ray (PG) in the process referred to as ‘prompt emission’ [7].
The energies of PGs are dependent on the atomic composition of the tissue [8]. PGs may be
detected by a device known as a Compton camera (CC). A traditional CC consists of at least
two detectors, one acting as a scatterer and the other as an absorber, that operate coincidentally
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(figure 1). The key interactions for Compton imaging are Compton scattering and photoelectric
absorption. PGs incident on a CC scatter at an angle θ, undergoing a Compton interaction
where some energy is transferred to a recoil electron. Here, the deposited energy and position
of the PG is recorded. Compton scatter can be described by the following relationship of an
incident gamma ray energy E0, the deposited energy E1 and the angle of scatter θ1 [9]:

cos(θ1) = 1 +mec
2(

1

E0
− 1

E0 − E1
). (1)

The second detector absorbs the scattered gamma ray by means of photoelectric absorption.

Figure 1. Traditional Compton camera with a scatterer and an absorber. The image displays
several prompt gammas being projected onto their respective cones [10].

Capturing two or more interactions enables the calculation of the incident PG energy and
the construction of a cone of origin. This calculation restricts the PG to the surface of the
constructed cone with the intersection of several cones resulting in an image of the source
location (figure 1)[10]. Compton cameras have been used as a means for in vivo proton beam
range verification of a patient through prompt gamma imaging for clinical use [12]. In a study
conducted at the University of Maryland School of Medicine, the results for a cadmium zinc
telluride (CZT) PG imaging (PGI) system have successfully produced three-dimensional images
[9].

1.3. UCT PGI system
The UCT Compton camera ‘Polaris’ is a room temperature solid-state detector built by H3D
Inc. [Ann Arbor, MI USA]. The CC consists of two independent detection platforms (figure
2). Each platform consists of two CZT crystals (20 x 20 x 10 mm3) arranged side-by-side for a
total of four crystals. The crystals are pixilated 11 x 11 in the x and y directions with depth of
interaction in the z-direction. The aforementioned features provides position-sensitive gamma
detection in three-dimensions, an energy resolution of 0.8% FWHM at 662 keV [19] and its
compact size is practically suited to be alongside patients during PT.

1.4. PGI limitations
For a prompt gamma imaging system to be viable for clinical use, the system needs to have high
position and energy resolution, good detection efficiencies for double (triple) scatter events and
the capability to manage high energy count rates [13].
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Figure 2. UCT Polaris detectors

Factors that may negatively affect PGI in-
clude detector positioning sensitivity, statisti-
cal uncertainties and contamination from sec-
ondary neutrons [14]. Neutrons are produced
within the tissue through several interaction
chains [15] and externally from the proton
treatment nozzle [19]. Thermal neutrons are
detected on CZT crystals by neutron capture
on 113Cd resulting in an excited nucleus that

deexcites through emission of a gamma ray [20]. Fast neutrons are detectable in CZT through
elastic and inelastic neutron scatters [21]. The detection of inelastic scatters occur through mea-
suring recoiling nucleus that require pulse height spectrum thresholds to be set below 10 keVee
[22], previously detected in the 5-15 keV region [21]. The detection of neutrons are of interest
since it degrades image quality. This occurs through neutrons being detected in coincidence
with gamma rays, resulting in false double (triple) scatters [9], and through the production
of more secondary particles (particularly prompt gamma rays) [18]. Particles, such as those
produced during PT (neutrons, gamma rays, protons, positrons), detected by Polaris are not
distinguishable on an event-by-event basis. This adds to the problem of distinguishing between
PGs emitted from proton-nucleus and neutron-nucleus interactions and other secondary parti-
cles (in particular neutrons). A starting point to solve the problem at hand is to characterise the
capability of Polaris through exposure to both neutrons and gamma ray sources. As a result, a
series of measurements have been conducted at the UCT neutron facility (n-lab) and at iThemba
LABS, making use of several detectors in conjunction with Polaris.

2. Measurements
2.1. UCT n-lab facility

Figure 3. STNG energy spectrum from
Polaris with H2O sample.

Figure 4. Energy spectrum comparison
of NaI, LaBr3 and Polaris from an AmBe
source placed inside a HDPE block.

The UCT n-lab houses a Thermo MP-320 Sealed Tube Neutron Generator (STNG) that produces
monoenergetic neutrons of 14.1 MeV. Figure 3 displays the Polaris energy spectrum from a water
target irradiated with the STNG. The Polaris detectors were placed 90◦ to the water target with
lead shielding to their sides. The expected peak in the 5-15 keV range from nuclei recoils can
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not be seen, likely due to low detector count rates and being near the minimum energy threshold
of the Polaris detector. Another neutron source available at the n-lab is a 220 GBq americium-
beryllium (Am-Be) radioisotope that produces neutrons over a broad energy range from 0 to
around 11 MeV. Figure 4 displays the energy spectrum from NaI, LaBr3 and Polaris detectors
of the AmBe source placed inside a HDPE block. The peaks of interest are the annihilation
photons (0.511 MeV and 1.022 MeV), 2.2 MeV gamma ray from neutron capture on hydrogen
(in water), 3.4 MeV double escape peak, 3.9 MeV single escape peak and a 4.4 MeV gamma ray
from the de-excitation of 12C. At higher energies, peaks are not observed at 3.9 MeV and 4.4
MeV in the Polaris detector.

2.2. iThemba LABS measurements
Measurements were made using a 66 MeV pulsed proton beam at iThemba LABS inside the
K600 vault (S-line). The targets used in these measurements were a water phantom, carbon
and HDPE blocks with several configurations and several detectors including Polaris, BC-501A
(liquid organic scintillator) and four LaBr3 detectors.

Figure 5. Detector configuration of 66 MeV
proton incident on a water phantom

Unfortunately a few days before the sched-
uled measurement time, the second Po-
laris detector stopped working. Figure 5
displays a configuration of a water phan-
tom with BC-501A at 0◦, Polaris detec-
tor at 90◦ and LaBr3 at 135◦, 90◦, 270◦

and 315◦ respectively. After each measure-
ment run, the detectors were changed to en-
compass a variety of angles (0◦ being on
beam axis with increasing angles in an an-
ticlockwise direction) for each of the tar-
gets.

There are no prominent peaks at higher en-
ergies in the Polaris energy spectrum (figure

6). What is of interest are the prominent peaks observed in the pulse height (PH) spectrum
from BC-501A, figure 6. It is speculated that the two peaks may be due to scattered protons
from the beam window. A further case for this is displayed in figure 7 with a high-density line
along the same channel number (indicated by the arrow) from BC-501A at 315◦ to the water
phantom. There is no well distinguished peak observed at 0◦, potentially due to the detector
being shielded by the sample.

3. Future work and conclusion
The next step in the project involves producing energy spectrum (neutron and gamma rays) from
the BC-501A detector to be compared to Polaris. In order to obtain spectrum from BC-501A
one needs to employ a technique called unfolding. Unfolding requires both the PH spectrum of
interest and a response matrix for both gammas and neutrons. The responses functions that
make up the response matrices will be obtained from previous measurements taken in the D-
line at iThemba LABS for neutrons and response functions for gamma rays will be calculated.
The PH spectrum of gamma rays and neutrons are obtainable by pulse shape (height) cuts that
separate gamma rays and neutrons recorded by the detector. The goal is to discriminate prompt
gamma rays from other secondary radiation. Further analysis of the neutron data will provide
insights about the future developments of the Polaris system to be able to produce a viable
clinical PGI system.
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Figure 6. Energy spectrum of incident 66 MeV protons on a water target at various angles
from (left) Polaris and (right) BC-501A detector respectively.

Figure 7. 2D pulse shape vs
pulse height spectrum of water
measured by a BC-501A detector
at 315◦ to a 66 MeV beam
incident to the water target.
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Abstract. Physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) is well motivated and one important
search area is to use the Higgs boson as a discovery portal for dark matter. One specialisation
of this search is to the exotic decay of the Higgs boson via two dark vector bosons, Zd, each of
which promptly decay to two leptons, giving a clean four lepton final state. In this search, the SM
Higgs boson fluctuates to the dark Higgs boson via Higgs boson mixing at the SM Higgs boson
mass. The decay then proceeds via the virtual dark Higgs boson. A variation is that the Higgs
boson is produced rather at the dark Higgs boson mass, with the same production mechanism
and decay topology. In this case, the search includes S, the dark Higgs boson, in addition
to Zd. Previous studies of these channels have shown a search for Higgs boson decays to a
4ℓ+MET final state could be another promising avenue. Here MET refers to missing transverse
momentum, meaning there is also an additional dark particle in the modelling. Currently there
are no constraints on the dark Higgs boson mass. We introduce this new search, which is still
in the initial stages.

1. Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider at CERN, Switzerland, is able to produce billions of high energy
events in proton-proton collisions. This allows us to search for particles that only occur at
such energy scales, including potential candidates for dark matter. There are many theories for
what constitutes dark matter but little positive evidence for what it could be [1]. Investigating
potential candidates for dark matter and how they interact with normal matter is a crucial part
of advancing our understanding of fundamental physics.

2. Background
2.1. Dark Matter
There is extensive astrophysical evidence for dark matter, including: rotational curve of many
galaxies which indicate that normal matter cannot account for the gravitational strength
observed, another phenomenon is gravitational lensing by clusters of galaxies, which also requires
additional gravitating mass and also mentioned is the observed large scale structure of the
cosmos and the microwave background, the modelling of which requires the existence of cold
dark matter [2]. Thus, we must search for matter which interacts predominantly via gravity and
potentially only very weakly with normal matter [3].

2.2. Higgs Portal
The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS experiments [4, 5] opened
up a promising new avenue in the search for dark matter. Because of both the Higgs boson’s
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high mass and its role as the excitation of the Higgs field, which gives particles mass, it may
preferentially couple to exotic, high-mass particles. If this is the case then decays of the Higgs
boson could be a rich source of information for production and behaviour of exotic particles,
such as dark matter particles [6–8].

2.3. Dark Vector Bosons
One branch of exotic Higgs boson decays that has already been investigated is Higgs boson
decays via dark vector bosons, Zd [9–11]. These studies used the Hidden Abelian Higgs Model
(HAHM) [3, 12–14]. This model allows coupling of dark matter to normal matter. This can
be represented by the introduction of a kinetic mixing term, ϵ, between normal bosons and Zd,
which would allow for such a weak interaction [1]. The mixing between the SM and dark Higgs
boson is also accommodated within this model, via a Higgs portal coupling parameter κ [3].
In the searches discussed above, a Higgs boson is produced by gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) which
subsequently mixes to the dark Higgs boson and then decays to two Zd, each of which themselves
decay into two leptons of opposite sign and opposite flavour, giving a four lepton final state.

H

Z
d

Z
d

S

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Feynman Diagrams (a) where a Higgs boson is produced by ggF, fluctuating to the
dark Higgs boson, S, which decays via two Zd to four leptons and (b) an example where there
is also MET in the final state, in this case represented by the particles labelled HLSP [15].

This scenario is shown in Figure 1(a). Depending on whether the ggF Higgs boson production
is on shell for the Higgs boson or the dark Higgs boson (sometimes called more generally
the additional scalar), then the invariant mass of either the Higgs boson or the dark Higgs
boson can be reconstructed from the kinematics of the four leptons. Higgs boson to Zd to four
leptons studies allow us to search for Zd and possibly also the dark Higgs boson and then study
the coupling constants. In Figure 1(b), there is a similar decay where the Hidden Lightest
Supersymmetric Particle (HLSP) adds MET to the final state.

Previous studies have shown Zd candidates which are worth investigating [9–11]. Figure 2
shows the 95% confidence level upper bound on the cross section of Higgs boson decays to four
lepton final states via Zd, for different Zd masses. While the results are still consistent with the
SM, we can see one distinct region where the observed limit is greater than 2σ, at 25-30 GeV.

2.4. 4ℓ and MET
A typical final state event display in the high mass scalar search is shown in Figure 3, where
⟨mℓℓ⟩ is defined as the average invariant mass of the two lepton pairs [9]. Such displays have
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Figure 2: The expected and observed 95% confidence level upper bound on the cross-section of
Higgs boson to Zd decays for different Zd masses, assuming SM Higgs boson production via ggF.
This includes the 4ℓ, 4µ and 2ℓ2µ decay channels HAHM parameters were set to κ = ϵ = 10−4 [9].

often been found to be accompanied by the presence of MET in the range 20-80 GeV, which
was not accounted for in previous studies. A natural progression of the previous searches
is to conduct a search that includes MET in the four lepton final state and investigate
the bumps further. Accordingly we have chosen a model which can generate events in this
scenario, as shown in Figure 1(b). The previous studies used the Hidden Abelian Higgs
Model (HAHM), which does not include any MET . This particular model uses the the
Falkowski–Ruderman–Volansky–Zupan (FRVZ) model, which introduces lepton jets - events
which produce between 4 and 8 collimated leptons in the final state [16, 17]. Lepton jets are
predicted by models which posit a massive hidden vector particle in the MeV to GeV range,
in this case a dark photon. This dark photon has a small kinetic mixing with the SM photon,
which allows it to decay to lighter particles with electric charge.

Including MET in the kinematics for the signal Monte Carlo (MC) event generation via
the above model is not considered a model dependent analysis. This allows one to have signal
events, to be added to the MC background events, to facilitate the development of the search
algorithm. The actual search will look for excesses which could come from a more general class
of models that still conform somewhat to these kinematics.

3. Methodology
We will conduct a resonance search where the mass of each Zd boson can be reconstructed from
the combined invariant mass of the resulting lepton pairs. The search will look specifically in
the mass ranges of 20-30 GeV for Zd. Currently the analysis is still in the early stages of signal
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Figure 3: A typical event display for one candidate event in the 2ℓ2µ channel with
⟨mℓℓ⟩ = 20.6 GeV. Electrons are indicated by green segments/towers, and muons by red
segments/towers [9].

generation.

3.1. Signal Generation
The first step in the analysis is signal generation. A suitable model must be found to produce the
signal for the H → 4ℓ+MET decay. This is done using MC programs, such as MadGraph [18]
and Pythia [19], which can generate chains of particle interactions starting from a proton-proton
collision. These programs generate random sequences of simulated events based on calculated
probability distributions of known events, while recording statistics such as particle kinematics.
The model used for signal generation must be validated by producing kinematic plots for final
state particles in the mass region of interest. Constructing a program to simulate your decay
from scratch can be very complex and time-consuming. Thus the best approach is to reuse
code from another analysis with a similar decay and final state, by adapting it to be as close
as possible to the decay and final state you desire. Because the previous Zd studies used the
HAHM, they could not be adapted to include MET in the final state, so a new model had to
be found and adapted. A similar model to our decay can be seen in an analysis investigating
light long-lived particles that decay to lepton jets [15].

A decay for the this model can be seen in Figure 1(b). For the purpose of the 4ℓ +MET
study, the model can be adapted such that the HLSP would constitute the MET and each
dark photon would become a Zd. The fermions would be leptons and the fd would be further
intermediate dark particles.
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One issue with this model is that the particles labelled fd are produced back-to-back: their
transverse momentum, pT , must cancel each other out. This means their subsequent decay
products must have a pT that also adds up to being effectively back-to-back, which limits the
MET distribution to being quite low - a high MET requires high pT for the other decay
products, which is less likely. This limits the MET to being almost entirely below 50 GeV,
which limits the maximum MET size we can analyse from this model. However, it is worth
using this model for validation plots as there could still be interesting information for MET in
this region.

Figure 4 shows typical kinematic distributions as produced by this model. The examples
selected are the leading and subleading electron and muon pairs’ transverse momenta.

Figure 4: Kinematic plots of leading and subleading electron pair and muon pair transverse
momenta produced using the lepton jets model [15].

3.2. Background
It is expected that most backgrounds for this analysis will be due to incorrect identification of
leptons. Events with more than four lepton final states where some leptons go undetected or
are mislabelled could be mistaken as candidate events. Similarly events with leptons plus jets/
photons in the final state where the jets/ photons fake leptons could be mistaken as a four lepton
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final state. In the SM, MET always represents neutrinos so events with four charged leptons
plus some neutrinos could be mistaken as candidate events.

4. Conclusions
The aim of the analysis is to investigate a Higgs boson decay via Zd to a 4ℓ + MET final
state, which is motivated by previous studies into a four lepton final state that revealed excesses
at certain Zd masses. The analysis is still in the early stages: progress has been made in
signal generation and a potential model for the signal has been discovered but still needs to be
validated. Once signal generation has been completed then the relevant backgrounds will have
to be determined and modelled as well. The general statistical analysis must be developed in
order to be able to determine signal from background. Looking to the future, we intend to apply
machine learning methods, such as boosted decision trees, for reducing background. These and
similar methods will be investigated and compared to standard cut-based methods.
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Abstract. In resonance searches for new physics, machine learning techniques are used to
classify signal from background events. When using machine learning classifiers it is necessary
to measure the amount of background events being incorrectly labelled as signal events. In this
research the Zγ → (ℓ + ℓ−)γ final state dataset focusing around 150GeV centre of mass is
used. A Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Network, WGAN, is used as a generative model
and a semi-supervised Deep Neural Network, DNN, is used as a classifier. This study provides
a methodology and the results of the measurement of false signals generated during the training
of semi-supervised DNN classifiers.

1. Introduction
The Standard Model, SM, of particle physics was completed by the 2012 discovery of the
Higgs boson, by the ATLAS and CMS collaboration [1, 2]. Since this discovery, developments
in machine learning together with increasing luminosity at the Large Hadron Collider, LHC,
has advanced searches beyond the SM, BSM. Searches for new BSM bosons is motivated by
phenomena such as the matter-anti-matter asymmetry, Dark Matter, and the origin of the
neutrino mass, which cannot be explained by the SM. In order to gain insight into these
phenomena, machine learning classifiers are used to extract signal from background processes.
The semi-supervised machine learning technique is able to reduce training biases by training
models using a partially labeled dataset. In this analysis the machine learning method of the
semi-supervised classification study, presented in Ref. [3], is investigated. This paper therefore
proposes, implements and evaluates a methodology of scrutinising the success of semi-supervised
machine learning classification using a Deep Neural network, DNN [4]. This is achieved by
quantifying the amount of error, in the form of fake signal events, caused by over-fitting during
the training of semi-supervised models that confront side-bands and the signal regions.

When analysing local and global resonances, a extremely large dataset is necessary to
overcome the ”look elsewhere effect” [5]. This effect can be defined, in searches for resonances
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within a given mass range, as the probability of observing a significant local excess of events,
elsewhere within the range. To account for this phenomena, machine learning based data
generators can be used in conjunction with traditional Monte Carlo (MC) generation to scale
datasets. Generative models such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) and Variational
Auto-Encoders (VAE) are excellent examples of methodologies commonly used to scale data [6].
Once trained generative models are able to generate events with excellent accuracy at scale with
minimal computational resources. While a full evaluation of the different data generators is
being conducted in a parallel study, the Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Network, WGAN,
is used in this analysis.

In this study, the Run 1 LHC data features and a 2HDM+S model, where S is a singlet scalar,
is used Ref. [7, 8]. In this model, the heavy scalar, H, decays predominantly into SS, Sh, where
h is the SM Higgs boson. A possible singlet, S, candidate is reported in Ref. [9]. The model
exposes multi-lepton anomalies, presented in Refs. [10, 11, 12, 13], astro-physics anomalies, when
complemented by a Dark Matter candidate [14], as well as various other anomalies including
the g− 2 muon experiment reported by Fermilab [15, 16, 17]. A full review of anomalies can be
found in Ref. [18].

1.1. Zγ Monte Carlo Dataset
In this study, the simulated Zγ background, is considered. Zγ contributes to 90% of the total
backgrounds in the production of the Higgs like heavy scalar decaying to Zγ (pp → H → Zγ)
events, where Z → e+e− or Z → µ+µ−. The Zγ SM MC samples used in this analysis
have been generated using Madgraph5 [19] and the detector level simulation is performed
using Delphes(v3) [20]. The focus of the analysis is around the centre of mass of 150GeV
(122GeV< mℓℓγ < 178GeV). The kinematic features used in the study are Zγ invariant mass,
mℓℓγ , missing transverse energy, Emiss

T , missing transverse energy azimuthal angle, ΦEmiss
T

, ∆Rℓℓ

(∆R ≡
√
(∆ηll)2 + (∆ϕll)2), the number of jets, Nj , number of central jets, Ncj , and the

transverse momentum, Ptℓ1|ℓ2|γ , azimuthal angle, Φℓ1|ℓ2|γ , and pseudo-rapidity, ηℓ1|ℓ2|γ , for each
of the leptons and the photon respectively. The feature distributions are shown in Figure 2.

1.2. Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Network with gradient penalty
The GAN training strategy is an interaction between two competing neural networks. First,
the generator mdoel, G, maps a source of noise to the input space. Then a discriminator model
receives either a generated sample or a MC data sample and must distinguish between the
two. The generator is trained to output data of sufficient quality to fool the discriminator into
believing it is MC data. The discriminator is simultaneously trained to distinguish MC from
generated data. An improved methodology of the GAN, described in Ref. [21], is the Wasserstein
GAN, WGAN, which adopts the Wasserstein distance, W (q, p), defined as the distance between
two probability distributions, q and p. The discriminator is replaced in the improved model with
a critic, C, and the gradients are controlled using a gradient penalty, GP , which penalizes the
norm of the critic gradients with respect to the input. An overview of the WGAN with gradient
penalty is shown in Figure 1. The generator loss, Lg, function is defined as

Lg = min E
x̃∼Pg

[C(x̃)], (1)

where x̃ = G(z) and z is the latent space noise and Pg is the generator model distribution, x̃.
The critic loss, Lc, with gradient penalty is defined as

Lc = max E
x∼Pr

[C(x)]− E
x̃∼Pg

[C(x̃)] + λ ∗GP, (2)
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Figure 1. Systematic diagram of WGAN with gradient penalty

where λ is the gradient penalty coefficient, Pr is the MC data distribution, and the gradient
penalty, GP, is defined as

GP = E
x̃∼Px̃

[(||∇x̃C(x̃)||2 − 1)2] (3)

2. Methodology
The methodology used in this analysis, to quantify fake signal generated in the training of DNN
classifiers, can be broken down into three components. These are the WGAN data generator, the
semi-supervised DNN and the background rejection scan. In order to conduct a 3σ frequentest
analysis of fake signal generated, the semi-supervised DNN model must be trained and evaluated
on independent datasets more than 5·104 times. For each run, iteration of training and evaluating
the DNN, the WGAN is therefore used to generate a statistically distinct dataset.

2.1. Data Generation using a WGAN with gradient penalty
The machine learning based data generator used in this analysis, is the WGAN with gradient
penalty, which is implemented in Python using pytorch [22]. The model is trained and optimised
in order to reproduce the Zγ MC events and as accurately as possible. To this end, the quality
of the generated events must be evaluated in terms of the feature distributions as well as the
event-wise feature correlations. In order for the generated events to successfully mimic high
energy physics events, both the feature distributions and correlations must match the MC data.

The optimisation of the model is therefore achieved by minimising the difference in feature
distributions and correlation between the generated data and MC training data. The final model
architectures used for the WGAN are summarised in Table 1. The final hyper-parameters used
are latent dimension of 18 (equal to number of features), learning rate of 6 · 10−5, batch size
of 512 and gradient penalty coefficient, λ, of 0.001. The Critic is trained five times for each
Generator training iteration in order to optimised the WGAN training.

2.2. Semi-Supervised DNN Training
The DNN model used, is a replica of the optimised model used in Ref. [3]. The model is trained
on all of the features except the invariant mass, mℓℓγ, which is used to define the signal and
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Table 1. Critic and generator final optimised model architectures.

Model Layer(s) Number of nodes Activation function

Critic Input Layer 18 (Number of features) ReLu
Hidden Layers [256, 512, 256] ReLu
Output Layer 1 Linear

Generator Input Layer 18 (Latent Space) BatchNorm, ReLu
Hidden Layers [256, 512, 1024, 512, 256] BatchNorm, ReLu
Output Layer 18 (Number of features) BatchNorm, ReLu

background regions. The dataset is divided into two training samples, namely mass-window or
signal region, (144GeV to 156GeV), and side-band or background region, (132GeV to 144GeV
and 156GeV to 168GeV). As both samples comprise of pure Zγ background, we do not expect
the DNN response to find any separation between the two samples.

2.3. Quantification of Fake Signal using background rejection scan
For each of the generated datasets that the DNN is trained on, a DNN response, in range (0, 1),
is produced. In order to evaluate local and global fake signals, a background rejection scan of
the response distribution is used.

The background rejection scan is implemented by extracting batches of events, from the
response distribution, to be analysed. The batches extracted make up 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90% of
the total events. Each batch is taken starting from the maxima, 1, of the response distribution
and moving towards the minima, 0. Once a batch of data is extracted, the events are mapped
to their corresponding invariant mass. Each batch’s invariant mass distribution is fit with an
exponential function, f(x), which exposes the distribution of background events. A second
fit, using the exponential function with an added Gaussian, g(x), is applied with the Gaussian
centred at the center of mass, 150GeV, and σ equal to the resolution of the dataset, 2.4, Ref. [23].
The Gaussian therefore is able to represent any signal events found within the mass window. As
there are no signal events within the analysis dataset, any signals found can be assumed to be
generated within the training of the DNN. The significance of signal found for each batch can
be calculated using Equation 4.

σ =

∫ b
a [g(x)− f(x)] dx√∫ b

a [f(x)] dx
(4)

where a and b are the minima, 132GeV, and maxima, 168GeV, of the invariant mass
respectively.

3. Results and discussion
The WGAN with gradient penalty converged after 1200 epochs. The feature distributions and
corresponding correlations, generated by the model, are visually compared to that of the MC
data in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. A visual analysis clearly exposes that the generated feature
distributions describe the MC data well, with exception of the ϕℓ1|ℓ2|Emiss

T
distributions. It is

important to note that the MC ϕℓ1|ℓ2|Emiss
T

distributions are continuous and uniform. During

the optimisation of the WGAN it was made clear that the WGAN model has the most difficulty
learning uniform distributions. In the results in Figure 2, these generated feature distributions
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Figure 2. Final feature distribution comparison of MC data and WGAN generated data.

still contain undesirable spikes which must be improved in future studies. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov score and bin-wise relative difference scores are used to measure the difference between
generated and MC feature distributions. The final model is found to generate data with an
average Kolmogorov-Smirnov score of 0.074 and average bin-wise relative difference of 0.021.
The event-wise feature correlation of the generated data is shown to excellently mimic that of
the MC data using the Spearmann correlation and mean correlation difference [24]. The final
model achieves a Spearmann correlation score of 0.825 and mean correlation difference of 0.023.
As most of the feature distributions and correlations of the generated data are of sufficient
quality, the pre-trained model can be used in the frequentest study.

A single run of the frequentest study consists of; WGAN generated dataset, training the DNN
on the given dataset, mapping the DNN response to invariant mass distribution and applying
fits to quantify significance of fake signal for each background rejection. To initially evaluate
the extent of false signal, the study is repeated 500 times. The result of these runs is shown in
Figure 4. It is important to note that measured significance reflect not only the over-training of
the DNN but also the success of the WGAN in synthesising realistic events. This is primarily
due to the quality of the generated invariant mass distribution, as the signal and background fits
expect the distribution to be a smooth exponential. Therefore if the generatedmℓℓγ distribution
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Figure 3. Feature correlation heatmaps. Left: MC training data. Centre: WGAN generated
data. Right: Difference between MC and generated data.

Figure 4. Signal significance measured for DNN response event batches on 500 runs of the
frequentest study.

is not smooth, these fluctuations can be misinterpreted as signal. However as the final mℓℓγ
distribution generated is smooth, another influence to the results may be the effect of the non-
uniformity of ϕℓ1|ℓ2|Emiss

T
distributions on the DNN training.

4. Conclusions
The analysis has shown that, using the above methodology, the extent of fake signal generated in
the training of machine learning classifiers can be quantified. The generated dataset show clear
evidence that a the WGAN can be used to synthesise high energy physics events. The significance
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distributions produced in Figure 4, demonstrates that for 500 runs the significance measured is
reasonable, maximum 2σ. In order to achieve a 3σ analysis, the analysis needs to be repeated
for more than 50000 runs. This will allow the significance to be integrated over to quantify the
extent of the influence of local and global excesses. By increasing the number of iterations, the
accuracy of the final probability distribution improves. The frequentist methodology presented
can be used to extract systematic uncertainties, at a fixed mass, using a generalised background
dataset.
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Abstract. We report on the simulation work performed using the FLUKA particle transport 

code to estimate the damage induced by 1 MeV neutron and 1 MeV electron irradiations in 

Al2O3 and MgO. The simulation results reveal that both electrons and neutrons can induce 

damage in our target samples, however at differing rates. The neutron damage rate is higher 

than that of the electrons in both materials and is constant throughout the materials whilst that 

of electrons is pronounced at shallow depths and decreases with an increase in depth of the 

materials. The response of both Al2O3 and MgO to radiation is revealed to be comparable. 

1.  Introduction  

One of the key interest pertaining to radiation interaction with matter is on the effect radiation has on 

materials. Materials operating in high radiation environments get affected by radiation. Empirical 

evidence obtained from nuclear reactor operation [1] and from experimental campaigns conducted to 

assess the impact of radiation on materials reveals radiation to have a negative impact on materials [2]. 

These materials endure undesirable physical and mechanical property changes. When in this state the 

materials are said to be radiation damaged and are therefore not suitable for optimal and safe running 

of operations. 

The energy transfers that occur from the impinging particle to the target material are the onset of 

material damage by radiation. The energy transfers, however, have to be above a critical energy 

threshold value known as the Threshold Displacement Energy (TDE) for the process of material 

damage to be set in motion [3]. The TDE is the minimum energy required to removing atoms from 

their sites by radiation [2] and energy transfers below the TDE do not result in materials damage. 

The aim of this work was to perform Monte Carlo based simulations to assess the radiation 

response of metallic oxides Al2O3 and MgO to neutrons and electrons. These investigations are carried 

out because Al2O3 and MgO are materials considered for use as electron multipliers (dynodes) in 

photomultiplier tubes (PMT) due to their high secondary electron emission [4, 5]. They are required, 

however, to be radiation resistant as their exposure to radiation makes them susceptible to radiation 

damage. MgO has a simple cubic crystal structure while Al2O3 has a hexagonal closely packed 

structure [6] and their structural makeup maybe key to how each material respond to neutron and 

electron irradiations.  
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To achieve our aim, the FLUKA code was used to simulate neutron and electron displacements per 

atom (dpa) in Al2O3 and MgO. The dpa is an entity used to measure the radiation damage extent in 

materials and it relates the number of atoms removed in a material over the number of atoms present in 

that given material. This simulations offer a primary approach in understanding the effects of radiation 

in materials.  

2.  Materials and Method 

We used FLUKA, a multi-particle transport code developed and managed jointly by the Italian 

National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) and European Organization for Nuclear Research 

CERN [7] to perform simulation work to assess the damage effect of 1 MeV neutrons and 1 MeV 

electrons in Al2O3 and MgO. FLUKA Version 2020.0.4 and FLAIR Version 2.3-0 were used for this 

simulation work. FLUKA uses a card based input system implemented through the advanced graphic 

interface FLAIR [8] to create the simulation input file. In addition to creating an input file, FLAIR is 

used for running the simulation, and for visualization of the geometry model and plotting the 

simulation results. FLAIR uses the gnuplot plotting program to visualize the simulation results. 

With regards to the input file, the BEAM card is used to define the source term being the particle 

type, size and energy with the BEAMPOS card used to define beam positioning and direction of 

propagation relative to the target. The material type and its composition are defined using the 

MATERIAL and COMPOUND cards, with allocation of the material type to geometry regions 

achieved using the ASSIGNMA card. Combinations of cards are used to describe the physics settings 

and the combination is depended on the problem being simulated. For radiation damage estimation, we 

used the PHYSICS, MAT-PROP, and IONTRANS cards. The PHYSICS card implements the intra-

nuclear cascade model that governs hadrons to nuclear interactions while the MAT-PROP card was 

used to define the material TDE, with the IONTRANS used for defining the ions transportation. 

Particle transport thresholds are implemented using the PART-THR and EMFCUT cards for hadrons 

and electromagnetic radiation respectively. These cards are used to define the energy cut-off values of 

particles being transported. The USRBIN card was used to score the dpa. USRBIN makes use of a 

mesh grid that is independent of the geometry to estimate the spatial distribution of the scored 

quantity. 

 Figure 1 shows the geometry model of the simulation created with FLAIR. The target is modelled 

as a 10 mm diameter disc of 1 mm thickness. A 4 mm diameter beam was directed perpendicularly to 

the target depth in the z-direction as seen in the frontview and sideview of the geometry model in 

Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) respectively. 

 

 
 Figure 1(a). The frontview of the geometry 

model showing the beam interacting with 

the target. 

 

Figure 1(b). The sideview of the geometry 

model showing the beam interacting with 

the target. 
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The interaction of the particles with the target occurs in vacuum (VOID) and particles escaping 

beyond the vacuum into the background (BLKBODY) are not tallied. Simulations were performed 

separately for both Al2O3 and MgO materials with 1x10
6
 neutron particles and 1x10

6 
electron particles 

simulated respectively. FLUKA calculates the dpa by implementing the Norgett, Robinson, and 

Torrens (NRT) model [9]. This model is an update on the earliest damage model introduced by 

Kinchin and Pease [10], and is now the standard used to calculate the defect density introduced in 

materials by radiation. Table 1 lists the key parameters used in the simulation to calculate the dpa. 

FLUKA calculates the dpa per bin, with the dpa value for a given bin being the average dpa in that 

bin. We divided the depth of our target materials into 50 bins of 0.002 cm bin width. The material dpa 

was calculated as the aggregate of the dpa per bins. 

  

Table 1. Material and beam parameters used in the simulation 

Parameter Value 

Beam Energy (MeV) 1 

Irradiation Fluence (n/cm
2
) 1x10

15
, 1x10

17
, 1x10

20
 

Irradiation Time (hrs) 8 

TDE (eV) 69 for both Al2O3 and MgO 

 

3.  Results 

Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show the dpa/primary result of neutrons and electrons in Al2O3 

respectively. The dpa/primary relates the damage rate per particle interacting with the material. The 

dpa/primary in Al2O3 by neutrons is 1.17x10
-21

 while for electrons is 3.59x10
-24

. The dpa/primary 

profile of neutrons in Al2O3 observed in Figure 2 (a) shows the damage caused by 1 MeV neutrons is 

uniform throughout the material. On the other hand, the dpa/primary profile of electrons in Al2O3 

observed in Figure 2 (b) shows the damage caused by 1 MeV electrons is non uniform in the material.  

 

 
 

 

 

    The results observed are consistent with the interaction nature of neutrons and electrons with 

materials. Neutrons being neutral particles interact directly with the materials nuclei and therefore 

travel throughout the material. Electrons on the other hand are charged particles that interact through 

the Coulomb force with the atomic electrons of materials. They get scattered in all directions     

Figure 2(a). The dpa/primary profile of 

1 MeV neutrons in Al2O3. 

 

Figure 2(b). The dpa/primary profile of 

1 MeV electrons in Al2O3. 
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depositing most of their energy at shallow depths in the material. Less energy is therefore available to 

effect any meaningful damage deeper into the material, hence we observe the damage profile shown in 

Figure 2(b). 

 

Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) show respectively the neutron and electron dpa rates in Al2O3 when 

bombarded at fluences reported in Table 1. It is observed in both Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) that an 

increase in the particle fluence results in an increase in the dpa rate. This is because over the eight hour 

irradiation period, more particles interact with the material for particles at higher fluences that result in 

higher energy transfers from the impinging particles. This then translates to a pronounced 

displacement of atoms for higher particle fluence as compared to lower particle fluence. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4 shows the dpa/primary result of neutrons and electrons in MgO. The dpa/primary in 

MgO by neutrons is 1.1x10
-21

 while for electrons is 4.06x10
-24

. It is observed with MgO, as was 

observed with Al2O3 that neutron irradiation of MgO result in uniform damage throughout the 

material, whilst the electron damage is not uniform and maximum damage is limited to shallow 

depths in the material.  

 

 
 

Figure 3(a). The dpa rate profiles of 1 MeV 

neutrons in Al2O3 at different neutron fluence. 

 

Figure 3(b). The dpa rate profiles of 1 MeV 

electrons in Al2O3 at different electron fluence. 

 

Figure 4(a). The dpa/primary profile of 

1 MeV neutrons in MgO. 

 

Figure 4(b). The dpa/primary profile of 

1 MeV electrons in MgO. 
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Figure 5 shows the dpa rate results of MgO when bombarded at neutron and electron fluences 

reported in Table 1. Both Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) show that as the particle fluence increases, the 

dpa rate in both materials increases as was the case with Al2O3. 

 

 
 

 

 

4.  Conclusion 

In this work, we performed FLUKA simulation of 1 MeV neutron and 1 MeV electron irradiations in 

Al2O3 and MgO to estimate the dpa. We observed that neutron irradiation leads to a high dpa as 

compared to electron irradiation in both Al2O3 and MgO. It was further observed that neutron damage 

occurs uniformly throughout the materials whilst electron damage is maximized at shallow depths in 

the materials and is not constant throughout the materials. In terms of their response to electron and to 

neutron irradiations, Al2O3 and MgO dpa rates are comparable. This shows that these materials are 

most likely to endure similar damage when exposed to radiation. Future work will involve performing 

experiments of neutron and electron irradiation of Al2O3 and MgO to verify the simulation results.  
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Figure 5(a). The dpa rate profiles of 1 MeV 

neutrons in MgO at different neutron fluence. 

 

Figure 5(b). The dpa rate profiles of 1 MeV 

electrons in MgO at different electron fluence. 
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Abstract. Higher order structured modes can be used for Mode Division Multiplexing (MDM)
in Free Space Optical communication; however, they are highly susceptible to atmospheric
turbulence. Atmospheric turbulence causes crosstalk between the modes which decreases the
power within the transmitted mode. Mode averaging could assist in mitigating the effects of
turbulence by transmitting and receiving two modes, between which crosstalk occurs. Mode
averaging used at the receiver and transmitter simultaneously has been shown to increase the
performance of a system when used with multiple Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) modes.
Using multiple OAM modes limits the number of modes available for MDM, therefore, it would
be more favourable to make use of only two modes. Additionally, modes for mode averaging
are often chosen for their simplicity. Choosing more appropriate modes could further improve
performance. We investigate the use of OAM modes with un-normalised and normalised beam
sizes in two-mode mode averaging by first determining the mode combinations that provide the
most received power for each transmitted mode and then using these combinations to compare
the total received power of a system using mode averaging to one without averaging. We show
that mode averaging can increase the power received by a maximum of 61% at a Strehl Ratio
of 0.6 when combining modes optimally.

1. Introduction
Free space optical (FSO) communication has become a popular research area due to the promise
of fast, cheap and secure internet [1]. FSO transfers information using a laser beam which
propagates through the air. This laser beam is usually in the form of a Gaussian or Gaussian-
like beam.

There is an interesting alternative to using a Gaussian beam in FSO. Higher order mode sets
can be perceived as “patterns of light” with different spatial intensity and phase structures.
The Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) and Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) mode sets are most
commonly studied [2; 3]. Higher order modes can be used for Mode Division Multiplexing
(MDM), which involves the superposition of orthogonal modes carrying different signals [4].
They are, however, highly susceptible to atmospheric turbulence [5]. As a mode passes through
turbulence, turbulence distorts the wavefront and amplitude of the beam, causing crosstalk
between different modes [6]. The crosstalk decreases the power and intensity of the transmitted
mode. In communication systems, this causes fading errors and thus reduces the data-rate [7].

Multiple methods to prevent these fading errors have been researched. These include adaptive
optics [8], spatial diversity [9] and multiple-input-multiple-output digital signal processing [7].
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Alternatively, a method known as Mode Diversity can be used. By transmitting and/or
receiving a number of adjacent modes between which crosstalk occurs, the errors caused by
Mode Dependent Loss (MDL) can be mitigated [10]. Since “true” mode diversity as used in
communication systems, harnesses the statistical independence of different channels over time
[11], we believe that this name is confusing for this particular use case. Mode Averaging is more
descriptive as there is a similarity to aperture averaging.

Mode averaging has been used at the receiver [12; 13] and transmitter [10] separately as
well as at both simultaneously [14; 15]. In this work, we focus on mode averaging used at
both the transmitter and receiver. Mode averaging using several OAM modes has shown to
increase the performance of a system [14; 15]. However, using many OAM modes can reduce
the number of modes available for MDM [16]. More modes could be provided by only using two
mode combinations for mode averaging. Mode averaging systems could further be improved by
choosing more appropriate modes for the mode combinations. This is in contrast to a simple
multi-mode or “bucket”-type receiver. In many of the previous papers, the modes for mode
combinations have mainly been chosen for their simplicity. However, in [17], modes are chosen
using an exhaustive search and the effective fading figure. Modes could also be chosen by
investigating the mode combinations which provide the maximal total received power.

Therefore, we determine the OAM mode combinations that provide the most received power
at different turbulence strengths in two-mode mode averaging systems. These combinations are
then used to compare the total received power of a system using mode averaging to one without
averaging to determine the efficiency of such a system.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Orbital Angular Momentum Modes
OAM modes are a subset of LG modes. LG modes are a set of higher-order modes that are
solutions to the Helmholtz equation calculated using cylindrical coordinates [2]. The expression
for LG modes at z = 0 is given by

LGℓ
p(ρ, ϕ, 0) = CLG

l,p

(
ρ
√
2

w0

)|ℓ|
L|ℓ|
p

[
2ρ2

w2(z)

]
exp

(
− ρ2

w2(z)

)
exp[−iℓϕ]. (1)

where CLG
l,p is the normalisation constant, L

|ℓ|
p [·] is the generalised Laguerre polynomial and w0

is the beam waist. LG modes are characterised by two indices namely the azimuthal (ℓ) and
radial (p) indices. When p = 0, the modes are known as OAM modes. In OAM modes, the l
parameter determines the beam propagation factor, M2, which affects the beam’s propagation
characteristics [18], and is given by

M2 = |ℓ|+ 1. (2)

The diameter of the beam increases according to the second moment radius calculated using
r2 = w0

√
1 +M2 [19]. This diameter can be normalised in the near field using the following

equation

wL =
w0√

1 +M2
(3)

where wL is the radius of a beam with the beam size normalised to the size of the Gaussian
beam within the mode set.

2.2. Atmospheric Turbulence
Atmospheric turbulence is caused as a result of the mixing of air with different temperatures
and pressures, which causes random space and time-varying changes in the refractive index.
Turbulence can be simulated by generating random phase screens using statistical models of
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which the simplest is the Kolmogorov model [20]. The power spectral density of the refractive
index of air is described by

ΦK
n (κ) = 0.033C2

nκ
−11
3 . (4)

In the equation, κ is the angular spatial frequency and Cn is the refractive-index structure
parameter. Turbulence affects beams by distorting their wavefronts (and thus intensities, after
propagation). In higher order modes, this causes the spreading of energy or coupling of power
between different modes which is known as crosstalk. Crosstalk decreases the amount of power
within the transmitted mode. This attenuation is known as Mode Dependent Loss (MDL) and
is calculated as

MDLn = 1− Sn
S0
. (5)

where n represents the transmitted mode index, Sn is the intensity of mode n in the presence
of turbulence and S0 is the intensity of the mode in the absence of turbulence. The MDL is
related to the Strehl Ratio (SR) which is a simple measure for turbulence strength defined by

SR =
⟨I(0)⟩
I0(0)

, (6)

where ⟨I(0)⟩ is the average on-axis intensity of the beam with turbulence and I0(0) is the on-axis
intensity without turbulence. The angle brackets, ⟨·⟩, represent an ensemble average. The lower
the SR, the greater the turbulence strength.

2.3. Modal Decomposition
Any field, U , can be expressed as a sum of modes that form part of a complete basis, given by

U(x) =
∑

n

cnΨn(x), (7)

where x represents the transverse spatial coordinates, and Ψn(x) is the mode n within the
complete basis [21]. cn is the complex expansion coefficient for mode n of a particular basis
where the amplitude of the expansion coefficient describes the degree to which the field correlates
to the basis mode. The crosstalk and MDL measurements are given by this. The phase of cn is
called the inter-modal phase.

We can determine these expansion coefficients using the inner-product between the initial
field and the modes of the complete basis. This so-called modal decomposition of the initial
field is given by an inner product

cn = ⟨Ψn|U⟩ =
∫
d2xΨ∗

n(x)U(x). (8)

where Ψ∗
n(x) is the complex conjugate of Ψn(x).

Figure 1. Experimental setup that is analogous to the simulation method used (SLM: Spatial
Light Modulator)
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3. Methodology
One of the key performance metrics in a communication system is the signal to noise ratio. If
we assume the noise floor is some constant, the greater the received signal power the better the
signal to noise ratio. Ignoring other potential complexities which are out of scope, in this work
we strive to maximise the received power.

Due to the sheer quantity of data, the results presented here have been acquired using
an accurate simulation. We plan to re-measure and verify interesting cases using a physical
experimental setup in future. A setup that is analogous to the simulation method can be seen
in Fig. 1. In the setup, the collimated laser beam is modulated with a mode combination using
the first Spatial Light Modulator (SLM). The modes are combined such that the power within
each mode is equal. For modes with normalised beam sizes, their beam sizes are normalised by
using Eq. 3 to the size of the Gaussian beam before they are combined and used to modulate
the laser beam. Simulated turbulence with turbulence strengths ranging from SR=0.1 to 0.9
in steps of 0.1 is also added to the laser beam using the first SLM. Turbulence is simulated
using a hundred phase screens for each SR. A 4f system with an aperture is used to acquire the
first diffraction order from the SLM. Modal Decomposition is performed using the second SLM
and Fourier Lens [21]. The total received power is calculated using the modal decomposition
results. The mode combinations which provide the largest received power for a particular SR
are determined by combining all the modes two modes at a time and determining the received
power for each combination for that SR. The best combinations are then used to compare a
system with mode averaging to one without mode averaging (i.e. a single mode system).

The method used to determine the best mode combinations is computationally expensive
and, thus, only allows for a limited number of OAM modes to be studied. The studied OAM
modes have ℓ values ranging from −5 to 5 and M2 values ranging from M2 = 1 to 6.

4. Results and Discussion
In Fig. 2, the total received powers when a single un-normalised or normalised mode is
transmitted and combined with other OAM modes at different turbulence strengths are shown.
We can see that mode averaging can make a significant improvement on the received power. In
Fig. 2(a), it can be seen by taking note of the asterisks (*) that un-normalised beams with a lower
M2 are best combined with adjacent beams (adjacent ℓ values) with lower beam propagation
factors at lower SRs. This is, however, no longer the case for beams with a higher M2 which
are best combined with Gaussian beams as can be seen in Fig. 2(b).

At lower M2, the crosstalk between modes is able to mitigate the MDL of the transmitted
beam, however, the strength with which turbulence affects a beam is dependent on it’s size
[6]. Since the beam sizes are not normalised, turbulence will affect the beams with higher M2

and, thus, larger diameters more. As a result more crosstalk will occur when the M2 is high.
Additionally, the crosstalk of modes with a higher M2 will spread more [22]. Due to all of
this, when the M2 is high the crosstalk of adjacent modes no longer has the ability to mitigate
the effects of MDL. Gaussian beams already have a low MDL, therefore, when the M2 of a
transmitted beam is high it becomes more favourable to combine the beam with a Gaussian
beam rather than the adjacent beam. At higher SRs, beams with a lower M2 are also combined
best with Gaussian beams (Fig. 2(a)). This is as a result of the increase in crosstalk that occurs
as the turbulence strength increases [6].

On the other hand, beams with normalised beam sizes are best combined with adjacent
beams. It must be noted that both adjacent beams have a similar value for the received power
when taking the standard error into account. This is the case for all SRs and beams with anyM2

as can be seen in Fig. 2(c) and (d). Beams with normalised beam sizes are affected by turbulence
similarly. This means that the MDL of all the beams is equal at a particular SR, therefore, when
mode averaging is used, crosstalk between the beams is the only factor that will affect the total
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Figure 2. Total powers received when a single OAM beam is transmitted and combined with
other beams. The mode combined with the transmitted mode which provides the largest received
power is shown with an asterisk. In (a) and (c) the transmitted mode is ℓ = 3 and has a lower
M2 whereas in (b) and (d) the transmitted mode is ℓ = 5 and has a higher M2. (a) and (b)
show results for un-normalised beams whereas (c) and (d) show results for normalised beams.

received power. Since the most crosstalk occurs between adjacent beams, the OAM modes are
best combined with adjacent beams. Using the best mode combinations and comparing the total
received power for different modes with and without mode averaging, it was found that mode
averaging does improve the total received power. For OAM modes with un-normalised beam
sizes at an SR of 0.6 it was found that there was a maximum increase of 61% in the power.
Furthermore, for OAM modes with normalised beam sizes this increase was 23%. Un-normalised
OAM modes benefit more from mode averaging than normalised OAM modes, however, this is
mainly the case for modes with higher M2. Nevertheless, the power received for un-normalised
modes is always less than the power received for normalised modes in the case of both mode
averaging and no mode averaging. However, it must be noted that in this work, we did not take
into account the divergence of the beam and its effect on the results. Although the results show
that using a normalised beam size provides better performance than un-normalised beam sizes,
this is likely to only be the case for short transmission distances. The beams with a normalised
second moment radii will diverge to a greater extent than the beams with un-normalised radii
as they have been reduced in size [19]. Additionally, beams with different M2 will diverge at
different rates. Since turbulence has a larger effect on larger beams and the turbulence will no
longer affect all the normalised beams equally, at larger distances there is likely to no longer be
an advantage to using beams with the same radii.

5. Conclusion
Mode averaging can mitigate the effects of turbulence on the total received power if the best
mode combinations are used. When using OAM modes with un-normalised beam sizes, modes
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with a higher M2 should be combined with a Gaussian beam. On the other hand, modes with
a lower M2 should be combined with its adjacent beam (adjacent ℓ values) at lower SRs and
with Gaussian beams at higher SRs. When using OAM modes with normalised beam sizes,
modes should always be combined with adjacent modes. There has been much research into the
use of OAM modes in mode averaging, however, the work presented in this proceeding, is only
preliminary work before studying the full LG basis.
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Abstract. A quantum study of the geometry-dependent light scattering by a metamolecule weakly driven
by a plane-polarized electric field is presented. The metamolecule consists of a semiconductor quantum dot
coupled to a silver nanoparticle. We show that a transition from bunching to antibunching of the scattered
photons by the metamolecule varies with the quantum dot–nanoparticle distance as the nanoparticle
geometry is tuned from prolate to oblate to spheric at constant particle volume. We attribute this to the
geometry-dependent quantum dot–nanoparticle coupling, localized surface plasmon resonance, and dipole
moment of the nanoparticle.

1. Introduction
Metal nanoparticle (MNP)–quantum dot (QD) systems are capable of emitting non-classical light when
they interact with the coherent light from a laser source [1–4]. These systems, also referred to as
metamolecules [4], have been proposed for various quantum control applications [1, 3]. Furthermore,
non-classical light can be used for carrying out quantum communication [5] and refractive index sensing
[6].

The QD is usually a photostable, semiconducting emitter, such as cadmium selenide (CdSe), with
tunable ground-state, exciton transition frequency, ωex, and spontaneous decay rate, γex [7], often
modelled as a two-level atom, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Previous studies have considered the interaction
between the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of a spherical MNP and the QD exciton
[1–4]. The interaction between the narrow-linewidth exciton and the broad-linewidth LSPR leads to
the appearance of a scattering spectrum with a Fano profile — an asymmetric lineshape with both
constructive (Fano peak) and destructive (Fano dip) interference regions [1, 2, 7].

Ridolfo et al. [1] have previously shown that the driven metamolecule can exhibit photon antibunching
— a quantum effect where a driven scatterer emits photons with a near-regular photocount pattern during
absorption–spontaneous emission events [8,9] — in the weak-driving limit. According to Waks et al. [2],
this is the limit where the modified Rabi frequency of the QD, Ω, is small compared to the enhanced QD
decay rate, Γ, as well as where the semiclassical approximation is valid. In this study, we investigated
the photon statistics of both spherical- and spheroidal-based metamolecules. In the latter, the QD exciton
interacts with the longitudinal LSPR of the spheroids, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The spherical-based
metamolecule is a special case of spheroidal-based metamolecules, whose photon statistics were studied
here to ensure that our model is in good agreement with Refs. [1, 2, 4]. In addition, we also investigated
the dependence of the photon statistics on the MNP-QD distance.
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2. Theory
The approach proposed in Ref. [1] is used here to obtain the second-order correlation function for zero-
time delay, g(2)(0) — a statistical parameter that determines whether the scattered photons will arrive

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Quantum electrodynamics (QED) model of the metamolecule. The MNP has a geometric factor
f , and plasmon modes with angular momentum numbers n = 0,1,2, ..., corresponding to the plasmon resonances
0,ω1

pl ,ω
2
pl , ..., with non-radiative decay rates 0,γ1

pl ,γ
2
pl , ..., respectively. The MNP is coupled to the QD through

the coupling rate, gn, which depends on both d and f , where d is the MNP-QD surface-to-surface distance. The
QD is modelled as a two-level atom (with ground state |g⟩ and excited state |e⟩), which undergoes a decay rate
enhancement, Γ, upon interaction with the MNP. The MNP operators, a and a†, obey the commutation rule,
[an,a†

m] = δnm, while the QD operators, σ and σ†, obey the anti-commutation rule, {σ ,σ†} = I2. (b) Model
geometries of the metamolecule. The incident electric field, E(t), is plane-polarized. We assume that the QD
dipole couples longitudinally to the MNP dipole, where their dipole orientations lead to maximum effect. Each
MNP is modelled as a Drude metal with a frequency-dependent dielectric function, ε(ω). The prolate has semi-
axes b×b×c,c> b, the oblate has semi-axes b×b×c,b> c, and the spheric MNP has an equivalent sphere-volume
radius, rs =

3√cb2, so that while the MNP geometry is tuned through f , its volume remains constant.

randomly (for coherent light), regularly (for antibunched light), or in bunches (for bunched light), at a
detector [9].

In plasmonic cavity QED, the weak-coupling condition, g < γpl , required for the observation of
photon antibunching is easily attainable [1, 3] due to the large value of γpl . Here, g is the dipole-dipole
coupling rate between the QD and the MNP, and γpl is the decay rate of the plasmon dipole mode. Hence,
we will determine g(2)(0) in the weak-coupling regime where the rotating-wave approximation is valid.

Finally, only the plasmon dipole mode (n = 1) in Fig. 1(a) will be considered here. The plasmon
multipolar modes (n ≥ 2) are dark modes which do not couple to the driving field but couple to the
dipole mode. The validity of the dipole approximation has been investigated in Ref. [3], where it was
shown that multipolar contributions are not negligible at short MNP-QD distances. However, in Ref. [1],
it was shown that the dipole approximation is valid in the distance regime d ≥ rQD +2 nm, where rQD is
the QD radius. Our study will keep to this latter regime.

The driving field of the laser is modelled as a cosine wave: E(t) = E0 cosωt, with amplitude, E0, and
driving frequency, ω . In the rotating-frame, the total Hamiltonian of the driven metamolecule is [1, 4]:

H = h̄∆pla†a+ h̄∆exσ†σ −E0µ(σ +σ†)−E0(χ∗a+χa†)+ ih̄g(σa† −σ†a), (1)

where ∆pl = ωpl − ω and ∆ex = ωex − ω are the plasmon-laser detuning and exciton-laser detuning
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frequencies, respectively, ωex = ωpl −δ , δ is the exciton-plasmon detuning, and

ωpl ≈
√

ω2
p

ε∞ + f εb
− γ2

p, γpl ≈ γp +
γ3

p

ω2
pl
, (2a)

χ ≈−ib( f +1)εb
√

2π h̄ε0cη(1−L), g ≈ bµ( f +1)
(c+d)3

√
cη [1−L(v)]

2π h̄ε0
, (2b)

where ωpl and χ are the dipolar LSPR and dipole moment of the MNP, respectively, µ = erQD is the
dipole moment of the QD, e is the electronic charge, h̄ is Dirac’s constant, ε0 is the permittivity of free
space, εb is the dielectric constant of the background medium, and ε∞ is the high-frequency dielectric
constant of silver, where we have ignored radiative damping since we are in the Rayleigh regime [1,10].
In Eq. 2a, ωp and γp are the Drude model parameters for the plasma frequency and free-electron damping
rate of silver, respectively, f = (1−L)/L, where L is the static geometric factor of the free MNP as given
in Ref. [10]. In Eq. 2b, c → c,b → b (prolate),c → b,b → c (oblate),c → rs,b → rs (sphere),η =
ω2

p/[2ωpl(ε∞ + f εb)
2], and L = L(v) = 1/3 for a sphere. For the spheroids, L(v) is the static geometric

factor of the MNP-QD system, with a radial coordinate, v, which we reported previously in Ref. [10].
The equation of motion describing the evolution of the expectation values of the MNP and QD

operators, a and a†, and σ and σ†, respectively, in the Heisenberg picture, is given by [3]:

d⟨O⟩
dt

=
i
h̄
⟨[H ,O]⟩+ γpl

2
(
a†[O,a]+ [a†,O]a

)
+

γex

2
(
σ†[O,σ ]+ [σ†,O]σ

)
, (3)

from which we obtain the following coupled equations in the weak-driving limit:

d⟨a⟩
dt

=−
(

i∆pl +
1
2

γpl

)
⟨a⟩+g⟨σ⟩+ iΩpl, (4a)

d⟨σ⟩
dt

=−
(

i∆+
1
2

Γ
)
⟨σ⟩+ iΩ

(
1−2⟨σ†σ⟩

)
, (4b)

d⟨σ†σ⟩
dt

=−Γ⟨σ†σ⟩+ i
(

Ω⟨σ†⟩−Ω∗⟨σ⟩
)
, (4c)

where we have applied the adiabatic approximation [2] (since γpl >> γex) to obtain Eqs. 4b and
4c. The coupled equations are solved at steady-state conditions to obtain the coherences ⟨a⟩,⟨σ⟩,
the excited state population of the QD ⟨σ†σ⟩, as well as the modified QD parameters Ω = Ωex(1−
(χ/µ)

√
F ) (near-field enhancement),Γ = γex +F γpl (Purcell effect),∆ = ∆ex −F∆pl (exciton shift),

where F = 4g2/(γ2
pl + 4∆2

pl) is the plasmon-induced enhancement factor, Ωpl = E0χ/h̄ is the driving
frequency of the MNP, and Ωex = µE0/h̄ is the Rabi frequency.

3. Results and Discussion
In the quantum picture, the dipole moments of the MNP and the QD are defined in terms of the
expectation values of their respective operators, as [4] χ⟨a⟩ and µ⟨σ⟩, respectively, and the total dipole
moment operator is P+ = χa+ µσ . At steady-state, g(2)(0) = ⟨(P−)2(P+)2⟩/⟨P−P+⟩2, and the
scattering cross-section is proportional to ⟨P−P+⟩, where P− = (P+)† [1, 3].

We have made use of the following model parameters of a CdSe QD and that of a silver nanoparticle
from Ref. [1]: rQD = 0.7 nm, γex = 50 µeV, γp = 53.26 meV, δ = 60 meV, εb = 3.0,ε∞ = 3.699. The
Rabi energy, µE0 = 0.01 meV, ensures that we are in the weak-driving limit: Ω << Γ. The MNP sizes
we considered are c = 13 nm, b = 12 nm (prolate), c = 12 nm, b = 13 nm (oblate), and rs ≈ 12.32
nm (spheric). The semi-axes of the spheroids are chosen such that: ( fspheroid − fsphere) <

1
8 fsphere. This

ensures that the respective aspect ratios of the spheroids are very close to that of the sphere, i.e, unity.
Some of our analytical results have been verified using the quantum simulation toolbox QuTiP [11].
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The scattering cross-section of the metamolecule gradually decreases as the MNP geometry is tuned
from f = 2.2 (prolate) to f = 2.0 (spheric), as can be observed from the trend in the scattering peaks in
Fig. 2(a). In addition, the wavelengths corresponding to the scattering peaks — the Fano peaks (peaks
of the narrow and asymmetric lineshapes in Fig. 2(a)) and the plasmon peaks (peaks of the broad and
symmetric lineshapes in Fig. 2(a)) — undergo blueshifts as the MNP geometry is tuned from prolate
to spheric, as summarized in Table 1. This shows that each driven metamolecule is a good scatterer
depending on the energy region in Fig. 2(a). At far distances, d = 10 nm, the scattering spectra of
the metamolecule (broken coloured curves in Fig. 2(a)) approach those of the spectra of the free MNP
(broken black curves in Fig. 2(a)), due to huge decreases in the coupling rates.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Dependence of the scattering cross-section on the geometric factor, f , and on the MNP-QD distance,
d. (b) Second-order correlation function for zero-time delay, g(2)(0), as a function of the MNP-QD distance, d.

Table 1. The Fano peak (Fano resonance), the Fano dip (transparency dip), and the plasmon peak (∼plasmon
resonance) formed in the scattering spectrum of the metamolecule for each of the MNP geometries at d = 2 nm.
(Deduced from Fig. 2(a).)

ω (meV)
Metamolecule Fano peak Fano dip Plasmon peak
Prolate-based ∼ 2737.77 ∼ 2739.66 ∼ 2805.31
Oblate-based ∼ 2786.65 ∼ 2788.54 ∼ 2853.96
Spheric-based ∼ 2824.44 ∼ 2826.56 ∼ 2891.27

Fano interference is responsible for the Fano dips in the scattering spectra in Fig. 2(a), as well as the
resonances, ω ′

ex ≈ ωex −Fωpl (Fano resonance) and ω ′
pl ≈ ωpl +[g2/(ωpl −ωex)] (plasmon resonance).

The Fano dips are regions in-between the Fano peaks and the plasmon peaks where the metamolecule
is transparent to the driving frequency, i.e, frequencies where ⟨P−P+⟩ → 0. The interference effect
weakens at long distances (such as at d = 10 nm in Fig. 2(a)), leading to: ω ′

ex → ωex and ω ′
pl → ωpl since

g → 0. These resonances and the Fano dips are presented in Table 1 as driving frequencies, ω , where the
metamolecule exhibits different photon statistics as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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When driven at the plasmon peak, the metamolecule emits only coherent light (g(2)(0)= 1), regardless
of the distance, d, and the MNP geometry (Fig. 2(b), blue-violet curves). This is because, driving
the metamolecule at the plasmon peak causes elastic scattering by the MNP to dominate the photon
statistics. Hence, the square of one-photon scattering probability, ⟨P−P+⟩2, is the same as the two-
photon scattering probability, ⟨(P−)2(P+)2⟩.

At the Fano dip, the scattered photons are heavily bunched (g(2)(0) > 1) at short distances, d ≤ 4
nm, and antibunched (g(2)(0)< 1) at 4 nm < d ≤ 8 nm, but coherent scattering (g(2)(0)→ 1) dominates
at long distances, d > 8 nm (Fig. 2(b), black curves). Though the scattering of an incident photon
is suppressed at the Fano dip due to destructive interference, a pair of simultaneous incident photons
will saturate the metamolecule’s ground state transition, thereby increasing the two-photon scattering
probability, ⟨(P−)2(P+)2⟩. Thus, at short distances, driving at the Fano dip leads to a bunching effect
because the metamolecule acts as a saturable scatterer. The transition from bunched to antibunched light
between d > 4 nm and d = 8 nm is due to a frequency shift, i.e, the Fano dip at d = 2 nm is a Fano peak
between d > 4 nm and d = 8 nm. At d > 8 nm, the Fano effect disappears and the response returns to
that of the MNP, which gives coherent scattering. In Fig. 2(b), the photon statistics of the prolate- and
oblate-based metamolecules are very similar irrespective of their different driving frequencies because
the difference in their geometric factors is not sufficient to cause a noticeable change in g(2)(0).

Driving the metamolecule at the Fano peak leads to the emission of antibunched light (g(2)(0)< 1) at
short distances, d ≤ 4 nm, which gradually transitions to coherent light (g(2)(0)→ 1) at long distances,
d > 4 nm (Fig. 2(b), red curves). At the Fano peak, driving the metamolecule at short distances leads
to an antibunching effect as a result of constructive interference, i.e, the spontaneous emission of an
absorbed incident photon is enhanced due to the Purcell effect [1,2]. The saturation of the metamolecule
by a photon pair leads to a decrease in the two-photon scattering probability, ⟨(P−)2(P+)2⟩, at the
Fano peak. As in the case of the dip, at the Fano peak, the transition from antibunched to coherent light
at long distances is due to the vanishing Fano profile in Fig. 2(a).

4. Conclusion
We have shown that the driving frequencies (Fano peak, Fano dip, and plasmon peak), the MNP-QD
distance, and the MNP geometry are all important factors to consider when designing metamolecules
that exhibit different photon statistics. Our model shows that for a constant MNP volume, the choice of
MNP geometry might affect the distance regimes where the metamolecule transitions from bunching to
antibunching of the scattered photons, but not those where it transitions from antibunching to coherent
emission. Fano interference makes it possible for the driven metamolecule to act as a saturable scatterer
for photon statistics control.
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Abstract. Oesophageal cancer is an aggressive and lethal malignancy accounting for the eighth 

leading cause of cancer and sixth cause of cancer-related death globally. Conventional treatments 

for oesophageal cancer are characterised by suboptimal efficiency resulting in treatment 

resistance and relapse. Photodynamic therapy (PDT), a non-invasive modality, has emerged as 

a potential alternative cancer therapy. Growing evidence has shown that aluminium (III) 

Phthalocyanine Chloride Tetra sulfonic Acid (AlPcS4Cl) is a promising photosensitiser in PDT 

owing to its photochemical and photophysical features. This study examined in vitro impacts of 

AlPcS4Cl-mediated PDT in an oesophageal cancer cell line (HKESC-1). The HKESC-1 cells 

were grown and maintained in a culture medium incubated at 37° C, with 5% CO2 and 85% 

humidity. The cells were treated with increasing dose concentrations of AlPcS4Cl and irradiated 

at a fluence of 5 J/cm2 using a diode laser at 673.2nm wavelength. The cellular activities 

following 24 hours post-PDT were evaluated using microscopy and biochemical tests (such as 

cell viability and cytotoxicity assay) to determine the response of HKESC-1 cells to treatments. 

Results from treated cells displayed a dose-dependent response as shown by the significant 

morphologic changes, increased cytotoxic damage, and reduced cell viability. The study showed 

that AlPcS4Cl mediate PDT is an efficient treatment modality for oesophageal cancer. Further 

research on the mechanism of cell death pathways in oesophageal cancer could enhance and 

translate the potential application of AlPcS4Cl mediated PDT of cancer in clinical settings. 

1.  Introduction 

Oesophageal cancer is an aggressive and lethal malignancy accounting for the eighth leading cause of 

cancer and the sixth cause of cancer-related death worldwide [1]. Conventional treatments for 

oesophageal cancer consist of surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy [2], and recently 

immunotherapy has also been employed for the treatment of oesophageal cancer [2, 3]. However, these 

conventional therapies are characterised by suboptimal efficiency resulting in treatment resistance, 

relapse, and severe adverse effects. Also, not all patients are eligible for immunotherapy. Photodynamic 

therapy (PDT), a non-invasive modality, has emerged as a potential alternative cancer therapy for either 

curative or palliative purposes. PDT has gained much attention due to its effectiveness, limited toxicity, 

compatibility with other treatments, can be repeated several times, and cost-effectiveness [4].  

PDT is made up of three crucial components, photosensitiser (PS), light and oxygen. The PS, a 

light‑activated agent, is first administered and internalised within the tumour cells, then irradiated with 

suitable light at a particular wavelength, resulting in reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation, 
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oxidative stress, damage to cellular organelles /membranes and ultimately the death of cancer cells [5]. 

Growing evidence indicates that Aluminium (III) Phthalocyanine Chloride Tetra Sulfonic Acid 

(AlPcS4Cl) is a promising photosensitiser in PDT for various tumours due to its distinct photochemical 

and photophysical features [6]. However, its cellular impacts on HKESC-1 oesophageal cancer cells are 

limited. This study examined the in vitro impacts of AlPcS4Cl-mediated PDT in an oesophageal cancer 

cell line (HKESC-1). 

2.  Method 

2.1.  Cell culture 

A human oesophageal cancer cell line (HKESC-1) used in this study was purchased from Cellonex 

(South Africa), a distributor of AddexBio. HKESC-1 cells were maintained in T75 culture flasks in 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich, D5796) with the addition of 10% Fetal 

Bovine Serum (FBS) (Biochrom, S0615), 1mM sodium pyruvate 1% antibiotic: 0.5% Amphotericin B 

and 0.5% Penicillin-streptomycin. The cells were maintained under 5% CO2, 37°C and 80% humidity. 

2.2.  Photodynamic Treatment 

Photodynamic therapy was conducted as previously described [6]. Triplicate experimental and control 

cells were cultured with a seeding density of 5 x 105 in culture petri dishes of 3.4 cm2 diameter until 

cells attain 90 percent confluence. The cells then received different concentrations of the PS (AlPcS4Cl) 

(1.25, 2.5, 5, 10 & 20µM) and were incubated for four hours at 37˚C and 5% CO2 to allow cellular 

localisation of the PSs. After incubation, the cells were subjected to irradiation using a continuous wave 

semiconductor diode laser (Oriel Corporation) at 673.2 nm and 5 J/cm2 fluence. After that, the irradiated 

culture plates were incubated for 24 hours before biochemical assays were conducted. 

2.3.   Cell Morphology  

Cellular morphological changes were visualised and examined with an inverted light microscope 

(Olympus CKX41Q4), and six images per sample were captured with 10X at a scale of 200µm with an 

Olympus digital camera using the CellSens software. 

2.4.  Cell Viability Assay 

2.4.1.  ATP Cell Viability Assay 

Cellular ATP examination was conducted using the CellTiter-Glo® 3D luminescence reagent (Promega, 

G968A) to determine the level of ATP in live cells. Briefly, 100µL cell suspension and 100µL (100µM) 

of the reconstituted reagent were added into an opaque-walled 96 well plate and carefully mixed. The 

plate was placed on a shaker for 2 minutes to facilitate lysis and kept in the dark at ambient temperature 

for 10 minutes. The ATP luminescence generated was quantified using the PerkinElmer, VICTOR 

NivoTM. 

2.4.2.  Trypan Blue Exclusion Assay 

Cell viability assay was performed using the Trypan blue exclusion test to determine the proportion of 

live cells. Ten microlitres of 0.4% Trypan blue (Sigma Aldrich, T8154) were added to an equivalent 

volume of cell suspension and mixed properly. Then, the 10µL volume each was pipetted to both sides 

of a counting chamber slide and slotted into an automated cell counter (Countess®).  

2.5.  Cytotoxicity  

A cytotoxicity assay was conducted to measure the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) enzyme released by 

the damaged cell membrane. The test was achieved using the Cyto Tox 96® Non-Radioactive 

Cytotoxicity assay (Promega, G179A). Briefly, 50μL of reconstituted substrate mix and 50μL of cell 

suspension were added into a 96 multi-well plate and mixed. The plate was wrapped with foil and kept 
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in the dark for 30 minutes at 25oC. The absorbance at 490 nm was measured using PerkinElmer, 

VICTOR NivoTM and is a measure of the amount of LDH in the sample. 

2.6.  Data Analysis 

All experiments were conducted in three technical repeats and in biological triplicates (n=3). All results 

were collated and analysed using GraphPad Prism (v5). The mean values of test groups were evaluated 

in relation with the mean value of control cells. One-way ANOVA was employed, and a statistical 

significance was defined as p <0.05 (*), p <0.01 (**), and p <0.001 (***).  

3.  Result and Discussion 

3.1.  Cellular Morphology 

We studied the effect of AlPcS4Cl-PDT on the morphology of HKESC-1 cells by examining the cellular 

alterations after incubation with varying concentrations of AlPcS4Cl (1.25-20 µM) pre and post 

irradiation.  Six fields were captured per samples at a scale of 200µm. Our findings from HKESC-1 cells 

receiving AlPcS4Cl without irradiation showed no significant cytotoxic effects when compared with the 

untreated control (Figure 1A). No significant morphological changes were observed in the absence of 

light. No differences were seen between the control cells with no PS and cells with PS. However, the 

irradiated cells with AlPcS4Cl at 5J/cm2 showed significant cellular morphological changes (Figure 1B). 

Morphological impairments showed 24 hours after treatment was shrinkage of cells, membrane integrity 

distortion, and floatation of cells in culture plates. The morphological changes in the treated irradiated 

group were indicative of cell death. To confirm this claim further quantitative biochemical analysis were 

conducted as discussed next. 
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Figure 1. Cellular morphological changes in HKESC-1 cells 24 hours post treatments. (A) The 

morphological changes in the presence of different concentrations of AlPcS4Cl (without irradiation). (B)  

The morphological changes of AlPcS4Cl-PDT at 5 J/cm2 irradiation. The images are representative of 

six images per sample captured at a scale of 200µm. 

3.2.  Cell Viability Assay 

3.2.1.  ATP Cell Viability Assay 

We evaluated the effects of AlPcS4Cl-PDT on HKESC-1 cells viability by measuring the ATP levels, 

which is a function of cell viability. Damage cell membrane results in the inability to produce ATP, and 

the intracellular ATPases rapidly diminish the ATP in the cytoplasm [7]. The ATP levels were quantified 

using CellTiter-Glo® 3D luminous assay after incubation with varying concentrations of AlPcS4Cl 

(1.25-20 µM) without irradiation and with irradiation. Our results revealed high ATP levels in non-

irradiated both in the control cells and the cell receiving AlPcS4Cl (Figure 2A). The findings showed 

that the PS does not affect the proliferation rate of the cancer cells when in an un-activated state. 

In contrast, the combination of AlPcS4Cl with irradiation at 5 J/Cm2 significantly showed a dose-

dependent reduction of ATP levels and high antiproliferative effects on HKESC-1 cells (***p< 0.001) 

when compared with the control cells (Figure 2B). This finding is in concordance with the results from 

Crous and coworkers, who investigated the effect of AlPcS4Cl-PDT on lung cancer [6] and Kresfelder 

et al. (2009) who examined the effects of AlPcSmix on oesophageal cancer [8]. 
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Figure 2. The effects of AlPcS4Cl on HKESC-1 cells on cell viability. (A) Non-irradiated cells showed high levels 

of ATP with no significant difference between the control cells and cells administered with AlPcS4Cl. (B) The 

irradiated cells at 5 J/cm2 displayed reduced viability with a reduction in ATP levels (***p < 0.001). The values 

shown are ± SEM (standard error of the mean) (n=3). 

3.2.2.  Trypan Blue Exclusion Assay 

Trypan blue exclusion test was conducted to determine the proportion of live cells present after 24-hour 

administration of AlPcS4Cl and AlPcS4Cl-PDT on HKESC-1 cells. Trypan blue exclusion test is based 

on the mechanism that the cell membrane integrity of viable cells is intact and therefore expels the 

Trypan blue dye. In contrast, dead cells retain the stain due to damaged cell membrane [7, 9]. The 

proportion of live cells was measured using an automated cell counter. The result showed that cells 

treated with different concentrations of AlPcS4Cl without irradiation had a high percentage of viable 

cells which was similar to the untreated control cells (Figure 3A). The findings showed that the PS does 

did not inhibit cell viability in the cancer cells without irradiation. However, substantial differences were 

seen between the control and the PDT groups, as depicted in Figure 3B (*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001). The 

results demonstrated that the PS substantially decreased cell viability rate post-PDT as observed in ATP 

viability assay. Comparable findings have been reported on aluminium phthalocyanines based PS on 

various cancers such as oesophageal cancer [8], lung cancer [6], breast cancer [10], and cervical cancer 

[11]. 

3.3.  Cytotoxicity 

Cytotoxicity assay using lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release method was employed quantify the 

amount of LDH enzyme leakage in the cell culture media. Cells that have damaged cell membrane 

release LDH, which indicates cytotoxic effects [7, 12]. We found that no statistically significant were 

observed in the non-irradiated (between the control cells and the cells administered with PS) (Figure 

4A). Although the non-irradiated cells showed some slight cytotoxic effect compared with the 

cytotoxicity positive control, a common feature of tumour cells undergoing constant proliferation, and 

so experiencing minor cell death. This observation is consistent with findings from Robertson and 

colleagues, who examined the cytotoxic effect of metallophthalocyanine (MPc) on human metastatic 

melanoma cells [13]. The LDH released from damaged cells from the irradiated cells administered with 

0–20 μM of PS at 5 J/cm2 were compared to the control receiving no PS and cytotoxicity positive control. 

The AlPcS4Cl-PDT induced significant cytotoxicity compared to the control receiving no PS (*p < 0.05, 

**p < 0.01) (Figure 4B), which is also in agreement with a study reported by Crous et al. (2019) who 
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investigated the cytotoxic effect of this PS on lung cancer[6]. In addition, similar results were shown by 

studies that examined the cytotoxic of AlPcSmix on oesophageal cancer cells [8] and cervical 

cancer[11]. 

 
Figure 3. Fig. 1. Cell viability effect of AlPcS4Cl ON HKESC-1 using Trypan blue exclusion assay. 

(A) The percentage of cell viability of non-irradiated cells in different concentrations of AlPcS4Cl. (B) 

The percentage of cell viability irradiated with 5 J/cm2 after AlPcS4Cl -PDT treatment. The findings are 

shown as ± SEM (n = 3); (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). 

 
Figure 4. The cytotoxic effects of AlPcS4Cl and AlPcS4Cl-PDT were determined 24 hours after 

treatments by LDH release cytotoxicity assay on HKESC-1 cells. (A) The levels of LDH leakage in the 

presence of varying concentrations of AlPcS4Cl (non-irradiation). (B) The levels of LDH release after 

AlPcS4Cl-PDT with 5 J/cm2 irradiation. The results are depicted as ± SEM (n = 3); (*p < 0.05, **p < 

0.01). 

4.  Conclusion 

Photodynamic therapy, a non-invasive and non-toxic treatment modality, has emerged as an effective 

alternative treatment modality required to overcome the challenges associated with the current 
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conventional therapy for various malignancies. Aluminium phthalocyanine and its derivatives have been 

investigated in different tumours with promising outcomes. The findings from this study revealed that 

AlPcS4Cl mediated PDT can significantly reduce cell viability and increase the cytotoxic effects on 

oesophageal cancer. Also, the result showed a negligible dark‑cytotoxicity activity on oesophageal 

cancer, therefore AlPcS4Cl-PDT offers a promising treatment modality for oesophageal cancer. Further 

investigation is needed to determine the cell death mechanism and pathways. 
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Abstract. New treatments are needed to overcome melanoma’s inherence drug resistance. 

Immunotherapy uses antibodies to target cancer; photodynamic therapy uses light to produce 

cytotoxic singlet oxygen and reactive oxidative species; and nanomedicine uses nanocarriers to 

enhance pharmacokinetics. We aim to establish a chemical conjugation model allowing for 

directional attachment of SNAP-tag-based recombinant antibodies (rAbs) to silver nanoparticles 

carrying the photosensitiser ZnPCS4 for the photoimmunotheranostic management of melanoma. 

The initial aim was to engineer and purify rAbs comprising anti-CSPG4 single-chain variable 

fragments (scFv) and SNAP-tag and to validate rAb selective binding to melanoma cells. 

HEK293T cells were transfected with plasmids containing the scFv and SNAP-tag gene 

sequences. Secreted protein was purified using immobilised metal affinity chromatography and 

characterised using SDS-PAGE and Western blot. The rAb was then conjugated to fluorescent 

markers to confirm selective binding to target cells by flow cytometry and confocal microscopy. 

These preliminary results indicate the feasibility of this rAb as a targeting ligand for antibody-

mediated nano-PDT against melanoma. 

1. Background 

The gold standard for melanoma treatment is resection, but this only provides local control of early-

stage disease; in late-stage disease, no satisfactory treatment exists and recurrence becomes probable[1]. 
Despite advances in cancer drug development, most clinical trials have produced suboptimal outcomes, 

with many drugs exhibiting poor or non-specific effects[2]. Furthermore, melanoma cells are inherently 

resistant to treatment owing to their highly developed antioxidant system[3,4]. New therapies are 

needed to address these patients’ unmet clinical requirements.  

In photodynamic therapy (PDT), a photosensitizer (PS) is irradiated, inducing cell death. When 

a photon is absorbed by ground state PS, the PS enters an excited singlet state (PSes). Subsequent decay 

to the ground state causes fluorescent emission. At peak absorption, PSes undergoes intersystem 

crossing, entering an excited triplet state (PSet). PSet interacts with neighbouring molecules through 1) 

the type I photo-oxidative pathway in which PSet transfers electrons or H+ ions to proximate 

biomolecules, which react with oxygen and produce various reactive oxygen species or 2) the type II 

pathway in which energy released when PSet decays is transferred to ground state oxygen, creating 
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singlet oxygen[5]. PDT has been approved for certain cancers[6], though research on its use in 

melanoma is ongoing. PDT utilises passive tissue localisation[7], which can lead to off-target 

accumulation and side effects, but photoimmunotherapy (PIT) provides a targeting strategy for PDT. 

SNAP-tag is an engineered enzyme derived from the human DNA repair enzyme O6-

alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase, which removes DNA alkyl adducts from O6-alkylated  guanine, 

transferring the alkyl group to its Cys145 reactive cysteine residues and releasing guanine. SNAP-tag 

mimics this chemistry, reacting readily with benzylguanine (BG). In this single-step protein labelling 

process, SNAP-tag and any BG-modified substrate bond covalently; the benzyl alkyl group is 

transferred to the reactive cysteine residue of the SNAP-tag and guanine is released, producing a stable 

thioether [8,9]. SNAP-tag can be used as a fusion protein with any ligand of choice. In this study, we 

cloned the single chain variable fragment (scFv) of the anti-chondroitin sulphate proteoglycan-4 

(CSPG4) antibody, mAb2.9.27, at the N-terminus. The scFv is one of the smallest functional antibody 

formats in which the antigen-binding function can be preserved[10]. The scFv-SNAP recombinant 

antibody’s (rAb) reduced size compared to the full-length mAb enhances the degree of penetration into 

tumorous tissue[8] and facilitates rapid tumour uptake[11]. SNAP-tag further ensures the preservation 

of antibody integrity and functionality during conjugation because labelling with the payload occurs 

distal to the antibody fragment[9,12]. Furthermore, since SNAP-tag coupling occurs in a site-specific 

1:1 stoichiometry, homogeneous products are generated with a known configuration and drug-to-

antibody ratio[9], and because SNAP-tag is of human origin[13], it is not immunogenic. PIT combines 

the phototoxicity of PDT with the targeting precision of antibody technology to form an antibody-

photoabsorber conjugate[14].  
The CSPG4 antigen is commonly overexpressed in melanoma. It plays an important role in 

tumour cell survival, proliferation, migration and invasion, facilitating cancer progression[15]. During 

embryonic development, CSPG4 expression is seen in several motile tissues; however, expression is 

limited in the terminally differentiated melanocytes of normal adult tissue due to post-translationally 

down-regulation[16]. The differential expression of CSPG4 on malignant melanoma cells vs healthy 

skin tissue and its limited secretion into circulation as a permanently membrane-bound transmembrane 

protein make CSPG4 a good candidate for targeted therapy[15].  
Nanoparticles (NPs) are organic or inorganic structures of up to 100 nm, the physiochemical 

properties of which can enhance biodistribution and uptake of drugs that are surface-immobilised on or 

encapsulated within them[17]. Their hydrophilicity improves drug solubility and, thus, 

pharmacokinetics[18]; they can be easily functionalised[19,20]; they mimic biomolecules, allowing 

them to go undetected by the host immune system[19]; and they have large aspect ratios, allowing for 

reduced minimal effective doses due to their high drug loading[21]. In particular, inorganic NPs are 

easily modified to possess optimal size, shape, and optical properties[22]. Studies have shown that 

various NP formats can be used as PS drug carriers to augment PDT effects in vitro[23]. Silver (Ag) 

NPs are non-toxic, biocompatible and exhibit antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory properties [24], and 

these NPs have antitumour effects when used as PSs in PDT[25,26]. However, while gold (Au) NPs 

have been well-studied[27], the use of AgNP-drug conjugates is limited in the literature, particularly 

for PS-loaded AgNPs in PDT. Similarly, the use of antibody-NP drug delivery systems has been 

increasingly examined for AuNPs [28,29], but not for AgNPs. 

This project aims to establish a chemical conjugation model allowing for directional attachment 

of SNAP-tag-based rAbs to nanobioconjugates composed of the PS zinc phthalocyanine tetra-sulphonic 

acid attached to silver nanoparticles for the photoimmunotheranostic management of melanoma. The 

initial aim, herein reported, was to engineer and purify rAbs comprising the anti-CSPG4 mAb9.2.27 

scFv and the SNAP-tag enzyme and to validate rAb selective binding to CSPG4-positive melanoma 

cells. 
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3. Methods and Materials 

3.1 In silico vector design 

SnapGene® software (GSL Biotech, Chicago, IL USA) was used for in silico design of the mammalian 

vector system for transient expression of the SNAP-tag fusion protein, and all necessary production 

vectors were purchased from GenScript (NJ USA). 

3.2 Molecular cloning 

Plasmid DNA was incorporated into chemically competent DH5α Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells (NEB, 

MA United States) using a heat shock method, then inoculated into Luria Bertani (LB) broth (Sigma-

Aldrich) and placed at 37oC on a shaker overnight. DNA was isolated using the NucleoBond Plasmid 

Purification Kit (Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co, Düren, Germany), and DNA concentration was 

quantified using a NanoDrop ND-2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, DE USA). Restriction enzyme (RE) 

digests were performed using the NEB Double Digest protocol, and agarose gel electrophoresis was 

performed to confirm digestion. Agarose bands containing the DNA fragments of interest were excised 

using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAgen, Hilden, Germany) and subsequently ligated using the 

NEB T4 Ligase kit and overnight protocol (NEB). Recombinant plasmid DNA was incorporated into 

chemically competent E. coli cells, and the mixture was spread on LB agar plates supplemented with 

ampicillin and placed at 37oC overnight. Single colonies were picked and amplified in LB broth. 

Recombinant plasmids were purified from the E. coli using the Zyppy Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Zymo 

Research, CA USA), and the eluted DNA concentration was then quantified using a NanoDrop ND-

2000. Single enzyme digest simulations were performed on SnapGene to predicate the cutting patterns 

for the original and recombinant plasmids, after which RE digest reactions were set up. Agarose gel 

electrophoresis was performed, and gels were analysed to confirm correct ligation of recombinant 

plasmids, as predicted by the simulation. Recombinant clones confirmed by restriction mapping were 

purified using the NucleoBond Plasmid Purification midiprep protocol. Samples were sent to Inqaba 

Biotec as a pay-for-service to confirm the accuracy of the open reading frame (ORF) sequence.  

3.3 HEK293T cell culture and transfection 

HEK293T cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum 

(FBS) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco by Life Technologies, CA USA) and incubated at 37oC 

in 5% CO2. The XtremeGENE HP DNA Transfection Reagent Quick Protocol (Sigma-Aldrich, MO 

USA) was used for transfection, and cells were treated with Zeocin to enrich the Zeocin-resistant 

transfected population co-expressing the eGFP reporter gene. 

3.4 Protein purification 

Cell-free supernatant containing the secreted his6-tagged fusion protein (mAb9.2.27(scFv)-SNAP) was 

purified using immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) on an ÄKTA FLPC system (GE 

Healthcare Europe GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) with a Ni2+-NTA Superflow cartridge column. Elution 

was achieved through binding competition when applying an imidazole gradient to separate elution 

peaks; 5 mL fractions were collected throughout. Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter Units (Merck 

Milipore, MA USA) were used to further concentrate purified protein and remove imidazole. The 

concentration of purified mAb9.2.27(scFv)-SNAP rAb was determined using a NanoDrop ND-2000. 

3.5 Protein characterisation 

Protein samples were separated by size using SDS-PAGE to identify fractions containing protein of the 

correct weight (~53 kDa). Protein bands were visualised using Coomassie Staining Solution. Western 

blotting was then used to detect functional his6-tag protein. 1:1000 anti-His6-tag rabbit primary antibody 

and 1:5000 goat anti-rabbit IgG horse radish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (Bio Rad) were 

used to detect proteins on a Gel DocTM XR Gel Documentation System (Bio Rad). 

3.6 Mammalian cell culture 

Cancer cell lines were cultured in DMED medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-

streptomycin and incubated at 37oC in 5% CO2. 
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3.7 Immunoassays: Binding validation 

The NEB Protein Labelling in vitro protocol was used to label mAb9.2.27(scFv)-SNAP with BG-

modified SNAP-Surface® Alexa Fluor®488. Binding of the final labelled construct to CSPG4-positive 

cells was assessed quantitatively through flow cytometry using a FACSCalibur system and FlowJo 

software for analysis (Be cton & Dickinson, Heidelberg, Germany) and qualitatively using confocal 

microscopy on the Ziess LSM880 Airyscan (Oberkochen, Germany) with the 40 air objective. The 488 

nm (FITC green) and 405 nm (DAPI blue) lasers were used to excite the samples, and the AlexaFluor-

488 and Hoechst fluorescent signals were captured accordingly in the green and blue emission channels. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1 In silico vector design 

Figure 1 shows the in silico design of the plasmid generated on SnapGene. Annotated nucleotide and 

amino acid sequences (not shown) were used to order production vectors.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Molecular cloning 

After transformation in E. coli cells, extraction and purification, all DNA samples were within the 

acceptable purity ranges. RE digestion of the production and expression vectors was successful, and 

agarose gel electrophoresis showed DNA fragments correlating to the expected sizes. The backbone and 

the insert were both digested with SfiI and NotI and could thus be ligated in frame. After gel extraction, 

samples with the highest concentrations were used for subsequent ligation. The vector-only ligation 

control showed only minimal autoligated clones, indicating minimal partial digestion in the previous 

step. The bacteria only control showed no colony formation, confirming that all colonies contained the 

vector. In silico and in vitro restriction mapping confirmed that DNA fragments were  successfully 

ligated and that no autoligated clones were selected. The clone sequences were confirmed to be accurate 

for further application. 

4.3 Transfection and protein expression  

With the ORF sequence confirmed, the plasmid was introduced into a HEK293T cells. eGFP reporter 

gene expression confirmed successful transfection and expression. 

4.4 Protein purification  

Collection of the eluted fractions during IMAC was monitored at wavelength 280 nm (Figure 2). Peak 

1, seen before the application of the imidazole gradient was non-specific run-through containing BSA. 

Peaks 2-4, seen after the imidazole gradient, were considered to potentially contain the rAb and were 

collected for further analysis. 

(a) 

Figure 1. In silico design for anti-CSPG4-SNAP 

expression vector. (a) Expression vector plasmid 

map showing key gene components for expression. 

(b) Diagrammatic representation of ORF structure 

showing key components of final protein and 

restriction sites. 

(b) 
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4.5 Protein characterisation 

The collected peaks above were run on an SDS-PAGE gel to identify the presence of protein 

corresponding to the weight of mAb9.2.27(scFv)-SNAP (53.13 kDa). Peak 2 contained BSA 

contaminant; peaks 3 and 4 showed a single band each of an appropriate weight and were thus pooled 

for further analysis. During Western blotting, peaks 2 and 3 were confirmed to contained his6-tag rAb, 

indicating that functional rAb was retained during purification. 

4.6 Immunoassays: binding validation 

Figure 3 shows binding of labelled mAb9.2.27(scFv)-SNAP to the CSPG4-positive SK-MEL-28 

melanoma cell line (other CSPG4-positive cell lines across all melanoma stages and pigmentation levels 

not shown) with no binding to MDA-MB-468 negative control cells. These results confirm a) that the 

rAb exhibits selective binding to CSPG4-positive cells and can thus be used for precise, target drug 

delivery and b) that CSPG4 is over-expressed in melanoma cells in all growth stages, with and without 

pigmentation, and in it chemoresistant form; therefore, CSPG4 is a suitable therapeutic target for all 

forms of melanoma. Figure 4 further demonstrates, using confocal microscopy, that the rAb exhibited 

significant surface binding to SK-MEL-28 cells but not to the CSPG4-negative control. These results 

confirm that mAb9.2.27(scFv)-SNAP is suitable for molecular imaging and photodiagnosis of 

melanoma.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Quantitative 

binding validation via 

flow cytometry. (a) 

CSPG4-positive SK-

MEL-28 cell line. (b) 

MDA-MB-468 negative 

control.   

 

Figure 4. Qualitative 

binding validation via 

confocal microscopy. (a) 

CSPG4-positive SK-MEL-

28 cell line. (b) MDA-MB-

468 negative control.  Q1 = 

FTIC green channel (ex 

488 nm, em 519 nm); Q2 = 

brightfield; Q3 = Hoechst 

channel (ex 405 nm, em 

461 nm); Q4 = merge 

image. Blue shows 

Hoechst staining of nuclei; 

green shows AlexaFlour-

488 staining of the CSPG4 

antigen. Scale bar = 20 m. 
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Figure 2. Chromatograph from 

IMAC purification of His6-

tagged mAb9.2.27(scFv)-SNAP 

fusion proteins. 
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5. Conclusion 

In summary, using SNAP-tag technology we were able to generate a next generation 

photoimmunotheranostic in the form of an rAb fusion protein. The conjugate shows retained 

functionality of the scFv binding region, with antigen-specific binding to CSPG4-positive melanoma 

cells. Further steps will include the development of a chemical conjugation model to create rAb-NP 

conjugates for targeted delivery of PSs in PDT for melanoma, internalisation and trafficking studies and 

assessment of cytotoxicity after PDT application. 
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Abstract. Multidrug resistance (MDR) is one of the common challenges seen in cancer therapy. 

This phenomenon has led to the development of novel therapeutic strategies in which 

chemotherapeutic drugs are administered in combination with photodynamic therapy (PDT). 

Conventional therapeutic strategies employed in cancer treatment have been reported of yielding 

good prognosis which is accompanied with undesirable adverse effects. As a result, effective 

treatments with no potentially catastrophic side effects are required. PDT is a non-invasive 

phototherapeutic method in which a specific wavelength of light is used to activate 

photosensitizer (PS), to generate cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS). The combination of 

PDT with other chemotherapeutic drugs has been studied for many years. The aim of this study 

was to enhance PDT using a chemotherapeutic drug, berberine (BBR) in combination with zinc 

phthalocyanine tetrasulfonic acid (ZnPcS4) on MDR MCF-7 breast cancer cells with 

overexpressed P-glycoprotein (P-gp). MDR MCF-7 breast cancer cells were treated with 

optimized concentrations of BBR and ZnPcS4 and later irradiated by using a 680 nm diode laser 

at a fluency of 10 J/cm2. The established 50 % inhibitory concentration (IC50) was used to 

evaluate antiproliferative effects induced by individual IC50 as well as in combination therapy. 

Morphological changes, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) proliferation, and live/ dead assay were 

performed to determine the cell cytotoxicity 24 h post-treatment. The results revealed a dose-

dependent cytotoxicity in both monotherapy and combination therapy of BBR and ZnPcS4 

mediated PDT on MDR MCF-7 cells with significant morphological changes in combination 

therapy. In conclusion, the results from the present study suggest the use of BBR as an anticancer 

agent in ZnPcS4 mediated PDT. Furthermore, the combination of the two IC50’s revealed a dose-

dependent cytotoxicity in both monotherapy as well as combination therapy as it led to 

significant morphological changes accompanied with decreased ATP levels. 

1.  Introduction 

Breast cancer (BC) is the second leading cause of cancer related deaths after lung cancer. This form of 

cancer primarily originates from the breast tissue. According to the Global Cancer Observatory (GCO) 

2020 to 2040 report, the global incidence rate of BC is estimated to increase from 2.26 million to 3.19 

million by 2040 while the mortality rate is estimated to increase from 685 thousand to 1.04 million by 

2040 [1]. The development of BC can be attributed to several factors e.g., excessive alcohol intake, 

inflammation, age, genetic mutations, radiation, hormones, body mass index etc. [2]. Surgery, radiation, 

chemotherapy, hormonal, and immunotherapy are some of the conventional therapeutic options for BC 
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treatment. However, these modalities have been reported of inducing undesirable side effects [3]. 

Therefore, novel treatment modalities with improved therapeutic outcomes are worth exploring. It's 

worth noting that the choice of these therapies is determined by the tumor stages and progression. In 

order to overcome some of these side effects, many researchers are working on novel therapeutic 

strategies which include the combination of PDT with chemotherapeutic drugs.  

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a novel therapy that uses non-ionizing radiation to induce tumor cell 

death [4]. This form of therapy involves the application, or intravenous injection of a phototoxic drugs 

known as photosensitizers (PSs) on affected body sites e.g., skin. The principle behind PDT is based on 

the molecular interactions of preferentially co-localized PS with laser, and molecular oxygen (O2), thus 

leading to the generation of cytotoxic reactive O2 species (ROS) [5]. In addition, there is an increased 

number of research are focusing on enhancing PDT by use of chemotoxic drugs such as berberine (BBR) 

[6]. Herein, we evaluated the anticancer effects of BBR in combination with ZnPcS4 mediated-PDT on 

MDR MCF-7 breast cancer cells using a 680 nm diode laser at 10 J/cm2 in vitro. A 680 nm diode laser 

was chosen for ZnPcS4 mediated-PDT. This is because metallic phthalocyanines exhibit maximum 

optical excitation wavelength in the range of 650-800 nm [7]. 

2.  Methods and materials 

2.1.  Cell culture, and treatments 

MCF-7 human breast cancer cells (ATCC® HTB-22) purchased from American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC), were used in the present study. This cell line developed resistance for doxorubicin (DOX) as 

reported in a previous study from our laboratory [8]. MCF-7 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), supplemented with 1% Penicillin-streptomycin, 1% Amphotericin 

B, and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). Cells were then incubated for 24 h at 37°C, 85% humidity, and 

5% carbon dioxide (CO2). A seeding density of 3 x 105 cells/mL was used to plate cells in a 3.4 cm2 

diameter culture plates for in vitro studies. Simple linear regression was used to determine the 

relationship between the dependent variable (y) e.g., relative light unit (%) and the independent variable 

(x) e.g., concentration. In addition, the regression line equation was used to determine the 50% inhibitory 

concentration (IC50) for both BBR and ZnPcS4, 24 h post-treatment using different concentrations of 

BBR (100, 200, 300, and 400 μM) and ZnPcS4 mediated-PDT (10, 20, 40, and 80 μM) respectively.  

2.2.  Cell proliferation (ATP luminescence assay)  

CellTiter-Glo® ATP luminescence assay kit (Promega, G968A) was used in the present study. Briefly, 

about 50 μL of cell suspension was suspended to an equal of reconstituted ATP reagent, mixed 

thoroughly and incubated for 10 min at room temperature and pressure (rtp). Post-incubation, the 

homogenous colorimetric mixture was then measured for ATP luminescence using PerkinElmer, 

VICTOR NivoTM. 

2.3.  Morphological analysis and cell viability/ cytotoxicity (LIVE/DEADTM assay) 

Morphological changes were visualized under an inverted light microscopee (Wirsan, Olympus CKX 

41) with attached digital camera (Olympus C5060-ADUS). Following the manufacturer's instructions, 

the LIVE/DEADTM assay kit (Cat. No. L3224) (Life Technologies Corporation) was used to 

qualitatively visualize the distribution of viable and non-viable MDR MCF-7 cells 24 post-treatment 

with IC50 concentrations of BBR and ZnPcS4 mediated-PDT. Briefly, the cells (i.e., untreated and 

treated) were washed thrice by using ice cold 1X PBS (1 mL) and resuspended in 1 mL of 1X PBS. 

Thereafter, cells were stained with calcein (1 µL), ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) (1 µL) and incubated 

for 30 min at rtp. Cells were then rinsed thrice with 1 mL 1X PBS after incubation, resuspended in 1 

mL 1X PBS, and visualized with Alexa Fluor 488 and EtBr filters using a Carl Zeiss Axio Z1 live 

imaging microscope. 

2.4.  Statistical analysis  
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All experiments were performed four times (n=4). IBM SPSS version 27 software was used to analyse 

the mean difference and statistical significance between the control and experimental groups. Mean 

values plotted as mean ± standard error (SE) and statistical significance is represented as (p < 0.05 (*), 

p < 0.01 (**) or p < 0.001 (***)). 

3.  Results and discussion  

3.1.  Cell proliferation 

Energy levels of untreated and treated MDR MCF-7 cells were determined by measuring the levels of 

ATP luminescence. A dose-dependent decrease in cell proliferation was observed in cells treated with 

BBR, ZnPcS4 mediated-PDT (Figure 1 A and C). As shown in Figure 1 B and D, simple linear regression 

shows a negative relationship between the relative light unit and concentration. This clearly suggest that  

the relative light unit (%) decreases, as the concentration increases. Using the linear regression equation, 

the IC50 for BBR treated cells was 314.5 μM, whereas in ZnPcS4 mediated-PDT the established IC50 was 

at 57.1 μM. In addition, it was also observed that both established IC50’s in combination therapy 

significantly decreased cell proliferation levels (Figure 2 B). However, ATP levels were higher in MDR 

MCF-7 cells that received laser treatment only, and cells that were treated with ZnPcS4 but did not 

receive laser treatment (Figure 1 C). These findings are in line with those reported by Uprety et al.,[9] 

and Loonat et al., [10].  

 

  
Figure 1. ATP luminescence of the control and experimental groups of BBR and ZnPcS4 24 h post-

treatment (A and C). Linear regression for IC50 calculations; BBR IC50 (314.5 μM) (B), and ZnPcS4 

mediated PDT IC50 (57.1 μM) (D). Significance p˂0.001 (***). 
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3.2.  Morphological analysis and cell viability/ cytotoxicity (LIVE/DEADTM assay) 

Morphology of untreated and treated MDR MCF-7 cells (Figure 2 A). No alterations in morphology 

was displayed by laser treated cells without a PS (Figure 2, A 2) when compared control cells (Figure 

2, A 1). This suggests that 680 nm diode laser alone has no phototoxic effect on cancer cells. However, 

changes in morphology were observed in MDR MCF-7 cells treated with BBR IC50, and ZnPcS4 

mediated-PDT in monotherapy and combination therapy (Figure 2, A 3-5). The results of the present 

study are similar to those reported by Tynga et al., [11] and Mkhobongo et al., [12].  

 

 
Figure 2. Cellular morphology of untreated cells (A 1); cells + laser (A 2); cells + BBR IC50 (A 3); cells 

+ ZnPcS4 IC50 + laser (A 4); and combination of IC50’s (A 5). ATP luminescence of the control, IC50’s 

of of BBR and ZnPcS4 mediated PDT (A). Significance p˂0.001 (***). (×200 magnification). 

 

 
Figure 3. LIVE/DEADTM assay. Live cells stained with calcein (green fluorescence) (a-e) and dead cells 

stained with EtBr (red fluorescence) (f-j). (×200 magnification). 
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Additionally, the LIVE/DEAD™ assay qualitatively displayed an increase in the number of dead cells 

in combination of the two IC50’s when compared individual treatments (Figure 3 h-j). Interestingly, 

MDR MCF-7 cells that were treated with laser light did not stain with EtBr. This suggests that the cells 

membrane of the cells was intact and could not allow the penetration of the stain. Overall, the results 

obtained from this assay are in support with those reported by Hassan et al., [13]. 

4.  Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, BBR has demonstrated antiproliferative effects in individual treatments as well as in 

combination with ZnPcS4 mediated PDT on MDR MCF-7 breast cancer cells in vitro. Although 

conventional treatment modalities for breast cancer often result in cancer recurrences with undesired 

side-effects. The present study suggests the use of BBR in combination with ZnPcS4 to overcome the 

above highlighted limitations seen in breast cancer treatment. In addition, to clearly understand the 

mechanisms behind BBR and ZnPcS4, a detailed cell death analysis will be warranted to give a 

comprehensive mode of cell death induced by the two drugs in individual treatments and in combination 

therapy. 
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Abstract. Microscopic polystyrene particles suspended in water are trapped by optical
tweezers and we determine their diameter and refractive index using Mie scattering theory.
A near infrared laser is used to form the optical trap near the focus by a high numerical
aperture lens. The individual trapped particle is illuminated with broadband white light.
The scattered light from the particle is collected in the epi-direction and measured with a
spectrometer. The measured spectrum is compared to theoretical simulations using Mie theory.
An iterative optimization procedure is implemented in order to determine the diameter and
refractive index of the particle in the trap. This technique leads to precise measurements of the
diameter of the particle with an uncertainty of less than a nanometer on a micron sized particle.
In addition, the refractive index per individual particle was determined within a measurement
uncertainty of 10−4.

1. Introduction
Mie scattering theory can be used to determine an individual particle’s diameter and refractive
index [1, 2]. Studying an individual particle negates ensemble averaging and one is able to probe
local changes in the sample’s diameter and refractive index. To study the individual particle, it
is isolated and trapped using the optical tweezers system. Here, a polystyrene bead suspended
in water is optically trapped using optical tweezers [3]. To create the optical trap, a microscope
objective with an numerical aperture (NA) of 1.25 was used to focus the light (wavelength of
975 nm), resulting in a calculated spot size (lateral diameter) of 390 µm [4]. The ray diagram
description of optical trapping forces in figure 1 shows the refraction of light by a particle with a
higher refractive index than the surrounding medium. The change of momentum that the light
experiences creates a net force towards the focus of the light. This is the gradient force and is
proportional to the gradient of the electric field.

Once a particle is isolated by the optical tweezers, white light illuminates it and Mie scattering
from the particle is used to determine the particle’s diameter and refractive index, approximated
here by the Cauchy expression [1],

n = A+
B

λ2
+
C

λ4
(1)

When broadband white light is incident on the spherical particle, specific wavelengths will
be resonant within the sphere. These resonant modes are known as whispering gallery modes
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Figure 1. Rays 1 and 2 are refracted by
the particle and result in a net gradient
force towards the focus of the light. Due to
the tight focusing of the light, the gradient
force is larger than the scattering force,
creating a stable optical trap.
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Figure 2. Simulated spectra for the
scattering of light from a polystyrene particle
in water shows a difference in the peak
positions between particles with a diameter
of 8.4145 µm (solid) and 8.43 µm (dotted).

and correspond to the peaks seen on the spectrum of the scattered light. The positions of these
peaks can be calculated using Mie theory [5]. Mie theory solves Maxwell’s equations for a plane
wave incident on a spherical particle. By solving these equations and including the boundary
conditions of the sphere, the spectrum of the scattered light is simulated, (figure 2).

Using this technique, for a similar sample of polystyrene particles, Jones, King and Ward [1]
determined the refractive index within ±0.0005 and the particle radius within ±0.4 nm. In
comparison, optical imaging yields a limited lateral resolution on the order of approximately
167 nm using a NA of 1.5 at 500 nm [4]. Combined with optical trapping, the Mie scattering
technique described here is not limited to polystyrene particles. It can also be used to
spatially manipulate and study individual aerosol droplets [6, 7] which is useful in climate
studies. For similar sized water droplets, accurate sizing of the droplets was demonstrated
to within ±2 nm [5].

2. Methodology
The optical trap is constructed based on the Thorlabs Optical Tweezers Module (OTKB/M),
figure 3. The trapping laser (975 nm) is focused into the sample by a high numerical aperture
microscope objective, (NA 1.25, 100X oil immersion objective). The samples used here are
polystyrene particles (diameter 8.9 µm ±0.66 µm) suspended in water. The trapped particles
are imaged in transmission with a white light LED. A condenser lens (NA 0.4, 10X air objective)
collects the light and the image is formed on a CMOS camera. Light from the white light
LED scatters from the trapped particle and is collected in the epi-direction by the NA 1.25
objective lens. This scattered light is measured with a spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB4000)
with a spectral resolution of 0.2 nm. The integration time for collecting the spectrum of the
scattered light was 5 ms and averaged over 10 measurements. To reduce background noise in
the spectrum of the scattered light, an aperture is introduced and imaged into the trapping
plane. This reduces the scattering from the water surrounding the particle and ensures that the
majority of the scattered light is from the trapped particle.

We simulate the Mie scattering for various particle diameters and refractive index iteratively
as described by Jones, King and Ward [1]. The software [8] used here allows the user to select
the refractive index of a sphere and the size parameter. Given the refractive index of water [9],
it computes total scattering, total extinction and angular distribution of the scattered light.
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Figure 3. The trapping laser is focused by
a high numerical aperture objective (OBJ
NA 1.25). The sample is illuminated by a
white light LED and imaged on a CMOS
camera. The back scattered white light
from the trapped particle is measured using
a spectrometer.

Figure 4. A polystyrene particle is
trapped in water using the optical tweezers
system and imaged on a CMOS camera as
shown here. An aperture is also imaged
into the trapping plane to reduce scattering
from water and increases signal to noise
ratio in the measured spectrum.

2.1. Experimental details and data analysis
We demonstrated optical trapping of polystyrene particles suspended in water as shown in
figure 4. Limiting the illumination to the particle by imaging an aperture onto the trapping
plane, reduces the background in the acquired spectrum.

The Mie resonances from the trapped particle are measured with the spectrometer and shown
in figure 5. To compare these measurements to simulated Mie scattering from a polystyrene
particle in water with varying diameters, the residual background is removed. First, the
scattering of white light from water was subtracted, after which the remaining background
was removed by fitting a polynomial to the minima in the spectrum and dividing the spectrum
by the polynomial, normalising the background.
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Figure 5. The measured Mie resonance structure (solid line) from an optically trapped
polystyrene particle suspended in water is compared to simulated scattering (dotted line) for a
particle with diameter 8.4145 µm.
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To determine the particle diameter and refractive index, the simulated spectrum is
varied iteratively by adjusting the diameter and refractive index until it best represents the
measurement. Peak positions are used to compare the spectra, because the signal to noise is
better for the peaks than the valleys.

As a starting point, representative refractive index values for polystyrene are used to initially
to estimate the particle’s diameter. Using the chosen refractive index values, the diameter is
found that results in the simulation best matching the measured spectrum. This is used as the
initial diameter of the particle.

Using this estimated particle diameter the refractive index is then adjusted until individual
peaks of the simulated and measured spectrum overlap optimally in wavelength. The refractive
index required for the individual peaks to align are recorded and a dispersion curve for this
particle diameter is plotted. The Cauchy equation is fit (using MATLAB’s Trust Region
algorithm [10]) and the root mean square error (RMSE) from the fit is indicated in table 1
as an estimate of the uncertainty on the refractive index of the polystyrene particle.

The estimated particle diameter is then varied by 1 nm increments and the process is repeated.
Figure 6 shows the RMSE for various particle diameters used for particle 1. The minimum RMSE
from the quadratic fit indicates a particle diameter of 8.4145 µm ±0.0001 µm. This corresponds
to the diameter and refractive index that best describes the measured experimental scattering.
The refractive index dispersion for this particle diameter is obtained from a fit resulting in a
R2 = 0.9807 (bead 1 in figure 7),

1.583 +
2806

λ2
+

3.817 × 108

λ4
(2)
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Figure 6. The refractive index dispersion is fit using the Cauchy relation and the resulting
root mean square error (RMSE) of the fit is shown here for various particle diameters.
The minimum of the quadratic fit to the RMSE values corresponds to a particle diameter
of 8.4145 µm±0.0001 µm.

3. Results and discussion
This protocol described in the section above was repeated for three similar polystyrene particles
and the results are summarised in table 1. The technique is highly sensitive and able to
distinguish between the refractive indices of individual particles. The refractive index dispersions
for the three particles are plotted in figure 7. The average for this limited sample size is also
shown.

This work was done under the assumption that the particles can be treated as spherical
particles (in order for the Mie theory to apply conveniently). Non-spherical deformities in the
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Figure 7. A plot of the refractive index dispersion for three polystyrene particles suspended in
water along with their average. The standard deviation at selected wavelengths is also shown.

Table 1. Three polystyrene particles were trapped in water and investigated for their individual
diameter and refractive index. The table shows their diameter and Cauchy terms A, B and C
representing the refractive index of the individual particles.

Particle Diameter [µm] A B [nm2] C [nm4] RMSE R2

Particle 1 8.4145 ± 0.0001 1.583 2806 3.817 × 108 1.48 × 10−4 0.9807
Particle 2 8.4035 ± 0.0001 1.584 2484 4.088 × 108 0.99 × 10−4 0.9842
Particle 3 8.4267 ± 0.0004 1.578 4964 1.508 × 108 3.85 × 10−4 0.9273

particle shape will lead to splitting or broadening of the peaks, which was not observed. The
uncertainty in the measurement is a result of the absolute spectral resolution, the accuracy of
the calibration of the spectrograph, and the signal to noise. The limited spectral resolution
and relatively large background that was removed from the measured spectrum causes the
small structures near the minima of the spectrum in figure 5 to be less visible compared to the
theoretically calculated spectrum. However, the peak positions are used when comparing the
two spectra and hence give the information regarding the particle size and refractive index.

4. Conclusion
In this work, an optical tweezers system was used to trap micron-sized polystyrene particles
suspended in water. By doing so, individual particles could be targeted to determine their
diameter and refractive index using Mie theory. An existing methodology was adapted to
determine these properties from the spectrum of back scattered white light from a trapped
particle. The spectrum showed strong resonance peaks that were compared to simulated Mie
resonance spectra. The peak positions were used to determine the particle’s diameter and
refractive index using an iterative protocol. The diameter of the micron sized particles was
determined with an uncertainty of less than a nanometer. In addition, it was demonstrated that
the technique is sensitive to changes in the refractive index per individual particle.
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Abstract. Wound healing is a complex and dynamic process that involves restoring damaged 

tissue structure and function. Delayed wound healing often advances to chronic non-healing 

wounds due to reduced cellular proliferation and migration. Photobiomodulation (PBM) involves 

the application of low-powered light typically in the visible red and near-infrared (NIR) spectrum 

to modulate cellular mechanisms and has been shown to speed up healing in vivo. However, the 

underlying mechanisms are not well understood. This study aims to determine the effect of PBM 

using NIR light at 830 nm with 5 J/cm2 on the proliferation and migration of wounded human 

fibroblasts. Commercially acquired human fibroblast cells (BJ-5ta, ATCC® CRL-4001™) were 

utilized, and two cell models, namely, normal and wounded (central scratch assay), were 

designed. Cell models were incubated for 24 and 48 h post-irradiation, followed by different 

investigational tests for cellular morphology and migration rate (inverted microscopy), and 

proliferation (BrdU, flow cytometry). PBM at 830 nm with 5 J/cm2 modulates cell proliferation 

and migration and may aid in the enhanced wound repair process observed in vivo. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The prevalence of chronic wounds is rising at a perturbing rate due to populations undergoing 

industrialization, aging, and becoming more sedentary, and pose a fundamental global economic public 

health burden [1]. Wounds arise as a result of traumatic injuries, including abrasions and lacerations. 

Ordinarily, wounds heal in a timely (within a few days/weeks, typically in 3 months) and orderly frame; 

however, due to underlying pathologies such as keloids, uremia, fibrosis, jaundice, and hereditary 

healing disorders, some wounds fail to do so and develop into chronic wounds. Wound healing involves 

a systematized integration of biological and molecular systems that induce a predictable progression of 

tissue repair. Wound healing is orchestrated via four fundamental and spatially overlapping cascades: 

hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and maturation. For optimum healing of cutaneous wounds, 

fibroblasts, immune surveillance cells, platelets, keratinocytes, and microvascular cells play vital roles 

in restoring damaged tissue structure and function and reinstating tissue integrity [2]. Fibroblasts are the 

primary reconstructing cells involved in critical processes such as breaking down the fibrin clot, 

constricting the wound, secreting and depositing new extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, and 

providing collagen and granulation tissue. They are responsible for secreting essential cytokines and 

growth factors for cell proliferation and differentiation conducive to wound repair [3]. Impaired 

fibroblast functionality in diabetic patients often leads to decreased collagen synthesis and wound 

strength. According to You et al. [4], chronic wounds are onerous to treat due to their diminished 

response to conventional treatments. 
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Photobiomodulation (PBM) employs specific wavelengths of visible red and near-infrared (NIR) 

light to expiate specific cellular and tissue impairments. This therapeutic technique is a non-invasive, 

non-thermal therapy that  involves the application of low-powered light sources such as lasers, light-

emitting diodes (LEDs), and  broadband light using appropriate filters, in the visible light (400- 800 nm) 

and infrared (760- 1400 nm) spectrum to promote tissue regeneration [5,6]. Several studies have 

demonstrated PBM as a promising therapeutic method that elicits healing [7] and advances the 

proliferation phase of wound healing [8]. 

Additionally, studies have demonstrated different physiological effects when comparing PBM in the 

visible red light and NIR spectrum, indicating that PBM has biostimulatory effects in a dose and 

wavelength-dependent manner [9,10]. An optimal dosage of PBM evokes cellular activity, including cell 

proliferation, viability, migration, and growth factor production, which enhances the wound repair 

process in non-healing chronic wounds. Based on the optical window model, NIR light has been reported 

to penetrate tissues deeper than red light, which is ascribed to the reduced absorption by hemoglobin 

and melanin [11]. Despite NIR light having a deeper penetration into the tissue, most in vitro studies use 

visible red light, leaving a knowledge gap in the NIR range. Despite global interest in PBM therapy, the 

application of this therapy has not been acclimatized or routinely practiced in South Africa. 

This study aimed to determine the effects of PBM at 830 nm on the proliferation and migration of 

fibroblast cells, which are principal contributing aspects to wound healing. 
 

2. Methodology 

Commercially purchased human fibroblast cells (BJ-5ta, ATCC® CRL-4001™) between passages 8 and 

11 were utilized and cultured under standard guidelines. Two cell models were designed: normal (N) 

and wounded (W). Briefly, cells were incessantly grown in minimum essential media (MEM) 

supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 1% amphotericin B, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, 2 

mM L-glutamine, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids (NEAA), and 1 mM sodium pyruvate. Cells were 

then rinsed twice with pre- warmed Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) and subsequently detached 

with 1 mL/25 cm2 of TrypLE™ Express. Cell quantification was conducted, and cells were seeded at a 

density of 6 × 105 (morphology and migration rate) or 1 × 106 for flow cytometry (proliferation assay) into 

3.4 cm diameter cell culture dishes in 3 mL supplemented MEM and were incubated at 37°C (5% carbon 

dioxide (CO2); 85% humidity) overnight to facilitate cellular attachment. 

Post-incubation, the culture media was discarded, and cells were rinsed twice with 1 mL HBSS and 

replaced with fresh media. To achieve a wounded cell model (W), a sterile 1 mL disposable pipette was 

used to create a central scratch (CS), or “wound,” in a confluent cell monolayer [12]. The CS method is 

based on the observation that upon creating a cell-free zone across the center of the cell monolayer, the 

cells on the “wound” margins will migrate towards the center to close the created gap [13]. Post- 

wounding, the cells were incubated for 30 min to allow them to settle [12]. Cells were irradiated with a 

continuous wave diode laser at a wavelength of 830 nm, and a fluence of 5 J/cm2. Laser parameters are 

summarized in Table 1. Post-irradiation, cells were incubated at 37°C (5% CO2; 85% humidity) for 24 

and 48 h. 

Post-irradiation, an inverted light microscope (Olympus CKX41) was used to determine 
morphological changes in both experimental models, and images were captured using the 

AnalySISgetIT software at 0 h, 24 h and 48 h to assess wound closure. The distance between the wound 

margins was measured from three experimental repeats and used to quantify the rate of cell migration, 

which was expressed in percentages using the following equation: 

At0h-Attime/At0h×100 

where At0h is the distance between wound margins of the central scratch at 0 h, and Attime is the 

successive distance between the wound margins of the central scratch at various time points [14]. The 

same position on each plate/model (n=3) was measured over the 48 h period. The position on the plates 

were marked and the position on the XY axis on the microscope noted. 

Flow cytometry using the BD Pharmingen fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) 5-Bromo-2’- 

deoxyuridine (BrdU) Flow Kit (The Scientific Group, BD Sciences, 559619/557891) was used to
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evaluate cell proliferation. BrdU, an analog of thymidine, a DNA precursor, is integrated into newly 

synthesized DNA in cells acceding and advancing through the S phase of DNA replication (DNA 

synthesis). In this procedure, the quantification and categorization of cells actively synthesizing DNA, 

as related to their cell cycle position (i.e., S phase) explicated by their 7-ADD staining intensities, is 

accomplished by a two-color cytometric analysis. The test was conducted using the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Unstained cells were used to establish easy visualization and gating of cells on forward 

scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) plots. 

Experiments were performed three times (n=3), and statistical analysis was done using SigmaPlot 

version 14.0 (SYSTAT). Differences between groups were determined using the Student t-test and One-

Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for each independent variable and were considered statistically 

significant when p< 0.05. 

Table 1. Laser irradiation parameters. 
Variables  

Light source Diode laser 

Wavelength (nm) 830 

Emission Continuous wave 

Power output (mW) 114 

Spot size (cm2) 9.1 

Power density (mW/cm2) 12.53 

Irradiation exposure (s) 399 

Fluence (J/cm2) 5 

Energy (J) 45.5 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Chronic or non-healing wounds fail to progress through the wound healing phases in a timely reparation 

process primarily due to impaired wound oxygenation, infections, venous insufficiency, and diseases 

that interrupt the normal physiological condition, predisposing it to impaired wound healing. PBM 

imparts an array of therapeutic interventions, such as activating different intracellular signaling 

pathways involved in cellular proliferation, migration, and wound healing [15]. Optimal use of PBM 

augments cell viability and the rate of proliferation in various cell types, including but not limited to 

fibroblasts [16], mesenchymal stem cells [17], and epithelial cells [18]. Hehenberger and colleagues 

[19], suggested that fibroblasts from chronic wounds demonstrate a decreased proliferation rate. 

Therefore, therapeutic methods inciting increased fibroblast activity are essential for advancing wound 

healing. 

In this study, microscopically, fibroblast cells displayed the typical elongated and spindle shape, with 

multi-polar projections (Figure 1). In W irradiated (5 J/cm2) cell models, the findings demonstrated 

increased haptotaxis (an outgrowth of cells along the wound margins) and chemotaxis (movement of 

cells towards the central scratch) when compared to the W non-irradiated (0 J/cm2) controls. 

W irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells exhibited a significant increase (p<0.05) in migration rate at 24 h, 

suggesting that PBM effectively induces chemotaxis and haptotaxis, and accelerates fibroblast cell 

migration in wound healing. However, at 48 h, the increase in the rate of cell migration observed in W 

irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells was not statistically significant (p=0.943) when compared to their non- 

irradiated (0 J/cm2) control cells (Figure 2). These results correspond with Ayuk and colleagues’ [20] 

study using diabetic wounded fibroblast cells (WS1). The fibroblasts exhibited evidence of haptotaxis 

and chemotaxis when irradiated at 660 nm (5 J/cm2). In this study, W irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells migrated 

faster, which is verified by the significant increase in migration rate at 24 h. These results are supportive 

of the incomplete wound closure observed in W irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells, which contradicts the results 

when the fibroblast cells are irradiated at a red wavelength of 632 nm [9] and 660 nm [21]. Additionally, 

comparing W cell models at 24 h with their respective models at 48 h demonstrated a statistical 

difference (p<0.01). 
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Figure 1. Micrographs displaying the morphology of normal (N) and wounded (W) cell models in vitro 
at 0 h, 24 h and 48 h post-irradiation. Cells retained their well-known elongated and spindle-shaped 

fibroblast morphology. At the same time, cells in the W model demonstrated a change in direction and 

migrated towards the central scratch (CS) to enable wound closure. Scale bar 200 m (40x magnification). 
 

Figure 2. Percentage (%) migration rate in wounded (W) cell models at 24 h and 48 h post-irradiation. 

W irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells at 24 h demonstrated a significant increase in migration rate when compared 

to their non-irradiated (0 J/cm2) controls. Statistical significance is presented as *p<0.05 (±SEM). 
 

At 24 h post-irradiation, N irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells demonstrated a significant decrease in cell 

proliferation (p<0.01), while W irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells exhibited a significant increase (p<0.05) when 

compared to their control cells (Figure 3). At 48 h post-irradiation, N irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells exhibited 

a non-significant increase (p=0.067) in cell proliferation when compared to their non-irradiated (0 J/cm2) 

controls. W irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells exhibited a significant increase (p<0.05) in cell proliferation 

compared to their non-irradiated (0 J/cm2) controls. Thus, demonstrating a significant acceleration in 
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cellular proliferation in W irradiated cell models as revealed by BrdU staining for cells acceding and 

advancing through the S-phase of DNA replication. N irradiated (5 J/cm2) cells displayed no propitious 

effect of PBM, signifying that PBM therapy is more beneficial for stressed cells and/or cells with 

impaired growth. Therefore, PBM alters the physiological state of stressed cells, restoring tissue 

homeostasis and healing responses [21]. On the contrary, Pogrel and colleagues [22], reported that Ga- 

Al-As lasers at 830 nm and a fluence that ranged from 0.12 to 4.24 J/cm2 could not augment the 

proliferation of keratinocytes and fibroblasts. A study by Almeida-Lopes et al. [16], demonstrated that 

PBM in the NIR spectrum (780 nm; 2 J/cm2) increased cell proliferation of human gingival fibroblasts. 
 

Figure 3. Percentage of cells in proliferative S- (DNA synthesis) phase as measured by flow cytometry 

in normal (N) and wounded (W) cell models (a) 24 h, and (b) 48 h post-irradiation. Statistical 

significance is presented as *p<0.05 and **p<0.01 (±SEM). 
 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the present study's findings suggest that PBM at 830 nm using 5 J/cm2 has a 

photobiostimulatory effect on cellular migration and proliferation and has the potential to augment 

wound healing. Our results demonstrate that at 24 h after irradiation PBM had no effect on the 

proliferation of normal cells and may suggest that extended incubation post-irradiation is necessary to 

reap the full effects of PBM. However, no complete wound closure was detected at 48 h, which 

contradicts the results when fibroblast cells are irradiated at a red wavelength of 660 nm. These findings 

suggest that although there is a significant improvement in cell migration and wound closure at 830 nm, 

PBM of cells in vitro in the visible red region appears to be more effective and pronounced. To verify 

these discrepancies, more comparative research on PBM at 660 nm and 830 nm should be conducted in 

both in vitro and in vivo studies. 
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Abstract. In this study, we present the theoretical analysis and optimization of a 2D
metasurface made from gold for sensing Plasmodium falciparum (Pf) parasites. The sensor
is made of equal-distance periodic circular nanoholes on a gold planar surface. Specifically, it is
an array of nanoholes patterned in a 100 nm thick gold film where the diameter of nanoholes is
150 nm and the center-to-center separation is 400 nm. When probed by light, these nanoholes
give rise to extraordinary optical transmission resonant peaks resulting from the hybridization
between surface plasmons and optical modes inside nanoholes. By monitoring the shift of
transmission peaks or transmission intensity, the induced refractive index perturbation due to
Pf-antibody-antigen interactions can be accurately measured. We report, based on refractive
index unit (RIU), a minimum limit of detection of 3.19× 10−4 RIU using spectral interrogation
and 1.00× 10−4 RIU using intensity interrogation. These sensor properties can be useful for
the diagnosis of malaria at an early stage.

1. Introduction
Malaria, a mosquito-borne disease has infected humans for centuries. In 2020, malaria resulted
in 627,000 deaths globally. Africa made up 96% of global malaria deaths and about 80% of all
deaths in the region were children under 5 years [1]. Conventional malaria diagnosis is based
on empirical therapy, antibody rapid diagnostic tests (mRDTs), nucleic acid-based molecular
analysis, and/or microscopic analysis [2]. These methods are limited in precision, affordability,
integration, or portability. They also require long detection times, sophisticated infrastructure,
and trained personnel [3]. For example, mRDTs have various well-known detection problems [4].
To overcome these diagnosis limitations, researchers are interested in designing different kinds
of optical biosensors to in-vitro detect malaria parasites [5]. For example, 1D and 2D photonic
crystal biosensors and surface plasmon resonance biosensors are compact, robust, and can
label-free detect low malaria parasitemia using a small sample size [6–9]. Recent progress in
the development of malaria diagnostic tests, potential biomarkers, and their applications are
summarised in reviews by Ragavan et al. [5] and Priyamvada et al. [10].

In this work, we design, simulate, and analyze a malaria plasmonic biosensor based on
extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) that operates in the visible and near infra-red optical
regime (λ= 450 nm to 850 nm). The biosensor is made up of a metasurface with periodic
nanoholes 150 nm in diameter and 400 nm apart patterned in a gold film (100 nm thick)
and deposited onto a glass substrate. The finite element numerical method, using COMSOL
Multiphysics has been utilized for modeling and simulation. The spectral sensitivity and limit
of detection are calculated and their contribution to sensing is discussed.
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2. Theoretical background
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensing is a practical and commercial label-free diagnostic
technique that enables the investigation of ligand-receptor interactions by utilizing surface
plasmon waves [11]. The technique offers real-time analysis and immediate recognition of bio-
molecular species and their interactions. Surface plasmons (SPs) are electromagnetic excitations
propagating and evanescently confined at a metal-dielectric interface. They arise due to the
coupling of an incident transverse electromagnetic wave to oscillations in the metal’s electron
plasma [12]. These surface modes are a self-consistent solution of the 3D Maxwell equations and
are characterized in terms of their dispersion according to [12]

ksp = k0

√
εmεd
εm + εd

. (1)

Here, ksp is the propagation constant of surface plasmons, k0 = 2π
λ the propagation constant

of an incident photon in free space, λ is the excitation wavelength, and εm and εd are the
permittivity of the metal and the adjacent dielectric. Due to momentum mismatch, ksp > k0, it
is difficult to excite SPs by directly probing the metal surface.

Periodic nanohole arrays structured on metals are a class of 2D photonic grating that allows
the direct excitation of SPs. When a wave polarised along one of the array axes is incident on
this structure, the array exhibits EOT. The phenomenon was first reported by Ebbesen [13].
The name EOT is used because the amount of transmitted light (T ) through a sub-λ hole
(diameter d ≪ λ) is much higher than what could be expected by Bethe’s classical aperture
theory [14]. The EOT phenomenon is the result of a hybridization between SPs, quasi-cylindrical
waves, and optical modes inside nanoholes [15, 16]. Plasmon properties of the film material
(“metal transparency window”) in the spectral range of measurement are also important to
realize the EOT effect and hence EOT is sometimes related to the excitation of a Fabry–Perot
resonance in holes. The physics and detailed explanation of EOT through periodic nanohole
arrays in real metals have been examined in Refs. [17, 18]. Analytical derivations and models
that provide deeper insight are also formulated to capture the essential mechanisms involved
in this phenomenon [19]. At resonance, the wavelength of light that can be transmitted, λsp,
through periodic nanoholes is given by

λsp =
a0√
i2 + j2

√
εmεd
εm + εd

, (2)

where a0 is the lattice constant (i.e. distance between nanoholes), and i and j are non-zero
integer numbers representing scattering orders of the surface wave.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) A schematic drawing of the designed EOT-based SPR sensor showing the main
three components of the sensor, the substrate layer (glass), nanohole array (optical transducer),
and the analyte layer (e.g. water). (b) The working principle of the sensor. When the target
analyte (in water or blood) binds to the receptors immobilized on the gold surface, the refractive
index n near the metal surface is altered. A change in n results in a change of maximum
transmission wavelength λsp. By monitoring this change, EOT-based sensing is attained.
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From Eq. (2), the adsorption of ligand molecules to immobilized receptors in the vicinity of
a metal-dielectric interface alters the dielectric refractive index n =

√
εd, which then alters the

coupling condition and hence shifts the resonant wavelength λsp of transmission maximum(s).
The ligand molecules (or target analytes) are then detected based on the shift of λsp. However,
EOT resonances are also tunable through the engineering of hole shape, hole size, and periodicity
[20,21], this adds another avenue for designing EOT-based sensors. Fig. 1(a) shows the designed
EOT-based SPR sensor. The working principle of the sensor is summarised in Fig. 1(b).

3. Modeling and simulation
The finite element method was performed using COMSOL multiphysics to simulate the optical
transmission response of the periodic nanohole array patterned on a gold film, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The model geometry is discretized into finite elements formed by 2D and/or 3D
meshing. At points where these elements meet (nodes), a set of linear partial differential
Maxwell equations are iteratively solved. Solutions of individual elements need to converge
to obtain the whole model solution. Floquet periodic boundary conditions are usually used
to address periodic nanoholes but due to the symmetry of the modeled geometry and to save
computational time, a quarter of the unit cell is simulated. The two boundaries perpendicular
to the x-axis and y-axis were set as perfect electric conductors (PEC) and perfect magnetic
conductors (PMC), respectively. They work as absorbing layers for an incident p-polarised
or s-polarised light propagating into unbounded space. The top and bottom domains of the
sensor structure are declared as the analyte layer (nd = 1.33 to nd = 1.41) and the substrate
layer (glass, ns = 1.52), respectively. The middle domain is the gold film perforated with
subwavelength holes. The adhesion layer between glass and gold film and the analyte binding
layer between gold and a bioreceptor are both ignored in this model because their inclusion only
slightly affects the spectral locations of the resonances. The choice of nd for the analyte layer is
practical in malaria diagnosis since the refractive index of whole blood lysate in different stages
of malaria lies in that range. Normal stage n = 1.408, ring stage n = 1.396, trophozoite stage
n = 1.381 and schizont stage n = 1.371 [22]. However, these values are just baseline values.
When the analyte in the blood binds to receptors, the baseline values would change by a small
amount δn, which is more important in SPR biosensing as it corresponds to a specific binding
process [9]. The modified Lorentz-Drude model was used to include the frequency-dependent
εm of gold [23]. A normal TM-polarized plane wave incident from the substrate side is used
as an optical excitation. To avoid undesired numerical reflections back into the interior of a
computational region, the top, and bottom boundaries of the model system are terminated by
strong absorbing perfectly matched layers (PML).

4. Result and Discussion
To determine the sensitivity and the limit of detection, we modeled the expected experimental
response of our sensor by imposing an experimental white light spectrum into the simulated
spectra shown in Fig. 2(b). The spectrum of a white light LED source adds the necessary
noise to our simulated spectra. This noise stems from the spectrometer and shot noise from the
statistical nature of the light. We are interested in the total noise as this is what puts a lower
bound on the limit of detection in a real experiment. The transmission spectra in Fig. 2(c) are
the expected experimental results when a MBB1F1 fiber-coupled light emitting diode (LED)
from Thorlabs is used to illuminate the sensor. Using a moving standard deviation algorithm,
the fluctuation of intensity ∆I, which represents noise in the sensor output was plotted against
λ, see inset in Fig. 2(c). Our analysis focuses on the first and second peaks at around 650 nm
and 740 nm respectively. The peak around 500 nm is ignored in sensing analysis because is an
intrinsic property of the gold film associated with the interband transition.
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Figure 2: (a) A COMSOL model of the sensor system showing a quarter of the unit cell.
PEC and PMC boundary conditions are applied perpendicular to the x and y-axes. (b) The
simulated transmission spectra of the gold nanohole array in liquid analyte with a refractive
index ranging from n = 1.33 to n = 1.41. (c) Modeled experimental transmission spectra of
the sensor (representatives) and the associated intensity fluctuation ∆I (inset figure) plotted
against λ. Both the main figure and its inset share the same legend. (d) Spectral sensitivity
δλ/δn (where δn = n−1.33) around peak I and peak II shows that the left of peak I is the most
sensitive region.

From Fig. 2(d), a small change in refractive index δn from a baseline of n = 1.33 linearly
shifts the position of the transmission maxima by δλ. One can also fix the wavelength and
monitor changes in the transmitted intensity δI at that wavelength. Therefore, the sensitivity
SRI of our sensor is defined as the extent to which the intensity or wavelength changes for a
given change of the refractive index δn when λ or I is fixed. The limit of detection (LOD), the
minimum detectable change of the refractive index ∆n, is linked to SRI by [24,25]

LOD = ∆n =
∆Y

SRI
. (3)

Here, Y is an explicit observable parameter (intensity or wavelength) that changes with respect
to δn, and SRI =

∣∣ δY
δn

∣∣ at a fixed λ or I and ∆Y is the noise associated with the measurement
of Y . Therefore, the practical functionality of the SPR sensor depends on the sensitivity SRI
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and the noise ∆Y in the sensor output which depends on the system parameters, λ and n. The
inset of Fig. 2(c) shows a strong λ dependence of ∆I and by changing n we found a weak
n dependence of ∆I. Furthermore, we found that the sensitivity SRI weakly depends on the
baseline n for intensity or wavelength sensing and that dY

dn = limδn→0
δY
δn , we then have for

intensity or wavelength sensing

LOD =

∣∣∣∣
δn

δI

∣∣∣∣
λ

∆I =

∣∣∣∣
δI

δn

∣∣∣∣
λ

−1

∆I, (4)

or

LOD =

∣∣∣∣
δn

δλ

∣∣∣∣
I

∆λ =

∣∣∣∣
δn

δλ

∣∣∣∣
I

∣∣∣∣
δλ

δI

∣∣∣∣
I

∆I =

∣∣∣∣
δλ

δn

∣∣∣∣
I

−1∣∣∣∣
δI

δλ

∣∣∣∣
I

−1

∆I. (5)

In Fig. 3(a), we show a linear relation between δI and δn at a fixed λ = 645 nm and extract
out the intensity sensitivity SI

RI =
∣∣ δI
δn

∣∣
λ=645nm

= 0.6366 RIU−1. Using this value in Eq. (4)
together with the noise ∆I(λ) shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c), the LOD at 645 nm is calculated
as 1.52 × 10−4 RIU. The LOD data plotted against λ shown in Fig. 3(b) is obtained based on
this procedure. We estimate the minimum LOD around peak I as 1.00 × 10−4 RIU. On the
other hand in Eq. (5),

∣∣ δλ
δn

∣∣
I
and

∣∣ δI
δλ

∣∣
I
are the spectral sensitivity Sλ

RI shown in Fig. 2(d) and
the gradient of the spectral profile shown in Fig. 2(b) at a fixed intensity, respectively. Values
of Sλ

RI and their LOD are calculated and shown in Table. 1. The minimum LOD is 3.19× 10−4

RIU on the left of peak I where the best Sλ
RI is 486.53 nm RIU−1.
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Figure 3: (a) Refractive index sensitivity based on intensity SI
RI at a fixed wavelength λ = 645

nm. (b) The calculated LOD as a function of λ based on Eq. (4). The LOD at λ = 645 nm is
1.52× 10−4 RIU and the minimum LOD for the 635 nm - 655 nm band is 1.00× 10−4 RIU.

Table 1: Spectral sensitivity and LOD values calculated using Eq. (5).

Parameters Peak I(λsp) Peak I(left) Peak II(λsp) Peak II(right) Peak II(left)

Sλ
RI (nm RIU−1) 245.71 486.53 145.71 246.01 67.84

LOD (RIU) 6.30× 10−4 3.19× 10−4 1.09× 10−3 6.71× 10−4 2.36× 10−3
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5. Conclusion
We studied an SPR plasmonic sensor based on EOT for the diagnosis of malaria. In this
biosensor, the liquid analyte of refractive index ranging from 1.33 (water) to 1.38 (trophozoite
stage of malaria infection) is taken to mimic the refractive index of blood cells at different stages
of malaria infection. Since the diagnosis technique is based on the principle of variation of a
biophysical parameter (refractive index), the shift of maximum transmission peak is monitored,
and the spectral sensitivity and LOD thereof are calculated. The transmission resonance peak
shifts δλsp around the two EOT peaks are linear with the refractive index shifts δn of the analyte.
The highest spectral sensitivity and LOD of the sensor is 486.53 nm RIU−1 and 3.19 × 10−4

RIU on the left of the first peak (635 nm to 655 nm band). On the other hand, based on
intensity interrogation, the sensor can attain the minimum LOD of 1.00×10−4 RIU. The device
shows a good sensing performance and thus there is a potential for detecting low percentages of
malaria antigens from an infected blood sample. For example, according to Ref. [9], when 10%
of red blood cells were infected with plasmodium parasites, the binding of monoclonal antibodies
against plasmodium lactate dehydrogenase (a malaria biomarker) produced a 0.004 RIU shift on
the sensor surface. The sensor (LOD ≈ 10−4 RIU) can easily detect this change (∆n = 0.004)
with high resolution. For classical SPR sensors, the current LOD state-of-the-art range between
10−6 RIU to 10−7 RIU [25, 26]. However, SPR sensors are more complicated to operate than
the EOT-based sensor studied here.
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Abstract. A new system for measurement of spectral power responsivity of detectors, utilising
a monochromator system, was implemented at NMISA and characterised. The monochromator
system includes sources of optical radiation, input optics, order sorting filters, a scanning
double monochromator, diffraction gratings and output optics. As part of the characterisation,
wavelength calibrations were performed in the wavelength regions of 200 nm to 400 nm and
600 nm to 1 100 nm. This was done by measuring the relevant spectral lines of wavelength
standards selected from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database, and applying corrections for
ambient conditions using the Engineering Metrology Toolbox of NIST. The monochromator
steps corresponding to the spectral peaks measured were determined using the steep-side
method. A linear fit of the spectral peaks versus the corresponding monochromator steps
provided the wavelength calibration equations. These were then used when scanning the
wavelength regions with the monochromator software. Uncertainty of measurement analyses
were performed for each of the wavelength calibrations to determine the uncertainty associated
with the wavelength position of the monochromator and its influence on the spectral power
responsivity of a detector.

1. Introduction
A new system for measurement of spectral power responsivity of detectors was implemented
at NMISA. This measurement system consists of a scanning double monochromator and other
components selected based on the system’s requirements. For this measurement system where
a low uncertainty of measurement is required, it is critical to have good wavelength accuracy
of the double monochromator. In this case, a double monochromator should be calibrated for
wavelength before any measurement is performed and with each change in the monochromator
setup, such as a change in diffraction gratings. This is done to determine the true position of
the wavelength spectrum with an associated uncertainty. The wavelength calibration produces
a wavelength calibration equation, which may be used by the monochromator software when
scanning through a wavelength region to record data.

A wavelength calibration is performed with spectral line sources used as wavelength
standards. These are lamps that contain specific elements and through electrical discharge
in such a gas or vapour, emissions lines occur at known wavelengths [1]. The NIST Atomic
Spectra Database [2] lists the wavelengths of these emissions and also indicates the stronger
emission spectral lines. Figure 1 provides an example of the emission spectral lines of the argon
spectral line source used in the wavelength region of 600 nm to 1 100 nm.
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2. Determining the wavelength calibration equation
The appropriate spectral line source should be selected for the wavelength region in which the
calibration is to be performed. At first, a large spectral area scan should be performed to
determine which spectral lines to use, as shown in Figure 1. Good spectral lines will be those
free of line blending. Spectral lines that are in the noise level should also be avoided. For a
monochromator system with symmetric bandpass, the wavelength of the peak of the spectral
line may be determined using the steep-side method described in Kostkowski [1]. This method
determines the wavelength of the peak of the spectral line by averaging the wavelengths at the
steep sides of the spectral line at 10 % of the maximum signal, λ1 and λ2, refer to Figure 2. The
wavelength of the peak or center wavelength is given by

λc =
λ1 + λ2

2
(1)
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argon spectral line source used for the
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IR region.
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Figure 2. Excerpt from Kostkowski
[1] demonstrating the steep-side
method for a wavelength calibration.

The atomic emission spectral lines in vacuum should be corrected for ambient conditions.
This may be done with the NIST Engineering Metrology Toolbox [3] which utilises the modified
Edlén equation to calculate the index of refraction of ambient air, n, from the supplied laboratory
air temperature, relative humidity and air pressure. It calculates the wavelength in ambient air,
λair, from the wavelength in vacuum, λvac, and the refractive index using the relationship:

λair =
λvac
n

(2)

Once the spectral lines in ambient air are obtained, the monochromator steps versus the
wavelength of the peak of each corrected spectral line are plotted. The appropriate fit for
the data is derived to obtain the expected wavelength calibration equation.

3. Method
A wavelength calibration was performed for the double monochromator in the wavelength regions
of 200 nm to 400 nm and 600 nm to 1 100 nm using the standard laboratory procedure.
The relevant spectral line sources were used, together with a silicon photodiode detector
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and a variable gain low noise current amplifier connected to a multimeter operated with the
monochromator software. The spectral lines were obtained from the NIST Atomic Spectra
Database. To find the monochromator steps corresponding to the peak wavelength of each
spectral line, the steep-side method as described in Section 2 was used. The ambient conditions
were measured during each calibration and a correction was applied for temperature, atmospheric
pressure and relative humidity, to each spectral line wavelength using the Engineering Metrology
Toolbox of NIST. A linear fit of the spectral peaks versus the corresponding monochromator
steps provided the wavelength calibration equations.

Verification of the wavelength calibration equations obtained in each wavelength region
was performed by calculating the corresponding monochromator steps and moving the scan
controllers of the monochromator to the laser lines at 543 nm and 632,8 nm, respectively.
The peak signal of each laser line was found at the monochromator position within the stated
wavelength uncertainty.

Uncertainty analyses were performed based on JCGM 100:2008 (GUM) [4], see the
dissertation [5] for a detailed analysis. During calibration there are many factors that influence
the measurement result and therefore contribute to the measurement uncertainty. These sources
of uncertainty are called input quantities, X, or uncertainty contributors, and their estimates
are combined to produce the uncertainty of measurement. An uncertainty calculation starts
with the estimated uncertainty, ue(x ), of the value, x, of these input quantities or uncertainty
contributors, each of which has a defined probability distribution with an associated coverage
factor, k. From this, the standard uncertainty, u(x ), is calculated as the quotient of the estimate
of the uncertainty contributor and the coverage factor. A sensitivity coefficient, c, may have to
be obtained to determine the sensitivity of the standard uncertainty to its contribution to the
combined uncertainty, due to a change in the input quantity. The contribution to the combined
standard uncertainty, u(y), is therefore calculated as the product of the standard uncertainty and
the sensitivity coefficient. These contributions, u(y), are appropriately combined to obtain the
combined standard uncertainty, uc(y). The expanded uncertainty, U, is reported and determined
by multiplying the combined standard uncertainty with the appropriate coverage factor.

Several uncertainty contributors were considered and quantified for the wavelength
calibrations performed in both wavelength regions. The complete uncertainty calculations on
both wavelength regions are provided in Appendix A and Appendix B.

3.1. Wavelength region of 200 nm to 400 nm
A set of 1 200 g/mm ruled gratings blazed at 300 nm was installed in the double monochromator,
and a mercury spectral line source was used. A large spectral area scan was performed with the
monochromator from 233 nm to 552 nm in 1 nm intervals using a bandwidth of 5 nm. From this
scan, the spectral lines used for this calibration were selected. These spectral lines, in vacuum,
were 253,7283 nm, 296,8149 nm and 435,9560 nm. Each of these spectral lines were scanned
three times using a smaller wavelength interval of 0,2 nm. The scans were performed over a
wavelength range of ± 5 nm of the spectral line.

When 10 % of the maximum signal is calculated, there is not necessarily a signal measured
at the scanning steps that matches this value. Instead of selecting the closest value of
monochromator steps, a linear fit was used on each steep side of the spectral line. The recorded
signal closest to the calculated 10 % of the maximum signal was used as the midpoint of five
data points on each steep side of the spectral line, respectively. The five data points were used
to determine the linear fit, shown in blue in Figure 3. The linear fits were used to calculate
the monochromator steps corresponding to the calculated 10 % of the maximum signal on each
steep side of the spectral line and Equation 1 was applied to determine the monochromator steps
corresponding to the peak of the spectral line. This procedure was followed for each of the three
scans performed to determine the average step position for each respective spectral line.
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Figure 3. An example of the steep-
side method and linear fits of data points
around 10 % of maximum signal to
determine the monochromator steps of
the peak of a spectral line.

Corrections for ambient air using the NIST Engineering Metrology Toolbox is limited to the
wavelength region of 300 nm to 1 700 nm. Two of the spectral lines selected for this wavelength
region, 253,7283 nm and 296,8149 nm, therefore fall outside this range. The correction applied
to these two wavelengths was the refractive index determined for the ambient air as specified in
the laboratory procedure for temperature, 24 °C ± 2 °C, relative humidity, 50 %RH ± 15 %RH,
and an atmospheric pressure of 86 kPa at 300 nm. This approximation was applied as a best
estimate and found to be sufficient as the results were within the stated uncertainty for the
verification performed.

The monochromator steps were plotted against each corrected spectral line and a linear fit
was applied to the data to obtain the wavelength calibration equation.

3.2. Wavelength region of 600 nm to 1 100 nm
A set of 600 g/mm gratings blazed at 800 nm was installed in the double monochromator, and
an argon spectral line source was used. A large spectral area scan was performed with the
monochromator from 690 nm to 990 nm in 1 nm intervals, see Figure 1, using a bandwidth of
4 nm. The spectral lines selected from this scan were, in vacuum, 696,7352 nm, 912,5471 nm
and 966,0435 nm. Each of these spectral lines were scanned using a smaller wavelength interval
of 0,1 nm. The scans were performed over a wavelength range of ± 5 nm of the spectral line.

The closest value of monochromator steps at the steep sides of each spectral line corresponding
to 10 % of the maximum signal was determined. The largest difference between the closest
value and calculated value of monochromator steps using the linear fits as in Figure 3, was
approximately 36 monochromator steps. This is equal to approximately 0,025 nm, which is
small in comparison with the wavelength uncertainty of ± 0,2 nm obtained.

The monochromator steps were plotted against each corrected spectral line and a linear fit
was applied to the data to obtain the wavelength calibration equation.

4. Results
The wavelength calibration equation for the 200 nm to 400 nm region was found to be:

y(λ) = 288, 047λ− 855 187 (3)

where y(λ) is the monochromator steps and λ is the wavelength in Angstrom [Å], see Figure 4.
The uncertainty of measurement in wavelength was ± 0,3 nm.

The wavelength calibration equation for the 600 nm to 1 100 nm region was found to be:

y(λ) = 144, 028λ− 1 003 276 (4)
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See Figure 5. The uncertainty of measurement in wavelength was ± 0,2 nm.
The uncertainty calculations are provided in Appendix A and Appendix B. For a more

detailed description, refer to the dissertation by Rabe [5].
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Figure 4. A plot of the monochromator
steps corresponding to spectral lines peaks
with a linear fit for the wavelength calibration
in the region 200 nm to 400 nm.
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Figure 5. A plot of the monochromator
steps corresponding to spectral lines peaks
with a linear fit for the wavelength calibration
in the region 600 nm to 1 100 nm.

5. Conclusion
As part of the characterisation of the new measurement system for spectral power responsivity
of detectors implemented at NMISA, wavelength calibrations were performed in the wavelength
regions of 200 nm to 400 nm and 600 nm to 1 100 nm. This was done by measuring the relevant
wavelength standards for spectral lines selected from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database, and
applying corrections for ambient conditions using the Engineering Metrology Toolbox of NIST.
The monochromator steps corresponding to the spectral peaks measured were determined
using the steep-side method. A linear plot of the spectral peaks versus the corresponding
monochromator steps was used to obtain the wavelength calibration equations to be used in
the respective wavelength regions when operating the monochromator. The uncertainty of
measurement was calculated for each of the wavelength calibrations. The verifications performed
in each wavelength region were successful when compared with the uncertainty of measurement
obtained.

Appendix A. Uncertainty of measurement for the wavelength calibration in the
200 nm to 400 nm region
Appendix B. Uncertainty of measurement for the wavelength calibration in the
600 nm to 1 100 nm region
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Table A1. Uncertainty of measurement calculated for the wavelength calibration in the
wavelength region of 200 nm to 400 nm.

No. Input quantity
Estimated
uncertainty

Probability
distribution

Coverage
factor

Standard
uncertainty

Sensitivity
coefficient

Uncertainty
contribution

i Xi ue(xi) unit k u(xi) unit ci unit ui(y) unit

1
Theoretical value

spectral line
in vacuum

1,73E-04 nm Normal 1 1,73E-04 nm 1,00E+00 1,73E-04 nm

2
Modified Edlen

equation calculation 7,39E-08 1 Normal 2 3,70E-08 1 -3,29E+03 nm/1 1,21E-04 nm

3
Laboratory

temperature effect 4,00E+00 °C Triangular
√

6 1,63E+00 °C 3,53E-04 nm/°C 5,76E-04 nm

4
Laboratory

humidity effect 3,00E+01 %RH U-shaped
√

2 2,12E+01 %RH 4,50E-06 nm/%RH 9,55E-05 nm

5
Laboratory air
pressure effect 4,00E+00 kPa Rectangular

√
3 2,31E+00 kPa 1,17E-03 nm/kPa 2,71E-03 nm

6
Wavelength

calibration equation
offset

2,87E+02 steps Normal 1 2,87E+02 steps 3,47E-04 nm/steps 9,95E-02 nm

7
Wavelength

reproducibility 5,00E-03 nm Rectangular
√

3 2,89E-03 nm 1,00E+00 2,89E-03 nm

8
Mechanical
resolution of

monochromator
2,50E-02 nm Rectangular

√
3 1,44E-02 nm 1,00E+00 1,44E-02 nm

9
Resolution used
in calibration 1,00E-01 nm Rectangular

√
3 5,77E-02 nm 1,00E+00 5,77E-02 nm

10 Repeatability 8,37E+01 steps Normal 1 8,37E+01 steps 3,47E-04 nm/steps 2,91E-02 nm
uc(y) 1,20E-01 nm

U (k=2) 3,00E-01 nm

Table B1. Uncertainty of measurement calculated for the wavelength calibration in the
wavelength region of 600 nm to 1 100 nm.

No. Input quantity
Estimated
uncertainty

Probability
distribution

Coverage
factor

Standard
uncertainty

Sensitivity
coefficient

Uncertainty
contribution

i Xi ue(xi) unit k u(xi) unit ci unit ui(y) unit

1
Theoretical value

spectral line
in vacuum

1,00E-04 nm Normal 1 1,00E-04 nm 1,00E+00 1,00E-04 nm

2
Modified Edlen

equation
calculation

4,20E-08 1 Normal 2 2,10E-08 1 1,00E+00 nm/1 2,10E-08 nm

3
Laboratory

temperature effect 4,00E+00 °C Triangular
√

6 1,63E+00 °C 6,81E-04 nm/°C 1,11E-03 nm

4
Laboratory

humidity effect 3,00E+01 %RH U-shaped
√

2 2,12E+01 %RH 9,29E-06 nm/%RH 1,97E-04 nm

5
Laboratory air
pressure effect 4,00E+00 kPa Rectangular

√
3 2,31E+00 kPa 2,26E-03 nm/kPa 5,21E-03 nm

6
Steep-side

method offset 3,60E+01 steps Normal 1 3,60E+01 steps 6,94E-04 nm/steps 2,50E-02 nm

7
Wavelength
calibration

equation offset
7,20E+01 steps Normal 1 7,20E+01 steps 6,94E-04 nm/steps 5,00E-02 nm

8
Wavelength

reproducibility 5,00E-03 nm Rectangular
√

3 2,89E-03 nm 1,00E+00 2,89E-03 nm

9
Mechanical
resolution of

monochromator
5,00E-02 nm Rectangular

√
3 2,89E-02 nm 1,00E+00 2,89E-02 nm

10
Resolution used
in calibration 5,00E-02 nm Rectangular

√
3 2,89E-02 nm 1,00E+00 2,89E-02 nm

11 Repeatability 1,56E+01 steps Normal 1 1,56E+01 steps 6,94E-04 nm/steps 1,08E-02 nm
uc(y) 7,03E-02 nm

U (k=2) 2,00E-01 nm

[5] Rabe I 2022 Characterisation and uncertainty of measurement analysis of a detector spectral
power responsivity measurement system Master’s thesis University of Pretoria
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Abstract.
Path entanglement is an essential tool in quantum information and quantum communication

protocols. We study the generation and measurement of path entangled photon states using
pairs of single photons generated by spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). Path
entanglement is generated using a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer in one arm of the
SPDC setup. We characterise the MZ interferometer as well as perform standard tests to
indicate whether entanglement is present, including protocols on determining the quality of the
photons generated. These tests include a second-order correlation measurement and a visibility
measurement. These two tests determine the quality of the single photons being generated and
the quality of interference of a photon with itself, respectively. This method of entanglement
quantification is tested for SPDC single photons for the first time and demonstrated to be
successful.

1. Introduction

Figure 1. Example image of two photons gen-
erated in the state |Ψ⟩ = 1√

2
(|H⟩ |V ⟩+ |V ⟩ |H⟩)

being measured. Here |H⟩ is shown as red
and |V ⟩ is shown as blue. Image taken from
https://quantumatlas.umd.edu/entry/
entanglement.

Entanglement is a valuable resource in the
development of quantum computers and
quantum information systems [1]. It has two
common definitions: the first states that a
composite system which forms some state is
entangled if it is not separable [2]. The second
states that entangled states are states that
cannot be simulated by classical correlations
[3].

In terms of the example given in Fig. 1
the first definition would say the system is
entangled if the state of photon 1 could not
be separated from the state of photon 2. This
is the case in this example as when one of the
photons is measured as |H⟩ the other must be
measured as |V ⟩ and vice versa, where |H⟩ and
|V ⟩ correspond to a horizontal and vertical
polarised photon, respectively. This means
that the measured outcomes are necessarily
dependant on each other.

For the second definition the example given
in Fig. 1 would be considered entangled if the
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measured outcome of the system could not be
simulated by a classical system. A classical equivalent for this system would be a system where
randomly one photon is produced in the state |H⟩ and based on this the other is in the state |V ⟩.
Any set of measurements on this classical state will show only classical correlations, whereas for
the state |Ψ⟩ in Fig. 1, there are measurements outcomes that cannot be simulated classically
[3].

Figure 2. Example setup for producing
path entanglement inside a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer.

The scenario shown in Fig. 1 is an example
of polarisation entanglement. For this research,
single-photon entanglement, also know as path
entanglement is used.

Path entanglement is a form of entanglement
which instead of making use of two photons that
can be measured in |H⟩ or |V ⟩, makes use of two
paths. Each path can be measured in the states
|1⟩ and |0⟩, where |1⟩ denotes a photon detection
and |0⟩ denotes no photon detection or a vacuum
detection. An example setup for producing this
entanglement can be seen in Fig. 2.

The state created in the example in Fig.
2 is |Ψ⟩ = 1√

2
(|1⟩1 |0⟩2 + |0⟩1 |1⟩2), where the

subscripts denote the path the detection is made
in. This system is known to be an entangled
system [4, 6]. In this case the polarisation of the
photon is not indicated as the photon has the same
polarisation in each path.

This study is the first to quantify entanglement
for SPDC single photons.

2. Setup
The setup in Fig. 3 was built to generate single-photon path entanglement. In the figure, the
single-photon source is a BBO crystal. Detector A is used as a heralding detector to infer the
existence of a photon which can be measured by either detector B or C. A Mach-Zehnder
(MZ) interferometer is placed in the heralded arm. The MZ interferometer consists of two 50/50
beamsplitters as well as two mirrors, one of which is placed on a translation stage, and is set
such that the two paths interfere coherently.

In the image a line can be seen drawn through the MZ interferometer. This is used to
distinguish the generation and analysis part of the interferometer. This line can also be used to
represent where entanglement is present.

It should also be noted that there are three neutral density (ND) filters present. These filters
are added as the beamsplitters used are not exactly 50/50, thus the ND filters are added to
compensate for the beamsplitters. The ND filter labelled ND 1 is used to compensate for BS 1
which has a higher transmission than reflectance in the generation half of the MZ interferometer.
The filter ND 2 is used to compensate for BS 2, which also has a higher transmission than
reflectance, in the analysis half of the MZ interferometer. The final filter ND 3 is used to
compensate for the polarising beamsplitter, which is used when probing the state.

The half-wave plates (HWP) are used to probe the generated path entangled state together
with the polarising beamsplitter, and initially all have their fast axes set to zero degrees to the
vertical direction in the lab.
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Figure 3. A simplified diagram of the setup used to generate single-photon entanglement.

3. Method
The ND filters are set such that the outputs of each of the beamsplitters are equal to generate
single-photon path entanglement. Single photons are sent through the setup and the mirror
mounted on the translation stage is then set such that the two arms of the MZ interferometer
interfere coherently.

We follow the method outlined in Ref [4] to probe the state. The two paths within the
MZ interferometer are set to be distinguishable. This is done using two HWP’s within the
interferometer, one of which, the lower path, has fast axis its set to a 45◦ angle with respect
to vertical. This results in the two arms within the MZ interferometer having orthogonal
polarisations and |Ψ⟩ = 1√

2
(|H⟩1 |0⟩2 + |0⟩1 |V ⟩2). When recombining the two paths at the

analysis stage the output state after BS 2 is given by

∣∣Ψ′〉 = 1√
2

(
|H⟩+ eiϕ |V ⟩

)
, (1)

where ϕ is the phase gained inside the MZ. However, since the paths were set such that they
interfere coherently, ϕ = 0. This results in equal detections in detectors B and C. Since equal
frequency of detection is present, equal probability can be inferred for detection. The HWP
located outside of the MZ interferometer is then used to interfere the output of the two paths
to analyse the state further by rotating the angle of the HWP with respect to vertical. This
produces the final state

∣∣Ψ′′〉 = 1√
2

((
cos 2θ |H⟩+ sin 2θ |V ⟩

)
+
(
sin 2θ |H⟩ − cos 2θ |V ⟩

))
, (2)

where θ is the change of the angle of the fast axis of the HWP.

4. Results and Discussion
A second-order correlation (g(2)) test is performed to ensure all experiments are done using single
photons. This test found g(2) = 0.0043 ± 0.0019 which is well within the bound g(2) ≤ 0.5 to
ensure single photons are present [5].

When interfering the output of the two paths it is expected that the output state |Ψ′′⟩ will
behave as shown in Table 1. In Table 1 the output state fluctuates from equal detections in B
and C to full detections in one, back to equal detections and then full detections in the other.

Comparing the prediction in Table 1 to the data obtained in Fig. 4, the same oscillation
can be seen where the number of detected photons alternates between |H⟩ polarisation to |V ⟩
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Table 1. Theoretical prediction of what is expected when sending the |Ψ′⟩ = |+⟩ state through
a HWP at angle θ. Where |+⟩ = 1√

2

(
|H⟩+ |V ⟩

)
.

θ |H⟩ mapping |V ⟩ mapping |Ψ′′⟩
0◦ |H⟩ − |V ⟩ |−⟩
22.5◦ |+⟩ |−⟩ |H⟩
45◦ |V ⟩ |H⟩ |+⟩
67.5◦ − |−⟩ |+⟩ |V ⟩
90◦ − |H⟩ |V ⟩ |−⟩

Figure 4. Interference data captured by increasing angle θ by 5◦ increments over a 5s interval.
Error bars represent the standard deviation of data at each angle.

polarisation, as seen by the change in number of detections in detectors B and C (coincidences
with A within 8ns), which represent the detection of |H⟩ and |V ⟩ polarisation photons.

The concurrence (CN ) is determined to test the presence and the quality of the entanglement
in the system. This is done using

CN = V −√
yc, (3)

for post-selected entanglement. In Eq. 3, V represents the visibility, which is a measure of the
quality of the interference observed in Fig. 4, and yc is a measure of the degree of contamination
due to higher order interactions [4]. The visibility (V ) is determined by using

V = |P01 − P10|, (4)

where P10 and P01 are the normalised probabilities of a photon detection in path 1 or 2,
respectively [4]. Determining yc is done by using

yc = 2

(
N

N − 1

)
p0p2
p21

, (5)
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where N is the number of modes present in the system, in this case 2, and p0, p1 and p2
represent the probability of no photons, one photon and two photons being present in the MZ
interferometer [4].

When using the data in Fig. 4 along with the given equations it is found that V =
0.9647 ± 0.5684 × 10−3, which implies high quality interference and yc = 0.001284 ± 0.003032.
For entanglement to be present it is required that yc ≤ V 2 [4]. The experimental value obtained
for yc is several orders of magnitude smaller than the required boundary for entanglement to
be present. This implies the existence of entanglement in the system with low higher-order
contamination. Finally it is found that CN = 0.9499±0.03325, this implies the existence of high
quality entanglement which could be used in quantum information protocols.

5. Conclusion
The results obtained imply the generation of high quality path entanglement, showing the setup
was successful in its aim to generate path entanglement. This form of entanglement can now be
applied in quantum communication, quantum sensing and quantum imaging applications.

Additionally, this shows that the method used here for the first time to quantify entanglement
of SPDC single photons works well. This is proof that the method can now be applied to other
types of single photon sources and multimode cases.
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Abstract. Diabetes remains a global challenge, associated with delayed wound healing due to 

increased oxidative stress and pro-inflammatory cytokines. Photobiomodulation (PBM) induces 

wound healing through diminishing inflammation and oxidative stress and has been successfully 

used for healing diabetic ulcers in vivo. This study investigated the effects of PBM at 830 nm 

and a fluence of 5 J/cm2 on inflammation in an in vitro diabetic wounded cell model. To achieve 

this, fibroblast cells were cultured under hyperglycaemic conditions, wounded via the central 

scratch, irradiated, and incubated for 24 h and 48 h. Pro-inflammatory cytokines (interleukin-6, 

IL-6; tumour necrosis factor-alpha, TNF-α; and cyclooxygenase-2, Cox-2) were measured using 

ELISA. Post-PBM there were no significant changes in IL-6 and Cox-2 at both 24 and 48 h; the 

only significant change was the increase in TNF-α at 24 h. Despite TNF-α and Cox-2 being pro-

inflammatory cytokines, they have been found to promote healing in the early stages of wound 

healing. PBM at 830 nm with 5 J/cm2 does not appear to influence inflammation in a diabetic 

wounded cell model as measured by IL-6 and Cox-2.   

1.  Introduction 

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) remains a global health concern. According to the International Diabetes 

Federation (IDF), 537 million adults between the ages of 20 and 79 were living with diabetes worldwide 

in 2021, and this is predicted to reach 643 million by 2030 and 783 million by 2045 [1]. DM is linked 

to complicated wound healing. Diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) are common in patients living with type-2 

DM. Infection, ulcer formation, and deep-tissue necrosis are the most common complications that 

contribute to chronic wounds in type-2 DM patients due to the combination of neuropathy and various 

degrees of peripheral vasculopathy [2]. A high glucose environment causes difficulty in wound healing 

[3]. Diabetic wounds are often associated with increased inflammation, reduced fibroblasts (essential 

cells for wound repair) and cellular proliferation, and decreased cytokine and growth factor production 

[4]. 

Current treatments for chronic wounds remain ineffective to some degree, with a high rate of failure 

and relapse. Only a 50% healing rate is achieved [5]. This demonstrates the need to research and develop 

new therapies, including photobiomodulation (PBM), and a better understanding of their underlying 

cellular and molecular effects on diabetic wound healing. Several studies have been conducted on PBM, 

and many of these have demonstrated the benefits of PBM on wound healing [6,7,8,9]. However, the 

accepted working parameters of PBM (wavelength/s, fluencies, and duration) on wound healing have 
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not been adequately optimized. PBM is typically used in the red and near-infrared (NIR) electromagnetic 

spectrum, with most in vitro studies conducted in the red spectrum [7]. There are few reports on PBM 

at 830 nm as an approach to enhance wound healing in diabetic patients [10]. The current study 

investigates the effects of PBM at 830 nm with a fluence of 5 J/cm2 on a diabetic wounded cell model 

with a specific focus on three inflammatory markers (Cox-2, TNF-α, and IL-6). The study will contribute 

to a better understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms of PBM and provide an understanding 

of the role of PBM at 830 nm on inflammatory cytokines in diabetic wound healing. 

2.  Materials and methods 

2.1.  Cell culture 

A human skin fibroblast cell line, commercially purchased from the American Type Culture Collection 

(WS1, ATCC® CRL-1502™) was used in this study. The cell line was cultured under standard 

conditions in minimum essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mM 

non-essential amino acids (NEAA), 2 mM L-glutamine, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, 1% amphotericin 

B, and 10% fetal bovine albumin (FBS) and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 and a humidity of 85%.  

The study focused on the influence of PBM on a diabetic wounded cell model. To achieve a diabetic 

cell model in vitro, WS1 cells were continuously grown in supplemented MEM (basal glucose 

concentration of 5.6 mM) with an additional 17 mM D-glucose [7, 8, 9, 11]. Thus, cells are grown for 

several passages before experiments in 22.6 mM glucose. Cell passages from 9 to passage 15 were used. 

For experiments, cells were seeded at a density of 6 × 105 into 3.4 cm diameter culture dishes for 24 h 

to allow for attachment. To achieve a diabetic wounded model, a ‘wound’ was created by the central 

scratch assay [8, 12, 13]. A cell-free zone (‘wound’) with cells on either side and a wound margin was 

created in the cell monolayer by scraping the confluent cell layer with a 1 mL sterile pipette. 

2.2.  Laser irradiation 

Thirty minutes post ‘wounding’, cells were irradiated using a laser in the Laser Research Centre 

(LRC) laboratory, set up by the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)/National Laser 

Centre (NLC), at an emission wavelength of 830 nm. Laser irradiation at 830 nm and a fluence of 5 

J/cm2 stimulates WS1 cells [9]. Table 1 provides the laser parameters used in this study.  

 

Table 1. Laser parameters. Irradiation time is based on the calculation Dose (J/cm2) = Intensity 

(W/cm2) x Time (s). 

Variables Diode Laser 

Wavelength (nm) 830 

Wave emission Continuous wave 

Power output (mW) 106 

Power output density (mW/cm2) 11.65 

Spot size (cm2) 9.1 

Irradiation time (s) 429 

Fluence (J/cm2) 5 

Energy (J) 45.5 

 

WS1 human fibroblast cells were irradiated via fiber optics from above with the culture dish lid off 

and in the dark to prevent any light interference. Non-irradiated cells (0 J/cm2) served as controls. The 

laser irradiation effects were determined by looking at various cellular responses analyzed after 24 h 

and 48 h incubation. This was evaluated by studying the morphology and migration of cells and 

conducting biochemical assays to determine levels of inflammatory cytokines. 
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2.3.  Morphological changes and migration rate 

Morphological changes were determined using inverted light microscopy (Olympus CKX41), and 

images were taken using analysis getIT software. Three biological repeats (n=3) were performed for this 

experiment per time interval (0 h, 24 h, and 48 h). The distance/wound gap width (μm) between the 

edges/wound margins of the cell free zone was measured three times in each cell culture plate in the 

same position and cellular migration rate was determined [13, 14]. 

2.4.  Quantitative analysis of inflammatory cytokines 

The Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) was used to detect levels of the inflammatory 

markers (Cox-2, IL-6, and TNF-α) released by cells (n=3) into the surrounding culture media. The 

human Cox-2 ELISA kit (Sigma-Aldrich, RAB1034), human TNF-α ELISA kit (Sigma-Aldrich, 

RAB0476), and human IL-6 ELISA kit (Sigma-Aldrich, RAB0306) were used to determine the levels 

of the three inflammatory cytokines as per the manufacturer’s instructions. All reagents and samples 

were brought to room temperature (18–25°C) to thaw before use. The standards and culture media 

samples (100 µL) were added in duplicate to their appropriate wells on a coated 96-well microplate, 

covered with microplate sealer, and incubated at 4°C with gentle shaking overnight. 

Following overnight incubation, the standards and samples were discarded, and the plates washed 

four times with sample wash buffer (diluted 5-fold in distilled water). A biotinylated detection antibody 

(100 µL diluted 80-fold in assay diluent buffer) was added to each well, and plates were incubated for 

1 h at room temperature with gentle shaking. The wash step was repeated as described previously, and 

freshly prepared horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-Streptavidin solution (diluted 600-fold in assay diluent 

buffer) was added (100 µL) to each well and incubated for a further 45 min at room temperature with 

gentle shaking. The wash step was repeated and ELISA colorimetric 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine 

(TMB) reagent (100 µL) added to each well. The plates were incubated for 30 min in the dark with 

gentle shaking at room temperature. To each well, 50 µL of stop solution was added and absorbance 

was read immediately at 450 nm using a multiplate reader (Perkin Elmer, Victor3 1420). 

 

2.5.  Statistical analysis 

Experiments were conducted in triplicate (biological repeats, n = 3), and assays in duplicate (technical 

repeats). SigmaPlot version 12.0 was used for statistical analysis and to create graphs showing the mean 

and standard error of the biochemical assay conducted. To identify statistical variances between the 

experimental and control groups, the student t-test was applied. When values were less than 0.05, the 

results were deemed significant (P < 0.001***, P < 0.01**, and P < 0.05*). 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  Morphological changes and migration rate 

Skin can regenerate and create a collagenous scar to replace lost or damaged tissue. Fibroblast cells 

follow the patterns of migration as a loosely connected population. Figure 1 depicts typical fibroblast 

morphology, with cells appearing long and spindle shaped. At 0 h non-irradiated (0 J/cm2) and irradiated 

(5 J/cm2) cells did not show morphological changes. At 24 h both models showed changes in growth 

direction and cellular projections towards the central scratch, however the irradiated cell model started 

to show increased cell confluency with fewer gaps compared to non-irradiated cells. At 48 h the central 

scratch was completely closed with increased cell confluence in irradiated cells, while open gaps were 

still visible in the control cells. The irradiated DW model at 48 h showed an increase in cell orientation 

and cell movement across the central scratch when compared to all other time intervals. 

The migration rate of irradiated cells was increased as compared to their controls across all time 

intervals (figure 2). At 24 h (figure 2a), a significant (P < 0.001) increase in cell migration rate was 

noted in irradiated cells compared to non-irradiated cells. The migration rate in irradiated cells was 75% 
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as compared to 49% in control cells.  Although not significant (P = 0.124), at 48 h irradiated cells showed 

a migration rate of 100% compared to non-irradiated cells which were at 95 % migration rate (figure 

2b).  

 
Figure 2. Morphological changes and cellular migration of diabetic wounded (DW) cell models post-irradiation 

captured at. Non-irradiated cells showed no significant morphological changes while irradiated cells showed an 

increase in migration and projection towards the central scratch, with increased cell movement at 48 h. 

3.2.   Quantitative analysis of inflammatory cytokines   

ELISA was used to quantitatively measure the levels of human Cox-2, human IL-6, and human TNF-α. 

There were no significant changes in Cox-2 at 24 h (P = 0.642) and 48 h (P = 0.137) post-irradiation 

(figure 3a and b). Despite being a pro-inflammatory cytokine, Cox-2 has been found to promote healing 

in the early stages of wound healing [16, 17], and the Cox-2 pathway is an integral component of 

inflammation. Cox-2 is also thought to be an immediate gene product that can be produced quickly but 

only temporarily [18]. IL-6 levels in irradiated cells initially increased (P = 0.842) at 24 h, but this 

increase was not statistically significant (figure 3c). Although not statistically significant (P = 0.680), 

the levels of IL-6 decreased at 48 h (figure 3d). 

TNF-α levels were initially increased in irradiated DW cells at 24 h (P < 0.05), however, these levels 

decreased at 48 h, but the difference was not significant (P = 0.541) (figures 3e and f). Like Cox-2, TNF-

Figure 1. Migration rate (%) of diabetic wounded (DW) cell models. Cells showed a higher migration 

rate at 24 h in irradiated cells compared to non-irradiated cells. Statistical significance is presented as 

***P < 0.01 (±SEM). 
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α is a pro-inflammatory cytokine that has been found to promote healing in the early stages of wound 

healing [19]. A similar study conducted by our research group on WS1 human fibroblast cells at a 

wavelength of 660 nm with a fluence of 5 J/cm2 also found a decrease in TNF-α levels in diabetic 

wounded groups at 48 h post-irradiation [19]. TNF-α is released by cells like endothelial cells, 

keratinocytes, and fibroblasts in the injured area immediately when an injury occurs to promote healing 

[20], which could explain the rise in TNF-α levels observed at 24 h. 

 

 
Figure 3. Post-irradiation analysis of the inflammatory cytokines human Cox-2, human IL-6, and human TNF-α 

in a diabetic wounded (DW) cell model at 24 h and 48 h. Non-irradiated samples served as controls. Statistical 

significance is presented as *P < 0.05 (±SEM). 
 

The creation of extracellular matrix proteins and matrix metalloproteinase, essential for the repair of 

injured tissues, as well as the activity of fibroblasts, vascular endothelial cells, and keratinocytes are 

predominantly regulated by elevated TNF-α levels [20]. Additionally, during the inflammatory phase, 

the primary cellular sources of TNF-α are converted into recruited neutrophils and macrophages, and 

this process results in a positive recruitment boost for extending the inflammatory responses [20]. This 

is supported by the decreased TNF-α levels seen at 48 h in the current study, which is also supported by 

the wound closing observed in the morphological and migration studies. Although our current study was 

conducted in vitro, the results obtained are similar to the in vivo study by Ritsu et al [20] which used a 

mouse model with full-thickness skin wounds to examine the role of TNF-α in the early process of 

wound healing. TNF-α was detected shortly after the creation of the wound, increased after the first few 

hours, peaked in 24 h, and then decreased to the basal level. 
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4.  Conclusion 

The study observed migratory effects on the DW cell model exerted by the administration of PBM at 

830 nm with a fluence of 5 J/cm2. This was observed in the irradiated diabetic wounded model as they 

showed more cell presence in the central scratch and a higher migration rate. PBM at 830 nm with 

5 J/cm2 had no effect on Cox-2 and IL-6 in diabetic wounded cells in vitro. PBM may exert healing by 

stimulating the early phases of wound healing by increasing TNF-α levels, which decrease with the 

passage of time.  
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Abstract. Observational data show that the universe is dominated by the dark sector, which
is comprising of dark matter ρm and dark energy ρΛ. This is with a budget allocation of 25% to
dark matter while dark energy is about 70%. Since most of the existing work in the literature
is limited to the study of background cosmological dynamics, this project aims at deriving the
equations that govern the evolution of a universe filled with interacting viscous dark fluids and
analyzing their behaviour as compared to ΛCDM universe. The approach will be to model and
derive the background cosmological equations of interacting viscous fluids using the little rip,
pseudo rip and bounce cosmology models and compare the results obtained with that of ΛCDM
cosmology.

1. Introduction
Studies show that the present universe is expanding in an accelerated fashion and this poses
a great deal of great challenges to fundamental physics as well as cosmology [1, 2, 3]. The
challenge of cosmic acceleration of the universe is due to the belief that most of the energy
that exists in the universe, exists by a form of a new ingredient called dark energy which has a
negative pressure. This notion has made its way into various theoretical models of dark energy
being proposed, with the simplest model being the cosmological constant H0 with constant dark
energy density and equation of state as wΛ = p

ρΛ
= −1 [3].

The ΛCDM model is by far the simplest and observationally supported model, although it has
two challenges being the fine-tuning problem and coincidence problem [1, 2, 4]. In fine-tuning
the problem is that the the value of Λ is quite small as compared to the expectations of particle
physicists, while in the coincidence problem we have, the fractional magnitude of the present
energy density of dark matter Ωm and dark energy ΩΛ being of the same order [3, 5].

The coincidence problem can be alleviated by consideration of interaction of fluids amongst
one another since dark components are expected to not evolve separately. However, the inter-
action is supposed to be negligible at high redshifts and to be important or significant at lower
redshifts in a sense that it enables us to choose the correct form of interaction term that leads
to an almost constant ratio between the energy density of dark matter and dark energy at low
redshifts [2, 5].

The ΛCDM model is an idealized model which in practice is useful in many instances but in
some instances incorrect such as coincidence and fine-tuning problems. This then gives way for
taking into account the viscous effects more especially when considering turbulence effects; or
many other relativistic situations [6]. Taken from a hydrodynamic stance, the viscosity effect
describes the deviation of system from thermal equilibrium to the first order. Bulk viscosity in
the cosmic fluid plays a significant role, even more so in the singularity phenomenon.
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The objective of this article is to obtain the analytical solutions of the cosmological models
that are induced by an inhomogeneous viscous fluid coupled with dark matter [7]. The article
is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give equations that govern the evolution for viscous
cosmological fluid coupled with dark matter. In Section 3, we discuss the little rip model and
compare it to standard ΛCDM model. In Section 4, we discuss pseudo rip model in comparison
to ΛCDM model. In Section 5 we discuss bounce cosmology and compare it to the ΛCDM
model. We then present our concluding remarks in the last section.

2. Background equations for viscous coupled dark fluids
The background equations for viscous interacting dark fluids in FLRW metric is given in the
following form as [7]:

ρ̇Λ + 3H
(
p+ ρΛ

)
= −Q, (2.1a)

ρ̇d + 3Hρd = Q, (2.1b)

Ḣ = −κ
2

2

(
ρd + ρΛ + p

)
, with κ2 = 8πG. (2.1c)

Here ρ denotes energy density of dark fluid components and p the isotropic pressure, while the
subscripts “Λ” and “d” refer to dark energy and dust matter (comprising of dark matter and
baryonic matter) respectively. A dot represents a differentiation with respect to cosmic time
while exchange of energy between dark energy and dust matter is denoted by Q given by

Q = δHρd, (2.2)

with δ > 0 a constant.

We also have the expression for equation of state (E.O.S) given in inhomogeneous form as:

p = wρΛ − 3Hζ, (2.3)

where ζ is the bulk viscosity and w being the E.O.S parameter which is given by

w = A0ρ
α−1
Λ − 1, (2.4)

with A0 6= 0 and α ≥ 1 being constants.
The Hubble parameter in terms of the scale factor is given as follows:

H =
ȧ

a
,

a =
a0

1 + z
=

1

1 + z
, where a0 = 1.

(2.5)

Here z is the cosmological redshift while a0 is the scale factor evaluated at present time (z = 0).
Substituting equation (2.2) into (2.1) we obtain:

ρ̇Λ + 3H
(
p+ ρΛ

)
= −δHρd, (2.6a)

ρ̇d + 3Hρd = δHρd, (2.6b)

Ḣ = −κ
2

2

(
ρd + ρΛ + p

)
, (2.6c)
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and equation (2.4) into (2.3)

p = A0ρ
α
Λ − ρΛ − 3Hζ,

p+ ρΛ = A0ρ
α
Λ − 3Hζ.

(2.7)

And finally, substituting equation (2.7) into (2.6)

ρ̇Λ + 3H
(
A0ρ

α
Λ − 3Hζ

)
= −δHρd, (2.8a)

ρ̇d + 3Hρd = δHρd, (2.8b)

Ḣ = −κ
2

2

(
ρd + ρΛ + p

)
. (2.8c)

We parametrize bulk viscosity as given by [5, 8]:

ζ = ηH0

(
ρd
ρd0

)m
. (2.9)

Here m , η are positive dimensionless quantities with η being a coefficient of bulk viscosity and
H0 is the Hubble constant. From Freidmann-Lemaitre-Roberson-Walker (FLRW) metric the
Friedmann equation for a universe composed of only dark fluid components, reads as follows for
a flat universe:

3H2 = κ2
(
ρd + ρΛ

)
=⇒ 1 =

κ2

3H2

(
ρd + ρΛ

)
. (2.10)

Substituting equation (2.9) into equation (2.8a) we obtain the generalized conservation equation
of dark energy in redshift space as:

ρ′Λ −
3A0

1 + z
ραΛ =

δ

1 + z
ρd −

9ηH2
0

1 + z

(
ρd
ρd0

)m
h, (2.11)

and conservation equation of dust matter in redshift space as:

ρ′d =
3− δ
1 + z

ρd. (2.12)

Here supersript ′ represents differentiation with respect to redshift, h ≡ H
H0

is a normalized

Hubble parameter and in this paper we will be solving equation (2.11), for α = 1 to simplify and
reduce our equation such that the solution to it can be easily obtained analytically, otherwise
(α 6= 1 )numerical methods will need to be used. By inspection from equations (2.8,2.9), the
ΛCDM model can be recovered if and only if, the following conditions are met:

• δ = 0 =⇒ Q = 0. This takes care of decoupling the fluids so that they can evolve
separately.

• η = 0 =⇒ ζ = 0. The exotic fluid is allowed/permitted to be non-viscous.

• A0 = 0 =⇒ w = −1. Dark energy is now having a negative pressure together with
the above condition 2, which is the driving force behind the accelerating expansion of the
universe.
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3. Little rip model
Little rip is characterized by an increasing Hubble parameter but in an asymptotic sense in
remote time [7]. We have chosen a toy model for the Hubble parameter that describes little rip
attributes as follows:

H(z) = H0 − λ ln (1 + z) =⇒ h ≡ H

H0
= 1− h1 ln (1 + z), (3.1)

where λ > 0 and h1 = λ
H0

are constants. By integrating equation (2.11,2.12), the analytical
expression for dust matter and dark energy is given by:





ρd = ρd0(1 + z)3−δ,

ρΛ =δρd0

{
(1 + z)3−δ

3(1−A0)− δ

}

− 9ηH2
0

{
(1 + z)m(3−δ)

[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]2
[
3(m−A0)−mδ − h1

(
ln |(1 + z)|3(m−A0)−mδ − 1

)]}

ρΛ0(1 + z)3A0 − δρm0

3(1−A0)− δ (1 + z)3A0 +
9ηH2

0[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]2
[
3(m−A0)−mδ + h1

]
(1 + z)3A0 .

(3.2)
Using fractional energy density parameter ρi = 3H2Ωi where i = d,Λ, equation (3.2) can be
given in dimensionless form as:





Ωd = 1
h2 (1 + z)3−δ,

ΩΛ =
1

h2

{
δΩd0(1 + z)3−δ

3(1−A0)− δ −
3η(1 + z)m(3−δ)

[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]2
[
3(m−A0)−mδ − h1

(
ln |(1 + z)|3(m−A0)−mδ − 1

)]

+ ΩΛ0(1 + z)3A0 − δΩd0(1 + z)3A0

3(1−A0)− δ +
3η(1 + z)3A0

[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]2
[
3(m−A0)−mδ + h1

]}
.

(3.3)
It can be noted with equations (3.2,3.3) that once we let δ = 0, A0 = 0 and η = 0 then the
ΛCDM case is recovered as ρd ≈ a−3. Also, for dark energy, we obtain ρΛ ≈ ρΛ0 = constant.
For a flat universe composed entirely of dark components the fractional energy density is given
by (Ωd + ΩΛ = 1). Using this relation of fractional energy density, we obtain the expression of
Hubble parameter for little rip as:

h2 = Ωd0

(
3(1−A0)

3(1−A0)− δ

)(
(1 + z)3−δ − (1 + z)3A0

)

− 3η
[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]2
[
(1 + z)m(3−δ)

(
3(m−A0)−mδ − h1

(
ln |(1 + z)|3(m−A0)−mδ − 1

))

− (1 + z)3A0

(
3(m−A0)−mδ + h1

)]
+ (1 + z)3A0 .

(3.4)

It can be seen that once again, that when the ΛCDM condition are called, then equation (3.4)
takes the form, h2 = Ωd0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ0. Furthermore, the equation that governs the evolution
of deceleration parameter for the model is given by:
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q = −1 +
1

2h2

[
Ωd0

(
3(1−A0)

3(1−A0)− δ

){
(3− δ)(1 + z)3−δ − 3A0(1 + z)3A0

}
+ 3A0(1 + z)3A0

− 3η
[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]2
{
m(3− δ)(1 + z)m(3−δ)

(
3(m−A0)−mδ − h1

(
ln |(1 + z)3(m−A0)−mδ| − 1

))

+ (1 + z)m(3−δ)
(
− h1

(
3(m−A0)−mδ

))
− 3A0(1 + z)3A0

(
3(m−A0)−mδ + h1

)}]
.

(3.5)

When we apply the ΛCDM conditions mentioned in Section 2, indeed the deceleration parameter

for ΛCDM is recovered which is of the form

(
q =

3
2

Ωd0(1+z)3

Ωd0(1+z)3+ΩΛ0
− 1

)
.

4. Pseudo rip model
The peudo rip model is a model characterized by the Hubble parameter that tends to a de Sitter
space in the remote future [7]. We take a toy model to represent the analogue of pseudo rip as
given below:

h =
H

H0
=

√
2

[
1 + ln

(
H1

H0

)
− H1

H0
+
λ ln (1 + z)

H0

]
, (4.1)

where H0 > H1 and λ are positive constants. By integrating equation (2.11,2.12), the analytical
expression for dust matter and dark energy is given by:





ρd = ρd0(1 + z)3−δ,

ρΛ =
δρd0

3(1−A0)− δ

[
(1 + z)3−δ − (1 + z)3A0

]
+ ρΛ0(1 + z)3A0

− 9ηH2
0 (1 + z)3A0

[ exp

[
3(m−A0)−mδ

2h1

]

h1 exp
(
2(1 + lnh2 − h2)

)
]

{√
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)
exp

[
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)]

−
√

2

(
lnh2 − h2 + 1

)
exp

[
2

(
lnh2 − h2 + 1

)]}
.

(4.2)

Here h2 = H1
H0

and h1 = λ
H0

. Using fractional energy density parameter, equation (4.2) can be
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given in dimensionless form as:





Ωd = 1
h2 (1 + z)3−δ,

ΩΛ =
1

h2

{
δΩd0

3(1−A0)− δ

[
(1 + z)3−δ − (1 + z)3A0

]
+ ΩΛ0(1 + z)3A0

− 3η

[ exp

(
3(m−A0)−mδ

2h1

)

h1 exp
[
2(1 + lnh2 − h2)

]
]

(√
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)
exp

[
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)]

−
√

2

(
lnh2 − h2 + 1

)
exp

[
2

(
lnh2 − h2 + 1

)])}
.

(4.3)

It can be seen that by calling all the conditions required to recover the ΛCDM case, that indeed
equations (4.2,4.3) reduce to ΛCDM case, where ρd ≈ a−3 and ρΛ ≈ ρΛ0 = Constant. For a flat
universe composed of dark components only, we have the Hubble parameter given by:

h2 =
Ωd0

3(1−A0)− δ

[
3(1−A0)(1 + z)3−δ − δ(1 + z)3A0

]
+ ΩΛ0(1 + z)3A0

− 3η

[ exp

(
3(m−A0)−mδ

2h1

)

h1 exp
[
2(1 + lnh2 − h2)

]
]

{√
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)
exp

[
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)]

−
√

2

(
lnh2 − h2 + 1

)
exp

[
2

(
lnh2 − h2 + 1

)]}
.

(4.4)

Once again, when the ΛCDM conditions are called, then equation (3.4) takes the form,
h2 = Ωd0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ0. Furthermore, the equation that governs the evolution of deceleration
parameter for the model is given by:

q =
1

2h2

{
Ωd0

3(1−A0)− δ

[
3(1−A0)(3− δ)(1 + z)3−δ − 3A0δ(1 + z)3A0

]

+ 3A0ΩΛ0(1 + z)3A0 − 3η

[ exp

(
3(m−A0)−mδ

2h1

)

h1 exp
[
2(1 + lnh2 − h2)

]
]

{
h1

2

√
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

) exp

[
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)]

+ 2h1

√
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)
exp

[
2

(
h1 ln (1 + z) + lnh2 − h2 + 1

)]}}
− 1.

(4.5)
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When we apply the ΛCDM conditions we indeed retrieve ΛCDM deceleration parameter which

is of the form

(
q =

3
2

Ωd0(1+z)3

Ωd0(1+z)3+ΩΛ0
− 1

)
.

5. Bounce cosmology model
Bounce cosmology is a model where singularities do not occur but instead the model behaves in
a cyclic manner [9]. In that regard the model goes from accelerated collapse era to an accelerated
expansion era without any display of singularities [7]. Taking the scale factor in an exponential
form as a toy model, we have the Hubble parameter given as follows:

H = 2nβ

[
− 1

β
ln (1 + z)

] 2n−1
2n

, (5.1)

with n > 0 a contant and β > 0 a dimensional constant. By integrating equation (2.11,2.12),
the analytical expression for dust matter and dark energy is given by:





ρd = ρd0(1 + z)3−δ,

ρΛ =
δρd0

3(1−A0)− δ

(
(1 + z)3−δ − (1 + z)3A0

)
+ ρΛ0(1 + z)3A0

− 9ηH2
0 (2nβ0)

3(m−A0)−mδ

[
− 1

β0

[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]
] 2n−1

2n
[

2n− 1

2n

]{
(1 + z)3A0

+ (1 + z)m(3−δ)
(

ln |(1 + z)|3(m−A0)−mδ − 1

)}
.

(5.2)

Using fractional energy density parameter, equation (5.2) can be given in dimensionless form as:





Ωd = 1
h2 (1 + z)3−δ,

ΩΛ =
1

h2

{
δΩd0

3(1−A0)− δ

[
(1 + z)3−δ − (1 + z)3A0

]
+ ΩΛ0(1 + z)3A0

− 3η

[
2nβ0

3(m−A0)−mδ

][
− 1

β0

[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]
] 2n−1

2n
[

2n− 1

2n

]

[
(1 + z)m(3−δ)

(
ln |(1 + z)|3(m−A0)−mδ − 1

)
+ (1 + z)3A0

]}
.

(5.3)

Also to note is that by calling all the conditions required to recover the ΛCDM case, that indeed
equations (5.2,5.3) reduce to ΛCDM case, where ρd ≈ a−3 and ρΛ ≈ ρΛ0 = Constant. For a flat
universe composed of dark components only, we have the Hubble parameter given by:

h2 =
Ωd0

3(1−A0)− δ

[
3(1−A0)(1 + z)3−δ − δ(1 + z)3A0

]
+ ΩΛ0(1 + z)3A0

− 3η

[
2nβ0

3(m−A0)−mδ

][
− 1

β0

[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]
] 2n−1

2n
[

2n− 1

2n

]

{
(1 + z)m(3−δ)

(
ln |(1 + z)|3(m−A0)−mδ − 1

)
+ (1 + z)3A0

}
.

(5.4)

It can be seen that once again, when the ΛCDM conditions are invoked then equation (5.4)
takes the form, h2 = Ωd0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ0. Furthermore, the equation that governs the evolution
of deceleration parameter for the model is given by:
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q =
1

2h2

{
Ωd0

3(1−A0)− δ

[
3(1−A0)(3− δ)(1 + z)3−δ − 3A0δ(1 + z)3A0

]

− 3η

[
2nβ0

3(m−A0)−mδ

][
2n− 1

2n

][
− 1

β0

[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]
] 2n−1

2n

[
m(3− δ)(1 + z)m(3−δ)

(
ln |(1 + z)|3(m−A0)−mδ − 1

)
+
[
3(m−A0)−mδ

]
(1 + z)m(3−δ)

+ 3A0(1 + z)3A0

]
+ 3A0ΩΛ0(1 + z)3A0

}
− 1.

(5.5)

When we apply the ΛCDM conditions mentioned in Section 2, indeed the deceleration parameter

for ΛCDM is recovered which is of the form

(
q =

3
2

Ωd0(1+z)3

Ωd0(1+z)3+ΩΛ0
− 1

)
.

6. Conclusions
In this work we studied late-time cosmology, where the viscous dark fluid components were
coupled together and allowed to exchange energy amongst one another in a flat FLRW universe.
Three models were investigated namely two models of late-time singularity and one that does
not exhibit the singularity behaviour which are as follows; little rip, pseudo rip and bounce
cosmology.

In this paper, the solutions are obtained analytically as a consequence from reducing equation
(2.11) by assuming (α = 1), otherwise numerical methods would have to be applied if (α 6= 1).
All the models are in accord with ΛCDM case when the requirements for ΛCDM are brought
into play, which made the study interesting. Furthermore, it is noted that the effects of bulk
viscosity and coupling tends to prolong/delay the equality epoch of the dark fluids components.

In little rip model, we see the effects of bulk viscosity delaying the equality epoch when compared
with the ΛCDM model. For standard ΛCDM the equality epoch occurs about z ≈ 0.32 while
for little rip is at about z ≈ 0.12 (that is, when taking A0 = 0.5, n = 1, η = 1, h1 = 1e − 5).
However, values of these parameters are randomly chosen and does not imply that they may
be observationally correct. Also to note is the effects of coupling strength parameter δ (that is,
when only considering coupling parameter and not viscosity and A0 from EoS parameter), that
also tends to either delay or speed up the equality epoch depending on the sign of δ, for δ > 0,
we see the equality epoch delayed as it occurs about z ≈ 0.16 in comparison to the standard
ΛCDM model. When the coefficient of bulk viscosity, coupling strength and A0 (which is part of
EoS parameter) are taken to be non-zero, the effects they have on the overall evolution of energy
densities is that they tend to delay equality epoch as well. With all these said, the model also
tends to predict a universe that in late-time will be dominated by dark energy fluid component.
The same behaviour is seen in pseudo rip model as well.

For bounce cosmology model the behaviour noticed is different from the above rip models, as
the evolution of dark fluids components are cyclic. At z > 0.019 we note the dominance epoch of
dark energy fluid component over dust fluid, followed by an equality epoch at z ≈ 0.019, then in
region (0.015 < z < 0.019) we find dust fluid dominated epoch. At z ≈ 0.015 we see an equality
epoch once again, followed by dark energy fluid dominated epoch at (−0.015 < z < 0.015) then
the equality epoch at z ≈ −0.015 and the pattern seems to be cyclic as the dark fluid compo-
nents interchange the dominance epochs.
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As a continuation of this work, we will be constraining the parameter space of these models to
see if so that they can be viable cosmological solutions in agreement with observational data.
We also intend to study the cosmological density perturbations of these models in order to
understand the matter growth and structure formation of large-scale structures in the universe.
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Abstract. The unknown nature of dark matter remains an eyesore on our cosmological
paradigm. Much of the previous work done to probe its properties have used gamma-ray
studies, but the impressive sensitivities of new radio instruments are allowing them to become
the frontrunners in dark matter searches. MeerKAT is the best instrument of its kind in the
southern hemisphere, making it a prime candidate for dark matter indirect hunts. By measuring
diffuse synchrotron emission within galaxy clusters observed in the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster
Legacy Survey (MGCLS) we are able to probe the properties of a dark matter model. In this
work the 2HDM+S model as well as a sample of generic WIMP channels are considered. The
former was developed to explain various anomalies observed in Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
data from runs 1 and 2. The use of public MeerKAT data allows us to present some of the first
WIMP dark matter constraints produced using this instrument.

1. Introduction
While indirect evidences such as gravitational lensing, galactic rotation curves, and anisotropies
in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) indicate the presence of dark matter in our Universe,
its composition remains unknown. Candidates take many forms, with one of the current favoured
forms being WIMPS. For a review of evidences and candidates see Bertone et al. [1]. Methods
of investigation include collider searches, attempted direct detections and indirect searches via
decay/annihilation products. This work utilizes the latter. The two-Higgs doublet model with
an additional singlet scaler (2HDM+S) is a beyond standard model hypothesis that contains a
hidden sector dark matter candidate. The model was proposed as an explanation for various
anomalies observed in Large Hadron Collider data from runs 1 and 2 [2, 3]. The conjectured
mass range of this candidate overlaps with that of astrophysically motivated dark matter models
for the Payload for Antimatter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA) [4] anti-
particle excesses and gamma-ray excesses observed by Fermi-LAT [5] at the galactic centre. In
prior indirect dark matter searches gamma-ray experiments, such as Fermi-LAT [6] and the
High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S) [7], have taken preference. This is due to their
low attenuation and high detection efficiency. With the introduction of new highly capable
radio interferometers such as MeerKAT, the precursor to the Square Kilometre Array (SKA),
radio frequency dark matter searches are expected to gain prevalence, as there are indications
that radio data analysis is an effective method for producing dark matter constraints [8]. The
superior angular resolution of such instruments limits confusion between diffuse emission and
point sources. Predictions of the sensitivity of the upcoming SKA1-MID to annihilating TeV
dark matter have been produced by Cembranos et al [9]. By the comparison of measured
diffuse synchrotron emission in galaxies from the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster Legacy Survey
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(MGCLS) [10] to the predictions produced by modelling the dark matter annihilation within the
cluster environments we are able to produce limits for the annihilation cross sections of various
annihilation channels for a range of masses.
In this work we extend the results presented in [11] by considering five additional clusters and
producing the statistically stacked results of the annihilation cross section upper limits produced
with the results of all twelve clusters. These proceedings are structured as follows: Section 2
briefly discusses the 2HDM+S formalism and the dark matter sector it introduces. Section
3 introduces the synchrotron emission formalism with which the simulations are performed.
Section 4 introduces MGCLS and the potential benefits of MeerKAT. In section 5 we present
and discuss our results.

2. 2HDM+S and Dark Matter
Numerous multi-lepton anomalies have been observed in both run 1 and 2 data from the LHC
[2] [3] since the discovery of the Higgs boson [12, 13, 14, 15]. An analysis of the multi-lepton
final states indicates a deviation from the Standard Model (SM) predictions. This alludes to the
existence of physics beyond the SM. One implication of the 2HDM+S model is the production
of multiple leptons via its decay chain H → Sh, SS [3], where h is the Higgs boson. The heavy
Higgs H and scalar boson S have masses fixed tomH = 270 GeV andmS = 150 GeV respectively
[16] within the model. There have been statistically compelling excesses reported for opposite
and same sign di-leptons as well as the three lepton channel both with and without the presence
of b-tagged jets [17] [18] [19]. In addition, evidence for the production of the scalar S with mass
151 GeV was obtained by combining side band data from SM Higgs searches [20]. When all
decay channels are included a global significance of 4.8 σ was reported for the required mass
range (130 -160 GeV) to explain the anomalies [20]. This validates some of the assumptions
within the model. The scalar S can potentially act as a mediator between SM particles and the
dark matter candidate that is introduced within the hidden sector of the model.

3. Synchrotron emission model
The formalism for predicting the surface brightness of synchrotron emission within a given halo
environment is outlined by Beck et al in [21]. The power of synchrotron emission produced by
an electron of energy E within a magnetic field of strength B is given by [22] as:

Psync(ν,E, r, z) =

∫ π

0
dθ

sin2 θ

2
2π

√
3remecνgFsync(

κ

sin θ
), (1)

where ν is the observed frequency, z is the redshift of the source, me is the mass of an

electron, νg = cB
2πmec

is the non-relativistic gyro-frequency and re =
e2

mec2
is the classical radius

of an electron [21].
The parameter κ is defined as

κ =
2ν(1 + z)

3ν0γ

(
1 +

(
νpγ

ν(1 + z)

)2
)3/2

, (2)

where νp is the plasma frequency, which is directly dependent on the electron density of the
environment. The parameter Fsync describes the synchrotron kernel and is defined as

Fsync(x) = x

∫ ∞

x
dyK5/3(y) ≈ 1.25x1/3e−x(648 + x2)1/12. (3)

The synchrotron emissivity at a radial position r within a halo is then found to be

jsync(ν, r, z) =

∫ Mχ

me

dE

(
dne−

dE
+
dne+

dE

)
Psync(ν,E, r, z). (4)
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The factor dne
dE describes the particle (electron and positron respectively) equilibrium

distribution. When considering dark matter induced radio emission the diffusion and energy
loss experienced by the resultant electrons must be considered. This is due to the fact that
position and energy distributions of the electrons will influence the subsequent synchrotron
emission [21]. The equilibrium distributions can be found by solving the diffusion-loss equation
under the assumption of vanishing time derivatives,

0 =
∂

∂t

dne
dE

= ∇
(
D(E,x)∇dne

dE

)
+

∂

∂E

(
b(E,x)

dne
dE

)
+Qe(E,x). (5)

In equation 5 dne
dE is the electron equilibrium distribution, the spatial diffusion is described

with D(E,x), b(E,x) describes the rate of energy loss and the electron source function is given
by the function Qe(E,x). The per annihilation electron yield function for the 2HDM+S channel
can be found in [23]. For the other annihilation channels see [24]. Typical methods for solving
the diffusion equation are outlined in [21]. The Green’s function method is used in this work.
The flux density spectrum within a radius r of the halo centre is then found to be

Ssync(ν, z) =

∫ r

0
d3r′

jsync(ν, r
′, z)

4πD2
L

, (6)

where DL is the luminosity distance to the source in question [21].

4. MGCLS
Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally bound structures in their universe. The matter
budget within them is dominated by dark matter. This makes them promising astrophysical
laboratories for the search for potential dark matter signatures. A fraction of clusters contain a
detectable diffuse radio source. This component can be used to place constrains on a dark matter
model, by comparing the measured values to predictions. Observational data indicates that the
spectrum of the emission is steep (see reviews [25],[26]). This information can potentially be
used to probe the distributions of the cosmic ray particles as well as the cluster magnetic fields
[10]. More accurate representations of cluster magnetic fields will reduce the uncertainties of
the modelled dark matter signals. In turn this could lead to more reliable constraints on the
dark matter properties within the test model. As found in this study and others [27], a limited
number of clusters have well studied magnetic fields. Thus MeerKAT’s potential for studying
magnetic fields may greatly benefit attempts at constraining dark matter. The data used in
this work is obtained from the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster Legacy Survey (MGCLS). Detailed
information of MGCLS can be found in Knowles et al [10]. The procedure used to obtain the
integrated fluxes of the radio halos is outlined in [11]. The use of the SAOImageDS9 radio flux
measurement is acknowledged [28].

5. Results and Discussion
The sample size of clusters investigated in this work is twelve. For seven clusters the virial mass
and radius was found in literature. This information was used to simulate the halo environments.
These properties are listed in Table 1. For the remaining clusters the only available mass
information found was M500. From this information the characteristic density and scale radius
can be found. This is done by solving

∫ r500

0
ρ(r)4πr2dr = M500, (7)

and
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∫ r500

0
ρ(r)dr = 500ρc

4πr3500
3

, (8)

simultaneously by assuming the NFW density profile, as there appears to be some evidence of
NFW-like density profiles in clusters [29, 30, 31].

ρ(r) =
ρ0

r
rs
(1 + r

rs
)
. (9)

The modelled signals consider that the dark matter distribution is smooth. It is known
that physical halos have a more clumpy distribution due to the presence of substructure as
predicted through the bottom-up formation model. The more concentrated regions are expected
to enhance the signal [32, 33]. This is due to the signal’s proportionality to the square of the
density. The boost effect is more enhanced in larger halos, as they contain more hierarchical
levels of structure formation.The total halo boost factors can be calculated using the parametric
equation in [33] with α = 2. For the masses of the clusters considered the total boost factor
is approximately 60. However this factor is produced mainly for a γ-ray signal. Synchrotron
emissions will not experience this full boost factor, as sub-halos are more common around the
outskirts of the host halo. In these regions the magnetic fields are generally much weaker. Thus
it is necessary to calculate a scaled boost factor. This can be accomplished by multiplying
the distribution of the host halo with a modification function from [34] in order to obtain the
mass distribution of the sub-halos. This density is then normalized to produce a probability
distribution. The scaled boost factor is then the sub over the probability of a sub-halo being at
the given radius multiplied by the magnetic scaling factor at that point.

Table 1: Physical characteristics of the clusters. Column 2: redshift. Column 3: virial mass.
Column 4: halo scale radius- defined as the virial radius divided by the virial concentration.
Common alternate names are provided in column 5 and the scaled boost factor is given in
column 6.

Cluster name z Mvir (10
15 M⊙) Rs (Mpc) Alternate name Scaled Boost References

Abell 209 0.206 1.35 0.62 5.69 [10] [35]
Abell 370 0.375 3.03 0.36 G172.98-53.55 5.78 [10] [36] [37]
Abell 2813 0.29 1.241 0.61 J0043.4-2037 2.84 [10] [35]
Abell S295 0.3 0.51 0.44 J0245.4-5302 5.58 [10] [35]
Abell S1063 0.348 1.49 0.66 J2248.7-4431 5.74 [10] [35]
J0528.9-3927 0.284 1.64 0.65 1.82 [10] [38]
J0645.4-5413 0.167 1.24 0.61 Abell 3404 4.27 [10] [35]

The mass range that has been considered is 75-200 GeV in order to overlap with the mass
range of the 2HDM+S dark matter candidate expected from kinematic considerations [3], and
fitting to the astrophysical excesses. The simulated fluxes are compared to the measured values
with a 2σ confidence level. The error in the measured value is estimated with a sum of squares
value of a 5% systematic error due to the calibration of the equipment as well a statistical error
given by SAODS9 in the flux measurement. The results of the twelve individual clusters are
stacked. The tightest constraints arise from Abell 370, the largest and most distant cluster. The
least constraining results are found in Abell 545, one of the closest and smallest clusters. The
remaining results lie between these two ends.

The cross section limits produced are above the thermal relic value, ⟨σV ⟩ ≈ 10−26. Thus
the dark matter model can not be ruled out as a candidate for all dark matter, as its present
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Table 2: Physical characteristics of the clusters. Column 2: redshift. Column 3: characteristic
density. Column 4: halo scale radius. Common alternate names are provided in column 5 and
the scaled boost factor is given in column 6.

Cluster name z ρs (10
14 M⊙/Mpc ) Rs (Mpc) Alternate name Scaled Boost References

Abell 545 0.154 1.23 0.99 J0532.3-1131 2.24 [10] [39]
Abell 2667 0.230 2.91 0.89 J2351.6-2605 1.08 [10] [40]
J0303.7-7752 0.274 2.97 0.8 G294.66-37.02 2.57 [10] [40]
J0638.7-5358 0.233 3.86 0.82 Abell S592 2.76 [10] [40]
J1601.7-7544 0.153 3.46 0.76 G313.88-17.12 1.78 [10] [40]

Figure 1: Annihilation rates at a 2σ confidence level for the annihilation channels over the mass
range 75-200 GeV. The statistically stacked results of the 12 clusters are shown in figure (a).
These results are dominated by the most constraining results of Abell 370, which are shown in
figure (b), but are slightly skewed by other underperforming clusters such as Abell 545, figure
(c).

abundance may be less than what is required to agree with present cosmological abundance.
Future work will consider the cases of faint mini halos as well as non-detection of diffuse emission.
This will lower the surface brightness values that the dark matter signal will be constrained by.
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Abstract. Surveys like KELT and TESS search for transiting extrasolar planets, and have
found many potential candidates. The optical telescope at the Nooitgedacht Observatory is ideal
for follow-up observations of these candidates, and to collect more data of specific promising
candidates. Candidates that are suitable for observations were identified. The suitability of
candidates depends on the magnitude of the host star, the decrease in magnitude during the
transit, and the angle at which the star is located when the transit begins. From numerous
observations, the limitations of the optical telescope at the Nooitgedacht Observatory, with
respect to the various properties of an exoplanet system, are established and refined. The data
collected from the suitable candidates was processed using aperture and differential photometry
and compiled as a light curve. The light curve was then analysed to study the transits and
compared them to published data obtained from previous observations. We present the light
curve of exoplanet WASP 80-b and conclude that it is the ideal type of exoplanet to observe
from the Nooitgedacht Observatory.

1. Introduction
Since the discovery of the first exoplanet, 51 Pegasi b [1] the interest in extra-solar planets has
increased exponentially, as well as the discoveries thereof. As of August 2021, 5071 exoplanets
have been confirmed by NASA [2]. Multiple space based surveys like NASA’s TESS (Transiting
Exoplanet Survey Satelite) and the Kepler space telescope are used to find exoplanets. Ground
based surveys like KELT (The Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope) and HATNet (Hungarian-
made Automated Telescope Network) were also on the hunt. There are multiple methods of
detection and confirmation. These methods include the transit method, the radial velocity
method, gravitational microlensing and direct imaging, which are the four main methods used.
In this project we use the transit method to observe known exoplanets and compare the data to
published work; to determine the limitations of the equipment at the North-West University’s
Nooitgedacht Observatory, with respect to the system properties of the exoplanet system.

2. Nooitgedacht Observatory
The Nooitgedacht Observatory is located approximately 35km outside of Potchefstroom on a
farm in the Vredefort Dome at 26°54’0.09S, 27°10’0.05E which is at an elevation of 1448m.
This observatory was used for the observations for the duration of the project. The telescope
is a Meade LX200 16” f/10 ACF Schmidt-Cassegrain. Its mirror has a diameter of 40.6 cm
and a focal length of 4064mm. This all brings about the telescope’s resolving power of 0.285
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arc-seconds. The mount that moves telescope is a Paramount ME German equatorial mount
controlled by TheSkyX software by Software Bisque. The main imaging CCD camera is the
Quantum Scientific Imaging (QSI) 540wsi, with a field of view of approximately 15 × 15 arc-
minutes. It has internal cooling and can take a color filter wheel. The guiding telescope that
is used is the Williams Optics ZenithStar 70mm Doublet ED APO. It is a refracting telescope
with a focal length of 420mm. The camera connected to the guide telescope is the Atik Titan,
which has a field of view of approximately 30 × 30 arc-minutes. The guide telescope was mainly
used for auto-guiding purposes.

3. Transit method
3.1. Overview
The movement of a planet when it first moves in front of the disk of the host star, until the
planet leaves the disk, is called the transit. If an observer has a line of sight on the planet as it
moves across the disk of the host star, the observer will see a decrease in the flux of the star.
The transit method entails observing the host star and continuously taking images before the
transit starts until after the transit ends. Using aperture and differential photometry the flux of
the star is then obtained from each of the images. The value of the flux is plotted against time
and the resulting graph is called the light curve, which shows the diminishing flux of the host
star during the transit.

3.2. Selection of Targets
To acquire potential targets available for observation from the Nooitgedacht Observatory we
used the Exoplanet Transit Database [3]. This database gives transit predictions that are visible
from your location, as well as the variables of each exoplanet. These variables include the start
time, end time and duration of the transit, the magnitude of the host star, the dip in magnitude
of the star during the transit and it gives the angle between the horizon and the host star at
the beginning and end of the transit. Due to limitations of the Nooitgedacht telescope there
are three criteria the target needs to meet to be a good candidate for observation. The first
criterion is the magnitude of the host star. The optimal range for the telescope is between 8 and
12. This range is an approximation because it also depends on the relative change in the host
star’s magnitude during the transit. This is the second criterion. The fainter stars need a larger
depth to obtain usable light curves. The third criterion is the angle at which the target will be
when the transit starts and ends. These angles need to be above 30 degrees, as a consequence
of the telescope being located inside a building where the roof opens. From the horizon, this
obscures about 25 degrees of the sky and the observation has to start at least 30 minutes before
the transit starts.

3.3. Image Capturing
When a target is selected, four types of images are taken - the light images and three types of
calibration images. The light images are processed to obtain the the flux of the host star. We
need to select an exposure time for these images to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The selection of exposure time is also important to prevent saturation or underexposure. The
highest analog-to-digital unit (ADU) in the image must be below 75% of the saturation point
of the imaging camera’s detector. Prior to the start of the observation images are taken at
different exposure times and then an exposure time is chosen where the SNR is highest and the
ADU is in the correct range. The position of the star also need to be taken into account. As
the star moves during the observation the airmass will change, which will affect the apparent
magnitude of the stars in the image and in turn will affect the the ADU of the images. From
the information obtained from the Exoplanet Transit Database, the observation needs to start
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(a) Flat field (b) Dark image (c) Bias image

Figure 1: Example of calibration images taken on 27/07/2021 for WASP-80 b

at least 30 minutes pre-ingress and end 30 minutes post-ingress.

The first of the calibration images is called flat fields. These images are taken after sunset but
before any stars are visible. These images are used to correct the light images to mitigate the
effects of dust donuts (caused by dust on the equipment) and vignetting. The exposure times for
these images must be short enough to prevent saturating the images. Dark images, the second
calibration image, are taken after the observation in the same conditions as the light images,
including the exposure time and temperature. These images are taken with the mirror of the
telescope covered and the camera shutter closed so no light can reach the camera’s detector.
These images capture any thermal noise due to the equipment and are used to remove the noise
from the light images. Because every pixel of the camera is different, they read the incoming
signal differently.

The final calibration image that needs to be taken is the bias. These are taken at a exposure
time of zero seconds; with the lens of the telescope covered and the camera shutter closed. These
images capture any readout noise from the camera sensor and are taken after the observation.
The three calibration images, shown in figure 1, are used to correct the light images during the
data processing. At least ten images are needed for each type of calibration image are taken
and combined together.

3.4. Image Processing
After the observation the images are imported to an application known as AstroImageJ (AIJ).
This software is specifically used for processing and analyzing astronomical images, and light
curve extracting by using differential and aperture photometry [4]. The images are processed in
three different phases using AIJ, the preparation, calibration and differential photometry phase.
In the first phase the light images are scanned through to look for any unusable images, this
includes images where meteor or satellite trails are visible. These images are then removed from
the data set. This is also where we check if a meridian flip has occurred.

The calibration phase is where the images are prepared for differential photometry. AIJ is
used to correct the light images with the flat fields, dark and bias images. The calibration
images are combined to create a master file for each type of image. The master files are then
used to correct all the light images. After the correction the light images are also plate solved.
By using a local install of astronomy.net, the star field in the images is compared to a database
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(a) Aperture and Annulus drawn around a star (b) Seeing profile of WASP-80 b

Figure 2

of star positions. This is done to determine the right ascension and declination of the center
of the image. The plate solving is necessary because of misaligned images and drifting during
the observation, it helps AIJ during the next phase to keep track of the stars in the images
throughout the processing.

During the differential photometry phase, aperture photometry is applied to determine the
flux of a star. When an aperture is drawn around a star, as seen in figure 2a, there is background
sky contribution. To compensate for this an annulus is also drawn around the star, also seen in
figure 2a. The ADU count in the annulus is used to adjust the ADU in the aperture and remove
the contribution of the background. To obtain the values of the radius of the source (star) an
the radii of the inner and outer annulus the seeing profile function of AIJ is used. This gives a
graph as shown in figure 2b.

The flux of the host star also changes during the observation due to atmospheric extinction.
To correct this comparison stars in the field-of-view are selected. It is important that these stars
are not inherently variable and their magnitude is close to that of the host star. The aperture
function is also applied to these stars, and their flux is adjusted to be constant. The adjustments
made to the flux of the comparison stars are then used to normalize the flux of to host star, to
compensate for atmospheric extinction. The predicted ingress and egress points is added, the
data prior and after these points is used to establish a baseline of the flux of the host star. AIJ
then outputs a measurements table which is used to plot the light curves.

3.5. Model Fit
AIJ creates a model fit on the data, firstly it takes into account the predicted ingress and egress
points of the transit and the radius and spectral type of the host star when creating the model.
The model fit can then be modified by selecting certain detrend parameters to include in the
model. These parameters are included or excluded to get the Bayesian Information Criterion
value as low as possible for the best possible model fit[4]. This value is calculated as follow:

BIC = χ2 + klnN ; (1)
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where k is the number of fitted parameters and N is the number of data points. When the
best possible combination of detrend parameters are selected, the ingress an egress points of
the model are added to the plot. From the resulting light curve, the radius and composition of
the planet can be inferred if certain variables are known. Assuming the flux from the planet is
negligible and the host star and planet are spherical we have the following approximation [5]:

∆F ≡ Fno transit − Ftransit

Fno transit
=

(
Rp

R∗

)2

(2)

Where Rp is the radius of the exoplanet and R∗ is the radius of the host star and ∆F is the
observed change in flux of the host star. AIJ provides the value of ∆F and if the radius of the
host star is known we can approximate the radius of the planet using equation 2.

4. Results
WASP-80 b satisfied all conditions mention in section 3.2. The observation of this exoplanet
was done on the 27th of July 2021 from 21:07 until 23:59 SAST. The host star has a magnitude
of 11.881 and a change in magnitude of 0.0310. This is a rather faint star, but the size of the
change in magnitude made it a good target.

Figure 3: Plot for WASP-80 b (blue), comparison stars (black, green and yellow) and airmass
(brown), including the AIJ model fit (red)
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According to the Exoplanet Transit Database the transit started at 21:30 and ended at 23:36
SAST. We therefore had 23 minutes of data prior to and after the transit. The images were
taken with an exposure time of 80 seconds, in the V-filter. It was three days after full moon, the
humidity was at 50% and the temperature was at about 4°C. The light curve for this observation
is given in figure 3.

This plot includes the normalized flux for the host star (blue), the model fit for the transit
(red), and the relative flux for three comparison stars (black, green and yellow), as well as the
airmass (brown line) throughout the observation paired with the total background sky counts
for all the comparison stars (teal) which is arbitrarily scaled. As can be seen from figure 3 the
predicted ingress and egress times do not match that of the model, this can be due to various
reasons. Because the moon was bright the night of observation the background sky contribu-
tion might have influenced the data. The observation also started only 23 minutes before the
transit started, this means there is only 17 data points before the transit, which might not be
enough to establish an accurate baseline for the flux, the same goes for the data points after
the transit ended. The value for ∆F is measured as 0.0298 and using the radius of the host
star R∗ = 0.586+0.017

−0.018 R⊙ [6]. We used equation 2 to calculate the radius of the exoplanet as

Rp = 0.9854+0.0286
−0.0303 RJup, The radius of WASP-80 b was Rp = 0.95 ± 0.03 RJup as reported

in literature [6]. The radius calculated from the model is in close proximity to the published
radius, this can be due to the same reasons given above.

5. Conclusions
We are capable of doing differential photometry at Nooitgedacht. We still need to process all
the data taken throughout the project to conclude on the full limitations of the telescope at
Nooitgedacht when observing exoplanets. WASP-80 b is a good candidate to observe from
Nooitgedacht, and targets with similar attributes can be considered as good exoplanets to
observe.
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Abstract. Primordial black holes are a popular candidate for dark matter. In the mass
regime where their conjectured Hawking evaporation is significant, they have been subject to
many constraints via X-rays, gamma-rays, and even radio emission. Previously the Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich effect has been considered to place further limits on the M > 10M⊙ primordial
black hole abundance via the effects of their accretion of ambient gas. In this work we will
present a novel and robust means of placing abundance limits on low-mass black holes, using
the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect induced by electrons produced via their Hawking radiation within
galaxy clusters.

1. Introduction
Recently, the study of primordial black holes (PBHs) has gained significant attention due to
the possibility that they could constitute dark matter (DM) [1, 2]. Aside from its gravitational
interaction, very little is known about DM. PBHs interact almost entirely via gravitation, as does
DM. This strengthens the link between DM and PBHs and the possibility of a PBH-DM fraction
that is non-zero. PBHs are unique in that they are not formed from stellar collapse. They are
created in the early universe within the first second after the big bang. Furthermore, the mass
of the PBHs depends on the time at which they were created. Those that formed at the Planck
time (t ∼ 10−43s) have masses around 10−5g, whilst a mass of 1038g occurs at t ∼ 1s. This
broad mass range might indicate that extended mass functions are more realistic [3]. The mass
range considered here is subject to astrophysical and cosmological constraints. For example,
large masses (m ≥ 1038g) are subject to dynamical constraints and strong lensing [4, 5, 6],
whilst masses below m = 4 × 1014g are excluded because they would have already evaporated
due to Hawking radiation. Observations using the Voyager 1 spacecraft [3], lensing [7, 8] and
gamma-rays [9, 10] have been used to further constrain PBH-DM abundance [7]. Therefore, we
consider the range of masses: m ∈ [4× 1014, 1017]g. The upper bound in this mass range results
from the Hawking flux being very small for m > 1017g.

Black holes are conjectured to undergo Hawking radiation, as do PBHs, and when these black
holes are large they emit low-energy charged particles like electrons. At sub-GeV energies, these
electrons are influenced by the Sun [3]. This meant that probing the low-energy scales was not
feasible. As already mentioned, the low-energy electrons correspond to large masses meaning
that it is difficult to determine PBH abundance for larger masses [3]. Fortunately, the Voyager
1 spacecraft has left the heliopause threshold, making it possible to detect low-energy electrons,
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which are no longer being heavily influenced by the Sun [11, 12]. Boudad & Cirelli 2019 [3], in
their work, used the Voyager 1 data to place constraints on the PBH abundance.

On the other hand, when PBHs are small enough they have a high temperature [13]. This
means that they can emit a population of fast, energetic electrons. These electrons from PBH
evaporation are likely to emit synchrotron radiation in the presence of a magnetic field [7]. Chan
& Lee 2020 [7] focus on radio data (and synchrotron radiation) from the inner Galactic Centre.
Finally, one may also place constraints on the PBH abundance using the SZ effect to study the
effects of the accretion of ambient gas [14]. The SZ effect considers cosmic microwave background
photons that get up-scattered by energetic electrons in the intervening space. This has the virtue
of being far less uncertain than the method of Chan & Lee, which depends very strongly upon
the assumptions used to derive the magnetic field profile within the Milky-Way galactic centre
(for which only a few data points and weak theoretical constraints exist [15]). In addition to this,
a single radio data point is all that is used for synchrotron constraints [7]. In the SZ case, we
depend only on the well-characterised large-scale structure of the magnetic field within Coma [16]
and have a variety of high-precision data on the SZ effect within galaxy clusters (particularly
Coma) available [17, 18]. When studying realistic astrophysical environments, magnetic fields
are usually present and are needed to account for energy losses occurring due to synchrotron
radiation.

In this work, we use the SZ effect in a novel way to place constraints on PBH abundance. We
shall consider the induced SZ effect from electrons created by PBHs via Hawking radiation, in
galaxy clusters. In particular, we are looking for cases where the SZ effect from PBHs is brighter
than the X-ray inferred electron population in Coma.

2. Methodology
Firstly, we determine the number of electrons a PBH produces via Hawking radiation. This
radiation has a quasi-thermal spectrum [19] with temperature T and the standard thermal
shape

dN

dE
=

(
E

8πkBT

)2 pa
2π

(
e

E
kBT + 1

)−1

, (1)

where the numerical coefficients pa vary slightly for lower and higher-energy electrons

pa =

{
27/h E ≥ 8πkBT
16/h E < 8πkBT

. (2)

Here, dN/dE has units of inverse energy, inverse time. The fact that the temperature of the
radiation is proportional to the average energy ⟨E⟩ of the electron means that an average galaxy
cluster (with kBT = 10 keV) can host a large number of energetic electrons, depending on the
number of PBHs which undergo Hawking radiation in the beginning. To find the corresponding
electron equilibrium distribution we need to solve the steady-state diffusion-loss equation

∇⃗ ·
(
D(E, x⃗)∇⃗dne

dE

)
+

∂

∂E

[
b(E, x⃗)

dne
dE

]
+Qe(E, x⃗) = 0 , (3)

where D is the diffusion function, b is the loss function, and Qe is the “source term” (i.e. the
rate of electron injection by PBHs). The loss function is given by

b(E) = bICE
2
GeV + bsyncE

2
GeVB

2
µG

+ bCoulncm3

(
1 +

1

75
log

[
γ

ncm3

])

+ bbremncm3EGeV ,

(4)
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where γ = E
mec2

with me being the electron mass, n is the average gas density, and

ncm3 =
(

n
1 cm−3

)
. The coefficients bIC, bsync, bCoul, bbrem are the energy-loss rates from ICS,

synchrotron emission, Coulomb scattering, and bremsstrahlung. These coefficients are given by
0.25×10−16(1+z)4 (for CMB target photons), 0.0254×10−16, 6.13×10−16, 4.7×10−16 in units
of GeV s−1.

We specify Qe:

Qe =
dN

dE

ρPBH

MPBH
, (5)

where the density profile is the DM distribution of the target object (i.e. the Coma cluster). If
PBHs are to make up the entirety of DM, then they should be distributed in the same manner
as the DM. A general profile is the Zhao-Hernquist case

ρPBH(r) = ρs

(
r

rs

)−α(
1 +

r

rs

)−3+α

, (6)

where r is the radial coordinate and rs, ρs, and α are the characteristic values that describe
a given halo. For galaxy clusters, the diffusion length is much smaller than the scale of the
cluster. Therefore, for the simplest case, we are able to ignore diffusion. This leaves only the
loss-function b(E) to be calculated, see [20] for details and the definition of the loss-function
(we use the properties of the Coma cluster from [16, 21]). For this case, our solution for the
differential electron equilibrium distribution looks like

dne
dE

(r, E) =
1

b(E)

∫
dE′Qe(r, E

′) . (7)

Integrating over the energy E we find the electron distribution created by PBHs via Hawking
radiation, where diffusion is insignificant

ne,PBH(r) =

∫
dE

ρPBH

MPBHb(E)

∫
dE′ Γ(E′)

exp [E′/TPBH] + 1
. (8)

The electron absorption probability is given by Γ(E). We note that ρPBH = fρDM, where f is
the amount of DM in the form of PBHs. The electrons, created by Hawking radiation, scatter
CMB photons and lose energy. This will result in a change of energy and therefore a change in
temperature. The total change in temperature requires we use

∆T (x) = ygsz(x) , (9)

where x = hν
kBTCMB

, ν is the frequency of interest and gsz is the spectral distortion function [20].
The Compton-y parameter is given by

y = σT

∫
dl ne(r)

kBT

mec2
, (10)

where l is the line of sight through the target halo. In the simplest case (the diameter line)
r = l. Note, we will need to integrate our equilibrium solution dne

dE over E as well as l.
Next, we calculate the change in temperature due to a PBH population that constitutes all

of the DM within the Coma cluster ∆TPBH and compare it to the data presented in [17]. We
may then use

f∆TPBH < ∆TComa , (11)

to limit the allowed values of f at 95% confidence interval by using the 2σ upper limit on
∆TComa.

Note that, in the case of Planck data [18], we compare the SZ y values in the centre of the
cluster, as their temperature profile is not easily resolved by frequency (due to details of their
analysis).
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3. Results and discussion
First, we will discuss the monochromatic case, where all the PBHs were created with the same
mass. The most stringent constraints, in the studied mass range, for the monochromatic case
are those by Boudad & Cirelli 2019, see Figure 1. The constraints of Chan & Lee 2020 and those
in this work are a lot weaker, however, we found that our results are comparable to Chan &
Lee 2020. In Figure 1, our constraints are given by the solid black and yellow lines. The yellow
line is associated with the Planck data and is thus likely more representative of an accurate
physical picture due to the superiority of the instrument. The black line corresponds to the
MITO data [17], which resulted in slightly better results than Planck. For both our data sets we
see that, while our results are slightly weaker for masses below 1015 g, we can constrain PBHs of
larger mass better than Chan & Lee 2020. Importantly, we do not suffer from their systematic
uncertainties in the magnetic field modeling and our limits are 95% confidence interval, whereas
theirs are naive upper limits.

Additionally, from Figure 1, we can see that our constraints are not as stringent as those from
Boudad & Cirelli 2019. Low-energy electrons are difficult to study since they are affected by
the sun as they move through space. Recently, however, the Voyager 1 spacecraft left the sun’s
heliopause thereby lifting the limitation on studying low-energy electrons. Boudad & Cirelli
2019 were then able to find constraints that were based on a more comprehensive study.

Next, we consider the extended mass distribution. There are three commonly used: log-
normal, power-law, and critical collapse. In this work, a log-normal mass distribution is used.
It is given by

dn

dM
=

f√
2πσM

exp

(
− log2(M/µ)

2σ2

)
, (12)

where each set (µ, σ) provides a model represented by part of a parameter space corresponding
to an f . Here, µ is the mass for which the density is a maximum and σ is the width around the
peak. For a large µ and small σ, for example, we can see that the parameter space is largely a
dark green. Dark green indicates a large fraction f , i.e. close to f ∼ 1. Considering the entire
parameter space, we notice that dark green covers a very small patch. Therefore, the darker the
green, the more poorly constrained the model. This is encouraging since most of the models (i.e.
the parameter space) are well-constrained as can be seen by lighter greens. For the extended
case 3 × 1015g corresponds to the range f ∈

[
10−4, 10−3

]
g across all values of σ. This range

is much smaller than unity, so it reasonably constrains the PBH abundance. Interestingly, our
results for extended distributions are slightly more comparable to those presented by Boudad &
Cirelli 2019 than in the monochromatic case.

Boudad & Cirelli 2019 used the full, general diffusion-convection-reacceleration model to
study propagation [3]. This yielded well-constrained PBH-DM abundances due to Voyager 1’s
access to low-energy electrons. On the other hand, Chan & Lee 2020 considered synchrotron
emission from the galactic centre, where the magnetic field is quite uncertain [15] and is highly
important to their results. In our case, the results are weaker than Boudad & Cirelli 2019 but
provide a novel and robust means to derive constraints on PBH populations, without the serious
systematic concerns of the method of Chan & Lee 2020. One caveat on these results is that we
have used the non-relativistic SZ effect throughout. Whereas, the high temperatures for lower
mass PBHs would necessitate the considerably more complex relativistic approach. This will be
explored in future work and may enhance the limits for PBH masses below 1015g.

4. Conclusion
We present a novel means of constraining the abundance of PBHs as DM by considering the
electrons produced via Hawking radiation of the PBHs. These energetic electrons provided the
necessary electron population required to scatter photons from the CMB. We used the SZ effect
to calculate a temperature change due to a population of PBHs and compared this to SZ data
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Figure 1. Constraints on PBH
abundance for the monochromatic
mass function.

Figure 2. Constraints on PBH
abundance for the extended mass
function.

for the Coma cluster. Constraints on f , which is the amount of DM consisting of PBHs, could
be placed with a 95% confidence level. We considered two mass functions. The monochromatic
results were comparable to Chan & Lee with a slight advantage toward higher masses. The
extended case placed better constraints. The resulting parameter space was mostly light green
giving f < 10−2 and only a small corner with f ∼ 1 was poorly constrained. One advantage of
this method is that it is more robust than the synchrotron approach and should be applicable
in a larger number of environments.
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Abstract. Gas flows are an important aspect of galactic feedback and the regulation of star
formation in galaxies. Nearby starburst galaxies and Luminous Infrared Galaxies (LIRGs)
provide an extreme environment where feedback and the changes due to it can be studied in
great detail. The aim of this project is to search for traces of outflows and inflows in a sample
of nearby starburst galaxies and LIRGs in the SUperNovae and starBurst in the InfraReD
(SUNBIRD) survey, and to characterize them using observations of the stellar, and neutral and
ionized gas kinematics. As a first step, the gas flows were studied using long-slit spectra from
the Southern African Large Telescope. We present preliminary results from this data for one
of the SUNBIRD galaxies NGC 6000. The neutral and ionized gas kinematics can be traced
through the sodium doublet (NaD) absorption lines and Hα emission line, respectively. In
this proceeding, we modeled the ionized gas with multiple components of Gaussian and Gauss-
Hermite functions and compared best-fit models as an initial step to identify and characterize
the gas flows in and around this galaxy. In NGC 6000, a double Gaussian and Gaussian-Hermite
function modeled the Hα emission line better which indicates that there could be outflowing,
inflowing or extraplanar gas.

1. Introduction
Galaxies display a bimodal distribution in colour: red, early-type galaxies with a low star forma-
tion rate and blue, late-type galaxies with a high star formation rate [e.g., 1]. This bimodality
originates because star formation can either be enhanced or quenched depending on the inflow
and outflow of gas in the galaxy as well as gas heating. The inflow and outflow of gas is often
referred to as the baryon cycle. Gas accreting onto the galaxy from the intergalactic medium
makes it possible for more stars to form. Gas that is flowing out of the galaxy can either leave
the galaxy completely if it has a velocity greater than the escape velocity of the galaxy, flow to
the circumgalactic medium, or it can be recycled back into the galaxy. Galaxies with a high
star formation rate create an extreme environment where the baryon cycle is easier to study and
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observe with earth-based observations [2; 3].

Galactic outflows or winds are one of the primary feedback mechanisms in galaxies. Outflows
are mainly driven by star formation or active galactic nuclei (AGN) activity and are important
in the regulation of star formation. They are also multi-phase and can be studied with various
tracers [2]. For example, in the optical regime, stellar absorption and outflowing neutral gas can
be traced with the sodium doublet (NaD) absorption lines and ionized gas with the Hα emission
line [e.g., 4; 5]. Outflow velocities can also range from tens to a few hundred km/s [e.g., 4; 6].

In this project, we study the gas flows in nearby starburst galaxies and Luminous Infrared
Galaxies (LIRGs) in the SUperNovae and starBurst in the InfraReD (SUNBIRD) survey [7].
The SUNBIRD survey has two science goals: to calculate the total SFR in the nearby universe
by looking at dust-enshrouded core-collapse supernovae in star forming galaxies, and to perform
an in-depth study of star formation in LIRGs.

2. Observational Methods and Data Analysis
2.1. Sample and Observations

Figure 1: The interaction stages of the sub-
sample ranging from isolated galaxies (0) to
galaxies in a post-merger phase (IV). The
interaction stages are defined in [8; 9].

The SUNBIRD survey contains more than 40
galaxies. For this project, we focused on
a sub-sample of 24 galaxies based on the
availability of lower (R ∼ 1000) and higher (R ∼
3000) resolution long-slit spectra from previous
studies [10; 6]. The lower resolution data can
be used for stellar population and kinematics
modelling, as well as using the emission lines
for line diagnostics and characterisation of the
interstellar medium. The line diagnostics can
be used to characterise the outflowing gas and
determine if the outflow is driven by star
formation, AGN activity or both. The higher
resolution data is useful for more complex
multi-component fitting of the emission and
absorption lines which traces the ionized and
neutral gas, respectively. The sub-sample
includes isolated galaxies, Seyferts, AGNs,
and galaxies in group/cluster environments, all
covering a wide range of interaction stages. Figure 1 shows the interaction stages of the sub-
sample and the general properties of the galaxies in the sub-sample are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Properties of the galaxies in the sub-sample.

Redshift 0.0073 ≤ z ≤ 0.0482 (34 < DL ≤ 217 Mpc)

Infrared (IR) luminosity 1010.76L⊙ ≤ LIR ≤ 1011.81L⊙

Near-Infrared (NIR) star formation rate (SFR) 100.99M⊙yr−1 ≤ SFR ≤ 102.04M⊙yr−1

The starburst galaxies and LIRGs in the SUNBIRD survey have been studied with long-slit
spectra from the Southern African Large Telescope Robert Stobie Spectrograph [SALT, RSS;
11; 12] in two previous studies. In the study by [10], the author studied 52 SUNBIRD galaxies
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by looking at their stellar populations and the properties of the interstellar medium using spec-
tra with a grating of PG0900 (R ∼ 1000), which covered a wavelength range of approximately
3640−6740 Å. In the study by [6], 40 SUNBIRD galaxies were studied using higher resolution (R
∼ 3000) spectra (PG1800 grating), covering a wavelength range of about 5600−6930 Å. In [6],
outflows were studied by looking at the kinematics of the ionized and neutral gas traced through
the Hα emission line and NaD absorption lines, respectively. The kinematics were determined
through fitting Gaussian and Gauss-Hermite models. If outflows were present in the galaxy,
these were detected as deviations from regular galaxy rotation as well as differences between the
Hα and NaD rotation curves. That work did not model the stellar contribution to the spectra.
We aim to improve and extend the work done by [6] by performing more complex emission line
fitting and modeling the stellar kinematics with a Penalized Pixel-Fitting method [pPXF, 13].

In order to get a better understanding of the properties of the sub-sample, we plotted the
BPT [Baldwin, Phillips, and Terlevich; 14] diagram using the spatially integrated line ratios
calculated in the two previous studies. This allowed us to differentiate the star-forming galaxies
from the AGN in the sub-sample. This is shown in Figure 2a. In addition, we also plotted a
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer [WISE; 15] colour-colour plot (W1-W2 vs W2-W3), shown
in Figure 2b, to differentiate between the star-forming galaxies and LIRGs, and AGN. Figure 2a
shows that the majority of the galaxies in the sub-sample are either star-forming (HII) galaxies
or they are in the composite region, where the power source can be star formation, an AGN or
even shock excitation [16]. The WISE colour-colour plot shows a similar result with only two
galaxies in the AGN/LINER/ULIRG region.

(a) BPT diagram of the sub-sample. The solid red
line is from [17] and the dashed blue line from [18].

(b) WISE colour-colour plot of the sub-sample.
Refer to [15; 19] for a description.

Figure 2: BPT diagram and WISE colour-colour plot of the sub-sample showing the
differentiation between the star-forming galaxies and AGNs.

In this proceeding, we present preliminary results of one galaxy in the sub-sample: NGC 6000.
All of the data were reduced using IRAF1 by [10]. NGC 6000 is a nearby star-forming spiral
galaxy at z = 0.007. It has an IR SFR of 101.2M⊙yr−1 and an IR luminosity of 1010.97L⊙. In
the BPT diagram (Figure 2a), it is on the border between the HII and composite region and
in the WISE colour-colour plot (Figure 2b) it is classified as a starburst/LIRG. Based on its
IR luminosity, NGC 6000 would be classified as a starburst galaxy since LIRGs have an IR
luminosity of 1011L⊙ ≤ LIR < 1012L⊙ [20]. The rotation curve of the ionized (red) and neutral

1 Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory.
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(black) gas in this galaxy calculated by [6] is shown in Figure 3. The author of [6] also calculated
an offset velocity between NaD and Hα of 140 km/s. This galaxy was chosen because of the
large outflow velocity determined by [6]. In [6], only a single Gaussian and Gaussian-Hermite
was fitted and the velocities were calculated with the overall best-fit model.

2.2. Emission line modeling

Figure 3: The rotation curve of NGC 6000
from [6]. The ionized gas traced by Hα is
shown in red and the neutral gas traced by
NaD is shown in black.

In order to build and improve on the work
done by [6], three models were fitted to the
SALT RSS long-slit spectra of the sub-sample
to obtain the kinematics of the galaxies. Instead
of selecting one model overall, we compare the
three different models at each spatial row of the
2D spectrum. We first focused on obtaining
the kinematics of the ionized gas, traced by the
Hα emission line. Three emission lines were
fitted: the two [NII] lines and the Hα line in
the region between approximately 6550Å and
6700Å. Three models were fitted to the emission
lines:

(i) A single Gaussian model on each emission
line,

(ii) a single Gaussian model on the two [NII]
emission lines and a double Gaussian model
on the Hα emission line, and

(iii) a single Gaussian-Hermite model on each
emission line.

The Gaussian-Hermite has two additional parameters: skewness, which fits the wings and heav-
iness of the tails, and kurtosis, which fits the peak. The Gaussian-Hermite function becomes a
normal Gaussian when these two parameters are 0.

An automated Python code was written to fit these three models to the emission lines and
calculate the rotation curve of each galaxy based on the best fit at each spatial row along the
2D spectrum. Before the emission lines were fitted, the continuum around Hα and [NII] was
modeled with a polynomial using the specutils Astropy package2 and subtracted from the
spectrum. The emission line modelling was performed through the non-linear least squares
kmpfit package from the Kapteyn Python module3. We find that other Python-based software
do not have the flexibility to easily adjust the models for the analysis we want to perform. An
example of the double Gaussian model at two spatial rows is shown in Figure 4.

The initial parameters were determined based on the position (centroid) of the Hα line and
known proximity of the two [NII] lines. We also added bounds to limit the standard deviation
(width) of each emission line. Widths smaller than 0.422 Å would not be sensible because of the
wavelength dispersion and widths larger than 20 Å would include regions outside the emission
lines. We also applied a 4σ cut to exclude any rows where the noise were modeled. A combined
rotation curve was calculated by using the velocity from the best-fit model at each spatial row,

2 https://specutils.readthedocs.io/en/stable/index.html
3 https://www.astro.rug.nl/software/kapteyn/index.html
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determined from the chi-squared value. A heliocentric velocity correction was also applied to
the velocities.

(a) Double Gaussian fit at spatial row 285 (∼ 5
arcseconds from the centre of the galaxy).

(b) Double Gaussian fit at spatial row 387 (∼ 21
arcseconds from the centre of the galaxy).

Figure 4: Double Gaussian fit of the Hα and [NII] emission lines near the centre of the galaxy
(a) and in a region where the velocity is constant (b).

3. Results
A preliminary rotation curve for NGC 6000 is shown in Figure 5. At each spatial row, the veloc-
ity was determined by the model that fitted the best (smallest reduced chi-square value). The
single Gaussian model fitted the best at the edge of the galaxy. A double Gaussian function and
Gaussian-Hermite (asymmetric profile) had the best fit in the rest of the galaxy. An example
of a double Gaussian fit near the centre of the galaxy is shown in Figure 4a. The secondary,
blue-shifted component in the double Gaussian suggests that there could be inflowing, outflow-
ing or extraplanar gas. This can also be seen in the rotation curve (Figure 5) where the gas
traced by the secondary (broad) Gaussian component lags behind the gas traced by the primary
(narrow) component near the centre of the galaxy. The velocity offset between the broad and
narrow component at the centre of the galaxy is about half of what was calculated in [6] (60
km/s), however it is still in agreement with other galaxy outflow velocities (see Section 1). In the
work of [6], they only showed the rotation curve based on a single Gaussian component (refer to
Figure 3), which only shows gas flows as deviations from regular galaxy rotation. By fitting an
additional component, we can not only determine whether there are multiple gas components
(i.e., outflow, inflow or extraplanar gas), but also study the properties of the gas flows. These
properties include using emission line ratios to study the ionization and determine if the outflow
is driven by star formation, AGN activity or both [16].

We note that there are some areas where better constraints are needed, especially in the broad
component (cyan dots). There are also regions where the broad component velocity seems to
remain constant (e.g., at 20 arcseconds). An example of a double Gaussian fit at this region is
shown in Figure 4b. The narrow component velocity is not affected by the broad component,
but the broad component has a velocity much greater than what we would expect in a sec-
ondary component. This suggests that it could be extraplanar gas or scattered light from the
instrument. It will be investigated in further analysis.
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Figure 5: The rotation curve of NGC 6000. The velocity of the best fit is shown as black plus
signs for a single Gaussian, red crosses for a Gaussian-Hermite function, and cyan dots and blue
stars for the broad and narrow component of the Double Gaussian, respectively.

4. Conclusion
We have shown preliminary results of a study of the gas flows in galaxy NGC 6000 based on long-
slit spectra from the RSS on SALT. From the rotation curve, we showed that a double Gaussian
and Gaussian-Hermite fit the spectrum better, especially near the centre of the galaxy. These
assymetric functions indicate that there is some outflowing, inflowing or extraplanar gas. In the
future, this analysis will be repeated for all other galaxies in the sub-sample and we will also
model the NaD absorption lines in order to trace the kinematics of the neutral gas. The stellar
component to NaD will be subtracted by modeling the stellar kinematics with pPXF. We will
also study some of the galaxies with multi-wavelength data including data from the Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer [MUSE;
21] and the SALT NIR Integral Field Unit [IFU; 22]. In order to verify our analysis, we
will also do a similar analysis with other software like Bayesian active galactic nucleus (AGN)
Decomposition Analysis for Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Spectra [BADASS; 23].
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Abstract. A new optical telescope has been set up at the North-West University (NWU)
Potchefstroom campus, on the roof of the physics building (G5). It is the old 30 cm Meade that
used to be at the Nooitgedacht observatory until around 2010, when it was replaced by a 40 cm.
It was decided to refurbish the optical tube and purchase a new mount. It will mostly be used
for public outreach purposes. The project was to setup a new telescope, starting with a custom-
made steel pier anchored to the roof, extending an electrical connection, and the balancing plus
polar alignment of the telescope. This required the software and all other components of the
telescope to function together. The observatory is now in the final phase of being ready for the
public by making the roof safe. For scientific observations, a tested conducted and optimized
methods of plate solving for accurate astrometric solutions. It will be discussed how to go from
detector coordinates (X, Y) to astronomical coordinates (RA, DEC) on images taken at the
Nooitgedacht observatory.

1. Introduction
An optical telescope is an essential tool for astronomers, used to collect images of distant objects
through their emission, absorption, or reflection of visible light. They have been in existence
since the 17th century and have been used for many discoveries. Since then, other scientists
have begun creating and building different types of telescopes, covering the electromagnetic
spectrum. Having a site accessible to the public, where people can learn the basics, and get
hands-on experience using a small telescope will provide a great opportunity for both upcoming
student scientists and the public at large.

2. The Roof Observatory
The roof observatory is located at coordinates 26◦41′11′′S 27◦5′37′′E. The telescope has a
Schmidt-Cassegrain design and is seen in Figure 1. The tube is portable, and easy to assemble
and disassemble. It has a 30 cm (12”) aperture, with a light-collecting area of 225π cm2 and re-
solving power of 0.38 arc-seconds [1]. The telescope focal ratio of f/10 makes it ideal for planet
and moon gazing. The focal length of the telescope is 3048mm, and the eyepiece is 40mm,
giving a magnification of 76.2. The mount chosen is an iOptron CEM60, Central Equatorial
mount (see Figure 1). The mount has a payload capacity of ∼27 kg, high precision tracking,
and provides a slew speed of 3.75◦/sec [2]. The CEM60 comes with an iPolar scope incorporated
within it. It is used for the polar alignment, while pointing at the celestial pole, it will detect
star patterns and guide the alignment process with the provided software. Once the mount has
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Figure 1. (a) The image shows the optical tube for the observatory. (b) The image of the
iOptron CEM60 mount on the steel pier.

the polar alignment done, we can start to point and track properly.

The first step was to remove the U-fork anchor of the old alt-azimuth mount from the 30 cm
optical tube and replacing it with a new mount, an iOptron CEM60. An adapter was made so
that the tube fits on the new mount. In March of 2021, a steel pier was installed on the roof.
An electrical connection was brought to the side of the telescope to be able to drive the motors
and power the computer. The mount came with a 9.5 kg counterweight. This was not enough
to balance the telescope; a second counterweight was added and modified to fit the shaft. This
was also not enough, so the counterweight shaft was extended by more than 30 cm to achieve
balance. To allow proper tracking and operation, the mount was set to an angle of 26.4◦ corre-
sponding to our latitude.

Figure 2 depicts the telescope’s final setup, well-balanced and properly polar-aligned. There
is still a main broad connection problem preventing perfect pointing. However, this is a
documented problem, which will require a firmware upgrade, to be done soon. The telescope
can still observe under the current conditions. For the site to be ready, a rolling protective metal
cover has been designed and manufactured and should be delivered soon. It will be used during
the dry season so that the telescope can be kept outside. It will protect the telescope from dust,
humidity, and heat, and will ensure quick access to it throughout the whole of the season, from
May to November. It can be rolled away to allow easy access for stargazing.

3. Astrometric Calibration
Images taken with a CCD camera on a telescope have an X and Y pixel axis, a grid based on the
physical size of the detector. These images can also have the approximate celestial coordinates,
Right Ascension (RA) and Declination (DEC) of where the telescope was pointing while imaging
the sky. An astrometric solution is the addition of the RA and DEC information, at a sub-pixel
level, to the image header. This is called the World Coordinate System (WCS). Before process-
ing any data, basic data reduction has to be done by taking flat, bias, and dark frames. The
flat frames are taken immediately after the sunset in all filters for variations in the sensitivity
of the individual pixels. Then, with the shutter closed, dark frames are taken with an image
of noise from the dark current, followed by bias or zero frames used to eliminate read-out noise
in the CCD. These tasks can be carried out using AstroImageJ. AstroimageJ is an open-source
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Figure 2. Image (a) and (b) shows the full operating telescope with counterweights, properly
aligned and well-balanced.

software incorporating components of ImageJ which are in the public domain [3]. Once the basic
reduction is done, an open source software such as Astrometry.net can be used to get astromet-
ric solutions [4]. In each image, stars will be detected, and their relative position in X and Y
will be compared to catalog data that has full WCS information to try to find a match. This
information is saved in the FITS files header. FITS is a file format designed to store, transmit,
and manipulate scientific images and associated data. Astrometry.net can be installed locally
on a computer without requiring internet access, or used via an online interface from AstroIm-
ageJ. The online version is slower and has access to fewer options, but it works very well and
without any configuration. The goal was to compare the suitability of the two different methods.

Using data collected over a three-hour long session of the random star field SA1111965 in the
wide-band filter UBVRI, containing approximately 225 FITS images. The data was processed
with AstroimageJ to get the first astrometric calibration. The same procedure was followed us-
ing the local installation of Astrometry.net, where few parameters were changed in both methods
to obtain desirable results. The first round of plate-solving with AstroImageJ produced 114 fits
over 13.30 hours, and the second round gave an additional 49 fits over 163 runs over approxi-
mately 6.23 hours. Running the files using Astrometry.net installed locally returns 179 successful
files in 0.27 hours. The software returns 100 times faster results. The same case applies when
using Astrometry.net with a combination of sextractor software [5], which optimally detects,
measures, and classifies sources from astronomical images. It runs slightly longer (0.37 hours)
with more successful files solved (196), and these results can be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of plate-solving methods.
Astrometry.net (via AstroImageJ) online

Time(hrs) Total Success Still fail New success Seconds/solve
round 1 13.30 225 114 111 114 420.00
round 2 6.23 225 163 62 49 457.96

Astrometry.net, local with ImageXY
0.27 225 179 46 179 5.36

Astrometry.net, local with sextractor
0.37 225 196 29 196 6.73

Figure 3. Plot (a) and (b) is the drift in RA and DEC with time using AstroimageJ.

To examine the drift in the RA and DEC of the reference pixel with time for each image,
Figure 3 was constructed using the RA and DEC of the reference point with FITS keywords
(CRVAL1 and CRVAL2), which are the world coordinates that corresponds to the pixel value
and time taken from the FITS header. The drift seen in the figure is the slow movement of the
telescope over time. According to the estimates, the drift in RA and DEC with time is 0.0421
and 0.0144 arcseconds per minute, respectively. The jump in the sequence corresponds to the
time when we manually re-centered the field. A spacial distribution plot of RA vs DEC was
then constructed for both methods, as seen in Figure 4.

While not totally identical, they are more, or less the same for both methods. In both cases,
there is a slow drift of the reference pixel of the image, corresponding to the telescope’s imperfect
tracking. Tracking refers to the movement of the telescope’s axis at a sidereal rate. A plot of
that difference per image processed by the two different methods can be seen in Figure 5. There
is no systematic difference observed; therefore both methods are comparable. Considering the
time difference in processing the solutions, and the higher rate of success, a local installation of
astrometry.net is preferable.
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Figure 4. Images (a) and (b) shows comparison in RA and Dec of AstroImageJ and
Astrometry.net .

Figure 5. The images (a) and (b) shows the difference between AstroImageJ and Astrometry.net
local for each individual image.

4. Conclusion
In summary, the telescope has been setup; it is well-balanced and polar aligned, and almost ready
for the public. A method was also developed to do astrometric calibration on images taken at
the Nooitgedacht observatory without an internet connection. The best method is using the
optional sextractor software to do the source detection on a local installation of astrometry.net.
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Abstract. Cosmological simulations of galaxy formation have been pivotal in advancing our
understanding of structure and galaxy formation in the Universe. These simulations follow
the nonlinear evolution of galaxies, modelling a variety of physical processes over an enormous
range of time and length scales. Many of these physical processes are implemented through
sub-grid prescriptions to alleviate the computationally expensive nature of simulations and deal
with some of the complex physics and processes, which are not fully understood. As a result,
discrepancies between observational and simulated data can arise. In this study, our goal is
to investigate to which extent TNG50 galaxies follow the MIGHTEE-Hiobservations. We use
the HI size-mass relation to study the consistency of the TNG50 galaxies in comparison to the
MIGHTEE-Hi galaxies. The TNG50 sample follows the same logarithmic relation derived from
observation by previous work, between the diameter (DHI) and the mass (MHI) of HI discs.
We measure a slope of 0.478± 0.004, an intercept of −3.172± 0.030 and a scatter of 0.29 dex.
In future work, we intend on investigating the large scatter in our results as well as predict the
cosmic evolution of the Hi size-mass relation.

1. Introduction
Atomic hydrogen (Hi) provides the primordial gas that serves as the raw material for the build-
up of stellar mass. Observations of Hi in galaxies provide a powerful probe to study galaxy
formation and evolution mechanisms. Improvements in the sensitivity of observational surveys
have made it possible to detect fainter Hi structures than previous surveys could. Consequently,
allowing for a better census of the total Hi content in galaxies but also elucidates the interactions
they have with their environment and their importance in galactic evolution.

Global Hi relations, such as the Hi mass vs stellar mass, neutral hydrogen mass function
(HiMF), neutral hydrogen velocity function (HiVF) and the Tully-Fisher relation place con-
straints on cosmological models of galaxy formation and evolution. Hi scaling relations in nearby
disc galaxies, especially the tight Hi size-mass relation, also provide important constraints. In
this study, we will reproduce this relation for the TNG50 Hi discs and test their consistency
towards the MIGHTEE-Hi observed galaxies.
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The Hi size-mass relation was first investigated by [2] and parametrised as follows:

log(RHI) = α× log(MHI)− β (1)

where α and β represent the slope and intercept, respectively. RHi is in units of kpc and MHi

is in units of M⊙. A slope of 0.510 ± 0.04 and an intercept of−3.27 ± 0.06 was determined,
suggesting that the average Hi surface density in these galaxies is nearly constant.

A study by [6] reproduced the relation using the largest Hi observational work-to-date. A
galaxy collection of over 500 galaxies from different surveys, ranging over five decades inMHi was
studied. Consequently, they reported a slope of 0.506± 0.003 and an intercept of −3.25± 0.009.
These results produced a noteworthy tight scatter relation of 0.06 dex. Other studies of ob-
servational galaxies have also reproduced the Hi size-mass relation (e.g. [7], [8]). The general
consensus is that the relation implies that Hi galaxy discs of different types of galaxies are very
self-similar, suggesting that all galaxies experience a similar evolutionary process so long as they
remain gas-rich. This contradicts what was reported by [9], which equally noted that low-mass
galaxies have denser HI discs in comparison to their more massive counterparts. This is a nat-
ural consequence due to the smaller galaxies having lower angular momentum.

A more recent study by [3] presented the homogeneous MIGHTEE (MeerKAT International
GHz Tiered Extragalactic Exploration )-Hi EARLY Science data. This sample consisted of 276
galaxies, ranging 4 orders of magnitude in Hi mass at redshift zero. The study reported a slope
of 0.501±0.008, an intercept −3.252+0.073

−0.074 and corresponding observed scatter of 0.057 dex.These
results are in good agreement with what is currently reported in the literature. This makes the
Hi size-mass relation a good candidate to place a strong constraint on the way that different
processes, including gas inflow, star formation and feedback balance in numerical models of
galaxy formation and evolution.

In this work, we present the Hi size-mass relation for galaxies from the TNG50 cosmological
simulation. We will be using simulated data produced by [13] to study the correlation between
TNG50 galaxies and that of MIGHTEE-Hi. Our goal is to investigate how well the TNG50
simulation predicts observations (i.e. MIGHTEE-Hi).

1.1. TNG50
IllustriusTNG [5] is a suite of cosmological magnetohydrodynamical simulations of different vol-
umes and resolutions, which constitutes of TNG100, TNG300 and TNG50. TNG50 is the last of
the three projects, consisting of over 20 billion resolution elements and capturing spatial scales
of ∼ 100 parsecs. The 50 Mpc box is sampled by 21603 dark matter particles, with masses of
4×105M⊙ and 21603 initial gas cells, with masses of 8×104M⊙. Furthermore, TNG50 incorpo-
rates the comprehensive TNG model for galaxy formation and evolution physics, subsequently
occupying a unique combination of large volume and high resolution. The large volumes feature
allow for statistically robust comparison of entire galaxy populations whereas the high resolution
more reliably model the cold, star-forming gas. TNG50 has proven to be an instrumental, the-
oretical tool for comparison through the production of mock observations and simulated data.
Such studies have been recorded in [10] as well as [11] just to name a few. In this project we
will exploit the statistical and resolution capabilities of TNG50 and compare them against the
MIGHTEE-Hi Early Survey data.
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1.2. MIGHTEE-Hi
Additionally, important to this work is the MIGHTEE-Hi observational survey. MIGHTEE is
one of eight Large Survey projects of MeerKAT [14]. The Hi survey, MIGHTEE-Hi, focuses
on Hi emission, absorption and polarisation in galaxies. MIGHTEE-Hi is one of the first deep,
blind, medium-wide interferometric surveys for Hi. We have used the Early Science data [12]
and have followed [3] to reproduce the observed MIGHTEE-Hi size-mass relation. A 4k spectral
line correlator mode was used to collect the data. The correlator had a channel width of 209
kHz and a velocity resolution of 44.1 km.s−1 at redshift zero. Two of the four MIGHTEE fields
were used to carry out these observations. Namely; XMMLSS -covering approximately 3.5 deg2

of the sky - and COSMOS which covers 1.5 deg2 of the sky.

2. Methodology
[13] undertook a systematic study of models that predict the Hi and H2 fraction and applied
them to the TNG50 simulation galaxies. The modelling of the Hi-to-H2 transition and the
relevant details of the TNG50 simulations are discussed at length in the paper previously men-
tioned. The Hi-to-H2 model by [4] has been implemented as the partitioning scheme of choice
to produce the moment0 maps used in this study. The model from relies on surface densities
rather than volume densities. The moment0 maps were produced by applying the Hi-to-H2

model. The UV field plays an important part in the destruction of hydrogen which is required
for the Hi-to-H2 transition partitioning process. The radiative transfer code SKIRT has been
employed to estimate the UV radiation field. The UV field is calculated by propagating light
from star-forming regions and evolved stars through the dusty interstellar medium, taking dust
attenuation into account.

2.1. Galaxy selection
TNG50 can fully represent simulated galaxy populations spanning 107 < M∗

M⊙
< 1011.5 where

M∗ and M⊙ are the stellar mass and solar mass, respectively. However, in our study we worked
with a base sample of M∗ > 107M⊙ and Mg > 106M⊙ is imposed on the galaxies, where Mg is
the gas mass. Correspondingly, these criteria produced feasible result when estimating the UV
radiation field in SKIRT.

The size of the Hi galaxy disc is conventionally defined as ΣHi ∼ 1M⊙pc−2. Furthermore, an
advantage of measuring RHi at 1M⊙pc2 is that it is more easily measurable for small Hi discs that
are close to being unresolved. Some of the galaxies in this sample have surface densities lower
than 1M⊙pc−2, these are thus negated. A stellar-mass-selected and Hi-rich-selected samples of
12 611 and 10 652 is obtained respectively. For the purpose of this study we will only focus on
the Hi-rich-selected sample, which is a sample retention of 83.35 % from the stellar-mass-selected
sample. We do not cut the galaxy sample any further at this point.

2.2. Determine the size of the TNG50 galaxies
In this section we apply the 2D Gaussian fit presented in equation (2), to determine the Hi size
of the galaxy

f(x, y) = Aexp(−(a(x− x0))
2 + 2b(x− x0)(y − y0) + c(y − y0)

2, (2)

where A is the amplitude of the Gaussian peak inM⊙pc−2, (x0, y0) represents the central position
in pixels. We acknowledge that the Hi radial distribution is not Gaussian, and that Hi radial
profiles often reveal a depletion at the center. However, for the purpose of this study we are
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only interested in the outer part of the Hi disc where the size is measured. The parameters a,
b and c are defined as:

a =
cos2(θ)

2σ2X
+
sin2(θ)

2σ2Y
, (3)

b =
sin2(θ)

4σ2X
+
sin2(θ)

4σ2Y
, (4)

c =
sin2(θ)

2σ2X
+
cos2(θ)

2σ2Y
. (5)

The position angle is represented as θ in radians, σX and σY are the semi-major and semi-minor
axis of the disk, respectively.

This study applies a framework which automatically calculates the size and mass of the
individual Hi disc galaxies. We select galaxies which have surface densities larger than 1M⊙.pc−2.
The sample then undergoes the 2D Gaussian fitting process. Similarly, the initial conditions for
the amplitude, a,b, c and θ parameters are calculated for all the individual galaxies. A python
package called differential evolution is used for this role. This package looks for the optimal
initial conditions by searching for the global minima within a given parameter space. These are
then assigned as the initial conditions. This helps decrease the run time of the code as well as
saves the memory due to the sheer quantity of the galaxy sample.

3. Results and discussion
In this section we will be discussing the results obtained from this study. Figure (1) and Figure
(2) show the Hi moment0 map of a Hi-rich galaxy from our sample set and the TNG50 Hi
size-mass relation at z ∼ 0, respectively. The red contour line seen in Figure (1) demarcates the
region at which ΣHI ∼ 1M⊙.pc−2 , which defines the RHI of the galaxy disc The blue points
represent the galaxy population and the green shaded area represents the 3σ region of this
sample. Additionally, the two straight lines represented in black and red denote the MIGHTEE-
Hi[3] and TNG50 Hi size-mass relation, respectively. These lines are represented by the the
best-fit seen in equation (1). Our sample selection includes galaxies of different orientation
and morphology. Nonetheless, a line of best fit through our data parametrises the TNG50 Hi
size-mass relation as follows

log(DHI) = 0.48± 0.004× log(MHI)− 3.17± 0.030. (6)

Observationally the relation is extremely tight, with only 0.06 dex [6] and 0.057 dex scatter
[3]. Likewise, our simulated galaxies reproduce the same general trend seen in observations. This
trend depicts that larger Hi size discs correspond to a higher Hi mass which is in agreement
with other studies.

The authors of [3] reported a sample galaxy population of MHI ranging from MHI ∼
108 − 1011.5M⊙ with corresponding size ranges between DHI ∼ 1 − 2.3 kpc. In this study a
similar mass range, ∼ 108 − 1010M⊙, was investigated. In this study we report Hi disc galaxies
size ranging between 0.1− 2 kpc which are slightly lower than what was reported in [3].

Nevertheless, the TNG50 Hi size-mass relation is in slight tension with what has been
reported in other studies. Although our results show more scatter the best-fitting parameters
are consistent with the observational findings of the literature such as [3] and [6]. This implies
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Figure 1. This HI moment0 map shows an example of a galaxy in our TNG50 sample. The
red contour demarcates the region at which ΣHI ∼ 1M⊙.pc−2. The size and mass of this galaxy
are DHI ∼ 12.68 kpc and MHI ∼ 3× 108M⊙ respectively.

that the average Hi surface densities within TNG50 galaxies is an approximate constant and
thus the mechanisms which balance the Hi distribution in all the galaxies. Further investigation
of the feedback mechanisms could improve on these results.

4. Conclusions
We have presented the Hi size-mass relation of the TNG50 Hi galaxy discs. The sample con-
tained ∼ 10000 Hi-rich galaxies at redshift zero. The predictability of the Hi size-mass relation
makes it a good candidate for testing the accuracy or consistency of any model or simulation of
galaxy evolution.

We measured galaxy Hi masses and used the 2D Gaussian fitting method to estimate the size
of the Higalaxy discs. The main results of our study are as follows :

• In our analysis we have reported a RHI within the 1 − 10 kpc range with corresponding
MHi ranges from ∼ 8.5× 107 to ∼ 1.3× 109M⊙.
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Figure 2. This plot shows the TNG50 size-mass relation. In the y-axis we have the size of the
galaxy in kpc and in the x-axis we represent the Hi size in M⊙.

• We obtained a line-of-best fit of log(DHI) = 0.478± 0.004× log(MHI)− 3.172± 0.030 for
the TNG50 Hi disc galaxies. There is slight tension between our results and Rajohnson
[3] (as seen in Figure (2)). This maybe due to an underestimate of the total neutral gas
abundance at z = 0 by about a factor of two. we intend on investigating other Hi scaling
relations to verify this claim as well as look at how the spatial resolution of TNG50 Hi maps
affects the Hi size-mass relation.

• Galaxies in hydrodynamical simulations and semi-analytical models have an analytically
derived limit on its scatter of ≤ 0.1 dex. In this study a scatter of 0.29 dex was obtained.
Our next task is to understand the reason behind this large scatter and improve this relation.

In this work we have successfully showed that the Hi size mass relation can be used as a tool to
investigate the agreeability of simulated galaxies.
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Abstract. Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are highly energetic impulses of γ rays that are
classified into two major categories, namely the long and short GRBs. Their distinction lies
in their duration (T90) which is calculated from the photon flux accumulation over time. Long
GRBs lasts for more than 2 seconds whilst short GRBs lasts for less than 2 seconds with their
prompt emission being in the keV to GeV energy band. Short GRBs are typically spectrally hard
and the relation between their duration and spectral index depicts a weak inverse correlation. In
this study, a sample of sources with known redshift made up of 15 short GRBs detected by Fermi
Gamma Ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and one intermediate GRB, GRB100816A were selected for
spectral studies in the energy range 10 - 900 keV. Most sources in the sample have photons
detected by the Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) low energy event (LLE) selection except
for GRB090510A which is the brightest source in the sample. As a result it has a considerable
number of high energy photons with the highest energy photon energy of 29.9 GeV. The counts
obtained from the GBM data were binned and their most prominent pulses were selected for
spectral and temporal analysis. Only 12 sources from the sample had prominent pulses including
the double peaked GRB111117A. The pulses were fitted using the Norris function. The rise times
of the pulses are compared with the rise time of a magnetar giant flare, in order to distinguish
between the two γ-ray transients.

1. Introduction
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are among the most luminous sources in the universe [1, 2]. They

occur at cosmological distances hence they could be used as cosmological probes. In this study,
short GRBs (SGRBs) with 90% of their γ−ray fluence being in the interval less than 2 seconds
(i.e. T90 < 2 seconds) detected by the Fermi telescope are selected. These sources could
be treated as cosmological standard candles, similar to Type-Ia supernovae, by using various
phenomenological relations among observed parameters [3]. Sources from star forming galaxies
are also detected as γ−ray transients which are not cosmological. These are called magnetar
giant flares (MGFs) which are associated with magnetars.

Magnetars are neutron stars (NSs) that are extremely magnetized and are produced by 0.5%
of core collapse SNe (CCSNe) [4]. MGFs can be easily mistaken for cosmological SGRBs. For
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instance, GRB790305 was detected in 1979 which was the first giant flare to be observed [5]
hence the aim to further make their criteria clearer. MGFs arise from star forming galaxies and
they tend to look like the cosmological hard SGRBs hence fake SGRBs [6] whilst cosmological
SGRs which will be refereed to as real SGRBs originate from the merging of compact binary
systems [7] including NS−NS binary systems, white dwarfs and BH−NS systems.

Fake SGRB pulses depict numerous milliseconds (ms) for their rise time which is much shorter
in comparison to cosmological SGRBs [4]. MGFs are however spectrally hard [4] which is
similar to the spectral hardness of real SGRBs [8] hence it is often difficult to distinguish
between the two. A recent study [9] showed that the T90 interval is not sufficient to distinguish
between the two hence the attention to the γ−ray pulse properties. Moreover, MGFs are less
energetic compared to their cosmological counterparts having emissions within the energy range
≈ 1043 − 1046 erg [4, 5] whilst the energy of cosmological short bursts can go up to 1053 erg .

These mistaken short bursts have posed a number of questions as their variations with
cosmological bursts is significant thus their classification should be revised. Zhang et al. [6]
asserts that these events are actually different from cosmological short bursts which have varying
cosmological progenitors. One characteristic that distinguishes MGFs from cosmological short
bursts is their multiple pulse events.

In this work, pulse fitting will be used to retrieve properties of SGRBs with known redshift.
These properties will be compared to those of MGFs hence make it easy to distinguish the two.
As a result, allow the study of these intriguing sources in detail.

2. Observations and Analysis
In the investigation of finding the distinction between cosmological SGRBs and MGFs a

sample of 367 SGRBs with known redshift detected by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor
(Fermi GBM) were selected. Fermi GBM is one of the two instruments of the Fermi space
telescope which also consists of the major instrument; the Large Area Telescope (LAT). Fermi
LAT is a pair-conversion instrument which is sensitive to γ-rays in the energy range of ≈ 30
MeV to > 300 GeV [8] with a low FoV of 2.4 sr [10].

GBM is the minor instrument which has 14 detectors consisting of 2 BGO and 12 Thallium
doped Sodium Iodide (NaI[TI]) scintillation detectors and both detectors are utilised in
spectroscopy [8]. The NaI detectors are sensitive in the energy range from 8 keV to 1 MeV
and are utilised to obtain a full unocculted view of the sky. In the presence of a GRB event,
they get triggered thus can approximate the location of the bursts by using relative count rates
[8] making them ideal for triggering and localising GRB events [10]. BGO detectors are best for
detecting high energy γ-ray photons and their sensitivity ranges from ≈ 200 keV−40 MeV [8].

The GRB signals in GBM are recorded as three data types; CTIME, CSPEC and TTE.
CTIME has a high 256 ms temporal resolution with 8 energy channels [8], CSPEC data has a
low 4 s spectral resolution with full spectral resolution of 128 energy channels that are used for
spectroscopy [8] and TTE data has a 2µs temporal resolution and 128 energy channel spectral
resolution. The temporal resolution can be adjusted to an optimal value with enough statistics
during the analysis [8], hence TTE data was utilised in this study.
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From the sample consisting of 367 sources, only sources with prominent peaks were of interest.
This brought down the number to 16 SGRBs. These sources possessed prominent peaks when
their rate counts from different detectors are summed up. However, looking only at the data for
each individual detector, some signals were not strong hence their pulses were faint. Therefore,
those sources were not considered during pulse fitting and sources with high count rates without
the summation of the data were chosen. Hence individual detector data was used instead. This
allowed to clearly observe which detectors got triggered hence fit the pulse for the detector that
has more counts. These resulted in having a sample of 12 sources. All detectors were chosen
based on their rate counts, with the highest one being favourable.

The TTE data was refined using the RMFIT package1. The background of the data was fitted
with a polynomial of degree 1. The 30 - 40 keV energy channel was excluded as it corresponds
to the iodine K-edge. The pulses were binned with 16 ms resolution. Finer binnings revealed
significant features for GRB 090510 and GRB201221D, see figures 1 and 3.

The pulses were fit with the so-called Norris function [11] and a χ2 test was done to determine
the pulses goodness of fit.

I(t) =




A exp

[
−
( |t−tpeak|

trise

)ν1]
; t < tpeak

A exp
[
−
( |t−tpeak|

tfall

)ν2]
; t > tpeak

(1)

The function is mathematical and it gives the rising (trise) and falling times (tfall) of the pulses
which are the free parameters. The amplitude of a pulse is given by A and is fixed for each
source alongside the pulse peak time tpeak, ν1 and ν2. The exponential parameters describes
the shape of the fit. The former is responsible for the exponential shape whilst the latter is
dominant when the fit has a Gaussian shape.

After careful analysis, two sources were removed from the sample consisting of SGRBs with
prominent peaks, hence only 10 cosmological SGRB sources were left for analysis. Their analysis
was done alongside the recent MGF, GRB200415A. All bursts were analysed in five varying
energy channels; 25 - 50, 50 - 100, 100 - 300 and > 300 keV as in the Norris et. al. paper [12]
and an addition of 10 - 25 keV energy channel which is the minimum sensitivity of the GBM
instrument.

3. Results and discussion
The results of the pulse fitting with the Norris function are summarised in table 1 to table 4.

Only the results of 4 brightest SGRBs are presented in this work including that of GRB200415A,
the MGF. A typical feature of MGFs is a multi-peaked spectra with a main prominent pulse
followed by an oscillating pulse that is weak [6]. The oscillations explain NS rotational period.
The rising pulse time of the main prominent pulse is usually tens of ms, see table 2. The fake
GRB200415A emerged from a nearby galaxy and its most prominent first pulse was detected
which resembles short hard GRBs [13] see figure 2. Hence the the distinction cannot be made
from just looking at the spectra. Moreover, SGRB spectra are usually hard [10], which is not an
ideal property to differentiate MGFs from cosmological SGRBs as they also have hard spectra.
GRB200415A’s pulse is non existent in the 10 - 25 keV energy range hence prominent pulses are
observed at higher energies.

1 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/rmfit tutorial.html
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GRB090510 is a bright short burst with a rising time in the range 22 - 43 ms (see table 1)
which does not vary significantly from the 5 - 35 ms rising pulse time of the MGF, GRB200415A
(see table 2). The detector selected for GRB090510 was NaI 6 which showed high rate counts
amongst others. Although GRB090510 has multiple peaks (see figure 1), the observed multi-
peaks are due to the small binnings and have no association with a MGF origin as they are not
oscillating nor appear in the background.

Figure 1. GRB090510, z = 0.903, NaI 6 detector. Figure 2. GRB200415A, NaI 3 detector.

Table 1. GRB090510 pulse fit results within the peak interval, 0.480 - 0.624 seconds.

Channel number
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5

(10 - 25 keV) (25 - 50 keV) (50 - 100 keV) (100 - 300 keV) (> 300 keV)

A (counts/s) 1276.99 1211.12 1787.80 2553.98 1213.14
ν1, ν2 1,1 1,1 2,2 2,2 1,1
Peak time (s) 0.544 0.528 0.544 0.544 0.544
Rise time (s) 0.043 ± 0.010 0.026 ± 0.009 0.033 ± 0.004 0.031 ± 0.005 0.022 ± 0.005
χ2/dof 0.57/8 1.60/8 13.87/8 56.56/8 4.87/8

The intermediate source, GRB200826A has its duration T90 ranging from 1 to 2 seconds as
observed with varying detectors [9] therefore, making T90 insufficient to distinguish GRBs from
MGFs alongside spectral hardness. The pulses vary from one energy channel to another hence
there is no particular pattern in its rising and falling times from energy channel 1 to channel 5
(table 3). The rising and falling times are a few 100 ms which varies significantly from that of the
MGF. The pulses were best fitted with an exponential fit (ν1, ν2 = 1, 1) of the Norris function
except for channel 3 which is a combination of Gaussian (ν1 = 2) and exponential (ν2 = 1) fit.
Table 2 shows that this trend is also shown by the MGF for energy channels 4 and 5.
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Table 2. GRB200415A pulse fit results within the peak interval, -0.096 - 0.384 seconds.

Channel number
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5

(10 - 25 keV) (25 - 50 keV) (50 - 100 keV) (100 - 300 keV) (> 300 keV)

A (counts/s) — 1290.29 2788.55 6549.85 2580.54
ν1, ν2 — 1,1 1,1 2,1 2,1
Peak time (s) — 0.00 −0.016 −0.016 0.00
Rise time (s) — 0.035 ± 0.009 0.005 ± 0.004 0.010 ± 0.001 0.023 ± 0.003
Fall time (s) — 0.087 ± 0.014 0.070 ± 0.007 0.061 ± 0.002 0.036 ± 0.004
χ2/dof — 168.92/31 181.98/31 80.45/31 179.03/31

Table 3. GRB200826A pulse fit results within the peak interval, -0.128 - 0.896 seconds.

Channel number
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5

(10 - 25 keV) (25 - 50 keV) (50 - 100 keV) (100 - 300 keV) (> 300 keV)

A (counts/s) 1911.66 2357.30 2105.26 1973.12 317.30
ν1, ν2 1,1 1,1 2,1 1,1 1,1
Peak time (s) 0.496 0.400 0.560 0.448 0.288
Rise time (s) 0.570 ± 0.046 0.327 ± 0.023 0.443 ± 0.017 0.235 ± 0.020 0.103 ± 0.023
Fall time (s) 0.466 ± 0.048 0.409 ± 0.030 0.175 ± 0.015 0.178 ± 0.017 0.235 ± 0.036
χ2/dof 140.76/77 138.22/77 120.46/27.14/77 185.36/77 96.00/77

Both GRB200415A and GRB201221D have pulse rising and falling times in tens of ms range
which is an observed feature of MGFs. The former is a MGF [6] however the latter suggests
that it has a MGF origin as opposed to compact binary merger origin [14] due to its maximum
pulse rising time of 87 ms, see table 4. Furthermore, the association of GRB201221D with a
core-collapse origin is highly improbable [15] hence further raising the question regarding its
progenitor.

Figure 3. GRB200826A, z = 0.748, NaI 7
detector.

Figure 4. GRB201221D, z = 1.046, NaI 7
detector.
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Table 4. GRB201221D pulse fit results within the peak interval, -0.080 - 0208 seconds for n6
detector.

Channel number
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5

(10 - 25 keV) (25 - 50 keV) (50 - 100 keV) (100 - 300 keV) (> 300 keV)

A (counts/s) 1518.99 1203.42 1643.98 1393.80 —
ν1, ν2 1,1 1,1 1,1 2,1 —
Peak time (s) 0.016 0.032 −0.016 0.032 —
Rise time (s) 0.047 ± 0.011 0.087 ± 0.016 0.016 ± 0.003 0.070 ± 0.009 —
Fall time (s) 0.106 ± 0.017 0.114 ± 0.016 0.098 ± 0.007 0.051 ± 0.010 —
χ2/dof 8.43/17 1.26/17 2.35/17 42.08/17 —

4. Conclusion
MGFs appear in nearby and star forming galaxies. They are associated with multi-peak

signals that oscillate. However they are observed as single peaked sources hence commonly
mistaken as cosmological SGRBs. From this work, the pulse fitting mechanism enabled to find
the rising time of the pulses and it is observed that GRB200415A depicts a MGF rising time
which ranges from 5 to 35 ms. GRB201221D also posses a challenge as it is known to be a
cosmological SGRB however its pulse rising time suggests otherwise. GRB200826A’s light curve
pulse profile is protruding (figure 3) and there is no evidence of non-negligible signals outside
the main peak hence this is a real SGRB. GRB090510 on the other hand depicts multiple
pulses, however they are not above the background hence proving that it is also a genuine GRB
despite its questionable rising and falling times. For future work, more MGF sources are to be
studied including the GRB051103 and GRB070201 amongst other sources. Therefore allowing
comprehensive studies on MGFs and cosmological SGRBs properties. [1]
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Abstract. Galaxy groups within the local Universe contain over half of all observable galaxies.
Furthermore, galaxy groups host the majority of both baryonic and dark matter content in the
Universe. Therefore galaxy groups are excellent laboratories for studying galaxy evolution.
Of particular importance are the brightest group early-type galaxies (BGEs) roughly located
at the centre of each group’s gravitational potential well. By studying the stellar kinematics
of these BGEs, we hope to better understand the mass-assembly histories of these galaxies.
The Complete Local-Volume Groups Sample (CLoGS) is a statistically complete survey of 53
galaxy groups in the optical, X-ray, and radio bands. We measure the spatially-resolved stellar
kinematics of the BGEs of 18 of these groups. The spectra of these galaxies were obtained via
optical spectroscopy with the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT). The stellar kinematics
are obtained with full-spectrum fitting software. The radial profiles of both the stellar velocity
dispersion and stellar rotational velocity of some of these BGEs are presented. We find a diverse
range of stellar kinematics for the BGEs, for example, some BGEs show strong rotation and
others no rotation. We further measure the stellar velocity dispersion slopes of these BGEs and
compare them to other galaxy surveys and galaxy evolution simulations.

1. Introduction
Galaxies can be found within a variety of different environments such as clusters, groups, fields
and voids, each with a different concentration of baryonic and dark matter. Of particular im-
portance are galaxy groups which host over 60 % of all observable galaxies [1]. The dominant,
central galaxy within each group is typically found close to the centre of the group’s dark matter
halo [2]. The mass assembly histories of brightest group early-type galaxies (BGEs) are strongly
tied to their group environment’s baryonic and dark matter content and are understood to re-
sult from prior merging processes [3]. However, the exact mass assembly histories of BGEs are
still poorly understood and more unique than previously thought [4] [5] [6]. To constrain the
mass profiles of BGEs and their group environments, the dynamical mass of these galaxies can
be determined by measuring their stellar kinematics [5] [6]. These mass profiles can in turn
be used to build galaxy evolution models and simulations, which improve our understanding of
how galaxies evolve within group environments [7]. In this study, we will measure the spatially-
resolved stellar kinematics of 18 of the Complete Local-Volume Groups Sample (CLoGS) BGEs.
Our results will be compared with other galaxy surveys and galaxy evolution simulations to
complement existing data.

CLoGS is a sample of 53 optically-selected galaxy groups located within 80 Mpc [8]. As part
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of the selection criteria, these groups are fully virialised and contain a central early-type galaxy
(BGE) [8]. 23 of these BGEs, observable from the Northern hemisphere, have already been
studied with the Hobby-Eberly Telescope [9]. To complement this, we study 18 CLoGS BGEs
observable from the Southern hemisphere with the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT).
These BGEs are: ESO 507-25, NGC 128, NGC 193, NGC 1395, NGC 1550, NGC 2292, NGC
2911, NGC 3078, NGC 3325, NGC 3923, NGC 4697, NGC 5044, NGC 5084, NGC 5153, NGC
5903, NGC 7252 and NGC 7377 as originally presented by O’Sullivan et al. (2017).

2. Method
We obtain spatially-resolved optical spectra for our subsample of CLoGS BGEs using the
SALT Robert Stobie Spectrograph (RSS). To measure the stellar kinematics of these BGEs,
these spectra are fitted with the full-spectrum fitting software pPXF [10]. To constrain these
measurements, pPXF is performed as a Monte-Carlo simulation of 50 iterations. An example
pPXF fit is shown in Figure 1. We measure different apertures to create stellar velocity dispersion
and stellar rotational velocity profiles. The slopes of the stellar velocity dispersion profiles are
fitted with the function: log( σ

σ0
) = η.log( R

R0
)+ c, with c, η ∈ R, R0 = 1kpc and σ0 is the central

velocity dispersion measured up to R0.

Figure 1: First iteration pPXF fit of ESO 507-25 using the MILES stellar library [11]. The
observed spectrum is shown in black. The best pPXF fit is shown in red. The deviations are
shown in green. The gas emission lines (shown in orange and blue) are masked in grey.

3. Results
We show the stellar velocity dispersion slopes and stellar rotational velocity profiles of NGC 193
and NGC 5084 to illustrate the diversity of stellar kinematics observed.
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Figure 2: Stellar velocity dispersion slope of NGC 193. The slope is close to zero. The radial
profile can be interpreted as flat with reasonable certainty.
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Figure 3: Rotational velocity profile of NGC 193. The pPXF results show that NGC 193 has
no clear discernible rotation.
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Figure 4: Stellar velocity dispersion slope of NGC 5084. The slope is small and negative. The
radial profile can be interpreted as decreasing.
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Figure 5: Rotational velocity profile of NGC 5084. The pPXF results show that NGC 5084 has
very strong rotation with Vmax = (Vupper − Vlower)/2 ≈ 225 km s−1.
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We summarise our results by comparing the velocity dispersion slopes measured for our sample
of CLoGS BGEs against other complementary galaxy surveys and simulations. We firstly
compare our observational results with other field early-type galaxies (ETGs) and brightest
cluster galaxies (BCGs), similar to Loubser et al. (2018), as shown in Figure 6. In particular,
we compare the 18 CLoGS BGEs from our study and the 23 CLoGS BGEs studied by Loubser
et al. (2018), with similarly bright early-type galaxies (with −25.5 mag ≲ MK ≲ −21.5 mag)
within the local Universe (within 80 Mpc). These ETG samples are documented in Cappellari
et al. (2006) and Mehlert et al. (2000). In addition we compare the CLoGS BGEs with BCGs
of similar redshift (z ≲ 0.1). The Multi-Epoch Nearby Cluster Survey (MENeaCS) BCG sample
and Canadian Cluster Comparison Project (CCCP) BCG sample are used, as similarly presented
in Loubser et al. (2018). These BCGs, with a luminosity of −27.8 mag ≲ MK ≲ −25.7 mag,
are notably brighter than the CLoGS BGEs with a luminosity of −26 mag ≲ MK ≲ −24.2 mag
[9] [12]. Additionally these BCGs, with a cluster halo mass between 1.6 × 1014 M⊙ ≲ M500 ≲
1.7 × 1015 M⊙, are more massive than the CLoGS BGEs, with a group halo mass between
3.6× 1012 M⊙ ≲ M500 ≲ 4.4× 1013 M⊙ [9] [12].
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Figure 6: Velocity dispersion slope vs. central velocity dispersion. The ETGs from Cappellari
et al. (2006) and Mehlert et al. (2000) are shown in white. The CLoGS BGEs are shown in
green. The BCGs from Loubser et al. (2018) and Newman et al. (2013) are shown in black.

From figure 6 it can be seen that the stellar kinematics of the CLoGS BGEs closely resemble
the field ETGs within the central velocity dispersion range 2.1 ≤ log(σ0) ≤ 2.4. Figure 6 further
shows that the MENeaCS and CCCP BCGs have an overall higher velocity dispersion slope.
This is unsurprising, since the dark matter haloes of clusters have the highest gravitational po-
tential. However, the relationship between velocity dispersion slope and halo mass (from BGEs
to BCGs, i.e. from group to cluster) is discontinuous. This implies that brightest central galax-
ies in groups and clusters evolve differently from one another.

Secondly, we compare our observational results with some of the latest galaxy evolution sim-
ulations, such as the Romulus suite of simulations performed by Jung et al. (2022) and the
DIANOGA simulation performed by Marini et al. (2021). These simulations both assume a
ΛCDM Universe with similar cosmological parameters. The Romulus suite of simulations as-
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sume: Ωm = 0.309, ΩΛ = 0.691, Ωb = 0.0486, H0 = 67.8 km s−1Mpc−1 and σ8 = 0.82 and the
DIANOGA simulation assumes: Ωm = 0.24, Ωb = 0.037, H0 = 72 km s−1Mpc−1 and σ8 = 0.8
[13] [14]. In particular, we compare the 18 CLoGS BGEs from our study and the 23 CLoGS
BGEs studied by Loubser et al. (2018) with the 107 Romulus brightest group galaxies (BGGs)
presented by Jung et al. (2022) and the 60 DIANOGA Hydro BCGs presented by Marini et al.
(2021) as shown in Figure 7. The 107 Romulus BGGs are divided into two categories: Romulus
(Heavy) BGGs with a halo mass of log(M200/M⊙) ≥ 12.5 and Romulus (Light) BGGs with a
halo mass between 12 ≤ log(M200/M⊙) < 12.5.
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Figure 7: Velocity dispersion slope vs. central velocity dispersion. The CLoGS BGEs are shown
in green. The results are compared with the latest simulation results: Romulus (shown in blue)
and DIANOGA Hydro (shown in white).

From figure 7 it can be seen that the range of velocity dispersion slopes measured for the BGEs
vastly differ from the results of the Romulus and DIANOGA simulations. This implies that
the unique hydrodynamic and baryonic processes present in group environments are poorly
understood or that the resolution of current simulations are too poor for group environments.

4. Concluding Remarks and Future Work
We measure a variety of different stellar velocity dispersion and stellar rotational velocity profiles
for our subsample of CLoGS BGEs. Out of the 18 CLoGS BGEs from our study, 8 are marginally
rotating and 10 are non-rotating. All 18 BGEs have a nearly flat velocity dispersion slope, with
−0.10 ≤ η ≤ 0.10, save NGC 5084 which has a slope of η ∼ −0.20. As can be seen from Figure
6, the stellar kinematics of the CLoGS BGEs seem to more closely reflect field ETGs than that
of BCGs. From Figure 7, it can be seen that the our measured range of velocity dispersion slopes
significantly differ from the simulation results of Marini et al. (2021) and Jung et al. (2022).
This implies that our current galaxy evolution simulations are insufficient in modelling the stellar
kinematics of BGEs. This discrepancy might be caused by the resolution of these simulations.
We invite those building galaxy evolution simulations to make use of our observational data to
test their results. Future work would involve a similar study of the remaining CLoGS BGEs and
their stellar kinematics. These CLoGS BGEs include: NGC 252, NGC 1106, NGC 1167, NGC
1407, NGC 4956, NGC 5322, and NGC 5444.
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Abstract. We present preliminary results from our study of the distribution and kinematics
of the neutral gas in a low-inclination, late-type galaxy that is residing in a group environment
and is undergoing a minor merger. We report the kinematics of the extended, warped,
asymmetric, and lopsided HI disc of ESO575-006 which is part of the J1250-20 group observed
with MeerKAT. The sensitivity and wide field-of-view of MeerKAT enable us to probe HI in a
major extent of the group down to NHI ∼ 2.6× 1019 cm−2 with a spatial resolution of 47′′ and
a spectral resolution of 17.4 km s−1. We take advantage of MeerKAT’s high spatial & spectral
resolution, by producing a high-resolution cube for kinematic analysis, which probes down to
NHI ∼ 4 × 1019 cm−2 with a spatial resolution of 16′′ and a spectral resolution of 5.8 km s−1.
We see indications of Extra-Planar Gas (EPG), tidal interactions with neighbouring galaxies,
lagging rotation in the extended disc, and an HI plume. We also detect five previously unknown
dwarfs in the extended field that can potentially be part of the group. Resolved studies of such
unique laboratories that encapsulate several key processes of the baryon cycle spanning the
Interstellar Medium (ISM), Circumgalactic Medium (CGM), and Intra-Group medium (IGrM)
are crucial for constraining galaxy evolution models.

1. Introduction
The hydrogen 21 cm line (hereafter HI) in the radio regime is a remarkable tracer for study-
ing various processes in galaxies; offering unique insights about the structure, kinematics, and
dynamics of the neutral gas, galaxies, and their environments. The HI discs of galaxies often
extend to several times the radii of the optical disc and thus presents the potential to directly
study mergers, accretion, interactions, and other environmental effects [1]. High sensitivity
observations of lower column density HI makes it possible to study the extended disc, disk-halo-
interface, inner CGM and even the neutral IGrM. Furthermore, resolved observations of these
discs also provide rotation curves out to large radii, which can probe the underlying dark matter
[2]. However, the extended gas distribution is far from a simple axi-symmetric, thin, differen-
tially rotating disc. The outer HI discs of spiral galaxies are known to be warped but the drivers
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and timescales of these warps are not well-established [1]. Warps, lopsidedness in the morphol-
ogy and kinematics of HI discs as well as asymmetric global spectral profiles in most cases have
been attributed to interactions. The HI disc is also expected to be flared in the outer parts, al-
though, this can only be observed in the Milky-Way and highly inclined galaxies. Extra-planar
gas (EPG) with radial and vertical velocity lags have also been observed directly in edge-on
galaxies [3] and kinematically in certain nearly face-on [4] and intermediately inclined galaxies
[5]. EPG in the milky-Way has been observed in the form of High-velocity Clouds (HVCs) and
Intermediate Velocity Clouds (IVCs) in HI emission and absorption signatures on background
QSOs and halo stars [6]. A fraction of the EPG is expected to originate from the stellar disc
as galactic fountains and another fraction from accretions stemming from interactions or infall
from the cosmic web. Resolved and sensitive observations of galaxies at a range of inclination
angles are required to understand the kinematics and origins of EPG. Most of the EPG reported
to date have been from observations of highly inclined systems. A low-inclination perspective
can be useful to link structures in the stellar disc with the observed EPG and also to explore
various motions in the HI disc with reduced projection effects. The unparalleled combination of
high sensitivity, large field of view, and high spatial & spectral resolution offered by MeerKAT
makes it the optimal instrument to study HI gas kinematics in nearby galaxies and groups.

MeerChoirs (PI: Moses Mogotsi, 2020 & 2022 Open Time Proposal) is a deep HI study of the
Choirs group sample [7] from the SINGG catalog (Survey for Ionization in Neutral Gas Galaxies;
[8]). SINGG is an optical R-band and Hα imaging follow-up to HIPASS (HI Parkes All-Sky
Survey; [9]). The Choir sample consists of 15 late type dominated, gas rich groups that are
thought to be in the early stages of assembly. About half of the sample contain two large spirals
and a number of dwarf galaxies making them morphological analogs of the local group that are in
a more compact state. The selection criteria for the Choir groups employed in [7] was constrained
to a ∼ 15′ field because of field of view considerations of SINGG and HIPASS. The wider field of
the groups were studied in Dz21[10] by querying NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) for
sources in a ∼ 4◦ field around each Choir group and cross matching the obtained catalogue with
the 2MASS Extended Source Image Server in order to make a magnitude limited sample. They
also use a catalogue of filaments in the local universe curated by [11] to estimate distances to the
nearest filament for the Choir Groups. MeerChoirs will be the deepest and highest resolution
HI study of the Choir groups to date. We aim to study the impact of the environment on galaxy
evolution by mapping galaxy interactions, detecting previously undetected group members, and
looking at the resolved HI-properties of individual galaxies within the groups. This work reports
the preliminary kinematic analysis of a low-inclination, late-type galaxy (S1) in one of the Choir
groups, HIPASS J1250-20 (hereafter J1250). Throughout this work, we use the cosmological
parameters from Planck 2018 data[12] H0 = 67.7 km s−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.310, and ΩΛ = 0.69.

2. HIPASS J1250-20
J1250, within a projected radius of ∼ 250 kpc, hosts two large spiral galaxies (ESO575-G006
or S1 and ESO575-G004 or S2), three dwarf galaxies (S3, S4, and S5), and two compact Hα
emitters (S6 and S7; [7], Dz19[13]). In previous work, Dz21[10] conclude that J1250 is embedded
in a low density environment and that its distance to the nearest filament is about ∼ 4 Mpc.
Subsequently, they classify J1250 as an isolated group (See panel (c) and (d) of Appendix H
figure 17 in D21). The neutral hydrogen content of the central region of the group, was mapped
with ATCA and was presented in Dz19[13]. They report a possible interaction between the HI-
rich galaxy, S1 and the HI-poor galaxy, S2. The dwarf galaxy S3 and the compact Hα emitters,
S6 and S7 were found to be within the HI envelope of S1. The HI associated with S2 was found
to be off-center and gas content of the dwarf galaxy S4 was reported to be associated with S2.
They conclude that the ongoing minor merger in S1 and the tidal interaction between S1 and S2
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could be responsible for the increased HI content of S1 and the decreased HI content of S2. They
also recover an HI mass of MHI[M⊙] = 10.53± 0.2 for a group distance of 114 Mpc, comparable
to the mass of MHI[M⊙] = 10.39± 0.11 quoted in the HIPASS catalogue for a group distance of
110 Mpc [9]. However, due to the target’s declination (∼ −20◦), the synthesized beam for their
observation was unevenly elongated in the direction of the beam major axis (30.79′′ × 102.8′′)
causing spurious emission features as a result of beam smearing. Their observations, although
smeared, probe HI down to a column density of ∼ 3.5 × 1019 cm−2 with a velocity resolution
of 15 km s−1. But the reported NHI is likely not at the 3σ level since, the reported single
channel RMS of 2 mJy beam−1 seem to be underestimated from 2.9 mJy beam−1, which we
recover from their primary beam corrected cube. Nonetheless, our observations detect gas down
to their reported 3σchan level with a higher spatial resolution. Moreover, we define our base
contour at

√
Nσchan∆v, where, N is the number of channels spanned by the source signal, σchan

is the average noise per channel at the source position, and ∆v is the channel width. The high
noise, low resolution of the ATCA data, and the non-uniform beam renders it difficult to extract
reliable gas kinematics.

2.1. MeerKAT observations and data reduction

Figure 1. DECam g band image of MeerKAT’s 1 degree field centered at J1250-20 S1. The
green circles correspond to 250, 500, and 1000 kpc projected distance from the center of the
field. The inset highlights galaxies S1, S2, S3, S4, and Hα emitters S7 and S6. The orange
contour & beam is from the 47′′ smoothed cube and the light blue contours & beam are from
the 16′′ cube. Both cubes were spectrally smoothed to 17.42 km s−1 to account for the inherent
dispersion of HI. The base contour level is

√
Nσ∆v.

J1250 was observed with MeerKAT in L-band with the 32k correlator mode in late February
and April 2021. The full track of 4.78 hours was split into two blocks, a rising block and a
setting block, to ensure efficient scheduling and to increase the uv coverage. The radio bright
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QSO B1245-197, ∼ 42′ offset from the phase centre contaminates the field by inducing artefacts
and disproportionately increasing the noise. The channels affected by strong RFI attributed to
GPS L3 are ignored while imaging. After both the blocks have been observed, the two visibility
sets from the correlator were fed to the SARAO SDP calibration pipeline individually. The
pipeline flags RFI signals, computes various calibration solutions (flux, phase, gain, bandpass)
and applies the corrections to the data. We utilize the CASA[14] task tclean for continuum and
spectral line imaging, SoFiA2[15] for producing clean-masks, CARTA[16] and SoFiA-Image-
Pipeline[17] for inspection. The continuum of 15 MHz chunks centered at the redshifted HI
emission extracted from the resulting gain-corrected, bandpass, and flux calibrated Measurement
Sets (L1 visibility) are modelled and subtracted independently before being concatenated. This
was to ensure optimal subtraction of the artefacts induced by the bright sources in the field. The
final concatenated Measurement Set (MS) is imaged to produce 12′′ and 16′′ cubes with the latter
being used for kinematic analysis. The final cubes with an RMS of ∼ 0.2mJy beam−1, which is
10 times lower than the reported noise of the ATCA cube, detect HI down to a column density
of ∼ 4 × 1019 cm−2with a spectral resolution of 5.8 km s−1. In MeerKAT’s ∼ 1◦ field-of-view
(∼ 1.9 Mpc; see figure 1), we detect HI in 5 other dwarf galaxies with optical counterparts in the
deep DECam images (MKt8 - Mkt12), which we could be potential group members. Only Mkt11
(2MASS J12484609-2023346) was reported in Dz21[10]. Mkt9 (2MASS J12524037-2030315 or
LEDA 840758) does not have a redshift in the literature and the other three (Mkt8, Mkt10,
Mkt12) have not yet been identified as sources let alone dwarf galaxies. We recover an HI mass
for S1 and S2 of MHI[M⊙] = 10.61 ± 0.01 for a group distance of ∼ 116 Mpc, consistent with
previously reported masses. The distance is the luminosity distance at the systemic velocity
obtained from kinematic modelling.

2.2. Gas Kinematics in S1
The HI disc of S1 is extended, asymmetric, warped, and lopsided. Most of the rotating gas
associated with S3 is distinctly seen in the emission line profiles. We see indications of EPG
near the center, S3, and along the SW stellar stream. We also see an HI plume South-East of
the SW stellar stream. Within the resolution of our data, we do not see any distinct kinematic
signatures associated with the Hα emitters, S7 and S6. These Tidal Dwarf Candidates are still
within the extended HI disc of S1 and there also seem to be signatures of EPG in the region.
From the kinematics, it is evident that the HI disc is affected by the interaction between S1
and S3. S1’s interactions with S2 and S4 could also be contributing to the observed gas distri-
bution. Although, the resolved and uniformly sampled 16′′ cube reveals the absence of a tidal
bridge connecting S1, S4, and S2, at the same column density levels as that of the ATCA data
(Dz19[13]). We smooth our data to 47′′ resolution to detect faint emission in the bridge con-
necting the galaxies down to NHI 2.6× 1019 cm−2. Furthermore, two other considerations lend
credence to the argument of a low column density interaction between S1, S2, and S4. Firstly,
the velocity centroids in the SW stellar stream, the approaching side of S4, and the receding
side of S2 appear to be comparable. Secondly, the kinematic center of the gas envelope of S4
seem to be offset from the optical center in the SE direction, the direction corresponding to S1.
The kinematic offset in S4 is not surprising given its proximity to and clear interaction with
S2, but the direction of the offset bolsters the scenario of another interaction with S1. Since
the interactions are mostly confined to the receding side, we model each side independently to
attempt to isolate the influence of these interactions on the extended disc.

We perform 3D tilted ring modelling using 3Dbarolo [18] to extract the kinematic and geo-
metric parameters of the neutral gas envelope of S1. In panel (b) of figure 2, we compare three
tilted ring models of the disc: (I) Receding side, (II) Approaching side, and (III) Both sides. In
the Position-Velocity-Diagram (PVD; panel (a) of figure 2), we overlay the contours (green) of
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Figure 2. Panel (a): S1 major axis PVD extracted along a length of 5′ with a width of 3′

roughly spanning the minor axis. The green contours denote the model obtained from 7 ring
tilted ring modelling of both sides. The slice was extracted with a position angle of 254 ◦, the
average P.A. of the model. Panel (b): Comparison of P.A. and rotation velocity obtained from
tilted ring modelling of the receding side (SW), approaching side (NE), and both sides. The
approaching and both side were modelled with constant inclinations ∼ 41 ◦ & 39 ◦ respectively
and a constant P.A. of ∼ 254 ◦. Whereas the receding side was modelled with an increasing
inclination and a decreasing P.A.

the 7-ring model extracted from both sides of the disc. From the model we recover an average
position angle of 254 ◦ measured from N to receding side. The P.A. extracted from R-band data
in the SINGG catalog was ∼ 304 ◦. The inclination obtained from the tilted ring modeling of
both sides and just the approaching side is ∼ 39 ◦ & 41 ◦ respectively. The receding side of the
disc is more warped than the approaching side and the obtained inclination increases from 37 ◦

in the inner ring to 42 ◦ in the outer ring. We recover a falling rotation curve from all three of
our models of the warped disc. The slow rotating extended gas on the receding side also shows
up as beard gas in the PVD.

We also perform Gaussian decomposition to study the component structure and to separate
planar gas, extraplanar gas, and gas associated with S3. We utilize the machine learning assisted
automated fitting tool, Gausspy+ [19] to decompose the spectra along each spaxel into either
single or multiple Gaussian components. To avoid over-fitting and un-physical components we
specify a maximum of 3 components per spaxel. The use of the corrected Akaike Information
Criterion (AICc) for model selection also ensures that the model with the least number of
components has a higher propensity for being selected. The fitting also takes into account
spatial coherence due to the beam as well as the physical distribution of gas. The recovered
component map and some example fitted spectra are shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. HI moment 1 contours and map of the number of fitted Gaussian components
overplotted on DECam g band image. The plot also shows the spectrum of some select voxels
fitted with either single or multiple Gaussian components.

3. Conclusion
In this era of high sensitivity, spatially resolved spectroscopy facilitated by modern day
interferometers and integral field spectrographs, we can now study the resolved kinematics and
disc dynamics of multi-phase gas in galaxies residing in various environments. Our preliminary
analysis of the neutral gas kinematics of a low-inclination, late-type galaxy with ongoing minor
and major interactions in a group, reveal a warped, lopsided, and asymmetric disc with extensive
extra-planar gas, an HI plume, slow rotating extended gas, and possible deviations from circular
motion. In a future work, we will report the detailed gas kinematics of the main group members
along with an evaluation of galaxies in the extended field.
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Abstract. The high-mass star-forming region NGC6334I-MM1 underwent an energetic
accretion event in January 2015. We report the large-scale (10 − 100 AU) and small-scale
(∼ 1 AU) changes in spatial and velocity structures of 22 GHz water masers as observed with
VERA before and during the accretion burst. The masers in the northern bow-shock CM2-
W2 brightened, and better traced a bow structure during the burst. In the southern regions,
there was both activation and disappearance of associations before and during the burst. We
measured the amplitudes, central velocities and FWHMs of about 20 features in each epoch.
We found that the linear scale of the brightest feature in CM2-W2 grew from 0.6 AU before
the burst to 1.4 AU after the burst, possibly indicating that a larger volume of gas was able to
sustain masing action as a consequence of the accretion burst. This feature also had a rapid
(0.2 yr) brightness increase by a factor of four, which has been previously reported in long-term
single-dish monitoring. We propose that the water maser flare could be explained by an increase
of the collisional pump rate due to radiative heating of H2 by increased high energy radiation
(UV or X-ray) from the inner protostellar core. We also describe the spot and spectral method
of maser proper motion calculations. We argue that for high spectral resolution observations
the spectral method is more robust for calculating proper motions than the spot method.

1. Introduction
The 22 GHz water maser transition is an important tracer of star-forming regions and evolved
stars. These masers are known to be highly variable and to sustain population inversion in
high-density turbulent or shocked environments [1]. Individual water maser cloudlets have been
observed in W49N with typical linear sizes of 1 AU, and Full Width at Half Maximums (FWHMs)
of 0.5 km s−1 to 3 km s−1 [2]. The association between shocks and 22 GHz water masers makes
them good tracers of high-velocity protostellar jets.

An important application of water masers is proper motion and parallax measurements
through multi-epoch Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations [3, 4]. The
variability of water masers can make it difficult to identify persistent water masers which trace
the same gas. Two assumptions are commonly made in water maser proper motion observations.
Firstly, that the proper motions of water masers trace gas motions and not just the propagation
of pumping conditions [5]. Secondly, that there is little or no acceleration in the water masers
[6]. The second assumption is equivalent to assuming a near constant radial velocity, VLSR, for
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the maser features, and linear displacement over time in right ascension and declination. The
time dependant environment in the high-mass star-forming region NGC6334I-MM1 due to the
recent accretion burst [7, 8] might serve as a novel physical environment in which to test these
assumptions.

NGC6334I is a high-mass star-forming region which contains nine-millimetre cores and is at
a distance of 1.3 kpc [9]. In January 2015, the largest millimetre core, MM1, underwent flaring
in multiple maser species and had an increase in luminosity by a factor of 16.3±4.4 [7, 10].
The region hosts multiple outflows, with bright water masers at the edges of an NW-SE bipolar
outflow [8, 11]. There is still uncertainty about the exact mechanism that caused the flaring of
water masers ∼ 2700 AU away from the accretion bursting source, given that the masers of this
transition are understood to be collisionally pumped [12]. Looking closely at individual maser
features before and after the accretion burst might shed some light on the physical mechanisms
at work in the water maser flare.

The aim of this experiment is to study the spatial and velocity structure of water masers in
NGC6334I at a high angular resolution with VERA before and during the accretion burst.

2. Observations and Data Reduction
We did seven epochs of observations of 22 GHz water masers with the VERA VLBI array [4].
The observations were on epochs 2014.7, 2014.9, 2015.1, 2015.3, 2015.9, 2016.1 and 2016.2. The
phase tracking centre was (α, δ) = (17h20m53.377s, 35◦46′55.808”, J2000). The channel width of
our observations was 0.44 km s−1. The correlated visibilities were calibrated and imaged with
the Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS), with the same procedure than is described
in [11]. The synthesized beam size was 1.3 × 3.3 milliarcseconds. Self-calibration was used on a
bright velocity channel to improve the dynamic range of the images. After the data was imaged,
the SAD task was used to fit 2D Gaussians to each channel, to get the positions and radial
velocities of the maser spots. Spatial precision smaller than the beam width can be obtained
for bright maser emission, as spatial precision in VLBI is inversely proportional to the signal-
to-noise ratio of a source [13]. In this work a maser “spot” refers to a single 2D Gaussian fit
in a single channel map, while a maser “feature” refers to a collection of maser spots, with a
velocity gradient in space and a Gaussian spectral distribution. It has been argued that a feature
represents a single physical maser cloudlet [2].

3. Results
We detected water masers in CM2-W1, CM2-W2, MM1-W1, UCHII-W1, UCHII-W2 and
UCHII-W3 according to the nomenclature of [8]. Figure 1 shows the positions and radial
velocities of the maser spots for each epoch. Note that some of the spots in Figure 1 are
likely spurious detections from imaging artefacts. Imaging artefacts can be identified as one or
two faint isolated maser spots with a symmetric spatial distribution around brighter spots.

We identified features that were a cluster of spatially close (∼ 1 AU) maser spots which
have a Gaussian spectral distribution. The requirement for maser spots in a feature to have
Gaussian spectral distributions filter out spurious detections. We fit Gaussian functions to the
maser features’ spectral distributions. We detected 15, 23, 28, 27, 22, 21 and 22 features in
the seven epochs respectively. The brightest maser feature in the burst epochs (after 2015.1)
is shown in Figure 2. The intensity, velocity and FWHM ranges of all the maser features were
highly variable between epochs. In 2014.9 the brightest maser feature had an amplitude of 55
Jy beam−1, while in 2015.3 the feature flared to 729 Jy beam−1. Between the features in all
the epochs, the centre velocity Vcentre ranged from −49 km s−1 to 0.92 km s−1. The FWHMs
of single features ranged from 0.62 km s−1 to 2.5 km s−1. Some maser clusters had a double
Gaussian spectral distribution.
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In CM2-W1, only 1− 3 features with VLSR ∼ −8 km s−1 were detected in the early epochs,
before and at the onset of the accretion burst. In CM2-W2, the masers were initially only
features in the range of −5 km s−1 ≤ VLSR ≤ −12.5 km s−1, and the size of the bow shock
traced by the water masers was ∼ 120 AU. In the later epochs, highly blue-shifted features with
VLSR ∼ −50 km s−1 were detected at the northern part of the bow structure. The masers also
traced a more well-defined bow shape with a size of ∼ 420 AU in later epochs. This is seen in
the top of Figure 1, where the maser spots become a straight line over time. CM2-W2 was the
region containing the brightest masers, and also the masers which had the most significant flares
due to the accretion burst [7]. In the epochs 2014.7 − 2015.3, the masers in MM1-W1 form a
linear structure on a milliarcsecond scale with a size of ∼ 15 AU and velocity range −4 km s−1

≤ VLSR ≤ 0 km s−1. After epoch 2015.3, the masers in MM1-W1 are displaced and the maser
spots have a smaller linear structure, with size ∼ 7 AU. The velocity range stayed the same.

The masers in the southern regions near the UCHII region NGC6334F displayed variability.
UCHII-W1, the southernmost maser association, consists of multiple subclusters distributed over
600 AU with a velocity range spanning −37 km s−1 ≤ VLSR ≤ −5 km s−1. Most of the clusters
consisted of single maser features. The clusters show normal proper motion in the epochs 2014.7
− 2014.9. At 2015.1, one of the clusters at −33.7 km s−1 disappears. Between 2016.1 and
2016.2, three clusters disappeared, and only three clusters were detected. The brightest cluster,
with a constant radial velocity range −16 km s−1 ≤ VLSR ≤ −8 km s−1 was detected in all
epochs. There were some morphological changes in this cluster, with maser features excited and
disappearing between 2015.1 and 2016.2. UCHII-W2 consisted of a single feature at −30 km s−1

between 2014.7 and 2015.1, which was not detected in subsequent epochs. In 2016.1 and 2016.2
a new feature was detected which showed a double-peaked spectral profile in the velocity range
−31 km s−1 ≤ VLSR ≤ −26 km s−1. UCHII-W3 had no detections before 2015.1, with detections
of a −31 km s−1 feature in 2015.1 and 2015.3. This feature was not detected in 2015.9 and two
new features, with VLSR −36 km s−1 and −49 km s−1 were detected in the final two epochs.

Figure 2 shows the spot positions and spectral profile of the single maser feature throughout
all the epochs. This feature was in the bow shock CM2-W2. The spatial distributions of the
pre-burst maser spots are compact with a size of 470 µas corresponding to a linear scale of 0.6
AU. After the burst, the feature subtended an angle of 1060 µas, corresponding to a linear scale
of 1.4 AU. The feature’s spectral profile also shows significant variability. Table 1 shows the
Gaussian parameters for the feature. The feature changed from a single to a double Gaussian
between 2014.7 and 2014.9, and back to a single Gaussian in 2015.3. The feature intensity was
also variable and was the brightest feature in the field for all epochs. HartRAO monitoring
observations have shown a high cadence time series which can be attributed to this feature [7].
The time series shows that the maser flux density sharply rose during the onset of the accretion
burst, then dimmed slightly, after which the flux density was relatively constant. We see the
same behaviour in our observations.

4. Discussion
4.1. Large and small scale effects of the accretion burst on the water masers
There were changes both in the spatial and velocity distribution of the water masers on a large
(10−100 AU) and small (0.5−5 AU) scale. The masers in CM2 flared significantly, and appear
to trace the bow-shaped shock front more closely. In the southern regions, some associations
disappeared, and new features were activated [12]. In all epochs, the large-scale bipolar spatial
distribution was visible.

The −7.6 km s−1 feature shown in Figure 2 is the brightest in the field in the epochs after
2015.3. The interval between 2015.1 and 2015.3 was a time when the maser flared rapidly
[7]. The change in the linear size of the feature possibly indicates that an increased volume
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Figure 1. Positions of the water masers as detected by VERA for each epoch. The position of
the spots indicates the position of the maser spots while the colour indicates the radial velocity
according to the colour scale shown at the right of the figure. The text in the upper left of each
panel indicates the date of the observation. The white reference line shows the linear distance
scale assuming d = 1.3 kpc. The names of each region are shown in white text in the second
panel.

Figure 2. Top: Positions and radial velocities of spots in the brightest maser feature in CM2-
W2 over time. The offsets are in terms of the centre position of the feature. The scale is the
same for each panel. Bottom: The spectral profile of the feature for each epoch. The black lines
show the Gaussian fit to the maser spots. The colour of the spots in each panel indicates the
radial velocity according to the colour bar on the right-hand side.
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Epoch A (Jy beam−1) Vcentre (km s−1) FWHM (km s−1)

2014.7 112 (2) −7.26 (0.02) 1.84 (0.04)
2014.9 41 (1) −7.52 (0.04) 2.24 (0.08)

29 (2) −5.95 (0.03) 1.30 (0.05)
2015.1 163 (6) −8.38 (0.09) 2.05 (0.16)

172 (10) −6.53 (0.07) 1.70 (0.10)
2015.3 755 (19) −7.18 (0.03) 2.17 (0.06)
2015.9 351 (7) −7.61 (0.01) 1.46 (0.03)
2016.1 465 (38) −7.61 (0.05) 1.32 (0.12)
2016.2 483 (19) −7.55 (0.03) 1.46 (0.07)

Table 1. Gaussian fit parameters for the maser feature shown in Figure 2. The values in
parenthesis are the uncertainties on the fit. Epochs 2014.9 and 2015.1 had a double Gaussian
feature, and the parameters of both Gaussians are shown in this table.

of water molecules had a pumping rate able to sustain maser action. There are some possible
explanations. Water masers are known to support population inversion by collisions with H2 and
emission at specific “sink” transitions [1]. The accretion burst could amplify the collisional pump
either mechanically or radiatively. CM2-W2 is ∼ 3000 AU from the accretion bursting source
MM1B, with an excavated cavity along the jet axis [8]. Material ejected by the burst with a speed
of 150 km s−1 would take 95 years to reach CM2-W2, ruling out mechanical amplification [11].
With regards to radiative amplification, a stronger radiation field could cause the maser flare if
the collisional partner has a high opacity to the radiation, and if a portion of the energy from
the radiation is converted to kinetic energy in the collisional partner H2 [14]. At high densities
(n ≥ 106 cm−3) H2 can be thermally heated by high-energy radiation [15]. It is possible that
high-energy radiation propagated freely through the excavated cavity, heating up the H2 which
would in turn increase the pump rate. Our proposal builds on the proposal of [8].

Recently, a radiative pumping scheme for 22 GHz water masers was proposed [16]. They
showed that population inversion can be sustained radiatively for dust temperatures ∼ 1400 K,
water number densities 104−6 cm−3 and hydrogen kinetic temperatures < 500 K. The density
and kinetic temperature requirements are reasonable if you take the shock model of [1] into
account, but it would have to be shown that CM2-W2 is under the effect of a 1400 K dust
temperature radiation field for this explanation to be valid.

4.2. Identifying maser features and the spectral method of proper motion calculation
In water maser proper motion measurements, an important step after calibration and imaging is
identifying the persistent object that you are tracking over time. There are two main approaches
to identifying persistent water masers. These approaches can be called the “spot” and the
“spectral” method.

The spot method consists of using individual maser spots in a single velocity channel as a
persistent object. The foundational assumption of the spot method is that the velocity drifts
are smaller than the instrument’s channel width throughout the observations. This approach
was used in proper motion calculations by e.g. [11]. The spectral method involves using the
intensity-weighted centroid position of the three brightest spots in a maser spectral feature. The
feature method assumes that a single Gaussian spectral profile indicates a single masing cloud.
This method has been used by e.g. [3].

We argue that the feature method is the most reliable and robust method of calculating proper
motions for masers. Some data sets have calibration errors leading to spurious detections due
to side lobes. The spot method has no built-in way to discern these spurious detections. On the
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other hand, the spectral method requires a Gaussian spectral distribution, which is not found for
side-lobe detections. Further, the spectral method does make an assumption about the velocity
drift and can take velocity drift into account if the feature can be identified to be persistent.
The requirement for the spectral method is that the spectral resolution of the observations must
be much smaller than the line width. For observations with a coarse spectral resolution, the
spectral and spot methods are equivalent, as no Gaussian will be seen in the spectral profile.

In summary, calculating the proper motion with the intensity-weighted centroid position of
multiple maser spots which are spatially close on the order of 1 AU and which show a single
Gaussian in its spectral profile, is a more robust and reliable way to calculate proper motions
than by using spots in a single channel.

5. Conclusion
We report multi-epoch VLBI observations of 22 GHz water masers with VERA before and during
the recent accretion burst in NGC6334I. We identified around 20 clusters of individual maser
spots with a Gaussian spectral distribution and calculated their amplitudes, centre velocities and
FWHMs. We found all these parameters to be variable between pre-burst and burst epochs in
all regions where we detected water masers. The brightest maser feature in CM2-W2 was found
to have a variable linear scale, with a pre-burst scale of 0.6 AU and a burst scale of 1.4 AU. This
possibly indicates that a larger volume of gas had the correct pumping conditions to sustain
masing action. We proposed that the water maser flare could be explained by the amplification
of the collisional pump rate through radiative heating of H2 by increased high-energy radiation
(UV or X-ray). Lastly, we also argued that proper motions are more reliably calculated with
the intensity-weighted centroid of the brightest maser spots in a spectral feature, rather than
using single spots.
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Abstract. Recent work has shown that searches for diffuse radio emission by MeerKAT - and
eventually the SKA - are well suited to provide some of the strongest constraints yet on dark
matter annihilations. To make full use of the observations by these facilities, accurate simulations
of the expected dark matter abundance and diffusion mechanisms in these astrophysical objects
are required. However, because of the computational costs involved, various mathematical and
numerical techniques have been developed to perform the calculations in a feasible manner.
Here we provide the first quantitative comparison between methods that are commonly used in
the literature, and outline the applicability of each one in various simulation scenarios. These
considerations are becoming ever more important as the hunt for dark matter continues into a
new era of precision radio observations.

1. Introduction
Despite decades of work, indirect Dark Matter (DM) searches – those that look for emission from
the annihilation and decay products of DM particles – are yet to find a signal that can be solely
attributed to DM. Until such a detection is made, and as our observing capabilities improve
with newer and more sophisticated telescopes, we continue to methodically move through the
parameter spaces of candidate DM models and eliminate those that conflict with the data. The
recent public release of the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster Legacy Survey data [1], together with recent
studies that show the competitiveness of using DM radio emission for indirect detection [2, 3, 4],
provides strong motivation for a renewed and continued effort in radio DM searches. In this work
we take a brief but detailed look at the various theoretical aspects involved in the modelling
of the radio emission from DM, and comment on how the choice of model will likely play an
important role in indirect searches with high-resolution instruments.

Our analysis includes simulations of the DM host environments for two source targets, the
Coma galaxy cluster and the M31 galaxy, and a calculation of the synchrotron emission resulting
from the annihilation of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) therein. We model our
DM halos with a set of reasonable source parameters and find the emission after solving the
electron propagation equation in each environment. The methods of solving this equation are
a major focus point of this work, as the choice of technique used can lead to a non-negligible
change in the observed emission, particularly in smaller source targets where diffusion effects are
significant. With < 10 arcsecond resolution capabilities, observations with MeerKAT (and soon
the SKA) are for the first time able to probe the inner regions of these targets, which is where
the strongest constraints on DM can be found. Therefore, accurate spatial modelling of these
targets is essential for us to make full use of the new data.
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2. Modelling
The two source targets in this work, the Coma galaxy cluster and the M31 galaxy, were chosen
for their well-characterised properties in the literature. Of particular importance are the profiles
of their magnetic fields and thermal gas densities; as these quantities appear in the modelling
process (but are often underspecified), the uncertainty of the final solution depends strongly
on the treatment of these factors [5]. However, since the simulation of the halo environment
is not the central focus of this work (and for the sake of brevity), we refer the reader to the
following sources for details regarding the parameters in the Coma cluster [6, 7] and in the M31
galaxy [8, 9].

In each halo environment, the emission of synchrotron radiation will be determined by the
spatial and energy equilibrium distribution of charged annihilation products, ψ(x, E). In this
work the products considered are electrons and positrons. The evolution of these distributions
over time is then given by the following propagation equation, which includes the dominant
effects of energy losses and spatial diffusion:

∂ψ(x, E)

∂t
= ∇ ·

[
D(x, E)∇ψ(x, E)

]
+

∂

∂E

[
b(x, E)ψ(x, E)

]
+Q(x, E). (1)

Here D, b and Q are the diffusion, energy-loss and DM annihilation source functions respectively,
and the determination of the exact forms of these functions follows the methods laid out in [5].

2.1. Solving the propagation equation
We determine the equilibrium electron distribution ψ using two independent techniques. The
first, referred to here as the ‘Green’s Function (GF) method’ [2, 10], uses a Green’s function
with simplified forms of D and b to solve Eq. 1 semi-analytically. The second, referred to as
the ‘Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method’ [11, 12], uses a numerical approach to solve
Eq. 1 iteratively. In both methods we consider the halo environment to be spherically symmetric,
so that x may be replaced by r in Eq. 1. We also note here that we have assumed a simplified
form of D, which would be a tensor in a more general case. As our methodology closely follows
the above-mentioned literature, we only summarise these methods and point out any major
differences in the following sections.

GF method If the forms of the diffusion and energy-loss functions are simplified so that they have
no spatial dependence, a solution to Eq. 1 can be found directly with the use of Green’s functions
and image charges. However, these simplifications often have an impact on the calculated
emission (for a review on this topic, see [5]). In this work we use non-weighted averages for the
magnetic field and thermal gas densities, found using an averaging scale radius that matches
the scale radius of the DM halo. This choice encapsulates the region in the halo that contains
the majority of WIMP annihilations – and thus best represents the spatial structure of the halo
– while allowing us to forgo any explicit spatial dependence in Eq. 1. Now, the equilibrium
distribution of electrons in the halo can be calculated using

ψ(r,E) =
1

b(E)

∫ mχ

E
dE′G(r,∆v)Q(r,E′) , (2)

with mχ as the WIMP mass and the Green’s function (G) given by

G(r,∆v) =
1√

4π∆v

∞∑

n=−∞
(−1)n

∫ rmax

0
dr′ r

′

rn


exp

(
−(r′ − rn)

2

4∆v

)
− exp

(
−(r′ + rn)

2

4∆v

)
 Q(r′)
Q(r)

.

(3)
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Here rmax is the maximum radius for any diffusion processes and rn = (−1)nr + 2nrmax is the
location of the nth image charge. The quantity ∆v is calculated as

∆v = v(E)− v(E′) , (4)

where
v(E) =

∫ mχ

E
dx D(x)

b(x)
. (5)

ADI method In this method, we discretise Eq. 1 and solve for the equilibrium distribution
iteratively. Since the ADI method retains the radial dependence in the diffusion and energy loss
functions (where the GF method does not), the problem becomes 2-dimensional in energy and
space. Using a traditional finite-difference technique in this scenario could be computationally
expensive, which is why we opt for a method that uses so-called ‘operator splitting’ to treat
each dimension separately and divide the problem into smaller, more manageable pieces. Thus,
during each step of the method, we use a general form of the 1-dimensional Crank-Nicolson
(CN), scheme (see, for instance, [13]) which is a finite-differencing technique that includes the
average of second-order implicit and explicit terms in the updating equation, thereby leveraging
the unconditional stability of a fully implicit method while maintaining second-order accuracy in
space and time. This scheme is relatively easy to solve, as the updating equation turns out to be
a set of linear equations with tridiagonal coefficient matrices. We write this, as in [11, 12], as

−α1

2
ψn+1
x−1 +

(
1 +

α2

2

)
ψn+1
x − α3

2
ψn+1
x+1 =

α1

2
ψn
x−1 +

(
1− α2

2

)
ψn
x +

α3

2
ψn
x+1 +Qx∆t. (6)

Here n is the temporal grid index (with the spacing between indices given by ∆t) and x represents
either the energy or spatial grid index. The forms of the α coefficients, which encapsulate the
diffusion and energy loss effects, need to be found by discretising the relevant operators from
Eq. 1. The scheme we have used for this is as follows:

1

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2D

∂ψ

∂r

)
−−−−−−−−→
discretisation

C−2
r̃


ψi+1 − ψi−1

2∆r̃

(
log(10)D +

∂D

∂r̃

)∣∣∣∣∣
r̃=r̃i

+
ψi+1 − 2ψi + ψi−1

∆r̃2
D|r̃=r̃i

]
(7)

for the radial operator and

∂

∂E
(bψ) −−−−−−−−→

discretisation
C−1
Ẽ

[
b|Ẽ=Ẽj

(ψj+1 − ψj)

∆Ẽ

]
(8)

for energy operator, where Cr̃ = (r0 log(10)10r̃i), CẼ = (E0 log(10)10Ẽj ) and ∆r̃, ∆Ẽ represent
the radial and energy grid spacings, respectively. We use i and j to denote positions in the
radial and energy grids, and have omitted the temporal indices as these forms will apply to both
implicit and explicit terms in the same way. The vertical bars denote that the functions which
they are attached to are evaluated at the given grid index. We have also made the variable
transformations r̃ = log10(r/r0) and Ẽ = log10(E/E0) (similarly to [12], except with base 10
instead of e), which allows us to more accurately track the electron distribution in our grids
when the involved processes operate over a wide range of physical scales. Finally, note that in
the case of energy losses, we only consider upstream differencing.
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The α values can now be found by taking Eqs. 7 and 8 and equating coefficients with Eq. 6;
once these are found, the updating equation can be solved with some matrix solution algorithm.
If we represent the discretisation schemes shown above by the symbol Ψ, the overall iterative
solution can be summarised with the steps

ψn+1/2 = ΨẼ(ψ
n)

ψn+1 = Ψr̃(ψ
n+1/2) , (9)

which are repeatedly solved (using Eq. 6) until the value of ψ has converged to the equilibrium
value. The other minutiae of this method, including initial and boundary conditions, convergence
criteria and stability considerations, can be found in [11, 12].

2.2. Synchrotron emission
Once found via the GF or ADI methods, the equilibrium distribution is used to calculate the
radio emissivity, given by

jsync(ν, r) =

∫ mχ

0
dE ψe±(E, r)Psync(ν,E, r) , (10)

where ν is the synchrotron frequency, ψe± is the sum of electron and positron equilibrium
distributions and Psync is the power emitted by an electron with an energy of E (this is calculated
as in [2]). The emissivity is then used to calculate the two main results in this work. Firstly, the
azimuthally averaged surface brightness curves,

Isync(ν, r,Θ,∆Ω) =

∫

∆Ω
dΩ
∫

l.o.s.
dl
jsync(ν, l)

4π
, (11)

where l.o.s. is the line-of-sight to a point in the halo at radius r, which makes an angle of Θ with
the centre of the halo, and ∆Ω is the solid angle over which the surface brightness is calculated.
In this work we show results for a single representative frequency of ν = 0.5 GHz. Secondly, we
calculate the integrated flux density by

Ssync(ν,R) =

∫ R

0
d3r′

jsync(ν, r
′)

4πd2L
, (12)

where the emissivity is integrated over the region enclosed by R and dL is the luminosity distance
to the target. For the results shown in this work we consider R to be the virial radius of the halo.

3. Results
Here we provide the details of the simulations we have performed, and show the results for two
observables: the radio surface brightness (Eq. 11) and integrated flux (Eq. 12). We use a set of
reasonable source parameters for the halo environments that respect observational constraints,
and aim to use WIMP parameter values that are representative of the many viable candidates.
We thus consider a large range of particle masses, from 10 to 1000 GeV, and use a set of four
annihilation channels, {bb, e+e−, µ+µ−, τ+τ−}. Since the focus of this work is on a comparison
between the two solution methods, particurly in the way that they differ with various source
targets, we show the results side-by-side and in the same manner for both targets. In Fig. 1 we
show the surface brightness curves for the Coma cluster (left-hand panels) and M31 (right-hand
panels), and Fig. 2 shows the integrated fluxes from the same targets for a range of frequencies.
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Figure 1. Surface brightness curves for the Coma galaxy cluster (left-hand panels) and the M31
galaxy (right-hand panels). Each of the four panels show different annihilation channels, given
by the label in the top right of each plot. The ADI and GF methods are represented by the
red and blue colours respectively, and the region in which the results overlap are given by the
combination of these (the purple colour). These shaded regions represent the full mass range of
the WIMPs (from 10 to 1000 GeV), and the domain of each panel runs up until the halo’s virial
radius R (in angular units).
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Figure 2. The integrated fluxes, calculated using Eq. 12, for the Coma galaxy cluster (left) and
the M31 galaxy (right). The different linestyles represent the two solution methods presented in
Sec. 2.1, and each colour indicates the use of a different annihilation channel.

4. Discussion and conclusions
In Figs. 1, we see generally good agreement between the GF and ADI methods, which can be
inferred from the significant amount of overlap between the curves in each panel. Noticeably
however, we see more disagreement (less overlap) between the methods in the M31 galaxy than
we do for the Coma galaxy cluster. Our explanation for this lies in the mathematical techniques
employed by each method, and how they each treat the spatial dependence of the diffusion
function in particular. In the galaxy cluster environment of Coma, diffusion effects are negligible
on sufficiently large scales [10, 5], whereas in the physically smaller galaxy, diffusion effects
start to influence the surface brightness distribution at all relevant scales. Since the GF and
ADI methods leverage a spatially independent and dependent diffusion function (respectively),
the resulting equilibrium distributions will tend to differ in the environments where the length
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scales in question do not greatly exceed the diffusion length, as is the case for M31. This trend
is also seen in the fluxes from Fig. 2, which show a clear disagreement in all channels for the
M31 galaxy, and relative agreement in all channels in the Coma cluster. Based on these results
and the comparison of target environments presented in [5], we also expect that smaller target
environments (like the dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies of the Milky Way) would show further
disagreement between the solution methods, as diffusion effects would be even more significant
in these environments.

The other notable result we see from these simulations is that the methods differ on small
scales, even in the large Coma cluster. This is significant, as the inner regions of the DM halos
are where we would observe the strongest emission. With high-resolution radio interferometers
allowing us to resolve these smaller scales, our models could be tested against the strongest
possible DM emission, allowing us to find more stringent constraints on DM properties than
previously possible. In this regard, the surface brightness curves displayed here would be especially
valuable results when determining new observational limits, as their emission profiles are highly
dependent on the spatial structure of the DM halo.

With the impressive spatial resolution of telescopes like MeerKAT and the SKA, we are now
able to probe the inner regions of these DM halos – regions which have formerly been hidden
from our view. The need for accurate modelling techniques is thus more necessary than ever
before, and the considerations presented in this work should help inform the modelling choices
made in future radio searches for DM.
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Abstract.
Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally-bound structures in the Universe, with their

baryonic mass distributed between the constituent galaxies and the ionized plasma of their
intracluster medium (ICM). As such, radio observations of galaxy clusters are powerful tools
for the detection of diffuse cluster-scale synchrotron emission, which carries information about
the cluster formation history. Observations using Square Kilometre Array (SKA) precursor
and pathfinder instruments are now opening up a new window on diffuse cluster sources and
challenging our simple classification scheme (radio halos, mini-halos, and radio relics), making
clear the need for an update of our current knowledge. Towards this direction the MeerKAT
telescope carried out a program of long-track observations of galaxy clusters in L−band which
became the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster Legacy Survey (MGCLS), consisting of ∼1000 hours,
observing 115 galaxy clusters at 1.28 GHz spread out over the Southern sky. ∼54% (62/115)
of the MGCLS clusters are found to present some kind of diffuse emission, hosting a total of
99 diffuse cluster structures or candidates with 57% (56/99) of these structures being new. As
the majority (66%; 37/56) of new structures are discovered in the X-ray selected sample we
suggest that X-ray selected cluster samples are more likely to reveal new radio structures that
have been missed by earlier surveys/studies opening up new areas of investigation in cluster
formation and evolution.

1. Introduction
One of the most important aspects in the observations of galaxy clusters is the search for diffuse
cluster-scale radio synchrotron emission. The detection of such structures plays a key role as
it can reveal information regarding the evolution and the formation history of a cluster (for an
observational detailed review see e.g., [1], and for a theoretical one see [2]). A great variety of
low surface brightness and steep radio spectra (α < −1.0) diffuse radio morphologies has been
detected to date in clusters (e.g., [3],[4],[5],[6]); however, historically, there are three dominant
classes that almost every detected diffuse cluster radio emission falls into: a) radio halos, b)
radio mini-halos, and c) radio relics.

Radio halos are diffuse sources that are typically correlated with the morphology of the X-ray
emitting intracluster medium (ICM). The main mechanism that gives rise to these structures
that span scales of >500 kpc (up to few Mpc scales), is particle reacceleration as a result of
massive cluster mergers, with radio halos exhibiting observed correlations between the radio
source’s power and its host cluster mass as well as with its thermal properties (e.g., [7],[8],[9]).
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Radio mini-halos on the other hand, are smaller structures than radio halos with their
projected sizes spanning between few tens to few hundreds of kpc situated in the central area
of dynamically relaxed, cool-core clusters ([10]) and most of the time are found to be confined
within cold fronts that are observed at the cluster core. A radio-loud active brightest cluster
galaxy (BCG) is always present in mini-halo clusters that is contributing, at minimum, part
of the seed electrons necessary to generate the observed diffuse emission (e.g., [11]). As is the
case in radio halos, particle reacceleration induced by gas sloshing is most likely the driving
mechanism for the production of radio mini-halos (e.g.,[12],[13]).

Radio relics are the last class where elongated kpc to Mpc-scale structures are included that
are usually observed at the outskirts of merging galaxy clusters. One of the main observed
properties of radio relics is that they present a high degree of polarization (e.g., [14]) which
denotes that their origin is closely related to the presence of merger-induced shocks in the ICM.
For this reason, numerous clusters exhibit relics at opposite directions in the periphery of a
cluster, also known as double radio relics (e.g., Abell 3667; [15]) either with the detection of a
radio halo in between them or not (see [16],[17]). In this class is also included a sub-class of
revived fossil emission from radio-loud active galactic nuclei (AGN) in the region of the cluster
known as radio phoenices ([1]).

Due to their detecteable surface brightness from current radio telescopes, the number of
detected radio halos and relics in merging clusters has been continuously rising to date, over a
broad range of cluster masses ([18]) and a wide range of redshifts ([19]). However, the detection
of radio mini-halos still remains at low numbers as a result of current radio observational
constraints. Recently, the number of detected radio sources with very steep-spectrum filaments
has been significantly rising (e.g., Abell 2034; [20]), introducing a necessity to further investigate
the link between radio galaxies and the particle reservoir they deposit into the ICM, but also in
general, the mechanism of cluster merger events (see e.g., [21]).

Therefore, with the advent of radioastronomy and the operation of new era radiotelescopes
(such as LOFAR, uGMRT, JVLA, ASKAP and MeerKAT) a unique opportunity arises in the
study of galaxy clusters from MHz to GHz fequencies opening up new areas of investigation in
cluster formation and evolution.

2. The MGCLS sample and data
The first step towards the SKA era was made in 2018 with the comissioning of the L-band
of the MeerKAT radio telescope. Between June 2018 and June 2019 using the full MeerKAT
radio-telescope array, (minimum of 59 antennas per observation) utilising the L-band receiver
(nominal radio frequency band 900−1670 MHz) in the 4K correlator mode (4096 channels across
the digitised band of 856−1712 MHz) and a dump rate of 8 seconds, 115 clusters were observed.
This is the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster Legacy Survey (MGCLS). MGCLS is a sample of 115
galaxy clusters with a mean redshift of ∼0.14 (only four clusters have z > 0.4) that spans over
a large area in the Southern sky between declination -80◦ and ∼0◦. A detailed description of
the sample, the observations, and its data are presented at the MGCLS survey paper in [22].

For the MGCLS sample no specific selection criteria were applied, either in mass, redshift
or luminosity, which makes MGCLS an inhomogeneous sample consisting of clusters that were
drawn either from a group of ‘radio-selected’ clusters or a group of ‘X-ray-selected’ ones. The
radio sub-sample consists of 41 clusters with known diffuse cluster radio emission from earlier
studies (e.g., [10],[23],[24]). Due to this selection, this sub-sample contains only high mass
clusters and is strongly biased towards clusters with radio halos and relics. On the other hand,
the rest of the clusters (74 clusters or 65% of the MGCLS sample), are the X-ray sub-sample,
that was selected from the MCXC catalog ([25]), in an effort to balance cluster selection and
avoid any prior biases towards or against cluster radio properties.

All MGCLS datasets were calibrated and imaged with the basic procedure described in [26]
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Figure 1. A 2744. Left: MeerKAT 1.28 GHz radio image at normal resolution (∼7.8′′). Right:
MeerKAT 1.28 GHz contours in cyan (1σ = 5 µJy beam−1), overlaid on the DSS optical image.
The radio contours are spaced by a factor of two, starting from 3σ. For this source the scale at
the cluster redshift is 4.536 kpc arcsec−1. The size of the radio halo extends ∼2 Mpc, the NE
Relic ∼1.6 Mpc and the SE one ∼1.2 Mpc.

using the Obit package 2 ([27]). The images were corrected for the primary beam at each
frequency, as described in [26], both at the full resolution of the image (∼ 7.5 − 8′′), and at a
convolved 15′′ one in order to aid the recovery of low surface brightness features. The very good
short baseline spacing of MeerKAT (29 m minimum baseline length) is key for the detection of
diffuse radio structures, and allows the full recovery of up to 10′ extended emission in angular
scales (for more details on the data and their analysis see [22]).

3. First results from the MGCLS diffuse radio emission catalog
The galaxy clusters that have been observed in the MGCLS provide only a glimpse of the many
diffuse cluster emission discoveries that are most likely to be made in the SKA era. We provide
here an overview of the first results from the detected diffuse radio emission sources to the best
of our knowledge so far. For a detailed description of all clusters with detected diffuse radio
sources and a full analysis of their properties see the MGCLS diffuse emission catalog paper II
(Kolokythas et al. 2023 in prep.)

For each of the diffuse sources, the emission classification in [22] was based on a combination
of the full 7′′ and 15′′ resolution MeerKAT data products with candidate structures being classed
those which presented either a marginal detection or an uncertain feature and as ‘unknown’ those
whose the diffuse source wouldn’t fit into any of the current classes.

We used a similar strategy as in [22] for the calculation of the flux densities of the diffuse radio
sources by estimating the total flux density of a radio structure using the 15′′ resolution image
and then extracting the contribution of background point radio sources within this region using
the full 7′′ resolution image. The physical projected sizes mentioned here refer to the largest
linear sizes of the structures and were calculated based on the 15′′ resolution image based on
the redshift of each cluster. Figure 1 shows an example of a radio halo and relics emission from
cluster A 2744.

3.1. Statistical analysis
We find that more than half (∼54%; 62/115) of the observed MGCLS clusters in this Legacy
Survey present some kind of diffuse cluster emission, with the total number of diffuse cluster
structures or candidates detected being 99 as several clusters are found to host more than one.
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57% (56/99) of these structures are noted as new ([22]). Examining the MGCLS sample in more
detail, we find that 34% of these new structures are discovered in the radio selected sample
(19/56) whereas the majority (66%; 37/56) of the newly detected radio structures are seen in
the X-ray selected sample. This suggests that X-ray selected cluster samples are more likely to
‘reveal’ new radio structures that have been missed by earlier surveys/studies. However we also
note that a significant number of new faint radio structures have also been confirmed/found in
the radio selected sample due to the much improved surface brightness sensitivity of the MGCLS
at 1.28 GHz.

Our diffuse cluster emission detections can be summarised as follows: 3 new mini-halos and
7 new mini-halo candidates, 25 halo detections and 6 candidates (of which 13 are new), 28 relics
and 18 relic candidates (of which 26 are new), 2 new phoenix candidates, one known revived
fossil plasma, and 9 diffuse sources with ambiguous or unknown classifications, 6 of which are
new. This shows that (including the candidates -c-) only ∼9% (10/115) of the observed clusters
present a radio mini-halo whereas the rate for radio halos in clusters is much higher at 27% with
the rate of clusters that exhibit at least one relic being 25% (29/115) (as some clusters present
more than one relic). Having a look only at the detected radio structures, we see that radio
relics are the most commonly detected diffuse structures in MGCLS at 47% (46/99) followed
by halos at 32% (31/99) and mini-halos at 11% (10/99). 10% (9/99) of the detected structures
are ambiguous/unknown with only 3% (2/99) being candidate Phoenices and just 2% listed as
revived fossil plasma (1/99).

The detected MGCLS diffuse radio structures vary significantly in size, flux density, spectral
index and radio power, indicating the variety of their properties. We find that the projected
sizes in the MGCLS sample range from as small as ∼80 kpc (Abell 2751; cRelic) to as big as
∼2.3 Mpc (Abell 3667; Relic). The estimated flux densities at 1.28 GHz range between as faint
as ∼0.4 mJy (c radio mini-halo) and as strong as ∼400 mJy (A3667; Relic), with the radio
power (P1.28GHz) of the detected structures spanning from ∼1022 W Hz−1 to greater than 1025

W Hz−1. Examining the in-band radio spectral index distribution between 900 and 1400 MHz
we find structures that have regions with relatively flat spectral index (α1656

908 ∼ −0.50) with
radio relics exhibiting as steep spectra indices as -3.51.

4. Conclusions
The first results from the detected diffuse radio emission sources in MGCLS galaxy clusters
provide a glimpse of the many diffuse cluster emission discoveries that are most likely to be made
in the SKA era that open up new areas of investigation in cluster formation and evolution. One
such example is the very faint (low luminosity) radio relic candidates detected by exploiting the
excellent surface brightness sensitivity of the MGCLS with another example being the ambiguous
diffuse structures in several clusters that do not belong to any of the typical existing classes, a
finding which reveals the need for new dynamical, particle acceleration, or field amplification
processes in the ICM.
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Abstract. The implementation of a pulsed axial magnetic field to the plasma of a Vacuum Arc
Thruster collimates the ions within the plasma plume which increases ion density distribution
along the normal. The magnetic field is generated by a capacitive discharge coil which generates
magnetic field strengths up to 50 mT (millitesla). A first order numerical model was developed to
determine whether the influence of magnetic fields on ion density distributions could be predicted
accurately. Numerical simulations using particle-in-cell methods show a close correlation with
experimental methods. The correlation between the experimental and numerical method for
describing the plasma plume ion density distribution for various magnetic field strengths are
discussed.
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1. Introduction
Vacuum Arc Thrusters (VATs) use plasma propulsion techniques to generate thrust through
vacuum arc technology. The highly ionised and directional plasma generated by the vacuum
arc creates minuscule, precise amounts of thrust. VATs were originally studied in the 1960s-70s
[1] and have regained attention due to the improvements in electrical and mechanical systems
available today. The VAT may very well be the next major step in electrical propulsion systems
that drive unmanned exploration into the solar system. VATs have proven to be a desirable
method of propulsion for nanosats (nanosatellites) due to its high thrust efficiencies, low overall
mass (< 1 kg) and low power usage (1 - 100 W) in comparison to conventional combustion
engines. These micro-thrusters have lower weight requirements due to the absence of propellant
storage tanks and flow control valves. Nanosats are loosely defined as a satellite that weighs
between 1 kg to 10 kg.

This paper introduces a study conducted in describing the effects of pulsed magnetic fields
on the ion density distribution of VATs both experimentally and numerically. Understanding
the influence of pulsed magnetic fields on ion density distributions allows for potential thrust
improvements on current VAT designs and ion contamination of the nanosat.
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2. VAT Design Theory and Performance

Figure 1. VAT Plasma

The VAT performance relies on a high current arc dis-
charge between two metallic electrodes separated by a di-
electric. The arc discharge between these electrodes is
initiated by a momentary high voltage pulse triggered by
a PPU (Power Processing Unit). Once the discharge is
triggered, the high current arc vapourises and ionises the
cathode material which accelerates into free space from
the cathode spot in the form of a highly ionised plasma
[2]. Once triggered, the discharge is sustained. The ac-
celeration of the plasma from these cathode spots (where
the arc terminates on the cathode) results in an emis-
sion of ions at very high speeds, on the order of 104 m/s
[3].

Two different research methodologies were applied; an experimental and a numerical simula-
tion approach.

3. Experimental Approach
The Ion Density Distribution (IDD) about the central emission spot on the plasma was measured
for various magnetic field strengths to quantify its influence on the ion distribution properties
of the ions within the plasma.

3.1. Thruster Design
The VAT design was based on a coaxial design, with a solid iron cathode rod placed within an
alumina ceramic insulation tube surrounded by a solid copper anode ring, as shown in Figure
2. This design was implemented due to its high degree of symmetry along the centre line of
the thruster. The generation of the initial arc between the cathode and anode was achieved
by coating the surface of the insulator with a thin conductive graphite layer which provides a

Figure 2. VAT design

momentary path of low resistance between the anode and the
cathode. When a relatively low voltage of several hundred
volts is applied between the anode and cathode, breakdown
occurs at imperfections along the conductive surface. These
tiny discharges generate enough metal vapor to initiate a larger
arc discharge. Once the main arc has been initiated, the
metal droplets from the cathode redeposit on the surface of the
insulator and replenish the conductive layer on the insulator
surface. This method allowed for the vacuum arc thruster to
operate between 3500 - 4500 pulses before the graphite layer
had to be reapplied.

3.2. Experimental Electrical Setup
The VAT plasma was generated by a Power Processing Unit (PPU). A schematic of
the PPU is shown in Figure 3. When designing the PPU it was important to
build a reliable circuit capable of creating high density vacuum arc discharges with
long discharge periods (2.0 - 2.5 ms). The operation of the VAT discharge was
dependent on several circuit parameters, namely the capacitance and inductance of
the components used. A range of circuit parameters were tested; the capacitance,
inductance and supply voltage. A more capacitive circuit produced greater reliability in
triggering and thus it was decided that the inductance would be approximately 50 µH.
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Figure 3. Power Processing Unit circuit

The inductance was generated
with a toroidal inductor with
a ferrite core. When test-
ing the capacitance, it was de-
cided to use a capacitance of
1.1 mF. The pulse length and
pulse frequency was controlled
with a standard microcontroller
with a high voltage insulated-
gate-bipolar-transistor (IGBT).

Figure 4. Magnetic coil

The implementation of a pulsed magnetic field was
achieved with a capacitive discharge circuit capable of gen-
erating high currents through a magnetic coil, see Fig-
ure 4. The circuit was designed to discharge the
built up charge through the coil for a desired pulse
length. An important aspect of the design was the
ability to control the pulse length of the magnetic field
to ensure that the plasma discharge experiences a con-
stant magnetic field during the arc discharge. The
magnetic field coil was then placed around the VAT
such that the plasma experienced the greatest mag-
netic field induction through the centre line of the
coil.

3.3. Ion Density Distribution Measurements

Figure 5. Faraday cup setup

The IDD was measured using a Faraday cup probe within the
low pressure vacuum chamber. The main purpose of the Faraday
cup probe was to measure the IDD at various angles about the
plasma and at various distances from the plasma, as shown in
Figure 5. These measurements would provide insight into the
ion distribution and the shape of the thrust-producing plasma
plume. The determination of the IDD allowed for a detailed
description on the extent to which the magnetic field collimates
the ions within the plasma.

4. Numerical Simulation
In addition to the experimental approach, a numerical first-order, particle-in-cell (PIC) model
was developed with MATLAB. This particle in-cell-model was used to determine whether a
numerical algorithm could be used to predict the ion density distribution of a VAT plasma. As
a first order approximation, the effects of self-consistent electromagnetic fields were assumed to
be negligible, as well as any particle-particle collisions. These assumptions were made on the
basis that the initial particle positions were generated based on empirical experimental results
for ion density distributions, and based on the fact that any of the self-magnetic field doesn’t
substantially affect the plasma jet for arc currents I < 200 A [4]. The model generates particle
positions which follow a typical cosine distribution which has been experimentally validated [5].
For a cosine distribution in polar coordinates, the current density at a radius, l, and angle, ϕ,
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defined from the surface normal of the cathode surface due to mass generated in area dA on the
surface is:

jip(l, ϕ) =
jic cosϕ

πl2
dA (1)

where jic is the ion current flux from the cathode surface.
Once the particles had been generated and placed within the simulation domain, a Boris

particle push was performed. The Boris method is the de facto standard for particle pushing
in plasma physics codes. This method is phase space volume conserving which is used to
advance a charged particle within electromagnetic fields [6]. To conserve momentum throughout,
appropriate boundary conditions were chosen. Particles which had been pushed passed a
specified distance were re-injected into the simulation domain at the cathode spot with its
original starting orientation. This ensured momentum conservation and allowed the model to
reach stability once each particle had been re-injected into the domain.

5. Results
5.1. Experimental Results
When conducting the experiment, two significant measurements were taken, the arc discharge
current Iarc, measured with a high current transducer, and the ion current Iion, measured
with the Faraday cup probe. The ion current was used to describe the IDD about the plasma
emission spot. These measurements were taken simultaneously with a sampling rate of 200

Figure 6. Arc current measure-
ments

Figure 7. Normalised ion current

Mega Samples Per Second (MSa/s). Figures 6 and 7 show a typical measurement result. The
behavior of a vacuum arc discharge is inherently stochastic, hence a general pulse averaging
scheme was implemented over a series of 128 consecutive pulses. The ion current readings are
proportional to the arc discharge current (typically 10% of the arc discharge current[7]), and
thus it was important to normalise the ion current with its associated arc discharge current.
The arc discharge current is constant throughout all measurements taken for various angles as
shown in Figure 6. After performing a statistical analysis of the experimental results it was
found that there was a maximum standard deviation of σ = 14.802 A and a maximum standard
error of SE = 0.6436 A and a maximum percentage error of 1.26%. However, as the angle about
the centre line of the thruster increases, the ion current measurement decreases significantly,
see Figure 7. This suggests that the majority of the ions emitted from the cathode spot are
directed along the centre line of the thruster. The experimental procedure was then repeated
after introducing the magnetic field intending to collimate the ions along the centre line.
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Figure 8. Ion current density for given angles
about the plasma plume

By normalizing the results of the mag-
netised ion current to the unmagnetised ion
current, it is evident that the ion distribu-
tion is significantly influenced by the mag-
netic field, as shown in Figure 8. The vari-
ation in distribution is relatively low be-
tween magnetic field strengths of 20-50 mT,
however with a significant increase in all
peak ion distributions in comparison to the
unmagnetised distribution. The magnetic
field results in an increase in ion distribu-
tion at low angles and a decrease in ion
distribution at higher angles. There is a
major deviation from the theoretical dis-
tribution around 45 degrees. This devi-
ation is as a result of the magnetic coil
obstructing the path of the ions emitted
from the cathode spot. The theoretical
distribution shown is based on the empiri-
cal ion density distribution from Equation
1.

5.2. Numerical Simulation Results
With the application of a 50 mT magnetic field, shown in Figure 10 there was a significant
increase in ion collimation along the normal where ion density is presented as ni /m

3. It was
then possible to quantify the density differential as a result of the magnetic field using the
unmagnetised plasma in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Unmagnetised
plasma

Figure 10. Magnetised plasma Figure 11. Density differential
contour

A significant difference can be found near to the cathode spot at the origin, and at the
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edge of the plasma plume, as shown in Figure 11. The difference at the edge of the plasma
plume is a result of the magnetic field having a greater influence on the ions with a velocity
vector directed away from the centre line of the plasma plume. Using these results, it was
then possible to compare the simulated results with the results obtained from the experiment.

Figure 12. Experimental and numer-
ical ion density distribution results

When comparing the experimental and numerical
simulation results in Figure 12, the unmagnetised
distribution correlates closely with the theoretical
curve, with the exception of high angles where there
is a more gradual drop in ion density. The magnetised
distribution, however, follows a similar trend to that of
the experimental distribution despite having a lower
peak ion density closer to the centre line. These
discrepancies could be attributed to several factors.
The particle motion is dependent on the mass and
charge of the ions. These variables are inherently
arduous to determine for any given material, and
ion mass and charge selection within the simulation
which may have resulted in this error. Additionally,
due to the negated parameters within the study, it is
possible that the self-consistent electromagnetic fields
may cause a higher electric potential closer to the
cathode spot which would result in particles being
subjected to an increased acceleration due to like-like
charge interactions.

6. Conclusions
A study on the influence of pulsed magnetic fields on ion density distributions was conducted
through experimental and numerical methods. The magnetic field has an effect on the overall
ion density distribution. The numerical model closely follows the trends obtained from the
experiment, however discrepancies exist in peak ion distributions at higher angles. The increase
in magnetic field strengths results in an increase in ion density distribution along the centre line
of the thruster. Further studies should be carried out to determine the effects and extent thereof
of the mass and charge assignment of the ions in the simulation. The possibility of reducing any
error by including the self-consistent electromagnetic fields due to ion and electron distributions
within the numerical simulation should also be explored.
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Abstract. The study of compact stars is a topic very valuable for the testing of modern
physics in order to better understand the behaviour of cold dense nuclear matter. Compact
stars have no fusion processes occurring within them. The only way these stars are then capable
of supporting themselves is through the degeneracy pressure of the fermions that constitute
these objects. These stars can then be modelled as a degenerate Fermi gas of either electrons
or neutrons. This study aimed to solve for the Newtonian and Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff
(TOV) structure equations through a numerical approach using Python in order to model the
behaviour of these stars. White dwarfs were modelled as a Fermi gas of electrons while the
neutron star was modelled first as a pure neutron gas and then as a mix of neutrons, protons
and electrons. It was found that within certain limits, the results obtained particularly for the
neutron stars, compared well to expected values for the mass of these objects in literature.

1. Introduction
Compact stars (white dwarfs or neutron stars) are the final stage of a star’s lifetime. A star
powers itself through nuclear fusion, in which lighter elements are combined to form heavier
elements. After hydrogen and helium burning, the star’s core consists largely of carbon or oxy-
gen. As a result, nuclear fusion processes stop and the star’s temperature decreases [2]. The
star no longer is able to maintain hydro-static equilibrium and the core contracts, resulting in
an increase in temperature and pressure. For Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) stars with an
initial mass of less than 4M⊙, the carbon-oxygen core will not be large and hot enough to
reinitialize nuclear fusion in the star. For a ZAMS star with an initial mass between 4− 8M⊙,
additional nucleosynthesis is now possible, resulting in carbon burning [1]. Due to the high core
temperature, the outer regions of the star expand. The outer layer eventually expands to the
point where it becomes optically thin, revealing the remnant object which will eventually cool
to become a white dwarf [1]. This resulting object consists of largely carbon and oxygen which
is the old star’s core with no fusion processes taking place [1]. Through the degeneracy pressure
of the electrons present in the core, the star is able to maintain hydro-static equilibrium [2].

Similarly, neutron stars are stabilised by the degeneracy pressure of neutrons. As noted above,
for a star with initial mass greater than 8 solar masses, carbon and oxygen fusion is now possi-
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ble. Note that one would expect that for ZAMS stars with an initial mass greater than 8 M⊙,
catastrophic collapse would occur once the core is largely composed of carbon and oxygen. The
maximum mass a degenerate core can have is 1.4M⊙, the Chandrasekhar limit. However, these
stars undergo a significant amount of mass loss occurs preventing this catastrophic collapse [1].
Around this core of heavier elements, are layers of hydrogen and helium that also undergo fusion.
As long as these fusion processes produce the required heat for fusion, fusion to heavier elements
will continue in the core along with the fusion of lighter elements in the outer shell. However,
once iron is produced in the core, no more fusion processes accompanied with the release of
energy will occur in the core [2] This iron core then increases in mass while its radius shrinks as
there is insufficient thermal energy that is produced to support its structure. At some critical
mass, the iron core collapses. The density increases so much that electron capture occurs to
form neutrons out of protons [2]. The atomic nuclei becomes more and more neutron rich with
increasing density. Eventually, at some critical density, the nuclei are unable to bind neutrons
and the neutrons drop out of the nuclei to form a neutron liquid that surrounds the nuclei. For
even greater density, a dense in-compressible core of neutrons with a small number of protons
and electrons present will form [2]. The collapse is rapid and the outer layers fall and bounce
off the in-compressible, core leaving behind the remnant neutron star.The study of these stars is
very valuable as they provide a means of studying the behaviour of dense, cold nuclear matter
in conditions that are close to the density of or even exceeding the density of atomic nuclei [4].
Currently, the Equation of State (EoS) of neutron stars is not known. The only way we can
then study them is through comparison of generated models and observed data [3].

1.1. Structure equation for a polytrope
The structure of a star is maintained through a balancing act between the outward thermal
pressure and the inward gravitational pull. The structure equations describing this balancing

act are given by dm
dr = ρ(r)4πr2 and dp

dr = −Gm(r)ρ(r)
r2

. Rewriting these equations in terms of
energy density, ϵ(r), we find

dm

dr
=
ϵ(r)4πr2

c2
(1)

dp

dr
= −Gϵ(r)m(r)

c2r
(2)

These coupled equations need to be solved simultaneously to determine the relationship between
mass, pressure and radius. Because these equations are coupled, by making use of an equation of
state, ie. an equation describing the relationship between pressure and energy density, it becomes
possible to numerically solve these equations. The potential distribution of the energies fermions
can occupy as an ideal gas in thermal equilibrium is given by the Fermi-Dirac statistic[6]

f(E) =
1

e(E−µ)/kBT + 1
(3)

Where E is energy, µ is the chemical potential, kB and T the temperature. The number density
of the Fermi gas in phase space is given by ni =

dN
dV . For a degenerate ideal Fermi gas (meaning

T → 0), the distribution function will have a value of either be 1 or 0. By ignoring electrostatic

interactions, the number density for a degenerate Fermi gas is given by ne =
k3F

3π2h̄3 . Given that

the mass density of the star in terms of nucleon mass is given by ρ = nemn
A
Z with A and Z

being the atomic mass and atomic number, we find that the Fermi momenta of the constituent

particles is given by kF = h̄
(
3π2ρZ
mnA

)1/3
.
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The total energy density of the star is given by ϵ = nmN
A
Z c

2 + ϵi(kF ) with i being the particle

species. The energy of the particle species is given by E(k) =
√
k2c2 +m2

ec
4. The energy

density contributions due to the Fermi momenta and the pressure of a system with an isobaric
distribution of pressure is given by [2]

ϵi =
8π

(2πh̄)3

∫ kF

0

√
k2c2 +m2

i c
4k2dk (4)

p =
1

3

8π

(2πh̄)3

∫ kF

0
kvk2dk (5)

Where v = kc2

E = kc2√
k2c2+m2

ec
4
. Simplifying these integrals based on whether the fermions are

moving relativistically or not, we find a simple relation between energy density and pressure.
For both cases we find that p ≈ Knon−relϵ

5/3 and p ≈ Krelϵ
4/3.

Where Knon−rel = h̄2

15π2me

(
3π2Z

mN c2A

)5/3
and Krel = h̄c

12π2

(
3π2Z

mN c2A

)4/3
which correspond to the

non-relativistic and relativistic cases respectively. The above equations are called polytropes
which refers to an equation of state that can be expressed as p = Kϵγ . Due to the formulation
of energy density and pressure we use the dimensionless quantities ϵ̄ and p̄ such that p = ϵ0p̄
and ϵ = ϵ0ϵ̄ where ϵ0 has the dimensions of energy density erg.cm−3. We can then rewrite our
polytrope in dimensionless form as p̄ = K̄ϵ̄γ . This allows us to rewrite the structure equations
in dimensionless form as

dp

dr
= −GM⊙

c2
p̄1/γM̄(r)

r2K̄1/γ
= −αp̄

1/γM̄(r)

r2
(6)

M̄

dr
=

42p̄1/γϵ0

M⊙c2K̄1/γ
= βr2p̄1/γ (7)

The new defined constants α and β have dimensions km and km−3 respectively. Both differential
equations carry dimension km−1. This means these equations need to be integrated with respect

to r. α is given by ϵ0 =
[

1
K

(
R0
α

)γ]1−γ
where R0 =

GM⊙
c2

.

For very compact stars (like neutron stars), one has to take into account the effect of space-
time curvature[5]. These effects become more pronounced as the quantity 2GM/Rc2 approaches
unity. The star then needs to be described using Einstein’s equation Gµν = −8πG

c4
Tµν . For

an isobaric, static, general relativistic ideal fluid sphere (a star is essentially a fluid sphere) at
hydro-static equilibrium, we make use of the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equation [2]

dp

dr
= −Gϵ(r)M(r)

c2r2

[
1 +

p(r)

ϵ(r)

] [
1 +

4πr3p(r)

m(r)c2

] [
1− 2GM(r)

c2r

]−1

(8)

This equation is already in dimensionless form and strengthens gravitational effects.

2. Results
In order to solve the dimensionless structure equations, we make use of Ordinary Differential
Equation (ODEs) Solvers using Python. This finds a numerical solution to these equations.
For this project the odeint function from the scipy.integrate library was used to solve the
polytropic structure equations. Through some elementary coding it is then possible to create
plots using the output from the odeint function. These plots give an idea of how the solution
behaves and are useful for the physical interpretation of the solution. It is also very easy to
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extract the pressure, mass and radius of the stars that are solutions to these structure equations.
They are simply the maximum values in the arrays for pressure, mass and radius.

In order to use the ODE solvers in Python, we need to choose an initial central pressure that
makes physical sense for the situation. Secondly, in the dimensionless structure equations, con-
stants α and β are present.We also have the liberty of choosing the values of these constants.
Note that the choice of α affects the value of ϵ0 which in turn determines the value of β.

2.1. White Dwarfs non-relativistic case
In this case, the constituent electrons aren’t moving relativistically. This means the polytropic
index is given by γ = 5/3. For this case we expect lower pressure values. As a result we expect
the star to support less mass than the relativistic case. We choose that α = 0.05 km, implying
ϵ0 = 2.488×1037 erg.cm−3 and β = 0.005924 km−3. The results for a range of central pressures
are as follows

Table 1. Mass and Radius for range of central pressures (Non-relativistic case)

Central Pressure (unitless) Radius (km) Mass (⊙)

p̄0 = 10−15 10500 0.39422
p̄0 = 10−16 13500 0.197582
p̄0 = 10−17 16500 0.09900736

2.2. White Dwarfs relativistic case
In this case the electrons are moving relativistically. In such a case, the star can support a larger
mass but requires a greater central pressure. This large central pressure ”squeezes” the electrons
into relativistic speeds. In this case the polytropic index is given by γ = 4/3. Here we chose
that α = 1.473 km, making ϵ0 = 7.463× 1039 ergs/cm3 = 4.17 M⊙c2/km3, and β = 52.46 km.
The results from the ODE solver are given by the table below

Table 2. Mass and Radius for range of central pressures (Relativistic case)

Central Pressure (unitless) Radius (km) Mass (⊙)

p̄0 = 10−15 8500 1.2469
p̄0 = 10−16 13000 1.2456
p̄0 = 10−17 19900 1.2357

2.3. Neutron star: Full relativistic case
To set up an equation of state that works for a range of Fermi momenta values, we can write
the energy density of the star as a function of pressure. This is given by

ϵ(p) = Anon−relp
3/5 +Arelp (9)
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Where Anon−rel and Arel are constants. The first term dominates in low pressures while

the second will dominate in high pressures. We redefine and fix ϵ0 as ϵ0 = m4
nc

5

(3π2h̄)3
=

5.346×1036 ergs.cm−3 = 0.003006M⊙c2.km−3. Using the equations derived earlier for pressure
and energy density, Mathematica can be used to fit the constants Anon−rel and Arel over a range
of Fermi momentum values. These constants were then found to be Anon−rel = 2.4216 and
Arel = 2.8663. With the new ϵ0, we chose that α = R0 = 1.476 km we obtain that β = 0.03778.
Now because neutron stars are sufficiently compact and massive enough, one needs to consider
relativistic effects. We then need to solve for the TOV equation. For comparision we solved both
the Newtonian formalism and the TOV equations. The results for a starting central pressure
p̄0 = 0.01 (which is clearly relativistic) is provided below

Table 3. Mass and Radius for different models

Model Radius (km) Mass (⊙)

Newtonian Model 11 1.5312
TOV 9 0.77

2.4. Neutron stars with protons and electrons
Neutron stars realistically don’t only consist of neutrons. This is because free neutrons are
unstable and undergoes weak decay. A free neutron has a half-life of about 15 minutes before
decaying into a proton, electron and electron anti-neutrino. Note that all the decay products
(with the exception of the neutrino) are Fermions. This means that at some point, all the
lower energy levels of the protons and electrons of the system become filled up. Due to Pauli’s
exclusion principle, no more protons and electrons can then be added to the system. Once
in this state, equilibrium between the rates of electron capture and neutron decay is reached
stabilising the number of protons and electrons present in the star.We can perform a very
similar analysis as done previously. The total energy density and pressure is simply the sum of
the energy and pressure contributions from each particle species that is present. We then can

write ϵtot = Anon−relp̄
3/5
tot + Arelp̄tot. Performing the same fitting procedure on Mathematica,we

find Anon−rel = 2.572 and Arel = 2.891. Performing a long string of calculations by varying
central pressures, we can create a plot demonstrating how the solutions behave. We vary central
pressure and append the mass and radius values at the end of an array. Figure 1 is the plot
generated with this analysis for the pure neutron star case and the neutron star with protons
and electrons. The central pressure increase from the right to the left. The range of central
pressures p̄0 is 0.01− 5.

3. Conclusion
The mass of neutron stars ranges from about 1-3 solar masses [3]. However, neutron stars have
a theoretical lower mass limit of 1 M⊙ [3]. In this study, the masses for the neutron stars lie
within this expanded mass range of 0.1 M⊙− 3 M⊙. We find comparable results between the
pure neutron star and a neutron star with protons and neutrons. The behaviour of the solutions
to the equations for a range of central pressures is the same. We find the solutions stabilise
around a maximum mass of 0.77 M⊙ for the pure neutron star case (TOV solution considered
here due to the compactness of these stars) and for neutron stars with protons and electrons, the
solutions stabilise around a maximum mass of 7.1M⊙. Note that in this study, no inter-particle
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Figure 1. Plot of radius and mass parameterised by central pressure

interactions were considered. It is believed that the simplicity of the models used in this study
accounts for the unrealistically low maximum mass of these stars. . The maximum mass of a
neutron star is expected to be 2.5 M⊙ due to constraints placed by the stiffness of the EoS [3].
As a future work, these interactions will be included in the model.Secondly spin effects were
not considered in this study. The inclusion of spin in the model is expected to increase the
maximum mass the star can support. Spin can increase the maximum mass of a neutron star by
25% [7]. With recent developments in the field of gravitational waves, another means of probing
the equation of state is provided. By studying the wave forms produced by merging neutron
stars it becomes possible to determine the properties of the neutron star through studying the
effect of tidal forces on the generated wave forms. We hope to improve current models of neutron
stars with the added information from the gravitational wave analysis.
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Abstract. This research explores the representation of Nature of Science (NOS) is three national 

high-stakes grades 12 physics examinations. A recent characterization of NOS is called the 

Family Resemblance Approach (FRA). This study adopted a FRA as a conceptual framework in 

guiding the analysis of grade 12 physics items for the representation of NOS. FRA offers 11 

categories that consolidate the epistemic, cognitive and social aspects of science in a holistic, 

flexible and descriptive way. The findings of this study suggest that greater attention needs to be 

paid to the representation of NOS in both the cognitive-epistemic and social-institutional 

systems. A particular concern is the weak representation of NOS in the socio-institutional 

dimension. An implication of this is that learners are not tested on higher-order skills such as 

critical thinking that would inform their decision-making on socio-scientific issues related to 

physics. This is therefore a call for deliberation amongst stakeholders on the tasks that are set in 

physics examinations. 

1.  Introduction 

The construct ‘nature of science’ (NOS) has been regarded as a key purpose for studying science for 

more than 100 years [1]. NOS forms the foundation of science curriculum documents worldwide [2]. In 

the South African Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) Physical Sciences, NOS is 

addressed through Specific Aim number 3 where it is stated that “an understanding of the nature of 

science and its relationships to technology, society and environment” [3]. Due to this curriculum 

emphasis, NOS formed the focus of this research.  

 

NOS is an encompassing and multifaceted concept and cannot be defined by a single term or a 

statement. Nature of science does not describe how the natural world works, but is rather a description 

of how the scientific enterprise works [4].  McComas, Clough and Almazroa [5] describe a ‘consensus 

view’ of the nature of science extracted from eight international science standards documents. According 

to this view, scientific knowledge is tentative and subject to change;it is subjective; people from all 

cultures contribute to science; and scientific ideas are affected by their social and cultural milieu. 

 

An understanding of the nature of the science is critical to science learning. McComas and Clough 

[4] put it that “NOS is fundamental to any conception of a science education” (p. 11). 

Incorporating the nature of science in teaching also conveys to learners a view of science as a human 

endeavour steered by our sense of curiosity in trying to understand the physical world. This view of 
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science can enhance interest in the subject [6]. An understanding of the nature of science has also been 

presented as essential for informed decision-making, especially in evaluating the effect of technological 

innovations on society [7].  

 

    This research explored the representation of Nature of Science (NOS) in three national high-stakes 

grades 12 physics examinations. These were examinations administered by the Department of Basic 

Education for the years 2018, 2019 and 2020. It is maintained that these three papers will provide a 

representative sample. This study has particular significance due to curriculum reform that deliberately 

attempted to transform the previous curriculum that depicted to the learner and teacher a view of science 

which was not compatible with the afore-mentioned tenets of the nature of science. Science curricula 

worldwide have given more emphasis to NOS, and this goal was also set by curriculum developers in 

post-Apartheid South Africa. It is therefore of interest to know whether this curriculum intent translates 

into the assessment of learners in high stakes physics examinations. 

 

The ‘consensus’ view of the nature of science has been criticized, with one of the criticisms being 

that “the consensus view simplifies the NOS but does not illustrate the detailed process and actions in 

science [8]. A recent characterization of NOS is called the Family Resemblance Approach (FRA) 

(Figure 1). FRA is a holistic perspective that supports the understanding of science as the conception of 

dynamic cognitive, epistemic, and social-institutional systems [9]. FRA offers a comprehensive 

framework for NOS-related issues [10]. The FRA wheel consists of 11 categories, with the inner-most 

level depicting the cognitive and epistemic aspects of science and the outer levels indicating social-

institutional elements. The cognitive-epistemic system comprises the following categories: aims and 

values, scientific practices, methods and methodological rules, and scientific knowledge. Within the 

social-institutional system, the following categories are identified: professional activities, scientific 

ethos, social certification and dissemination, social values of science, social organizations and 

interactions, political power struggles, and financial systems.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: The FRA Wheel: Science as cognitive, epistemic and social institutional system [10] 

The following research question was investigated: How are the FRA NOS categories represented in 

three Physics papers in high-stakes matric examinations? 

 

2.  Method 

       The units of analysis included all questions except MCQ that appear in three national high-stakes 

grade 12 physics examination papers. Each examination paper contained 10 MCQ that were excluded 

from the analysis. A high-stakes exam is written at the end of grade 12 and the results are used in 

applying for university entrance. Questions relating to NOS were coded according to the FRA NOS 
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categories as reflected in the FRA wheel. A statement in the question was regarded as conforming to a 

category, if it related to the description of the category. For some questions, it was realised that multiple 

codes could apply and so this was allowed. The coding was conducted independently by the author and 

a researcher in science education. To measure the interrater reliability, Cohen’s kappa coefficient [11] 

was computed. The inter-rater agreement was K = .85 for the statements, and this was considered good 

[12]. Eventually, after discussion on the discrepancy in coding, full agreement was reached between the 

coders. 

 

3.  Results  

The frequency distribution of the NOS categories depicted in all three physics examination papers is 

show in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1:  Frequency distribution of the NOS categories in FRA framework 

 
Aims and 
values 

Scientific 
practices 

Methods 
and 

methodol

ogical 
rules 

Scientific 
knowledg

e 

Professio
nal 

activities 

Scientific 
ethos 

Social  
certificati

on and 

dissemina
tion 

Social 
values  

of science 

Social 
organizati

ons  

and 
interactio

ns 

Political 
power  

structures 

0 14 11 
 

62 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

In total there were 87 NOS coded items with all codes (100%) related to the cognitive-epistemic 

system. Within the cognitive-epistemic system, scientific knowledge (62 out of 87), scientific practices 

(14 out of 87), and methods and methodological rules (11 out of 87) had the highest proportion of codes. 

An example of question that was classified as “scientific knowledge” was question 2.1 of the 2018 

physics examination paper. Here is the question: 2.1 State Newton's Second Law in words. (2) 

This trend of questions predominantly addressing the cognitive-epistemic system was consistent for all 

three question papers. NOS was absent in other categories.  

 

The strongest interconnectedness amongst codes was revealed for the categories of scientific practices, 

and methods and methodological rules, where 10 statements in examination questions were coded to 

both categories. In other words, each of these 10 statements could be coded to the two categories, and 

this suggests some relationship between the categories.  

 

4.  Discussion and conclusion 

     The results of this study inform on the extent to which NOS is represented in grade 12 physics 

examinations. A critical finding of this study is that NOS representation in the social-institutional system 

is absent. If the important categories such as social values of science and political power structures in 

this system were more strongly represented, this could give impetus to classroom instruction that 

engages learners in socio-scientific issues. Various studies have alluded to how focusing on socio-

scientific issues (SSI) can enable understanding of nature of science. This need to address socio-

scientific issues with learners is addressed in CAPS where an important thrust of the curriculum is for 

learners to be empowered in responsible decision-making on issues related to science, society and 

technology [3].  
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5.  Recommendations 

Greater attention needs to be given to the formulation of assessments tasks that address the social-

institutional system. This could have implication for classroom practices because assessments tend to 

influence learning experiences afforded to learners (‘teach to the test’) by teachers. Examination 

questions on the nature of science can be formulated according to test items that have been used for 

research such as items in the Views of Nature of Science Questionnaire (VNOS) [13]. Teacher 

professional development needs to focus on assessing for NOS understanding in all dimensions of NOS. 
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Abstract. Technology integration is central to the improvement of teaching and learning 

especially in science education. This study explored the impact of teacher education 

programme on the development of pre-service science teachers’ technological pedagogical 

content knowledge (TPACK) by adopting a generic qualitative design located within the 

interpretivist paradigm. The empirical investigation involved six purposively selected pre-

service science teachers enrolled for a Bachelor of Education degree at a South African 

university. Qualitative data was collected through analysis of lesson plans, evaluation of micro 

lesson presentations, and semi-structured interviews. The study is underpinned by TPACK 

framework as a theoretical lens. The findings revealed that forms of knowledge developed by 

the preservice science teachers were mostly technological knowledge (TK), content knowledge 

(CK) and technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK). Findings further 

demonstrated that the training programme provided meaningful opportunities for pre-service 

science teachers to use various technologies as learning tools. It is recommended that 

sustainable professional development opportunities ought to be provided to implore science 

teachers to fully embrace digital transformation as a key imperative associated with the advent 

of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Theoretical implications for technology-enhanced teaching 

and learning are discussed.  

 

Keywords: TPACK, professional development, digital transformation   

1. Introduction 

The effective integration of educational technologies has gripped the attention of researchers and 

teacher educators in recent years. The integration of educational technologies is primarily geared 

towards the accomplishment of curriculum reforms aimed  at preparing individuals for 21st century 

competencies and skills (i.e. critical thinking, creative, collaborate, communicate and problem solving) 

in order to survive, make informed decisions and realise future career aspirations [1]. Technology 

integration has been recommended both in South African educational system and all over the world in 

the past years [2]. Therefore, there is a need for the new generation of teachers to effectively integrate 

and use educational technologies in teaching and learning. The international Society for Technology in 

Education (ISTE) [3] puts considerable emphasis on the standard for teachers’ competence with regard 

to the use of technology in education. Thus, teacher education programme ought to respond to the 

need to equip teachers with this competence. Currently, teacher education programmes are promoting 

and providing meaningful opportunities that will enhance pre-service teachers’ knowledge and skills 
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in developing essential competencies in using technologies in education [4,5]. The extent to which 

technology integration is harnessed in teacher training programmes informs pedagogical practices 

adopted by pre-service teachers (PSTs) when integrating technology in science teaching and learning. 

Developing pre-service teachers’ competencies in the effective use of technologies in education 

requires enhancement of their Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) [6]. Various 

studies have examined the impact of teacher training programs on pre-service teachers’ TPACK in 

teaching and learning with educational technologies in developing countries [1,4]. However, there is a 

need for more studies to explore the impact of teacher education programmes on development of pre-

service science teachers’ TPACK within the broader South African context. The empirical 

investigation is guided by the following research question. 

 

What is the effect of teacher education programme on the development of pre-service science 

teachers’ TPACK? 

 

2. Theoretical framework 

 

The study is underpinned by technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) [13] as the 

underlying theoretical framework. The TPACK framework is relevant to the study as it puts particular 

emphasis on the interaction between pedagogical knowledge, content knowledge and technological 

knowledge [13]. In addition, the TPACK framework advocates that learning can be facilitated when 

technology is used to complement teaching using appropriate pedagogical approaches [13]. TPACK is 

defined as the basis of effective teaching with technology which requires an understanding of the 

representation of concepts using technology [14].  

3. Research design and methodology 

 

This study adopted a case study design located within the interpretivist paradigm to explore the impact 

of teacher education program on development of PSTs’ TPACK from multiple data sources [7].  The 

qualitative data sources were lesson plans, micro lesson presentations and semi-structured interviews. 

Although the study involved six (two males and four females) purposively selected pre-service science 

teachers that were enrolled for Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) majoring in Physical 

Sciences, the findings have important implications for the development of preservice teachers’ 

TPACK [12]. The pre-service teachers attended a weekly two hour lecture which put emphasis on 

learning through design of lesson plans. The content-specific course aimed at preparing pre-service 

science teachers to design learner-centred lessons that support development of learners’ 21st century 

skills and competencies using various pedagogical strategies and the appropriate integration of 

educational technologies Physical Sciences teaching and learning. The course provides meaningful 

opportunities such as critical analysis of national school curriculum (known as Curriculum and 

Assessment Policy Statement), design of lesson plans, teaching strategies, teacher knowledge (content 

knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, and technological pedagogical content knowledge), 

computational thinking, technology-enhanced assessments, and technology integration in teaching and 

learning.  In addition, the pre-service science teachers were required to present micro-lessons after 

attending six weeks teaching practice known as Work integrated learning (WIL) to experience real-life 

school context. At the final stage of the course, they submitted e-portfolios and wrote summative 

examination.  

 

 Data collection tools used to follow the development of PSTs were as follows: analysis of 

lesson plans, evaluation of micro-lesson presentations, and semi-structured interviews. Lesson plans 

required the PSTs to hand in lesson plans designed for the micro-lesson presentation in order to gain 
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more detailed information about the lesson and presentation. In terms of its generic structure, the 

lesson plan included lesson aims and objectives, introduction, engagement (such as big ideas, 

misconceptions, difficulties/ limitations, teaching procedures, resources, and assessment), and 

conclusion. The lesson plan was also expected to exhibit coherence and alignment with lesson 

outcomes. The participants were finally afforded opportunities to reflect on the important aspects of 

the lesson. Each participant was given 30- 45 minutes to present a micro lesson to peers and 

researchers. Two researchers observed and evaluated preservice teachers’ TPACK development using 

adapted TPACK-based lesson observation rubric [8]. At the end of micro-lesson presentation, each 

participation was interviewed to gain more information about their views on teaching and learning, 

TPACK competencies and rationale, experience and challenges in developing the TPACK during the 

course of their teacher education programme. The interviews were audio-recorded and each session 

took 20-30 minutes for each participant. Both lesson plans and micro-lesson presentations were 

analysed by two researchers using a TPACK-based lesson observation rubric. The adapted rubric 

consisted of three sections lesson plan, evidence of seven competencies of TPACK in the lesson 

presented, and general evaluation in terms of ability to use technology and interaction in using 

technology along three levels: low (1), moderate (2), and high (3). The two researchers evaluated and 

scored each lesson plans and micro-lesson presentations individually during the presentation. 

Thereafter, the scores were reviewed for differences and consensus was reached. Finally, the internal 

consistency was determined using Cronbach Alpha coefficient between the items of the rubric (see 

Table 2). 

 

Table 2: Internal consistency coefficient of micro-lesson presentation and lesson plan 

 

Cronbach alpha                      PST1      PST2       PST3        PST4        PST5      PST6 

                                                  0.821       0.852       0.764       0.863         0.901       0.885      

 

 The data obtained from the semi-structured interviews was analysed using content analysis 

procedure. This procedure involved transcribing, coding and categorizing the transcription into 

thematic items in relation two seven constructs (competencies) of TPACK. First, each researcher 

coded data obtained from each pre-service science teachers’ interview separately. Thereafter, the 

researchers had a discussion on each interview code to address differences to reach consensus. The 

researchers calculated a measurement of consistency by determining the amount of coded data as 

different and the same to represent the percentage agreement. The results are given in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Percentage agreement of semi-structured interview data analysis 

 

% Agreement                   PST1        PST2        PST3          PST4        PST5          PST6 

                                            83%          84%          91%            79%          85%            88% 

 

 To ensure reliability, the internal consistency coefficient was determined and the percentage 

agreement was calculated.  To ensure validity, the triangulation of data was realised through multiple 

data collection sources (i.e. micro-lesson presentations, lesson plans and semi-structured interviews).  

 

4. Results 

 

TPACK development of the preservice science teachers from micro-lesson presentations and lesson 

plans is depicted in Table 4. 
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Table 4: TPACK development of the preservice science teachers from micro-lesson presentation 

and lesson plans. 

 

TPACK development Lesson plans, micro lesson presentations 

Highest knowledge developed Technological Knowledge (TK) 

Content Knowledge  (CK) 

Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) 

Moderate knowledge developed Technological Content Knowledge (TCK) 

Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK) 

Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) 

Least knowledge developed Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) 

 

The highest forms of knowledge developed were CK, TK, and TPACK. Moderate forms of 

knowledge developed were TPK, TCK and PCK. The least form of knowledge developed was PK. 

The result obtained from semi-structured interviews were consistent with the level of PTSs TPACK 

seven competencies revealed in the micro lesson presentation and lesson plans. For example, the high-

level forms of knowledge developed (TK, CK and TPACK) were also obtained in semi-structured 

interviews because the PSTs appropriately mentioned the various digital technologies used, the reason 

for choosing these technologies and how they intended to use it in the science classroom to foster 

meaningful teaching and learning. They also explained the topic, lesson aims, and objectives as well as 

the big ideas appropriately. The PSTs’ ability to integrate technologies such as projector, laptops, 

PowerPoint presentations, Phet simulations, videos and Kahoot in achieving the lesson objectives 

through observations, discussion and asking and/or answering questions were highly mentioned as 

reflected in the following excerpts. 

 
The use of technology helps in engaging the learners to conceptualise the concept of Doppler effect by 

using picture of sonar process of a pregnant woman. Engaging them in the picture helped to relate 

what they are learning in school to real life experience and it simulates them to ask and answer 

questions about what they observe in the picture. This also help them to actively participate in 

learning (Participant 1). 

 

Using technology in teaching science concepts have really helped me because learners have this 

attitude that science is a difficult subject because it is abstract. But using technology help learners to 

gain interest and enjoy the learning because they visualise the concept. This actually trigger their 

imagination and visualisation, and in developing skills in using technologies in learning and 

communicating in our current digital society (Participant 4). 

 

The moderate level knowledge developed in these teachers was also reflected in their 

interviews as PSTs used the various technologies in facilitating the lesson objectives and 

implementation of various teaching strategies to help the learners to understand the concepts being 

taught. Moderate knowledge developed was evidenced by preservice teachers’ inability to 

appropriately elicit learners’ prior knowledge and misconceptions as illustrated in the following 

excerpts.  

 
Using technology helps me as a teacher in planning and teaching easily such as the You-tube because 

in using slides it enable me to engage the learners in better understanding of the abstract concept such 

as electric circuits, identify their misconceptions and how to address them (Participant 5). 

 

Technology makes teaching easier because it helps me to have enough time to engage the learners 

using PowerPoints presentation, simulation and pictures than when I write on board. It also gives me 

the opportunity to easily access my note on the laptop whenever the learner come to me for more 

explanation (Participant 6). 
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The least knowledge developed was evidenced by preservice teachers’ inability to coherently 

implement adopted teaching strategies. For instance, preservice teachers encountered fundamental 

challenges with the implementation of inquiry-based learning. The preservice teachers expressed 

fundamental appreciation of the impact of the teacher education programme on their TPACK 

development. This sentiment is encapsulated in the following excerpts. 

 
This course has helped in developing knowledge and skills in using technology in teaching science. 

Integrating technology requires the teacher to promote learner-centred learning where I use various 

technology such as video, pictures etc. to engage the learners in constructing their own learning while 

I facilitate the teaching and learning process rather than the teacher-centred or traditional learning 

method (Participant 2). 

 

This course has taught me how to prepare my lesson using technology which I was not exposed or 

using before. I have benefited also in learning different teaching strategies e.g. questioning and 

inquiry-based learning, and to integrate different technological tools and software in teaching science 

because using technology help the learners to engage more on the activity and interact better. It 

enables the learners also to ask questions based on what they observed using technology (e.g. video 

and pictures) than when teach them using only textbook and writing on the chalkboard (Participant 4). 

 

 

 

5. Discussion 

The study revealed a positive impact of the teacher education programme on preservice teachers’ 

TPACK development. The preservice teachers’ forms of knowledge that were significantly developed 

were TK, CK and TPACK. The preservice teachers’ forms of knowledge that were moderately 

developed were TPK, TCK and PCK with the least form of knowledge developed being PK. The 

teacher education programme served to enhance preservice teachers’ ability to design proper lesson 

plans. In addition, the participants indicated that the programme provides meaningful opportunities to 

sharpen their professional skills required to foster inclusive learning through pedagogic innovation. 

The participants further indicated that the programme enhanced the development of 21st century skills 

and competencies. Key findings in this study strongly suggest that the activities implemented added an 

innovative dimension to the coordination of work integrated learning as an integral part of preservice 

teacher training. The findings are consistent with previous studies conducted on preservice teacher 

training programmes [4,9,10]. The need to bridge theory-practice gap through development of 

preservice teachers’ TPACK is paramount [11]. The study has profound implications for provision of 

authentic opportunities that would enable pre-service science teachers to acquire knowledge and skills 

required for coherent integration of technology to foster technology-enhanced science teaching and 

learning in diverse contexts.  

 

5. Conclusion 

The key findings of the study suggest that the teacher education programme holds promise as a means 

to develop preservice teachers’ TPACK. There is a crucial need for teacher education programmes to 

promote holistic teacher professional development. Sustainable professional development 

opportunities ought to be provided to encourage science teachers to fully embrace digital 

transformation as a key imperative associated with the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.  
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Abstract. In this proceeding we discuss the initial stages of how using ‘dominant
misconceptions’, as derived from the pre-test part of the Force Concept Inventory (FCI)
assessment tool, can give informative data on how to proceed with teaching practices on
a classical mechanics course, as taught in the Physics Department of the University of
Johannesburg (UJ). We also briefly discuss some language correlations between high school
matriculation marks and FCI scores, and how this may prepare faculty members when
considering their teaching andragogy. In conclusion, the academic and language backgrounds of
students enrolled on classical mechanics courses at UJ can have an impact on pre-test ability.

1. Introduction
In a recent work by the authors, reference [1], we have looked through the ‘misconception’ lens
at how undergraduate students on a classical mechanics course perform on the Force Concept
Inventory (FCI) assessment tool [2–5]. The FCI is a 30-minute multiple-choice test comprised
of 30 questions on elementary principles and applications of classical mechanics; viz. circular
motion, Newton’s three laws, etc. The recommended means of administering this assessment
tool is as a strictly closed-book test held at the beginning of the semester (the pre-test), to
provide instructors with an indication of their students’ baseline mechanics skills. Students are
not expected to prepare for the assessment and once the pre-test is completed it is not reviewed
in class nor do students receive feedback on their attempts.

However, adaptive physics pedagogy/andragogy has become a topic of interest in recent
years [6], with a particular focus on confronting persistent or ‘dominant misconceptions’ generally
held by incoming undergraduate students as has been argued in references [7–13]. Martin-Blas
et al. [10] and Bani-Salameh [12] have suggested that these flaws in understanding should be
diagnosed as early as possible by looking at these ‘dominant misconceptions’ in the pre-test.
If effective teaching is to take place [12], then a primary objective at the start of teaching
mechanics is to identify these misconceptions. A number of diagnostic tools have been developed
for the various physics sub-disciplines. A subset of these have been designed to gauge student
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comprehension at the onset of an introductory university course, and then to assess their progress
at the end of the course.

As such, we shall discuss in this proceedings some further work we have undertaken with the
first year undergraduates taking physics at the University of Johannesburg (UJ). In particular,
we will see that for the 2021-2022 cohorts at UJ, see figure 1, questions 5, 11, 17, 19, 26 and
30 were the questions where dominant misconceptions lay. Note that questions 5 and 17 relate
to questions on gravity (for example question 5 asks about the forces exerted on a circular
frictionless channel), question 11 relates to Newton’s third law, question 26 to Newton’s first
law and question 30 to impetus.∗

Given these ideas we would like to ask the following research question: How do high school
matriculation scores in mathematics, science and languages affect the pre-test scores of the FCI?
Our preliminary investigations conducted with the first-year engineering and physics students
at UJ in 2020 [1] seemed to support this, where one particularly popular incorrect response was
that “a force in the direction of motion” was partially responsible for the action described in
the corresponding FCI question. The belief that “motion requires an active force” was flagged
as a misconception as identified in references [10,12,13].

In our present study, we have performed a question-by-question analysis on the FCI pre-test
responses for the 2021 and 2022 first- year physics cohorts, with N = 313 students in the 2021
cohort and N = 337 students in the 2022 cohort, see tables 1 and 2.† We begin with a description
of the student participants and the manner in which their responses were collected in section 2.
We then present our results in section 3, with a focus on the ‘dominant misconceptions’. We
also include a preliminary look at correlations between matriculation marks and FCI scores in
section 4, followed by conclusions and future work in section 5.

2. Methodology
Due to the ongoing nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, South African institutions of tertiary
education were expected to function mostly − if not entirely − online [1]. The delayed release
of the 2020 Grade 12 results further derailed the 2021 academic programme, with first-year
academic activities only beginning on March 8th at UJ in 2021, leading to a first semester
shortened by several weeks and the pre-test deployment delayed until March, see table 1. The
2022 cohort started on schedule as can be seen from the February deployment of the pre-test in
table 2.

With the permission of the various lecturers involved in each of the courses that participated
in this study (see table 1 for details) and ethical clearance from UJ’s ethics committee, we
launched the FCI test via the Blackboard interface − using the valuable lessons learnt during
lockdown where we found it became easier to deploy this inventory test online − and made it
available to students for a total of five days, using the module page corresponding to each of the
courses.

Whilst we shall leave this for future work, it is interesting to note that through this platform
we were able to track student activity (to determine whether test-takers left the browser page
during the course of the test), time their test attempt, and force submission after an allotted
time. We were also able to make a test visible for a set period of time. For our data collection,
we enabled these features to reduce cheating and to ensure students submitted their responses
after 30 minutes. Once the deployment period was over and each class had completed the
assignment, the data was downloaded and processed within a single Excel spreadsheet for each

∗ Access to this inventory and more information about other types of physics & astronomy tests can be found
in reference [14] and at the following website https://www.physport.org/.

† In this case we include all students who sat the pre-test, regardless of whether they fully answered all
questions or not.
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Table 1. Course codes, their associated entry-level requirements (Grade 12 mathematics and
physical sciences scores), FCI deployment period, number of student responses per class, and
average scores for five first-year classes involved in the 2021 FCI pre-testing: N = 313.

Course Ent. % Ent. % Deployment Responses/ Mean
(Physics for...) Math. Phys. Sci. period class (%)

PHYS1A1 (Majors) 70 60 13/04 - 17/04 19/70 33.2
PHY1EA1 (Physics Ext.: Sem1) 60 50 09/04 - 13/04 187/306 30.1
PSFT0A1 (Education) 50 50 05/04 - 09/04 62/91 29.9
PHYG1A1 (Earth Sci.) 60 50 05/04 - 09/04 13/17 28.2
PHYL1A1 (Life Sci.) 70 50 07/04 - 11/04 32/64 28.6

Table 2. Course codes etc. as in table 1 for five first-year classes involved in the 2022 FCI
pre-testing: N = 337.

Course Ent. % Ent. % Deployment Responses/ Mean
(Physics for...) Math. Phys. Sci. period class (%)

PHYS1A1 (Majors) 70 60 21/02 - 25/02 28/55 36.7
PHY1EA1 (Physics Ext.: Sem1) 60 50 21/02 - 25/02 176/250 26.7
PHYG1A1 (Earth Sci.) 60 50 21/02 - 25/02 9/9 33.3
PHYL1A1 (Life Sci.) 70 50 21/02 - 25/02 19/40 30.0
PHYE0A1 (Engin. Phys.) 60 60 24/02 - 28/02 105/500 33.3

of the individual classes. All data was anonymised in accordance with the requirements of the
protection of personal information act.

In what follows we will present preliminary comparisons for the FCI pre-test data for the
2021 and 2022 cohorts at UJ. The analyses break down the responses for each question to look
for ‘dominant misconceptions’ [10]. This can be very useful in gauging how an initial cohort,
and indeed different subgroups, need different teaching pedagogies. We then also present some
initial results relating to correlations between FCI performance and high school matriculation
results (this was part of the ethics clearance which had been obtained for this work from 2021
onwards).

Note that in tables 1 and 2 ‘Ext.’ refers to the extended courses, where students who do not
meet entry-level requirements for introductory physics classes can complete a four-year Bachelor
of Science in which the traditional first-year physics course is taught over a three-semester period.
We have also included a third semester course result for comparison in table 1. In relation to
both years (2021 and 2022) in tables 1 and 2 the number of students who sat the pre-test were
313 and 337, respectively. This is less than the number of students who take the course. For
example, in table 2, the number of Engineering Physics students for 2022 was 500, but only 105
attempted the pre-test.

3. Pre-test analyses and results - 2021 vs. 2022
The preliminary analyses of the pre-tests for the 2021 and 2022 cohort at UJ, for each of the
30 questions, is summarised in figure 1. The green shaded % shows the percentage of students
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Figure 1. Comparison of pre-test scores for 2021 and 2022 cohorts. Top panel: Breakdown
of pre-test questions for the 2021 UJ students sitting an introductory physics course, N = 313.
The labels on the red % differences, such as 4th, 2nd etc., label the most commonly chosen
(incorrect) response. Lower panel: Breakdown of pre-test questions for the 2022 students sitting
an introductory physics course, N = 337.

who got the correct answer, with the black outline showing the % for the most commonly
chosen answer. For example, questions 1 − 4 have all of the responses as correct. The choices
where the majority response was incorrect correspond to those questions with a larger red %
difference showing that more students chose the wrong answer. For these cohorts of students this
corresponded to questions 5, 11, 17, 19, 26, and 30, respectively. Given that this information
was collected at the pre-test stage, the course instructors could attempt to adjust the teaching
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Table 3. Pearson’s correlation coefficients for different classes in the 2022 cohort. The course
codes are discussed in table 2, where ‘Eng’ implies English was the main language spoken at
home and ‘Other’ implies another language aside from English was spoken at home.

Matric / Pretest PHYS1A1 PHYS1EA1 PHYG1A1 PHYE0A1
Corr Coeff Eng Other Eng Other Eng Other Eng Other
Phys Sci 0.375 0.683 0.125 0.314 -0.945 -0.445 0.060 0.303
Maths 0.147 0.707 0.338 0.220 -0.979 -0.559 0.562 0.521
English 0.293 -0.157 0.214 0.103 0.645 -0.614 0.099 -0.054

and learning to try to reinforce a given concept as deduced form the relevant question.‡
These questions appear to show what Martin-Blas et al. call ‘dominant misconceptions’ [10]

For example, question 5 focuses on circular motion and we can see here that this question was
not well understood by most of the cohort. Given that this information was collected at the
pre-test stage, the course instructors could attempt to adjust the teaching and learning to try
to reinforce such a concept.

A comparison of tables 1 and 2 for the mean scores, and figure 1 for the amount of red
% differences observed, allows one to infer that the 2022 cohort has performed better on the
pre-test. Quite interestingly, the dominant incorrect answer (labelled in the red shaded region)
is the same in all but a few of the questions.§ Besides using ‘dominant misconceptions’ we have
also started to investigate correlations between high school matriculation results (in various
subjects) and pre-test FCI results.

4. Correlations between high school matriculation marks and FCI pre-test scores
As well as considering ‘dominant misconceptions’ we may also look for correlations between
high school matriculation results and the FCI pre-test. Table 3 summarises some of our initial
investigations into correlations among the different cohorts for 2022. For example, 9 students
were in the PHYG1A1 cohort and the number who spoke English at home was three. As such,
the study could benefit from increased group sizes, and will be left for future work.

However, one can infer an overall trend that correlations between English scores and the FCI
pre-test are more positive for students whose language spoken at home is English. This is in
agreement with the observations made in reference [15], where FCI gains were found to have
a dependence on English reading ability. Table 3 also shows that mathematics and physical
sciences matriculation scores also have a positive correlation with pre-test scores. Though this
is with an exception for PHYG1A1, which only had 9 students, in which case we cannot say too
much here, due to the validity of the statistics for such a small sample.¶

5. Concluding remarks
In these proceedings, we have used the pre-test part of the FCI to evaluate the baseline
comprehension of Newtonian mechanics presented to first-year students enrolled in introductory
physics courses over a two year period from 2021-2022. From the method of ‘dominant
misconceptions’ we are able to see how a whole cohort compares, see figure 1 for a comparison of
2021 and 2022 cohorts. By displaying a question-by-question breakdown on the pre-test we can
see what % of each question is answered incorrectly and also confirm if similar cohorts answer

‡ It should be noted that the post-test and hence the gain generally shows improvement [5].

§ This may not just be that the ‘misconceptions’ are the same but also possibly that the design of the inventory
itself is also slightly flawed, e.g., see reference [16].

¶ For reasons of brevity we have not included Life sciences PHYL1A1, although similar correlations are found.
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with the same “wrong-answer” type, see figure 1. Quite interestingly both cohorts answered the
same set of questions incorrectly, see figure 1. In particular, questions 5, 11, 17, 26 and 30. As
such, these two cohorts share similar ‘dominant misconceptions’.

We have also started looking at how possible correlations with given subjects in high school
matriculation results can be used to predict how well a given student will perform. Although
this work is in its preliminary stages, table 3 shows correlations between the different cohorts
sitting first year classical mechanics at UJ; where a clear positive correlation can be seen for
mathematics and physical sciences scores.‖ The subgroups for each cohort have been divided
into English being spoken at home or another language spoken at home and in general we see
a negative correlation for those whose main language is ‘other’. The FCI does have different
language versions, see the discussion of the PhysPort system in reference [14], but no Afrikaans,
isiZulu, isiXhosa, and many of the other languages spoken in South Africa are not available.∗∗

Although this is only a preliminary study, in relation to our recent work focusing on the 2020
cohort [1], we hope to combine our data from across all three years: 2020-2022 and then look
at how high school matriculation performance data (as briefly discussed in section 4) correlates
to student performance on the FCI and given the possible issues around the first languages of
our participants, a translation of the FCI into all official languages of South Africa could be
considered.
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Abstract. The language of learning has long been an important and controversial topic – 
especially in South Africa with 11 official languages but matric science available in only two 
of them. The author considered this issue in the refinement of a science show presented at 
Unizulu Science Centre. The show uses music and musical instruments to introduce students to 
topics around sound and waves. In a previous presentations at SAIP conference [1], the author 
has reported on an extensive study of this show (conducted towards a master’s degree) which 
measured what students learned from the show and which revealed difficulties for students 
coming from rural schools when contrasted with those from urban and township schools. As an 
extension to this study (conducted towards a doctoral degree) the show was presented to the 
weaker rural group in isiZulu (their home language), while the survey instruments used were 
kept in English. The aim of this exercise was to establish whether home language instruction 
aided the students in understanding the concepts better. The science show was presented in 
isiZulu to a group of 40 Grade 9 students and multi-mode pre- and post-tests were used to 
assess students’ understanding. Significant gains in student learning were measured, compared 
with that previously achieved by similar rural groups. While performed in the context of 
science shows in science centres, this study nevertheless has relevance to all educational 
interventions in physics. Whatever the challenges, it may be argued that mother-tongue 
instruction is preferable wherever possible for maximizing student understanding and 
engagement.  

1.     Review of Research into Language and Culture 
Constructivism [2] stresses that learning is a different experience for each student and that they 
understand things with reference to their own life experiences and cultural backgrounds.  South Africa 
is characterized by marked differences in the provision of resources and suitably qualified teachers. 
These factors contribute significantly towards comprehension. Furthermore, because science is taught 
primarily in English, second or third-language speakers are consequently disadvantaged. Student home 
environment also makes a big difference to how science is learned [3]. In light of the above, we need 
to consider the influence that culture, background and language have on learning in science.  
 Science achievement is a controversial issue across the globe as “science assessments often 
contain a high level of linguistically and culturally dependent content that can exacerbate the persistent 
gaps in science achievement and professions” [4]. Being raised in different language and cultural 
settings clearly gives students different points of origin for learning science. Solano-Flores and Nelson 
Barber [5] identified five areas in which culture affects a student’s performance in science in addition 
to their life context and values. These include: the student’s epistemology, their language ability, their 
cultural worldview, cultural communication and socialization styles. 
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 Lee [3] asserts that students from different language and cultural backgrounds come to school 
with their own prior knowledge assimilated from their language, home, culture and community. This 
is often quite different to that of traditional “Western” science curricula, which can sometimes lead to 
a disconnection. As stated by Lee [3], “Recent efforts to provide culturally congruent science 
instruction indicate that when linguistic and cultural experiences are used as intellectual resources, 
students from diverse backgrounds are able to engage in scientific practices and show significant 
achievement gains.” The challenge for the student is to make the transition from their own prior 
knowledge to the new, possibly unexplored, world of science. These transitions have also been 
depicted as “border-crossings” [6] [7] and students’ achievement in science often depends on how well 
they can cross these borders. Phelan et al. [8] constructed a model to describe how students may move 
from one world to another, identifying at least four patterns of border crossings between different 
worlds, stressing that teachers should strive to make these crossings as painless and permanent as 
possible. 
 Finally, Dempster and Zuma [9] investigated reasoning used by isiZulu-speaking children in 
responding to science questions in English (from TIMSS studies), finding that these children relied 
heavily on translation into mother-tongue (in this case isiZulu) in order to tackle these questions. Thus, 
a study on the influence of language of instruction in science seemed to be pertinent for our context. 
 
2.     Methodology 
This study is an extension of a more comprehensive study of student perceptions on sound and waves 
conducted (by the author) towards a Masters and then a Doctoral degree.  Originally, three groups of 
40 Grade 9 students were presented with a science show (“Good Vibrations, the science of sound!”) 
under controlled conditions. Students were drawn from three schools with differing socio-economic 
circumstances: urban, township and rural. A set of mixed mode probes was designed and implemented 
to test for gains in student understanding after the show. Subsequently, the show (and the probes) was 
modified in light of the first study with the view to improve learning gains. After obtaining some 
encouraging results showing improvements for the rural group based on the subsequent show (and 
probes), one final change was made to see if further improvement was possible for this group. In light 
of: language concerns which emerged from analysis of answers, the language issues affecting 
validation and the results of an English Language Test conducted, it was decided to test what effect the 
language in which the show was presented would have on students` achievement. After much 
discussion and debate with (isiZulu-speaking) colleagues and my supervisors, I decided to have the 
show translated into isiZulu but to keep the probes in English, for the following reasons: 

1) Matric final exams being written in English; 
2) Non-existence of t technical terms in isiZulu; 
3) Coding by myself and supervisors can only be done in English; 
4) Controlling of issues if altering the language of both the intervention (the show) and the 

instrument (the survey) at the same time; 
5) Making  a comparison with previous studies (conducted in English) possible. 
6) Making  a comparison with overseas studies possible. 
7) Zuma and Dempster’s [10] demonstration that achievement amongst isiZulu-speaking 

children was not significantly improved if the probe items were translated into isiZulu (even 
though students revealed a positive attitude towards tests in isiZulu). 

Issues of the language of instruction and testing are naturally very contentious and merit much more 
attention than this study will allow. 
 The science show and slides were translated by one of our student interns and checked by three 
other isiZulu speaking science teachers. The process was complex and served to underline the 
numerous difficulties involved in translating science in South Africa. Apart from alterations to the 
words on the slides, the whole show was presented in isiZulu, but the pre- and post-tests presented and  
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written in English (although instructions for these were given in isiZulu). This testing was done 4 
months after the subsequent tests, with a group of 42 different Grade 9 pupils from the same rural 
school as used previously. The show was presented in isiZulu, but otherwise conditions and day-
programme were identical. 
 
3.     Results 
The first rather unexpected result which emerged was the increase in confidence for the later rural 
group instructed in isiZulu (compared with the original rural group, instructed in English). An 
increased confidence to attempt drawings was shown in the vastly reduced number of drawings left 
blank. Figure 1 below compares number of drawings left blank for the original rural group (English 
instruction), and later group (isiZulu instruction): 

 

Figure 1. Number of drawings left blank by the two rural groups for each question (1 – 9). 

The drawings themselves were very similar to those of the original rural group, and the written 
answers again were almost unusable because of the very weak English language ability of the students. 
Nevertheless, it was pleasing to see the greater confidence to at least attempt the drawings. This is 
clear from the greatly reduced number of answers which were left blank. 
 The difference in results for this later isiZulu group was most marked in the multiple-choice 
post-test. Figure 2 below compares pre-test and post-test percentages, as well as differences 
(improvement: post minus pre) for the groups in the original study (Urban, Township and Rural, 
conducted in the English language), with the later rural group (with isiZulu instruction). 
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Figure 2. Graphs of MCQ’s average group scores for four groups. 

The difference which home language instruction made to the Rural (isiZulu) group can be clearly seen. 
Their pre-test mark is almost identical to that of the previous Rural (English) group (21 and 20 %), but 
their post-test mark (44 %) and difference (23 %) is much better, and even better than the township 
group. Table 1 below indicates that their t-test value comparing pre- to post-test scores was even lower 
than before, confirming the hypothesis that this pre- to post-test improvement was not by chance. The 
standard deviations of pre- and post-test scores were very similar to the rural ones indicating an 
increase in mean score, rather than just a greater spread. Even the average discrimination index for all 
10 questions was improved. 

Table 1. Statistics for rural and isiZulu pre- and post-tests (MCQ). 

 AVERAGE 
% 

STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
% 

T-TEST 
SCORE 

AVERAGE 
DISCRIM. 
INDEX 

RURAL (ENGL) PRE-TEST 20.0 13.8 2.4 E-5 0.51 

RURAL (ENGL) POST-
TEST 

33.1 17.3 

RURAL (ZULU) PRE-TEST 21.4 13.2 2.1 E-9 0.57 

RURAL (ZULU) POST-
TEST 

44.5 18.5 

 

PRE-TEST % POST-TEST % DIFFERENCE
URBAN 30 55 25
TOWN 23 42 19
RURAL-ENGL 20 33 13
RURAL-ZULU 21 44 23
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 What was of concern in the original Rural (English) group was that almost a quarter of students 
actually got worse results in the post test than in the pre-test, indicating that they had little grasp of the 
questions. Figure 3 below shows that there was a significant improvement for the Rural (isiZulu) 
group, supporting the fact that the show is now more understandable. 

 
 

Figure 3. Graph of change in MCQ scores pre- to post-test for the two rural groups. 
 
4.     Conclusion 
The follow up study test done with the presentation in isiZulu revealed marked improvements as 
shown especially in the MCQ where this group (instructed in isiZulu) actually overtook the township 
group and more than doubled their class average pre- to post-test, despite the test being in English, and 
their general English language ability being weak. Furthermore they showed that many incorrect prior 
conceptions were effectively dealt with, including the understanding of English terminology like 
volume and pitch. This was less evident in their Open Ended Survey results, where they were still 
hampered in writing verbal explanations by their very weak English language ability. Despite this, 
their confidence to attempt the drawings was significantly improved.   

It is evident that the greatest improvement for the weakest group (rural) in terms of overall 
score increase (pre- to post-test MCQ), and confidence in attempting drawings, is achieved by 
presenting the show in their home-language of isiZulu. While this is a very limited study (in terms of 
scope, subject matter, grades, sample size, iterations etc) these results suggest that further work on 
home language instruction in other areas would be valuable. With 11 official languages in South Africa 
and the final matric exam available in just two of these, the issue of language is both pertinent and 
contentious. Having seen learning gains with home language instruction in this study, further studies 
on the influence of language of assessment (questions) and response (student answers) is needed. Such 
studies should also consider the desires of the students themselves and investigate to what extent 
proficiency in matric science, or preparation for global citizenry, is more important to them. 
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Abstract. Despite how easy teaching acceleration and energy might seem to academics at first 
glance, studies have shown that not only are there difficulties in teaching these concepts, but 
students also struggle in learning them sometimes. While the expert easily perceives a concept 
mathematically, conceptual understanding in nature may become complex for the lay-man. As a 
result, misunderstanding of such concepts is observed in learners understanding of these 
concepts at various levels. Studies have however shown computer simulations to improve the 
understanding and perceptions of physics concepts for students. Therefore, the present study 
investigates the use of computer simulations on the understanding as well as learning of 
acceleration and energy concepts under first year science and engineering students. The students 
already completed the theoretical work on acceleration, potential and kinetic energy, the work-
energy theorem and the effect of friction on the energy of the system. A short online BlackBoard 
based pre-test, an online computer based Simulation and a BlackBoard based post-test were 
administered to evaluate the impact of the simulation experiment on the understanding of the 
students. The Blackboard based pre-test and post-test consisted of basic multiple choice and short 
questions related to acceleration, various forms of energy, energy conversion and the impact of 
friction on a system. The simulation experiment was based on an existing PhET Interactive 
Simulation that offered the opportunity to engage with a simulated controlled reality, as well as 
investigate concepts related to acceleration and energy. The experimental procedure and answer 
sheet was hosted on Leybold Didactic’s Leydocs platform. A practical report based on the results 
of the simulation as well as graphs plotted using the data from the simulation were uploaded by 
the students at the end of the simulation. Detailed analyses of the student answers and the 
statistics for the various groups will be addressed. Results show that both science and engineering 
students gained a greater understanding of the concepts after completion of the computer 
simulation and accompanied report in an era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR). 

1.  Introduction 
Traditional methods of teaching involved students gathering in classrooms for lecture sessions with 
faculty where physical concepts are taught to students. Tutorial sessions and hands-on practical sessions 
are then used to reinforce the concepts that have been taught in the lecture classes. Some physical 
concepts like acceleration and energy have however proved to be difficult to teach not only due to some 
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of the complexities in the understanding and expressions of such concepts but also due to the expertise 
of the individual trying to teach such concepts [1,2] and the background knowledge of the student. 

Previous studies have suggested that computer simulations could be great tools to aid the 
understanding of students in certain taught concepts [3–5]. Despite this, face-to-face teaching was 
usually the preferred mode of instruction for most aspect of teaching. The arrival of COVID-19 however 
changed the landscape of education and educational instructions all over the world as the realities of 
faculties and students not being able to gather together in the same room hit educators and students alike 
in 2020. It soon became clear that something had to be done quickly to ameliorate the sudden disruption 
to the educational calendar. While it was easy to record and share videos where concepts are taught to 
students, the challenge swiftly became how practical sessions would be held, especially for modules like 
Physics that has practical components. 

The initial response was to share data from previous practical sessions with students so that they 
could write reports based on the data given to them. It however soon became evident that providing data 
to students to use in writing practical reports was not sufficient enough in training the students especially 
on concepts that required practical understanding. It then became important to find a model that would 
work best to help the students in understanding physical concepts and also help train the students in 
other important skills like gathering data, interpreting them, correctly analyzing them and presenting the 
reports of the analyzed data. 

Computer simulation was chosen as the medium to present practical sessions with the students. 
Computer simulations were expected to help the students to have better interactions with the concepts 
that had been taught in class. Even though some studies have reported that computer simulations based 
learning helped improve the self-efficacy of some students [6], it was important to evaluate the impact 
of simulation experiments on the understanding of the students that were partaking in the simulation 
experiments.  

Previous investigations have emphasized that there are many difficulties not only in the teaching of 
acceleration [7,8] and energy [1,9,10], but also in the students learning thereof. As in many other 
instances, the perceptions regarding these concepts again illustrates that what an expert considers as 
straightforward mathematical concepts can become rather complex phenomena once it needs conceptual 
understanding within physical environments [1]. This frequently leads to misunderstanding regarding 
these concepts amongst learners at various levels. Previous studies suggest that computer simulations 
can improve the understanding of physics concepts [11]. This current study therefore evaluated the 
understanding of the students on the concepts of acceleration and energy before and after one of the 
online simulation experiments. 

2.  Method 
After completing the theoretical classes on acceleration, potential and kinetic energy, the work energy 
theorem and the effect of friction on the energy of the system, a group of first year science and 
engineering physics students were informed of the tasks for the practical session for the week a day 
before the practical session. The students are normally informed of the topic for the simulation for the 
next practical session so that they can prepare ahead for the practical session. However, to evaluate the 
effect of the simulation on the knowledge of the students, they were not informed on the topic for the 
simulation for the particular practical session. 

A pre-evaluation test comprising of 14 conceptual basic multiple choice and short answer questions 
related to acceleration, various forms of energy, energy conversion and the impact of friction was 
administered to the students on the Blackboard testing platform. These are questions with varying levels 
of difficulty that were designed based on the some of the situations that the students would encounter in 
the computer based experimental simulation. The test was timed and designed to display only one 
question at a time without the option to go back to a previously completed question. Students were 
informed that they would have another opportunity to do another test after the simulation and that the 
better of the two Blackboard tests would be used in determining their performances. 
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After the pre-evaluation test, the students were given access to the computer simulation experiment 
which was prepared based on the PhET Energy Skate Park simulation [12]. An experimental set-up and 
answer sheet was designed detailing the steps students were to take in carrying out the experiment. The 
experiment was hosted on Leybold Didactic’s Leydocs platform [13] and shared with the students. The 
Leybold Didactic’s Leydocs platform gives the students the opportunity to follow instructions in order 
to proceed with the embedded PhET simulations, complete tables and fill in answers to the questions as 
they proceed – finally compiling a report in portable document format (PDF) to be uploaded.  

Students gathered data from the PhET simulation, completed the tables, answered the experimental 
questions, plotted graphs, interpreted the data and drew conclusions based on the results obtained from 
the simulation experiment and data obtained. The final experimental report as well as the prepared 
graphs were uploaded on the Blackboard platform to be graded. 

A post-evaluation test comprising the same fourteen conceptual basic multiple choice and short 
answer questions that were tested in the pre-evaluation test was administered to the students 30 minutes 
after the computer simulation experiment was concluded. The post-evaluation test was designed with 
the same settings as the pre-evaluation test. Both the pre- and post-evaluation tests were then graded and 
the performances analyzed. 

The data from the Blackboard based pre-and post-evaluation tests were analyzed with RStudio 
Version 1.1.453 (© 2009-2018 RStudio, Inc) to evaluate the performances of the students in the tests. 
In grading the Blackboard based evaluation tests, a student who got a question correctly is awarded the 
full marks for such question. Students who did not get a question correctly but gave answers that 
indicated that such student had an idea of the way the question should be answered were awarded partial 
marks. This included questions with more than one part that were graded as a single question. Questions 
that were not attempted by the students were recorded as “unanswered”. 

3.  Results 
A total of 108 students comprising of 77 engineering and 31 science students attempted at least one 

of the Blackboard based evaluation tests. 89 students (58 engineering and 31 science) attempted the pre-
evaluation test, 70 students (53 engineering and 17 science) attempted the post-evaluation test while 51 
students (34 engineering and 17 science) attempted both the pre- and post-evaluation tests. Figure 1 
shows the distribution of students who attempted the tests. An overview of the attempts for the 
evaluation tests is presented in Table 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Student attempts for the 
evaluation tests. 
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Table 1. An overview of attempts for the pre- and post-evaluation tests. 

 All 
Students 

Engineering 
Students 

Science 
Students 

Students that attempted at least one evaluation test   108     77   31 
Students that attempted pre-evaluation test     89     58   31 
Students that attempted post-evaluation test     70     53   17 
Students that attempted both evaluation tests     51     34   17 
Total number of questions attempted 1787 1305 482 
Number of questions attempted in pre-evaluation test   955   679 276 
Number of questions attempted in post-evaluation test   832   626 206 
Number of questions attempted in both evaluation tests   494   356 138 
Number of questions correctly answered overall 1159   872 287 
Number of questions correctly answered in pre-evaluation 
test   603   444 159 

Number of questions correctly answered in post-
evaluation test   556   428 128 

Number of questions correctly answered in both 
evaluation tests   278   210   68 

 
A total of 2226 questions were made available to the students altogether in both tests while 1787 

questions were attempted by the students. 955 questions were attempted in the pre-evaluation test while 
832 were attempted in the post-evaluation test. Of the 1787 questions attempted, 603 and 556 were 
correctly answered in the pre- and post-evaluation tests respectively while 115 and 120 were partially 
correctly answered in the pre- and post-evaluation tests respectively as shown in  Figure 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Overview of 
student performances in 
the evaluation tests. 
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the mean score pre-test (t1 = −4.3495; df2 = 135.43; p-value3 < 0.001). Of the 51 students that did both 
the pre- and post-evaluation tests, the mean scores for the tests were 13.82 ± 4.78 and 17.41 ± 6.16, 
respectively. The mean score for the post-evaluation tests for this group was significantly higher than 
the mean score pre-test (t = −3.2843; df = 94.234; p-value = 0.001). Majority of the students (75%) had 
higher marks in the post-evaluation test compared with the pre-evaluation as shown in Figure 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Comparison between Pre- 
and Post-evaluation test scores per 
student. 

4.  Discussion 
With about half (47%) of the study population attempting both the pre- and post-evaluation tests, the 
results from the study is representative of both the engineering and science students that registered for 
the module. With the students attempting 80% of the entire questions made available to them, the authors 
conclude that the spread of the attempts of the students was very good. Time could have been a factor 
for the inability to attempt all the questions as the evaluation tests were both timed. 

A mean score of 52% in the pre-evaluation test indicates that the average student already had some 
knowledge of the concepts being tested before going into the study. This is because the lecturers had 
already taught these concepts in class before the study was carried out. As a result, the lecturers are 
commended for the class lecturing sessions. The mean score for the post-evaluation test increased to 
68% after the students completed the online simulation. This suggests that the online simulation further 
enhanced the understanding of the students on the concepts of acceleration and energy. These results 
are for all the students that took part in the study, irrespective of whether they did only one or both 
evaluation tests. 

The results from the group that did both the pre- and post-evaluation test is even more interesting as 
this group allows us to compare the performances and knowledge of specific students before and after 
the simulation. The engineering students had some improvements in their scores (from 60% to 71%) 
while the science students had big improvements in their scores (from 46% to 67%). Despite the levels 
of improvements in the scores of both groups, the engineering students had a mean score that is higher 
than that of the science students. This is probably because different faculty members are responsible for 
each group of students. However, both groups had comparable post-evaluation test mean scores. 

For the entire group that attempted both the pre- and post-evaluation tests, the pre-evaluation mean 
score of 55% significantly improved to 70% in the post-evaluation test after the students had gone 
through the simulation experiment. This improvement strongly suggests that the students benefitted well 
from the online simulation and had improved marks in the post-evaluation test as a result of their 
encounter with the simulation experiment. This is consistent with results from other studies that 
confirmed that computer simulations improved the understanding of students in physics [11,14,15]. This 
                                                      
1 t – Student’s t-test statistics 
2 df – Degree of Freedom in Students’ t-Test 
3 p-value - Level of significance 
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is further confirmed by looking at the individual performances of students since majority of the students 
had much improved scores in the post-evaluation test, compared with the pre-evaluation tests. 

5.  Conclusion 
The current study concludes that the use of computer simulation experiments significantly enhanced the 
understanding, as well as learning, of acceleration and energy concepts under first year science and 
engineering students. The results from the group of students that completed both the pre- and post-
evaluation tests showed an increase of 15% in the mean score after completion of the simulation 
experiment. This substantial increase in the mean score leads to the conclusion that using computer 
simulations along with traditional teaching and practical methods will further enhance the learning of 
concepts related to acceleration and energy for first year science and engineering students. In line with 
other previous studies, we conclude that the use of computer simulation in experiments is beneficial to 
the understanding and learning experience of students. 
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Abstract. In many cases, the teaching of electricity starts from the basic use of ohms law and its 
mathematical interpretations. Less is done in terms of defining and explaining qualitatively the 
role of the electric circuit elements like a resistor, a conductor, a switch and lastly a battery. Since 
the learning of electricity is predominantly conceptual, it is perceived as difficult because it 
cannot be physically touched or seen, and those physical components are less dealt with 
qualitatively. The physical components are used during representations to explain the conceptual 
interactions of what takes place in each component in terms of current, resistance and potential 
difference. This research is aimed at determining how students define and explain the role of 
some basic electric circuit elements, that is, resistors, conductors, batteries and a switch. In 
addition, this work aims to determine how the knowledge of these physical components can 
enhance the understanding of electricity. 

1.  Introduction and theoretical background 
In many cases, teaching electricity begins with the basic application of Ohm's law and its mathematical 
interpretation. Less effort is done to define and qualitatively explain the role of the electrical circuit 
elements such as resistor, conductor, switch and finally battery. Since learning electricity is 
predominantly conceptual, it is found to be difficult in that it cannot be physically touched or seen, and 
these physical components are treated in a less qualitative manner. Students' understanding of electricity 
is usually poor and dominated by misunderstandings [1]. To bridge the gap, a suggestion was made to 
review teaching strategies. Furthermore, literature advised physics teachers in secondary or high school 
to take a concrete action by involving the students to empirical learning experience [2].  

 The grand challenge identified in science education is to improve students’ conceptual development 
of scientific concepts [3], while at the same time, the ongoing agenda is to help students to obtain high 
quality learning [4]. To improve students’ conceptual development of scientific concepts, this research 
adopted the back to basic approach consisting of two parts, namely:  identifying students’ knowledge of 
physical components and their roles in electric circuit, which function as a system and is usually 
overlooked [5]. These physical components were a battery, a bulb, a conductor, and a switch. The second 
part focussed on how students use the knowledge of the physical components to answer questions 
dealing with electric circuit. Literature grounded by constructivism recommended the teachers’ 
awareness of students' prior knowledge and possible misunderstandings [1] as a key in planning for 
designing classroom activities to enhance conceptual development. 

Guided by the phenomenographically approach on classifying students’ understanding, this research 
aims to present how students define and explain the role of some basic electrical circuit elements, i.e., 
resistors, conductors, batteries, and a switch. In addition, this work aims to determine whether the 
knowledge of these physical components has an impact on students' understanding of electricity. 
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2.  Research Design and procedures 
The research was a qualitative pre-post instruction design in which interventions were conducted using 
a whole class discussion of the physical components of electrical circuits: battery, conductor, resistor, 
and the switch, followed by an introduction of the field model as a strategy of explaining the dynamics 
of electrical circuits. A pre-post instruction study measures the occurrence of an outcome before and 
after a particular intervention is implemented [6]. The field model explains the movement of charges in 
a circuit under the influence of electric field created when charges are separated in a battery. Students' 
knowledge and understanding were assessed by phenomenography both before and after the 
intervention. The phenomenographic method was regarded as a useful tool for evaluating students' 
comprehension of scientific ideas and locating the root causes of misunderstandings. One of the 
advantages of phenomenography method is that the phenomenographic data not only provide rich and 
contextual descriptions of students' understanding but are also capable of holistic understanding to 
unpack into different patterns of consciousness and non-consciousness of components [4]. Follow-up 
treatment took place after eight weeks. 

2.1 Participants and instruments used for data collection. 
The participants were Bachelor of Education (B.Ed) second year preservice students (44 wrote pre-
intervention: 42 post-intervention) who were deliberately chosen considering that they had learnt the 
subject in high school and the subject was about to be repeated at the tertiary level. Being guided by 
phenomenography, pre-instructional data were collected using a semi-structured, open-ended 
questionnaire [4] with an additional confidence question. The semi-structured questionnaire was chosen 
because of its convenient deployment and allows a wider range of experiences with a phenomenon to 
be captured. Post-test instrument had no confidence questions. The questions were divided into two 
parts, namely: 
 
Part 1: Pre-instruction questions targeting students’ knowledge of the physical components and their 

roles as follows:  
The diagram in figure 1 represents a longitudinal cross 
area of a torch with different parts labelled A to D. 
1.1 Name the parts labelled A to D and their roles in 

electric circuit. 
1.2 How confident are you about the answers you gave in 

1.1? Select from the following: 
A: Very Confident with the name and the explanation 
of the role 
B: Very Confident with the explanation but not sure 
about the role 
C: Very confident with the role but not sure about the 
explanation of the role 
D: I guess all 
E: I don’t have a clue 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Longitudinal section of the torch taken 

from meritnation.com. 

 
 

 

Part 2: Post instruction questions to determine if the knowledge of the physical components and their 
roles impacts their conceptual understanding of electricity circuit dynamics.  
The post-intervention questions were aimed at understanding how students use their knowledge of 
physical components to answer conceptual understanding questions. Conceptual questions require 
students to understand how both physical and conceptual components work as a system to fulfil a 
specific role. Questions were the following: 
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3.  Data analysis 
The main goal of the study is to identify several qualitatively distinct categories that represent variations 
in individual experience [4] of parts of an electrical circuit and their roles. The phases used in data 
analysis were as follows: identification, sorting, comparison, and categorisation [7]. Both questions from 
parts 1 and 2 were phenomeno-graphically analysed using data collected from after Google form. The 
first question was just to name the physical object (part) of the torch and the role of each. The answers 
to the role of each part were then sorted and categorized to explain the students' knowledge of the role 
of each part. Finally, the students' confidences were compared to their explanations of the role of each 
component. 

4.  Results and discussions 
The presentation and discussion of the results were done in two parts. Part 1 focused on the result of 
students' knowledge of the physical components and their roles, while Part 2 focused on whether 
knowledge of the physical components has an impact on their conceptual understanding of basic 
electrical circuitry. 

 

 
Figure 4. Students’ confidence. 

 
Figure 5. Students' knowledge of the physical 
components. 

   
  

 

 

 

 

 

2. Use the diagram in figure 2 to answer the following 
questions. 

 
Figure 2. Electric circuit 1. 

2.1 What causes the bulb to glow in figure 2 when the 
switch is on? Explain. 

2.2 What will happen to the resistance of the bulb if 
another battery is added in series in figure 2? 
2.3 Why bulbs in our lecture room glow almost at the 
same time when the switch is put on? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.  The diagram in figure 3 shows an electric circuit 
with three different light bulbs X, Y and Z. When the 
switch is on, bulbs X and Y were glowing, but bulb Z 
was not glowing. From the following options, select 
the reason why bulb Z is not glowing.  Explain your 
choice.  

 
Figure 3. Electric circuit 2. 

A. the resistance of Z is too low   
B. the resistance for Z is too high  
C. the current is too weak by the time it reaches Z 
D. bulb Z is nearer the negative terminal 
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4.1 Part 1: students' knowledge of the physical components and their roles. 
Figure 4 shows that 31.8% of students are very confident with naming and explaining the role of resistor. 
While 54.5% of the students are very confident with the explanation, they are unsure about the role of 
the resistor. However, the average of student confidence across the components shows that student 
confidence levels are less than 50%. This result shows that many students still had misconceptions or 
were unaware of the physical components and their role in the circuit. 
      Figure 5 shows positive results from more than 50 % of the students in each part, correctly naming 
the physical parts of the circuit. There are still a handful of students who confuse the lightbulb and the 
resistor, affecting their confidence in naming and explaining the roles of the physical parts. 

 

 
      Figure 6. Students' knowledge of the role of the battery before and after intervention. 

Figure 6 shows that after the intervention, students greatly improved their knowledge of the role of 
the battery. The most appropriate role of the battery, which helps explain circuit dynamics, is to maintain 
charge separation, since an electric field is created when charges are separated. This idea combines static 
electricity with electrodynamics, which saw the field model as a powerful tool to meet the great 
challenge in electricity [8]. 
 
4.2 Part 2: The impact of students’ knowledge of physical components on their conceptual 
understanding.  
To determine if students' knowledge of the physical components affects how they answer qualitative 
questions about basic electrical circuits, the following results per question are presented. 

 

 
Figure 7. Question 2.1 responses. 

 
Figure 8. Question 2.2 responses. 

Question 2.1: What causes the bulb to shine when connected to electric circuit? 
Two questions related to the causes of the glow of the lightbulb in a circuit. The first question only 
referred to an incandescent bulb connected in series with the battery and switch. Students' answers to 
the question of what makes the light bulb glow or not glow are shown. Common explanations were those  
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that were not 100% scientifically based, for example: “It is lit because the circuit is on”. This type of 
explanation does not help assess understanding when presenting just one idea among 
many. Those who used collisions of charges correctly explained and showed their understanding of the 
difference between a conductor and a resistor. Some of the misconceptions identified: “The bulb glows 
when electric current interacts with the resistance of the bulb” and “The resistor converts current to electricity.” 

One of the promising answers given by student, was based on the field model as follows: 
“When the switch is on, electric field are established throughout the circuit at approximately the speed 
of light, the electric fields are directed from positive terminal and negative terminals separated by the 
battery through the conductor and at this moment charges start to move creating current and potential 
difference simultaneously, the electric field are closer to each other in the resistor meaning the electric 
field force is stronger. According to Newton's second law of motion, the charges gain more acceleration 
causing them to move faster colliding with each other and the particles of the filament, due to this 
collision the average kinetic energy increases and according to collision theory the temperature will also 
increase, thus converting electrical energy to heat energy which is later dissipated as light.” 
    Knowing the role of each physical component helped students re-explain, including using mechanical 
concepts (Newton's second law) to show why the temperature increases and ultimately why the lightbulb 
glows. Another explanation by student: “As soon as the circuit is closed and there's charge separation 
in the battery, potential difference is established instantaneously then the charges will start to move. 
When the charges reach the bulb, there is a filament in the bulb that acts as a resistor and since it is very 
thin the rate at which the charges will move, and kinetic energy will also increase as the electric field 
lines are close to one another and the increase in kinetic energy will lead to an increase in temperature 
hence heat and light will be produced that's where the bulb shines.” The statements above prove that the 
students used the knowledge of the role of the battery and the resistor to explain why the bulb emit light, 
therefore this knowledge enabled them to explain how the light bulb in a circuit glow 

Question 2.2: The impact of adding the number of batteries in series on the resistance of the bulb. 
During the intervention, the roles of each physical component were discussed, for example, resistance 
was also discussed as a physical component with predefined resistance. The chart above (see figure 8) 
shows that most students 64% retained the role discussed in class. Some examples of explanations that 
show the improved understanding in terms of students' knowledge of the role of each physical 
component are as follows: 
Student 1: The resistance of an electrical component of a circuit is fixed immediately after the 
component is manufactured at the store and it is never affected by anything happening in the circuit, 
thus it remains the same regardless of the times and seasons. 
Student 2: The bulb is manufactured to have a specific resistance; hence it will not be affected by the   
emf the battery can supply. 

The students' reasoning above shows that their understanding of the role of resistance allowed them 
to answer questions correctly without applying Ohm's law. However, some students retained their 
misconceptions and explained incorrectly using Ohm's law as their justification as follows: 
Student 3: Resistance is directly proportional to the voltage. Increasing the number of cells increases the 
voltage and hence increases the resistance. 
 Student 4: If the total potential difference in the circuit increases it will reduce the resistance of the bulb 
when the switch is ON because when the switch is ON the current is produced due to the movement of 
the charges, since resistance is indirectly proportional to the current flowing in the circuit it will decrease 
when the current increases. 

 The two sample answers imply that some of the students do not understand Ohm's law correctly. 
Similar results where Ohm's law was misinterpreted was previously reported [10].  
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Question 2.3: Bulbs in the lecture room shining almost at the same time. 
Figure 9 and figure 10 below show the results of question 2.3 and question 3 that will be discussed in 
the next sections. 

 

 
Figure 9. Question 2.3 responses. 

 
Figure 10. Question 3 responses. 

 
In general, students think that charges travel at the speed of light, which is why light bulbs glow 

almost simultaneously. Most students explained using the field model (The battery maintains the 
separation of charges during the process, an electric field is built up throughout the circuit at almost the 
speed of light, that's why the charges start moving almost simultaneously: that's why the light bulbs 
shine at the same time) as reflected in figure 9. Once students understand the battery's role as that of 
maintaining charge separations, it becomes easier to explain using the field model. The common 
misconception has been that charges travel at the speed of light and that non-distinction between the 
magnetic field and electric field will be treated with the concept substitution strategy in the future [9]. 
The fact that most students (55%) explained using the field model is also a positive contribution towards 
teaching electricity using the field model as advocated by Stocklmayer [8].  
 
Question 3: Why bulb Z is not glowing? 
The results of question 3 shown in figure 10 revealed that 69 % students understood the impact of 
resistance on the brightness of the bulb in series circuit, however few misconceptions still exist which 
is consistent with that found by Aisahsari and Ermawati [2]. 

5.  Conclusion 
Many students do not know the names and roles of the physical parts of electrical circuits but are 
expected to know the conceptual elements. That explains why the understanding of electricity is 
difficult. In this research, phenomenography was helpful in showing how students understand the names 
and roles of parts in the basic electrical circuit, and misunderstandings were identified and presented to 
share with others. Based on the explanation given by most students when answering Part 2, the study 
claimed that knowledge of the physical components: battery, resistor, conductor, and switch can have a 
positive impact on students' understanding of basic DC circuits. However, further exploration is required 
to investigate other topics in an attempt to reach the goal of the science agenda [3] and to continuously 
tackle the great challenge [4] in science teaching and learning. The implication or recommendation is 
that teachers should first ensure that students know and understand the role of the physical parts of the 
circuit before introducing the concepts of current, resistance, and potential difference. This can be done 
using a phenomeno-graphic approach, classifying students' experiences with the phenomenon. 
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Abstract. Learners and students alike are always seeking alternative ways of learning and 
understanding the concepts of most Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
(STEM) courses. Among these clusters of STEM courses, a sub-branch of Physics has been 
the most challenging one for both learners at the school level as well as for students at the 
university level. The challenge is particularly prominent in the first few years of their 
university experience. This is the stage where students deal with both misconceptions and 
concepts they need to understand. In an endeavour to deal with this challenge, lecturers are 
forever seeking ways and strategies of effective methods that could be used to make the 
delivery of this course easy and manageable for students. Peer teaching has been adopted as 
one of the methods to be explored in teaching a specific topic to a specific group of first-year 
students, to enhance their involvement, understanding and ownership of their learning. This 
work reports on the findings of this method as investigated on to first-year students at the 
university. Conclusions were drawn from well-analysed thematic data collected from 
questionnaires ministered to students.  
 

1. Introduction and Background  
The success of teaching and learning can also be measured by how students understand, interpret and 
apply learned concepts in an acceptable way. Teachers and lecturers would always strive to teach and 
impart knowledge the best way they can, but the work of imparting knowledge is not effective if the 
students do not learn anything from the concepts provided. For effective learning, students are expected 
to be active participants and there must be an emphasis on developing students' skills, including 
exploring their own attitudes and values [1]. One of the barriers to learning is the student’s attitude 
towards the topic and the facilitator. This is the reason why presenters are always looking for new ways 
to convey their topics in interesting ways that allow students to easily convey their knowledge. However, 
the subject of physics, with its difficulties due to its complexity and poor conception, seems to have 
fewer methods to teach it, slightly changing the attitude that learners and students already have about it.  
      In order for active learning to take place, three basic factors are required, i.e., basic elements, 
learning strategies; and teaching materials must be well coordinated [2]. These elements are; speaking, 
listening, reading, writing and reflecting, which involve cognitive activities that allow students to gain 
clarity about questions; consolidate and acquire new knowledge. Furthermore; learning strategies need 
to be integrated into these five elements to encourage active learning. This is the part where facilitators 
have to continuously explore different methods and find out which ones work better for a specific group 
of students. Reported teaching strategies include small groups, collaborative work, case studies, 
simulation, discussion, problem-solving, and journaling [2]. With the understanding that basic theories 
are used to describe how students process, absorb and retain knowledge in the teaching/learning process 
[1], specific teaching and learning strategies for a certain group of students at the university were 
investigated. This strategy is based on the philosophy of social constructivism and the theory of 
variations. These formed the core of this study as they are seen as relevant guides to how the learning 
process will take place in a classroom where students interact with each other. While knowledge is 
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viewed as a human product that is socially and culturally constructed [3], its reality is assumed to be 
constructed through human activity and not discoverable. In other words, the members of society create 
their reality. The theory of variations explains how a learner comes to see, understand, or experience a 
certain phenomenon in a certain way, and why two students in a class sitting next to each other might 
understand a concept differently [4]. According to this theory, learning occurs when students see or 
experience critical aspects of the subject matter through the learning space [5]. On this basis, peer 
teaching and learning were employed, and the effectiveness of this method was measured in terms of 
understanding the concepts learned, as later assessed through this group of students.   

To meet the daunting demands of improving the quality of teaching and learning while doing more 
with less, there has been an increasing interest in involving students as partners in learning and teaching. 
A peer teacher is anyone who has a status similar to that of the person being taught and who acts as a 
complement and active partner of university teachers in the process of learning and teaching. It is 
important to be clear that student partners, often a senior student, involved in academic support programs 
such as peer-to-peer instructors are not teachers and are not expected to teach and present new material. 
However, they make learning easier for their peers. Peer-to-peer education is not uniformly defined, and 
a number of terms are used interchangeably by authors [6]. More learning than Elaborative Study with 
Concept Mapping, by [7], states that students practice retrieval by remembering information. It is 
concluded that peer retrieval practice is a powerful tool to promote the learning of complex concepts 
[7]. It has been claimed that the act of reconstructing knowledge in itself enhances learning, and tutoring 
itself can have an important positive impact on knowledge retention. Therefore, learning the material in 
order to teach it to another student can be a particularly effective way to improve mastery of the content 
[8]. How, then, can student retrieval practice, reconstructing knowledge, be used in higher education 
when students teach each other? John Hattie states that the greatest impact on student learning occurs 
when teachers become learners of their own lessons and when students become their own teachers [9]. 
As learners move from being recipients to being productive teachers, it is likely that they need to 
understand the material at a deeper level in order to be effective teachers. According to [10], many 
students focus on learning recipes or problem-solving strategies without understanding the underlying 
concepts; A focus on memorization does not always lead to understanding. On the other hand, students 
who become teachers of their own learning tend to self-assess, self-evaluate, self-monitor, and self-
learn.  

2. Research Design and Experimental Methods  

Data collection was carried out through detailed semi-structured interview-like questionnaires 
administered via Google forms. This method was chosen because it manages to understand the 
participant's unique perspective better than a general understanding of a phenomenon [11]. Its open 
nature allowed the subject under study to be explored further and provided an opportunity to discuss the 
subject in more detail [12] in order to provide better recommendations.  

2.1 Participants and instruments used for data collection.  
The participants were a group of life sciences students enrolled in a four-year extended degree and in 
their second year of the university experience, although in their first year of the university curriculum. 
These students are in their final physics experience as they will no longer enrol in other physics modules 
as per the requirements of their degree. A class of 86 students received a Google Form with semi-
structured interview-like questionnaires through the university's online teaching and learning platform, 
Blackboard. The form was handed out in June 2022 at the end of the module, just before they could 
write their final exam. Only 53 (62%) students took part in the survey. Selected questions from the 
interview guide are exhibited and the students' answers are shown verbatim. The data obtained were 
collected and analysed using the thematic approach and recommendations were made.  
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Two months prior to execution of this activity, the purpose of the strategy used in teaching and 
learning a part of the module under study was explained to the students. Students were also mentally 
prepared a month in advance to give them time to participate as group members. This included the 
assignment of the members to the groups and the assignment of the sections to be dealt with. They then 
had time for 4 weeks to research the topic, shared the work among themselves, and prepared their 
presentations using PowerPoint slides. The presentations took two weeks, that is, a total of eight hours, 
where each student had a section to present from their respective groups. The survey was then performed 
at the end of the semester, where all participating students consented to the interview conditions.  
 
2.2 Interview Questions  
2.2.1 How did you find the teaching of Physics this year, 2022?  
2.2.2 Did the lecturer allow a good environment for teaching and learning and understanding?  
2.2.2.1 Elaborate on your response given in 2.2.2. 
2.2.3 Comment on the teaching strategy used by your lecturer.  
2.2.4 Comment on the learning approach used to learn Chapter 24 (X-RAYS). Do you feel you learnt 
better with this approach? Explain.  
2.2.5 Was teaching and learning from peers through presentations beneficial for you?  
2.2.6 Explain your choice on this question: Was peer teaching and learning (from presentations) 
beneficial for you?  

3. Results  
In this section, the answers to the respective interview questions are given, analysed and discussed. 
These were thematically analysed based on the observations from the interview results of the students.  
 

Interview Question 1: How did you find the teaching of Physics this year, 2022?  
Responses  
R1.1: It wasn’t anything like 2021 when I attended online. It was actually interactive, enjoyable and 
difficult with the fact that I struggle with physics, not that I am not getting help but I am not putting 
much effort.  
R1.2: The teaching of physics this year was very easy to understand, and the lecture made it easy for us 
to engage in class   
R1.3: It was good, the lecturer went over all concepts and ensured we understood the core ideas of the 
topic before moving on.  
 

Interview Question 2: Did the lecturer allow a good environment for teaching, learning and 
understanding?  

   
Figure 1: A pie chart representing responses of 
interview question 2: Did the lecturer allow a 
good environment for teaching, learning and 
understanding? 
 

Figure 2: A pie chart representing responses of 
interview question 5: Was teaching and learning 
from peers through presentations beneficial for 
you? 
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Elaboration of Interview Question 2: Did the lecturer allow a good environment for teaching, 
learning and understanding?  
Responses  
R2.1:  The lecturer provided chances for questions from us to ask her and also made practical 
examples which made sense. She would ask questions about what we heard, and we would discuss and 
try to recall. She would help us along the discussion.  
R2.2: The lecturer let all of us engage meaningfully with the content.  
R2.3: The lecturer allowed us to present our understanding by doing a presentation on a certain 
chapter.  
R2.4: Both students and lecturer were engaging in the content.  
  
Interview Question 3: Comment on the teaching strategy used by your lecturer.  
Responses  
R3.1 It is very exciting when we present and the notes, she gives are understandable when we learn. I 
personally feel that way. On my side, I am not doing that well because of a lack of commitment and 
strategy but for the exam, things will be different.  
R3.2 She doesn't do everything by herself. We engage with lecture slides while incorporating any crucial 
information we as students might have acquired during our own time of study.   
R3.3 She taught in different approaches like presentation notes, dividing us into groups and giving us 
tasks, which were easier to go about.  
  

Interview Question 4: Comment on the learning approach used to learn Chapter 24 (X-RAYS). Do 
you feel you learnt better with this approach? Explain.  
Responses  
R4.1: Yes, students understand something better when it is explained by other students. The students 
really enjoyed presenting, I wish it could be done even in other modules.  
R4.2: Yes, I did. It was exciting and nerve-wracking getting in front of a bunch of students whom I had 
never personally interacted with. It was fun to learn this way. This made me research and watch YouTube 
videos on a section of the topic I was presenting. It made me understand and retain information. Yes, I 
personally think the research part urged us to get more information which made us a bit excited to share 
with others. Being taught by fellow classmates made it interesting because they break it down to our 
level of thinking as a unit thus, I enjoyed that method of teaching as well.   
R4.3: Having other students teach us made it easy to understand and made us comfortable with each 
other so we can work together.  
R4.4: Some of my peers were very much prepared for their presentations and that resulted in me having 
a better understanding but for some, I couldn't understand a thing.   
R4.5: No, I didn't I only understood that part that I covered for my presentation when other groups 
presented, I usually went blank and I blame no one but myself.   
 

Interview Question 5: Was teaching and learning from peers through presentations beneficial 
for you? 
Explanations of the interview question 5: Explain your choice on this question: Was peer teaching 
and learning (from presentations) beneficial for you?  
Responses  
R5.1: I learnt a lot from my peers as they researched and made demonstrations. Looking at the visuals 
they obtained and using them to explain and ask us questions. It was an exciting moment.  
R5.2: The peer teaching and learning helped me understand certain things because they were well-
researched and taught from the basics of the topic.  
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R5.3: Our peers understand the way in which we receive a concept, so when they are presenting they 
know which points to highlight.  
R5.4: I prefer learning from the lecturer because she gives better explanations  
R5.5: No, the first groups were ill-prepared which ruined the rest of the group because I was lost at the 
beginning which made the rest hard to understand. 

4. Analysis and Discussion  
4.1 Analysis and discussion based on Interview Question 1: How did you find the teaching of Physics 
this year, 2022?  
The students' answer to the question of how physics was taught this year, i.e., 2022, is very interesting. 
This response is attributed to COVID-19, which has hit various sectors very hard all around the world, 
including education. Schools and colleges were forced to adopt online teaching and learning to avoid 
wasting time, but the transition has not been easy for many, especially those with fewer resources [13]. 
Understanding that this group of students were in 12th grade in 2020 puts them at a disadvantage as they 
had lost some contact time with teachers due to the pandemic. It is then understandable why they found 
the teaching and learning very interesting this year, considering that in 2021 these students were fully 
tutored through online teaching and learning throughout the year. Lack of physical contact is the main 
reason behind the loss of effective learning for these students [13]. Employing better strategies that 
differed from traditional teaching methods made a big difference in the understanding of physics 
concepts for this group.  

  
4.2 Analysis and discussion based on Interview Question 2: Did the lecturer allow a good environment 
for teaching, learning and understanding?  
The whole class confirms the quality of the environment in which the lectures were taught. It is this 
environment that encourages students to attend and engage in class. A safe and positive learning 
environment is also characterized by the relationship between a teacher and their students. When 
students understand that their teacher cares about them and wants them to perform well, they feel 
comfortable asking questions, making mistakes, and taking risks to learn something new [14]. To build 
these types of relationships, the instructor took an interest in each student's strengths and interests, as 
well as their struggles and frustrations. The freedom to participate without fear of making mistakes has 
enhanced student learning. The responses suggest that allowing students to take ownership of their 
learning makes them active participants and forces them to know and understand.  
  
4.3 Analysis and discussion based on Interview Question 3: Comment on the teaching strategy used by 
your lecturer.  
It is interesting to learn that students recognized the strategy used by the lecturer to convey the content 
of the module, which is more of an interactive approach. The response stating that students would engage 
with lecture slides while discussing their views learned in preparation for class and with other peers is 
indicative of the unique approach used in these lectures. This approach is considered by [15] as a 
teaching and learning method that is social and takes place through interaction between teachers and 
students and between the students themselves. The way students react to the teaching activities is the 
most important element of the quality of teaching [15] and this seems to have been achieved in this 
module through such approaches.  
  
4.4 Analysis discussion based on Interview Questions 4, 5 and 6: Comment on the learning approach 
used to learn Chapter 24 (X-RAYS). Do you feel you learnt better with this approach? Explain.  
The students' answers to this question are an indication of the success of the method used. Interactive 
teaching and learning have proven to be one of the most effective methods as it enables and enforces 
student participation. This is done in a variety of approaches, including peer teaching and learning, which 
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have been studied. When students are given hands-on experiences, they take full responsibility for their 
learning. The use of different strategies, including peer teaching, provided students with an opportunity 
to explore their current knowledge, attitudes and values, which fit well with their current knowledge, as 
explained by social constructivism pedagogy [16]. In this case, the student’s strengths were utilized 
while at the same time improving their research and presentation skills, all of which contributed to their 
understanding of the concepts. While concerns were raised about mistreatment of other groups in the 
preparation of their presentations, the benefits of the interactive approach to learning played a major 
role, as the lecturer filled in these gaps by constantly explaining and correcting misunderstandings 
throughout the process. The 20% of students who do not support the strategy, understandably come from 
the students who were discouraged due to factors such as; ill-prepared presentations, lack of cooperation 
from other group members, and possibly time wasted in preparing the work, as others have indicated 
that they would prefer the lecturer to deliver the chapter.  
  
4. Recommendations and Conclusion  
The peer teaching and learning approach has proven to be a more effective tool with more benefits for 
both the teacher and the students. The teacher immediately learns about the students' understanding of 
the concept and can deal with the challenge immediately on-site. Students learn new skills to find 
information for themselves. They learn to be independent and also to work in groups. It has been 
observed that students understand more quickly and better when they learn from their peers, which they 
testified to. It is important to mention that this method works effectively for smaller groups compared 
to larger ones as it allows for thorough monitoring of each student in relation to their work. It is 
recommended that the teacher or lecturer remain alert at all times during presentation times and be ready 
to correct errors and misrepresentations of the concepts. What was learned from this study is that physics 
can be made easier by involving students in their own learning, which also inspires more interest and 
enthusiasm for the subject. It is therefore advisable to use these interactive learning approaches in 
particular for subjects that are perceived as difficult. The study needs to further analyse the direct impact 
of peer teaching by analysing the understanding of concepts directly learnt through this approach. 
However, a 100% pass rate and throughput obtained in this module could be used to draw the conclusion 
of the success rate. 
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Abstract. In science and engineering, practical activities are necessary to test theoretical
knowledge in a natural environment. Modules like applied physics do not have enough time
to teach the students how to work on a printed circuit board or modify an existing circuit.
This paper presents an alternative way of training using a reconfigurable and low-cost PCB
board. The experiments are generally conducted using an experimental breadboard, where the
components are placed, following a schematic. The intention is not to replace the breadboard
from the student curriculum, but the proposed system can be implemented. Given the versatility
of the PCB, the proposed system can also be used for fast prototyping in research.

1. Introduction
Through the practical activities in electronics, students can better understand the theory and
the challenges related to assembling an electronic circuit. Generally, the practical exercises
consist of making and testing a circuit on a breadboard. More specialised academic courses
in electronics have several modules to improve the industrial technical skills of the students.
Contrary to purely scientific disciplines, the number of modules in electronics is minimal to
be practically used in the industry without further training. The classical approach using the
breadboard is still a valid teaching instrument. Still, in the proposed method, the experiments
will be performed using a set of reconfigurable circuits mounted on a Printed Circuit Board
(PCB). In the proposed novel training approach, the students start with studying the schematic
to figure out how to change the existing circuit to perform the designed task scheduled for a
specific day. The student can modify the circuit using appropriate components without soldering
from the schematic since a suitable socket can insert the electronic components.

2. The experimental board
The experimental prototyping board consist of four operational amplifiers, two passive filters, a
pair of transistor circuits, one digital to analogue circuit, and a slot for a comparator compatible
with the LM393. The different components of the system are highlighted in Figure 1.

2.1. Operational amplifier block
The circuit was inspired by an article in an old electronic magazine called Nuova Elettronica,
which proposed a universal operational amplifier board to fast realise operational amplifier
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Figure 1. The sub-circuit of the reconfigurable board. The red area indicates the four
operational amplifier circuits. The yellow area includes the transistor pair circuits. The green
domain shows the comparator. In the last brown area, from right to left, the ADC and the
passive filters are shown, respectively.

circuits for general applications [1]. The original schematic was adapted for training purposes
and the routed circuit was designed to be student-friendly. The schematic is depicted in Figure
2. The operational amplifier used is the LM358 [2]. This component has two internal operational
amplifiers and can operate with a single or dual power supply. The students can work directly
on the schematic by replacing the component with the appropriate values, leaving a space or
a shortcut. Suppose, for example, the students need to test a simple noninverting operational
amplifier circuit. The students can modify the circuit by the schematic inspection, as depicted
in Figure 3. The electronic components are placed on a female pin socket, as represented in
Figure 1. The component will be inserted in a male pin header, which takes the place of the
component represented in the schematic. Except for the operational amplifier integrated circuit
(IC), the other components are not placed on the board, providing a set of open circuits. On
the left side of Figure 3, the inverting amplifier is shown. In order to replicate the circuit on the
left, the only resistance placed on the PCB are the resistance R22 and R28, and the other socket
are left empty, except the resistor R26 which is replaced by a jumper. The input signal will be
placed in A21, and the output signal can be measured at the pin O22. In alternative some of
the students can choose the path R21-C21, and place the resistor R22 and the jumper at C21
respectively. In the last case, the lecturer can evaluate a different mark, since the modification
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Figure 2. Schematic of the universal operational amplifier, which is related to one of the two
operational amplifier in the LM358.

Figure 3. The preliminary work of the students to adapt the board to the appropriate circuit.

is not optimal1. The students need to be aware that each LM358 includes two operational
amplifiers and the unused operational amplifier need to be configured as a voltage follower with
positive input connected to the ground.

1 The alternative path require more components.
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Figure 4. DAC implementation.

2.2. The comparator
The operational amplifier is not generally optimal to work as a comparator since the slow-rate
[3]. For this component only an 8-DIP socket and the power connection are provided2. The
comparator should be a replacement for the LM393 [4].

2.3. Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC)
This sub-circuit is a plug-and-play block to training analogue to digital conversion. The students
insert the digital code through the 8-DIP switch to obtain the desired analogue value. As seen
in Figure 4, an external power supply should deliver 5V and the reference voltage. The digital
input can also be externally set through an eight-pin socket3.

2.4. Filters and transistors blocks
The transistor pair circuit is made of two NPN circuits reconfigurable using the same philosophy
of the operational amplifier circuits. One of the classical experiments in applied physics, and
engineering modules, is the definition and characterisation of high and low-pass passive filters
[5]. Since the filter blocks are not specified on the PCB, the task for the students will be to
identify if the chosen filter is low or high-pass [6].

3. Use of the board for research
The proposed board is designed to perform several experiments by changing the configuration of
the circuits. This property makes our board useful for teaching and learning and fast prototyping.

2 The teacher/lecturer can choose the favourite component.
3 This is useful when the DAC is controlled by a microcontroller, or other external digital devices.
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By looking at the board, it is possible to observe that each block can cooperate with the other
available blocks to realise a more complex circuit. The IC on the board are mounted on sockets
and can be replaced with the most updated one4.

4. Conclusion
The proposed board is designed to be implemented in the practical activities for applied physics
and engineering modules. The purpose of the board is a suitable training device to place students
in front of an actual device and train them to modify and analyse a ready-produced PCB board.
We believe this training approach can help the students’ careers in industry and research fields
and does not exclude the classical method of using the breadboard. Due to the board flexibility
of the board, the system can use for fast prototyping in research.
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Abstract. Kinematics is one of the topics taught at high school, from Grade 10 to Grade 12. This 

study was conducted with Grade 11 learners with the view to determine their understanding of 

Kinematics graphs in physical science. A questionnaire consisting of Algebraic graphs in 

Mathematics and Kinematics graphs were distributed to 98 Grade 11 learners. The responses 

were analysed statistically. The results showed that majority of learners have difficulties in the 

construction, analysis, and interpretation of not only Kinematics graphs but Algebraic graphs. 

The learners’ prior knowledge of Algebraic graphs and functions were supposed to assist them 

in the comprehension of Kinematics graphs and equations. They had difficulties with variables 

also in Algebra; as a result, became more difficult for them to understand and relate variables in 

Algebra with those in Kinematics. Though learners could answer questions in Algebra, they 

struggled to connect the meaning of the variables and to relate them to the meaning of underlying 

Kinematics concepts. Among other difficulties they encountered was setting up a scale for 

Kinematics when constructing them. In this regard, the learners performance demonstrated that 

they lacked scientific knowledge or literacy to comprehend Kinematics graphs. The study also 

agreed with previous studies that learners are unable to integrate their Mathematics knowledge 

with the Physics concepts or transfer their Kinematics knowledge to Algebra. 

1.  Introduction 

Learners in schools, including undergraduate students, in the science fields have difficulty to identify 

and apply their prior learning of basic Algebraic knowledge to solve Physics problems such as 

Kinematics graphs (Freitas et al., 2004). Observation yielded that undergraduate Physics students lacked 

the ability to apply their knowledge and skills of prior learning in linear Algebraic graphs (Mathematics) 

that could help them solve and present Kinematics graphs in Physics. The whole scenario raises the 

importance of Mathematics. This Discipline is known and reported to be an essential tool in the study 

of Physics; that is to say, studying Physics without the sound basics of Mathematics might prove very 

difficult (Pietrocola, 2008). In light of the above, Mathematics is even referred to as the “language of 

Physics” (Redish, 2005). Physicists blend conceptual Physics with mathematical skills and use them to 

solve and interpret equations and graphs (Redish, 2005). 

A high failure rate of first year undergraduate Physics students often appears to be blamed on their 

lack of high school content knowledge and conceptual understanding in both Mathematics and physical 

science (Semela, 2010). The use and application of Kinematics equations and graphs also seems to be 

one of the Physics content knowledge areas which high school learners struggle or have difficulty with 

at tertiary or undergraduate level, even though they have learnt this in their high school curriculum 

(Phage, Lemmer & Hitge, 2017). 

Previous studies such as Beichner (1990 and 1994), McDermott, Rosenquist and Zee, (1987), Brasell 

and Rowe, (1993), Woolnough, (2000), have reported that learners in Grade 10 to 12, including 

undergraduate learners, are still struggling with and have the inability in the understanding and 

interpretation of Physics graphs. The introduction of the concept of line graphs in Algebra 

(Mathematics) to Kinematics (Physics) was meant to equip Physics learners with graph skills as learnt 

from the Mathematics class.  

Though, against the educators’ beliefs, learners perform better in Algebra questions than in 

Kinematics. This means that their poor performance and inability to interpret graphs in Kinematics is 

not due to lack of Algebra knowledge (Phage, Lemmer & Hitge, 2017). Planinic et. al., (2011) and 
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Phage, (2015) stated that learners have difficulties with the interpretation of the slope of a line graph. 

Learners have also been observed to have challenges with interpretation of line graph in Algebra, but 

more in Kinematics context (et. al., 2011). 

This study will therefore determine what factors causes high school Physical Science learners to 

perform poorly in Kinematics graphs. The researcher would be able to determine their perceptions on 

the teaching and learning as well as their conceptual understanding that underpins the topic and what 

Algebraic knowledge do they need to comprehend Algebraic graphs. Further to that, he would also be 

in a position to establish what Algebraic knowledge they need in order to comprehend Algebraic graphs. 

In so doing, the researcher would be able to, firstly, propose a model of teaching and learning of 

Kinematics graphs that could not only enhance the comprehension of Kinematics graphs by high school 

physical science learners. Secondly, this would result in competency in the topic. Consequently, this 

would boost their moral as they develop more interest in the subject. And finally, the outcome would be 

improved results. The study will have a greater significance in the development and improved 

curriculum in the Further Education and Training (FET) subjects of Physics (Physical Science) and 

Algebra (Mathematics). 

2.  Theoretical framework 

According to Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) Grades 10-12 Physical Sciences 

(DBE, 2011), learning Sciences requires a learner-centered approach in the delivery of learning and 

teaching methodology (DBE, 2008) as well as strategy. This is an active and constructivist approach, in 

which a learner will develop an inquiry - based mind and hands-on activity skills (DBE, 2008). In this 

approach, critical thinking and problem-solving attitudes automatically form part of the basis of 

learning. It is therefore, necessary and encouraging that high school educators should instill critical 

thinking and problem-solving attributes among their learners. In so doing, grade 10 – 12 learners will 

be duly prepared to enter higher education learning and be able to use their prior learning (high school 

learning) to learn new concepts and ideas. 

It is necessary to comprehend what science is and how Physics fits within that field of study. One 

pertinent area within the study of Physics. According to Nwosu (2019) and Bosman (2006), Science 

hinges on a thorough understanding of the subject matter. As a result, it is important for teachers to 

instruct students effectively and to be fully prepared to discuss the nature of Science, its philosophies, 

and how it relates to culture. These scholars added that, in order for students to develop scientific 

literacy, teachers must also possess the procedural skills, values, and attitudes that are crucial to the 

study of Science. According to these authors, only a very small number of Science professors believe 

that their students lacked scientific literacy, which prevented them from performing scientific 

experiments. Engineers and physicists hold the belief that problem-solving and critical thinking are tools 

for Science (Nwosu, 2019; Bosman, 2009). 

According to Cen et al., (2016) and Mitnik et al., (2009), the ability to create and comprehend graphs 

is a crucial skill for understanding science. Its absence might be perceived as a barrier to and handicap 

for conceptualizing science. Students of all ages cannot relate Kinematics concepts like position, 

velocity, and acceleration to the prior Algebraic knowledge of graphs that they have (Mitnik et al., 2009). 

Previous researches (Redish & Kuo, 2015; Uhden et al., 2012) have reported that graphs in 

Kinematics as a mathematical-physical models that illustrate the motion of objects. Redish & Kuo, 

(2015); Uhden et al., (2012) argued that the models assist in the mathematization of physical system or 

model in order to integrate the physical knowledge of concepts with the technical and structural 

knowledge in Mathematics. Learners in a Physics class acquire their knowledge to make physical 

meaning with Mathematics (Redish & Kuo, 2015). Learners therefore are prompted to extract 

knowledge of relevant subsets in Physics and Mathematics to associate them with the actual meaning of 

Mathematics symbols and formulae. There are two symbols, , that are represented by mathematical 

functions, and these are Algebraic and graphical symbols. The Algebraic and graphical representations 

in Physics carry physical meaning of variables used in these functions. According to reports, the 

understanding of line graphs comes from a combination of several types, such as pattern recognition 
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that interprets and provides qualitative and quantitative information as indicated by labels and titles 

(Canham & Hegarty, 2010). 

Lemmer and Gunstone (2016) indicate that it is of paramount importance that learners be introduced 

to real world phenomena before they can be allowed to derive the physical-mathematical models of such 

phenomena. It is; therefore, that learners use the experiences of real world and laboratory exposure to 

be acquainted with the relationship between the concepts and Mathematics found in the Physics and 

Physics-mathematical models (Lemmer, 2013; Zwickl, Hu, Finkelstein & Lewandowski, 2015). 

Educators are expected to teach their learners to integrate knowledge of Physics and Mathematics as 

this knowledge does not come to them automatically (Moyo, 2020; Glazer, 2011 & Phage 2015). Phage 

(2015) even recommended that Physics educators should also be allowed to teach Mathematics in the 

lower grades in order to enforce this knowledge and review or relate those Algebraic concepts and 

knowledge with the new Physics concepts to be learned. 

Hermida (2014),) argue that, in order for students to learn effectively, they believe that their 

instructors must be able to communicate with them at a personal level. These authors also stated that it 

is important to look into how students and institutions perceive effective teaching, how students' 

perspectives of effective Physics instruction using Mathematics have changed over time, and how their 

perceptions of good teaching compare. It has been shown that some teachers believe it is simple to teach 

Physics ideas even when their pupils find it challenging (Gumede, 2020; Rankhumise & Raphoto, 2014; 

Gunstone, Mulhall, McKittrick, 2009). These authors claimed that the teachers who are knowledgeable 

and skilled in Physics topics are the ones who comprehend and have feelings regarding the teaching 

challenges of such concepts. 

3.  Research Method 

The participants were comprised of 124 Grade 11 learners from various high schools in the Free State 

Department of Basic Education, South Africa. The schools were from three districts made up of varied 

and mixed nature demographic backgrounds such as, viz., rural (farms and villages), semi-rural 

(township), and urban (city and former Model C). A purposive sampling of all Grade 11 Physical 

Science learners in these schools was used.  All participants belonged in the mainstream of Physical 

science (Physics and Chemistry) and Mathematics as specialization subjects in their secondary school 

level. The participant's` biographical information is covered in the results along with reader 

(participants) characteristics. 

A questionnaire (quantitative data) was used to elicit answers for the study topic and research tool, 

which was then followed by interviews (qualitative data). The questionnaire consisted of two sections 

of multiple-choice questions, namely one on Kinematics (Beichner, 1994; Susac,  Bubic, Kazotti, 

Planinic, and Palmovic, 2018) with 30 items, and one on corresponding Mathematics graph operations 

(27 items). The Test of Understanding Graphs in Kinematics (TUG-K), created by Beichner (1994}, 

served as the source for the Kinematics questions on the questionnaire (1994). It was utilized to evaluate 

the participants' comprehension utilizing various graph operations on the level of the Grade 11 South 

African school year. Only one-dimensional motion was considered in this study. To test the learners' 

deeper comprehension of graph operations, the researcher created extra questions. Four graph operations 

were included in the survey. These were: reading coordinates, comparing, and calculating the area under 

graphs, graph gradients, and connecting representations (Algebraic equations and shape of graphs). The 

following step was to create related Mathematics problems on linear functions that need the same 

operations as the Kinematics problems. 

The content of the questionnaire was verified by fellow high school educators in the Physical Science 

field and teaching the subject. They were piloted with thirsty Grade 12 physical science learners from a 

different school in one of the selected districts. The necessary changes from their input and 

recommendations were made, though there were only a few mistakes that were found. The final 

questionnaire's reliability was confirmed by using the Cronbach's alpha coefficients of 0.69 for the 

Kinematics portion and 0.75 for the Mathematics section.  
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Descriptive statistical analysis was used to determine the effect sizes for differences in means of 

separate groups. The researcher examined the impact of reader characteristics on participant 

performance in the Mathematics (Algebra) and Kinematics (Physics) sections of the questionnaire (Ellis 

& Steyn, 2003). A value of d=0.2 implies a little effect, d=0.5 a moderate effect, and d=0.8 a difference 

of practical importance. The participants' gender, and whether they received the same grade the year 

before or not (were taken into consideration. Statistical analysis was used to compare the variations in 

average percentages between the Algebra and Kinematics areas of the Mathematics questionnaire’s 

responses. 

Since sampling was done, effect sizes were used in the statistical analysis of the questionnaire results. 

The McNemar test was used to analyze and interpret the proportional differences between Algebra and 

Kinematics success rates using Cohen's effect sizes (Stokes, Davis & Koch, 2012). The effect size 

numbers demonstrates if there is a practically significant difference between the percentages of 

participants who were able to correctly answer the Algebra questions and those who were able to 

correctly answer the Kinematics questions. W=0.1 denotes a negligible effect, W=0.3 a moderate effect, 

and W=0.5 a practically substantial difference between the two factors under consideration. 

After completing the questionnaire, twelve randomly chosen respondents with a range of skills 

participated in a group interview to further explore how past Kinematics knowledge affected their ability 

to understand graphs. The information elicited was related to: 

- The differences and similarities between distance & displacement and speed & velocity 

- Naming equations of motion and stating what each symbol stands for 

- Between velocity-time and displacement-time graphs, in which one can you obtain average 

velocity, and in which can you obtain instantaneous velocity? 

- Which equation of linear motion can give a straight line on a v-t graph? Explain your answer. 

- Given vf = vi + at with constant a, which symbol represents the gradient, and which one 

represents the y-intercept on a v-t graph? 

 The interview transcripts were classified and recorded. In every area of the research investigation, 

the ethical standards of the research procedures were followed.  

4.  1. Findings from an empirical investigation and discussion 

4.1.  Respondent characteristics 

Table 1 below depicts the total number of respondents and their average percentages for each category.  

Table 1. Comparison of the how respondent characteristics affected their answers to the 

Kinematics and Mathematics questions:  

(a) Gender % of 

participants 

Mathematics Kinematics 

 Male 76 67% 38% 

 Female 48 58% 32% 

 Effect sizes (d-value): 0.58 0.52 

(b) School year gap 

Grade 11 

% of 

participants 

Mathematics Kinematics 

 One year 111 66% 36% 

 Two years 13 59% 33% 

 More years                               0 0 0 

 Effect sizes (d-value): 0.43 0.23 

The results in Table 1 demonstrate that minor to moderate performance discrepancies were caused 

by varying respondent attributes. With a medium effect size (0.5), male respondents outperformed 
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female respondents in the Kinematics and Mathematics parts. Participants who completed grade 10 

the previous year performed distinctly better (effect size 0.43) in Mathematics section than those who 

had a gap of two or more years in comparison with their prior studies of Mathematics, even though 

only a small effect size (0.23) appeared for Kinematics section.  

4.2.  Contextual understanding and inferential techniques 

Participants did perform better on the Mathematics items than the Kinematics items requiring equivalent 

processes in both the overall questionnaire and for each component. While the average score in 

Kinematics was only 35% (standard deviation 12.8 percent), the average score for all Mathematics 

problems was 63% (standard deviation 16.0 percent).  

4.2.1.  Reading of the coordinates  

In general, participants performed better while reading coordinates, as observable by the high 

performance (92%) of Figure 1's Kinematics item P6.1. The remaining Kinematics problems and the 

two Mathematics questions that only required a simple reading of coordinates also had excellent results 

(> 80%). The McNemar test found no differences between Kinematics and Mathematics coordinate 

reading performances that were significant (w-0,2).  

 

P6. The position-time graph below shows the straight-line motion of an object. Answer the 

following questions:  

 
P6.1 The position at the 2 second point in 

the position-time graph is most nearly:  

 1.   0.4 m 

 2.   2.0 m 

 3.   2.5 m 

 4.   5.0 m 

 5.   9.0 m 

P6.2 The velocity at the 2 second point in the 

position-time graph is most nearly:  

1      0.4 m/s 

2      2.0 m/s 

3      2.5 m/s 

4      5.0 m/s 

5     10.0 m/s 

Figure 1. An example of items testing for coordinate reading and gradient of Kinematics graphs 

(Phage et al., 2017) 

 

As demonstrated by the findings of the interviews and other issues included in the questionnaire, the 

finding that participants were able to recognize coordinate pairs on Cartesian planes in a Kinematics 

context does not necessarily mean that they had attained knowledge of the Kinematics ideas. For 

instance, only seven out of the 12 interviewees were able to define velocity in a manner that was 

acceptable in science language. 

4.2.2.  Gradient determining and interpreting. Further testing was done to determine if learners could 

deduce the velocity at a certain time point from the position-time graph in Figure 1 by using it (P6.2). 

Approximately 65% of participants selected option 3 correctly. It's interesting to see that roughly 20% 

of participants just read the value 5 off the position axis (option 4). The interviews supported the 

participants' difficulties in relating velocity to the position-time graph's gradient. 

    The Kinematics graph from Figure 1 was also provided in the Mathematics section, with the main 

variation being the use of y and x variables rather than position and time to determine whether the 

participants possess the Mathematical ability to determine the gradient at a point. 83% of the participants 

correctly responded to the question, "What is the gradient of the graph at x = 2?" This pair of related 
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Kinematics and mathematical questions was answered in a different way with a moderate effect (w = 

0.30). Several participants who did well on the arithmetic test struggled to solve the Kinematics problem.  

    The participant's comprehension of the fundamental Kinematics concepts of displacement, average 

and instantaneous velocity, as well as acceleration, was further revealed by the interviews. The ratio of 

position to time (v=s/t) rather than the ratio of change in position to time (v=s/t) was frequently mistaken 

for average velocity. This error was also evident in some questions from the questionnaires and the 

interviews, such as P6.4's calculation of velocity at 5 seconds from the graph in Figure 1. This error was 

particularly obvious when it came to determining the gradient of kinematic graphs for line graph 

segments that did not pass through the origin, or in situations where Δs/Δt≠s/t. P6.4 was correctly 

answered by just 8% of participants, and 17% correctly answered the comparable arithmetic question, 

with a modest practical meaningful difference of w=0.2. 

4.2.3.  Area under a graph. Figure 2 illustrates two of the questionnaire questions that assessed learners' 

capacity to calculate the area under a graph (item M7.2) and apply it to a Kinematics graph (item P1).  

 

     The correct response to the math question M7.2 is graph (C), while the correct response to the 

question P1 is graph (B) with the equivalent form. Only 28% of participants correctly answered the 

Kinematics question, while 69% of participants correctly answered the Mathematics question. The high 

w-value of 0.63 indicates the practical importance of this disparity in their responses. The other matching 

pairings of items on comparison and area under graphs calculation likewise showed same tendency. All 

w-values ranged from medium to large. 

 

M7.2 Choose the answers of questions below 

from the following graphs. In all these graphs the 

maximum values for y are the same. Which one of 

the graphs has the largest area under the graph 

from x=0 to x=5? 

  (A)     (B)     (C)          (D)             (E) 

 

P1 Velocity versus time graphs for five 

objects are shown below. All axes have the same 

scale. Which object had the greatest change in 

position (displacement) during the interval? 

 

Figure 2. An example of corresponding Mathematics and Kinematics items testing for comparison 

of area under graph lines (Phage et al., 2017). 

4.2.4.  Relation in representation. Five graphs of various types of the corresponding Algebraic and 

Kinematics items (M4 and P20) on the link between graphic and Algebraic representations are shown 

in Figure 3 below. Participants had to match a Mathematical function or Kinematics equation to one of 

the provided graphics using the items M4.1 and P20.1, M4.2 and P20.3, and M4.3 and P20.2. 

M4: Choose the answers to the questions below 

from the following graph forms 

 
A                  B               C            D            E 

P20: Choose the answers of questions below from 

the following graph forms 

 
       A              B                C                D                  E 

Figure 3. An example of corresponding Mathematics and Kinematics items on connection 

of graphic and Algebraic representations (Phage et al., 2017). 
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   The findings reveal that, in M4.1 (graph (A) and P20.1 (graph (A), respectively, 67% and 65% of 

participants correctly identified straight lines. A similar percentage of participants correctly identified 

graph (E) as hyperbolic and connected graph (C) with the provided quadratic function in the following 

arithmetic questions. Only 27% of participants correctly identified the hyperbolic form of the 

Kinematics expression in P20.3 and only 38% of participants associated the quadratic equation with 

graph (C) in the Kinematics item P20.2 (E). While a small -value of 0.03 was found for the associated 

straight-line graphs, the hyperbolic and parabolic equations produced large -values (0.58 and 0.44) 

reflecting medium to practically significant disparities in reactions in the two contexts. The interviews 

confirmed that participants had trouble making connections among various Kinematics function 

representations. 

5.  Conclusion and recommendations 

Data in this study have demonstrated that some learners do have a limited Algebraic knowledge and 

they lack conceptual understanding and knowledge, as well as practical use and application in 

Kinematics graphs. This contributed to the factors that influence high school learners' difficulties with 

the comprehension of Kinematics graphs. Learners still lack conceptual understanding and knowledge 

of Kinematics and its graph. They were unable to relate Algebraic concept with Kinematics concepts or 

find similarity between them especially in terms of graphing and graph skills. Terminology also seems 

to be an integral contribution to their comprehension of Kinematics graphs. They were unable to define 

concepts in Kinematics graphs in order to read, plot, analyse and interpret data and graphs, meaning that 

they were struggling to deduce meaning and information from these data and graphs. 

Both Kinematics (Physics) and Algebraic (Mathematics) functions should place more emphasis on 

the context (interpretation) of graphs in order to improve learning and knowledge transfer. Finding the 

meaning of graphs and of their characteristics (such as slope, area under the graph) seems to be one of 

the most challenging areas of graph analysis for these respondents), as evidenced by the study of 

learners’ difficulties with graphs. Another observation, and/or argument we have derived from this study 

is that, that learners must comprehend graphs during instruction, learn about and debate their meaning 

through peer cooperation, and, if at all possible, relate graphs to actual examples of motion (for example 

through the use of motion detectors).  

Although it appears that there is not much knowledge transfer from Algebra to Kinematics, this may 

be because learners do not recognize the similarities between some Algebraic and Kinematics problems. 

This calls more for reflection of what high school Physics (Physical Science) educators need to do before 

dwelling into the Kinematics and its graphs concepts. Both the curricula of Mathematics and Physical 

Science need to be reviewed to accommodate the introductions of what concepts and knowledge is and 

will be required from Algebra (Mathematics) to Kinematics (Physics).  

This conforms with previous studies (McDermott et al., 1987; Redish et al., 2015) that Mathematics 

is the language and tool for problem-solving in Physics. It is in light of the above therefore that the 

researcher recommends that the conceptual understanding and interpretation of Kinematics (Physics) 

and Algebra (Mathematics) quantities by learners, as well as the development of better connections 

between the two disciplines, are all critical areas for educators to focus on.     
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Abstract. In metrology, a Kibble balance is an instrument used by metrologists to measure the 

kilogram which is the SI unit for mass. There are several physics principles used in the operation 

of this instrument – namely electromagnetism, classical mechanics, electrostatics, electricity, 

optics, materials science, and metrology. The basis of this investigation is on all these physics 

disciplines applied for the functionality of the Kibble balance. The National Metrology Institute 

of South Africa (NMISA) developed a miniature version of the Kibble balance with 3D printed 

mechanical parts, referred to as the Mobile Kibble Balance (MKB). This version serves the same 

purpose as a Kibble balance but has less accuracy and precision. Detailed, uncomplicated 

explanations for all the mechanisms involved in operating the MKB are given. This paper 

demonstrates the educational value of the MBK in teaching physics and promotes metrology in 

the community.  

1.  Introduction 

A Kibble balance (originally known as a Watt Balance) is an instrument used by metrologists to realize 

the kilogram with high accuracy. Like most balances, it needs a certain force to counter another force: 

Thus, an electromagnetic force induced in a current carrying coil immersed in a magnetic field is used 

to balance out the weight of a test mass. 

  

 
Figure 1: Kibble balance model of NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) 
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In this paper, the NMISA MKB is used to demonstrate the Kibble balance’s core operation modes 

for better visualization and understanding. A discussion of the physics principles applied in the MKB 

and suggestion on how to integrate the instrument in modern education are also given.    

2.  NMISA’s mobile Kibble balance and functionality  

A Mobile Kibble balance (MKB) serves the same purpose as a Kibble balance but is a much simplified 

and less precise version of it. The MKB is used to demonstrate how the actual Kibble balance realizes 

the kilogram or calibrates mass. In Figure 2(a), the main components of an MKB system are depicted. 

 

(a)  (b)  
Figure 2: (a) All components that make up the mobile Kibble balance system. 

(b) A labelled diagram of the balance. 

 

There are two basic operation modes for the MKB – (1) weighing (or force) mode and (2) velocity 

(or calibration) mode. Before performing any measurements, a driver coil is chosen. The coil  will be 

supplied with current as needed per operation mode requirement. In the weighing mode, a test mass is 

placed on a pan attached to the coil with a current-carrying wire emersed in a magnetic field 

(measurement coil). When energized, the measurement coil induces an electromagnetic force that 

counters the weight of the test mass. It would have been ideal to simply use 𝑚𝑔 = 𝐼𝐵𝐿 (2.1) as a working 

equation, where 𝐼 is the current needed to counter the test mass’s weight, 𝐵 is the magnetic field strength 

and 𝐿 is the length of the wire. However, it is challenging to accurately obtain the 𝐵 and 𝐿 values during 

measurements.  

 

(a) (b)  
Figure 3: (a) Illustrates the weighing mode of operation. (b) Illustrates the velocity mode of operation. 

 

To take care of this we need the velocity mode. This is because it also has these quantities appearing 

in its working equation i.e., 𝑉 = 𝑣𝐵𝐿 (from Faraday’s law), where 𝑉 is the induced voltage and 𝑣 the 

speed of the coils. The velocity mode can be viewed as a second step in taking measurements with a 

mobile Kibble balance. Here, the driver coil is supplied with a sinusoidal signal that in turn makes the 

balance’s coils alternate in a sinusoidal motion at constant average speed 𝑣 [2]. Voltage, V, is thus 

induced in the coils due to the change in magnetic flux as described by Faraday’s law of induction [3].  

 

In a final step the 𝐵 and 𝐿 are eliminated, using working equations obtained from the weighing and 

velocity mode i.e., 𝑚𝑔 = 𝐼𝐵𝐿 (2.2) and 𝑉 = 𝐵𝐿𝑣 (2.3) to get 𝑚 ≈
𝑉𝐼

𝑔𝑣
 (2.4) where 𝑔 is the earth’s 

gravitational acceleration and 𝑚 the mass of the test mass. The final approximation is only valid if one 
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uses the same driver coil for the two modes [2]. Notice that this final expression is free of 𝐵 and 𝐿 as 

desired. 

 

3.  Physics Principles Applied in the Mobile Kibble Balance  

 
Table 1: A table summarizing the physics principles from the MKB mechanical parts with their functions 

  Name Part of the system Function Physics Principle 

1.  Magnet 

 

Provides magnet 

field to coils 

Magnetism 

(Magnetic field) 

2.  Coil former pans 

 

Platform for 

mass pieces 

Classical 

Mechanics 

(Forces) 

3.  Mirror 

 

Reflects laser 

light to measure 

ruler 

Optics 

(Light reflection) 

4.  Coil wires 

 

Carry current 

and induce 

electric field 

Electrostatics 

(Current-carrying 

conductors) 

5.  Line laser 

 

System’s 

equilibrium 

sensing 

Optics 

(Light 

polarisation) 

6. 
 

 

Arm beam and 

knife edge 

 

Designed for 

balance 

Classical 

Mechanics 

(Forces) 

7.  MKB 

 

Mass calibration 

Metrology 

(Physical 

Metrology) 
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This section is the meat of the investigation where the basic physics principles governing the operation 

of the MKB are clearly summarized (Table 1). Touching on classical mechanics, optics, magnetism, 

electrostatics, and metrology, this is an ideal educational tool for a physics educator or student. However, 

before recommending ways to integrate the MKB in a classroom, reasons why physics’ teaching 

methods need to be improved are discussed.  

4.  Link to Education  

With all the theorical implications above, it is now time to highlight reasons why including a MKB in a 

classroom would be effective and the specific areas in physics where improvements can be made. In a 

case study conducted by the University of Liverpool in 2003, the reason why fewer secondary students 

were interested in physics than in biology was investigated. This investigation involved 317 physics 

students from six comprehensive secondary schools in Liverpool [1].  

 

The university used short questionnaires to collect data from the same sample of students. A closed-

form item was used to ask if students found physics ‘very interesting’, ‘boring’ or ‘neither interesting 

nor boring’. Next, in an open-form item, the students were required to substantiate their previous answer 

with any number of reasons. From that case study the specific areas in the discipline which the 

uninterested students expressed to be boring are evaluated [1]. In the discussion of results subsection, 

the link between practical and theoretical learning is made and later we propose a few ways in which 

the MKB can be used practically in a classroom.   

 

4.1 Results from the case study 

Tables 1 to 3 are the results obtained by the University of Liverpool in their investigation as introduced 

in the beginning of this section. Disclaimer: we took interest in the following data (Tables 1 to 3) from 

a paper published by the University of Liverpool as cited in this section. 
 

Table 2: A table with proportions of the students considering physics boring, interesting or neither 

How students find physics 
Males 

(%) 

Females 

(%) 

All 

(%) 

Very interesting 8 4 6 

Interesting 28 13 20 

Neither interesting nor boring 26 25 26 

Boring 20 29 25 

Very boring 18 20 24 

 
Table 3: A table with categories of reasons for why 

students find physics boring and their proportions 
Table 4: A table with the specific content of physics found 

boring or interesting and their proportions 

Category of reason 
Percentage of 

sample (%) 

Difficult/hard subject 48 

Do not enjoy subject 30 

Content of subject 20 

Subject irrelevent 14 

Subject too easy 11 

Too little practical work 7 

Subject repetitive/predictable 6 
 

Specific content of physics 

found boring or interesting 

Boring 

(%) 

Interesting 

(%) 

Mathematical aspects 15 12 

Electricity 3 8 

Energy 1 8 

Forces 2 5 

Solar system/universe - 6 

Circuits - 4 

Nuclear energy - 3 

Magnetism - 3 

Colour/spectrum - 1 
 

Note: Percentages may total more than 100% because individual students offered more than one reason and percentages 

may not total exactly 100% due to rounding. Total number of students who participated, n = 317. 
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4.2 Discussion of results from case study 

As seen in Table 2, about 49% of the 317 students found physics to be either boring or very boring. This 

alarming percentage alone could justify for the need to improve the way in which teachers present 

physics in schools.  

 

The University of Liverpool further investigated to see what the reasons were for students to find 

physics uninteresting. As a result, the reasons were then grouped into categories as seen in Table 3. 

Further investigations to gauge the effectiveness of the MKB in dealing with the reasons offered by the 

students can be made. 

 

These reasons only highlight the problems learners are facing in physics as a whole and not 

necessarily the concerns in specific areas of the study. Therefore, to put a pin to the problem, the 

university then took the investigation a step further to get the specific areas of physics that were 

uninteresting to students. According to Table 4, there are four areas listed that the MKB touches on – 

these are ‘Forces’, ‘Magnetism’, ‘Color/Spectrum’ (Optics) and ‘Electricity’ (Electrostatics). Therefore, 

considering these results and the summary from the Physics Principles Applied in the MKB section, it 

can be inferred that a substantial number of areas in physics is touched on by the MKB.  

 

This offers physics educators an opportunity to practically demonstrate multiple concepts that they 

teach. According to Robin Miller who did a study in the role of practical work in the teaching and 

learning of science, not only can practical work make learning more interesting, but it can develop 

students’ scientific knowledge. However, to do this there are a few requirements to ensure effectiveness. 

Firstly, the educators must clearly and concisely define the objectives of the practical task, then plan an 

explicit strategy that will make students think about the concepts while doing the practical task to create 

a link between the task and scientific knowledge [5].  

 

Jan Wrenn and Bruce Wrenn of Andrews University re-enforce this idea of practical learning. They 

did a study on enhancing learning by integrating theory and practice. Using a strategy that compels both 

students and teacher to assume the role of both teacher and student in separate scenarios. These scenarios 

included both learning and applying (practising) what has been taught. They found that all participants 

maximised gaining knowledge through learning, reflecting, interacting, and applying what was learned. 

The only difficult thing to measure was which party learned more since both the teacher and learners 

gained knowledge [6]. Therefore, the MKB provides an opportunity for practical learning of physics in 

schools. The effectiveness of improving learning by introducing the MKB in a classroom can be 

measured through implementation and evaluating changes in future investigations.          

5.  Prescriptions for integrating a MKB in modern education 

This section discusses ways in which teachers can use the MKB in a modern classroom as an attempt to 

enhance the experience of learning physics. Analogous to having a human skeleton in a biology class or 

chemicals in a chemistry lab, an MKB can be a prominent teaching tool in a physics classroom. One of 

the key aspects of this tool is that it touches more than one area of the subject, thus making it multi-

purpose in application.  

5.1.  Education levels recommended for MKB use 

From the commencement of the study of physics it is important that students grasp its concepts 

properly.  Hence it is recommended that the MKB gets integrated in a classroom from the first year of 

learning physics – grade 10 in South Africa. It can be used as an apparatus for experiments or a 

visualization aid for concepts to improve learning [4].   

5.2.  Possible experimental projects 

As shown under the Link to Education section, the MKB has a great span over physics. One can only 

lack imagination when it comes to the physics projects that can be curated for students using the MKB. 

In this section, we suggest a few of these projects without imposing limitations to any other ones. 
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Table 5: A table with proposed investigations for practical tasks using the MKB or its components and their descriptions 

Proposed investigation Description 

Balancing forces  

(Classical mechanics) 

In this project, students can explore the concept of weight using the balance and mass 

pieces. Mass calibration (Application - Metrology); Traditional calibration of mass 

(assigning mass values to mass pieces) can be an extra step for their investigation. 

Current carrying coils 

(Electromagnetism) 

The classic right-hand rule is a famous convention in physics, but truth be told it takes 

some imagination to visualize the result of what happens when we have a current-carrying 

conductor. This is where the MKB comes in. Electromagnetic force behavior can be 

studied using the coils of the balance. Balancing the electromagnetic force with a mass 

piece’s weight can be an addition to this project. Coil properties can also be investigated, 

such as the number of coils, wire thickness and wire material. 
Magnetic field properties 

investigations 

(Magnetism) 

Using the MKB’s magnets, students can study the properties of magnets and their fields. 

This can be further visualized using the magnetic field lines sketches. The concepts of 

repulsion and attraction can also be seen. 

Light reflection 

investigations 

(Optics) 

Warning: Lasers can lead to blindness; the right goggles must be worn as a safety 

precaution. The MKB has lasers that can be used for optics observations like light 

reflection. The laser in the base (see Table 1, no. 7) can also be used to study how light 

behaves in other media, for example light refraction. 

Determining the 

experimental value of 

Planck constant 

(Application – 

Metrology) 

As an application task, learners can work towards obtaining the Planck constant. The 

following may be the outline used when curating an investigation: From the weighing and 

velocity mode’s working equation (equations 2.2 and 2.3 respectively). The Planck 

constant can then be approximated to be 

ℎ =
(𝐵𝐿)𝑤

(𝐵𝐿)𝑣
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣  (5.1) 

where (𝐵𝐿)𝑤 the value for (𝐵𝐿) from weighing mode, (𝐵𝐿)𝑣 the (𝐵𝐿) value from the 

velocity mode and ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣  is the conventional Planck constant i.e., ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = 6,62607015 ×
1034Js, (Refer to section 2 for description of symbols) 

6.  Conclusion 

This paper has discussed the basic functions of the MKB and its potential for addressing the existing 

gaps in physics education. It was shown how using an MKB as a visualization tool or experiment 

apparatus can potentially facilitate the teaching and assessing of physics learners. The instrument is 

particularly advantageous because it explicitly handles multiple fields in physics which are relevant to 

school or undergraduate curricula. Lastly, since this is an instrument adapted from an actual instrument 

used in metrology (the Kibble balance), it does bring about awareness for metrology itself.  

7.  Investigation recommendations 

There exists great potential for further study in this field. Additional research could include obtaining 

feedback from learners to assess the impact of the ideas proposed in this paper. A broader survey can be 

done to observe if the gaps found in the Liverpool case study apply to other school curricula in different 

regions. Considering the growing novelty of 3D printing technology, the 3D printed parts of the MKB 

can be discussed and improved to ensure cost effectiveness and improved functionality of the system. 

These are a few of many recommendations possible to scale up this investigation.  
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Abstract. This study focussed on investigating the effectiveness of using a newly prepared 

pelletized biopolymeric composite material for the adsorption of VOCs pharmaceutical 

effluents. Composite materials have received a great deal of scientific and technological 

attention due to the potential benefits associated with their unique properties, such as ease of 

preparation, high durability, good recyclability and high adsorption capability. In this study, 

the biosorbent was created by blending/coating a synthetic polymer (carboxen-1000) with 

activated Moringa oleifera seed husks (MOSH) under optimized conditions to create a new 

biopolymeric composite material. This material was then tested for its effective removal of 

three selected VOCs (BTE: benzene, toluene and ethylbenzene) in pharmaceutical effluents. 

Advanced techniques like FTIR, SEM, XRD, N2-BET and TGA were used to characterize the 

material. A recovery efficiency of >98% was recorded for the BTE.  The material was also still 

effective after being used in 3 cycles. 

1. Introduction 

Water pollution caused by toxic organic pollutants found in pharmaceutical effluents is currently a 

major threat to public health not only in South Africa, but also around the world. Volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) such as benzene, toluene and ethylbenzene (BTE) are among the most toxic in 

this group of compounds, thus, are referred to as emerging dangerous environmental pollutants carried 

along by pharmaceutical effluents. Human exposure to these VOCs has been linked to the 

development of various diseases, including cancer (Amann et al., 2014).  

 

To address this issue, the adsorption technique, which employs adsorbent materials such as activated 

carbons among others (Liew et al., 2018), has received considerable attention. However, traditional 

adsorbents typically have low adsorption capacity. As a result, biopolymeric composite materials, 

which combine the benefits of several materials, are gaining attention as potential materials for 
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addressing global challenges in water purification. Recently, agricultural wastes such as Moringa 

oleifera seed husks (MOSH) have been used in the preparation of these biopolymer composite 

materials. This is because they are inexpensive, biodegradable, and readily available, making them 

suitable for use even in developing countries. A study conducted by Ibrahim et al. (2022) reported that 

biopolymer composite materials have a high adsorption capacity of pollutants such as dyes and heavy 

metals during wastewater treatment.  

 

Biopolymer composite pellets were created in this study by combining activated MOSH powder with a 

synthetic polymer (carboxen-1000) powder in an optimized ratio. The pellets were prepared using a 

Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) instrument. The pellets were then characterized using a variety of 

techniques and tested for BTE removal from pharmaceutical wastewater samples. 

2. Materials and methods  

2.1. Materials 

All chemicals and solvents used in this study were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). The 

synthetic carboxen-1000 polymer was also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany).  The Moringa 

oleifera seed husks (MOSH) were collected from a farm in Zvezda Game Resort, located in the North 

West province of South Africa. 

 

 2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Preparation of the biopolymer composite pellets 

Activated Moringa oleifera (MO) powder was prepared according to a method reported by Bezzera et 

al. (2020). The activated MO powder was blended with the synthetic polymer powder in optimized 

ratios; 5 wt%, 3 wt%, and 1 wt% synthetic polymer using a tubular mixer. The mixtures were 

consolidated by Spark Plasma Sintering (HPD 25, FCT System GmbH Germany) instrument in order 

to produce the pellets. The powders were loaded into a graphite die, 20 mm diameter and sintered 

using an optimized temperature and time of 300⁰C and 5min., respectively. The mixed powders were 

uniaxial pressed at 50 Mpa at a heating rate of 100⁰C/min.  

 

2.2.2. Characterization of the synthesized pellets 

The functional groups formed in the material were identified using FTIR. SEM, XRD and the N2-BET 

method coupled with Nitrogen gas were used to investigate the microstructure of the material 

produced. The thermal stability of the pellets was investigated using TGA. 

 

2.2.3. Batch adsorption studies on the prepared adsorbents 

Preliminary experiments were conducted on the pellets in order to investigate the effect of contact 

time, initial pH, initial concentration and adsorbent dosage. This was not one of the objectives, but it 

was done to ensure the best possible working conditions for the adsorption studies. One of the primary 

goals of the study was to investigate the effect of adsorption temperature on the pellets. 

Hydrogen chloride (HCl) and formic acid (HCO2H) were used to wash the pellets for regeneration and 

reuse.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Characterization results 

3.1.1. FTIR analysis 

The FTIR spectra of the synthesized biopolymer composite pellets before and after adsorption are 

shown in Figure 1. The presence of functional groups such as -OH (3680 cm-1), C-O stretching 

vibration (1033 cm-1) as well as carbonyl groups can be seen in the spectra. These identified functional 

groups all play a role during the adsorption process in agreement with similar findings reported in the 

literature (Ambaye et al., 2021). The FTIR spectra for before and after adsorption were compared to 
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demonstrate that indeed adsorption occurred and to identify which functional groups were responsible 

for the VOCs uptake. 

 

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of the synthesized biopolymer composite 

pellets before and after adsorption 

 

 

3.1.2. SEM analysis 

The SEM micrograph of the synthesized biopolymer composite pellets is shown in Figure 2. The 

pellets, as seen in the image, had a heterogeneous morphology with some well-defined pores. Because 

of their high porosity, these pellets would therefore make excellent adsorbents according to Avci et al. 

(2018). 

 

 
Figure 2. SEM image of the biopolymer 

composite 3000 magnification times 

 

 

3.1.3. XRD analysis 

Well-developed 

pore 
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The carboxen-1000 synthetic polymer structure (fig.3a) was very crystalline, as evidenced by the 

presence of sharp peaks, whereas the structure of activated MOSH (neat pellets powder) (fig.3b) was 

amorphous. The biopolymer composite pellets powder structure had a few sharp peaks due to the 

presence of the very crystalline carboxen-1000 synthetic polymer, but their overall structure was 

amorphous, similar to that of the matrix, which was activated MOSH. 

 

 
Figure 3. X-ray diffractogram of (a) carboxen-1000 powder, (b) activated MOSH (neat 

pellets powder) and (c) the synthesized carboxen-activated MOSH pellets powder 

 

 

 

3.1.4. N2-BET analysis 

The N2-BET method was used to study the micro and mesoporous structure of the pellets in a nitrogen 

environment. Table 1 compares the particulate structural properties of biopolymer composite pellets to 

those of neat pellets. The batch adsorption studies revealed that the composite pellets had a higher 

adsorption capacity than the neat pellets. This could be attributed to their greater specific surface area, 

pore volume, and smaller pore size (Table 1). Adsorption capacity increases with increasing specific 

surface area and pore volume (Ma et al., 2014).  

 

Table 1. Results of the relative densities and micro hardness of sintered sample. 
 

Sample 
Specific surface area 

(m².g−1) 

Total pore volume 

(cm³.g−1) 

Average pore 

size (nm) 

Neat activated MOSH pellets 1.403 0.027 2.259 

5 wt.% carboxen-activated 

MOSH pellets 

3.497 0.033 1.927 

Not included in Table 1 are the results of 1- and 3-wt% carboxen-activated MOSH pellets. Both have 

their specific surface areas as well as their total pore volume lying between the values recorded 

between the neat and the 5 wt.%. 

 

3.1.5. TGA analysis 
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TGA was then used to investigate the thermal stability of the 5 wt.% synthesized biopolymer 

composite pellets (sample with best adsorbancy). Figures 4a and b show that the pellets degraded at 

high temperatures, indicating that they are very thermally stable. The first (low) degradation stage 

occurred around 428 ºC, followed by the second (large) degradation stage at 628 ºC. A similar study 

(Moussout et al., 2016) found that the degradation of their adsorbents occurred at temperatures ranging 

from 500 to 600 ºC, implying that these synthesized biopolymer composite pellets have greater 

thermal stability. This implies that the synthetic polymer (Carboxen-1000) increased the bond strength 

of the composite pellets and resulted in a low decomposition rate, making them more thermally stable. 

 

 
Figure 4. (a) TG analysis and (b) derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) thermographs of the 5 wt.% Carboxen-

activated MOSH biopolymer composite pellets respectively at different heating rates of 10, 15, and 20 

ºC/min. 

 

 

 

3.2. Batch adsorption results 

3.2.1. Effect of temperature 

The effect of environmental temperature on the pellets was studied at various temperature. Figure 5 

shows that the highest removal of BTE occurred at a temperature of 30 ºC. Increasing the temperature 

from 25 to 30 ºC increased the adsorption capacity from around 95 % to approximately 99 %. From 30 

to 40 ºC, the adsorption capacity decreased indicating that the adsorption process is exothermic 

(Albadarin et al., 2012). 
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Figure 5. Effect of temperature on 5 wt.% biopolymer composite pellets for 

the removal of BTE 

 

 

 

3.2.2. Effect of time 

Batch adsorption studies of BTE onto biopolymer composite pellets were carried out over a 4-hr 

period at four different temperatures. After 3 hrs, the highest removal rate was achieved. 

The pellets were also regenerated and reused. The biopolymer composite pellets did not disintegrate 

and were capable of removing more than 90 % BTE even after three cycles of use or three adsorption 

cycles. The synthetic polymer acted as a scavenger during the adsorption process. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Biopolymer composite pellets were synthesized and effectively tested for removing three selected 

toxic VOCs namely: benzene, toluene and ethylbenzene, from pharmaceutical effluents. 

Characterization results revealed that these pellets contained useful functional groups, which play an 

important role during the uptake of VOCs. It was also revealed that they had a high surface area and 

good pore distribution, which are both beneficial during adsorption process. The pellets were very 

efficient because after batch adsorption studies, it was shown that they were able to remove more that 

98 % of BTE from the wastewater samples. In addition, these pellets are economically efficient since 

they can be regenerated and reused several cycles (at least 3 times) before they become exhausted. 
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Abstract. This work report the effect of calcining temperature on the structure, morphology and 
surface area of mesoporous TiO2 using sol-gel and electrospinning methods. The particles 
solution was drop-cast on the glass substrate to make thin films and subsequently calcined at 
350oC, 450oC and 550oC for 4hrs. Samples calcined at 550oC were identified to have clear 
porous morphology compared to other samples while using both sol-gel and electrospinning 
methods. The mixture of rutile and anatase phase was obtained with XRD technique whereas 
electrospun samples were more crystalline than sol-gel samples both calcined at 550oC. Nitrogen 
adsorption – desorption isotherms and Brunnauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) showed increased pore 
size and surface area for electrospun samples than sol-gel samples. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
The optimum scaffold and electron transport layer in perovskite solar cells (PSCs) has specifically been 
found to be mp-TiO2 which has a longer optical light path and the capacity to reduce charge 
recombination [1]. The crystallinity of the mp-TiO2 nanoparticles is necessary for efficient electron 
transfer and large pores are desired to enhance diffusion of charge carriers. Anatase, rutile, and brookite 
are the three main crystalline forms of TiO2 that can be found in nature. Due of its many vacancies and 
imperfections that can trap electrons, anatase is advantageous in applications involving photocatalytic 
activity. When compared to anatase phase, rutile is the most stable crystalline type and has fewer flaws 
which readily encourage electron-hole recombination and make rutile a poorer photocatalytic 
movement. When the annealing temperatures are higher than 650oC, rutile is said to replace brookite, a 
known unstable crystalline phase of TiO2 [2-4]. Sol-gel, hydrothermal, templates, and solvothermal 
methods are used to prepare TiO2 in a variety of morphologies including zero-dimensional 
(micro/nanospheres), one-dimensional (rods, tubes, and nanowires), two-dimensional (films, layers, 
and sheets) and three-dimensional (porous spheres, urchin-like spheres) [5-8]. Among the different 
morphologies that are largely reported in the literature, mesoporous TiO2 (mp-TiO2) architectures 
prepared with sol-gel followed by electrospinning technique promote porous materials which have 
recently attracted the attention in both fundamental and applied materials research [9]. Particularly for 
perovskite solar cells application where infiltration of perovskite materials into pores is a challenge. 
Therefore, it is important to explore different cost-effective synthesis methods and tune the parameters 
to evaluate the suitability of mesoporous TiO2 in devices application, particularly, solar cells. In this 
study, we synthesized mp-TiO2 particles by sol-gel method and thereafter electrospun the sol to form 
spherical porous particles with fiber-like structures. Subsequently, the particles were calcined at 
different temperatures of 350oC, 450oC and 550oC to evaluate the effects of calcining temperature on 
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the structure, morphology, porosity and surface area for possible application is photovoltaic devices 
such as perovskite solar cells. 

2. Preparation of sol gel and electrospinning of mesoporous titanium dioxide 
Sol-gel method was used to prepare mesoporous TiO2 particles at room temperature. A precursor sol 
was prepared by the hydrolysis and condensation of titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) in the presence 
of glacial acetic acid. In a typical sol-gel preparation, a fixed amount of 3 mL TTIP precursor was mixed 
in 50 mL of ethanol and stirred for 5 minutes. 20 mL of glacial acetic acid was added in TTIP solution 
and was kept stirring for 30 minutes at room temperature. In a separate beaker 5.6 g of 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was dissolved in ethanol and mixed in the TTIP solution while continuing 
to stir for 3 hrs. The prepared solution was transparent yellow and viscous enough for electrospinning 
process. During electrospinning, the sol flow rate was kept at 3 mL/hour, tip-collector distance was 
fixed at 12 cm and the transverse speed was set at 15.64 cm/min while syringe pump speed was set 
0.200 mm/min. The applied voltage was maintained at 12 kV. In order to make thin films, electrospun 
nanoparticles were then gathered on aluminum foil, mixed with ethanol, and dropped onto a glass 
substrate. Following that, samples were calcined for 4 hrs at various temperatures of 350°C, 450°C, and 
550°C in a muffle furnace that had been preheated. Obtained samples were films from sol-gel process 
then followed by films from electrospinning process and thus temperature effects on the structure, 
morphology, porosity, thermal stability and surface area were investigated. The thin films were then 
characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), and Volumetric Micrometrics Tristar II apparatus. 

3. Results and discussion 
3.1 XRD analysis 
In Figure 1, the XRD pattern of the samples presented a relatively similar diffraction peaks for sol-gel 
samples compared with samples obtained after electrospinning process showing that the acquired 
samples are the mp-TiO2 particles consisting of an intense rutile diffraction peak at approximately 2θ = 
27o and the anatase diffraction peaks at 2θ = 25º, 37º and 48º. An improved crystallinity was observed 
from electro-spun samples with an estimation of the phase ratio to be ~95% rutile and ~5% anatase, at 
550oC calcining temperature which implies a stable rutile phase for electro-spun mp-TiO2. The 
estimated crystallite size for sol-gel samples was ~17.32 ±0.05 nm while samples obtained after 
electrospinning process showed an increase of crystallite size to ~35.13± 0.05 nm at 550oC using the 
rutile peak at 2θ = 27o. The crystallite size was estimated using Debye-Scherrer equation [10] indicated 
as follows: 

D = Kλ/β cos θ                                                             (1) 

where D is the crystallite size, λ the wavelength of the X-ray radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm) for CuKα, K 
the constant (K = 0.89) and β the full-width at half-maximum of (2θ = 27o) peak.  

 

Figure 1.  XRD patterns of mp-TiO2 prepared by sol-gel and electrospun calcined at 550oC. 
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3.2 FESEM and particle size analysis 
Figure 2(a-d) illustrates FESEM images and particle size analysis of mp-TiO2 films prepared from sol-
gel and those obtained after electrospinning process, respectively. For sol-gel samples, the porous 
morphology of the as-deposited mp-TiO2 films was observed with the particle size around 0.017 µm. 
As the calcining temperature was increased the pore size and particle size seemed to be improved from 
the calcining temperature of 350oC, 450oC and larger pores were observed when the calcining 
temperature was increased to 550oC. The particles which appeared to be spherical were observed to be 
uniform in shape, proving the efficient use of PVP as a capping agent. The particles also showed shape 
stability and uniformity even after being calcined at high temperature of 550oC which was ~0.024 µm. 
On the other hand, FESEM images of electro spun TiO2 samples showed morphology of the as-prepared 
TiO2 to have larger spherical particles (~1.832 µm) with irregular size pores and unaligned fibre-like 
structures. The calcination of the porous TiO2 particles significantly transformed the surface 
morphology of the samples. As presented from the images, upon calcination at 350oC and 450oC the 
mesoporous morphology was observed, and spherical particles appears to be interconnected developing 
pores with irregular diameter size. Again, it is noticeable that the size of spherical particles is reduced 
and fiber-like structures have completely disappeared forming a smooth surface. As the calcining 
temperature is further increased to 550oC, the morphology appears to be loosely producing more non- 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 2.1. SEM images of mp-TiO2 for (a) As-prepared, calcined at (b) 350oC, (c) 450oC and (d) 
550oC from sol-gel derived and electro spun samples. 
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Figure 2.2. Particle size analysis of mp-TiO2 for (a) As-prepared, calcined at (b) 350oC, (c) 450oC and 
(d) 550oC from sol-gel derived and electrospun samples. 
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uniform pores. It is obvious that the calcining temperature promotes the pore formation and calcination 
at 550oC resulted in better pore formation. It has been reported elsewhere that, the highly porous 
material becomes a potential to be used as the electron transporting layer and also playing a role of 
allowing the sun penetration to the perovskite material in solar cells application [11]. 

3.3 BET and BHJ analysis 
The mesoporous characteristics of the TiO2 particles were investigated by nitrogen (N2) adsorption-
desorption isotherm, i.e. the nitrogen adsorbed volume against its relative pressure. Figure 3 depicts the 
N2 adsorption and desorption isotherm patterns of the mp-TiO2 samples prepared from sol-gel and 
electrospinning. The H3 type was obtained for sol-gel while H1 was observed on electrospun sample  
calcined 550oC indicating the mesoporous type whereas surface area, pore size, pore volume and 
average particle size were increased for electrospun sample compared to sol-gel sample as shown in 
Table 1. 

 

Figure 3. Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherm patterns and pore size distribution of the mp-
TiO2 for sol-gel and electrospun samples.  

 

   Table 1. Pore parameters of m-TiO2 for as-prepared by sol-gel and electrospinning method.  

 

3.4 FTIR analysis 
Further analysis of electrospun samples was performed and FTIR results are presented in Figure 4, for 
as-prepared and calcined mp-TiO2. The broad band observed at ~3395 cm-1 and the band at ~2958 cm-

1 are attributed to the O – H hydroxyl groups and C– H stretching vibration, respectively, while the 
sharp band at ~1661 cm-1 is allocated to the C=O in the amide group in PVP polymer. The band at 
around 1445 cm-1 can be attributed to O – H bending vibrations. The C – N stretching vibration 
absorption band resulting from PVP was observed at ~1292 cm-1 and the sharp band at ~1020 cm-1 show 
an anhydride stretching mode [12-14]. It can be observed that upon calcining at 350oC, 450oC and 
550oC, the FTIR bands intensity were significantly reduced. This may be due to the fact that calcining 
promotes the reduction of hydroxyl groups. 
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 Figure 4. FTIR spectra of mp-TiO2 for As-prepared, calcined at 350 oC, 450 oC and 550 oC from 
electrospun samples. 

4. Conclusion 
This work successfully demonstrated mesoporous nature of TiO2 influenced by the calcining 
temperature. Furthermore, the effect of calcining temperature on the XRD results indicated that a 
mixture of two phases, rutile and anatase were formed, with rutile being the dominant phase at 550oC 
calcining temperature. Similarly, the morphology also evolved with the increase of calcining 
temperature, showing non-uniform pores. The intensity of the FTIR vibrational modes bands was 
significantly reduced and this may be due to the fact that calcining mp-TiO2 particles at high 
temperatures promotes the reduction of hydroxyl groups. BET surface area was improved with an 
increase of calcining temperature and relatively larger pore size was obtained from the sample calcined 
at 550oC indicating a good possibility of efficient perovskite infiltration, which is needed for perovskite 
solar cells application. This observation was found in both sol-gel and electrospun samples. 
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Abstract. Photodynamic Therapy (PDT), a therapeutic modality that uses light to kill cancer 
by means of a photochemical reaction that is initiated when a photosensitizer (PS) molecule 
absorbs a photon of light to become phototoxic, is one example where principles of physics 
have provided cutting-edge solutions in biology. Like all other therapies, the potency of PDT 
must be determined before confirming its usage and to measure the therapeutic potency of 
these PSs in PDT, a good model and technique for the accurate measurement of potency is 
indispensable. In this present study, a design for accurate estimation of PDT potency was 
therefore developed using regression analysis of the inhibition of proliferation of cells treated 
with PDT. A cancer cell line, SiHa cells, was cultured and treated with serially diluted PS 
concentrations for treatment at two different laser fluencies. Using nonlinear regression, the 
dose-response curve was fitted, and the half growth inhibition (GI50) value was calculated 
using a Four Parameter Logistic (4PL) Model. The findings showed that GI50 of the PS was 
63.426 µM and 40.813 µM for 5 J/cm2 and 10 J/cm2, respectively. Of the many important 
observations in this study, worth noting is the wide difference in PS concentrations with 
different fluences, a phenomenon that can be explored for dosing preferences in different 
settings. This work has also provided guiding principles for the accurate estimation of PDT 
potency for early-stage PDT investigations and includes theoretical considerations for the 
accurate estimation of the GI50 value. 

1. Introduction 
Accurate estimation of drug effectiveness or inhibition capacity is the single most important aspect of 
any drug discovery exercise in both academics and industrial research. The value of the concentration 
corresponding to a response midway between the highest and lowest concentrations i.e., IC50 for half 
Inhibitory concentration or GI50 for Half Growth Inhibition, which basically are the same thing just 
different terminology, is used in the early stages of drug discovery to determine the activity of a drug. 
This value is used to refer to the drugs’ potency and is required for the evaluation of the performance 
and suitability of a drug being investigated [1]. When measuring the IC50/GI50 on any therapeutic 
compound, the proposition is based on the assumptions that a monotonic relationship exists between 
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the dose of the compound and the response in the assay and secondly, that a consistent definition of a 
particular response at a given concentration is predictable based on this relationship.  
 Statistically, this value can therefore be determined from analysis of responses at varying 
concentrations and different ways of achieving this are available for different applications. In 
Photodynamic Therapy (PDT), however, this important pharmacological factor is not adequately 
investigated for the confirmation of the most appropriate method for determination of PDT potency in 
vitro, for in vitro experimentation. In PDT, photosensitization of a photoactivatable drug, the 
Photosensitizer (PS), is what causes cytotoxicity. This photosensitization is induced by light of a 
specific wavelength in the excitation range of the PS [2]. Meaning that there are two variables in the 
process, both of which need optimization and assessment. Unlike mere synergism, the relationship 
between the PS and light is inseparable because the PS is an inert molecule in its ground state and only 
upon excitation to an excited triplet state does it become active to devise a reaction, and similarly the 
light in the absence of PS does not have any therapeutic significance in PDT. This interrelationship is 
unlike most in pharmacology where addition of the drug shows a direct effect and the measurement of 
drug potency is unambiguous and can be achieved by fitting a simple linear or nonlinear regression 
where concentration is the independent variable, and the response is the dependent variable.  
 In PDT as explained both variables need to be considered using reliable statistical evaluation. This 
present study, therefore, sought to investigate the most appropriate way of determining the IC50/GI50 
value that is accurate considering the relation between PS and laser, and all the important variables in 
between PS administration and laser exposure, in an in vitro setting, using a monolayer of cells. 
Different approaches can be used, but the Four Parameter Logistic (4PL) Model is a non-linear 
regression model that is used for fitting dose-response and concentration-response data and shows a 
sigmoidal curve to represent the response of cells to a drug [3]. The conventional optimal 4PL model 
might not be the best for PDT situations hence this investigation reports on a 4PL model design best 
suitable for PDT, one that not only is accurate, but also cost-effective while meeting the requirements 
for reporting IC50/GI50 values according to the recommendations of the Assay Guidance Manual. 
 
2. Methodology 

2.1 Sample Preparation and Cell Culture 
A commercially procured PS, Al (III) Phthalocyanine Chloride Tetrasulfonic Acid (Frontier 
ScientificTM, Cat# AlPcS-834) with a molecular weight of 895.21 and molecular formula of 
C32H16AlClN8O12S4, was used in this investigation. A stock solution of 100 mM was prepared from the 
solid dye to a final volume of 5 ml in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) at neutral pH (pH 7.4) using 
the Genway UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Lasec). Spectrophotometric scanning from 400 to 800 nm at 
2 nm wavelength intervals was performed and the obtained data was plotted on a line chart. An 
adherent cell line, SiHa cells (ATCC® HTB35™) suitable for in vitro monolayer experimentation, 
were procured from Separations Scientific SA (Pty) Ltd. The cells were initially propagated in culture 
using Dulbecco’s Modified Essential Medium (DMEM) (Sigma Aldrich), at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 
85% humidity in a cell culture incubator ((Thermofisher Scientific). Upon reaching the required cell 
quantity, cells were seeded in tissue culture plates with a diameter of 3.4 cm (Corning Inc.) at a 
density of 3 × 105 cells per plate and incubated as described for propagation. An attachment window of 
8 hours was given before addition of PS after which a serially diluted range of PS concentrations were 
added to the monolayer of cells and left for 18 hours to allow for maximum intracellular uptake and 
internalization. After 18 hours, the media was removed, and the monolayer was washed three times 
with pre-warmed Hanks Balanced Salt Solution, HBSS (Sigma Aldrich) to remove unabsorbed PS, in 
preparation for irradiation 

2.2 Irradiation 
The cells were prepared and cultured in 3.4 cm diameter tissue culture plates, at culture conditions 
described above. Cells cultured but not treated with either PS or light were included, followed by cells 
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treated with light only without the addition of PS to show the effects of light in the absence of PS, and 
finally a plate of cells treated with PS without exposure to light, to indicate the possible effects of PS 
in the absence of light. The experimental groups were treated with decreasing PS concentrations, using 
a serial dilution factor of 0.5, starting with 500 µM down to 7.8 µM.  Irradiation was done 8 hours 
after PS treatment, using a monochromatic semiconductor diode laser with a wavelength of 673.2 nm 
(Oriel, USA), at 5 and 10 J/cm2, in 1 ml of media. Exposure times for each fluence were determined 
using equation 1 below. After irradiation, all groups were left for 12 hours at culture conditions before 
the assessment of cellular responses. A summary of the experimental layout is shown in table 1 below. 

 
Table 1. Control and experimental groups 

 

Group Description 
Control Group One No Photosensitizer, No Irradiation 

Control Group Two PS Negative Control 

Control Group Three Laser Negative Control 

Experimental Groups 500 µM+5 J/cm2  500 µM+10 J/cm2 

 250 µM+5 J/cm2  250 µM+10 J/cm2 

 125 µM+5 J/cm2  125 µM+10 J/cm2 

 62.5 µM+5 J/cm2  62.5 µM+10 J/cm2 

 31.3 µM+5 J/cm2  31.3 µM+10 J/cm2 

 15.6 µM+5 J/cm2  15.6 µM+10 J/cm2 

 7.8 µM+5 J/cm2  7.8 µM+10 J/cm2 

 
 

      (1) 

Where X is the power output in mW measured by a power meter and the 3.4 cm is the diameter of light 
path, which also is equivalent to the diameter of the plates used.  

2.3 Cellular Responses  
After irradiation, the morphological assessment was done first.  The plates were taken from the 
incubator and observed directly before washing, using the inverted light microscope (Wirsam, 
Olympus CKX41) with a built-in camera. Images were captured at 200× magnification, the Olympus 
cellSens Imaging Software was used for the acquisition of the images, and ImageJ was used for further 
analysis of the captured images. Following microscopy, the CellTiter- Glo luminescent cell viability 
assay (AnaTech: Promega, PRG7571) was used for the determination of proliferation. In this assay 
luminescent signal is detected from the reaction of luciferase enzyme with Adenosine Triphosphate 
(ATP), at a signal proportional to the amount of ATP in the cells. Cells were washed once with HBSS 
and suspended in 200 µl of media. An equal volume of the CellTiter-Glo reagent was added to the 
plates and shaken using a rocking shaker for 2 min to induce lysis. The mixer was then immediately 
pipetted into an opaque-walled 96 multi-well plate in duplicate, and luminescence in relative light 
units (RLU) was then measured on the Perkin Elmer, VICTOR Nivo Multimode Microplate Reader, 
Part # HH35000500). 
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2.4 IC50/GI50 Calculation 
To calculate the IC50/GI50, the 4PL model was used as shown in equation 2 below. Experiments were 
repeated three times (n=3) and statistical analysis was performed using SigmaPlot software version 
14.0. Student t-test was performed to determine the statistical difference between the control and 
experimental groups. 

    (2) 
Where, Y = Response (i.e., the dependent variable) 
  x = Concentration (i.e., Dose, the independent variable) 
  a = The Minimum (response at zero dose) 
  d = The Maximum (response at infinite dose) 
  c = Point of inflection (i.e., the EC50/IC50) 
  b = Hill coefficient (i.e., the slope at point c). 
 
3. Results and Discussion  
 
3.1 Morphology and Cell Proliferation 
The morphology of cells after treatment indicated alterations as observed in Figures 1A and B below. 
Changes in morphology were suggestive of an ongoing cell death mechanism, with some apoptotic 
and some necrotic features. Terminal cell death as seen in floating cells and cellular debris was also 
evident in higher doses as seen in Figure 1 A and B below. The extent of cell damage was dose-
dependent with low doses having little or no damage, followed by progressing cellular damage until 
the highest dose. Single variable control groups, not included in the figure, showed no changes in 
morphology, and appeared similar in shape, size, and attachment to the standard control.  

 

Figure 1 A.  Cells irradiated with 5 J/cm2 showing 
the morphology of PDT treated cell with 
characteristic changes in a dose-dependent 
manner 

 

Figure 1 B.  Cells irradiated with 10 J/cm2 

showing the morphology of PDT treated cell 
with characteristic changes in a dose-dependent 
manner 
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The proliferation rate of cells also indicated similar trends with a proportional decrease of proliferation 
inversely to the concentration of PS, i.e., dose-dependent decrease. Similarly, control cells were used 
to measure the maximum ATP concentration from which all other groups are compared. The untreated 
standard control showed a high ATP concentration which was used to calculate the 100% 
proliferation. All control groups i.e., either PS alone or laser alone, had increased proliferation at the 
end of the experimental period. Experimental groups however showed significant decrease in the 
concentration of ATP (p<0.001), indicated by low luminescence signal. Shown in Figure 2 below is 
the observed dose-dependent decrease in proliferation of PDT treated cells.  
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Figure 2. Dose-response assessment of cell proliferation using ATP measurement as an 
indicator of cellular proliferation. Results showing a dose-dependent decrease in ATP, 
inversely proportional to the concentration used. 5 J/cm2 is plotted in light grey and 10 J/cm2 

in dark grey, with significance shown using ** for (p<0.01), and *** for (p<0.001). The 
concentration of 500 µM with RLU=0 is shown by break lines i.e.,      on the x axis  

3.2 Calculated IC50/GI50 
At the concentration of 500 µM, it was established that the proliferation response had its maximum 
inhibition, for both 5 and 10 J/cm2. Similarly, the minimum inhibition lies at the same concentration as 
the 0% plate control. Hence, both 0% and 100% values were determined and confirmed to insert the a 
and d in equation 2 above. By terminology, it is therefore conceivable to calculate the absolute 
IC50/GI50 value for this response [4]. Using equation 2 and by plotting a logistic regression curve, the 
absolute IC50/GI50 was therefore determined at 63.426 µM and 40.813 µM for 5 J/cm2 and 10 J/cm2, 
respectively as shown in Figures 3 A and B below.  

 

** ** 

*** *** 
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4. Conclusion  
Here, we have described for the first time using nonlinear logistic regression, the calculation of the 
IC50/GI50 for PDT experiments in vitro. In therapeutic applications, there are many reasons for 
clinical failures, but the choices made concerning identification and optimization during the discovery 
phase is one major contributor. As a vital part of drug discovery, in vitro experimentation is the stage 
where drug potency at cellular level is determined, and the effectiveness and usability of a drug are 
ascertained. The outcomes of this study show that higher laser fluences achieve better PDT outcomes 
at lower PS concentrations and this information is important when setting up PDT doses. Moreover, 
the methods used here are inferable for measurement of GI50 values when other PSs are used. In the 
end, it is important to ensure accuracy of the GI50 by using such reliable methods, because wrongfully 
reported values are a menace to the process of drug discovery and should be avoided. This present 
study was performed in vitro using monolayer cultured cells, hence the concentration and variables 
mentioned here are for the purpose of cells treated as a monolayer, to understand the PDT potency at 
cellular level.  
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Figure 3 A. The IC50/GI50 of 63.426 in cells 
irradiation with 5 J/cm2, plotted using with 
reference to equation 2  

Figure 3 B.  The IC50/GI50 of 40.813 in cells 
irradiation with 10 J/cm2, plotted using with 
reference to equation 2 
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Abstract. The high-luminosity upgrade to the LHC (HL-LHC) poses significant issues for
the ATLAS detector, including increased radiation exposure to the on-detector electronics and
higher pileup from low momentum collisions compromising the operation of the trigger selection
system. Almost every electronic component of the Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) will be upgraded
during the ATLAS Phase-II Upgrade. During the assembly, installation, and maintenance
phases of the new on-detector readout electronics system, its correct functionality must be
validated by a portable system. Prometeo (Portable readout module for tile electronics) is an
improvement to the MobiDICK system, which was utilised to assess current electronics during
the Long Shutdown 1 and 2. To achieve precise calibration of the Tile calorimeter and to be able
to measure individual parts of the detector readout chain, a set of calibration systems is used.
Signals from the PMTs are conditioned and digitized by readout electronics, and slow readout
measures the integrated current from the PMTs in parallel. This slow readout, known as the
integrator, is used for light yield cell calibration and LHC luminosity monitoring. An Integrator
Panel has been integrated into the Prometeo web interface and we present the current status
and test results.

1. Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN will push the limits of particle physics with its
unprecedented high energy and luminosity. The upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
to the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [1] allows for a plethora of physics studies but provides
significant challenges to the detector, trigger, and data acquisition systems in the form of in-
creasing trigger rates and detector occupancy.

The ATLAS Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) is the central hadronic calorimeter section of the
ATLAS experiment [3] at the LHC as illustrated in Figure 1 and it is made of steel as passive
material and scintillator plates (tiles) as active material [4]. In preparation for the HL-LHC, the
TileCal will require new electronics to provide a low-latency, high-frequency and fully digital
input for ATLAS trigger system. Therefore Test benches, are being developed to validate the
assembly of components into the mini-drawers and their installation into the ATLAS detector.
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Figure 1: The layout of the ATLAS detector, showing some of the key components. Overall, the
detector is 25 m tall and spans some 40 m from end to end. This image was taken from Ref [2]
.

A lighter more portable Test station, called the Prometeo will be used to validate the installation
(see Section 2 ) of the mini-drawer into ATLAS and perform the initial quality assurance.

2. Prometeo
The Prometeo is a portable test bench used to certify front-end electronics of the TileCal at the
HL-LHC. It is a high-throughput electronic device designed to simultaneously read all digitised
samples from 12 channels at the LHC bunch crossing frequency and evaluate the data quality
in real time. The design inherits features from the presently-used MobiDICK4 test-bench [5].
Prometeo must be able to test, among many other things, the following: connection with mini-
drawers (MD), connection with Daughterboard (DB) and MainBoard (MB), Photomultiplier
Tubes (PMT) and Charge Injection Linearity. To test the PMT-Blocks’ responsiveness to light
pulses, an LED system must generate light pulses that simulate physics pulses. The PMT-Block
teststand for testing the response of 12 PMT-Blocks to light (corresponding to one mini-drawer).

2.1. Prometeo functions and usage
The PMT-Block teststand shown in Figure 2 is designed to validate the functionality of assem-
bled PMT-Blocks but is not intended to measure PMT properties. The initial step of mini-
drawer construction is the production of up to 12 PMT-Blocks, which will be used to populate
the mini-drawer. Each PMT-Block includes an active separator and a FENIC card. Once the
12 PMT-Blocks have been built, they are placed and tested on a PMT teststand designed to
accommodate the 12 PMT-Blocks shown in Figure 3. The PMT teststand is equipped with
its own MB, DB, and High Voltage (HV) distribution board. The portable HV of Prometeo is
connected to the HV bus board in order to deliver HV to the 12 PMT-Blocks [6]. The Prometeo
LED generates light pulses that are transmitted to the PMTs. The portable LV of Prometeo
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Figure 2: Light tight box for the
phase-2 PMT teststand showing 12
PMT-Blocks on the tray. Figure 3: Components of the PMT Block.

transmits LV to the MB, and readout fibres connect Prometeo to the DB.

Throughout the PMT-Block certification process, LED runs are conducted in low gain, high
gain, pedestal, and charge injection modes. In addition to measuring linearity, noise, gains, and
data transmission errors in slow and fast readout channels, linearity, noise, and gains are also
assessed in slow and fast readout channels.

3. Prometeo Software
The Prometeo web interface as shown in Figure 4 is the software used to execute certification
tests and analyse the results. It is accessible via any web browser, including mobile devices, and
is platform independent. The system is based on a client-server architecture, with Prometeo
acting as a server that communicates via ethernet through a VHDL module that supports
IPbus [7]. The client connects via UDP protocol, employing a modular framework with panel
plug-ins for various mini-drawer tests. This architecture is client-driven, meaning the client has
direct control over the server’s functionalities and can modify them on the go.

Through the IPbus protocol, the software communicates with the server to perform read
and write operations on a specific memory address or a FIFO memory [7]. The firmware keeps
track of the list of registers so that commands, status, data position, sample count, calibration
parameters, etc. can be configured.

3.1. IPBus Server
The IPbus software is written in C++, and a Python extension is provided to enhance the
scripting capabilities of the end-user, which is frequently employed for developing new tests.
Alternately, the user may also use the Java Graphic User Interface (GUI) (Figure 4) to manage
test results interactively. The C++ implementation and Python extension can be compiled on
any platform, and a Java graphical user interface is compatible with all operating systems. In
any event, the core of the software is a collection of algorithms that transform IPbus protocol
commands into functions for mini-drawer testing.

The user is able to test communication with the mini-drawer, operate front-end cards, LEDs,
and HV power, and store/retrieve data from FIFO or address-specific memory. In addition,
tests for the Integrator for the new system have been rebuilt, and the results are reported in
Section 4.1.
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Figure 4: Prometeo Graphic User Interface.

Figure 5: Results of the Integrator Panel installed in the Prometeo GUI.

4. System Tests
4.1. Integrator
Integrator is printed on a circuit board that is connected to the FENICs card. In addition to
the integrator, this board contains a fast digital signal processor for processing collision events
of interest in physics, and it delivers a portion of the ATLAS Level 1 Calorimeter trigger signals.
A panel for the integrator, as displayed in Figure 5, has been added and tested on the Prometeo
GUI. The total number of gains added to this panel is six, but only the results for Gain 2
are shown on the panel (G2). This test was conducted on mini-drawer 1, and all 12 channels
produced consistent results. This was then repeated for Gain 2 and the remaining three min-
drawers, for which no deviations were found.

To prevent saturation, the integrator gain can be selected by choosing one of six preconfigured
resistors that also specify the integration time. The user can set the frequency, sample number,
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Figure 6: LED Shape panel installed in the Prometeo GUI results after running the system
tests.

mini-drawer to read, gains, and events for each measurement step using this panel. All six gains
were tested, and no discrepancies were detected.

4.2. LED Shape and LED Linearity
As previously outlined in Section 2.1, one of the submodules for the Prometeo is the LED
Driver, which is used to evaluate the functionality of PMT blocks. The LED driver is physically
connected to the Compact Processing Module (CPM) and operated from the PC using Prometeo
software. A LED Shape panel, as demonstrated in Figure 6, was integrated to and tested on
the GUI. This panel uses an LED driver to evaluate the light injection of 12 PMT-Blocks. By
adjusting ”LED Voltage” from 5 to 30V, the light intensity can be modified. The system tests
were conducted for both the High and Low Gain. On the panel, we display the Low Gain
(LG) data for mini-drawer 1, for which 11 channels were tested. Similarly, we observed no
inconsistencies during the LED Run test.

5. Conclusion
The LHC’s Phase II Upgrade will enhance instantaneous luminosity by a factor of 5-10. Elec-
tronics will have to endure a substantially higher radiation dose and a greater data throughput
need. All TileCal on- and off-detector electronics will be replaced between 2025 and 2027 as
part of the HL-Phase LHC’s II update. Prometeo is designed to certify the phase-II front-end
electronics of TileCal. The test-bench, which can conduct a variety of tests, was motivated by
the success of the MobiDICK systems in maintaining the TileCal super-drawers.
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Each component of this demonstrator is currently being tested as it is incorporated to the
system. We have successfully introduced new panels to the GUI, the Integrator, and the LED,
and their functionality has been verified by system testing. Since there were no discrepancies,
they have been incorporated into the GUI. In addition, pulses, LED shape, and charge-injection
tests have been conducted successfully. Concurrently with the development of the demonstrator,
more tests are developed and evaluated.
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Abstract. The Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) is the central hadronic calorimeter of the ATLAS
experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The LHC Phase-II upgrades will take place
during the Long Shutdown 3 period (2026-2028), leading into the High Luminosity Large Hadron
Collider (HL-LHC). The HL-LHC is expected to have the capability to deliver up to five times
the LHC nominal instantaneous luminosity in the year 2029. The TileCal Timing, Trigger
and Control (TTC) system of the test-beam facility is being upgraded for the Phase-II test-
beam campaigns. A new TTC interface module, the ATLAS Local Trigger Interface (ALTI)
is being deployed during the Long Shutdown 2 period (2019-2022) of the LHC, as part of
Phase-I upgrades. The ALTI is a 6U VME64x module which provides the interface between
the Level-1 Central Trigger Processor and the TTC optical broadcasting network, to the Front-
End electronics. The ALTI integrates the functionalities of the Local Trigger Processor, Local
Trigger Processor interface, TTC VME bus interface and the TTC emitter modules, which are
currently used in the experiment. The upgrade involves a new configuration with additional
features due to increased amount of programmable logic resources. The status of the upgrade
activities is presented.

1. Introduction
The Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) is the central hadronic calorimeter (|η| < 1.7) of the ATLAS
experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1]. It’s primary purpose is to provide energy
and position of hadrons [2]. The TileCal (shown in figure 1) is constructed with iron plates,
plastic scintillators, optical fibres and electronics. It is split into three cylinders along the beam
axis, and each cylinder is divided into 64 wedge-shaped modules that are staggered in the ϕ
direction. It features one central long barrel (LB) with two partitions (one on A-side and the
other on C-side) known as LBA and LBC. The other two short extended barrels (EB) are divided
into two partitions, EBA and EBC. The Front-End (FE) electronics are placed within the wedge-
shaped modules and are linked to the Back-End (BE) read-out electronics through an optical
Timing, Trigger and Control (TTC) distribution network. The BE electronics control these
four partitions through their corresponding TTC crates. The TileCal system performs several
weeks of test-beams each year at the CERN SPS North Area in preparation for the ATLAS
Phase-II upgrades. The ATLAS Phase-II upgrades will take place during the Long Shutdown 3
(LS3) period (2026-2028), leading into the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC).
In the year 2029, the HL-LHC is expected to deliver an instantaneous peak luminosity of up to
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of the TileCal barrels, showing the module and its components.

7.5 × 1034 cm−2s−1, corresponding to an average of 200 simultaneous proton-proton collisions
per bunch crossing. An increase in luminosity will result in higher pile-up, higher trigger rates
and higher radiation doses, motivating the upgrade of the ATLAS sub-detectors. As part of
the upgrades, the TileCal on- and off-detector electronics will be replaced during LS3. The
TileCal data acquisition infrastructure for the test-beam setup is being upgraded with a new
TTC interface module, the ATLAS Local Trigger Interface (ALTI).

The TileCal collects data using the ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system.
The TDAQ system selects events with unique characteristics that may be useful for physics
analysis. It is built on two levels: the hardware Level-1 and the High Level Trigger (HLT) system.
The Level-1 trigger (Level-1 Calo and Level-1 Muon) identifies interesting events promptly based
on specific inputs from muon detectors and calorimeters. It uses the Central Trigger Processor
(CTP) to lower the acceptable events from 40 MHz (25 ns) to 100 kHz [3, 4]. The corresponding
event signal produced by the CTP is known as the Level-1 Accept (L1A). The rate of accepted
events is then processed further in the HLT to lower the rate of recorded events from 100 kHz
to 1 kHz [3].

2. Test-beam setup at the CERN SPS North Area
The Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) delivers the test beam-line to the setup. In the beam
line, a number of detectors are installed to monitor the beam’s quality, position, and particle
composition [5]. A schematic diagram of the beam elements used in the test-beam area is shown
in figure 2. Three Cherenkov Counters (CCs) are installed to aid in data interpretation and
particle identification. As part of the beam trigger system, two trigger scintillators S1 and S2 are
also included in the beam line. The beam position is measured with a precision of 0.2 mm using
two wire chambers [6]. For muon detection, a Muon Hodoscope is used also known as the Muon
wall. It is a mobile detector comprised of 12 scintillators installed behind the Tile modules and
is largely used in offline analysis to suppress the pions’ low energy tail in high energy hadron
runs. The legacy readout electronics are installed in two modules and the Phase-II upgrade
electronics are installed in the other two modules. The module configuration changes depending
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Figure 2: The schematic diagram of the ATLAS TDAQ system, with emphasis on the upgrade
of the local TTC system.

on the test-beam program. For interface with the back-end electronics, these modules comprise of
Photo-Multiplier Tubes (PMT) blocks with 3-in-1 cards, Digitizer boards, and Interface boards.
During test-beams, legacy modules are critical in allowing a comparison between the legacy
and new readout electronics. The Demonstrator module incorporates two options: the PMT
blocks in the outside minidrawers which are powered by the High Voltage (HV) remote system,
while the PMTs in the central minidrawers are powered by the HV internal system. Each
upgraded module receives Low Voltage (LV) power from a finger LV power system connected to
the module’s extreme, and controlled by the legacy detector control system software.

The TileCal modules on top of the scanning table are exposed to low-energy hadrons, electrons
and muons in the range of 20–160GeV. The scanning table is built to rotate the modules at
different angles and positions with regard to the incident beam. Data-taking during beam
conditions is steered by the DAQ system. The BE electronics are a combination of the legacy
and the new upgrade readout electronics. The legacy BE Read-Out Driver (ROD) crate consists
of a Single Board Computer, a ROD and a Transition Board Module. The upgrade modules
transmit data to two Tile PreProcessor (TilePPr) 1 boards integrated within the legacy TDAQ
software through the TTC and ROD interfaces. The TTC system uses the TDAQ software to
configure the legacy and upgraded electronics.

3. Upgrade of the Test-beam TTC system with the ALTI board
The ALTI module is a new electronic board designed for the ATLAS experiment at CERN as
part of the TTC system [8]. It integrates the functionalities of the four existing modules shown
in figure 3 (left), which are currently used in the local TTC system of experiment: Local Trigger
Processor (LTP), Local Trigger Processor interface (LTPi), TTC VME bus interface (TTCvi)
and the TTC emitter (TTCex). The primary function of the ALTI board is to provide interface
between the Level-1 CTP and the local TTC system of the sub-detector. It is made of state-
of-the-art components and the logic is implemented in a single FPGA, which allows for more
flexibility and added functionalities. During the operation of the detector, the ALTI module
receives the TTC signals from the CTP through parallel twisted-pair of low voltage differential
signaling cables and distributes them to the sub-detector electronics through the optical TTC
distribution network. The full LHC turn consists of 3564 bunch crossings (BCs). The signals
received from the CTP are the bunch clock, orbit signal, L1A with 8-bit trigger type and the
event counter reset. The bunch clock is the main timing signal produced by the LHC and has

1 The TilePPr Demonstrator [7] is used to run and read out the Demonstrator module, allowing backward
compatibility with the current ATLAS TDAQ and TTC system.
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Figure 3: The ALTI module replaces the four legacy TTC modules (left). The ALTI module
with new optical fibres integrated in the BE electronics’ TTC crate (right).

a frequency of 40MHz and the orbit signal is the second timing signal that indicates the start
of a new LHC turn and allows the identification of the BCs. TileCal ALTI software has been
developed, validated and integrated into the Tile online software. The Object Kernel Support
(OKS) 2 database for the TileCal test-beam system, has been modified for the ALTI board. The
ALTI schema file is loaded in the OKS database and ALTI objects are created from the ALTI
classes. In one of the test-beam NIM crates, the beam trigger logic is developed using timer
counters, discriminators, and Fan-in/Fan-out modules. When a beam particle creates a signal
on the two scintillators, the beam trigger provides a Master trigger signal. The Master signal
is then sent to a second NIM crate, which starts the time-to-digital converter measurement of
the beam chamber signals and reads out the analog-to-digital converter used for scintillator
signal digitization. In addition to generating the Master trigger, the trigger logic sends the L1A
signal to the ALTI in the TTC crate, unless the busy signal indicates that the readout path is
unavailable. The ALTI then sends the L1A signal to the TilePPr, RODs, and FE electronics.

3.1. Calibration systems and the Diagnostics and Verification System
The updated TileCal ALTI software required an upgrade of the calibration systems [9] as well as
the Diagnostics and Verification System (DVS) [10]. These systems have been rigorously tested
in relation to the legacy TTC system. To achieve good energy determination and to account
for changes in the readout electronics caused by irradiation, ageing, and electronic failures, the
TileCal utilizes very accurate and precise calibration systems. The calibration systems are the
Cesium system, Laser system, Charge Injection Scan (CIS) and the Minimum Bias System.
More details about the calibration systems can be found in refs. [9, 11]. Each system checks a
different component of the readout electronics chain and the total calibration of each readout
channel is provided by a combination of these tests.

2 OKS is an object-oriented database with storage based on XML
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Figure 4: The CIS DVS test performed on one operational read-out module indicates a good
reconstructed pulse of ADC counts versus time for seven samples per channel (left). The RMS
ADC counts versus the channel number are shown in the pedestal DVS test, and the electronics
noise level is below the set RMS ADC threshold of 2 counts for all read-out channels (right).

4. Results
Calibration and DVS results are performed to validate the new TDAQ system using the ALTI
board. Seven samples are produced when the DAQ system is well calibrated, the samples result
in a Gaussian fit for pulse recognition. The DVS tests are used to check for the digital readout of
the super-drawers, and are performed for CIS as shown in figure 4 (left) and Pedestal as shown in
figure 4 (right). CIS results show a good pulse shape resulting from good signal reconstruction.
Pedestal results show that noise levels are within acceptable levels for module LBA01.

5. Conclusions
Several test-beam campaigns are conducted at the CERN SPS North area in the Prévessin site,
to evaluate the TileCal Phase-II upgrade electronics for the HL-LHC project. There are usually
two test-beam periods during the year and each test-beam period takes two weeks, with access
to the beam line. Data is collected, with Tile modules being sampled with varying energy beams
and positioning to the beam line. The TileCal TTC system has been successfully migrated to
use the ALTI board. Calibration and DVS results to validate the TDAQ system are shown,
in preparation for the upcoming test-beam campaigns using the ALTI system. Results for the
first test-beam campaign using the ALTI system, showing the distributions for kaons, pions, and
electrons, will be obtained in November 2022.
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Abstract. The unequal access to reliable internet connectivity between urban and peri-
urban areas remains a concern in many developing countries, including South Africa. A 
major reason for this digital divide is the unequal distribution of fibre infrastructure, which 
is typically caused by economic or geographic factors. Free Space Optical (FSO) 
communication could be used to mitigate this disparity by extending the optical network 
without the need for additional fibre installation. This would provide users access to the 
larger unlicensed spectrum provided by optical networks. However, modern FSO systems 
remain expensive and inaccessible to low-income residents of peri-urban areas. The cost of 
such technology could be significantly improved by “hacking” off-the-shelf fibre hardware, 
such as small form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceiver modules. However, coupling light into 
fibre hardware is difficult due to the atmospheric factors which attenuate optical signals in 
free space. Most severe of these factors is atmospheric turbulence which causes beam 
wander and intensity fluctuations. Literature has shown that optical fibre cables have been 
used to channel free space light into SFP transceiver modules. However, with the variety of 
standard “off-the-shelf” fibre cables available, it is unclear which of them would best couple 
light into fibre hardware. As such, this proceeding proposes research into the optimization 
of light coupling from free space into fibre hardware, by investigating the coupling 
performance of OM1, OM4 and OM5 multi-mode fibres cables in the presence of 
atmospheric turbulence. The received power and scintillation indices are compared. It was 
found that the OM4 fibre cable coupled the most optical power while the OM1 fibre cable 
had the least scintillation index. The OM5 fibre cable performed the worst in the conducted 
experiment. 

1. Introduction 

When compared to other African countries, South Africa has a high concentration of terrestrial 
fibre installations. This allows 67% of its population to live within 1 km of fibre infrastructure. 
However, the final connection which links the end-users to fibre infrastructure remains a 
challenge in many parts of the country. A reason for this is the high costs of drilling and trenching 
required for the extension of fibre networks. This leads to unequal fibre access between wealthy 
communities that can afford fibre cable installations and poorer communities whose residents 
have low disposable income [1]. A possible solution to the last mile fibre access challenge is free 
space optical (FSO) communication. Free space optical communication is the point-to-point 
transmission of information encoded on a laser beam which propagates through the atmosphere 
[2]. This concept could be used to bridge the gaps within the fibre optical network without the use 
of additional fibre cabling. Modern FSO systems are able to transmit large amounts of data at 
gigabit speeds across tens of kilometres [3]. However, such technology remains expensive and 
inaccessible to low-income populations. This is due to the expensive high-power lasers and 
custom electronics required to overcome the attenuating factors within the atmosphere. 
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Researchers have explored the use low-cost off-the-shelf fibre hardware, such as small form 
factor pluggable (SFP) transceiver modules, in FSO applications. This would significantly lower 
the cost of such technology and allow for easier deployment of FSO systems in different 
scenarios, including last mile connections. However, the challenge in doing this is coupling light 
from free space into fibre hardware. Different methods have been used to do this as seen in the 
following works. Ref. [4] demonstrates a cost-effective FSO system that uses a bidirectional SFP 
module to transmit data across 125 m. A short single mode fibre with a subscriber connector 
(SC) is used to guide the light into and out of a bidirectional SFP. In [5], a 1550 nm SFP 
transceiver module is used to develop a 500 m FSO system. A single mode fibre cable is used on 
the transmitting part of the SFP module, while a multimode fibre cable is used to receive the 
signal. A 1 Gbps FSO system is developed using a 1550 nm SFP module in [6]. The link is tested 
through a 7.2 m atmospheric chamber. The beam is coupled into the SFP using a multimode fibre 
with a core size of 1 mm for a large field of view. This work emphasized that the dominant power 
loss was a result of coupling light from free space into the fibre cable at the receiver side. A self-
aligning FSO system is presented in [7]. Spatial division multiplexing was used by coupling light 
beams into eight multimode fibres cables of 50 µm cores which were connected to eight separate 
SFP transceivers. This link was tested across 210 m. 

According to the literature reviewed above, fibre optical cables have been utilized to channel 
free-space light into fibre hardware. Literature has also shown that fibre coupling in such systems 
is the main source of power loss due to the inherent difficulty of fibre coupling [6]. There are 
different types of fibre cables available which have been designed and characterized for fibre 
network applications. However, little work has been done to characterize the light gathering 
capabilities of these fibre cables when used in free-space coupling. As such, the performance of 
fibre cables in free-space coupling remains largely unknown. Such information would be beneficial 
to designers as it would inform them of which fibre cable would lead to the lowest power loss. 

For this reason, this proceeding aims to contribute to the optimized use of low-cost off-the-
shelf fibre hardware in FSO systems, by comparing the coupling performance of different fibre 
cables in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. This is done to determine the optimal fibre cable 
to use for this application. Experimental testing will be done by coupling light that travels across 
a 140 m FSO link into various fibre cables and evaluating the results. 

2. Background 

2.1. Effects of Atmospheric Turbulence 

One of the most detrimental factors that affect free space optical communication is atmospheric 
turbulence [8, 9]. Atmospheric turbulence is caused by random fluctuations in temperature and 
pressure which form regions of unstable air masses called turbulent eddies. These eddies have 
independent characteristics and vary in size and density. Turbulent eddies also vary in refractive 
indices. As such, when light propagates through them refraction takes place.[10] 

The effect of turbulence on a propagating light beam is dependent on the size of the turbulent 
eddies encountered. If a turbulent eddy is larger than the beam diameter, the entire beam deflects. 
This is known as beam wander (or beam steering) which causes the light beam to have a “cork 
screw” motion through the atmosphere. This results in lateral displacement and angular 
misalignment at the receiving aperture. If a small detector is used at the focal point, the 
misalignment caused by beam wander will attenuate the received power. This is known as signal 
fading and can lead to loss of information if the power is beneath the link margin. Deep fades refer 
to situations where the signal power or intensity is too low for reliable communication [11]. 

If a turbulent eddy is of a similar size to the beam diameter, it focuses or defocuses the light in 
a lens-like manner. This leads to fluctuations in the light intensity detected at the receiver plane. 
This is a phenomenon known as scintillation. Scintillation often leads to degradation of the signal-
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to-noise ratio and deep random signal fades. The amount of scintillation faced by an optical system 
is characterized using the normalized variance of intensity, which is known as the scintillation 
index, σI2. The scintillation index is calculated as  

 𝜎𝐼
2 =

〈𝐼2〉−〈𝐼〉2

〈𝐼〉2
=

〈𝐼2〉

〈𝐼〉2
− 1. (1) 

If the eddy is smaller than the diameter of the beam, a portion of the light is deflected away 
from the rest of the beam. This leads to loss in received power. This effect is minimized by ensuring 
that the beam diameter is smaller than the coherence length of the atmosphere which is known as 
the Fried parameter [10]. The coherence length is the radius in which turbulence is correlated. 
Outside this radius, turbulence is uncorrelated and independent [11]. 

2.2. Optical Fibre Cables 

Optical fibres are cylindrical dielectric wave guides used to transport information in the form of 
optical energy. Optical fibres consist of three main concentric layers which are the core, cladding 
and coating. The core is the central region in which light is guided through. It is usually made up 
of low-loss silica glass and index modifying dopants. The core is embedded in the cladding, which 
is made of a similar material, but with a slightly lower refractive index. Surrounding the cladding 
is a protective coating, which is the first non-optical layer. It is a cushioning polymer which 
protects the silica structure against physical and environmental damage. Extra protecting is often 
added by incorporating an outer coating reinforced with steel or kevlar material. Light travels 
through the core of an optical cable, where it is confined by the principle of total internal reflection. 
For this to occur, light within the fibre core should strike cladding boundary at an incident angle 
which results in a refractive angle greater than 90◦. This causes the light beam to reflect back into 
the core. The maximum angle of incident at the face of a fibre cable which results in total internal 
reflection is known as the acceptance angle. This angle is characterized by a dimensionless factor 
known as the numerical aperture (NA), which is a function of the acceptance angle 𝜃𝑎 given by 
[12] 

 NA = sin (𝜃𝑎) . (2) 

There are two types of fibre cables which are single mode and multi-mode fibres. Single mode 
fibre cables can only transmit one ray (mode) of light and typically have very small core diameters 
of about 9 microns. This makes coupling into single mode fibre very challenging and impractical 
in long range FSO systems. Multi-mode fibre cables have much larger core sizes, with common 
core diameters being 50 and 62.5 microns. This allows easier coupling of light into a multi-mode 
fibre cable. For this reason, only multi-mode fibre cables are considered in this research. The 
effects of modal dispersion are assumed to be negligible in this work because only a short piece of 
multi-mode fibre is required to couple light into the fibre hardware. 

There are five standard classes of multi-mode fibre cables, which are shown in Table 1. All fibre 
cables in these classes have graded index profiles. In a graded index profile, the refractive index of 
the fibre core gradually decreases in a concentric manner with the highest value being at the 
center. This causes the light rays to propagate through the fibre core in sinusoidal shapes, 
minimizing modal dispersion and allowing for high data rates across longer distances. The 
different multi-mode classes each have a unique graded-index profile. This is because 
manufacturers have attempted to improve performance by optimizing the refractive index profile. 
This has led to improved modal bandwidths in newer multi-mode classes as seen in Table 1. 
Despite the improved performances, the impact of the different graded-index profiles on free 
space coupling is unknown. However, through testing, it is possible to determine which fibre cable 
works best for this application. 
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OM1 and OM2 fibre cables have similar characteristics and can be used interchangeably in 
many applications. The same is true for OM3 and OM4 fibre cables. For this reason, only OM1, 
OM4 and OM5 multi-mode fibre cables were considered at this stage of the research. 

Table 1: Characteristics of the 5 Multi-mode fibre cable Classes 

Class Colour Code Core Diameter NA Modal Bandwidth 

OM1 Orange 62.5 µm 0.275 200 MHz*km 

OM2 Orange 50 µm 0.2 500 MHz*km 

OM3 Aqua 50 µm 0.2 2000 MHz*km 

OM4 Aqua 50 µm 0.2 4700 MHz*km 

OM5 Lime Green 50 µm 0.2 28000 MHz*km 

 

3. Methodology and Data Collection 

Atmospheric turbulence leads to power attenuation and scintillation. As such, the optimal fibre 
cable used for free space coupling should couple the highest amount of optical power and have the 
least scintillation index. To test this, a 140 m FSO link was established between two buildings at 
the University of the Witwatersrand. A custom designed optical cage system was used to focus 
light beams onto the fibre cable tips. A 75 mm plano-convex lens with a focal length of 250 mm is 
used in the cage system, resulting in an f-number of 3.33. At this f-number, the airy disk diameter 
focused on the fibre tips is 12.59 µm, as seen in Equation 3, and incoming half angle of 8.53◦. This 
airy disk diameter and half angle are smaller than the fibre core diameters and within the 
numerical apertures of all three multi-mode fibre cables that will be tested, allowing for effective 
coupling. 

 ϕ = 2.44λF# (3) 

A 1510/1590 nm bidirectional small form factor pluggable transceiver module was used as the 
light source. After propagating through the link, the beam was coupled into a multi-mode fibre 
cable at the receiver and was measured and recorded using an infrared optical power meter 
(PM16-122) operating at a sampling time of 90 ms. The power meter used measures wavelengths 
between 700 nm to 1800 nm with a power range of 50 nW to 40 mW. Power measurements taken 
for three-minute intervals each, which leads to approximately 2000 samples for each 
measurement interval as in Figure 1. The fibre cables are tested sequentially and a total of eleven 
data sets were recorded for each cable at different times of the day. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The above mentioned experiment was carried out to analyse the coupling performance of the 
different fibre cables in real atmospheric turbulence. As expected, the received optical signal is 
turbulent and noisy, as seen in Figure 1a, which is an example of the optical power coupled in an 
OM1 fibre cable. The average for each dataset was calculated as summarized in Figure 1c, with 
error-bars indicating standard deviation. To measure the fluctuations within the entire optical 
system, the scintillation indices were calculated using equation 1. This measurement indicates 
which fibre cable is most resilient to fluctuations caused by different factors including 
atmospheric turbulence. The scintillation indices are calculated across 50 points within the data, 
resulting in a moving scintillation index as seen in Figure 1b. The averages of the scintillation 
indices were calculated for each data set and are summarized in Figure 1D. It can be observed 
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that data sets of high optical power had low the scintillation indices. Figure 1d shows that the 
highest scintillation index observed is 0.13, implying weak turbulence at this range. 

 

 (a) (b) 

 

 (c) (d) 

Figure 1: Optical Power and Scintillation Index (a) shows the optical power coupled into an OM1 multi-
mode fibre cable with the average power represented by the green dashed line. (b) shows the scintillation 
index calculated across 50 power samples. The yellow dashed line represents the average scintillation index. 
(c) shows the average power coupled in each data set. OM1, OM4 and OM5 are represented by the blue, 
orange and yellow bars. (d) shows the average scintillation index experienced in each data set. Similarly, 
OM1, OM4 and OM5 are represented by the blue, orange and yellow bars. 
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The average of the power and scintillation index means was calculated and is shown in Figures 
2a and 2b. These graphs show that on average the OM4 multi-mode fibre coupled the most optical 
power, while the OM1 fibre cable had the lowest scintillation index. However, the error bars of the 
two fibre cables overlap in each Figure, implying that they performed very similarly. Despite the 
OM5 cable having the highest modal bandwidth, as seen in Table 1, it performed the worst in this 
experiment. On average it coupled the lowest optical power and had the highest scintillation index. 

 

 (a) (b) 

Figure 2: Average of Power and Scintillation Index (a) shows the average of the mean power values for 
each data set and the corresponding error bars. (b) shows the average of the mean scintillation index values 
of each data set and the corresponding error bars. 

5. Conclusion 

This proceeding has presented an investigation carried out to determine the optimal fibre cable 
to use for free space light coupling in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. The results have 
shown that the OM1 and OM4 multi-mode fibre cables had a comparable performance with 
overlapping error bars. While the OM5 multi-mode fibre cable had the worst results, with the 
lowest power coupled and the highest scintillation index. This research will be extended upon by 
increasing the range in order to increase the atmospheric turbulence strength. 
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Abstract. The Vacuum Arc Thruster (VAT) is a simple electric propulsion system that
produces a metal plasma. The VAT has potential as the plasma source for a high performance
gridded ion thruster, the vacuum arc ion thruster VAIT. As the efficiency of such a system
ultimately depends on the amount of ion current that the VAT can produce, ion and arc current
measurements were made for three different VATs: coaxial thrusters firing steel and bismuth
cathodes and a planar steel thruster. A maximum ion to arc current ratio of 10.27 ± 0.5%
was obtained from the coaxial thruster firing steel, followed by the coaxial bismuth thruster at
7.5 ± 0.5% and the planar steel at 6.73 ± 0.5%. These results are discussed in the context of
the ion thruster, and some drawbacks of the VAT plasma source are presented. It is concluded
that the VAT may be suitable as a plasma source as long as the unique demands of high peak
ion current and non-uniform plasma density can be accommodated by the grid system.

1. Introduction
Gridded ion thrusters operate by accelerating ions from a plasma through a strong electric field,
between two or more grids, to very high velocities. These ion thrusters offer some of the highest
electrical efficiencies (60−80%) and specific impulses (> 5000s) of any practical space propulsion
system [1]. This makes them ideal for use on deep space missions, as well as for station keeping
applications. Gridded ion thrusters are most commonly fueled by noble gases such as xenon or
krypton, which are expensive and require mass-intensive gas handling equipment. The vacuum
arc thruster, henceforth abbreviated as VAT, on the other hand, is a very simple low efficiency,
low specific impulse propulsion system that uses pulsed arcs to ablate a cathode metal into
a plasma [2]. Although the VAT trades performance for simplicity it potentially has many
advantages as the plasma source for a high performance two stage system: the vacuum arc
ion thruster (VAIT). In this device a VAT would be used to produce a metal plasma from
which metal ions would be accelerated through a set of grids. Compared to traditional gas-
based plasma sources, the VAT is compact and lightweight and overall much simpler in design.
Second, it produces a highly ionised plasma with few neutrals which is desirable for an ion
thruster [3]. Finally, it can produce beams of heavy metal ions such as bismuth and uranium
- which are 60 and 82 percent heavier than xenon respectively, which is simply not practical
with other plasma sources. These higher ion masses mean greater thrust levels are attainable
for the same beam current level. As grid erosion is determined ultimately by the beam current,
this means a vacuum arc ion thruster could potentially have longer grid lifetimes than gas-based
systems [8]. Ultimately the efficiency of the VAT as an ion thruster plasma source depends on
how much ion current is produced for a given arc current. This is expressed as the ion fraction
fi, also known as the ion to arc current ratio; the determination of this value is the key focus of
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this work. Basic space propulsion figures of merit for a vacuum arc ion thruster are presented
followed by ion current measurement results from three different vacuum arc thrusters. From
these measurements the ion fraction is determined. Finally we discuss these results and outline
potential challenges of using the VAT as a plasma source.

2. Vacuum arc ion thruster figures of merit
In a VAIT, the beam current is the total ion current from the VAT that can be extracted by
the grid system. The ion to arc current ratio or ion fraction, fi, is simply:

fi =
Ji
Jd

(1)

Where Jd is the arc discharge current and Ji is the total ion current. The ion mass flow rate is
dependent on the ion to arc current ratio, fi, the ion mass Mi and the average ion charge state
⟨Z⟩, where e is the electron charge.

dmi

dt
=
MifiJd

e
⟨Z−1⟩ (2)

The ion current from a VAT is not uniform and has an exponential distribution. Thus a
correction factor, Cj , is applied to take this into account. The effective grid transparency is
given by ϕg. Therefore the ion beam current, Jb, is:

Jb = fiJdCjϕg (3)

The ion velocity, ui, can then be derived from conservation of energy:

1

2
Miu

2
i = eVb⟨Z⟩ (4)

ui =

√
2e⟨Z⟩Vb
Mi

(5)

Writing the ion beam mass flow rate:

dmib

dt
=
dmi

dt
ϕgCj =

fiJdCjϕgMi

e
⟨Z−1⟩ (6)

The thrust is simply:

T =
dmib

dt
ui = fiJdCjϕg

√
2MiVb
e

⟨Z− 1
2 ⟩ (7)

and the specific impulse:

Isp =
T

dmt
dt g

=
fiCjϕg⟨Z− 1

2 ⟩
Erg

√
2MiVb
e

(8)

Where Er is the VAT cathode erosion rate expressed in kg
C [6]. As shown above, both the thrust

and specific impulse ultimately depend on the ion fraction fi, equation (1). The determination
of this value for a variety of cathode materials and thruster geometries is the focus of this work.
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Figure 1. Cross section showing the simple
geometry of coaxial (left) and planar (right)
thrusters.

Figure 2. The three VATs used in this
work. Left to right: Bismuth coaxial thruster
showing clear cathode erosion, coaxial steel
thruster with minor erosion and planar steel
thruster during arc operation.

3. Total Ion Current Measurements
In order to determine the ion fraction, fi, the total ion current and arc currents were measured
and the ratio between them calculated, see equation (1). A large collector was used to completely
encapsulate the VAT so that ions could be captured from all angles surrounding the thruster,
including from behind the thruster. Three different thrusters were tested, a coaxial thruster
with a bismuth cathode (99.9% Bi), a coaxial thruster with a mild steel (99.6% Fe) cathode
and a planar thruster with a mild steel cathode. The coaxial thrusters had cylindrical cathodes
6.25mm in diameter and an alumina ceramic (Al2O3) tubular insulator 3mm thick. The coaxial
thruster anodes were copper. The planar thruster had a 1mm flat borosilicate glass insulator
separating the anode and cathode which were both mild steel pieces 20mmx5mmx10mm. The
planar glass insulator was recessed by 1mm allowing the cathode direct view of the anode. The
coaxial thrusters had no recession and the surfaces of the cathode insulator and anode were all
in the same plane. A cross section of the geometry is shown in figure 1 and the thrusters are
shown in figure 2. All thrusters were driven by the same circuit which relied on an inductive
high voltage spike to initiate the arc [4]. Experiments were conducted at 1.5± 0.5× 10−6 Torr.
A 0.1Ω resistor was used to measure the ion current, this low value was chosen to prevent a
large voltage drop across the collector which could prevent proper repulsion of plasma electrons.
The maximum voltage drop the collector would have experienced is V = IR = 4× 0.1 = 0.4V ,
which should have a negligible impact on electron repulsion. The circuit drive voltage, which
is also the anode voltage relative to the cathode, was 48V . In typical VAT drive circuits, the
arc energy predominantly comes either from a capacitor or an inductor which leads to a very
sharp triangular arc pulse shape [5]. This is undesirable for a plasma source as this arc current
shape will produce a highly non-uniform ion current. Thus the circuit used in this work was
tuned to better match the impedance of the arc plasma, and operates as a one stage Rayleigh
type pulse forming network producing roughly square shaped arc current pulses. In all tests
the cathode was grounded and the ion collector plate was biased negative relative to ground to
reflect electrons from the plasma plume. The negative bias on the collector plate was varied
from -0.8V to -60V. Due to the fact that each arc modifies the cathode surface meaning no two
arcs are the same, all results presented were averaged over 20 arc pulses.
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Figure 3. Coaxial bismuth thruster ion and
arc currents over the range of ion collector
negative bias voltages tested.

Figure 4. Coaxial steel thruster ion and arc
currents over the range of ion collector negative
bias voltages tested.

4. Results
4.1. General findings
The averaged arc and ion currents are shown in figures 3, 4 and 5, where the legend denotes the
negative bias voltage on the ion collector. The time has been zeroed to the start of the arc pulse.
The arc burns until the current drops below the minimum threshold necessary to sustain the
arc, the arc chopping current. As bismuth has a lower discharge voltage than iron, it can sustain
the arc for longer before reaching the chopping current. This is clearly seen by the difference in
arc length in figures 3 and 4. The coaxial bismuth arcs lasted approximately 1500µs while the
coaxial steel arcs lasted only 750µs. It is interesting to note that the planar steel thruster arcs
also lasted 1500µs despite having the same cathode material as the coaxial steel thruster. This
may be due to the fact that the planar geometry, with a 1mm insulator was able to lower the
arc chopping current and thus prolong the arc.

4.2. Ion to arc current ratios
Figure 6 shows the ion to arc current ratio expressed as a percentage of the arc current for all
three thrusters. As bismuth has a much lower cohesive energy than iron, it was expected that
the coaxial bismuth thruster would produce the highest ion to arc current ratio [7]. However, it
was the coaxial steel thruster that had the highest ratio measured at 10.27± 0.5%, followed by
the bismuth thruster at 7.5 ± 0.5% and finally the planar steel thruster at 6.73 ± 0.5%. These
values are in broad agreement with the literature where ion fractions of 5− 10% are commonly
observed. However, bismuth is often reported to have a higher ion fraction than other materials,
up to about 12% [11, 3, 10]. The fact that the coaxial steel thruster produced significantly
more ion current for a given arc current is interesting and warrants further investigation. One
possibility is that the bismuth cathode began melting and so produced fewer ions. The fact that
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the bismuth arcs burned at higher arc currents and for approximately twice as long as the steel
arcs, coupled with bismuth’s much lower melting point lend support to this idea [7, 9].

4.3. Estimation of the plasma electron temperature
The electron temperature in vacuum arc plasmas is known to be on the order of 1 eV [7]. Figure
6 clearly shows a plateau in the ion to arc current ratio as the negative bias is increased beyond
-20V. This suggests that the electron temperature is indeed low in all three thrusters regardless
of geometry or cathode material.

Figure 5. Planar steel thruster ion and arc currents over the range of ion collector negative
bias voltages tested.

During the planar steel thruster ion current measurements, there was an issue with the power
supply limiting the current. These results were excluded and new tests were repeated with the
same supply used for the coaxial thruster tests but at higher voltages. Unfortunately this lead
to a lack of data points over the range 20-40V, however the trend of ion current saturation does
still appear if somewhat less robustly.

Figure 6. Ion to arc current ratio versus ion collector negative bias voltage, expressed as a
percentage of the arc current.
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5. Potential drawbacks of the VAT plasma source
The VAT produces a large ion current pulse of several amps. This places a high peak power
demand on the accelerator supply; some 6kW peak power assuming 4A beam current and 1500V
acceleration voltage. Alternatively a capacitor bank could be used but must be oversized to
prevent significant voltage sag during the pulse. Furthermore the grid area would need to be
large enough to accommodate this peak ion current. Another challenge to consider is that the
plasma from the VAT has an exponential distribution; with Cj ≈ 0.67 as the plume divergence
parameter. This means that even if the grid system is capable of extracting the total ion current
from the VAT, the space charge limit may be exceeded along the cathode axis. Finally, as
the pulse length of the vacuum arc is quite short, in this work some 1-1.5ms; the processes of
extraction, acceleration and neutralisation must occur and reach equilibrium very quickly. This
situation could be improved by increasing the arc pulse lengths, so long as the cathode can be
kept below melting point.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, the vacuum arc thruster was examined as the plasma source for a gridded ion
thruster. The relevant spacecraft figures of merit were presented. Total ion currents were
measured for three different VATs by encapsulating them in a large negatively biased ion collector
and the ion to arc current ratio fi was calculated. All thrusters produced ion currents of several
amps and ion to arc current ratios above 6%. The coaxial steel thruster produced the highest fi
of 10.27± 0.5%. Differences in arc currents, arc burning lengths and ion currents were observed
and reasons for these discrepancies discussed. The ion currents began to saturate at -20V bias
voltage which implies a low electron temperature in the vacuum arc plasma. These findings show
that the VAT can readily produce several amps of metal ions, largely independent of thruster
geometry or cathode material. The VAT may be a suitable plasma source if the burdens of high
peak ion currents and non-uniform plasma density can be overcome.
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Abstract. The prediction of solar irradiance is of utmost importance in guiding solar power 
conversion systems with a specific focus on design, modelling, and operation. Availability of 
solar irradiance data plays a significant role for decision-makers responsible for future 
investment policies on green energy. The lack of weather stations and measured solar parameters 
in most areas in the developing countries has led to the development of solar prediction models. 
However, reliable prediction of solar irradiance is dependent on the availability of quality data 
and the prediction methods. Empirical models have been developed and used in the past; 
however, in recent times intelligent algorithms have proved to have more predictive power due 
to the availability of high-frequency data. The study uses two empirical models namely: the 
Clemence model and Hargreaves and Samani model to predict the global solar irradiance at 
Mutale station in the Limpopo province in South Africa. Furthermore, machine learning and 
deep learning techniques namely: support vector machines, random forest and artificial neural 
network were also used to predict global solar irradiance in the same area. To assess the 
predictive power of these empirical and machine models, the estimated values for the global 
solar radiation were compared with the recorded data from the Mutale weather station. Based on 
the results that were found on this study, machine learning techniques tend to give better or good 
result compared with empirical models. 

1. Introduction 
There has been a consensus (United Nations) that several countries across the globe are confronted with 
significant energy crises. As energy consumption rises, the world will encounter a substantial shortage 
of fossil fuels in the future decades because such power sources provide most of the world’s energy [1]. 
The existing of consumption energy across the globe is based almost completely on non-renewable 
resources like oil, gas, and coal. However, in recent times, there has been a call to reduce carbon 
emissions since these resources are not environmental free. The fundamental issue is the energy crises, 
particularly acute in emerging countries where there is a need to power families and industries [2]. It is 
estimated that in the next 30 years, the world will be overpopulated, and the energy demand will also 
increase [3]. 

The economy of developing countries that are highly industrialized, for example, South Africa, has 
a high energy demand. As the primary power provider in South Africa, Eskom relies on fossil fuels as 
an energy source, which is harmful to the environment. Using fossil fuels increases greenhouse gas 
emissions, such as carbon dioxide, causing global warming and hurting the ecosystem and biodiversity. 
The best solution to this challenge is for the world to move away from non-renewable resources and use 
renewable energy resources. In any given location, the demand for renewable and sustainable energy 
has increased. 
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Solar radiation from the sun is quickly becoming a viable alternative source to other traditional energy 
sources. Solar energy looks to be the most popular alternative among the various forms of clean energy 
sources because of its endless and non-polluting nature. Precise solar radiation estimation tools (which 
are the empirical models but due to their deficiencies in predicting solar radiation, machine learning has 
proved to have more predictive power due to the availability of high-frequency data) are critical in the 
design of the solar system. However, solar irradiance forecast depends on the available data and the 
forecasting methodologies used. Empirical models have been developed and used in the past, but due to 
the availability of high-frequency data, intelligent algorithms have recently proven to have more 
prediction potential [4]. 

2. Study area 
The research area of this project has been selected to be at Mutale area, Limpopo province South Africa. 
The province experiences high temperatures averaged to 25.2℃ in January while the coldest month is 
June at an average of 12.5℃. The geographic coordinates of the selected station are tabulated in table 1. 

Table 1. Geographical coordinates Mutale area. 

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude 

Mutale -22.73461 30.52188 550 

 

3. Methodology 
This study employed the historical data that was recorded by Agricultural Research Council (ARC). 
Two empirical models namely, Clemence and Hargreaves-Samani were employed to evaluate and 
estimate the global solar radiation for  Mutale area. Again, machine learning algorithms was also be 
utilized for further predictions. The empirical and machine learning models was compared against each 
other and the performances of empirical models and machine learning algorithms for estimating daily 
solar radiation will be further evaluated in different areas using statistical equations. 

3.1. Hargreaves-Samani 
Hargreaves-Samani developed a temperature-based model to predict global solar radiation [5]. Based on 
this principle, he recommended a simple equation defined as 

                                  𝐻𝐻 = 𝐻𝐻0 ∗ �𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟√∆𝑇𝑇�,                                                               (1) 
where, H represents daily mean value of global solar radiation (MJm−2day−1), Ho is daily mean value 
of extraterrestrial radiation (MJm−2day−1), ∆T is the difference between the maximum temperature 
(Tmax) and the minimum temperature (Tmin) in (oC), Kr is the empirical coefficient respectively. 

 
3.2. Clemence Model 
Clemence [6] has developed the temperature-based equation for estimating global solar radiation given 
by 

 H = (1.233 ∗ H0 ∗ ∆T + 10.593 ∗ Tmax − 0.713 ∗ Tmax ∗ ∆T + 16.5480) ∗ (0.04184), (2) 
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3.3. Random Forest 
A random forest model was used to predict global solar radiation in this research work. Random forest 
is a supervised ensemble machine learning technique that is utilized to solve classification and regression 
problems [7]. The random forests are a combination of several decision trees that were built using the 
bootstrapping technique, which involved selecting randomly at each node from samples in the learning 
dataset for the predictors. It makes use of ensemble learning by constructing a set of predictive models 
and combine their outputs in to a single prediction, a method for solving complicated issues by 
combining a number of classifiers. 

3.4. Support Vector Machine 
In this research work another machine learning technique, support vector machine was used to predict 
solar radiation.  A support vector machine (SVM) learning is a supervised machine learning algorithm 
used for both classification and regression problems [8]. SVM models include a variety of fundamental 
kernel functions, including polynomial (Poly), Gaussian, exponential radial basis function (ERBF), 
radial basis function (RBF), sigmoid, and linear kernels (9). The SVR works by mapping the input space 
into a high-dimensional feature space and constructs the linear regression in it which can be expressed 
as 

 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(𝑥𝑥) + 𝑏𝑏 (3) 

where ω is the weight vector, φ(x) maps inputs x into a high dimensional feature space that is nonlinearly 
mapped from the input space x and b is the threshold that separates the boundary line and the hyperplane. 
The main aim of using SVM is to minimize the weight. Comparing to the SV formulation for soft margin 
linear classifiers, the linear regression formulation is given by minimizing: 

1
2
𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 + 𝐶𝐶 ∑ (𝜁𝜁𝑖𝑖 + 𝜁𝜁𝑖𝑖∗)𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1                                                                    (4) 
Subject to                𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 − 𝜔𝜔0 ≤ 𝜀𝜀 + 𝜁𝜁𝑖𝑖;                      𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑁                                            (5) 
                                 𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 − 𝜔𝜔0 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝜀𝜀 + 𝜁𝜁𝑖𝑖∗;                      𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑁                                           (6) 
                                𝜁𝜁𝑖𝑖, 𝜁𝜁𝑖𝑖∗ ≥ 0,                                                𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑁                                            (7) 

where C is the regularization, ||w|| is the weight, ζi and ζ∗ is the errors. 

3.5. Artificial Neural Network 
Another technique was also employed to predict global solar radiation in this work. Artificial neural 
networks (ANN) are the neural networks that is based on the design of a human neuron. In the domains 
of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning, neural networks enable computer 
programs to identify patterns and resolve common issues by recognizing  the behaviour of the human 
brain [10]. ANNs are comprised of a node layers, containing an input layer, one or more hidden layer 
and an output layer. Each node or artificial neuron is connected to others and has a weight and threshold 
that go along with it. For the general neural network model, we let Nl to denote the number of neurons 
in the l-th layer for l = 1,2,...,L. 

                                                            𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗
(1) = ∑ 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗

(1)𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗𝑙𝑙−1
𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙−1
𝑗𝑗=0                                                                               (8) 

where yj denotes activation, ωij is the weight and      represent the bias neuron. g is the activation function, 
in this study (rectified linear unit) relu, sigmoid, softplus, softsign, tanh, (scaled exponential linear units) 
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selu, (exponential linear unit) elu, exponential, LeakyReLU and were used and through cross validation, 
the best parameter was relu. 

  (9) 

The predicted output layer will be given by 

                                              𝑦𝑦(𝑧𝑧,𝑤𝑤) = ∑ 𝜔𝜔𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿−1
(𝐿𝐿)𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿−1

𝚥𝚥=0 𝑎𝑎𝚥𝚥𝐿𝐿−1
� .              (10)   

                                                                 
4. Model evaluation metrics 
Statistical data analysis was used to test the accuracy and performance of the models. The following 
statistical data analysis namely: mean absolute error (MAE), coefficient of determination (R2), root mean 
square error (RMSE) and mean square error (MSE) were employed to evaluate the results. 

5. Results and discussion 
This section presents the findings from the empirical and machine learning methods used to estimate the 
daily global solar radiation for the Mutale area. Python was used for all computations for this work, 
while MATLAB was used to calibrate the empirical models when determining the model coefficients. 
The subsections below describe and display these results. Results for all methods that are used under 
this study and the comparison between the observed and estimated are shown and discussed under these 
subsections. Performance metrics results are also displayed under this section. 
The figures below illustrate the observation and the estimated daily global solar radiation for the 
Clemence, Hargreaves-Samani, random forest, support vector machines and artificial neural network 
models. It can be observed that solar radiation reaches its peak and lowest points throughout the summer 
and winter seasons, respectively. Summer is the season with the highest levels of global solar radiation, 
which coincides with the highest temperatures. Figures 1 and 2 represent the global solar radiation of 
the observed and estimated data for the Clemence model and Hargreaves-Samani model respectively. 
Figures 3, 2 and 5 represent global solar radiation for random forest, support vector vector machine and 
artificial neural networks.      

   

       Figure 1. Clemence model.  Figure2. Hargreaves-Samani. 
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Figure 3. Random forest.                                                   Figure 4.  Machine support vector.           
 
                                       

 

Figure 5.  Artificial neural network. 

 Table 2 below shows the statistical analysis for global solar radiation comparing observed and 
estimated data for the Clemence, Hargreaves-Samani, random forest, support vector machine and 
artificial neural networks models. It can be observed from the Table 2 that the values of MSE for all the 
models range from 0.027 to 23.38. RMSE values range from 0.52 to 4.84 which shows a good 
comparison because the values are close to zero since the values for RMSE ranges from 0.. The 
coefficient of determination R2 ranges from 0.40 to 0.99 for all the models. This indicates that deep 
learning and machine learning techniques perform better for the Mutale area. And the values of MAE 
ranges from 0.50 to 3.84 for all the models. 
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Table 2. Statistical errors obtained from different models. 

 

Models MSE R2 RMSE MAE 

Clemence 23.38 0.44 4.84 3.84 
Hargreaves-Samani 51.47 0.40 7.17 6.45 

Random Forest 1.15 0.97 1.07 0.72 
Support vector machine 7.87 0.81 2.81 2.12 
Artificial neural network 0.27 0.99 0.52 0.50 

 
 
 

6. Conclusion 
In this study, empirical models, machine and deep learning techniques were employed to estimate the 
global solar radiation for Mutale area in Limpopo province. Statistical analysis was also utilized to 
determine the performance measures of the models. It can then be observed that the performance of the 
empirical models is low compared to machine learning and deep learning. Random forest and support 
vector machines together with artificial neural networks seems to be the best model for Mutale area 
since the coefficient of determination ranges form from 0.81, 0.97 and 0.99. If the values of R2 is close 
to 1 then the model is said to be a perfect fit. 
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Abstract. Free-Space Optical (FSO) communication links have used Orbital Angular 
Momentum (OAM) modes as channels in Mode Division Multiplexing (MDM) systems. OAM 
modes suffer from turbulence-induced OAM crosstalk, which degrades the performance of FSO 
communication links. Turbulence predominantly causes lateral displacement and tilt angle on 
the beam wavefront. There are analytical models that characterize OAM crosstalk due to lateral 
displacement and tilt angle. We investigated the OAM spectrum due to lateral displacement and 
tilt angle for an input beam misaligned from the measurement axis. An experimental setup 
generated 11 OAM modes, ℓ ϵ [−5, 5]. We optically imposed these modes with lateral 
displacement and tilt angles. We present the analytical expression and experimental results 
which show that our approach does correctly measures the OAM spectrum due to lateral and tilt 
angle misalignments of the input beam with some adjustments required. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) has been identified as another degree of freedom of light. A beam 
carrying OAM can be characterized with a complex amplitude term exp(iℓθ), where ℓ can take any 
integer value [1]. Such a beam is an OAM mode and Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) modes are one of the 
examples of such. OAM modes being orthogonal to each other can be used to multiplex communication 
channels and hence improving the channel capacity of free-space optical links [2]. These modes have 
been used for Mode Division Multiplexing (MDM) because of the orthogonality of OAM modes. 

In free-space optical links, a light beam propagating through air transfers information. Three primary 
atmospheric phenomena affect beam propagation, namely absorption, scattering, and turbulence. 
Absorption and scattering by gases and particles of the atmosphere that causes attenuation are wavelength 
dependent. The flow of turbulence induces lateral displacement and angle of arrival fluctuations (i.e. tilt 
angle) as the fundamental aberrations among many effects on the wavefront of beam [3, 4]. Lateral 
displacement and tilt manifest as a random beam movement at the receiver. Unfortunately, OAM mode 
propagating through turbulence spreads its energy to neighbouring modes. A phenomenon known as 
OAM crosstalk causes errors at the receiver in FSO links. 

In attempting to investigate the OAM crosstalk due lateral displacement and tilt, an analysis of OAM 
of a beam misaligned from a reference axis showed that a single OAM state becomes a superposition of 
a number of states [5]. A theoretical proof and numerical simulations showed the relationship of the 
dispersed OAM spectrum versus the tilt angle and lateral displacement but without experimental 
verification [6]. The change in the observed OAM spectrum was experimentally obtained as the input 
beam was misaligned with respect to the analyser [7]. 

In this work, we look at this topic from an alternative perspective. By assuming that lateral 
displacement and tilt angle are the main aberrations of turbulence, we can simplify OAM in turbulence  
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to OAM in lateral displacement and tilt angle. This work investigates the OAM spectrum due to lateral 
displacement and tilt angle. The experimentally obtained spectrums are compared with an OAM 
spectrum analytical expression. This investigation is necessary because allows a way to verify if the 
experimental setup conforms to the known theory about the relationship between lateral displacement and 
tilt angle with OAM spectrum. The measurements collected will be used to model the spectrum using 
machine learning instead of the analytical expression. The rest of this paper contains the background 
information, followed by the setup and approach used to obtain the measurements. Lastly, a discussion 
of the preliminary results of the spectrums obtained in the presence of misalignments. 

 
2. Background 
2.1. OAM modes 
OAM modes have intensities and phases profiles. The spatial phase is a twisted light spiral staircase. 
OAM beams are defined by the azimuthal index, ℓ, that can have any number of integer twists. When 
an OAM mode propagates through turbulence, its energy spreads to the neighbouring modes - OAM 
crosstalk. OAM modes are a subset of the Laguerre–Gauss (LG) modes that form an orthonormal basis 
in cylindrical coordinates. 
    The field of an LG beam, with an azimuthal index, ℓ and a radial index p, in a cylindrical coordinate 
system, is given by 

               𝑈𝑈(𝑟𝑟,𝛷𝛷, 𝑧𝑧) =  𝐸𝐸0(√2 
𝑟𝑟

𝜔𝜔(𝑧𝑧))ℓ 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝ℓ �
2𝑟𝑟2

𝜔𝜔(𝑧𝑧)2�
𝜔𝜔0

𝜔𝜔(𝑧𝑧)𝑒𝑒
(−𝑖𝑖𝛹𝛹𝑝𝑝ℓ(𝑧𝑧))𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟

2

2𝑞𝑞(𝑧𝑧))𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖ℓ𝛷𝛷)                       (1) 

where 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝ℓ (. )  is the associated Laguerre polynomial, 𝐸𝐸0 is a constant electric field amplitude, 𝜔𝜔(𝑧𝑧) 

is the beam radius, 𝜔𝜔0 is the beam radius at the beam waist, 𝑧𝑧0 =  𝜋𝜋𝜔𝜔0
2

𝜆𝜆
  is the Rayleigh range,  

𝑞𝑞(𝑧𝑧) = 𝑧𝑧 − 𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧0,  is the complex beam parameter, and the  Gouy phase shift is given by 
𝛹𝛹𝑝𝑝ℓ(𝑧𝑧) = (2𝑝𝑝 + |ℓ| + 1)𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1( 𝑧𝑧

𝑧𝑧0
). 

 
2.2. OAM in turbulence 
As a Gaussian beam propagates through turbulence, three main effects that will take place:- beam 
spreading causing the beam to get bigger as it propagates, beam wander causing the centroid position of 
the beam to change at the receiver and scintillation resulting in the beam changing its shape. 
Additionally, an OAM mode will spread its energy neighbouring modes - OAM crosstalk when 
propagating in turbulence. Atmospheric turbulence induces mainly tilt and lateral displacement aberrations 
due to pressure fluctuations and temperature gradients. Fig 1 shows lateral displacement and tilt angle 
on a beam. Therefore, the system of OAM modes in turbulence is simplified to OAM modes in tilt 
and lateral displacement, since turbulence is stochastic in nature. 

 
2.3. Modal decomposition 
Modal decomposition is a standard technique used to retrieve the modal power spectra to fully 
characterize complex field distributions using a few mode weight coefficients. This technique can be 
used to reveal the information of crosstalk present in a particular LG field in an optical system. In modal 
decomposition, an unknown optical field (the mode to be detected) is expressed 
as a linear combination of orthogonal basis functions. 

U (x) = ∑ 𝑐𝑐ℓ𝛷𝛷ℓℓ   (2) 
 

where U(x) is the unknown field at the receiver, ℓ are the mode indices, cℓ is the complex expansion 
coefficient and Φℓ is the chosen basis function. The main aim is to calculate the complex expansion 
coefficients, cℓ. With the aid of a digital hologram encoded on the spatial light modulator (SLM) and a  
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Fourier lens the complex expansion coefficient measurements can be achieved. The coefficient can be 
extracted from the optical field intensity at the optical axis of the Fourier plane. This optical field 
intensity will be directly proportional to the c2. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Illustration of lateral displacement and tilt angle. The beam axis is the axis the beam 
propagates through turbulence. The measurement axis is the axis used to measure the intensity of the 
beam at the detector spot. Lateral displacement, ∆y is the offset of the beam axis vertically (or 
horizontally) parallel to the measurement axis. Tilt, α is when the beam axis is at an angle upon beam 
arrival at the detector spot. Therefore, lateral displacement and tilt angle cause the beams axis to be 
misaligned with the measurement axis. 

 
3. Methodology 
Figure 2 schematically depicts a standard modal decomposition setup with two SLMs used to perform 
the experiment [8]. A 632.8 nm collimated Gaussian laser beam is transformed into the required mode using 
the first SLM. The required mode is imaged onto the second SLM, which performs the modal 
decomposition to a camera at the Fourier plane of the decomposition lens. The SLM used was a SLM-
100-01-0001-01, the all-in-one model for 632.8 nm wavelength. 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic experimental setup: Lens (L1 and L2) enlarges the beam. The first SLM is 
illuminated with horizontally polarized light and encoded with holograms that perform complex amplitude 
modulation and impose tilt angle and lateral displacement. An incoming LG mode from SLM 1 selected 
by the spatial filter is ‘modally’ decomposed by the second SLM addressed by detecting hologram. At 
the Fourier plane, the camera detects the on-axis intensity. 
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Figure 3. Experiment schematic of how the SLM will be used to impose both lateral displacement and tilt 
angle on the hologram on the first SLM. During mode creation, the center of the mode created is moved 
by changing the amount of lateral displacement, ∆ y. The blazed grating on the first SLM varies the 
amount of tilt imposed. Both lateral displacement and tilt angle are with respect to the measurement 
axis. The measurement axis is determined before lateral displacement or tilt angle is imposed. 
 

The first SLM was used to laterally displace and tilt the created mode. Figure 3 illustrates how the 
lateral displacement and tilt were optically imposed by using the first SLM. By offsetting the position 
of the created mode on the Cartesian plane on the hologram, lateral displacement was imposed. Tilt 
angles were imposed on the created mode by varying the grating frequency of the blazed grating on the 
hologram. The setup used, but not limited to 11 LGℓ p=0 modes, ℓ ϵ [−5, 5]. 
 

4. Preliminary results 
Several combinations of lateral displacement and tilt angle with respect to the measurement axis for OAM 
modes were experimentally imposed. Mode index value of ℓ = 0 was used to make the comparison 
between measured spectrums and those calculated using the crosstalk analytical expression, as detailed in 
[6]. The corresponding results are shown in Fig 4. As expected, individually imposing lateral 
displacement or tilt angle results in a spectrum symmetrical about the input mode [6]. As the amount of 
lateral displacement and tilt angle increases, the spectrum broadens. Results show that the mode, ℓ = 0, is 
more sensitive to tilt angles than displacement. For future work, machine learning will be used to model the 
spectrum using these measurements instead of the analytical expression. The use of machine learning 
could model the spectrum in the presence of additional higher order aberrations because of turbulence. 
Such a model might be useful for combating turbulence in MDM. 

However, there are mismatches in the spectrums probably due to the precision of the setup as 
indicated by the crosstalk present in the aligned setup as shown in Fig 4(a). The additional aberrations 
arising from the SLMs and the other optical elements used within the experimental setup as well as the 
orientation of the tilt angle produced by the first SLM. 
 
5. Conclusion 
The OAM spectrum of various beams, with lateral displacement and tilt with respect to the measurement 
axis were analyzed. Results were presented on mode value of ℓ = 0 but similar results were obtained for 
other ℓ values. These results corresponded to the spectra obtained from the crosstalk analytical 
expression, thereby confirming that our approach yields a useful measurement of the OAM spectrum. 
An example of this is for analyzing the OAM crosstalk due to turbulence which may reveal interesting 
features within the OAM spectrum. Future work will be attempting to model the spectrum using machine 
learning and these measurements instead of the analytical expression. In the presence of additional 
higher order aberrations machine learning model might be useful for mitigating the effects of turbulence 
in MDM. 
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                  (a) No misalignments imposed                          (b) Tilt only imposed 
 

                 (c) Tilt only imposed                                          (d) Tilt only imposed 
 

 
          (e) Lateral displacement only imposed              (f) Lateral displacement only imposed 

                                                       (g) Lateral displacement only imposed 
Figure 4. The analytical and experimental spectrums for different misalignments on ℓ = 0. 
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Abstract. In the design of the proposed Phase-II Inner Tracker upgrade to the ATLAS
detector, humidity and temperature sensors will be placed throughout the volume to monitor
environmental conditions. To assist in the placement of these sensors and to better understand
the internal fluid environment of the detector under the nitrogen flushing, the Inner Tracker is
modelled using Computational Fluid Dynamics. Fluid flow and heat transfer simulations have
been completed, revealing key features of the flow distribution during nitrogen flushing. The
models also indicate a uniform temperature distribution throughout most of the volume.

1. Introduction
The ATLAS Inner Tracker (ITk) is a planned upgrade to the ATLAS detector at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) in CERN, Switzerland. The purpose of the ITk is to plot the positions
and trajectories of charged particles close to the particle interaction point [1]. The ITk will
replace the current Inner Detector, which will have suffered accumulated radiation damage,
while at the same time improve the coverage, radiation hardness and triggering capabilities in
time for the High Luminosity LHC [1]. The internal components of the particle detectors are
susceptible to damage due to high humidity: when is high enough, condensation can occur and
sensitive electrical equipment can become corroded over time resulting in loss of sensitivity and
even complete loss of detection, greatly reducing the effectiveness of the detector [1]. Because
the internal environment of a detector is kept at −20◦C for optimal performance, any moisture
introduced can be dangerous.

This problem is solved in the ITk in two ways: continual flushing with dry nitrogen (N2)
which will keep the environment dry and humidity and temperature sensors placed throughout
the detector which will be able to monitor the environmental conditions and warn if conditions
lead to condensation. These ”leaks” could be back-diffusion in the dry N2 flush exhaust, leaks
at the service penetrations. A fault condition in the cooling is envisaged to drop the local
temperature, meaning the specification of very low humidity must be sufficient that the dew-
point is below the lowest temperature reached in this extreme fault condition (Tdp < −60◦C).

In order to know the best placements for sensors and better understand the fluid environment,
a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation is used to calculate flow, temperature and
humidity distributions throughout the volume. This paper will address the CFD modelling up
to the point of modelling temperature and flow distributions. The results of these models are
presented and the next steps in order to model humidity are discussed.
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Figure 1. Overview of the ATLAS detector showing the Inner Detector to be replaced in the
Upgrade by the Inner Tracker (ITk) [1].

2. Methodology
The CFD simulation design and execution has 4 stages: simplification and adaption of real
geometry to suit the CFD, meshing, executing the simulation and post-processing.

2.1. Geometry
For simulation purposes, the ITk volume is split into 3 sections, from outermost to innermost:
the Strips, the Outer Pixels and the Inner Pixels, shown in figure 1. The work presented in this
paper concerns only the ITk Outer Pixels.

The Outer Pixels can be thought of as a pipe filled with sets of dozens of discs, which detect
particles, as well as support cylinders. The main section of the Outer Pixels can be divided into
3 parts: the Left (+z) endcap, the outer barrel, and the Right (−z) endcap, as can be seen in
Figure 2. It widens at each end into the two Patch Panel 1 (PP1) flanges. There are 12 flushing
inlets of 10mm wide on the left flange mirrored by 12 similarly sized outlets on the right flange.
The outer barrel services envelop the endcaps and then insert into the outer barrel. The Pixel
Service Tube (PST) separates the Outer Pixels from the Strips and the Inner Service Tube (IST)
separates the Inner and Outer Pixels.

The geometry is made complex by the transitions from large to small length scales. There
are many channels on the mm scale typically between the detector discs and support structures.
This becomes especially challenging when meshing for CFD as it requires sudden changes in cell
size around these narrow channels.

A cross section of these components in the yz-plane is shown in Figure 2. The geometry is
simplified as much as possible without changing any fundamental features. The Outer Pixels
are symmetrical across the yz-plane so only half of the volume requires meshing. The y and z
axes are not symmetric due to gravity and flow direction respectively. However, the ITk is still
in the design phase, thus, the geometry is always subject to changes.

2.2. Meshing
The mesh for the ITk is large at around 60 million cells, which are predominantly tetrahedral.
To ensure mesh quality, all cells were required to have a skewness below 0.9. To achieve this the
average cell size was set to be 10mm and face meshing was applied to the narrow channels, so
that each channel was at least 2 cells wide.
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Figure 2. Cross section of the ITk Outer Pixels showing the solid components.

2.3. Simulation
2.3.1. Governing Equations The finite volume method [2] is used to simulate the fluid
environment inside the ITk. The governing equations are shown in in equations (1) and (2).
Equation (1) is the continuity equation and represents conservation of mass. Equation (2)
represents conservation of momentum in x, y and z directions [2], [3], [4]. Equation (3) represents
the heat transfer equation for the fluid and equation (4) represents the heat transfer equation
for solid regions.

∇(ρu⃗) = 0 (1)

ρ∇.(u⃗iu⃗) = − ∂p

∂xi
+∇.(µ∇u⃗i)−Bi (2)

for i = x, y, z. where the body forces are Bx = Bz = 0 and By = −ρg.

∇ · (ρu⃗) = −P∇ · (u⃗) +∇ · (k∇T ) (3)

∇ · (u⃗ρh) = ∇ · (k∇T ) (4)

2.3.2. Boundary Conditions The boundary conditions for the inlets and outlets are listed in
Table 1. The inlets are designed to achieve a flow rate of 500l/hr throughout the full volume.

Table 1. Inlet and Outlet boundary conditions for the Outer Pixels simulation
Boundary Type Flow Rate (kg/s) Temperature (C)
Inlets Mass Flow Inlets 7.9× 10−5 10

(6.59× 10−6kg/s per inlet)
Outlets Pressure Outlets Atmospheric pressure Fluent Calculated

The temperature boundary conditions are shown in the Table 2. Most solids are excluded
from the simulation to simplify the model and are instead represented as constant boundary
conditions. The outer barrel services and bulkheads are deemed to be thick enough to be
modelled, thus they are meshed and affect the heat transfer simulations. A coupled boundary
condition is applied where the solid regions are in contact with other meshed regions and constant
temperature boundary conditions are used where they face an external surface.

All internal detector components are maintained at a temperature of -20◦C to ensure the
optimal functioning of electronics and these are represented by constant temperature walls in
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Table 2. Temperature boundary conditions for the Outer Pixels simulation

Boundary Type Heat Transfer Conditions Temperature [C]
Flanges Wall Const. Temperature 25
PST Wall Const. Temperature 20
IST Wall Const. Temperature −20
Detector disks Wall Const. Temperature −20
Bulkhead Solid region Const. Temperature 25 on external face

(meshed) Coupled Fluent calculated on Outer Pixels side.
Outer Barrel Solid region Const. Temperature 20 on PST side
Services (meshed) Coupled Fluent calculated on Outer Pixels side.

the simulation. Temperature boundary conditions at the Outer Pixels boundaries to Strips [5]
and Inner Pixels are taken from results of CFD simulations of these regions.

First a flow-only simulation is run to get a flow distribution for the volume. The energy
equation is turned off and there is no heat transfer between components. After this a heat
transfer simulation is run, giving both flow and temperature distribution. This can effect the
flow and allows for the possibility of effects like buoyancy driven flow.

2.3.3. Convergence For the flow-only simulations, the standard residuals are used: continuity
and velocity in the x, y, and z directions. For the heat transfer simulations, energy is also
used as a residual. For both simulations mass imbalance is monitored. Mass imbalance is the
difference between net mass in through the inlets and out through the outlets. In some cases
continuity may not converge because the mass imbalance is non-zero – however, as long as the
mass imbalance is stable the simulation can be considered converged. The tolerance values used
for continuity, x, y, and z velocities is 10−3 and for energy it is 10−6

Once simulations were set up and initialised, they were run on the Centre for High
Performance Computing (CHPC) clusters in South Africa. Both flow-only and heat transfer
simulations are found to converge within 300 iterations.

2.3.4. Solver Settings The solver uses double precision so these values are calculated halfway
between each mesh node as well as at each node. Momentum and pressure at nodes shared
between cells must match, meaning the equations must all be solved simultaneously. The solver’s
initial solution is a guess which is then used in the next calculation. The simulation is iterated in
this way until it certain variables, called residuals, fall below a set tolerance level. Residuals are
dimensionless and can be roughly understood as the difference between a given quantity from
one iteration to the next. Once every residual is below its tolerance value in a given iteration,
the simulation is considered converged.

Flow is assumed to be incompressible and, for flow and heat transfer simulations, at constant
density. A viscous model is used where the flow is assumed to be laminar. This assumption is
based on measurement of the flow through the inlets, which is calculated to be laminar. Gravity
is set at -9.81m/s in the y-direction. Solid components are modelled as graphite and the fluid
environment is assumed to be entirely N2 for the flow and heat transfer simulations.

3. Results
3.1. Flow Results
Velocity magnitude plots indicate low velocity flow throughout the Outer Pixels. The velocity
magnitude plot for the left endcap in Figure 3 shows flow is between 1− 5mms−1 through the
majority of the volume. Layer 4, the outermost layer of the endcaps marked by 1 in Figure 3,
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demonstrates that this layer has the highest velocity magnitude. This can be seen more clearly
in the right-hand image depicting velocity plots for the yz-plane. This high velocity is due
to Layer 4 having more space for fluid to flow through, while Layers 2 and 3 have only narrow
1−2mm channels. This could be problematic as Layers 2 and 3 may not be flushed as effectively
as Layer 4. This pattern of flow is mirrored for the right endcap, while the Outer Barrel region
does not show significant flow features for any layer.

Figure 3. Velocity magnitude contours in the Outer Pixels endcap. Left: yz-plane Right:
xy-plane

3.2. Temperature Results
Temperature plots for the Outer Pixels indicate that the temperature is mostly uniform at -20C
throughout the volume. This is seen most easily in the right-hand image of Figure 4. This
uniform distribution is due to cooling from the detector components: each component has its
own cooling system.

Layer 4 of the endcap and the outer barrel services are labelled by 1, and this region exhibits
a higher temperature due to the external boundary conditions on the services, which conducts
heat down to Layer 4. However, this area is subject to a geometry update that will isolate
Layer 4 from the services. Once this update is implemented it is expected that Layer 4 will
be have the same uniform distribution as Layers 2 and 3 as it will be thermally isolated. The
same temperature pattern is mirrored in the right endcap and the outer barrel discs are also at
uniform temperature.

These temperature distributions would indicate that there is no preferred position for sensors
to be placed based on properties of the fluid environment. As it stands, it would be advised
sensors placement can proceed according to considerations of convenience, such as what areas
have space, whether it is easy to insert sensors there, and a need to have maximum coverage
of the Outer Pixels volume. In regards to the latter, sensors will be placed only in the endcaps
and not the outer barrel. This is because leaks are only expected at the flanges and not along
the volume. Any moisture due to leaks will have to pass through the endcaps before reaching
the outer barrel. However, the addition of air leaks, and the subsequent humidity, into the
simulations could affect temperature and flow distributions. Subsequently sensor placement
may need to be reconsidered based on future model predictions.
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Figure 4. Temperature contours in the Outer Pixels endcap. Grey arrows indicate velocity
vectors. Left: yz-plane Right: xy-plane

4. Conclusion
The aim of this work was to model the internal fluid environment of the ATLAS ITk using CFD
in order to advise on the placement of sensors. Although flow and temperature distributions
have been modelled, humidity must still be modelled before we can confidently assess the optimal
placement of sensors. Flow distributions have indicated that there may be some areas in the
geometry which may hinder flow. On the other hand, temperature distributions are almost
entirely uniform throughout the inner layers, implying that there is no preferred location for
temperature sensors. However, these adding humidity to the simulations could still affect these
results. This will be done by introducing humid air as a new species entering the volume via
”leaks” on the flanges and the distribution of densities for each species will be calculated using
the species transport equation, allowing calculation of humidity distributions. A user-defined
function can be created that takes temperature and humidity values at each point in the volume
in order to calculate the Dewpoint. This distribution will allow us to understand at what
locations condensation is likely to occur.
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Abstract.The contribution of the Kruger National Park South Africa ecosystem to Carbon 

uptake and emission is highly variable across the years due to perturbations in vegetation cover 

as driven by large herbivores and inter-annual climate variability. The quantification of the 

contribution from the savanna ecosystems to the global carbon budget is still highly uncertain. 

This can be accounted for by the unavailability of CO2 measurements as well as changes in 

patterns of land use. This study explores the simultaneous changes in CO2 flux exchanges and 

energy fluxes to understand the response of vegetation to climate variability. We have 

investigated the covarability between energy fluxes such as sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, 

and net radiation and CO2 flux exchange by the Eddy Covariance technique at Skukuza Kruger 

National Park, South Africa. The patterns of the energy fluxes and net ecosystem exchange 

(NEE) during 1st January 2017 and 2018 show the ecosystem as a sink of Carbon with an average 

of -11,6177 umol.m-2. s-1 daytime, +4,6354 umol.m-2. s-1 nighttime, -8,3959 umol.m-2. s-1 daytime, 

+6,3479 umol.m-2. s-1 nighttime, respectively. CO2 fluxes showed similar trends during the 

hydro-ecological year with an average of +0,8455 umol.m-2. s-1 and +0,1102 umol.m-2. s-1 annual 

increase from 2017 and 2018, respectively. While the energy flux increases with a decrease in 

carbon sink over that period from H = 67,3488 w/m2, LE = 78,7404 w/m2 and Rn-MET = 86,4002 

w/m2 up to H = 82,3075 w/m2, Rn-MET = 99,0331 w/m2 and down LE = 40,4249 w/m2 contribution 

of the change from 2017 dry year to 2018 wet year, respectively. The increase in energy fluxes 

and CO2 flux exchanges shows connections that have large implications for the Skukuza area 

and its response to interannual variability. 

1.  Introduction 

The global Carbon dioxide levels today are higher than at any point in the least the past 800,000 years. 

Human activities have increased the concentration of Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, amplifying 

Earth's natural greenhouse effect. Carbon dioxide concentrations are rising mostly because of the fossil 

fuels that people are burning for energy. Fossil fuels like coal and oil contain carbon that plants pulled 

out of the atmosphere through photosynthesis over the span of many millions of years; human activities 

are returning that carbon to the atmosphere in just a few hundred years. Carbon is the fundamental 

component of all organic compounds. It is one of the primary elements of life, involved in the fixation 

of energy by photosynthesis.  
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The biosphere includes a complex mixture of carbon compounds which originate, transform, and 

decompose within this sphere. Plants absorb CO2 during photosynthesis, which is active during the 

daytime. All living organisms always respire and release CO2. Thus, Carbon-dioxide is produced and 

consumed in a cyclic manner. (Rebecca Lindsey et al.2020) A carbon sink is anything that absorbs more 

carbon than it releases. These sinks keep the levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere at manageable 

levels (e.g., forests and soils, oceans, untapped fossil fuel wells, and photosynthesis of terrestrial plants. 

The Carbon fluxes from the atmosphere to the ground are given a negative sign (mean down-take can 

results in sink) and the ground to the atmosphere are given a positive sign (mean uptake which can result 

in source of carbon), respectively. (Archibald SA, A Kirton, et al. 2008). The energy balance at Earth's 

land surface requires that the energy gained from net radiation be balanced by the fluxes of sensible and 

latent heat to the atmosphere and the storage of heat in soil. These energy fluxes are a primary 

determinant of surface climate. The annual energy balance at the land surface varies geographically in 

relation to incoming solar radiation and soil water availability. Energy fluxes vary over the course of a 

day and throughout the year, also in relation to soil water availability and the diurnal and annual cycles 

of solar radiation. (Gordon Bonan et al. 2015). This paper explores the simultaneous changes in CO2 

flux exchanges and energy fluxes to understand the response of vegetation to climate variability. We 

have investigated the covarability between energy fluxes such as sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, net 

radiation, and CO2 flux exchange by Eddy Covariance technique at Skukuza Kruger National Park, 

South Africa.  

2.  Methodology 

The Carbon dioxide flux measurements using the Eddy Covariance technique generate a raw dataset 

with a very high temporal resolution (generally 10-20 Hz). The first step in the analysis of these data is 

to screen them for spurious values, perform various corrections, and then integrate the fluxes over 

periods of about 30 minutes. An Eddy covariance system was built at a site near Skukuza Camp in 

Kruger National Park, South Africa, in 2000, with meteorological measurements starting in January 

2001, as the first flux measurements are used. The site required that the length of the tower be 22m long, 

16 m of height measurements, 10 m vegetation height, (25.0197°S, 31.4969°E), lies at 365 m above the 

sea level, in an area with 547 mm/year of mean annual rainfall, which falls between November and April 

and the annual temperature ranges between 14.5 and 29.5 °C. (Scholes, R.; Gureja, N et al.2001). 

 

 Data was collected using LI-7500, the open-path analyser that measured in situ gas, instantaneous wind 

speed, CO2 concentration, radiation, and latent and sensible heat flux measurements needed for 

computing the connection between energy fluxes and CO2 flux exchanges. The turbulence (vertical) 

fluxes of the carbon dioxide, Fc (mmol m-2 s -1), the sensible heat flux, H (W m-2), and the latent heat 

flux, λE (W m-2) for each time step (time scales, daily and diurnal patterns in various seasons, seasonal 

and inter-annual) were obtained from the flux tower at Skukuza. The eddy flux was calculated as: 

 

            𝐹 = 𝜌𝑎̅̅ ̅𝑊′𝑆′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅                      General equation                                                    (1) 

 

The eddy flux (F) was approximately equal to the mean air density multiplied by the mean covariance 

between deviations in instantaneous vertical wind speed and mixing ratio. Carbon dioxide flux was 

presented as the mean covariance between deviations in instantaneous vertical wind speed and density 

of CO2 in the air. (Grünwald T, Bernhofer C et al.2007, Mauder M, Foken T et al.2011) 

 

           𝐹𝐶 = 𝜌𝑎𝑊′𝜌𝑐
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅               Carbon dioxide flux                     (2) 

By analogy, sensible heat flux was equal to the mean air density multiplied by the covariance between 

deviations in instantaneous vertical wind speed and temperature; conversion to energy units were 

accomplished by including the specific heat term. 

 

               𝐻 = 𝜌𝑎𝑐𝑝  𝑊′𝑇𝑎
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅     Sensible heat flux                    (3) 
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Latent heat flux was computed in a similar manner using water vapor and later converted to energy 

units. 

             λE= 𝜆𝑊′𝜌𝑣
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅                  Latent heat flux                    (4) 

Where 𝜌𝑎 was the density of dry air (kg m-3) at a given air temperature, 𝑐𝑝   was the specific heat capacity 

of dry air at constant pressure (J kg-1 K-1), λ was the latent heat of vaporisation (J kg-1), 𝜌𝑐 was the molar 

density of CO2 gas (mol m-3) and 𝜌𝑣 was the molar density of water vapour (mol m-3). Ta was the air 

temperature derived from the sonic anemometer (K) and W was the vertical wind velocity component 

(m s-1), and 𝑆′mixing ratios. Over bars denoted time averages and primes indicated fluctuations about 

the averages. Energy closure balance was obtained using the energy budget represented by equation 5, 

parameters data was stored at the eddy covariance flux tower every 30 minutes. Energy balance closure 

was evaluated by statistical regression of turbulent energy fluxes (sensible and latent heat (LE)) against 

available energy (net radiation, less the energy stored) and by solving for the energy balance ratio, the 

ratio of turbulent energy fluxes to available energy. 

                                                                                                                

   𝐻 +  𝜆𝐸 + 𝑅𝑛 + 𝐺 =0                     Energy closure                            (5) 

3.  Results and Discussion 

 

Half-hourly fluxes were used to analyze Net ecosystem exchanges (NEE) (Figure 1). Previous studies 

defined a hydro-ecological year from 1 July to 30 June of the following year according to Archibald et 

al. 2009. We observed patterns of covariability during the hydro-ecological years (Figure 1), with mean 

of   𝑭𝑪 = -0,7349 umol.m-2. s-1(2008/09), 𝑭𝑪 = -03185 umol.m-2. s-1(2010/11),𝑭𝑪 = -0,8454 umol.m-2. s-

1(2016/17), and   𝑭𝑪 = +0,1102 umol.m-2. s-1 for 2017/2018 with data bias because only values ending in 

January 2018 is used which does not represent full hydro-ecological year. This can be attributed to 

vegetation and availability of rain to grow vegetation during the years, although some of the years are 

regarded as dry/drought years this has not impacted largely on the ecosystem over the years because 

Skukuza plants regrowth as a form of carbon sequestration. The site has less human carbon footprint. 

The ecosystem was still able to maintain its reservoirs. Luis A. et.al. 2021 also found results that indicate 

a shift to a climate into extreme dry and wet seasons might eventually suppress the savanna carbon 

uptake capacity allowing it to remain as carbon sink. The first results from the project CarboAfrica in 

2009 for savanna estimates lead to a moderate carbon sink where the main components were Fires, 

deforestation and forest degradation were the main contributors to the carbon emissions. 

 

 

                                 
         Figure 1 Net ecosystem exchange (NEE) for hydro-ecological years 2008/09.   
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The scatter plot (Figure 2) explains the correlation between the Net ecosystem exchange (NEE) and 

sensible heat flux(H). It represents how closely the two variables are connected. There can be three such 

situations to see the relation between the two variables Positive Correlation is when the values of the 

two variables move in the same direction so that an increase/decrease in the value of one variable is 

followed by an increase/decrease in the value of the other variable. Negative Correlation is when the 

values of the two variables move in the opposite direction so that an increase/decrease in the value of 

one variable is followed by decrease/increase in the value of the other variable. No Correlation is when 

there is no linear dependence or no relation between the two variables. 

 

  
 

                 
 

Figure 2 Net ecosystem exchange (NEE) and sensible heat flux(H) for hydro-ecological years 2008/09, 

2010/11, 2016/17.  

 

The pattern shown in Figure 2 indicates the relation between NEE and sensible heat flux (a)-(c), where 

the correlation curving towards the negative. This shows that with an increase in energy flux of sensible 

heat over the years, the Skukuza ecosystem is impacted negatively. The curve is moving towards average 

if this uptake is continuous, it may end up becoming a source of Carbon in the future. This pattern is 

similar for NEE and latent heat flux as well as NEE and net radiation. Similar correlations were found 

by Wang, W., J. A. et.al.2016, where examined the correlation of water vapor and CO2 through analyses 

of high-frequency time series derived from eddy covariance measurements collected over a suburban 

grass field in Princeton, NJ during a 2-year period (2011–2013).  The sensible heat flux (Figure 2) 

increases with a decrease in carbon sink over that period 2008/09, 2010/11,2016/17 and 2017/18 from 

(a) H = 49,1647 w/m2, (b) H = 58,5849 w/m2, (c) H = 67,3488 w/m2 and 2017/18 is bias since dataset 

does not complete for hydro-ecological year with H = 82,3076 w/m2, respectively. Latent heat fluxes 

and CO2 fluxes showed negative correlation during the hydro-ecological years 2008/09,2010/11,2016/17 

and 2017/18 was not reliable since its data bias.  
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While the latent heat fluxes mean for those years measured were, LE = 63,0990 w/m2, LE = 50,5743 

w/m2, LE= 78,7404 w/m2 and LE = 40,4249 w/m2. Interestingly, maximum CO2 uptake occurs during 

periods of low soil moisture when green leaves are still present. This reduces gross primary production 

through ecosystem water stress, cause vegetation mortality and further exacerbate climate extremes due 

to land–atmosphere feedbacks. Previous work has explored the impact of soil-moisture availability on 

past carbon-flux variability (Green, J.K., et.al.2019). However, the influence of soil-moisture variability 

and trends on the long-term carbon sink and the mechanisms responsible for associated carbon losses 

remain uncertain. 

 

 

        
Figure 3 Fluxes Net ecosystem exchange (NEE) daytime and nighttime of 01 January 2017. 

 

The half hourly NEE (Figure 3), during 1st January 2017 shows average of -11,6177 umol.m-2. s-1 

daytime, +4,6354 umol.m-2. s-1 night-time, and 2018 was uptake from 2017 to -8,3959 umol.m-2. s-1 

daytime, +6,3479 umol.m-2. s-1 night-time, respectively. CO2 fluxes showed similar trends during the 

hydro-ecological years with average of +0,8455 umol.m-2. s-1 and +0,1102 umol.m-2. s-1 increase from 

2017 and 2018, respectively.  While the energy flux increases with a decrease in carbon sink over that 

period from H = 67,3488 w/m2, LE = 78,7404 w/m2 and Rn = 86,4002 w/m2 up to H = 82,3075 w/m2, 

Rn = 99,0331 w/m2 and down LE = 40,4249 w/m2 contribution of the change from dry year to wet year 

for 2017 and 2018, respectively.  However, to quantify and understand the patterns for analyses we used 

hydro-ecological years instead of a day.  The energy balance closure was 74% but generally, a 100% 

energy budget closure is not achieved for EC systems, and an average closure of approximately 80% is 

often observed. Several reasons for the lack of 100% including different sampling scales of the sensors; 

energy storage; measurement errors; and heterogeneity of the land surface resulting in advective fluxes 

and transport of large eddies which cannot be measured with the Eddy Covariance method. 

 

These patterns (Figure 4) show that energy cannot be conserved according to the law of conservation in 

this site by using the eddy covariance method. Since the Skukuza flux tower is a LI-Cor 7500 open path 

gas analyzer, it has problem with energy closure. This issue can be resolved by looking at closure 

residual. The energy closure must approach zero. While closure residual is determined with: 

 

          Closure Residual = (Rn+ G) -(H+ λE)                                                   (6) 
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Figure 4 Energy closure with the sum of sensible heat flux (H), latent heat flux (LE) and soil heat flux 

(G) against net radiation for 2008/09. 

4.  Conclusion 

 

The increase in energy has large implications to the Skukuza area and its response to interannual climate 

variability.  The covaribility can be attributed to perturbations in vegetation cover as driven by 

interannual climate variability. The variability seems to be largely controlled by variations in the length 

of time that green leaf is displayed by the trees and grasses, and by changes in seasonal patterns of water 

availability both ultimately driven by variations in rainfall between years. Similar previous study done 

by Archibald et al., 2008 revealed same patterns. It became obvious that the energy balance at the Earth’s 

surface could not be closed with experimental data. The available energy, that is, the sum of the net 

radiation and the ground heat flux, was found in most cases to be larger than the sum of the turbulent 

fluxes of sensible and latent heat. For the CO2 flux networks a closure of the energy balance of 

approximately 80% is usually found.  
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Abstract. Neutrons and gamma rays are effective probes for the elemental characterization of 
bulk samples. When a neutron interacts with matter, it does so in a unique way, depending on 
the energy of the neutron and the nature of the target nucleus. Most nuclides exhibit distinctive 
structure in their total and differential cross sections, which enhances the probability of certain 
neutron interactions occurring at specific incident neutron energies and exiting scattering angles. 
Elements can thus be differentiated via their total, elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections, 
the energy loss that occurs in neutron scattering and the energies of gamma rays produced in 
inelastic collisions. In this work we report on the use of the fast neutron transmission analysis 
technique for the analysis of C and H in graphite and high density polyethylene.  

1.  Introduction 
 
The interrogation of materials to determine their elemental composition is of wide interest in industry. 
There are many well established techniques that are regularly used for this purpose [1, 2], and in 
particular neutron-based techniques have seen much development in the past decades [3, 4]. Neutron 
techniques typically interrogate a material by interacting with atomic nuclei, inducing secondary 
radiation which are characteristic of the composite nuclei of the material [5]. The types of radiation that 
can be induced, and measured, include prompt and delayed gamma rays, and scattered neutrons [4, 5]. 
Alternatively, investigation of neutrons which have not interacted within a material i.e. the transmitted 
neutrons, relative to knowledge of the incident neutron field, can provide a characteristic signature which 
can be used to determine the composition of the material [6].  

 
The practical implementation of fast neutron transmission analysis (FNTA) involves irradiating a 

sample with a well-characterized (energy, intensity and angle) neutron beam, and measuring the 
transmitted neutron energy spectrum. For a pencil beam of neutrons incident on a bulk sample with 
thickness 𝑥𝑥, the attenuation can be described by Eq. 1 [7], where 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥) and Σ𝑅𝑅 are the energy dependent 
neutron intensity and removal cross sections [8] respectively:  

 
𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐼𝐼(0) exp(−Σ𝑅𝑅  𝑡𝑡). (1) 
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For a composite material the removal cross section is a linear combination of the constituents, 
weighted by their respective mass ratios. Removal cross sections are unique for each constituent and 
can be determined by measurement, simulation or from literature depending on the application. Previous 
work has demonstrated the use of FNTA to determine the water content in a concrete sample [6], or the 
elemental composition of sand [7]. The aim of this work is to investigate FNTA as a technique for 
elemental analysis, by measuring the microscopic removal cross sections of C in graphite and H in 
polyethylene ((C2H4)n) samples and comparing them to total cross sections in the neutron data libraries. 
The broader goal is to construct a library of elemental responses which will then be used to elementally 
characterize materials in bulk. 

2.  Experimental setup and procedure 
 
The measurements were undertaken using a deuterium-tritium (D-T) MP320 (Thermo Fisher) sealed 
tube neutron generator (STNG) at the n-lab, a fast neutron facility at UCT that was commissioned in 
2017 [9]. The D-T STNG produces neutrons of energy 14 MeV at a rate of 108 neutrons s-1 into 4𝜋𝜋 sr-1, 
which were collimated into a 0.8 cm diameter pencil beam (Figure 1). A Ø 2′′ x 2′′ EJ-301 organic liquid 
scintillator detector was positioned in the beam, and operated at a negative bias of 1100 V. Signals from 
the anode (fast) and dynode (slow) were acquired with a CAEN DT5370 digitizer coupled to the QtDAQ 
software [10]. As the detector was sensitive to both neutron and gamma ray radiation, pulse shape 
discrimination (PSD) was implemented through QtDAQ using the fast anode signal [10,11] in order to 
select only for events induced by neutrons. Energy information was obtained from the pulse height of 
the dynode signal after shaping and amplification with an Ortec 113 pre-amplifier and 427A amplifier. 
The resulting light output (𝐿𝐿) spectra were calibrated using a series of gamma ray sources to produce an 
electron equivalent energy (MeVee) scaling. In organic scintillators, gamma rays interact primarily by 
Compton scattering, and the Compton edges [12] for the gamma rays from 137Cs, 60Co, 22Na and  
241Am-9Be were used for calibration. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of the n-lab facility showing the neutron vault, where the STNG is well-shielded 
with high density polyethylene (HDPE) from the control area and the experimental area. 
 

The present measurements used samples of graphite and high density polyethylene (HDPE). Graphite 
is primarily comprised of 12C, and the samples used in this work consisted of solid blocks with a density 
of 1.8 g cm-3, cross sectional area of 5.0 x 5.0 cm2 and thicknesses up to 14.3 cm. The HDPE samples 
had a density of 0.9 g cm-3, cross sectional area of 50.0 x 50.0 cm2 and thicknesses up to 5.0 cm. A 
typical experimental set up is shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Experimental setup for a 0.8 cm diameter pencil beam of 14 MeV neutrons incident on a  
5.0 cm thick HDPE sample. Neutrons transmitted through the sample are detected with an EJ-301 
organic liquid scintillator. 

  
The samples were positioned at 74.0 cm from the collimator exit, while the reference detector was 

positioned at 120 cm from the collimator exit, at an angle of 0˚ with respect to the beam axis. The samples 
were irradiated until a minimum of 105 neutron events were recorded. The measured L spectra were 
calibrated and normalized with respect to the acquisition time.   

3.  Results and analysis 
 
Measurements of the transmitted neutrons were made for multiple thicknesses of each sample. Figure 3 
shows the normalized and calibrated L spectra measured for graphite and HDPE. As expected from 
Eq. 1, increasing the amount of material results in a decrease in the transmitted neutron intensity. The 
no sample case is taken to be representative of the incident neutron intensity 𝐼𝐼(0). 
 

         
Figure 3. Calibrated light output spectra L of 14 MeV neutrons transmitted through graphite (left) and 
HDPE (right) samples. 

 
The effective removal cross section at 14 MeV for each sample was obtained from the fit parameters 

of the transmitted neutron intensity (obtained by integrating count rates within the 1.2 MeVee to  
8.4 MeVee range of L) with respect to the material thickness (see Figure 4).  
 

neutron beam 

H
D

PE
 EJ301 detector 
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Figure 4. Relative neutron intensity as a function of sample thickness at 14 MeV for graphite (left) and 
HDPE (right). The uncertainties of transmitted neutron intensities for both the materials ranged between 
0.3% to 0.5%. 

 
 Equation 1 was linearized (Eq. 2) and a weighted linear least squares minimization used to determine 

Σ𝑅𝑅 from the fit parameters:  
 

ln �𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥)
𝐼𝐼(0)

� = Σ𝑅𝑅 𝑥𝑥. (2) 
 
The data were well-fitted, and the resulting effective removal cross sections for graphite and HDPE are 
presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Effective removal cross sections for 14 MeV neutrons. 

 
Material 𝚺𝚺𝑹𝑹(cm-1) 
Graphite 0.1150 ± 0.0012 
HDPE 0.1118 ± 0.0007 

 
The effective removal cross section Σ𝑅𝑅 is regarded as a bulk property and depends on the physical 

preparation of the sample. In order to develop elemental signatures, it is necessary to define a 
microscopic effective removal cross section 𝜎𝜎𝑅𝑅, which removes the dependence on the physical form of 
the sample. The microscopic removal cross section is related to Σ𝑅𝑅 by: 

 

Σ𝑅𝑅 = 𝜌𝜌𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴

 𝜎𝜎𝑅𝑅 , (3) 

 
where 𝜌𝜌 is the sample density 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 is Avogadro’s number, and 𝐴𝐴 is the molar mass of the isotope, 

element, or compound as required. As graphite is comprised solely of C (98.93 % 12C), the elemental 
microscopic removal cross section 𝜎𝜎𝑅𝑅,𝐶𝐶  was directly obtained from the measured value for Σ𝑅𝑅. HDPE is 
comprised of a known ratio of H and C, so the elemental microscopic removal cross section 𝜎𝜎𝑅𝑅,𝐻𝐻 for H 
(99.98 % 1H) can be extracted according to Eq. 4: 

𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 =  2𝜎𝜎𝑅𝑅,𝐶𝐶 + 4𝜎𝜎𝑅𝑅,𝐻𝐻. (4) 

 
The microscopic removal cross sections σR for 12C and 1H are presented in Table 2 together with 

the total microscopic cross sections σT as defined in the ENDF/B-VIII.0 data library [13]. 
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Table 2. Microscopic cross sections of C and H for 14 MeV neutrons.  
 

Element σ (b) 
 σR σT 

C 1.265 ± 0.037 1.298 ± 0.055 
H 0.750 ± 0.002 0.676 ± 0.023 

4.  Discussion and Conclusion 
 
The use of fast neutron transmission analysis has been demonstrated, leading to measurements of 
effective removal cross sections. In order to deconvolve the composition it is necessary to produce a 
series of unique responses, from transmitted neutron measurements, and measurements of other 
signatures, for each element of interest. The macroscopic removal cross sections measured at 14 MeV 
for graphite and polyethylene, were used to extract the microscopic removal cross sections of C and H, 
which were found to be 1.265 ± 0.037 barn and 0.750 ± 0.002 barn respectively. There is agreement to 
within experimental uncertainty between the measured (removal) cross section and total microscopic 
cross section (literature) of carbon [13], but this is not the case for hydrogen, which requires further 
consideration. Based on the empirical rule that removal cross sections are approximately equal to two 
thirds of the total cross sections for neutron energies in the 6 MeV to 8 MeV range, we expect our 
measured values to be less than the total cross sections, this has been shown to also apply to 14 MeV 
neutron energies [14]. We also expect the ratios of the removal cross sections to total cross sections to 
be constant for both H and C [14]. While there are still outstanding issues to be resolved, the results 
presented here show promise with respect to using FNTA for materials analysis. Additional 
measurements are ongoing to investigate the effective removal cross section over a broader range of 
neutron energies using an 241Am-9Be radioisotopic source, in combination with gamma ray 
measurements with the STNG to generate multi-modal elemental response functions. 
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Abstract. The benefit of proton therapy will only truly be realized once an experimental in-vivo dose verification 

system has been developed. The use of a Compton Camera (CC) allows detection of the secondary radiation, 

specifically Prompt Gammas (PG), produced at the location of the dose deposition. The UCT Polaris detector is 

composed of two PolarisJ CC modules with two CdZnTe positron-sensitive crystals per module, configurable in 

an orthogonal or face-to-face alignment. Previous work has shown that the CdZnTe crystals experience significant 

deadtime when exposed to a high dose-rate proton beam. The Monte Carlo Detector Effects (MCDE) model was 

developed to replicate these deadtime effects. The goal of this work was to adapt the MCDE model to the UCT 

Polaris detection system, to allow for new detector configurations and broaden the applicability of the model to 

high-activity gamma sources. The MCDE model results are compared to measured data from a short-lived 68Ga 

positron source in face-to-face configuration. The observed differences between the measured and simulated 

results point to an overestimation in the underlying Geant4 model and to a change in one of the timing parameters 

used in the MCDE model. A two-parameter optimization code was run to improve the overall comparison between 

simulation and experiment, providing the most extensive validation of the MCDE model to date. 

1.  Introduction 

Compton cameras (CCs) have been studied extensively as a tool for imaging the passage of a proton 

beam through a patient during proton radiotherapy, in order to verify the dose range of the beam as 

reviewed by Polf and Porodi [1]. This in vivo imaging is achieved through tomographic reconstruction 

of the dose site, using multiple scattering depositions in the CCs by prompt gamma rays emitted during 

tissue irradiation. Compton cameras with Cadmium-Zinc-Tellurium crystals (CdZnTe) are a popular for 

use in tomographic reconstruction, due to their high position and energy resolution [2]. Experimental 

studies conducted with proton beams in laboratories and clinical radiotherapy facilities demonstrate that 

in vivo imaging is feasible [3,4]. However, at clinical dose rates, the detector efficiency for multiple 

scattering events becomes too low for a functional reconstruction of the dose range. 

In order to investigate the detector efficiency, Maggi and Polf developed a quantitative Monte Carlo 

and Detector Effects (MCDE) model for simulating gamma ray interactions with a CdZnTe CC detector 

[5]. The MCDE model enabled an analysis of deadtime effects and false coincidence events in the 

detector, by simulating the effects of detector electronics on data capture. The model was validated 

through a comparison to a proton beam experiment in a PJ3 detector with 16 PolarisJ CC modules in a 

two-plane configuration. In the present work, the MCDE model is shown to generalise to arbitrary 
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detector configurations, through its adaptation to the UCT PolarisJ Compton Camera detector. The 

broader applicability of the model is demonstrated, by replicating an experiment with a high-activity 
68Ga positron source. The true and simulated detectors are compared with respect to their characteristic 

deadtime behaviour. The model is further optimised to improve the overall comparison between 

simulation and experiment. 

2.  Method 

2.1.  MCDE: A Brief Overview 

A flowchart diagram of the MCDE model is drawn in Figure 1 [5]. In the data input stage, the 

experimental setup is replicated with a Geant4 Monte Carlo model, which simulates the interactions of 

gamma rays with the Compton Camera’s CdZnTe crystals after emission from a radioactive source or 

beam target. The positions and deposited energies of single, double and triple scatter events (Dn) are 

used as idealised raw data for the MCDE model; these have neither preassigned time stamps nor 

exposure to deadtime effects. In the initialisation stage, the positions are assigned time stamps tn drawn 

from an exponential distribution, with a rate parameter corresponding to a desired dose rate or source 

activity. The position data is then discretised and indexed by pixel, crystal and module number. During 

detector timing and readout, the simulation models the detector response as a three-stage cycle: each 

module first detects a scattering event, then records interactions over a small timing window. The 

modules enter deadtime to process the event, and subsequently reactivate to listen for new events. The 

timing and readout section accounts for physical effects that distribute and dampen energy depositions 

in the CdZnTe crystals, of which dominant factors are the anode potentials, charge drift and the 

formation of electron clouds. Account is also made for timing delays associated with the proprietary 

electronics in the PolarisJ modules. The final output of the MCDE model is a list of position data, energy 

depositions and timestamps for all events recorded by the detector. 

 

 
Figure 1: High level flowchart for the MCDE model [5]. 

 

2.2.  Adapting MCDE to the UCT PolarisJ Compton Camera 

The original MCDE model was hardcoded for a two-plane detector setup [5] as detailed in the 

introduction. The UCT Polaris detector is composed of two separate PolarisJ modules with two CdZnTe 

positron-sensitive crystals per module, typically configured in an orthogonal or face-to face alignment. 

Neither alignment was compatible with the original model. Compatibility was achieved by transforming 

all position data, from either orthogonal or back-to-back alignments, to a standard configuration with 

the modules placed side-by-side on a fixed plane. The position discretisation was then adapted for the 

two-module case. The solution is justified on the basis that the MCDE model is blind to the relative 

configuration of the modules after simulating the interactions in the Geant4 model, as long as the 

modules do not intersect. For dose range reconstruction, an inverse transformation was applied to the 
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event data after simulating detector timing and readout. Additional modifications included the handling 

of cases where the PolarisJ modules have either two or four crystals, as well as repositioning of the 

anode planes in the detector. 

2.3.  Recorded Event Rate vs. Activity of a 68Ga Positron Source 

A measurement-simulation comparison was drawn for 

an experiment with a short-lived 68Ga point source [6] 

starting at an initial activity of 4.72 ± 0.24 MBq (see 

Figure 2). The aim of the experiment was to identify the 

relationship between the expected rate of raw singles 

events in the CCs (n) and the recorded event rate (m), 

as a function of the activity A. The graph of event rate 

m(A) versus A is called the deadtime curve. The 

relationship between event rate m and expected rate n 

was captured by a nonparalysable deadtime model 

based on geometric arguments [7] 

 

𝑛 =
𝑚

1 −𝑚𝜏𝑛𝑝
 

 

Here, τnp is a non-paralysable deadtime parameter 

unique to the detector. The setup was replicated with 

5×107 simulated decays in the Geant4 model. The 

MCDE model was run at 200 source activities evenly 

spaced between 1 and 5000 kBq, using a small fixed 

sample 

 

Figure 2: Image of the experimental setup 

for PG imaging of a 68Ga point source [6]. 

 

of the simulated dataset. For the MCDE model, the expected event rate was calculated directly from 

input parameters, whereas for experiment the expected event rate was estimated with a weighted linear 

fit to data at low activity (160 to 220 kBq). Scattering events with more than three interactions were 

excluded from the measured event rate calculation for both cases. The real and simulated detectors 

were compared with respect to their non-paralysable deadtime parameters τnp. This follows from 

applying a weighted linear fit y = am + b to the activity function m/A (m), which yields the estimate 

τnp = −a/b. 

2.4.  MCDE Model Optimisation 

A two-parameter optimisation was carried out to improve the comparison between measurement and 

simulation for the MCDE model. One parameter was a linear shift to the total deadtime experienced by 

the detector for each recorded event, which naturally affects the rate at which events are recorded by the 

detector. The second parameter is a factor correction applied to the number of scatter events recorded in 

the Geant4 simulation: this accounts for over – or underestimates in the number of interaction events 

that take place in the CC for a given activity. The objective function for minimization was the chi-square 

value of the distance between the simulated deadtime curve and a small sample of data points from the 

experimental deadtime curve. The local minimum of the objective function was estimated by a brute 

force evaluation of its value for a small region of the parameter space. 
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3.  Results and Discussion 

Figure 3a shows a comparison between the measured and simulated deadtime curves for the 68Ga 

positron source experiment, and Figure 3b shows the corresponding activity functions along with the 

fits used for estimating the non-paralyzable deadtime parameters τnp. The estimated deadtime parameters 

are τnp = 2.4544 ± 0.0016×10−5s−1 (Measured), τnp = 2.01 ± 0.27×10−5s−1 (Unoptimised MCDE) and τnp 

= 2.52 ± 0.41 × 10−5s−1 (Optimised MCDE). The differing orders of magnitudes in variance for the 

measured and simulated deadtime parameters result predominantly from a much larger sample size for 

the measured data. 

 
             (a)                (b) 

Figure 3: (a) Measured and simulated raw singles event rates as a function of activity for a 68Ga point 

source. Expected rates n are drawn with dashed lines, event rates m with scatter points, and non-

paralysable deadtime model fits with solid lines. (b) Activity functions of measured and simulated 

event rates. 

 

In the range 0 to 3500 kBq, the measured deadtime curve increases monotonically and plateaus without 

becoming paralyzed. Beyond this range, the deadtime curve drops sharply and forms a physically 

implausible set of parallel curves. The effect is conjectured to be an artefact of buffer overflow when 

streaming the event data to onboard memory, suggesting a saturation point of the detector for sources 

with high activity. Paralyzable deadtime effects may also play a secondary role in decreasing the 

measured event rate. To the best of the knowledge of the authors, the observation has not been listed in 

any previous publications, and the data will be analysed in depth in a future work. 

The MCDE model qualitatively reproduces the relationship between activity and event rate for the 

measured deadtime curve, apart from the region above 3500 kBq; this is anticipated, as the model 

excludes a mechanism for buffer overflow. A nonparalysable deadtime model fit closely matches the 

simulated data, serving as further validation that the MCDE model agrees with standard geometric 

models of deadtime that are established in literature and applied in the contexts of CCs and [5,7,8]. 

Quantitatively, the model overestimates the measured event rate by a factor to the order of approximately 

20%. Two parameters were identified as explanatory variables that could potentially explain the 

discrepancy: the time spent by the detector in deadtime, and overestimation of gamma ray interactions 

with the detector in the Geant4 simulation. In Figure 4, a phase diagram is drawn for the objective 

function of the discrepancy between simulated and measured deadtime curves, as a function of the two 

parameters. In order to optimise the comparison, the deadtime tuning factor needs to increase, and the 

event rate correction factor needs to decrease. The former implies that the MCDE model deadtime per 

event is too short, and the latter indicates that the Geant4 model simulates too many events for a given 

source activity. The optimisation yields closely matching event rates between measurement and 
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simulation, as well as strong agreement between the estimated parameters τnp. We attribute the event 

overestimation to simplifying assumptions in the Geant4 model. In particular, the model excludes the 

syringe needle used to hold the point source (see Figure 2) which absorbs emissions in a significant solid 

angle about the source. 

 

 
          (a)                          (b) 

 

Figure 4: (a) Phase diagram of the logscaled weighted chi square value of the difference between 

the measured and simulated deadtime curves, as a function of the deadtime tuning factor and the event 

rate correction coefficient. The optimal parameters are a tuning factor of 2 μs and correction coefficient 

of 0.914. (b) Time differences between subsequent events recorded by the true and optimised MCDE 

detectors. 

 

 

In general, the optimisation is not fully explanatory. For example, the change in the deadtime tuning 

factor results in a mismatch of minimum time differences between the measured and simulated data 

(Figure 4b). Ongoing work aims to improve the objective function for optimisation, by including 

additional weighting to minimise deviations between the measured and simulated time difference 

distributions. 

4.  Conclusion 

The Monte Carlo Detector Effects (MCDE) model was adapted to the UCT Polaris Compton Camera 

and used to model the detector’s deadtime characteristics when exposed to a 68Ga point source. The 

unoptimised MCDE model correctly predicts that the Polaris detector is nonparalysable, but 

overestimates the experimental event rate. A brute force optimization indicates that discrepancies result 

from event rate overestimation in the initial Geant4 model, as well as biased per-event deadtime during 

detector timing and readout. The optimised MCDE model closely agrees with an idealised 

nonparalysable deadtime model fit to the original data. The MCDE model can be further optimized for 

use in investigating positron sources. 
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Abstract. The purpose of the work is having a stable and flexible environment of web
interface, to reach that a well set environment that is invaluable for Tile-in-One (TiO). TiO
is a plugin-based approach for evaluating the accuracy of the data and conditions for ATLAS
Tile Calorimeters (TileCal). The TiO is a collection of small sized independent web tools called
plugins, designed to make it easier for a user to evaluate TileCal data. The TiO platform
intends to combine many TileCal web applications into a single standard services and data
because outdated interfaces are becoming more difficult to maintain. The TiO web platform
should allow large flexibility and ease of maintenance so that it would be friendly to the plugin
developers as well. An environment was set up such that it may query the Data Control System
(DCS) for temperature data using a special interface called DCS Data Viewer (DDV). The
following technique is being used to create a new environment based on the ability to query
those data: CentOs 8 was installed inside the virtual box to easily access CERN internal network.
This strategy ensures that the DDV tool is effectively used to query the Tile DCS temperature
data which is subsequently converted into a format appropriate for the visualizing library. The
visualization tool allows user to interact with the plots. Currently the set-up is done for easy
access to the network and since this is on the development a status of a drawer is shown. The
focus is having stable environment and concentrated on finding an intuitive way to display not
only the status of one particular module, but the whole detector as well.

1. Introduction
The European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) [1], based in France and Switzerland
is Europe’s foremost particle physics laboratory. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2] is the
world’s most powerful particle accelerator, providing high energy proton-proton (p-p) collisions
at an energy of 13.6 TeV situated at CERN. The LHC tunnel is located in the French-Swiss
border at an average depth of approximately 100 underground and with 27 km in circumference.
The paper is focused on finding the solid and flexible environment of web interface that will
continuously analyse the temperature of Hadronic Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) sub-detector of the
ATLAS experiment. Figures 1 and Figure 2 shows the ATLAS detector and TileCal respectively.
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Figure 1: ATLAS detector showing all
sub-detectors with TileCal in grey colour.

Figure 2: ATLAS Tile
Calorimeter in conjunction with
sub-detectors it surrounds.

The ATLAS [3] detector has numerous sub-detectors arranged in layers that investigate a variety
of physics, such as the Higgs boson, additional dimensions, dark matter, and many others.
TileCal [3, 4] is the hadronic calorimeter that used to detect hadrons, taus, jets, reconstruction
of muons and any missing transverse energy created during the period of collisions. TileCal
is a sampling calorimeter that uses steel plates as the absorber and scintillating tiles as the
active material. After light is produced in the calorimeter, two Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs)
in the TileCal front-end electronics receive information via Wave Length Shifting Fibers (WLS)
[4]. The ATLAS detector is divided into three sections: two extended barrels (EBs) and a long
central barrel (LB). For operating purposes, the LB is divided into two divisions, each of which
is composed of 64 modules. Each module has its own Front End (FE) electronics, which are used
exclusively for data acquisition within the super drawers [5]. Detector Control System (DCS)
[6] is responsible for the operation of the detector infrastructure (tracking the low voltage, high
voltage, front-end electronics cooling system, and back-end crates in a variety of applications).
The TileCal DCS keeps track of the temperature of the front-end electronics with temperature
sensors at several locations such as power supplies and monitoring boards. The crucial key
monitored by TileCal DCS is the High Voltage applied to each PMTs typically in the range of
650-700 V [7]. According with equation 1, it is very crucial to monitor the temperature in the
TileCal, since along with the applied high voltage is one of the parameters which can affect the
gain of the PMTs.

∆G

G
=

HV α (t)

HV α (tr)
(1)

The HV variation over the same period determines the relationship between the relative PMT
gain variation G between a reference time tr and a time of interest t, where the parameter α
is obtained experimentally for each PMT [8]. The temperature of TileCal PMTs have to be
monitored, because channel in turn affects the physical variables that is being measured. The
purpose of the current study is to have a stable and flexible environment of web interface that
will continuously study the variation of the temperature in the drawers of the module over a
short period of time, eg few weeks. The work aims to extract, monitor, and finally visualize
temperature data for stability in the drawers using the solid tool called Tile-in-One (TiO). The
TiO is a collection of small-sized independent web tools called plugins, designed to make it easier
for a user to evaluate TileCal data.
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2. Tile-in-One software
The different group of ATLAS collaborators created several web tools for TileCal data quality
by using a variety of technologies and data sources [9]. The use of various technologies,
the requirement for specific data recovery techniques, and the poorly unified documentation
were drawbacks of those technologies. Several tools were independently created during the
development of the TiO program without adhering to a set structure. In order to complete
a certain work, collaborators must search through a variety of unique tools, databases, and
software, which increases the likelihood of errors and adds time to the process. Plugin based
system for assessing the quality of data and conditions for ATLAS TileCal is known as the TiO
[10]. TiO is a collection of small sized independent web tools called plugins. As older interfaces
become obsolete and become more difficult to maintain, TiO platform intends to combine many
TileCal web tools into a single, shared platform that will share the same processing infrastructure
and provide access to shared services and data [11].

2.1. Tile-in-One architecture
TiO is designed to be flexible and simple to maintain. The goal of this design was to create a
user-friendly web platform that could still be flexible enough to collect data from different data
sources. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the TiO.

Figure 3. The architecture of the TiO web platform.

The web platform is built around a single primary server (TiO/VMO), which is located at
ttps:/tio.cern.ch and is in charge of routing user requests and responses, authenticating
users using the oauth2proxy [12], and controlling the secure connection to the web platform. To
act as a reverse proxy for each individual plugin so that each plugin runs its own Virtual Machine
(VM), the main server runs the Nginx server [13]. The VM that operates the primary server is
hosted by CERN’s OpenStack, which serves to enable a specific VM to run its own software for
that specific plugin. Multiple pages are handled via the server-side Bottle [14] framework and
the client-side Bootstrap [15] framework, while uWSGI [16] is the underlying infrastructure that
serves the pages. Bottle frame work and Bootstrap are the two main technologies that describe
the design of the TiO.
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2.2. Template for Plugins
The ”Plugin Template” acts as a general template to aid in the creation of new plugins. The
developers of the plugin are introduced to Full Stack, meaning they are responsible for the
creation of both the web server and the usual web application’s web page, as well as other
related tasks. The plugin loads data from a csv or JSON file on the server side and generates
responses to user requests. The responses could be of several types, most crucial are two:

• The static file response, where the server sends whole files to the client.

• Dynamic response through template, here server dynamically generates web page.

The TiO platform currently has twenty two plugins, of which are run by various CERN network
users and two of which have been deprecated. Table 1 displays every finished and maintained
plugins.

Table 1: All current active plugins
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The plugin makes use of a program named Monitorix [17], which keeps track of the plugin and
provides information on the network and virtual machine status. The work is based on Detector
plugin (tio-0016), which involve monitoring of temperatures in the TileCal.

3. Setting up temperature plugin
An overall work after having a solid and flexible web interface aims to study the variation of the
temperature in the drawers of the module over a short time measured using the web platform
called TiO, display them to a user in a friendly and intuitive manner using contemporary
web technologies and carry out a comparative analysis of temperature data to establish useful
patterns for the prediction of the state of the cooling system. To have a stable temperature
monitoring plugin, above mentioned technologies and plugin template must be applied. The
development of a solid and stable temperature plugin and how it uses various technologies is
demonstrated in the following points:

• Installation of virtual Box that will run as local host.

• Installation of the CentOs 8 inside the virtual box for ease access to CERN network.

• The DDV tool is used to query the Tile DCS temperature data.

• Plotly library is used for graphical.

• All the source code is stored in a Git repository

The objective of having a stable and flexible temperature plugin is:

• To develop a temperature plugin (software) tool for easy access to the DCS temperature
data from the Oracle databases using DCS Data Viewer (DDV) queries.

• To visualize temperature data in a plugin using browsable interface and interactive plotting
library over user defined time period, for example, the time of the run.

• To analyse the temperature data using temperature plugin tool in the drawers by comparing
the historical data for checking with the previous periods, for example, of last 24 hrs.

• To display the trends of temperature for individual drawers with the option to show data,
for example, for last 24 hrs period. Other periods of time might also be considered.

4. Temperature plugin’s preliminary results
Preliminary results show the successfulness of querying the Tile DCS temperature data collected
from Oracle database using DDV tool. DDV server eases the retrieval of the DCS historical data.
HTTP requests are made to the DDV server directly for any temperature probe in a drawer of the
module to be visualised and analysed. Figure 4 shows the version of a set temperature plugin
on the user side. The user can visualise TileCal temperature data using interactive plotting
library such as: capturing data at a point where the cursor is placed, zooming in and out of
the plots, downloading .png file for use in reports and many more. Temperature varies in each
drawer, each drawer is stable on a different temperature than the other. The graph shows that
the temperature at some point increases, decreases and be stable resulting in affecting the gain
of the PMTs. The gist of the work is to flag those issues, during the ATLAS experiment. The
temperature must be stable over the time period to not affect the data collected. The developed
interface is currently flexible.
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Figure 4. Preliminary result of the temperature mapping in the drawers taken in the last 24
hours.

5. Summary
The interface is well advance in a way that it can send python requests to the server and archive
them in the local host for better visualisation and analysis of temperature. Interface will play
a vital role in periodically collecting lot of data for every drawer in a short space of time.
Finally, work will study the stability of the temperature and detect issues in the drawers as the
temperature is tempered. The quality of the data will be improved.
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Abstract. Selective detection of gases such as nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO),
carbon dioxide (CO2), and various volatile organic components is necessary for air quality
monitoring and safety. There are several metal oxide gas sensor (MOGS), but the focus of this
study was Zinc Oxide (ZnO); an n-type MOGS. NO2, an oxidising gas was the target gas. The
aim of this study was to establish the possible enhancement of a gas sensor selectivity by the
introduction of signal conditioning electronics circuitry such as the Wheatstone bridge in tandem
with an operation amplifier circuit. Exposing electronics enhanced ZnO MOGS system to NO2

resulted in a increasing negative voltage output between 0 and – 3.5 V . This range of voltages
is sufficient to run a micro-controller, with the assumption that a reducing gas would result
in a positively increasing voltage, a micro-controller could be conditioned to select between an
oxidising and a reducing gas.

1. Introduction
When a Metal Oxide Gas Sensor (MOGS) is exposed to gaseous chemicals, its resistivity changes
with concentration of the gas. ZnO is an n-type MOSG with a band gap of 3.37 eV and that
allows for it to work under chemoresistance principle. NO2 is an oxidising gas of interest. When
ZnO is exposed to NO2 gas, the following chemical reactions take place:

NO2(gas) + e−(surface) −→ NO−
2(adsorbed) (1)

NO2(gas) +O−
2(adsorbed) + 2e−(surface) −→ NO−

2(adsorbed) + 2O−
(adsorbed) (2)

This shows that electrons are taken away from the surface that leads to an increased resistance
of the ZnO MOGS. On the other hand, when a reducing gas is introduced to the surface of the
ZnO gas sensor, electrons are introduced in the conduction band of ZnO, reducing the resistance
of ZnO [1]. For this study, a Wheatstone bridge was designed and introduced to balance with
no gas present. The Wheatstone bridge is sensitive to small resistance changes. Thus by using a
Wheatstone bridge, changes in resistance of the MOGS due to the gaseous environment can be
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easily measured quantitatively. The Wheatstone bridge Equation in (3) was captured in excel
to allow comparison between simulated and theoretical results.

Vout =




1

1 +
R2

R1

− 1

1 +
R3

R4


 (3)

A gas sensor is a device which receives a chemical signal and responds by converting it into an
electrical signal. A gas sensor is a mandatory tool that is used to identify a specific task assigned
to it [1]. In this experiment, the gas sensor was a semiconductor (ZnO) device that would be
used to senses toxic gases in industries and general working environments. The aim was not to
measure the resistance of the gas sensor in the presence of the targeted gas, but rather measure
the output voltage of the gas sensing system.

1.1. Zinc Oxide as a gas sensor
Over the past decade, scientists have made important improvements in the quality of ZnO as
an electronic material in its own right. The detection of a specific gas is enabled by using
semiconductor sensors that are selective too particular chemical species [2]. The existing sensors
that have been produced give a response to a mixture of gases. This means that such sensors
are not selective enough to a specific chemical species. In order to solve this problem, an
array of sensors which are able to simultaneously detect different gaseous chemical species was
introduced. This arrangement made it possible to sense a variety of gaseous chemical species by
giving the correlation among a large number of sensor outputs [3].
A ZnO is a kind of material that is widely used in electronic and opto-electronic applications
because of its abundance, non-toxicity and low costs[4]. ZnO is a well-known material that is a
II-VI compound semiconductor with a wide band gap energy of 3.37 eV [5]. The response of the
ZnO gas sensor towards some targeted gases may be upgraded by doping, reducing grain size
or changing the temperature and humidity [6]. The crucial characteristic that manufacturers
need in a gas sensor is for it to be selective with respect to the type of the targeted gas that is
oxidizing or reducing [7].
The metal oxide gas sensor works on a chemoresistance principle. When the gas molecules
interact with a metal oxide surface, it acts as either an acceptor or donor. The resistivity or
electrical conductivity of a metal oxide thin film changes as it interacts with the target gas. The
resistivity of the metal oxide semiconducting thin film depends on the majority carrier in the
film. This happens if it is oxidized or reduced at ambient temperature [8]. The gas molecules
undergo Reduction-Oxidation (REDOX) reactions. A surface adsorption site ensures correct
interaction of gas molecules with the material. The adsorption can be observed by tempering
with temperature. Below 200 ℃, oxygen can accept one electron and above it can accept two,
as shown by Equations (4) and (5) [9]. In the case of a n-type sensor, the surface gets depleted
with electrons by presence of any other ions such as oxygen and upon exposure to a target gas
(NNO2), these species reacts with the gas molecules to reverse back electron to the conduction
band of the surface, resulting in decreasing conductivity [10].

O2(gas) + e−(surface) ⇐⇒ O−
2(adsorbed) (4)

O2(gas) + 2e−(surface) ⇐⇒ 2O−
(adsorbed) (5)

1.2. Synthesis of ZnO MOGS thin films
There are many methods used to deposit ZnO for different applications. The chemical bath
method is the preferred method because it is simple to follow, requires low temperatures and
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low cost of deposition equipment. Chemical bathing [11] is a technique for depositing thin
films and nanomaterials over a large surface area. In this paper, thin films of ZnO have been
deposited on a silica glass substrate using the chemical bath method. Before introducing it into
the gas sensing environment, two aspects were investigated: the chemical composition and the
morphology of the film, as well as the energy band gap.

1.3. Description of existing gas chamber
The gas testing chamber can endure extremely high temperatures [12]. The temperature was
varied in order to establish its effect on the sensitivity of the sensor to the test gas. The
test chamber made from brass has a transparent lid to allow for easy visual monitoring of all
connections [12].
The gas testing chamber is equipped with a heating stage that is capable of heating the sample
to a desired temperature, which varied between 100-400 ℃[12]. The heating is with six 33 kΩ
resistors with a power rating of 10W and a thermocouple to measure the temperature of the
stage. The stage temperature is controlled by adjusting the supply voltage from a power supply
[12].
It has two inlet pipes for the introduction of gases, that is the test gas and the flushing gas. It
has one pipe outlet that removes the gas from the chamber. The outlet pipe is immersed into
water to reduce possibilities of explosion [12].
The stage is made to accommodate the sample for its gas sensing testing. A sample was placed
on the substrate that has silver contact with a copper wire connected to a Tru-RMS multi-meter
used to measure the test gas effect on the resistance of the samples [12].

1.4. Proposed concept
The objective of this study is to modify an existing ZnO gas chamber sensing device [12]. An
output voltage in a range of 0 to 5 V is required to run a micro-controller that monitors the test
gas as it is introduced in the gas sensing device [14].

1.5. The Wheatstone bridge circuit
The Wheatstone bridge circuit diagram is shown below. The Wheatstone bridge [13] was

Figure 1. The Wheatstone bridge circuit

designed to balance using the gas sensor resistance reading obtained when it is in the air
environment. The purpose of using Wheatstone bridge, was to convert the changing in sensor
resistance into a changing output voltage of the whole simulation [14]. To monitor the gas inside
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and outside of the chamber, two gas sensors are used and placed at the R1 and R4, as in Figure
1. This serves as the normalising resistance and at this resistance value, the output voltage of
the bridge is zero. For an oxidising gas, the ZnO gas sensor resistance is at a maximum when it
is exposed to air. The resistance decreases to a steady state minimum when an oxidising gas is
introduced.

2. Design and simulation using PSpice
The Personal Simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis (PSpice) allows a user to
capture a circuit diagram, simulate and analyse possible outcomes of the circuit. It has the power
to calculate complex node voltages and branch currents across the captured design, allowing a
user to generate relevant data for further analysis. The connection is done in port a and b
as shown by Figure 1 of the Wheatstone bridge and the circuit with an Operation Amplifier
(OpAmp) which amplifies measured voltage is shown in Figure 2 was captured in PSpice. The

Figure 2. The schematic diagram of proposed concept in PSpice.

OpAmp at the output port of the Wheatstone bridge measures the output voltage from the
bridge and amplify it to a voltage suitable for micro-controllers [14]. The Wheatstone bridge
was designed to be in balance when the gas sensor is not exposed to the target gas. Resistor R1
and R3 represent the sensor resistance in air and in a gas chamber, respectively. Resistor R2
and R4 acts as a normalising gas sensor, chosen to be equal to R1 in contemplation of giving
zero output voltage when there is no gas present in the chamber. In the circuity of Figure 2,
the ratio R7

R5
or R8

R6
determines the amplification factor of the amplifier.

VoutOpAmp = Vout

(
R7

R5

)
(6)

2.1. Sensor resistance and the balancing of the Wheatstone bridge
Using the results presented by Shichi Seto et al. [7] on the Mathematical modelling of a
semiconductor gas sensor, the change in gas sensing resistance was used to test the proposed
concept. At 350 ℃, the variable resistor (RVAL), that represented the sensor, was varied between
625 and 347 Ω in steps of 5 Ω in the absence and presence of the targeted gas respectively.
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3. Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows an Excel comparison of the voltage results obtained from the PSpice simulations
across the output resistance R9 in Figure 2 and those obtained theoretically using mathematical
models of Equation 6.

Figure 3. Readings of the maximum output voltage in the variable resistor as influenced by
oxidizing gas. The graph shows the negative increase as the NO2 gas enters the chamber.

The graph shows a negative increase of voltage as the gas enters the chamber. The response
(variable resistance) vs (maximum voltage) demonstrate that the oxidizing gas increases the
resistivity of ZnO, resulting in reducing the output voltage of the system. Results in Figure 3
is in accordance with the proposed solution of the micro-controller as it operate in the range
between 0 to 5 V . The output voltage magnitude lies in the range: 0.0 to -3.5 V and that
means it is sufficient enough as an input to a micro-controller to function. The introduction
of Wheatstone bridge shows the stability in measuring the small change in resistance as the
gas enters the chamber. The overlapping of the two curves all the way through the same path,
clarifies that the simulated results using the PSpice environment agree well with the calculated
results. As mentioned in the introduction, when a reducing gas is introduced to the surface of
the ZnO gas sensor, electrons are introduced in the conduction band of ZnO. Therefore, the
assumption for the presence of a reducing gas would be a graph showing a positive increase in
voltage as the gas enters the chamber.
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4. Conclusion
The designed circuit was successful in providing the required voltage that can be used as input
to the micro-controller, that requires a voltage between 0.0 and -3.5 V . Results show the
correlation with theory of an oxidizing gas leading to a negative output voltage from the ZnO
sensor for an oxidizing gas. Results from simulated circuit in PSpice agree with the result
from calculated result. This range of voltages is sufficient to run a micro-controller, with the
assumption that a reducing gas would result in a positively increasing voltage, a micro-controller
could be conditioned to select between an oxidising and a reducing gas.
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Abstract. Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) measures the trajectory of a freely
moving radioactive tracer particle, and enables the non-invasive study of dynamic systems
from engineering to medicine. PEPT performance is limited by the activity achievable in
radiolabelling a suitable tracer particle, and the fixed geometry of conventional detector systems.
In investigating phenomena on micro-scales, recent development of advanced instrumentation
has been required to offset these limitations. A modular bismuth germanate oxide (BGO)
scintillator array, with detection modules derived from CTI/Siemens PET scanners, has been
constructed and coupled to a recently developed data acquisition system. This array consists of
1024 detector elements (512 pixels of 6.75 x 6.25 x 30 mm and 512 pixels of 4.1 x 4.0 x 30 mm)
giving a field of view of 150 mm x 196 mm x 101 mm. Energy and timing resolutions of this
system were determined and sensitivity profiles were modelled numerically, informing on optimal
system parameters to enable future characterisation of the detector efficiency, spatial resolution
and deadtime parameters. These initial results indicate the applicability of modular BGO
scintillator arrays in addressing small scale flow phenomena, and lead the direction of future
work in combining the BGO system with a pair of high resolution pixelated semiconductor
detectors for the first time.

1. Introduction
The Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) technique can be used to non-invasively
study dynamic systems, with applications in fields from engineering to medicine [1, 2, 3]. By
radiolabeling a suitable tracer particle, tracking can be performed to high spatial and temporal
resolution over an extended time, from which the trajectory of the tracer can be determined with
an associated uncertainty. Recently, a need to examine more challenging systems on the micro-
scale has arisen with PEPT applications in the study of micro-scale flows, such as the flows in
biological systems and microfluidic devices, as well as potential applications in beam line tracking
in proton radiotherapy [4]. However, PEPT performance of existing systems is limited by the
absolute efficiencies of fixed geometries, compounded by low activity in radiolabeling suitable
small tracer particles, leading to the requirement of advanced instrumentation development.
Previous work with semiconductor detectors has demonstrated the feasibility of applying PEPT
to micro-scale systems [4], but the achievable field-of-view (FOV) and location rates were
limiting, promoting the benefits of development towards a hybrid detection system accounting for
these limitations. In this paper, the development and characterization of a modular scintillator
array designed to support a semiconductor detection system is performed, serving as a first step
towards the development of hybrid detection systems optimised for micro-scale particle tracking.
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2. The PEPT technique and spatial resolution
The PEPT technique makes use of proton rich radioisotopes to label a suitable tracer particle
for the system of interest. Emitted positrons annihilate with free electrons to produce two
approximately back-to-back 511 keV photons due to momentum conservation [5]. When these
photons are detected in coincidence, a 3-dimensional line-of-response (LOR) is defined along
which the annihilation event occurred. Through the measurement of many such LORs, the
position of the tracer can be determined with an associated uncertainty.

However, not all recorded LORs arise from true coincidence events. Random coincidences
can occur when a photon originating from another unassociated source is detected within the
coincidence window forming one or both parts of a coincident pair. Similarly, scattered LORs
occur when one or both coincident photons scattered in surrounding materials before being
detected. To account for these issues, an iterative least-squares minimisation algorithm [1] is
used to remove corrupt LORs, finding the most likely location of the tracer at a given time.

The spatial resolution of a PEPT system operating as described can be estimated with
u(P̄ ) = w√

T
where u(P̄ ) is the 3-dimensional location uncertainty on a measured PEPT location

P̄ , w is the spatial resolution of the positron camera, and T is the true coincidence rate [6]. For
micro-scale tracking, PEPT location uncertainty must be reduced, achieved by either reducing
w or increasing T . Considering significant changes to tracer choice and production to be beyond
the scope of this work, reducing w can be achieved by reducing the pixel size of the detection
system, and improving its energy resolution. Increasing T can be achieved by increasing the
data rate, by increasing either the activity of the tracer or by increasing the absolute efficiency
of the detection system. Absolute efficiency is determined by the intrinsic efficiencies of the
detector materials and the geometric efficiency of the whole system, assuming no deadtime.

Typical PEPT systems have fixed geometries and detector materials implying fixed
efficiencies, energy resolution, and pixel sizes. Significant improvements to the spatial resolution
of a PEPT system are achieved with the development of a new detection system optimising
these properties for micro-scale measurement, with an emphasis on reduced pixel size and
increased energy resolution. Typically however, energy resolution and pixel size improvement
is accompanied with reduction in absolute efficiency. A modular detection system allowing
adjustment of its geometry and therefore absolute efficiency is ideal, and the use of multiple
detection systems with different materials and properties as a hybrid camera allows for the
highest degree of optimisation.

3. Detector technologies
Noting the significant dependence of the PEPT spatial resolution on pixel size and energy
resolution, semiconductor detectors typically offer the best performance. Previous work [4] has
investigated the feasibility of the University of Cape Town (UCT) Polaris system [7], consisting
of a pair of pixelated room-temperature cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) semiconductor crystals
shown in figure 1, with promising results demonstrating sub-millimeter tracking of low activity
tracer particles [4]. However, the absolute efficiency and timing resolution of the semiconductor
system are both relatively low, negatively impacting the achievable coincidence rates, and hence
location frequency. The achievable FOV dimensions of the system were limited by the small
detector scale, preventing its use in applications requiring micron precision where system scales
are on the order of centimeters. To improve on the FOV scale and location rates, it is natural to
turn to larger scintillator detectors, offering improved absolute efficiencies and timing resolutions.

UCT has detector components from a Siemens ECAT 951 and EXACT HR++ PET scanners
retired from clinical use, both comprised of detector blocks of bismuth germanate oxide (BGO)
segmented into 8x8 scintillator crystals, shown in figure 1. The detector blocks from the HR++
camera are smaller than those from the 951, having pixel dimensions of 4.1 x 4.0 x 30 mm3

and 6.75 x 6.25 x 30 mm3 respectively, where the difference implies a trade-off between spatial
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Figure 1. (Left) Detector blocks from the EXACT HR++ (left) and ECAT 951 (right) without
protective casing. In each, four photomultiplier tubes and their 8x8 segmented crystals can be
seen. (Right) The internals of the PolarisJ module, showing the two CZT crystals as the green
squares on the right. All dimensions are given in mm.

resolution and absolute efficiency by virtue of their relative pixel densities and overall sizes.
Both of these detector types offer at minimum an intrinsic detection efficiency of 55% at

511 keV, whereas the Polaris system, with its much smaller pixels of 1.8 x 1.8 x 0.5 mm3, offers
only 15% detection efficiency. Through the development of a modular hybrid system, the trade-
offs between all three detector types can be optimised for micro-scale tracking, achieving micro-
scale location precision mostly through the use of the semiconductor system while maintaining
useful location rates and larger volume FOV through the scintillators.

4. Detector characterisation
4.1. Energy resolution
Important elements of the PEPT detection system are the lower and upper level discriminators
(LLD and ULD respectively), determining the allowed range of measured energy values
describing a valid annihilation photon. Setting these limits accurately reduces noise by removing
scattered events that are corrupt LORs. The energy resolution of the corresponding detector
block is determined by measuring the width of the appropriate 511 keV photopeak. The energy
resolution of a 951 detector block was determined in this paper, and similar calculations have
been performed for both the HR++ blocks [8] and the Polaris system [4].

The four photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) from each detector block were connected to individual
NIM pre-amplifiers and amplifiers, with the signal from each summed and digitised, using a
multi-channel analyzer to produce pulse height spectra. However, since the detector PMTs do
not provide uniform outputs due to manufacturing and component tolerances, a process of gain-
matching was performed with photopeaks from each PMT aligned in pulse height by adjusting
the gains of the separate amplifiers producing a single photopeak in the summed output.

Using three calibration sources, Na-22 (511 and 1275 keV), Cs-137 (662 keV) and Co-60 (1173
and 1332 keV)[9], an energy calibration was performed by Gaussian fitting to the appropriate
photopeaks and relating them to their expected energies. Due to the poor energy resolution of
the BGO crystals, the two independent photopeaks of the Co-60 source could not be separately
identified as their Gaussian peaks overlapped. To account for this in the calibration, a single
Gaussian was fit to the combined peak using a weighted mean centroid.

The fitting parameters of the 511 keV peak of Na-22 were determined from figure 2 and the
energy resolution was calculated to be 30.51± 0.48% at 511 keV. Repeating the process for the
1275 keV photopeak, an energy resolution of 28.9±2.2% was found. Using the computed energy
resolution, the optimal lower and upper level discriminators were selected to be the centroid
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Figure 2. Calibrated energy spectra of the three sources as measured by a 951 detector block.
The Na-22 spectrum is shown in bold, with Gaussian peaks fitted to each photopeak. Optimal
lower and upper level discriminators are shown as dashed vertical lines.

energy µ ± Nσ, where N was chosen to include 99% of the photopeak, giving 338.9 ± 3.3 keV
and 678.4 ± 3.3 keV respectively. The LLD agrees with the expected energy of the Compton
edge, indicating that this choice of N excludes the Compton scattered photons from the 511 keV
peak, reducing the fraction of corrupt LORs.

4.2. Temporal resolution
The temporal resolution describes the precision at which the system can measure the time of
arrival for a single detection event. Two single events are regarded as simultaneous, or coincident,
if they both occur within a coincidence window of time period 2τ , where τ is limited by the time
resolution in resolving an event. When τ is greater than the time resolution of the system, all
true coincidences will be recorded, and the number of recorded random coincidences increases
linearly with τ . Knowledge of the time resolution allows for the careful selection of 2τ which
maximises the true coincidence rate while limiting the random coincidence rate, minimising the
inclusion of corrupt LORs from random events.

Singles events were recorded for a positron source central to a pair of detector modules
operating in coincidence, and a time delay was added to the events in one module. By varying
this delay and determining the number of events that were within the same coincidence window,
a Gaussian curve representing the system’s coincidence timing resolution was plotted. As the
delay is increased from zero, fewer true coincidences are detected and beyond a point all measured
coincidences are random coincidences. As the size of the coincidence window is increased beyond
the system’s intrinsic timing resolution, the Gaussian curves reach a maximum and plateau as
all true coincidences are fully covered by the chosen window. Increasing the coincidence window
beyond that point leads to the inclusion of a higher fraction of corrupt LORs.

In figure 3, these curves are shown for varying coincidence windows, with the flat top visible
at large values of 2τ . Fitting a Gaussian function to each of the curves with coincidence windows
of 8 and 24 ns, being the curves with typical Gaussian shapes, the standard deviation of each
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Figure 3. The coincidence rate
as a function of time delay added
to one of the coincident modules.
Each curve represents a different
coincidence window, 2τ .

was determined to be 4.24± 0.03 ns and 5.78± 0.03 ns respectively. The difference arises from
the use of different coincidence windows. In the 2τ = 24 ns case, τ is greater than the time
resolution of the system and the window width is included in the peak, whereas in the 8 ns case
τ is less than the system’s time resolution, being approximately 4.24 ns.

The temporal resolution of PEPT locations can be estimated using the uncertainty estimator.
Assuming w = 5 mm for the BGO system, at a 1 MHz acquisition rate a location period of
2.5 ms can be estimated, achieving u(P̄ ) = 100 µm. This location period implies systems under
investigation must be slow moving, which is unsurprising as this system has not been optimised
for high rate applications, which may be investigated in future work.

4.3. Geometry definition
The hybrid camera geometry needs to be carefully optimised to leverage the benefits of each
detector type if it is to be used for micro-scale PEPT. A BGO system consisting of two modules
of four 951-series detector blocks and two modules of HR++ detector blocks was developed.

Clearly, the central region of the detector system is the most significant in measurements
of micro-scale phenomena and the Polaris system must be placed there. The placement of the
BGO modules is more flexible, and their individual characteristics must be considered. To
do this, a Monte Carlo simulation of the sensitivity profile of the system was used for further
optimisation, where the Monte Carlo aspects handled the volume effects of the crystals and their
intrinsic efficiencies. A uniform sensitivity profile is desired in the central region of interest to
avoid dead time limiting hot spots and to allow uniformity of PEPT measurements over the
volume, but absolute uniformity is difficult to achieve due to the number of detector types.

In figure 4, the geometry of the hybrid camera system is shown, consisting of 1024 BGO
pixels and 9680 CZT pixels, giving a high resolution region of interest between the Polaris
modules of (62× 42× 20) mm3 shown as a shaded red region, and a larger FOV between the
BGO modules of (150× 196× 101) mm3. This geometry was selected as the HR++ blocks
placed between the 951 blocks allow for the improved spatial resolution of the HR++ blocks
to contribute significantly to the central region of interest, while also maintaining improved
absolute efficiencies and an increased FOV as offered by the 951 blocks.

The uniformity of the sensitivity profile was validated using the simulation in figure 4, where
sensitivity profiles as functions of their corresponding coordinates are shown at different depths
along the Z axis in grey, with the mean sensitivity over all depths shown in bold. The uniformity
of the central region can be seen in these profiles, although notable variation in uniformity can be
seen at varying depths. Several other possible geometries were also tested, with none achieving
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Figure 4. (Left) The geometry of the hybrid camera, showing each segmented detector element
as a separate pixel with the central shaded high resolution region. (Right) The simulated
sensitivity profile in the XY plane integrated along the Z axis, with corresponding profiles along
the Y (side) and X (bottom) axis shown at varying depths. All profiles are drawn to scale.

similar central uniformity as in the chosen geometry. Using known deadtime limits of the
BGO modules and their estimated efficiencies, a practical activity range of tracer particles was
determined for the system, from 50 kBq to deadtime limiting 15 MBq particles.

5. Conclusions and future work
A modular BGO scintillator array was constructed to enable the application of PEPT to systems
on the small scale, at micron precision. A numerical model of the sensitivity profile of the
system was used to optimise the chosen geometry for uniformity within its field of view. Energy
and timing resolutions were determined, allowing for the optimisation of system parameters
for low noise detection. Precise characterisation of the detection efficiency, spatial resolution
and deadtime parameters of the system in the future will lead into the development of a
hybrid detector system combining the modular BGO array with a pair of high resolution
pixelated semiconductor detectors, enabling the application of PEPT in the study of micro-
scale phenomena for the first time.
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Abstract. Modelling of droplet based transmission in clinical spaces guided by a combination of the
principles of medicine and physics can produce safer environments. Understanding airborne respiratory
disease transmission is essential in light of the recent worldwide SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. This can help
define better public health strategies to adopt and to design public spaces in such a way that humanity
is less vulnerable to airborne transmission. Airborne infectious saliva droplets are the principal factor of
transmission and the infectiousness is associated with the magnitude of the viral load. There is a need to
consider the effects of local environmental factors on the evolution of droplet infectiousness. This work
presents a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model that incorporates heat and mass transfer to account
for droplet evaporation. An Eulerian-Lagrangian approach was used to simulate air and particle flow. These
flows were calculated using a two-way coupling method. Interactions between droplets are captured with
coalescence and breakup models. The model assumes infectiousness is proportional to droplet volume
which here has a constant pathogen concentration in the saliva. Results from this work show that higher
temperature lowers infectiousness of the droplets containing the virus by increasing their evaporation,
whereas humidity considerably reduces their evaporation rate and thus sustains their infectiousness. Thus
ideally indoor spaces should be warmer, drier and ventilated. The results are benchmarked to measurement
and other computational based methods and studies. The aim is to use the model to optimise the design of
clinical and public spaces with optimal ventilation to minimise risks of infection.

1. Introduction
Airborne respiratory diseases are affecting humanity and can even turn into a global pandemic. Airborne
transmission can be identified as the primary way of transmission as the number of infections reduces
significantly when mandatory face mask is applied [1]. Policies which ameliorate the infectiousness of
the droplets need to be set in public spaces. For that, a better understanding of the physical phenomena
occuring during the air-carriage of respiratory droplets responsible of disease transmission is crucial.
During the recent SARS-COV-2 pandemic, researchers investigated this matter and different approaches
can be found in literature : experimental [2], theorical [3] and computational studies [4, 5].

In this study, we consider the case of SARS-CoV-2 and Tuberculosis and similar, where pathogens are
contained in expelled saliva droplets which are driven by the local air and are influenced by environmental
factors. The infectiousness of a SARS-COV-2 droplet is proportional to its viral load count, with higher
viral loads increasing ones susceptibility to infection. For a single droplet, the higher the viral load, the
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higher its infectiousness. Saliva droplet size decreases with time due to evaporation. Hence, the number
of pathogens would decrease as the droplet evaporates, as described in reference [6], where it is assumed
that pathogens leave the droplet at the same rate as the fluid, and that dry pathogens are soon rendered
harmless. In this study, the main objective is to develop an infectiousness model that accounts decreasing
droplet infectiousness due to air flow and environmental factors (temperature and humidity).

2. Modeling approach
The model computes air and particles in such a way that air and droplets are coupled. Air motion is
impacting on particles and impacts of particles are also incorporated in the air equations.

2.1. Euler-Lagrange approach
Air flow and droplet motion are coupled using the Euler-Lagrange approach. Air is considered as a
continuum and is computed with the Navier-Stokes equations :
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where ρ , ui, Sm, p, µ , u′i and S are density, mean velocity, mass source, pressure, dynamic viscosity,
velocity fluctuations and momentum source of air respectively ; δi j is the Kronecker delta. Subscripts i, j
and l denote the space coordinates, equation (1) and (2) stands for each space component of the velocity.

Turbulence is treated with the Shear-Stress Transport (SST) k −ω model. The Reynolds stresses
−ρu′iu

′
j are modeled with the Boussinesq hypothesis and the turbulent kinetic energy k and the specific

dissipation rate ω transport equations are added as described in reference [7].
Droplets are considered as a discrete phase and their trajectories are computed by integrating the force

balance on the particles :
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(⃗u− u⃗p) is the drag force per unit mass, CD is the drag coefficient, u⃗p, ρp and dp

are respectively the particle velocity, density and diameter. To account for the effect of turbulence on
particle motion, a turbulent dispersion model is used. The fluid velovity u is then equal to ū+u′. More
complex particle-particle interactions were also taken into consideration by adding droplet breakup and
coalescence models.

The two-way coupling approach is used to enable momentum, heat and mass exchange between air
and droplets. While the droplet trajectory is calculated, gain or loss of heat, mass and momentum are
tracked. Those quantities are then incorporated in the air equations as sources. Air and droplets are
then impacting each other. As described in reference [7] heat and mass transfer law between air and
particles depends on the particle temperature Tp. If the droplet temperature is lower than the vaporization
temperature or if the volatile fraction of the droplet is fully consumed, the following equation is solved :

mpCp
dTp

dt
= hAp(T∞ −Tp)+ εpApσ(θ 4

R −T 4
p ) (4)

where mp, Cp, Ap and εp are the particle mass, heat capacity, surface area and emissivity, T∞ is the
temperature of air, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and
θR is the radiation temperature. When the particle temperature reaches the vaporization temperature, the
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droplet is vaporizing and transfer mass to the continuous phase. The following equations are computed
until the volatile fraction of the droplet is fully drained :

Ni = kc(Ci,s −Ci,∞) (5)
mp(t +∆t) = mp(t)−Ni Ap Mw,i ∆t (6)

where Ni is the molar flux of vapor, kc is the mass transfer coefficient, Ci,s is the vapor concentration
of the droplet surface, Ci,∞ is the vapor concentration in the air and Mw,i is the molecular weight of the
vapor.

2.2. Injection properties
The way droplets are expelled is described by some parameters : the injection velocity and temperature,
the size distribution of the droplets, and the droplet flow rate. Those properties depend on the respiratory
event taken into consideration, whether it is a breathing, coughing or sneezing. In this study, we are
considering a cough as described in reference [8]. The injection surface is rectangular shaped, its sides
are 4 cm and 0.48 cm. Droplets are injected at a temperature of 34◦C. The cough period is of 0.12 s, and
the flow rate is calculated in order to obtain a total injected mass of 7.7 mg. Droplets are injected at a
velocity of 11 m/s, which is the average velocity of a cough as indicated in reference [9].

The particle diameter follows a Rosin-Rammler distribution given by the following equation :

f (d) = e(−d/d̄)
n

(7)

where d is the droplet diameter, f (d) is the cumulative mass fraction corresponding to droplet of diameter
d, d̄ is the mean diameter and is equal to 80 µm, n is called the spread parameter and is equal to 8. The
minimum and maximum diameter are respectively 10 µm and 110 µm.

3. Results and discussion
For these preliminary studies, for the purpose of model development and benchmarking, the simulation
domain is a simple room with an air vent as an inlet and a door as an outlet (Figure 1a). The cough
is released from a rectangular shaped face located at 1.7 m height. The domain was meshed using
tetrahedral shaped mesh elements, refined at the injection face (Figure 1b and 1c).

(a) Simulation domain. (b) Meshed domain. (c) Finer mesh
at injection sur-
face.

Figure 1: The domain and its treatment
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The simulation was run inside this simple room. To highlight the effect of air flow on droplet
dispersion, two different cases were investigated. The first one is when there is no air flow inside the
room, the other one is when air is flowing. In the last case, the velocity inlet at the air vent was set to 1
m/s. However, the air is experiencing some backflow at the outlet, resulting in the air velocity going up
to 5 m/s (Figure 2 (a)). Velocity streamlines from the surface where droplets are injected are plotted in
Figure 2 (b), to get an idea of how droplets would be transported.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Air velocity field, (b) air velocity streamlines.

When particles are expelled in a room with no air flow, particles of diameter d ≤ 3µm are buoyancy
driven and remain airborne (Figure 3 (a)) whereas larger ones (d ≥ 5µm) are more affected by gravity
and rapidly fall to the ground. When air velocity is substantial, particles are better dispersed throughout
the room (Figure 3 (b)).

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Particle dispersion (a) in a room without air flow, (b) with air flow.

The effect of evaporation is also important. The CFD modelling is able to follow this and show
evaporation rate is accentuated by temperature (Figure 4 (a)), it is lowered by humidity (Figure 4 (b))
and it is accentuated by relative air flow.

In Figure 5, the dropletpahtlines are tracked. For simplicity the air flow is zero. The droplets are
color coded to their diameter, and it can be seen this diameter decreases due to evaporation. In the left
part many droplet pathlines are shown and in the right part only a single one for clarity. This decrease in
droplet size by evaporation occurs with a loss of virus. This represents the attenuation of infectiousness
due to decomposition of dehydrated viruses [6]. This then represents the preliminary goal of the study,
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Evaporation rate as a function of (a) temperature, (b) humidity.

to incorporate a model for decreasing droplet infectiousness due to evaporation, and to track this on a per
droplet basis.

Figure 5: Particle pathlines. In the figure in the right, the decrease in droplet size is shown and therefore
infectiousness decreases due to the effect of evaporation.

Thus closed spaces, which are likely to keep moisture, would experience lower evaporation, and small
airborne particles would last longer. But in ventilated spaces, evaporation would be higher, in Figures 3
(a) and (b) residence time would be lower and droplet infectiousness would decrease [10].

The model is benchmarked to the CFD model in reference [8]. In this paper, particles are injected in
an open environment, with wind coming from behind the coughing person. The mouth is located at 1.63
m. Figure 6 shows a result obtained with our model in the case of wind speed being equal to 4 km/h.
Distance travelled by droplets for a given time are consistent with results shown in reference [8]. The
difference resides in the fact that in our result, particles are more affected by gravity, due to coalescence.
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Figure 6: Particle motion in an open space. With wind speed of 4 km/h droplets of diameter d ≤ 4µm
remain airborne and the effect of gravity is causing the larger droplets (d ≥ 100µm) to settle faster.

4. Conclusion
The main goal of this study is to introduce a model for the infectiousness of respiratory diseases
transmitted by expelled droplets, into a larger CFD model of the fluid space. The CFD simulates the
transport and evolution of droplets expelled from a cough. Particle trajectory is computed in a simplified
environment, effect of temperature and humidity of the environment is taken into account by considering
droplet evaporation. The influence of air flow on droplet dispersion is also taken into consideration. It is
seen that this scheme is able to track the time evolution of infectiousness of individual droplets.

These findings are critical for public health facilities treating patients with airborne transmissible
diseases such as SARS-CoV-2, tuberculosis or influenza amongst others. Such facilities need to be
designed to incorporate ways of minimizing the risk of disease transmission by improving ventilation
and controlling temperature and humidity. Further studies will deploy this model in selected public
and clinical spaces. This study can also be extended to other public health concerns like harmful gases
transport with or without entrained particles.
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Abstract. Concrete structures in nuclear power plants (NPPs) are exposed to extreme conditions 

causing degradation and composition changes over the reactor lifetime. To ensure compliance 

of existing concrete structures to nuclear regulations the radiation shielding properties, and 

elemental composition, need to be non-destructively determined. In this work we demonstrate 

the use of fast neutron measurements to investigate the proportions of silicon dioxide (SiO2) and 

calcium carbonate (CaCO3) in a well-characterised sample of sand, a key constituent of any 

concrete. Fast neutron transmission measurements were made with an EJ-301 organic liquid 

scintillator, and a collimated beam of  241Am-9Be neutrons incident on samples of SiO2, CaCO3 

and sand. For each sample, the effective removal cross section was calculated over a broad range 

of neutron energies. Similar removal cross sections were found for SiO2  and sand indicating that 

sand is predominantly made up of SiO2, which was in agreement with previous X-ray 

fluorescence measurements. Based on known mass ratios, the removal cross section for sand was 

reconstructed from the values for SiO2 and CaCO3 and was in agreement with the measured 

removal cross section for sand.  

1. Introduction 

 

Concrete is widely used in nuclear power plants (NPPs) because of its mouldability, simple 

manufacturing process, use of locally available materials, cheap production cost, good compression 

strength and excellent shielding property against gamma rays and neutrons [1]. The concrete structures 

in NPPs are often exposed to high stresses, prolonged high temperatures, and high levels of neutron and 

gamma ray radiation causing the concrete to degrade and change in composition over time. What is of  

particular concern to neutron radiation shielding is the loss of water [2], and hence hydrogen, which is 

difficult to quantify non-destructively. 

 

In South Africa, Eskom owns and operates the Koeberg NPP, which features two pressurized water 

reactors each delivering 970 MW gross power. The two units were commissioned in the 1980s and the 

current license is set to expire in 2024. There are plans in place to extend the design life of the Koeberg 

NPP by a further 20 years, overseen by the National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) [3]. Part of the process 

requires re-evaluation of the existing concrete structures, with respect to radiation shielding and 

structural properties. 
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1.1 Fast neutron transmission spectroscopy (FNTS) 

 

Fast neutrons are useful for the analysis of bulk materials as they are highly penetrating, produce 

characteristic radiation signatures for each element and are particularly sensitive to low mass elements 

such as hydrogen. For beam of neutrons incident on a sample of interest, three major signatures are 

produced: transmitted neutrons; scattered neutrons; and gamma rays (prompt and delayed) [4, 5]. 

Measurement of these signatures, both in intensity and energy provides information on the nuclei with 

which neutrons have interacted. In fast neutron transmission spectroscopy (FNTS), the elemental 

composition of a sample can be determined from the analysis of transmitted neutron spectra through a 

sample. For a neutron beam incident on a sample, some fraction of neutrons interact with the material 

and are subsequently removed from the beam. The neutrons which are transmitted through the sample 

are then detected. The ratio of the incident and transmitted fluence spectrum can be used to determine 

the composition of the sample through the use of the effective removal cross section [4]. 

 

1.2 Effective removal cross section 

 

The effective removal cross section (𝛴𝑅) provides a measure of the neutron attenuation through a bulk 

sample and is highly specific for each element. The concept of 𝛴𝑅 is often associated with the presence 

of hydrogen in sample of interest, however, it can be extended to non-hydrogenous samples, as long as 

they provide sufficient moderation of the neutron beam. Furthermore, it is only valid for fast neutrons 

with neutron energies between 2 MeV and 12 MeV as 𝛴𝑅 is approximately constant within this range [6]. 

The attenuation of a beam of fast neutrons through a bulk sample can be modelled by Eq. 1, where 𝐼(𝑡) 

is the transmitted neutron intensity for a sample of thickness 𝑡, and 𝐼(0) is the incident neutron intensity: 

 

𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼(0) exp(−Σ𝑅𝑡). (1) 

 

For a composite material, the effective removal cross section is related to a linear combination of the 

constituent parts as shown in Eq. 2, where 𝑚𝑘 is the mass fraction of component 𝑘, with density 𝜌𝑘 [7]: 

  

Σ𝑅 𝜌⁄  =  ∑ 𝑚𝑘(Σ𝑅,𝑘 𝜌𝑘⁄ ).

𝑘

 
(2) 

 

The use of FNTS for concrete analysis has been previously demonstrated at the University of Cape 

Town, where the energy dependent effective removal cross sections for sand, cement and water were 

measured and used to de-convolve the relative ratios in well characterized concrete samples [8]. 

However, the use of this technique is limited to new concrete installations, as it is necessary to also 

measure with the composite ingredients which often have a location dependence [9]. Proof-of-concept 

studies have been undertaken to investigate the use of elemental responses for both transmitted and 

scattered neutrons to generalize the technique, but experimental validation is still needed [7]. In this 

work we present the progress towards the experimental implementation of elemental analysis of 

complex materials such as concrete. In this phase a well-characterised sample of sand is utilised as the 

exemplar material since it is comprised of known ratios of SiO2 and CaCO3. 
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2.  Experimental method 

 

The experimental implementation of fast neutron transmission spectroscopy requires: a collimated beam 

of fast neutrons with a known distribution in energy and intensity; a sample with which the neutrons 

interact; and a neutron sensitive detector with appropriate acquisition and analysis protocols. All these 

are available at the n-lab, a fast neutron facility within the Department of Physics, University of Cape 

Town [10]. Figure 1 illustrates a typical experimental geometry for FNTS measurements at the n-lab, 

including a pencil beam of  241Am-9Be neutrons, samples of sand, SiO2 and CaCO3, and an EJ-301 

organic liquid scintillator for neutron detection. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Fast neutron transmission experimental set-up. A pencil beam of 241Am-9Be neutrons is incident 

on the segmented container, where the shaded sections correspond to a measurement of 4.0 cm sample 

thickness. Transmitted neutrons are incident on a 2” x 2” EJ-301 organic liquid scintillator detector. 

 

2.1 241Am-9Be neutron source 

 

An 241Am-9Be radioisotopic source was used, which produces neutrons via the (𝛼, n) reaction. 

Americium-241 decays via 𝛼 -particle emission with a half-life of 432.2 years. The emitted 𝛼 -particles 

slow down and are captured by 9Be to produce 12C, a neutron and a 4.43 MeV 𝛾-ray. This source 

produces a broad spectrum of neutrons ranging from thermal to 11 MeV as shown by the distribution in 

Fig. 2. The 220 GBq 241Am-9Be source at the n-lab produces around 107 neutrons per second into 4𝜋 

steradians, and is used to produce a pencil beam of neutrons, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1, with a 

1.0 m long HDPE collimator (0.8 cm internal diameter). 

 

2.2 Samples 

 

Samples of SiO2, CaCO3 and sand were prepared in a segmented container (Fig. 1), with cross sectional 

area of 5.0 x 5.0 cm2 and thicknesses of 2.0, 4.0 and 6.0 cm. The sand used in this work was provided 

by the Concrete Materials and Structural Integrity Research Unit (CoMSIRU) at University of Cape 

Town, and is representative of the sand used in local concrete installations, such as Koeberg NPP. A 

sample of this sand was (destructively) analyzed by X- ray fluorescence (XRF) and was found to contain 

78.5 % SiO2  and 18.6 % CaCO3  by mass. The remaining 2.9 % consisted of several other oxides, with 

no single one exceeding 0.5 % by mass [8]. The SiO2 and CaCO3   samples were comprised of glass 

beads (< 1.0 mm diameter), and a fine powder respectively. As fast neutrons are sensitive to elemental 

composition and insensitive to chemical bonding, there is no requirement for the physical form of each 

sample to match that found in the composite sample. For example, CaCO3 in powder form and CaCO3  

from shell fragments (as found in sand) will demonstrate the same neutron attenuation behavior when 

normalized by their individual densities. For each sample, and thickness, the total mass was recorded to 

account for changes in sample density between preparations.   

 

2.3 EJ-301 neutron detector 

 

Neutrons transmitted through the sample were detected using a 2” x 2” EJ-301 organic liquid scintillator 

optically coupled to an ETL 9214 12-stage photomultiplier tube and base supplied by Scionix, and 

operated at a negative bias of 1100 V. Both the anode and dynode signals were acquired using a CAEN 

DT5730 digitizer [12] and the QtDAQ [13] software. As the detector is sensitive to both neutrons and 
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gamma rays, pulse shape discrimination (PSD) was implemented through QtDAQ to identify neutron 

only events using the fast anode signals [14]. Energy information on the recoiling particles was obtained 

from the pulse height of the dynode signals after amplification and shaping with an Ortec 113 

preamplifier and 574 amplifier. A typical PSD plot for an 214Am-9Be source measured with an EJ-301 

detector is shown in Fig. 3. The neutron only events are used to produce a neutron light output (𝐿) 

spectrum, after calibration with a series of reference gamma ray sources, which was used as a measure 

of neutron intensity 𝐼(𝑡) introduced in Eq. 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Results and analysis 

 

Calibrated neutron light output spectra measured for the three samples are shown in Fig. 4. In all 

instances the 0.0 cm case (empty container) is shown in black. The neutron attenuation is expected to 

behave according to Eq. 1, where an increase in sample thickness should correspond to an exponential 

reduction in measured neutron rate. This decrease is clearly evident in the SiO2 and sand datasets. The 

density of the CaCO3 sample is much lower than that of SiO2 or sand, thus the reduction in transmitted 

neutron rates is much lower.  

 

To determine the effective removal cross section, the integrals of the measured light output spectra 

(Fig. 4) in the range of 1.0 – 5.5 MeVee were used as a measure of the transmitted neutron intensity 𝐼(𝑡). 

The integrated 𝐿 spectrum for 𝑡 = 0.0 cm was taken to be the incident neutron intensity 𝐼(0) as no sample 

was present. Using these values Σ𝑅 can be determined using Eq. 1, however as there are small variations 

in density 𝜌 between sample preparations it is more useful to consider the parameter Σ𝑅/𝜌 for 

comparison. Table 1 contains a summary of the effective removal cross sections for SiO2, CaCO3 and 

sand averaged over the three non-zero thicknesses. The uncertainties presented here correspond to the 

standard deviation about the mean while a full uncertainty analysis is still ongoing.  

Figure 3: Counts as a function of light output 

parameter 𝐿 and pulse shape parameter 𝑆 

measured with an EJ-301 scintillator for an   
214Am-9Be source. Contributions from neutrons 

(n) and gamma rays (𝛾), are separated by a 

software cut (dashed line)  

Figure 2: Neutron energy spectrum produced 

by an 241Am-9Be radioisotopic source [11]. 

 

𝛾 

n 
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Figure 4: Light output spectra measured with an EJ-301 detector for a beam of 241Am-9Be neutrons 

transmitted through samples of (a) SiO2, (b) CaCO3 and (c) sand, and normalised with respect to 

measurement time. The count rates are presented on a logarithmic scale.  

 

      

Table 1: Summary of measured removal cross section data for SiO2, CaCO3 and sand. 

 𝚺𝑹 [cm-1] 

2.0 cm : 4.0 cm : 6.0 cm 

𝝆 [g cm-3] 

2.0 cm : 4.0 cm : 6.0 cm 
𝚺𝑹/𝝆 [cm2  g-1] 

SiO2 0.085 : 0.084 : 0.081 1.40 : 1.45 : 1.42 0.0586 ± 0.0020 

CaCO3 0.015 : 0.008 : 0.016 0.37 : 0.38 : 0.36 0.034 ± 0.013 

Sand 0.082 : 0.088 : 0.085 1.50 : 1.51 : 1.50 0.0568 ± 0.0015 

 

 

The removal cross section measured for sand was only slightly less than that measured for SiO2, and 

notably greater than that for CaCO3, confirming that the sand sample was predominantly made up of 

SiO2 as expected from the XRF measurements. The measured removal cross sections were then used to 

validate the relationship expected from Eq. 2. The measured Σ𝑅/𝜌 values for SiO2 and CaCO3, along 

with their known mass ratios (XRF), were used to reconstruct the density normalised removal cross 

section for sand, which was determined to be  0.0539 ± 0.0030 cm2 g-1. This value agrees with the 

measured value of 0.0568 ± 0.0015 cm2 g-1 within experimental uncertainties. It was noted that the 

removal cross section measured for 4.0 cm CaCO3 was lower than expected, and possible causes are 

still being investigated. As such, the calculated removal cross section for sand is marginally lower than 

the measured value, though the agreement between the measured and calculated values is considered 

acceptable, and is within quoted uncertainties. 

 

At this stage there is only a single measured value for the removal cross section for each sample, 

which means there is no way to solve for the mass ratios of each component. The next phase of this 

work will be to unfold the neutron energy spectra associated with each sample, and determine energy 

dependent removal cross sections, from which a unique solution for the mass ratios can be determined 

from a secondary unfolding procedure. 
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4. Discussion and conclusion 

 

The fast neutron transmission spectroscopy technique is being developed at the n-lab to 

non-destructively determine the elemental composition of complex bulk materials such as concrete. In 

this work,  the density normalized removal cross sections were measured for  SiO2, CaCO3  and sand 

with values of 0.0586 ± 0.0020 cm2 g-1, 0.034 ± 0.013 cm2 g-1   and  0.0568 ± 0.0015  cm2 g-1   respectively 

at 241Am-9Be neutron energies. The similarity between the measured values of Σ𝑅/𝜌 for sand and SiO2 

indicates that sand is predominantly made up of SiO2. This is consistent with previous XRF 

measurements. To validate the relationship between the removal cross sections of individual constituents 

(SiO2 and CaCO3) and the removal cross section of the composite material (sand), a reconstructed 

removal cross section for sand was determined to be 0.0539 ± 0.0030 cm2 g-1, which is consistent with 

the measured value. 

 

The next phase of this research will require the use of spectrum unfolding to determine the energy 

dependence of the transmitted neutrons, and hence energy dependent removal cross sections. By 

constructing a database of removal cross sections, by oxide or element, the composition of an unknown 

sample can be determined via a secondary unfolding process. The results presented here form part of an 

Honours level research project, which aims to contribute to this database, and further validate the 

technique for the analysis of sand. Subsequent measurements will determine elemental removal cross 

sections, and the investigation of more complex media such as concrete.  
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Abstract. New protocol to achieve very long-distance and secure communication between two legitimate
users (Alice and Bob) namely, the pseudo-random entangled photon based QKD protocol using a low-
earth-orbit (LEO) type satellite as the photon source relay is proposed. We assume the combined type-I
and type-II SPDC as photon source distributing entangled photons pairs to Alice and Bob, and the quantum
logistic map (QLM) as quantum pseudo-random number generator (QPRNG) in order to randomly select
photon polarization states measurement bases. Under these considerations, the secure key rate upper
bound is evaluated and numerical simulations show that, the maximum communication distance increases
significantly with the photon block size, and with the error correction function. One also observes that
the protocol can tolerate a secure communication up to about 19000 km under lower background error
(or lower atmosphere diffraction). The secure key privacy is strongly improved since public discussion
is avoided due to the use of a QPRNG, which guarantees identical measurement bases choice between
Alice and Bob. Based on the above, our protocol is more efficient. In addition, the secure key privacy is
significantly amplified.

1. Introduction
In our nowadays communication networks, truly secret communication channel between two or more
operators has become a major problem with an increasing in computer’s power and speed. That is,
scientists continuously think about a better way to secretly share sensitive information or a secure
and unbreakable key for information encryption. Quantum mechanics properties of particles have
been recently presented as a suitable candidate to solve the problem [1, 2, 3, 4]. Based on this idea,
several research works have been developed in the past few decades to implement new strategies which
employed quantum effects to manipulate and transmit information more secretly, here we refer to
quantum cryptography (QC) [5, 6]. The latest mentioned notion mainly focuses on sharing a secret
key for information encryption between two or more legitimate users (Alice and Bob), namely quantum
key distribution (QKD) and has been proved to significantly improve the security of information, since
Alice and Bob could be alert by the presence of any eavesdropper (Eve) intending to intercept their
exchanging information.

Indeed, the concept of QKD which was first introduced by Bennett and Brassard in 1984, is nowadays
known as the best method of sharing a secret key and has therefore, been successfully implemented [6].
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For this reason, numerous QKD protocols have been developed so far, namely: the Ekert91 (proposed
by Ekert in 1991, [7]), the B92 (proposed by Bennett in 1992 [8]), the SSP (six-state protocol proposed
by Bechmann-Pasquinucci in 1999 [9, 10]) protocols, just to list a few. Despite their huge security, these
protocols still present some limits as they require single photon measurement which induces losses due
to photon splitting. In addition to the security, two other properties characterizing good QKD protocol
are the quantum bit error rate (QBER) and the maximum tolerable communication distance between
legitimate users. However, the above mentioned protocols were found to present lower QBER and
very limited communication distance. To overcome these drawbacks, new protocols that used entangled
photons as well as Bell’s entangled states were developed [11, 12, 13]. Whereas, it was demonstrated
that, with a spontaneous parametric-down conversion (SPDC) photon source based QKD, one could
achieve up to 144 km as communication distance under noisy quantum channels, which is acceptable
but not enough for long-distance communication [14, 15]. Experiments proved that for any pure-loss
quantum channel with transmittance efficiency η , the secure key rate scales linearly with η [16, 17, 18],
inducing a fundamental limit to the maximum tolerable communication distance. Due to this problem,
new approaches which are based on sharing a secret key over free space with very lower loss rate
using low-earth-orbit (LEO), medium-earth-orbit (MEO) or geostationary orbit (GEO) satellites as an
intermediate relay between legitimate communication users were recently introduced [19]. However,
LEO and GEO are the most suitable candidates due to their altitude (160 to 3000 km or usually below
900 km for LEO and 35786 km precisely for GEO). Thus, due to the proximity of LEO to the earth’s
surface, we assume in this work that an entangled photon source will be distributing entangled photons
pairs from a LEO-type satellite in order to reduce losses due to beam diffraction.

In fact, satellite based QKD has attracted significant interests of researchers, and has been successfully
implemented in real physical experiments [16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Although significant results have
been achieved, the security of the protocol still requires deep studies. Whereas, Jian-Yu et al. [25]
demonstrated that free-space links could provide the most appealing solution to long-distance and secure
communication. The experiment was conducted using a floating platform hot-air balloon fulfilling the
conditions of a LEO-type satellite. In similar conditions, Wang et al. [25] will later investigate long-
distance QKD with the floating hot-air balloon platform under rapid motion, altitude change and they
found a quantum bit error rate (QBER) of 4.04%. Moreover, Pan [26] established the space platform with
long-distance satellite-to-ground quantum channel and he was able to achieve the BB84 QKD up to 1200
km with a QBER of about 1%. In the same idea, using retro-reflectors in LEO satellite, space-to-ground
transmission of quasi-single photon has been investigated by Yin et al. [27]. They realized a signal-to-
noise ratio of 16:1, sufficient for unconditionally secure QKD links. In addition, Nauerth et al. [28] found
that, the BB84 QKD between ground station and airplane moving at regular angular velocity similar
to LEO-type satellite is feasible, and the experiment demonstrated a QBER of 4.8% at 20 km range.
However, the first downlink microsatellite QKD experiment was just realized very recently in 2017 with
a QBER less than 3% and 99.4±4.4% degree polarization by Takenaka et al. [29]. Several authors
investigated the protocol using single photons and demonstrated the feasibility of free space satellite-to-
ground QKD with significant improvements regarding the QBER, the communication distance and the
sifted key rate in the night-time as well as under noisy-like sunlight daytime [20, 22, 30, 31, 32, 33].
Further achievements using entangled photons showed that, the latest can more significantly improve
the key rate and the communication distance as well. Moreover, it turns out that downlink QKD in
night-time presents lower loss compared to uplink QKD in similar conditions [34, 35]. Nevertheless, all
the previously mentioned protocols use most often true random number generators (TRNGs) for photon
bases choice. This usually costs sifting in the key raw and may reduce up to half in its size, since the
legitimate users (Alice and Bob) must perform their measurement with incompatible bases choices.

To overcome this serious drawback, we suggest in this research paper to use a QPRNGs for photon
measurement bases choice to guarantee identical measurement bases selection by Alice and Bob. Similar
procedure was very recently studied in our previous works, but in the case of optical link based QKD
protocol [36], and the results proved its efficiency. We thus, suggest a new protocol that uses the
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quantum kick system, which are very good QPRNGs, easily implementable, and could strongly improve
the efficiency of satellite based communication. If this protocol is successfully implemented, it will
significantly enhance the maximum communication distance and the efficiency of the security due to
random-like behavior and high sensitivity to initial conditions of chaotic systems [37, 38]. We therefore,
assume our random bases selection to be guaranteed by the quantum logistic map (QLM) [39] and the
SPDC-photon source to be our entangled photons generator located in a LEO-type satellite to ensure
downlink communication with lower loss. This is realized following the structure below: Sec. 2 presents
in detail the procedure to generate random bases for photons polarization measurement using QLM. In
Sec. 3, the SPDC-entangled photons Hamiltonian is presented, following by the derivation of the wave
function and the probability distribution. We also present in detail the scheme for photon polarization
state measurement in the same section. The satellite-to-ground based QKD protocol using entangled
photons and QLM as QPRNG is described in detail in Sec. 4, with the derivation of the QBER and the
secure key rate. In addition, numerical simulations of our main results are presented in Sec. 5. We end
the work with some concluding remarks and discussion in Sec. 6.

2. Pseudo-random bases generation for photon state polarization measurement via quantum
logistic map
Existing QKD protocols provide most often the condition to randomly choose photons polarization
states measurement bases. This requires the legitimate users to utilize true-random number generators
(TRNGs). However, this procedure costs sifting in the key raw and may induces a loss of half in the
secure key size. To avoid the problem, other QKD protocols that use quantum pseudo-random number
generators (QPRNGs) have been introduced [40, 41, 42]. Using QPRNGs in QKD for photons states
measurement bases choice and post-processing procedures can highly improve the secure key security.
But, there exist a limited number of QPRNGs. As developed in our previous works [43], chaotic
systems have been found to be very efficient for the purpose. This is the reason why in this section
we describe in detail the procedure to generate pseudo-random bit sequences (PRBSs) used for photon
states polarization bases encoding via quantum logistic map (QLM). Under quantum error corrections,
QLM can be assimilated to classical system, where its dynamics is given by [36, 43, 44]:





x j+1 = r(x j−|x j|2)− ry j,

y j+1 =−y je−2s + re−s[(2− x j− x∗j)y j− x jz∗j − x∗jz j],

z j+1 =−z je−2s + re−s[2(1− x j)z j−2x jy j− x j],

(1)

One can observe that, all the values of the variables x, y and z always belong to the interval [0,1] and
display period doubling, implying that Eq. (1) displays chaotic behavior, given r and s kindly selected
such that 4≥ r > 3.85 and s≥ 3.5. It is important to note that, given real initial conditions, the values of
x, y and z are real too. We notice that, the variables x, y and z which help to define the set of Eq. (2) are
function of the bifurcation parameters r and s, which are shared between the communication users before
they start running the QKD protocol to provide more security. Whereas, any eavesdropper intending to
guess these values will not be able to get the set of Eq. (2), and thus cannot select good bases for
photon polarization state measurement. Therefore, system (1) provides an efficient and secure QPRNG
for quantum state bases choice in QKD protocols. The procedure to generate these pseudo-random bases
choice is described below:

Let S be a sequence defined by S = {sk}k=1,··· ,N , with sk = d1000 ∗ (xk + yk + zk)emod(2), which
are either 0 or 1, each appearing at random. For example, if N = 3000 then, using system (1), the
following sequence is obtained, S = {1111111 · · ·1000110001110111110111011}. Based on the NIST
TS1 randomness test [45], we found a P-value of 0.5347, which is far greater than 0.01 showing that
our sequence S is random with 99.99% confidence. Thus, under the same initial conditions x0, y0, z0

1 National Institute of Standards and Technology Test Suite
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and the same parameters r and s, truly random and identical sequences SA and SB are generated on
Alice’s and Bob’s sides, respectively in order to prepare their random-basis for photon polarization state
measurement. For this reason, let |Φ〉 = cos(φ)|0〉+ sin(φ)|1〉, where {|0〉, |1〉} is the standard basis.
Using the sequences SA and SB, Alice and Bob can generate the following random sequence bases:

Bi =
{
|φsi

k
〉, |φsi

k
+

π
2
〉
}
, (2)

with φsi
k
=

si
kπ
2 2−si

k , i = A,B, and si
k take its values in SA for Alice or SB for Bob. It can be observed that, if

si
k = 0, then φsi

k
= 0 and one get the basis

{
|0〉, |π2 〉

}
(rectilinear basis), while for si

k = 1, then φsi
k
= π

4 and
one get the basis

{
|π4 〉, |3π

4 〉
}

(diagonal basis). Therefore, following the sequences SA and SB obtained
respectively by Alice and Bob, the photon state polarization measurement bases are either

{
|0〉, |π2 〉

}
or{

|π4 〉, |3π
4 〉
}

each appearing in a random manner and always coincide for the two legitimate users. Fig.1
illustrates the above described bases rotation:

Figure 1: Polarization state measurement pseudo-random rotation bases.

3. The combined type-I and type-II spontaneous parametric-down conversion entangled photons
pairs source
As previously mentioned, the combined type-I and type-II SPDC is assumed in this work to be the
entangled photons pairs generator. It is fully described in our previous works [36], where its degenerated
Hamiltonian is derived as:

HI = iκ(a+Hb+H +a+V b+V +a+Hb+V −a+V b+H)+H.c., (3)

with κ describing both the crystal’s properties and the field pump amplitude, H and V the directions of
polarization (H for horizontal and V for vertical). Let ξ = κt the time step, the wave function associated
to (3) is derived by:

|Ψ〉= 1
cosh2(

√
2 | ξ |)

∞

∑
n=0

ξ ∗

| ξ |
√
(n+1)(α2n +β 2n + γ2n +ϑ 2n)

(
tanh(

√
2 | ξ |)

)n
|Φn〉, (4)

where

|Φn〉=
1

(n+1)
√

α2n +β 2n + γ2n +ϑ 2n

n

∑
k=0

[αn|k,k〉a|(n− k),(n− k)〉b

+β n(−1)n−k|k,(n− k)〉a|(n− k),k〉b
+ γn(−1)k|(n− k),k〉a|k,(n− k)〉b
+ϑ n|(n− k),(n− k)〉a|k,k〉b]. (5)
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Considering Pk the density probability to generate k-entangled photons pairs, we get :

Pk =| 〈Φk|Ψ〉 |2=
1

cosh4(
√

2 | ξ |)
(k+1) tanh2k(

√
2 | ξ |). (6)

Letting ν = sinh2(
√

2 | ξ |), the photon mean number, which only depends on the light pulse amplitude
and the crystal’s properties, one obtains:

Pk =
νk

(1+ν)k+2 (k+1). (7)

Fig. 2 presents the comparison between Pk and Poisson distribution. It can be observed that, the
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Figure 2: Comparison between the combined type-I and type-II SPDC entangled photons pairs
probability density and Poisson distribution.

probability distribution of photons follows Poisson distribution, which implies that the produced photon
pairs are non-correlated each to other.

4. Satellite based quantum key transmission with PRB photon polarization state measurement
4.1. Protocol description
As already discussed, we assumed the SPDC-photon source to be located in a LEO-type satellite and
emitting a stream of entangled photon pairs directed to the ground by a Cassegrain-type telescope, which
are received and redirected to Alice’s and Bob’s stations installed on the ground, both receiving half
of entangled photons pairs. Fig.3 presents the schematic diagram of the process. Here, an entangled
photons source located on a satellite emits a stream of entangled photon pairs, directed to the ground
by a moving Cassegrain-type telescope. Two other Cassegrain-type telescopes on the ground receive
the photons and whatever direction they come from, and send them to the detection apparatus. The
Cassegrain-type telescopes are made of pointing mirrors, with the role of ensuring lower change in the
photon state polarization. The quantities z1 and z2 are respectively the distance between Alice’s station
and the satellite, and the distance between Bob’s station and the satellite respectively, while L denotes
the distance between Alice’s and Bob’s stations, which will later be considered as the communication
distance between both parties.

The strength of the protocol lies on two main fundamental laws of quantum physics namely “the
no-cloning theorem” and “the measurement principle”. Based on this idea and assuming that an
eavesdropper (Eve) does not have any useful information regarding the characteristics of the QPNG
(initial conditions and bifurcation parameters) pre-shared between Alice and Bob, and that is used to
encode photons bases, the following steps should therefore be performed to generate the private key:
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Figure 3: LEO-type satellite based QKD scheme, where each ground station contains a photon detector
device, a photon polarization state measurement device and a photon beam splitter as the procedure
requires single photon measurement.

Step 1: Alice and Bob first agree on the initial conditions (x0, y0 and z0) and the bifurcation
parameters (r and s) of the QLM as presented in Sec. 2.
Step 2: Via a SPDC-photon source located in a LEO-type satellite with a launcher commend on
Alices possession, she runs the SPDC module and produces a pair of entangled photons at each
pulse, which is distributed between her and Bob’s stations following the scheme of Fig.3. They also
set the value of s which should be increased by step of ε = (smax− smin)/N in the range of 3.5 to 6
after each pulse as the control parameter.
Step 3: They notify each to other after each pulse whether a photon has been detected via
classical channel (cellular phone). This step is termed as “information reconciliation”, and shall be
used for correcting dependencies between Alice’s and Bob’s key, which may include for example
the dependencies arising from errors inflicted by atmosphere diffraction as well as those due to
measurements by Eve. In the case, either Alice or Bob does not record a photon detection, they
should repeat this step, otherwise, they abort the process.
Step 4: After Step 3 satisfied (i.e. both parties have recorded a photon detection), each party
thus runs the QLM module hold in hand and follows the procedure kindly described in Sec. 2 to
encode his photon measurement basis, which should be either rectilinear (

{
|0〉, |π2 〉

}
or diagonal ({

|π4 〉, |3π
4 〉
}

)) as shown on Fig.1, and perform photon polarization state measurement. It is worth
noting that the output result should be identical given the particularity of their measurement bases
selection.
Step 5: Following the outcome of the basis they obtained in Step 4, they perform the measurement
on their detected photon to determine the polarization state, which maps bit 0 onto 900- or 1350-
polarization and bit 1 onto 00- or 450-polarization.
Step 6: Alice and Bob simultaneously increment the value of the control parameter s with the
step of ε , repeat Step 2 to 4.They therefore construct two sequences SA for Alice and SB for Bob,
respectively, which should be identical given that the photons state polarization is not affected by
the measurement device. The identical sequences SA and SB should be only known to Alice and Bob
since the photons on which Eve has an information are canceled in Step 3.
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Step 7: In the worse case where Eve may acquire information about the secret key by guessing the
measurement basis at each pulse as well as listening to the private information shared during the
error reconciliation process, for the sake of reducing this information, the technique of “privacy
amplification” is invoked. Explicitly, privacy amplification generates a shorter key from the
corrected key of Step 6, hence reducing Eve’s information about the shared key.

4.2. Theoretical evaluation of the QBER and the secure key rate
Optical fiber link based QKD systems offer limited communication distance, and thus cannot be applied
for long-distance communication, due to attenuation along the fiber. To overcome this drawback, free-
space links QKD systems were proposed [24, 43, 46, 47, 48], which uses GEO, MEO or LEO type
satellite as relay between the sender (Alice) and the receiver (Bob). Based on this idea, we propose in
this section a QKD protocol that uses a LEO-type satellite in which a SPDC entangled photons source is
located with the role of producing and distributing entangled photons pairs to Alice and Bob through free-
space. It is important to mention that, the almost non-birefringent character of the atmosphere guarantees
the preservation of photon pairs polarization state [24, 46, 47]. However, attenuation of photon’s signal
is non-negligible due to three main effects, which are: (i) atmospheric propagation, (ii) diffraction
and (iii) detector efficiency. As regard to the attenuation due to atmospheric propagation, absorption,
scattering and turbulence are the main effects. Thus, atmospheric attenuation can be evaluated taking
into consideration the latest effects with the relation:

ηatm = ηabsηscattηturb, (8)

with ηabs, the attenuation rate due to absorption, ηscatt the attenuation rate due to scattering and finally,
ηturb the attenuation rate due to turbulence. The light is absorbed and scattered by gas molecules and
aerosols present in the atmosphere [24, 46, 47]. But, the most relevant contribution to atmospheric
propagation attenuation is caused by turbulence, which is due to thermal fluctuations that produce
refractive index variations. It is much larger for the uplink than for the downlink. This is caused by
the pronounced influence of atmospheric turbulence for the uplink, where the turbulent layers are close
to the transmitter. In contrast, for a downlink the effect of the turbulent layer close to the receiver is
negligible to first order. It mostly depends on the atmospheric condition and the position of the ground
station [47]. It causes divergence rate of the light beam, and is evaluated following the work of Moli-
Sanchez et al. [47] by:

ηturb =
1

1+ θ 2
turbR2

t
λ 2

, (9)

with θturb =
λ

πω0
the additional divergence angle in radian caused by atmospheric turbulence, λ the signal

wavelength, Rt the radius of the transmitting primary pointing mirror and ω0 the beam waist for Gaussian
beams. In most of satellite based QKD protocols, ηturb is chosen as constant, since it does not depend on
the distance satellite-to-ground, but only on atmospheric conditions. It is clear that this relation is similar
with that used for uplink, the difference is in the beam waist ω0, which is much smaller for downlinks
compared to uplinks. In [49] for example, they considered an empiric formula (13/V ) ∗ (λ/550)−q,
where V is the visibility to evaluate the atmospheric turbulence for downlinks communication, however,
this relation is limited for particular time, while relation (9) is more general.

As regard to signal attenuation due to diffraction, the effect is very important and strongly depends
on the satellite-to-ground distance in additional to other telescope’s parameters. The Cassegrain-type
telescope is used in the sender’s and receiver’s stations as well as in the satellite to ensure satellite-to-
ground downlink transmission. In the present work, we assume such telescope to be used for entangled
photons pairs exchange, and also the produced photon beam to be of Gaussian-type [21]. Under these
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assumptions, the attenuation rate due to diffraction can be calculated following refs. [21, 50] as:

ηdi f f =

[
exp
(
−2

r2
t

ω2
t

)
− exp

(
−2

R2
t

ω2
t

)][
exp
(
−2

r2
re

ω2
re

)
− exp

(
−2

R2
re

ω2
re

)]
, (10)

with the subscript t representing the transmit telescope and re, the receive one. Rt(re) and rt(re) refer
to the radii of the primary and secondary mirrors, respectively; λ is the light wavelength; ωt,re denotes

the beam radius at the transmit/receive side, with ωt = Rt , ωre = ω(z) = ω0

√
1+ z2

z2
R
. The quantity

zR =
πω2

0
λ denotes the so called Rayleigh length or Rayleigh range [51], which is the distance along the

propagation direction of the beam from waist to the place where the area of the cross section is doubled.
z is the distance between the telescopes (i.e. the link distance). In satellite based QKD protocols, one has
z� zR, and ωre in this case becomes ωre =

ω0z
zR

= λ z
πω0

, where ω0 denotes the minimum value of ω .
The telescopes can be also designed as refractors, which is realistic in particular for the transmitter.

Eq. (10) is still valid after setting the corresponding value of rt(re) to zero. The effect of Pointing errors or
misalignment of the optics can be readily taken into account by including an additional attenuation term
ηerr, which is constant. Given that the SPDC photon source distributes entangled photons pairs to Alice
and Bob situated each to distant stations on the ground, one must define two quantities, namely, TA and
TB representing the overall transmission efficiency on Alice’s and Bob’s sides respectively as follows:

{
TA = ηerrηatmεAηA

di f f ,

TB = ηerrηatmεBηB
di f f ,

(11)

where εA and εB define respectively the detector efficiencies of Alice’s and Bob’s detectors. From Fig.3
describing the protocol, we have assumed a straight line separating Alice’s and Bob’s stations by a
distance of L, which can be expressed as a function of z1, the distance between Alice’s station telescope
and the satellite telescope and z2, the distance between Bob’s station telescope and the satellite telescope
as:

L =
√

z2
1 + z2

2 +2z1z2 cos(θ). (12)

Inversely, the distances z1 and z2 can be expressed as function of L by:
{

z1 =
1

cos(θ1)
L

tan(θ1)+tan(θ2)
,

z2 =
1

cos(θ2)
L

tan(θ1)+tan(θ2)
,

(13)

In the approximation case (i.e. we assume Alice’s and Bob’s stations at sea level such that one can have
z1 ≈ z2), we also have θ1 ≈ θ2 =

θ
2 , and in this case, we get z1 = z2 =

L
sin( θ

2 )
. Taking into account the

above assumptions, we get the photons transmission efficiencies on Alice’s and Bob’s sides with respect
to the distance L separating their stations, known as communication distance between legitimate users.
Due to the above described phenomena, some photons may thus be lost during the exchanging process
and should not be taken into consideration during the secure key extraction process. Below are therefore
described in detail the procedure Alice and Bob must perform for the purpose of secure key extraction.

Considering the above relations, the overall transmittance of k-photons state is defined by:

Tk = [1− (1−TA)
k][1− (1−TB)

k] = 1− (1−TA)
k− (1−TB)

k +[(1−TA)(1−TB)]
k, (14)

It is important to mention that detection may occur on Bob’s and Alice’s detectors given zero incoming
photon. This is known as dark count in existing QKD protocols. In this case the probability to detect a
quantum state given an incoming quantum state, is a conditional probability defined by [52]:

ϒk = [Tk +ϒ0A−ϒ0ATk][Tk +ϒ0B−ϒ0BTk], (15)
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with ϒ0A and ϒ0B the dark count probability for the sender’s and receiver’s detectors, respectively. The
overall photon gain can therefore be evaluated as:

Gν =
∞

∑
k=0

Pkϒk = 1+
(1−ϒ0A)(1−ϒ0B)

(1+νTA +νTB−νTATB)2 −
1−ϒ0A

(1+νTA)2 −
1−ϒ0B

(1+νTB)2 . (16)

During the conversion process into sequence of bits of photons state polarization, an error may occur with
probability E0 due to dark count detection. In addition, due to detector device imperfection, one may
also record an error with probability Ed . Considering both assumptions, an error of detecting k-photons
with probability Ek may occur given by:

Ek =
1

k+1

k

∑
j=0

(
E0−

E0−Ed

ϒk

[
(1−TA)

k− j− (1−TA)
j
][

(1−TB)
k− j− (1−TB)

j
])

. (17)

Thus, one can easily evaluate the quantum bit error rate (QBER), which is the probability that detection
occurs given erroneous detection as:

Eν =

∞

∑
k=0

PkϒkEk

∞

∑
k=0

Pkϒk

= E0−2
E0−Ed

Gν(1+ν)
1

TB−TA

(
1−TA

1+νTA
− 1−TB

1+νTB

)

−2
E0−Ed

Gν(1+ν)

(
1

1− (1−TA)(1−TB)
+

(1−TA)(1−TB)(1− (1−TA)(1−TB))
−1

1+ν−ν(1−TA)(1−TB)

)
. (18)

Analogically to the procedure described in [36], the secure key rate can be derived as:

Rn =
1
N
(NGν(1−H2(Eν +µn))−Kleak−Ksecure), (19)

where,

Ksecure =−log(
2

ε2
secεco

), Kleak = NGν f (Eν)H2(Eν), (20)

with µn the statistical fluctuation known as the maximum optical tolerable noise defined as,

µ =
√
( 1

N + 1
n)(1+

1
n) log( 2

εsec
), N the photon pairs block size produced and n the number of photon

pairs involved in the key generation. The terms Kleak and Ksecure refer to the error correction leakage (i.e.
the number of bits published during error correction with the error correction efficiency function f (Eν))
and the security bound respectively, with εco introducing the upper bound of secret key correctness
probability. This implies that if SA and SB are the sender’s and receiver’s secret key respectively,
then the protocol is known to be εco-correct providing that Probability(SA 6= SB) ≤ εco. In the other
words, εco introduces the probability of error induced measurement bases authentication. εsec introduces
the upper bound of secret key secrecy probability. It is more smaller in this protocol since public
discussion is avoided due to the use of QPRNG instead of TRNG for measurement bases choice,
which guarantees identical measurement bases selection for Alice and Bob. The function H2(e) =
−e log2(e)− (1− e) log2(1− e) defines the binary Shannon entropy.

5. Numerical results and discussions
In this section, we numerically present the main results of this research paper. All simulations in this
section are subject to the following parameters: wavelength λ = 650nm, with the telescopes’ radii,
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Figure 4: quantum bit error (QBE) and photon gain mean (PGM) per pulse with respect to the
communication link distance between Alice’s and Bob’s stations, taking E0 = 0.5, Ed = 0.015, ηA =
ηB = 0.9, ϒ0A = ϒ0B = 5.50×10−5, ν = 0.373, and with a maximum tolerable atmospheric link loss of
2×10−4dB/km, εco = εsec = 10−14.
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Figure 5: The secure key rate as function of N, the maximum photon block size (fig.5a) and the
background error E0 due to atmosphere diffraction (fig.5b) both with respect to the communication
distance (L) separating Alice’s and Bob’s stations, considering the following parameters, Ed = 0.015,
ηA = ηB = 0.9, ϒ0A = ϒ0B = 5.50 × 10−5, with a maximum tolerable atmospheric link loss of
2×10−4dB/km, n = 4×103, εco = εsec = 10−14.

rt = 10mm, Rt = 20mm, rre = 0.01mm, Rre = 2m, and ω0 = 2mm. For this reason, the photon gain
mean (PGM) and the quantum bit error (QBE) are simulated with respect to the communication distance
separating Alice’s and Bob’s stations on one hand and the results are depicted in fig.4.

It can be observed that the PGM decreases asymptotically and very fast with almost a similar
speed as the QBE increases, confirming the predicted effects of noises and atmosphere diffraction on
photon transfer. On the other hand, fig.5 and 6 plot the secure key generation rate with respect to
the communication distance between Alice’s and Bob’s stations as function of the maximum photon
block size (fig.5a), the background error due to atmosphere diffraction (fig.5b), the security parameter
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Figure 6: The secure key rate as function of (εsec), the security parameter (fig.6a) and the error cost
function ( f (Eλ ) due to key authentication (fig.6b) both with respect to the communication distance (L)
separating Alice’s and Bob’s stations, considering the following parameters, E0 = 0.5, Ed = 0.015, ηA =
ηB = 0.9 ϒ0A = ϒ0B = 5.50×10−5, under a maximum tolerable atmospheric link loss 2×10−4dB/km,
with N = 104 and n = 4×103, εco = 10−14.

εsec (fig.6a) and the error cost function (fig.6b). The first observations lead to conclude that, with
this protocol we could be able to achieve very long distance communication, since it is observed that
the protocol can tolerate up to about 19000 km under lower atmosphere diffraction (E0 = 0.45) as
the communication distance between Alice and Bob, while for high background error (E0 = 0.55),
the maximum communication distance is not much significant (about 7400 km). However, most of
protocols whose maximum communication distances are even less than 10000 km usually considered
as background error E0 = 0.5 [53, 54], and with this value it is observed that we can reach more than
14000 km with our protocol. This achievement holds under an atmosphere rate lost of about 10−4dB/km
compared to 10−6dB/km used in existing works and we also realize that the secure key rate remains very
close to 1 for long distance before decreasing quickly. In addition, as far as the photon block size sent is
high, the maximum communication distance increases showing that, the protocol is robust against noise
if high amount of photon can be produced form the SPDC. Similar conclusion was provided by Chun-Hui
et al. [55]. The latest point justify the efficiency of the combined type-I and type-II SPDC photon source
compared to type-I or type-II photon source separately, since it help to improve the photon block size.
Fig.5b shows that the communication distance significantly improves under noiseless down-link QKD
conditions. Furthermore, fig.6b clearly explains the predicted effects of error correction on the key raw
length as it consists of removing from the key those bits that do not coincide, thus reducing the length of
the key. These results are very similar to those found by Mizutani et al. [56]. It turnout therefore that,
our protocol provides efficient secure key since it can tolerate very long secure communication between
legitimate users. Finally, the upper bound of the secure key rate remains very closer to 1 for very long
distance inducing high secure key size compared to that of existing protocols.

6. Concluding remarks
The present research paper was aimed at providing new strategies to achieve long-distance and secure
communication using satellite based QKD. For this reason, we proposed a new protocol, namely the
pseudo-random bases entangled photons based QKD (PRB-EPQKD) protocol. The originality of the
protocol is due to the use of the combined type-I and type-II SPDC-entangled photon pairs source, located
in a LEO-type satellite instead of the type-I or type-II separately on one hand. On the second hand, the
legitimate communication users prepared pseudo-random bases for entangled photon pairs polarization
state measurement using the QLM as QPRNG. The steps for secure key generation have been provided
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in detail, the QBER and the secure key rate were evaluated as well. Numerical simulations showed
that, the protocol can provide high secure communication between legitimate users and the maximum
communication distance has been improved significantly, since we can observe that the protocol can
tolerate up to about 19000 km under lower atmosphere diffraction (E0 = 0.45) as the communication
distance between Alice and Bob. However, most protocols whose maximum communication distances
are even less than 10000 km usually considered as background error E0 = 0.5 [24, 54, 57], and with
this value it is observed that we can reach more than 14000 km with our protocol, which is very high
compared to a maximum of 1000 km in the case of optical link QKD. Furthermore, we realized that,
with our protocol the secure key rate upper bound is strongly enhanced since public discussion that is
usually performed in other protocols for key authentication is avoided, which induced the improvement
of the secure key size.
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Abstract. Photovoltaic water pumping systems (PVWPS) are a promising solution to improve 
water access in isolated rural areas in developing countries. Each system must be carefully sized 
to satisfy local demand while being as affordable as possible. In order to design a successful and 
sustainable system, the knowledge of solar radiation and groundwater resources availability is 
crucial. There are several steps that are followed to size and model a PVWPS. The current study 
used the borehole and solar radiation characteristics at Vuwani Science Resource Centre to 
determine the suitable pump and the size of the PV power system for a sustainable battery-less 
pumping of groundwater without depletion. The hydraulic characteristics, optimal flow-rate of 
69.12 m3 /day and total dynamic head of 53 m were used as inputs for the sizing of the pump. 
Grundfos on-line software was used to validate the sizing of a proper submersible water pump 
that can supply the water needs. With the electrical load of the system known, the Microsoft 
Excel program was used to design a complete system which is customised to the site and borehole 
characteristics. . The proposed system consists of a PV, a submersible pump and storage tank. A 
system controller was also designed and analysed successfully. 
 

1.  Introduction 
A direct-coupled photovoltaic water pumping systems (PVWPS) is one of the simplest methods which 
connect the pump direct to the PV array power converter without using batteries. The battery-less 
PVWPS is preferred for the fast recovery of investment in order to reduce the total system costs. Because 
the proposed system in this study has no battery to store the energy for later use, it stores the energy in 
the form of water in the tank to be used when the sun is not shining. Figure 1 shows block-diagram of 
the system consists of solar array, controller, DC submersible pump and water tank. As compared to AC 
drive which can be recovered in 8 years, DC drive can be recovered in 2.5 years [1]. Direct-coupled 
system provides both technically and economically feasible solutions. Unlike grid-tied, the system in 
this study is beneficial in remote and rural areas with no or limited access to electricity. The system 
functions by utilising the DC power generated from the solar array.  

A properly designed system requires the sizing of individual components and the performance by 
using computer simulation to check the effect of climatic conditions on the peak power. Over- and 
under-design of the system should be avoided at all costs because it becomes expensive over time [3]. 
One of the common PVWPS challenges is the unsustainable wells which dry-up quickly if proper 
assessment of the available groundwater is not conducted. Sustainability of the system can be achieved 
by groundwater recharge-discharge rate balance through a well testing. This balance is a key factor for 
the determination of the suitable optimal pumping rate leading to a long life-cycle of the system. The 
current study is conceptualized for a sustainable system which is informed by the location 
characteristics. The idea is to design a system customised to the project site’s groundwater availability 
and the climatic parameters like the temperature and solar irradiation. 
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a direct-coupled PVWPS. [2] 
 
The solar pumps available in the market can pump water from 5 m to over 200 m with outputs up to 

250 m3/day, being used in boreholes of 15 to 50 m of depth [4]. Most of the PVWPS have a water 
reservoir. The capacity of water reservoir (system autonomy) is determined by the type of supply 
(domestic, animal, and irrigation) and the financial constraints of the investor [5]. In order to ensure that 
the water supply service is not impaired during periods of low or absent solar irradiance, the presence 
of a reservoir is of great importance, and require an analysis of the stochastic nature of the energy 
resource, flow and periods needs to meet the full demand [6]. However, the water source must recharge 
the reservoir faster than the water pumping rate, avoiding a reservoir drought as it could damage the 
pump. The purpose of this study was to size and analyse a solar water pumping system which is 
customised to the borehole characteristics and the local climatic conditions. This multi-stage method 
includes the well and aquifer losses in order to calculate the hydraulic head. Adding to the head and 
flow rate, the method combines the effect of temperature and solar radiation on the peak power to be 
generated based on these parameters 

2.  Methodology 
2.1 System model 
The sizing process of the system is to ensure that the groundwater in the well is sustainable and its 
exploitation matches the discharge-recharge rate [7]. This process is considered based on the parameters 
such as the pump power matching the site characteristics (depth of the wheel, hydraulic loop, and design 
flow rate), capacity of solar PV power, the running conditions and the reservoir dimensions [7]. The 
MATLAB simulations based on the design phase outputs are performed to evaluate the effects of 
climatic conditions and hydraulic parameters on the peak power of the system. The use of simulation 
programs allows solving problems of design and optimization of the PV systems [8]. The block diagram 
of the energy conversion model is presented in Figure 2. The model is the depiction of an automated 
system which has a control system that is responsible for the “start/stop” of the pump whenever the 
water level in the storage tank is either maximum or minimum. The blue line (arrows), red and purple 
represent the direction of the pumped water, power generated and communication lines, respectively. 
The pump runs when the water level in the tank reaches the lower pre-set value and stops when the water 
level reaches the highest pre-set value. Detailed methodology is presented to achieve an adequate design 
of the proposed PVWP system utilized for irrigation purposes. 
 

2.2 Data collection  
The proposed system is based on the local solar irradiation and groundwater characteristics at Vuwani 
location in the Limpopo Province, South Africa. Two sets of data were collected from the research and 
used as inputs to the sizing process and pump selection exercise. Figures 3 and 4 show the weather data 
collected from the study site and the well characteristics to be used for the sizing process. Figure 3 shows 
the graph of average temperature and solar irradiation data collected through USAid Venda (located at 
latitude: -23.13100052, longitude: 30.42399979 [9]), one of the South African Universities Radiometric 
Network (SAURAN) stations. The data was collected between 2018 and 2022, and shows that the lowest 
solar irradiation of 1231.63 Wh/day and the highest solar irradiation 1953.60 Wh/day were observed in 
June and February, respectively. 
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Figure 2. Operation model of the PV water pumping system. 
 
 
 

  
Figure 3. Four-years monthly average solar 
irradiation (green), ambient temperature (blue) 
and cell temperature (red) at Vuwani Science 
Resource Centre. 

Figure 4. Adapted PV water pumping system 
with the hydraulic data from a well testing study. 

 
The system was designed to meet the worst-case combination of solar radiation energy and water 
demand [10] which according to Figure 3 is in June. Figure 4 shows the well characteristics which was 
conducted to determine optimum pumping rate and total head through both the aquifer and the well 
losses. There are two fundamental hydraulic parameters that can be deduced from the information in the 
figure, i.e. total dynamic head and flow rate. The well characteristics show that the optimum flow-rate 
of 69.12 m3/day is required to determine the peak power of the pump which is placed at the total dynamic 
head of 53 m. The pump should be adjusted to pump the water at this optimum flow-rate to ensure that 
the well is sustained.  
 

2.3 Sizing of the components of the system  
A basic power calculation is provided below for the design of a solar DC pump for the required capacity. 
With an average discharge rate of 2880 m3/hour at the hydraulic head of 53 m in Figure 4, the pump’s 
required hydraulic power (Ph) is estimated and the electric power needed to run the pump (PMP) is 
expressed as equation 1 [11]: 

 

 𝑃𝑃MP =
𝑃𝑃ℎ
𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

 (1) 
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where Ph  is the hydraulic power (= ρ𝑔𝑔QHT/3600 = 2.72QHT), ρ is the water density (1000 kg/m3 ), 𝑔𝑔 is 
the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/s2 ) and 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, efficiency of pump (60 %) is also taken into 
consideration [12]. Once the total dynamic head (HT) and the flow rate (Q) of water and the borehole 
characteristics. The power required to run the given pump was produced from the solar panels with the 
total peak power (Pp ) based on the daily irradiance (Gdm) and the performance ratio of the panels (α) 
dependent on the installation conditions is given by equation 2 [13] 
 

 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 =
𝑃𝑃MP

𝛼𝛼 × 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
. (2) 

 
The value of Pp calculated in equation (2) is then used to determine the required total number and the 
unit power of the panels which vary depending on the voltage necessary for the operation of the pump. 
The number of panels multiplied by the unit power will give the total power supplied. The number of 
solar panels required to satisfy given estimated daily load is shown in equation (3) [14] as 

 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃 =
𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝
𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 (3) 

where Pmax is the maximum power the solar panel can produce.  
 
2.4 Simulations with MATLAB  
To calculate the power peak of the array, the output power of a photovoltaic generator under standard 
condition of measurements which are solar irradiance (Gref =1000 W/m2) and cell temperature (Tref = 
25◦C) were used. The peak power (Pp) that must be generated based on the water demand was calculated 
in equation (3) [12] below:  

 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 =
2.72

𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 × 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑[1− 𝛾𝛾 × �𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�] × 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃
× 𝑄𝑄 × 𝐻𝐻𝑇𝑇 (4) 

 

 

where 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃 and fm is the daily average efficiency of the generation in exploitation conditions and panel 
mismatch factor. The γ is the temperature coefficient of the cell, for monocrystalline module, it ranges 
from 0.004 to 0.005 /◦C. For polycrystalline silicon module, it ranges from 0.001 to 0.002 /◦C [12]. GT 
is the daily average irradiation on the module plane (Wh/m2/day) and Tc is the daily average cell 
temperature of the panel and expressed in equation (5)  

 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 = 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 �
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 − 20

80
� × 𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇 (5) 

 

3.  Results and discussion 
3.1 Sizing  
Based on the well characteristics as indicated in Figure 4, the optimal pumping rate of 69.12 m3/day at 
the head of 53.00 m, the sizing of the sustainable system which fits these parameters is presented in 
Table 1. The calculated daily required electricity to power a pump which is capable of pumping the 
water at a given rate was used to select the right pump. The pump needs 6 solar panels with 255 W each 
to guarantee the desired flow. The results also indicated that the required capacity of the water tank is 
207.36 m3, which allows autonomy for three consecutive days. 

Given the daily pumping rate at the given head, Figure 5 show the H-Q curve (pumping curve) was 
generated from the manufacturer, Grundfos online tool to select the pump [14]. A Grundfos SP3A-15 
stainless-steel pump matched the sizing requirements of pumping the water from the well at a rate of 
2880 m3/hour at 53 m total dynamic head. The pump power peak of 1359.00 W was found to be very 
close to the calculated (sizing) peak power of 1348.45 W as indicated in Table 1. This pump is able to 
meet the desired pump rate of 69.12 m3/day without depleting the groundwater in the well. 
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Table 1: PVWPS sizing results 

Well characteristics Pump sizing PV panel sizing 
Parameter value Parameter value Parameter  value 
HT (m): 53.00 Type: *DC-Subm Type:  Poly-Si 
Hh (m): 95.00 PPM (kWh/d): 16.95 Pp (kW): 1.35 
Drawdown (m): 26.70 Pp (kW): 3.39 PV stand: Fixed @ 45° 
Q (L/h): 2884 - - No. of panels: 5.6 ≈ 6 (in 

series series) 
* DC Sumersible pump. 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Illustration of pump curve of the pump operating point [15]. 

 

3.2 Effect of hydraulic parameters on peak power  
The MATLAB simulations results in Figure 6 show the effects of the pump rate, solar irradiation and 
ambient temperature variations on the peak power of the system. Graphs in Figures 6 (a), (b) and (c) 
represent the relationship between the peak power required to pump the water from the well at varying 
head, but constant pumping rate, solar irradiation and ambient temperature, respectively. Figure 6(a) 
shows the effect of change of total dynamic head and the flow-rate on the peak power required to run 
the pump. The varying pumping rate (slopes) from 40 to 80 m3/day, increased proportionally with the 
peak power. Figures 6(b) and (c) represent the effect of two climatic conditions which are the solar 
irradiation and ambient temperature, respectively. An increase in solar irradiation shows that a lower 
power is required for the system to meet the hydraulic demands. On the other hand, the variation of 
temperature has negatively affected the PV panel power production. This shows that the peak power on 
site should be increased in order to compensate for any possible loss of production due the variation of 
temperature. Therefore, ignoring these variations may result in under-sized system. 
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Effect of head and flow-rate  Effect of solar irradiation on the 
peak power 

Effect of temperature on peak 
power 

   
Figure 6. The effect of hydraulic parameters and climatic conditions on peak power; (a) flow rate, 
(b) solar irradiation and (c) temperature. 

 

4.  Conclusion  
The proposed analytical sizing method of PVWPS based on the available groundwater such that the 
discharge rate match the recharge rate and the local meteorological data was achieved in this study. The 
system was designed to supply a daily average of 69,120 liters/day at 54 m head in June with the lowest 
average solar irradiation. The P V array of 6 panels connected in series with the power unit of 255 W 
produced 1.35 kW under this winter condition which was enough to run a DC pump to pump the water 
from the well to the storage tank. Simulation results obtained with MATLAB shows the effect of 
variation temperature, solar irradiation and pumping rate on the peak power. The simulations were useful 
to avoid under-sizing or over-sizing of the system which always becomes very expensive. It was 
demonstrated that an increase in temperature do affect negatively the peak power generation while an 
increase of solar irradiation was proportional with the peak power. This method shows that well 
characteristics and local climate parameters are useful for a sustainable and reliable system to be 
designed.  
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Abstract. In the wake of a perturbation, a n-dimensional black hole emits complex and
characteristic oscillations in spacetime known as “quasinormal modes” (QNMs). These black
hole QNMs have been used to explore beyond the Standard Model (BSM) scenarios and
quantum gravity conjectures. With the establishment of the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA network
of gravitational-wave (GW) detectors, we find ourselves presented with the unprecedented
opportunity to compare computed QNMs against GW data from binary black hole merger
events. Encouraged by this development, we investigate whether QNMs can be exploited in the
search for signatures of extra dimensions. To address a gap in the BSM literature, we focus here
on higher dimensions with negative Ricci curvature. As a first step, we consider a direct space
formed from a 4D Schwarzschild black hole spacetime and a 3D nilmanifold (twisted torus); we
model the black hole perturbations as a scalar test field. We find that the extra-dimensional
geometry can be included in the QNM effective potential as a squared mass-like term µ. We
then calculate the corresponding QNM spectrum using three different numerical methods and
determine a possible upper bound for a detectable µ.

1. Introduction
Within the context of general relativity, Birkhoff’s theorem stipulates that the most general
spherically-symmetric vacuum solution of the Einstein field equations is the Schwarzschild metric

ds2BH = gBH
µν dxµdxν = −f(r) dt2 + f(r)−1 dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 dϕ2) , (1)

where f(r) = 1− rH/r and rH = 2M is the Schwarzschild event horizon. This metric describes
an isolated, static, and neutral 4D black hole [1, 2] that is fully characterised by its mass M [3].

Astrophysically, black holes are perpetually in a perturbed state: even if somehow isolated
from the fields and matter in their immediate vicinity, they interact with the surrounding vacuum
through Hawking radiation. We may describe the perturbed black hole using the metric

g′µν = gBH
µν + δµν , (2)
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where the unperturbed black hole metric gBH
µν is referred to as the “background” and the

“perturbations” δµν are considered to be very small (δµν ≪ gBH
µν ) at the lowest linear

approximation [4]. In the wake of the perturbation, the black hole will emit gravitational
radiation dominated by a discrete set of complex “quasinormal” frequencies (QNFs). The real
part of these QNFs represent the physical oscillation frequency and the imaginary part is the
inverse damping time. To model the perturbing field − known as the quasinormal mode (QNM)
− we may consider a scalar test field evolving on a fixed background that contributes negligibly
to the energy-density of the system.

Although dissipative systems are ubiquitous in nature, the black hole QNM boundary-value
problem is of particular interest due to the physical origin of its damping and the characteristic
black hole information that the QNFs convey.

The first of these features can be addressed by considering the black hole spacetime itself
through the classical lens, where the presence of an event horizon rH results in the irreversible
loss of gravitational radiation to the black hole interior. Since gravitational radiation also
cannot enter the system from beyond spatial infinity, we can then describe the QNM boundary
conditions as purely ingoing at the horizon and purely outgoing at spatial infinity. The system
is therefore not time-symmetric; the eigenvalue problem is non-Hermitian. In general, the
corresponding eigenfunctions are then not normalisable and do not form a complete set (see
reviews [4–6] for details).

The second feature, namely the relationship between QNMs and black hole characteristics,
rests on the fact that black hole parameters like mass and spin can be accurately predicted
from the QNF spectrum [7]. This has been a topic of interest within gravitational-wave (GW)
research [8] and has been demonstrated successfully by the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA collaboration
[9–13].

Other more esoteric GW pursuits include searches for evidence of extra dimensions (see Ref.
[14]), wherein which QNMs have recently been considered for a 5D braneworld case [15]. Here,
we focus on an extra-dimensional setup in which a 4D Schwarzschild black hole is embedded into
a 7D M4 × N3 manifold, where M4 is the usual (3+1) flat spacetime and N3 is a negatively-
curved compact space. Specifically, N3 here is a “nilmanifold” (twisted torus) fully characterised
by the Heisenberg algebra, from which its geometric properties naturally follow (see section 2
for the nilmanifold’s construction, detailed further in Ref. [16]).

In this work, we determine an upper bound under which black hole QNMs may serve as
an appropriate probe for extra dimensions. This is made possible by expressing the extra-
dimensional components of our 7D Schwarzschild-nilmanifold setup as an effective mass-like
term in the QNM potential, and then exploiting QNM techniques to solve the corresponding
wave equation.

2. The potential of a Schwarzschild-nilmanifold setup
While the parameter space of flat and positively-curved extra dimensions has been probed and
constrained [17], models involving higher-dimensional manifolds with negative Ricci curvature
have remained under-explored. Phenomenologically, studies on compact negative spaces suggest
that these models could be used to address the hierarchy problem [18] and cosmological
observations [19, 20]. These motivate our interest in the manifold M4 ×N3.

To construct N3, recall that any Lie group G of dimension d can be understood as a d-
dimensional differentiable manifold. To make G compact, we quotient by the lattice Γ. A group
for which such a Γ always exists is called a “nilpotent group”. For d = 3, there is the trivial
abelian algebra that leads to a three-torus, as well as three different solvable algebras. Of these,
one is nilpotent: the Heisenberg algebra,

[Z1, Z2] = −fZ3 , [Z1, Z3] = [Z2, Z3] = 0 , (3)
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where the structure constant f = −f3 12 is the “geometric flux” serving as the nilmanifold’s
“twist parameter”. The corresponding geometric properties can be relayed through the Maurer-
Cartan equation,

de3 = fe1 ∧ e2 , de1 = 0 , de2 = 0 , (4)

⇒ e1 = r1dy1 , e2 = r2dy2 , e3 = r3(dy3 +Nr1dy2) , (5)

where N = r1r2f/r3 with ri representing constant radii [16]. In this way, the manifold is fully
characterised and we can obtain the most general minimal left-invariant metric,

ds2nil = δabe
aeb = (r1dy1)2 + (r2dy2)2 + (r3dy3 +Nr1r3dy2)2 . (6)

From eqs. (1) and (6), we can construct our extra-dimensional manifold ds27D = ds2BH+ds2nil.
Exploiting the spherically-symmetrical context, the 7D propagating scalar field can be expressed
as

Ψs
nℓm(z) =

∞∑

n=0

∞∑

ℓ,m

ψsnℓ(r)

r
Y s
mℓ(θ, ϕ) Z(y

1, y2, y3) e−iωt , (7)

where spherical harmonics in (θ, ϕ) are denoted by (ℓ,m), s represents the spin of the field, and
n is the overtone number labelling the QNFs by increasing values of |Im{ω}|. To determine the
QNM behaviour, we first apply the Laplacian. For this unusual spacetime, we can account for
the higher dimensions by exploiting the separability of the metric. Recall that the Laplacian of
a product space is the sum of its parts, such that

∇2Ψ(z) =
(
∇2

BH +∇2
nil

)
Φs
nℓm(x)Z(y) . (8)

However, if we choose to encode the higher-dimensional behaviour through an effective mass
term representing a Kaluza-Klein tower of states, then we may describe the 7D scalar field
evolution through a 4D “massive” Klein-Gordon equation,

∇2
nilZ(y) = −µ2Z(y1, y2, y3) ⇒ 1√−g∂µ

(√−ggµν∂νΨ
)
− µ2Ψ = 0 . (9)

Using the tortoise coordinate dr∗ = dr/f(r), we extract the radial component of the QNM to
produce a characteristic wavelike equation containing the QNF and the effective scalar potential,

d2ψ

dr2∗
+
(
ω2 − V (r)

)
ψ = 0 , V (r) =

(
1− 2M

r

)(
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)

r2
+

2M

r3
+ µ2

)
. (10)

Within the QNM literature, a modified WKB approach informed by the QNM boundary
conditions [21, 22] serves as a well-established numerical method for solving eq. (10). At lowest
order [21], this WKB method yields

ω2(ℓ, n) ≈ V (r0)− i(n+ 1/2)
√
−2V ′′(r0) , (11)

where derivatives with respect to r are denoted by primes and r0 represents the peak of the
potential. For low values of n, eq. (11) demonstrates that the QNF can be closely determined
by the height of its associated potential barrier, as well as its second derivative [23, 24]. As
such, we may visualise the influence of the mass-like term on the QNF by studying the potential
(see figure 1). We observe that µ elevates the potential; as r∗ increases, the potential no longer
asymptotes to zero but instead approaches µ2. Beyond µ ≈ 0.6, the peak is smoothed out,
suppressing the potential barrier.
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Figure 1: The n = 0, ℓ = 2 mode of the scalar potential in eq. (10) for increasing values of µ.
Note that for µ = 0, V → 0 as r∗ → ∞ and the effective potential has a distinct peak. For µ ̸= 0,
V → µ2 as r∗ → +∞. However, when µ2 ≳ V (r0), the boundary condition at spatial infinity
is more complicated; the peak is smoothed out and the potential barrier effectively becomes a
potential step.

3. Computing the QNF spectrum for the Schwazrschild-nilmanifold setup
From eq. (11), we observe that the QNF value is strongly influenced by the potential; from figure
1, we observe that for some critical µ, the QNM potential no longer retains its characteristic
bell-like shape. To determine this µ, we compute the QNF spectrum using a higher-order WKB
approach [22] and an analytical method wherein which we calculate QNFs from the inverted
Pöschl-Teller potential [25]. We also employ a technique put forth by Dolan and Ottewill that
solves eq. (10) with a novel, physically-motivated ansatz to produce QNFs as a series expansion
in inverse powers of L = ℓ + 1/2 [26]. The first two are well-known methods that rely on a
barrier-shaped QNM potential to be effective [27]. We have studied the third extensively in the
eikonal limit in Ref. [28]; here, we find that the QNF emerges as a function of both L and µ:

ω(L, µ) =
1

3
L− i

6
L0 +

[
3µ2

2
+

7

648

]
L−1 +

[
5iµ2

4
− 137i

23328

]
L−2

+

[
9µ4

8
− 379µ2

432
+

2615

3779136

]
L−3 +

[
27iµ4

16
− 2677iµ2

5184
+

590983i

1088391168

]
L−4

+

[
63µ6

16
− 427µ4

576
+

362587µ2

1259712
− 42573661

117546246144

]
L−5

+

[
333iµ6

32
+

6563iµ4

6912
+

100404965iµ2

725594112
+

11084613257i

25389989167104

]
L−6 .

(12)

Our results are summarised in table 1, for which we set ℓ = 2 and n = 0 to correspond to
the least-damped/longest-lived “fundamental mode” that dominates the QNM signal [4, 6, 9].
We find that the sixth-order WKB and the Dolan-Ottewill methods are in close agreement. We
can ascribe the deviations in the Pöschl-Teller results to the method’s stronger reliance on the
potential shape, where the Pöschl-Teller potential is known to match closest to the inverted
potential corresponding to a Schwarzschild black hole spacetime with a positive cosmological
constant [29].

From table 1, we observe that Re{ω} increases steadily with µ whereas Im{ω} decreases. As
µ approaches 0.7, there is a discernible change in the QNF behaviour: a large jump in both
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Table 1: We calculate the QNFs at n = 0 and ℓ = 2 for 0.0 ≤ µ ≤ 0.7 using the WKB technique
at O(V 6), the Pöschl-Teller (PT) method, and the Dolan-Ottewill (DO) expansion at O(L−6).

µ ω (WKB) ω (PT ) ω (DO)
0.0 0.4836− 0.0968i 0.4874− 0.0979i 0.4836− 0.0968i
0.1 0.4868− 0.0957i 0.4909− 0.0968i 0.4868− 0.0957i
0.2 0.4963− 0.0924i 0.5015− 0.0936i 0.4963− 0.0924i
0.3 0.5123− 0.0868i 0.5192− 0.0881i 0.5124− 0.0868i
0.4 0.5351− 0.0787i 0.5443− 0.0800i 0.5352− 0.0787i
0.5 0.5649− 0.0676i 0.5770− 0.0690i 0.5653− 0.0676i
0.6 0.6022− 0.0528i 0.6181− 0.0541i 0.6032− 0.0532i
0.7 0.1396 + 0.2763i 0.6695− 0.0312i 0.6500− 0.0343i

the real and imaginary parts is observed for all three methods, with a pronounced difference
in the WKB result for µ = 0.7: a sudden drop in Re{ω} and shift from negative to positive
in Im{ω}. Mathematically, we can attribute this behaviour as evidence of a breakdown in the
methodology: since the local maximum is eradicated after µ = 0.6 in fig. 1, it is impossible to
carry out the WKB matching procedure beyond this µ value. This justification is supported by
the QNM literature for fields of large mass (see the WKB review by Konoplya [27]).

However, there is also the physical interpretation to consider. Massive QNMs for which
Re{ω2} > µ2 are “propagative” and behave similarly to their massless counterparts, whereas
QNMs for which Re{ω2} < µ2 are “evanescent” and contribute negligibly to the QNM spectrum
for a perturbed black hole. This shift from propagative to evanescent is characterised by a change
in sign in the imaginary part [24]. As µ increases, the QNMs transition from propagative to
evanescent; as the imaginary part goes to zero, the QNMs enter the “quasiresonance regime”
[23, 30], where the QNMs are arbitrarily long-lived. In this regime, the ingoing wave amplitude
at the event horizon of the black hole is considered much smaller than the amplitude far from the
black hole; energy no longer “leaks” from the system at spatial infinity and the QNMs behave
as standing waves [4].

In our extra-dimensional setup, the µ parameter serves as a manifestation of the extra
dimensions. The analysis of the QNM potential and corresponding QNF spectrum conducted
here demonstrates that only the “propagative” QNMs can be used as a probe in extra-
dimensional searches. This places an upper bound on µ, such that Re{ω2} > µ2. For a scalar
test field in the Schwarzschild black hole spacetime, we require that µ < 0.6.

4. Conclusions
In this work, we have considered a novel extra-dimensional setup comprised of a Schwarzschild
black hole embedded in a 7D product spacetime whose extra dimensions form a negative compact
space − specifically, a nilmanifold built from Heisenberg algebra. We have pursued a strategy for
an extra-dimensional search using QNMs. By positioning the extra-dimensional contribution as
an effective mass-like µ term in the QNM potential, we have demonstrated through a numerical
study a possible upper bound on this µ.

In an ongoing investigation based on the parametric deviation of GWs from the QNMs
predicted by general relativity, we suggest that this bound may be further constrained. Our
next immediate step is to subject the mass spectrum of the nilmanifold model studied in Ref.
[16] to this constraint in order to extract tangible bounds on the radius of the nilmanifold extra
dimensions herein constructed.
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Abstract. Examining the evolution equations of the couplings and soft-terms derived from the
two-loop renormalisation group equations in a five-dimensional minimal supersymmetric model
compactified on an S1/Z2 orbifold (which yields the standard four space-time dimensions),
different possibilities can be discussed. In this work we shall consider the limiting case of
superfields where the Standard Model matter fields are restricted to the brane. We will compare
our two-loop results to the results found at one-loop level, where in this model the power law
running in five dimensions and a compactification scale in the 10−103 TeV range has significant
effects on the running. We also show that the gluino mass may drive a large enough At to
reproduce the measured Higgs mass of 125 GeV and have a light stop superpartner below ∼1
TeV, as is preferred by the fine tuning argument for the Higgs mass.

1. Introduction
As one of the most successful results of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiment, the
discovery of the Higgs boson, with a mass of about 125 GeV [1, 2] has spawned many new models
beyond the Standard Model (SM) as its properties are probed more and more [3]. Amongst these,
R-parity violating supersymmetry (SUSY) scenarios can also lead to long-lived particles if the
coupling is weak enough, giving a displaced decay of the metastable Lightest SUSY Particle
(LSP). This interpretation was considered by a CMS analysis focussing on leptons with large
impact parameters with respect to the beam line location, where the LSP is a stop which
is pair-produced, giving an electron-muon pair in the displaced decay[4]. Different types of
sparticles are searched for at the LHC, where strong production (squarks and gluinos) are the
most favoured scenario, and ATLAS has set an exclusion limit on models considering the pair
production of 3rd generation squarks. The lower limit on the top squark mass is about 1 TeV,
see Ref. [5]. As such, amongst the researches into SUSY breaking models in the framework of
the Minimal Supersymmetric SM (MSSM) recent results have been encouraging. However, the
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origin of SUSY breaking remains the main unknown ingredient in supersymmetric theories [6, 7].
Another provocative extension to the SM is that of extra dimensional theories, where these may
provide a new mechanisms by which to break SUSY and to solve the supersymmetric flavour
problem [8]. The simplest amongst these are five dimensional (5D) theories, which when viewed
as an effective four dimensional (4D) field theory with a cutoff are non-renormalisable, as many
parameters such as gauge couplings, Yukawa couplings etc. are sensitive to this cutoff scale
[9]. 5D MSSMs, with their power law running for a sufficiently low compactification radius R,
generate at low energies a large enough trilinear soft breaking term At to explain the observed
Higgs mass [9].

Using this 5D MSSM structure, one might be concerned that one-loop linear sensitivity to
the cutoff, behaving as ΛR, does not result in terms of the form (ΛR)2 at two-loop. As such it
is important to confirm the results and conclusions made at one loop, that are sensitive to this
scale, are still consistent and under control at two loops [11]. This is the aim of this current
proceeding, to begin the calculation and analysis of the two-loop contributions in such a model.
Therefore, the structure of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we outline the five dimensional
theory we will study here, in section 3 we explore the model, and in section 4 we present the the
calculation of the two-loop renormalisation group equations (RGEs). In section 5 we conclude.

2. The Five Dimensional MSSM
We define the 5D MSSM to be the field theory in 4D space-time times an interval of length R
in which the gauge fields and the Higgses (Hu, Hd) propagate in the fifth dimension, y, whilst
the matter fields in our model are restricted to the brane at y = 0. Therefore there are no
contributions from Kaluza-Klein (KK) excited state of the fermions and sfermions on the brane.
The compactification of bulk fields produces towers of new particle states in the 4D theory at
Q > 1/R.

Even though gauge mediation is preferred for supersymmetry breaking (and some recent
work on gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB) in a five-dimensional context) can
be found in Refs. [6], the universality of squark masses in GMSB ultimately means that even
though the gaugino mediated limit [13] might allow for light squarks possibly below 500 GeV
[12] (and 5D RGE evolution allows for a large At and the observed Higgs mass) [9]. We assume
here that SUSY breaking occurs at the unification scale, which is found by determining the scale
at which g1 = g2 = g3, which is lower when compared to the 4D MSSM due to the effects of
compactification, as seen in figure 1. As a result, we will be rather agnostic about the precise
details of how SUSY is broken in this proceeding, and our conclusions will be quite general. We
do, however, have some minimum requirements:

i) We use the Yukawa and gauge couplings at the SUSY scale (1 TeV) as inputs.

ii) We specify the value of the gluino mass, M3 at 1 TeV.

iii) We take the trilinear soft breaking terms, Au/d/e, to vanish at the unification scale (see
figure 2).

iv) We specified µ, Bµ and the value of the sfermion masses at 1 TeV.

An interesting feature of the 5D MSSM is the approximate unification of gauge couplings [9, 14],
which are here calculated to two-loop and presented in figure 1.

3. The Higgs mass at two-loop
To allow for the correct Higgs mass mh = 125 GeV, the electroweak parameters should be in
the range

tanβ ⊂ (5, 30), µ ≤ 1TeV, (3.1)
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Figure 2. Running of the trilinear couplings Ai(Q), for two different models with
compactification scale 10 TeV, as a function of Log10(Q/GeV).

as presented in figure 3. We do not expect tanβ to be much larger, due to Bs → Xsγ flavour
constraints [15] and µ being bounded by naturalness considerations of the renormalisation group
effects on the Higgs tadpole equations (minimisation of the scalar potential). As such, one may
achieve the correct Higgs mass with a lower stop mass scale. Using the (MSSM) two-loop Higgs
mass formula given in Ref. [16] figure 3 is generated.

4. The two-loop RGEs
The calculation of Mh shows a significant hierarchy between the EW scale and the sfermion
scale, as well as massive logarithms involving MSUSY and other quantities, such as the top-
quark mass. These can be resummed by integrating out the sfermions at MSUSY and then
evolving the couplings below MSUSY using RGEs down to the electroweak scale at which the
SM-like Higgs-boson mass is computed [10].

The dominant two-loop correction to the gauge couplings in our model are proportional
to (2µ/Mc)

2, and these exclusively come from two-point diagrams with heavy KK mode
interchanges [11]. However, we have

PHH = PH
′

H′ = 0, and P
∑A

∑B = 2g2[T (H) + C(Σ)]δAB = g2QδAB, (4.1)

where r = δAA is the dimension of the group, PHH and P H́H are the Higgs self-energies and the
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leading contribution to β
(2)
g̃ vanishes. This cancellation reflects the fact that a model with N = 2

SUSY has to be renormalised only at the one-loop level, i.e., the one-loop counter-terms render
the theory finite at any order of perturbation.

The sub leading two-loop correction, proportional to 2µ/Mc, where this correction does not
vanish because the underlying N = 2 SUSY is broken by the interaction of the field in the loops,
can be written as [11]:

β
(2)
g̃ = 2g̃5C(V ){3[T (H) + T (H

′
)] + T (f) + C(Σ)− 9C(V )}

−2g3r−1C(H)

[
(4− 6)g2C(H)d(H) +

1

2
yHff

′
yHff ′ + (H ↔ H)

]

−2g3C(Σ)2g2[2T (H)− C(Σ)]− 2g3r−1C(f)

[
1

2
yfklyfkl − 2g2C(f)d(f)

]
, (4.2)

where d(Φ) is the dimension of the Φ representation and f stands for the chiral fermions. The
terms in the first line in equation (4.3) come from the possible Feynman diagrams. Diagrams with
exchanges of (H, V ) and (H ′, V ) and V fields have a factor of 3, since there are three different
ways to distribute the momentum along the fifth dimension (i.e., the KK modes) among the
fields in the internal loops. For diagrams with (f , V ) and (

∑
, V ) in the loops, there is only one

possible configuration, corresponding to the exchange of lower of V and
∑

fields, respectively.
The contribution in diagrams with a chiral fermion f , the generic expression in equation (4.2)
becomes

γ
(2)f
f = −h̃2

fP
fc

fc − 2g2C(f)P ff + 2g4C(f)× [2T (H) + C(Σ)− 3C(V )]. (4.3)
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Figure 3. Contour plot of the Higgs mass at two-loops as a function of Xt.
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The full set of gauge couplings in 5D at two-loop are given by:

β(2)
g1 = g3

1

(199

25
g2

1 +
27

5
g2

2 +
88

5
g2

3 −
26

5
Y 2
u −

14

5
Y 2
d −

18

5
Y 2
e

)
, (4.4)

β(2)
g2 = g3

2

(3

2
g2

1 + g2
2 + 24g2

3 − 6Y 2
u − 6Y 2

d − 2Y 2
e

)
, (4.5)

β(2)
g3 = g3

3

(11

5
g2

1 + 9g2
2 − 40g2

3 − 4Y 2
u − 4Y 2

d

)
. (4.6)

The gaugino mass Parameters in 5D at two-loop can be written as:

β
(2)
M1

= 2g2
1

(398

25
g2

1M1 +
27

5
g2

2M1 +
88

5
g2

3M1 +
27

5
g2

2M2 +
88

5
g2

3M3 −
26

5
Yu(−Au +M1Yu)

−14

5
Yd(−Ad +M1Yd)−

18

5
Ye(−Ae +M1Ye)

)
, (4.7)

β
(2)
M2

= 2g2
2

(3

2
g2

1M2 + 2g2
2M2 + 24g2

3M2 +
3

2
g2

1M1 + 24g2
3M3 − 6Yu(−Au +M2Yu)

−6Yd(−Ad +M2Yd)− 2Ye(−Ae +M2Ye)
)
, (4.8)

β
(2)
M3

= 2g2
3

(11

5
g2

1M3 + 9g2
2M3 − 80g2

3M3 +
11

5
g2

1M1 + 9g2
2M2

−4Yu(−Au +M3Yu)− 4Yd(−Ad +M3Yd),
)

(4.9)

β
(2)
Yd

= Yd

(167

900
g4

1 −
9

4
g4

2 −
160

9
g4

3 +
1

10
g2

1g
2
2 +

8

9
g2

1g
2
3 + 8g2

2g
2
3 +

1

2
g2

1Y
†
d Yd −

3

2
g2

2Y
†
d Yd

−4Y †d YdY
†
d Yd − 2Y †uYuY

†
uYu −

1

10
g2

1Y
†
d Yd +

3

2
g2

2Y
†
d Yd − 2Y †d YdY

†
uYu

)
, (4.10)

β
(2)
Yu

= Yu

(767

900
g4

1 −
9

4
g4

2 −
160

9
g4

3 +
1

10
g2

1g
2
2 +

136

45
g2

1g
2
3 + 8g2

2g
2
3 −

1

2
g2

1Y
†
uYu +

3

2
g2

2Y
†
uYu

−4Y †uYuY
†
uYu − 2Y †d YdY

†
d Yd +

1

10
g2

1Y
†
d Yd −

3

2
g2

2Y
†
d Yd − 2Y †d YdY

†
uYu

)
, (4.11)

β
(2)
Ye

= Ye

(303

100
g4

1 −
9

4
g4

2 +
9

10
g2

1g
2
2 +

9

10
g2

1Y
†
e Ye +

3

2
g2

2Y
†
e Ye − 4Y †e YeY

†
e Ye

)
(4.12)

and

β
(2)
Td

= Td

(167
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g4

1 −
9

4
g4

2 −
160

9
g4

3 +
1

10
g2

1g
2
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8

9
g2

1g
2
3 + 8g2

2g
2
3

)

−Yd
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2
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1g
2
3(M1 +M3) + 16g2

2g
2
3(M2 +M3)

)
+

1

2
g2

1TdY
†
uYu −

1

2
g2

1M1YdY
†
uYu

−3

2
g2

2TdY
†
uYu +

3

2
g2

2M2YdY
†
uYu −

3

10
g2

1TdY
†
d Yd + g2

1YdTuYu

+
1

10
g2

1M1YdY
†
d Yd +

9

2
g2

2TdY
†
d Yd −

3

2
g2

2M2YdY
†
d Yd − 3g2

2YdTdYd − 20TdY
†
d YdY

†
d Yd

−2TdY
†
uYuY

†
uYu − 8YdTuYuY

†
uYu − 6TdY

†
d YdY

†
uYu − 4TuYuYdY

†
d Yd, (4.13)
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β
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= Tu
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†
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3

2
g2
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†
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3

2
g2
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†
d Yd − 3g2
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−20TuY
†
uYuY

†
uYu − 2TuY

†
d YdY

†
d Yd − 8YuTdYdY

†
d Yd − 6TuY

†
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†
d Yd − 4TdYdYuY

†
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(4.14)

β
(2)
Te

= Te
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g4

1 −
9

4
g4

2 +
9

10
g2

1g
2
2

)
− Ye
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100
g4

1M1 −
18

4
g4

2M2 +
18

10
g2

1g
2
2(M1 +M2)

)

+
27

10
g2

1TeY
†
e Ye −

9

10
g2

1M1YeY
†
e Ye +

9

2
g2

2TeY
†
e Ye −

3

2
g2

2M2YeY
†
e Ye − 20TeY

†
e YeY

†
e Ye.

(4.15)

5. Conclusions
In this proceeding we have explored the 5D MSSM at two-loop. We computed the full two
loop RGEs for all the supersymmetric and soft term parameters and compared these results to
those found at one-loop level in Ref. [9]. In our plots we have confirmed that a large At may
be generated at low energies from a UV boundary condition, where At is vanishing, through
power-law running.
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Abstract. Decades of astronomical observations have shown that the standard model of
cosmology based on General Relativity - the closest we have to a standard theory of gravitation
- does not adequately describe our universe without the ad hoc introduction of dark matter,
dark energy to late-time cosmology and inflation to early-universe cosmology. This certainly has
created dilemmas in the cosmology and the wider astronomy community, and several alternative
models of cosmology and gravitation are being considered at the moment. Here I will give a
brief overview of the cosmological dynamics of the Rh = ct universe, a cosmological model
with a vanishing active gravitational mass. We will show that the model presents, inter alia,
a theoretical solution to the synchronicity problem in the framework of non-standard forms of
matter and gravitation.

1. Introduction
Modern cosmology based on Einstein’s General Relativity (GR) theory in a maximally symmetric
spacetime, the Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric [1, 2], describing a
universe that is homogeneous (all regions of space look alike, no preferred positions) and isotropic
(no preferred directions). The recent discovery of the accelerated rate of cosmic expansion has
inspired a wave of new research into the nature of gravitational physics. Although it is not
conclusively known what caused this recent cosmic acceleration, the prevailing argument is that
dark energy caused it. Moreover, new alternatives to dark energy and/or generalisations to GR
already abound [3, 4, 5], such as:

• Adding extra matter fields, e.g, scalar-tensor models, Modified Newtonian Dynamics [6].

• Adding extra dimensions, e.g., Kaluza-Klein [7], Gauss-Bonnet [8], braneworld models [9].

• Higher-order theories, e.g., Hořava-Lifshitz [10], f(R) gravity [11] theories.

Melia’s Rh = ct spacetime model [12] is one such attempt to solve existing cosmological dilemmas
that the concordance Λ-Cold-Dark-Matter (ΛCDM) cosmology has not resolved through a simple
manipulation of the field equations in the existing GR framework. As we will show in the
following section, this model requires the vanishing of the active gravitational mass (AGM). It
is not possible to achieve a vanishing AGM in the standard description of GR if the universe
is filled with standard forms of matter. This is because the energy density and the pressure
of standard forms of matter are non-negative. Getting conditions for vanishing AGM in the
standard framework are among the sticking points of the Rh = ct universe, and the main
objective of this article is to provide a mechanism to achieve this in the framework of modified
theories of gravitation.

1.1. Matters of gravity
Relativistic physics treats gravity as a manifestation of spacetime curvature. There are three
different geometrical representations of spacetime curvature [13] as shown in Fig. (1) leading
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to the three possible gravitational interpretations depicted in Fig. (2). In Fig. (1), we see the
so-called geometric trinity: geometry manifesting itself as curvature - described by the Riemann
tensor Rα

βµν , as torsion - described by the torsion tensor Tα
µν , or as non-metricity - described

by the eponymous tensor Qα
µν . Fig. (2) shows the three possible broad avenues to formulate

a theory of gravitation: GR and its extensions in the curvature interpretation, the Teleparallel
Equivalent of GR (TEGR) and its extensions in the torsion interpretation, and the Symmetric
TEGR (STEGR) and its extensions in the non-metricity interpretation of geometry.

Figure 1. The geometrical meaning of curvature, torsion and non-metricity. Adapted from
Beltran-Jimenez et al [13]. Here Rα

βµν is the Riemann curvature tensor, Γα
βµ is the affine

connection, and ∇µ represents the covariant derivative operator. The failure of two parallel-
transported vectors to form a parallelogram is given by the torsion tensor Tα

µν whereas the
failure of the connection to be metric is given by the non-metricity tensor Qα

µν .

1.2. Standard cosmology
The standard (or “concordance”) cosmological model is based on the GR description of
gravitation the action of which is given by:

SGR =
c4

16πG

∫
d4x

√−g [R+ 2 (Lm − Λ)] ,

where c and G are the speed of light and the Newtonian gravitational constant, g is the trace of
the metric tensor gµν , R is the Ricci scalar. The corresponding Einstein’s field equations read 1:

Gµν + Λgµν = Tµν , (1)

with the first (geometric) term represented by the Einstein tensor, the right hand side of the
equation representing the energy-momentum tensor of matter fluid forms, and Λ represents
the cosmological constant. The other two descriptions of gravity, i.e., TEGR and STEGR [13]
describe similar background expansion history provided R = T = Q whereas their respective
generalisations to f(R) , f(T ) and f(Q) do not necessarily do so [14].

1 From here onwards, unless explicit use is necessary, we will assume 8πG = 1 = c.
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Figure 2. Three alternative gravitational descriptions defined in terms of the Ricci scalar
R, torsion scalar T and non-metricity scalar Q, and their modified f(R), f(T ) and f(Q)
generalisations. Adapted from Beltran-Jimenez et al [13]. In the GR case, all but the curvature
tensor vanish, in TEGR only the torsion survives whereas in STEGER, the non-metricity
survives while the curvature and torsion both vanish. Due to the vanishing curvature, there is a
pure gauge field Λα

β associated with the connection in TEGR, and a tangent space coordinate
ξα associated with STEGR.

In the absence of the cosmological constant in the above field equations (1), the basic evolution
equation for the scale factor a(t) of the universe is given by the Raychaudhuri equation

3
ä

a
= −1

2
(ρ+ 3p) ,

where ρ and p are the matter energy density and isotropic pressure, respectively, and an overdot
represents differentiating with respect to (w.r.t) the cosmic time t. For ordinary matter, the
“active gravitational mass”

ρ+ 3p > 0 .

This means that ordinary matter will tend to cause the universe to decelerate, i.e., ä < 0.
But astronomical observations show that cosmic expansion is accelerating in recent epoch, i.e.,
ä > 0. A positive cosmological constant causes an accelerated expansion, so Λ could be a quick
fix provided that it dominates in the right-hand side of the following equation:

3
ä

a
= −1

2
(ρ+ 3p) + Λ .

Some serious problems associated with the cosmological constant, among them the eponymous
cosmological constant problem [15] and the coincidence problem [16] challenge the choice of Λ as
a dark energy candidate.

The Big Bang model is by far the most successful theory in predicting many cosmological
features confirmed observationally expansion of space, origin of the cosmic microwave
background, Big Bang nucleosynthesis, galactic evolution and distribution, and the formation
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of large-scale structures [4]. However, there are still, broadly speaking, two serious puzzles that
remain unanswered in the standard Big Bang-based cosmology [17]:

• Early-universe problems: horizon, flatness, structure/smoothness/homogeneity, and
magnetic-monopole problems. The suggested solution here is cosmic inflation, an early-
epoch cosmic acceleration.

• Late-time (large-scale) problems: rotational curves of galaxies plus large-scale structure
formation, and late-time cosmic acceleration. This is usually where the dark stuff comes in.
The former aspect is generally thought to be solved by introducing dark matter, and the
latter by dark energy (and often with the cosmological constant as the candidate for the
dark energy).

One other puzzling, but not as widely explored, problem is the Rh(t0) = ct0 coincidence (often
referred to as the synchronicity problem) 2: the observed equality of our gravitational horizon
Rh(t0) with the distance ct0 light has travelled since the Big Bang in ΛCDMcosmology.

Some potential new frontiers to address the above shortcomings of the ΛCDMcosmology
include:

• Inhomogeneous cosmological models, such as Lemâıtre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) [18] and
Szkeres [19] cosmologies.

• Anisotropic cosmological models, such as Bianchi cosmologies [20].

• Changing [fundamental] ‘constants’, such as evolving Λ and G cosmologies [21, 22, 23].

• Modification/generalization of GR, such as f(R), f(T ) [24], and f(Q) [25, 26] models of
gravitation, just to mention a few.

In addition, the Rh = ct model has recently joined the fray as a potential cosmological model
to address, in particular, the synchronicity problem.

2. The Rh = ct universe
First proposed by Melia, the controversial Rh = ct model has the following characteristics
[12, 27, 28]:

Rh =
c

H
= ct , a = t/t0 , H = 1/t⇒ Ht = 1 ∀t . (2)

Here Rh and H ≡ ȧ
a are, respectively, the gravitational [horizon] radius and the Hubble

parameter. The term c/H corresponds to the Hubble radius, also known as the Hubble horizon,
and sets the scale for physically relevant causal relationships. The first part of Eq. (2) shows that
the event horizon due to purely gravitational processes equals the Hubble horizon due purely to
the cosmological expansion. This model follows from the imposition of a vanishing total AGM,

ρ+ 3p = 0 , (3)

in the gravitational theory. No cosmological constant Λ as the source of dark energy is needed
in this model.

Among other things, this model resolves the so-called synchronicity problem: why is it true
that today, the dimensionless age of the universe

H0t0 ∼ 1?

Here H0 is the Hubble constant (i.e., present-day value of the Hubble parameter). Problem:
for standard forms of matter, ρ + 3p > 0. So how can one get a vanishing AGM? This is
where modified models of gravitation come in as they naturally provide the extra “curvature”,
“torsion”, etc. . . fluid terms that contribute to the total AGM.We will therefore assume from now
on that the total fluid density and pressure terms are composed of pure matter forms denoted by
the subscript m and the terms coming form the modifications in the form of curvature, torsion
or non-metricity.

2 Here t0 denotes the age of the universe since the Big Bang.
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2.1. Solutions from f(R) gravity
f(R) theories are a sub-class of fourth-order theories of gravitation [29, 3, 4, 30]:

Sf(R) =
1

2

∫
d4x

√−g [f(R) + 2Lm] ,

with corresponding generalized Einstein field equations:

f ′Gµν = Tm
µν +

1

2
(f −Rf ′)gµν +∇ν∇µf

′ − gµν∇γ∇γf ′ .

Here and in the following, f , f ′ , etc. are shorthands for the arbitrary function f(R) of the
Ricci scalar R and its first, etc. derivatives w.r.t R. The sub/superscripts m and R stand for
the standard matter and curvature components, respectively. The background curvature- fluid
thermodynamics (introducing the volume expansion parameter Θ ≡ 3H) can be represented as:

ρR =
1

f ′

[
1

2
(Rf ′ − f)−Θf ′′Ṙ

]
,

pR =
1

f ′

[
1

2
(f −Rf ′) + f ′′R̈+ f ′′′Ṙ2 +

2

3
Θf ′′Ṙ

]
,

whereas the total energy density and pressure terms can be given by

ρ ≡ ρm
f ′

+ ρR , p ≡ pm
f ′

+ pR .

Imposing the vanishing AGM condition in f(R) theories with energy and pressure terms
as defined above, together with the flat-FLRW relation R = 6H2 and matter solution for the
Rh = ct case:

ρm =
ρm0

a3(1+w)
= 3H2

0Ωm0 (t0/t)
3(1+w) = αR3(1+w)/2 ,

where α ≡ 3t1+3w
0 Ωm06

−3(1+w)/2 and w is the equation of state parameter such that pm = wρm,
we get the following second-order ordinary differential equation (ode) in f:

2R2f ′′ − f + 2αR3(1+w)/2 = 0 . (4)

Here we have used the fact that Ṙ = −2
3RΘ = −

√
2
3R

3/2. Moreover, we have introduced the

notations ρm0 and Ωm0 ≡ ρm0

3H2
0
as the present-day energy density of matter and its fractional

value, respectively. Solving (4) gives

f(R) = c1R
1+

√
3

2 + c2R
1−

√
3

2 − 4α

1 + 12w + 9w2
R

3(1+w)
2 , (5)

with c1 and c2 integration constants. This same solution was obtained in [31]. This exact f(R)
solution was found [32] as a counter-example of the shear-free conjecture [33], i.e., describes a
universe with simultaneous expansion and rotation. This then implies that the Rh = ct universe
is a simultaneously expanding and rotating spacetime solution! If one compares this result with
the GR general condition [34], the Rh = ct universe with ρ + 3p = 0 ⇒ p = −ρ

3 ⇒ c2s = −1/3,
which is not an allowed solution for standard matter forms. This is an apparent contradiction
and needs further investigation.
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2.2. Solutions from f(T ) gravity
In the torsion (TEGR) interpretation of gravitation, the extended-TEGR action reads:

Sf(T ) =
1

2

∫
d4x

√−g [f(T ) + 2Lm] ,

with corresponding modified field equations

f ′Gµν = Tm
µν −

1

2
gµν(f − f ′T ) + f ′′S γ

µν ∇γT ,

where primes here denote differentiation w.r.t T and the last term denotes some “super-
potential” related to the torsion. The background “torsion-fluid” and total thermodynamic
quantities can be given by:

ρT =
1

f ′

[
1

2
(Tf ′ − f)

]
,

pT =
1

f ′

[
1

2
(f − Tf ′) + 2Hf ′′Ṫ

]
,

ρ ≡ ρm
f ′

+ ρT =
ρm
f ′

+
1

2f ′
(
Tf ′ − f

)
, p ≡ pm

f ′
+ pT =

pm
f ′

+
1

2f ′
(f − Tf ′) +

2Hf ′′Ṫ
f ′

.

The vanishing AGM condition leads to the o.d.e

2T 2f ′′ − Tf ′ + f + (1 + 3w)α(−T )
3(1+w)

2 = 0 ,

the solution of which is given by

f(T ) = c3T + c4
√
T − 2α

2 + 3w
(−T )

3(1+w)
2 , (6)

where c3 and c4 are integration constants. Hence any normal-matter-filled universe described
by the f(T )-gravity needs to have the form of f(T ) Lagrangian density given by Eq. (6) if it
is to satisfy Eq. (3) and thus describe the Rh = ct universe. It is worth noting that particular
solutions of this result can be shown to be a subset of the more general paradigmatic models of
the extended teleparallel gravity solutions reconstructed in [35].

2.3. Solutions from f(Q) gravity
In the STEGR interpretation of gravitation:

Sf(Q) =
1

2

∫
d4x

√−g [f(Q) + 2Lm] .

The background non-metric and total-fluid thermodynamics are given by

ρQ = 3H2f ′ − f/2 =
1

2f ′
(Qf ′ − f) ,

pQ = f/2−
(
3H2 +

f ′′HQ̇
f ′

)
f ′ =

1

f ′

[
1

2
(f −Qf ′) + 2Hf ′′Q̇

]
,

ρ ≡ ρm
f ′

+ ρQ , p ≡ pm
f ′

+ pQ .

The vanishing AGM condition leads to the ode

2Q2f ′′ −Qf ′ + f + (1 + 3w)αQ
3(1+w)

2 = 0 ,
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the solution of which is given by

f(Q) = c5Q+ c6
√
Q− 2α

2 + 3w
Q

3(1+w)
2 , (7)

c5 and c6 representing constants of integration, to be determined upon the imposition of initial
conditions. This result shows that the background field equations describing a universe with
normal matter and in which the underlying theory of f(Q) gravitation has the Lagrangian
density given by Eq. (7) satisfies the condition (3) and hence is a solution of the Rh = ct
universe.

3. Conclusion and outlook
The Rh = ct universe is a possible cosmological alternative to ΛCDMin explaining certain
issues such as the synchronicity problem. However, there are no sources of normal matter that
satisfy the vanishing AGM ρ + 3p = 0 condition within the standard GR framework. We have
demonstrated that this condition can be obtained from f(R), f(T ) and f(Q) gravity models
provided that the gravity Lagrangians are as given by Eqs. (5), (6) and (7). In particular, we
have shown that the f(R) solution that satisfies vanishing AGM corresponds to the shear-free
solution that allows a simultaneously expanding and rotating universe. This is a theoretical
solution to the synchronicity problem in the framework of non-standard forms of matter and
gravitation, and a lot needs to be done other cosmological aspects, such as perturbations, needs
to further scrutinise these solutions for more cosmological viability.
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Abstract. Multiparticle correlations measurements in even the smallest collision systems are
consistent with predictions from viscous relativistic hydrodynamics calculations. However, these
hydrodynamics calculations use a continuum extrapolated—i.e. infinite volume—equation of
state. For the modest temperature probed in these small collisions, the controlling dimensionless
product of the temperature and system size T × L ∼ 400 MeV×2 fm/197 MeV fm ∼ 4 is not
particularly large. One should therefore investigate the small system size corrections to the
equilibrium QCD equation of state used in modern viscous hydrodynamics simulations.

We present first results on just such finite system size corrections for two model systems: 1)
free, massless scalar theory and 2) quenched QCD with periodic boundary conditions (PBC). We
further present work-in-progress results for quenched QCD with Dirichlet boundary conditions.

We show that free, massless scalar fields, which are maximally sensitive to the finite size
box, deviate enormously from their infinite volume conformal limit. Quenched QCD with PBC
show corrections of ∼ 20% for the trace anomaly near the phase transition. These corrections
are more modest, but will have a meaningful, quantitative impact on the extracted bulk and
shear viscosities in these small systems.

1. Introduction
In the theoretical and experimental study of heavy ion collisions, the interest is in
understanding the non-trivial, emergent many-body dynamics of the strong nuclear force,
quantum chromodynamics (QCD). What does that mean? The strong force is one of the
four fundamental forces of nature: gravity, electromagnetism, the weak force, and the strong
force. The particle physics of, e.g., the electromagnetic force is extremely well understood, with
predictions of, e.g., the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron made out to the part per
trillion level, in exact agreement with data [1]. However, when a large number of particles
whose dynamics is given by the electromagnetic force interact, there are emergent properties.
For example, and perhaps both most important and most famous, water is a substance whose
properties are dictated by the electromagnetic force. A system with a large number of water
molecules is no longer relevantly described by the position and momentum of the individual
particles that make up the various water molecules. Rather, one uses quantities such as the
temperature, pressure, entropy, heat capacity, conductivity, etc. to describe the system. We
have a unique opportunity with the strong force to study both experimentally and theoretically
the emergent many-body properties of a non-Abelian gauge theory.

Experimentally, in a heavy ion collision, a large nucleus such as 197Au or 208Pb, is collided
with another large nucleus at nearly the speed of light. The centre-of-mass energy of a nucleon-
nucleon pair in one of these collisions is ∼200 GeV at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
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at Brookhaven National Laboratory and ∼5 TeV at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. These
are macroscopically large energies; the total energy in a RHIC collision is about that of two
mosquitoes colliding. Through Einstein’s equation E = mc2, O(10000) particles are generated
in an LHC collision. These particles are measured in giant detectors such as PHENIX and STAR
at RHIC and ALICE, ATLAS, and CMS at LHC.

2. Geometry and Flow
One of the crucial measurements made in heavy ion collisions at RHIC or LHC is the momentum
distribution of “low” momentum particles. These are particles with momenta . 2 GeV in the
plane transverse to the axis defined by the collision direction of the nuclei. Experimentally,
one may extract the Fourier decomposition of the momenta for these measured particles. The
even moments of the decomposition dominate over the odd moments, and the second Fourier
coefficient, v2, dominates over all other moments [2].

One may interpret these Fourier coefficient data as follows. In a heavy ion collision, the nuclei
will collide at some non-zero impact parameter. The geometrical anisotropy formed by this off-
centre collision is then translated through collective motion into a momentum anisotropy. One
naturally imagines that the collective motion is dictated by relativistic viscous hydrodynamics
[2–5]; i.e. through energy-momentum conservation and an equation of state e(p). The equation of
state relates the energy density e to the pressure p of the system and is specific to the underlying
theory. In a conformal (or scale-free) system in 3 spatial dimensions, the tracelessness of the
energy-momentum tensor dictates that e = 3p. The deviation from this tracelessness for a
classically conformal theory induced by quantum corrections is known as the trace anomaly.
QCD is approximately conformal (the quark masses are very small), but quantum corrections
lead to a non-trivial trace anomaly which has been computed using lattice QCD, see figure (1).
Detailed comparisons between the measured Fourier coefficients as a function of momentum and
predictions from relativistic viscous hydrodynamics with a realistic equation of state computed
from lattice QCD are in very good agreement for large collision systems [2–4].

Figure 1. The trace anomaly ∆ from lattice QCD, which is used to determine the equation of
state e(p) [6].

One can see in figure (2) that these hydrodynamics predictions describe data well not only for
large nuclear collision systems but, shockingly, the predictions describe very well the measured
collective motion even in the smallest collision systems in which protons are collided [4].

One then naturally is led to ask: what are the QCD predictions for the corrections to various
thermodynamic quantities due to finite system sizes?
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Figure 2. The measured Fourier coefficients vn as a function of transverse momentum pT
compared to predictions from a viscous relativistic hydrodynamics calculation [4].

3. Finite System Size Corrections
Since QCD is a notoriously complicated theory, it’s valuable to investigate the importance of
finite system size corrections in simpler systems first. One may, for example, consider a massless
scalar field theory that has certain dimensions constrained to lie between perfectly reflecting
walls [7]. Interestingly, then, many of the thermodynamic variables as a function of system size
appear to mimic the usual temperature dependence of the phase transition predicted by lattice
QCD in infinite volume systems [6]; see figure (3). One may compare the analytic results derived
using scalar field theory to a full lattice QCD calculation that tested the sensitivity to system
asymmetry [8]. One sees in figure (4) that the full lattice simulations show a qualitatively similar
behavior as that predicted by the scalar theory.

Figure 3. (Left) The pressure as a function of the dimensionless variable T × L for a massless
scalar field confined between two infinite parallel plates divided by the infinite volume pressure,
inside a symmetric tube of infinite length, or a symmetric box [7]. (Right) The dimensionless
pressure divided by temperature to the fourth power as a function of the temperature as
computed in lattice QCD [6].

One may then attempt to determine the sensitivity to the trace anomaly, which is the driving
quantity needed for the equation of state. It turns out that the trace of the energy momentum
tensor for a massless scalar field is identically zero, even when conformal invariance is broken
by the system’s boundary conditions. Therefore, analytically, the finite system size corrections
to the trace anomaly can only come from finite system size corrections to the running coupling.
In [9], an estimate of the finite system size corrections to the thermodynamic properties derived
using thermal field theory in QCD [10] was found using the lattice running coupling for a scalar
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Figure 4. (Left) The pressure in the short direction divided by temperature to the fourth
power as a function of the dimensionless variable T × L for quenched lattice QCD [8]. (Right)
The dimensionless pressure divided by temperature to the fourth power as a function of the
dimensionless variable T × L as computed in quenched lattice QCD [8].

field [11]. We show the result of making such an estimate in figure (5). One may see that the
trace anomaly ∆ ≡ Tµµ decreases with system size. We may again compare the analytics to a
full, quenched lattice QCD calculation [9]; we show a preliminary result of such a calculation
in figure (5). The figure shows the non-normalized (and hence very preliminary) scaled trace
anomaly ∆/T 4 as function of the temperature T in GeV for several values of the number of
spatial lattice sites: Nx = 24 (red), 16 (green), 8 (orange) and 4 (blue) at fixed coupling. One
can see that the trace anomaly is largest for the largest system, and that the trace anomaly is
the most well defined for this largest system size. As the system size decreases, one can see that
the magnitude of the trace anomaly decreases and its width increases. Thus the full numerics
agree with our expectations: the scaled trace anomaly ∆/T 4 decreases with system size, and,
further, the phase transition is washed out by a decreasing system size.

Figure 5. (Left) The trace anomaly from using a running coupling from lattice scalar field
theory [11] in thermal QCD [9, 10]. (Right) The scaled trace anomaly ∆/T 4 ≡ (ε − 3p)/T 4 as
a function of temperature T (GeV) in quenched QCD with periodic boundary conditions with
sides Nx = 24 (red), 16 (green), 8 (orange) and 4 (blue) at fixed coupling [9].

4. Conclusions
We are interested in the fundamental research in the emergent dynamics of QCD. We live in
an especially interesting time for such research, as the community is able to simultaneously
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investigate this physics theoretically and experimentally. Detailed comparison of data with
viscous relativistic hydrodynamics predictions imply that there is near perfect fluidity in the
aftermath of large nuclear collisions. Surprisingly, this near perfect fluidity is also seen in the
smallest hadronic collision systems. Since T ×L is not small in these smallest systems, we must
ask: what are the finite system size corrections to the inputs into the hydrodynamic simulations
that are being compared to data?

We have shown in this proceedings that finite size effects can, in fact, be large for the
thermodynamic properties of quantum field theories at sizes relevant for hadronic collisions
at RHIC and LHC. In particular, there is likely a non-trivial impact on the extraction of the
QCD equation of state from data and/or conclusions for the viscosity to entropy density ratio
determined by comparing experimental measurements to relativistic hydrodynamics predictions.

In future work, we look forward to explicitly computing the finite size effects in the QCD
running coupling, refining finite size lattice calculations with periodic boundary conditions, and
implementing more realistic Dirichlet boundary conditions in lattice calculations. In all of these
future works, maintaining gauge invariance will be a challenge. As a first step towards computing
the finite size corrections to the running coupling, a calculation of the next-to-leading order
contribution to 2→ 2 scattering in φ4 theory on an asymmetric torus has been carried out [12].
One cannot use the usual method of dimensional regularization on an asymmetric manifold;
other regularization schemes had their own disadvantages. In order to derive the result in
[12], a new regularization scheme was invented, denominator regularization. In denominator
regularization, the power of the denominator is analytically continued. It was shown in [12]
that this procedure gave a result that correctly asymptotically approached the known infinite
volume result; it was further shown in [12] that the finite system size result satisfied unitarity.
Denominator regularization was then shown in [13] that denominator regularization maintains
gauge invariance in QED and QCD in infinite volume by checking that the one loop correction
to the photon and gluon propagators is transverse and, further, that denominator regularization
manifestly gives the correct axial anomaly. One then has good reason to believe that such a
regularization scheme can be applied to QED and QCD on an asymmetric torus to determine
the finite system size corrections to the running coupling coupling in those theories. One will
then have some analytic insight into the finite system size corrections to the trace anomaly for
QED and QCD. In the higher momentum regime, parton energy loss provides another tool for
investigating the properties of the quark-gluon plasma generated in heavy ion collisions [14].
Recent work computed the finite system size corrections to energy loss [15]; it will be interesting
to see these finite system size effects propagated through to a full energy loss model.
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Abstract. We present results of the energies and energy differences of the quantum harmonic
oscillator as well as the quantum anharmonic oscillator at quartic coupling constants of different
magnitudes. These observables are computed using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach
(Metropolis Algorithm) and are compared to results obtained using matrix elements methods
at various basis sizes. We illustrate the consistency in the two methods and show that for the
anharmonic oscillator, a sufficiently large basis size is required with increasing energy in order
for the matrix result to converge to the lattice result. We also show that large quartic coupling
constants are more sensitive to the truncation of the basis size.

1. Introduction
In classical mechanics, the harmonic oscillator is a very popular example of a restoring force
acting on an object about its equilibrium position, and has many applications. In a one
dimensional case, one can consider a particle of mass, m, attached to a spring and experiencing
a restoring force as described by Hooke’s law [1], F = −kx. The corresponding potential
energy is given by E = kx2/2, has a parabolic shape and describes the continuous energies
that the particle can attain during its oscillation. The quantum harmonic oscillator is the
corresponding analogue of the harmonic oscillator in quantum mechanics and is characterized
by the Schrödinger equation,

Ĥψ =

(
− ℏ2

2m

d2

dx2
+
mω2x2

2

)
ψ = Eψ (1)

where the first term in the Hamiltonian (Ĥ) is the kinetic term and the second term is the same
potential we saw in the classical analogue, with ω =

√
k/m and describes the natural frequency

of the oscillator. Various analytical methods have been formulated to solve the above equation
for the energy eigenvalues, and they show that unlike in the classical case, the energies of the
quantum harmonic oscillator are discrete, quantized and given by [2];

En =

(
n+

1

2

)
ℏω (2)

where n = 0 corresponds to the ground state. Note that this ground state energy is not equal
to zero, a consequence of the uncertainty principle [3].
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In general, molecular vibrations with arbitrary potentials can be approximated as harmonic
potentials around a stable equilibrium through expanding the potential as a Taylor series. The
harmonic oscillator describes such an expansion truncated at second order [4]. At higher order,
the potential contains quartic terms and the motion becomes that of an anharmonic oscillator.
The corresponding Hamiltonian with a quartic term, in one dimension is given by [5],

Ĥ = − ℏ2

2m

d2

dx2
+
mω2x2

2
+ λx4 (3)

where λ is the coupling constant of the quartic (anharmonicity) term.
Unlike the harmonic oscillator which has exact analytic solutions, the anharmonic oscillator

cannot be solved analytically and we need to resort to numerical methods. In this paper, we
employ the Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique to compute the exact, as well as energy
differences of the first few lowest energies of the one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator while
varying the coupling constant of the quartic term. In doing this, we reproduce the results of
[5] using our own calculations in order to learn techniques that are applicable to lattice QCD
calculations as we are interested in lattice QCD as a tool for understanding how QCD behaves
in small systems. We then compare these lattice solutions to corresponding results when using
matrix elements at varying basis size to explore the effect of basis size truncation on the accuracy
of the numerical result.

2. The Metropolis Algorithm and Matrix Elements
A starting point in formulating an approach to numerically solve the quantum anharmonic
oscillator on the lattice is to build an understanding of how the state of a particle evolves with
time. That is, given a particle at (x0, t0), what is the probability of finding it at (xf , tf ), where tf
is some later time. Schrödinger and Heisenberg formulated solutions to this problem employing
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. As an alternative, Feynman formulated the path integral
approach to quantum mechanics [6], motivated by the work of Paul Dirac suggesting that a
Lagrangian formulation is more fundamental than a Hamiltonian one.

The main idea behind the path integral formulation is the equivalence of the transition
probability amplitude, < ψ(xf , tf )|ψ(x0, t0) > between any two points and the exponential of the
classical action, exp{iS[x(t)]} of the trajectory. Given that a particle cannot take a well-defined
path between any two points, Feynman showed that the total transition probability amplitude is
given by the sum of the amplitudes of all the possible paths that the particle can take between the
two points. We then define the imaginary time propagator (which fully describes the evolution
of a system with time) between the two spacetime points as the probability transition amplitude
between the wavefunction evaluated at those two points,

U(xf , τf ;x0, τ0) = ⟨ψ(xf , τf )|ψ(x0, τ0)⟩ (4)

= ⟨xf |e−Ĥ(τf−τi)/ℏ|x0⟩ (5)

=

∫

all paths
exp

[
−1

ℏ

∫ τf

τi

L[x(τ)]dτ

]
(6)

where L is classical Euclidean Lagrangian, and we perform the integration over all possible
trajectories between the two spacetime points. Notice also, the Wick rotation (change in the
time parameter) t = −iτ , where τ = ℏ/kBT is the ‘imaginary time’ and allows for a direct
comparison to the partition function in statistical mechanics. A complete derivation of the
above path integral can be found in Ref. [7].

We then use the Metropolis Hastings algorithm [8, 9] to generate the many different paths
on the lattice, that can be used to compute the propagator. A discrete time lattice with Nτ
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sites (lattice points in the time direction), employing periodic boundary conditions (to avoid
rejecting paths affected by lattice site edges) is used. Euclidean time increments δτ are used,
such that the lattice points are given by xi = iδτ , with i = 1, ..., Nτ . In order to perform these
calculations computationally, we start by expressing our equations in dimensionless form by
setting ℏ = c = 1 such that the discretised action for the anharmonic oscillator is given by [5],

S̃(x̃i) =

Nτ∑

i=1

[
m̃

2
(x̃i+1 − x̃i)

2 +
m̃w̃2x̃i

2

2
+ λ̃m̃2w̃3x̃i

4

]
(7)

x̃i =
xi
δτ
, m̃ = mδτ, ω̃ = ωδτ (8)

where x̃i, m̃, ω̃ and λ̃ are dimensionless variables.
The Metropolis algorithm requires as an input an array with Nτ entries containing the initial

path between the two points. This initial path can be set to an array of zeros (a cold start),
or an array of random numbers (a hot start). We also need to input a real number, h the
target interval which determines the acceptance rate in the simulation (i.e. how many paths
should be accepted/rejected on average), as well as the various parameters appearing in the
action. Every time we traverse through the lattice (one sweep), we produce one trajectory with
real coordinates (x1, ..., xNτ ) in Euclidean time, and these coordinates have probability density
ρ[{xi}] ∼ exp{−S̃(x̃i)} [10]. This procedure is repeated many times to create an ensamble of
paths in Monte Carlo time, forming a Markov Chain and this ensemble of paths is then used for
analysis.

Prior to taking any measurements that will be used for analysis, one has to discard the
first ‘few’ paths that are generated before the system thermalises because these paths are not
representative of the equilibrium distribution of the system. Given that once the random number
generator used to produce these paths is seeded, the produced paths are correlated. To reduce
the effect of these correlations in the measurements, one also needs to discard a certain number
of paths between any two subsequent measurements used for analysis. These correlations lead
to increased uncertainties in the measurements and can be quantified using the autocorrelation
time [11].

We then make use of these measurements (ensambles of paths) to compute various quantities
of interest. The ground state energy is computed from the correlation functions of the position
operator x̂ [12],

E0 = mω2⟨x̂2⟩+ 3λ⟨x̂4⟩ (9)

while the energies are calculated as follows [13, 11];

E1 − E0 = −ℏ lim
τ→∞

[
d log[G2(τ)]

dτ

]
, G2(τ) = ⟨x̂(τ)x̂(0)⟩ − ⟨x̂(τ)⟩⟨x̂(0)⟩ (10)

E2 − E0 = −ℏ lim
τ→∞

[
d log[G4(τ)]

dτ

]
, G4(τ) = ⟨x̂(τ)2x̂(0)2⟩ − ⟨x̂(τ)2⟩⟨x̂(0)2⟩ (11)

where G2(τ) and G4(τ) are the connected two-point and four-point correlation functions
respectively.

We now discuss the matrix elements method [14], which is another numerical method that
can be used to solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation (TISE) for the eigenfunctions
(ψ) and energy eigenvalues. When using this method, one needs to express the eigenfunctions
as a linear combination of a collection of simple orthonormal basis functions (ϕn),

ψ =
∞∑

n=1

cnϕn (12)
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and find the unknown coefficients cn. Substituting this expression into the TISE and applying
Fourier’s trick, one obtains,

∞∑

n=1

(∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ∗mĤϕndx

)
cn = Ecm (13)

where Hnm is the matrix element of the Hamiltonian which can be easily obtained
computationally. The above equation can be expressed in matrix form and one finds the energies
of the system (anharmonic oscillator in our case) as the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix.

3. Results
Our MCMC energy result is computed while varying the effective lattice spacing (a), see ref.
[5] for a detailed discussion on the procedure. Lattice calculations converge to the correct
result in the continuum limit (i.e. a → 0), however it is unrealistic to gradually decrease the
effective lattice spacing in simulations to it’s continuum value as this is limited by computational
resources. Instead, one uses the results obtained from a few lattice spacings and extrapolates to
the continuum limit.

In Figure 1, we show the energies of the ground state and first excited state of the quantum
anharmonic oscillator respectively. These energies are computed using matrix elements with
varying basis size, and using the correlation functions of the position operator in the lattice
approach. On the lattice, the ground state energy is given by Eq. 9, while the first excited state
is obtained from adding E0 to the two-point connected correlation function in Eq. 10 which
gives E0 −E1. A graphical representation of this energy difference is shown in Figure 2, as well
as the energy difference of the second excited state and ground state, which is obtained from
the four-point connected correlation function in Eq. 11. In the case of the harmonic oscillator
(i.e. λ = 0), the Hamiltonian matrix is diagonal and we obtain the exact energy eigenvalues for
E0, E1 etc. irrespective of the basis size (recall that the basis size just gives you the number of
energy levels of interest). As we increase the quartic coupling, λ, to a non-zero value (where the
Hamiltonian matrix is no longer diagonal) while keeping the basis size the same (i.e. as low as
in the harmonic oscillator case), we obtain the correct result for lower energies but inaccurate
results for higher energies which are more sensitive to the truncation of the basis size.

The effect of the basis size on the accuracy of the measured energies is also observed as one
increases the quartic coupling. In general, the higher the quartic coupling, the more sensitive
the energies of the corresponding oscillator are to the truncation of the basis. The reason for this
sensitivity is that, the energy values of the various energy levels of the anharmonic oscillator
increase with λ i.e. Ei(λ = 0) < Ei(λ = 1) < Ei(λ = 2) etc., where i corresponds to the
energy levels. Thus increasing λ implies an increase in the energies, which are sensitive to the
truncation of the basis size. Looking at Figure 1 and 2, the effect of the basis truncation is clear
at large quartic coupling where the MCMC result is only consistent with the matrix result at a
high basis size.

4. Conclusions
We have presented numerical results of the ground state and first two excited states energies
of the one-dimensional quantum anharmonic oscillator at varying quartic coupling constants.
These energies were computed on the lattice using the metropolis algorithm, which allows for
computational solutions to the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics. We compare
these lattice results to energy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian obtained using the matrix elements
method for varying basis size.

We showed that one obtains accurate energies for the harmonic oscillator using both the
lattice approach and matrix elements even for a small basis size since the Hamiltonian is diagonal.
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(a) Ground State (b) First Excited State

Figure 1. Comparison of the energies of the harmonic and anharmonic oscillator computed
using lattice and matrix methods.

(a) E1 − E0 (b) E2 − E0

Figure 2. Harmonic and anharmonic oscillator energy differences computed using lattice and
matrix methods.

However, for the anharmonic oscillator, higher energies (excited states) are very sensitive to the
truncation of the basis size, thus one needs to increase the basis size to improve the accuracy of
the numerical result for excited state energies. In addition, we also showed that the larger the
quartic coupling constant (λ), the more sensitive the energies are to the basis size truncation.
This sensitivity with increasing λ is because the magnitude of the energies at various energy levels
increases with increasing λ. At a sufficiently large basis size, we show that the matrix elements
result converges to the results obtained on the lattice. While one can compute energies of even
higher excited states using matrix elements with a large basis size (limited by computational
resources), performing such a calculation on the lattice becomes increasingly difficult due to
increasing statistical fluctuations.
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Abstract. An important consideration for quantum communication within the current noisy
intermediate-scale quantum regime is the resource requirements of routing information within
a complex network such as a quantum internet. Quantum network coding (QNC) reduces
the resource requirements for simultaneous communication over a network by eliminating
the problem of contention for network resources. In this work we implement measurement-
based QNC (MQNC) on the latest generation IBM Q superconducting processor ibm cairo by
making use of an alternative to SWAP-based transpiling and demonstrate that improvements in
processor hardware allow for greatly improved fidelity of the protocol compared to a prior work.
Using these improved results we study noise within the code and identify a major contributor
to noise in the final states.

1. Introduction
A major goal in the development of quantum computers and quantum communication is the cre-
ation of a quantum internet [1], which would allow the establishment of entanglement between
multiple pairs of distant end nodes using a single common quantum communication network.
By making use of a shared network, the resource cost of performing tasks such as quantum key
distribution (QKD) and distributed quantum computing is greatly reduced compared to the
scenario where each pair of end nodes must share a direct quantum communication channel.
This holds also for the case of communication within a single processor.

Simple quantum networks are starting to become feasible with, for example, a 3-qubit solid-
state network [2] and a large-scale QKD network with a satellite link [3] being demonstrated
successfully. Furthermore, there is ongoing research into enabling optical communication be-
tween superconducting quantum processors [4, 5], which raises the possibility of using quantum
processors to control more complex quantum networks in the near future. Thus the hardware for
a quantum internet may be developed in the near future, but this hardware will still fall under
the noisy intermediate scale quantum (NISQ) regime where the number of qubits is limited and
gates increase the amount of noise in the system. Accordingly, steps must be taken to make
efficient use of the available resources.

The major disadvantage of a shared network (whether classical or quantum) is that routing
information along a path between end nodes means that channels along the path become unavail-
able for other messages if the channels do not have sufficient capacity. If such a clash between
routes exists and no alternate routing is available, the situation is referred to as contention. If
routing is to be used, the only resolution to this problem is time-multiplexing, where some of
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the messages are delayed while the others are sent. This has the effect of reducing the band-
width (information transfer per unit time) of the channel. This problem can be circumvented by
making use of network coding, or the analogous quantum network coding (QNC) [6, 7], instead
of routing.

Measurement-based quantum network coding (MQNC) [8] is a variation on QNC which offers
greater simplicity and reduced gate count by making use of measurement-based computing.
MQNC was recently performed on a previous-generation IBM superconducting processor by
Pathumsoot et al. [9], but processor noise proved too high to obtain useful final states. By
making use of a novel transpiling technique, we implemented MQNC on newer IBM hardware
and show that the improvements in the hardware allow for greatly improved quality of the final
states. We also investigate the role of depolarising noise in gates on the quality of the final state,
and discuss the implications of our results.

2. Background
2.1. Graph States
MQNC falls within the category of measurement-based quantum algorithms. These make
use of entangled states known as graph states which have the property that their qubits and
entanglement correspond directly to the edges and vertices of an undirected graph. A graph
G(V,E) with vertex set V and edge set E defines a graph state with a statevector given by

|G〉 =
∏

i<j;i,j∈G
CZ

Γi,j

i,j

n⊗

k=1

|+〉k ,

where Γi,j is the adjacency matrix of the underlying graph. There are a number of local oper-
ations and measurements which serve to transform one graph state into another [10], the two
most useful of which are summarised below:

• T1: A Z-basis measurement on a qubit a removes the corresponding vertex and incident
edges from the graph.

• T2: X-basis measurements on two adjacent qubits a and b removes them and complements
the bipartite subgraph induced by Na and Nb. i.e. G(V,E) → G(V/{a, b}, E∆K) with K
the complete bipartite subgraph induced by Na ∪ {a} and Nb ∪ {b}. In other words, all the
neighbours of a are connected to all the neighbours of b unless a connection already exists,
in which case it is broken.

2.2. Network Coding
MQNC solves contention in the butterfly network, shown in Fig. 1 (a). The goal is to be able to
manipulate the network to achieve either of the two final states shown on the right-hand sides of
Fig. 1 (b) and (c). This is achieved by performing either two X-measurements (Rule T2) or two
Z-measurements (Rule T1) on the central qubits as shown. The final 2-qubit graph states can
subsequently be used for communicating quantum information by means of teleportation. By
using measurements to redistribute the existing entanglement (communication channels), the
network has been reconfigured so that the bottleneck no longer exists.

3. Experimental implementation
The current generation of IBM Q processors have the layout shown in Fig. 2. Unlike the prior
experiment in Ref. [9] which made use of the grid-like layout of the older IBM Q 20 Tokyo
processor, it is not possible to directly create the 6-qubit resource state necessary for MQNC
on this new layout. It is possible to transpile quantum circuits to layouts on which they cannot
be executed directly, but this ordinarily requires the use of noisy SWAP operations to move
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Figure 1. (a) The 6-qubit resource state for MQNC. (b) Creation of cross pairs via X-
measurements. (c) Creation of straight pairs via Z-measurements. White circles represent
qubits and lines represent entanglement, corresponding to the vertices and edges of a graph
respectively. Blue squares represent end nodes in the network.

logical qubits to adjacent physical qubits before they can be entangled. In the case of graph
states, however, there is an alternative. By making use of local complementation (LC) [10] it
is possible to redistribute entanglement in a controlled manner using only single-qubit oper-
ations. Using LC, we were able to create the MQNC resource state on ibm cairo using only
seven 2-qubit gates as opposed to the much larger number required for SWAP-based transpiling.

Figure 2. Layout of ibm cairo.
Edges indicate neighbouring qubits
on which CNOT gates may be
performed. Light grey qubits are
used to create the 6-qubit resource
state for the network code.

Figure 3. Results of full state tomography
on the 2-qubit entangled states generated using
the MQNC protocol on ibm cairo. Fidelity is
shown before and after application of readout
error mitigation on the 2 qubits.

We performed MQNC as outlined in Fig. 1 on the IBM Q falcon superconducting processor
ibm cairo using LC instead of standard transpiling. This is a 27-qubit device with the layout
shown in Fig. 2. The processor was accessed remotely through the IBMQ API and the QISKIT
Python library.

A single run of the experiment constitutes calibration for readout error mitigation and state
tomography of one of the 2-qubit graph states (pairs) generated using MQNC. This is repeated
for each of the four pairs in turn, and the whole procedure is then repeated 30 times to account
for variation in processor noise. The runs were spread out between 9PM 26 Apr 2022 and 5AM
27 Apr 2022 (UTC) due to use of the fair-share queuing system. The variation in processor noise
is found to be sufficiently small over a time-scale of minutes that the delay between calibration
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and experiment is not significant and results are not skewed by varying noise from one pair to
the next. The measurements in the protocol result in probabilistic byproduct operations on the
desired final state. The IBM processors do not support the feed-forward functionality necessary
to undo these operations, so results must be post-selected based on measurement outcomes. The
four possible outcomes of two measurements at the central qubits of the network code corre-
spond to four possible byproducts (including the identity) on each of the final 2-qubit states,
which occur with equal probability so that 1/4 of the results are kept.

In order to measure the quality of the state generated and to compare to the results of the
previous study [9], we perform quantum state tomography [11] on each of the four pairs that
can be generated using MQNC. Readout error mitigation is then applied to the results, and
they are subsequently post-selected so as to correspond to the byproduct-free graph state. 4000
shots are used for each of the 9 tomography circuits so that approximately 1000 shots remain
after post-selection. Density matrices are obtained from the tomography results, and the fidelity
compared to the ideal state |G2〉 = 1√

2
(|0+〉+ |1−〉), as well as the purity and concurrence are

calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and are compared to those of the prior experiment
in Table 1. Note that only values for the cross pairs are reported in Ref. [9]. As in the prior
experiment, the fidelity is defined as

F (ρ1, ρ2) =

(
Tr
√√

ρ1ρ2
√
ρ1

)2

.

Fidelity is a measure of the overlap between quantum states, having a value of 1 for identical
states and 0 for orthogonal states. In addition to fidelity, we also consider the concurrence, an
entanglement monotone defined according to

C(ρ) = max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4},

where the λi are the square roots of the eigenvalues of τ = ρ(Y ⊗ Y )ρ∗(Y ⊗ Y ) in descending
order.

Despite the additional noise incurred by the transpiling process, ibm cairo shows a signif-
icant improvement in both fidelity and concurrence over the results of Pathumsoot et al. [9].
Notably, the improvement in concurrence proves that a higher degree of entanglement has been
established in the final state.

Table 1. Comparison of the new results on ibm cairo with the prior experiment by Pathumsoot
et al. on IBM Q 20 Tokyo.

New Results Pathumsoot et al. [9]
Fidelity cross pair 1 0.75 ± 0.05 0.57 ± 0.01
Fidelity cross pair 2 0.83 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.01
Concurrence cross pair 1 0.5 ± 0.10 0.25 ± 0.02
Concurrence cross pair 2 0.61 ± 0.06 0.36 ± 0.02

4. Noise Modelling
While the results presented above demonstrate that recent improvements in superconducting
processor technology have significantly improved the fidelity with which MQNC can be per-
formed, the final states are still significantly affected by processor noise. It is therefore of
interest to study how noise affects the protocol.

The three main sources of error in the IBMQ processors are gate infidelities, state-preparation
and measurement errors, and thermal decoherence and dephasing [12]. All three contribute to
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Figure 4. (a) Fidelity between experimental final state and model of final state with single-qubit
depolarising noise applied. Results are shown separately for each of the four pairs generated
using MQNC. Error bars indicate one standard deviation. (b) Value of the noise parameter p
which maximises fidelity between model and experiment. (c), (d) The same plots for the model
of single qubit depolarising noise applied before measurements.

the error in a final state, and a detailed error model meant to mimic an actual processor should
ideally incorporate all of them. It turns out, however, that by studying only the gate error
through a simple analytical model of depolarising noise, it is possible to gain a clear insight into
a large portion of the noise within the protocol. Depolarising noise is given for a single qubit by
the channel

E(ρ) = p
I

2
+ (1− p)ρ, (1)

and models the worst-case gate error where the state of the qubit is replaced by the maximally
mixed state with probability p. That is to say, it models the scenario where there is some
probability of all information in the state being lost to the environment. Single-qubit depolarising
noise has two shortcomings as a general noise model in that it assumes noise to be symmetrical
and not coherent, and as such it can only provide an approximation of a true noise channel.
Nevertheless, it does account for some fraction of the total noise and allows us to study this
fraction of the noise. In the case of many gates being applied to a single qubit it may happen
(though it is not guaranteed) that biased noise cancels out and that the overall noise becomes
approximately symmetrical. It was found that the single-qubit depolarising noise channel models
noise in MQNC on ibm cairo with high fidelity. This is likely due to readout error mitigation
and the short circuit depth of MQNC lessening the effect of non-gate errors.

4.1. Noise acting on the final state
At first, we modelled noise as single-qubit depolarising noise acting on the final 2-qubit graph
states |G2〉 = 1√

2
(|0+〉+ |1−〉). The single-qubit depolarising noise channel acting on each qubit

of the 2-qubit graph state yields the final state

1

4




1 (p− 1)2 (p− 1)2 −(p− 1)2

(p− 1)2 1 (p− 1)2 −(p− 1)2

(p− 1)2 (p− 1)2 1 −(p− 1)2

−(p− 1)2 −(p− 1)2 −(p− 1)2 1


 .

in the case of equal depolarising noise on both qubits.

In Fig. 4 (a) the maximum fidelity between the experimental state and the ideal final state
with equal amounts of depolarising noise applied to each qubit is shown for each pair of MQNC.
By varying p and calculating the corresponding fidelity the value of p for which the fidelity is
maximum can be determined. These are shown in Fig. 4 (b).

4.2. Noise applied prior to MQNC measurements
More insight into noise in MQNC on IBM processors can be gained by modelling noise applied
before the final ZZ or XX measurements. We begin by initialising the density matrix of the
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circuit to that of the state |+〉⊗6. Controlled phase gates are then applied to produce the 6-qubit
resource state for MQNC and then the single-qubit depolarising channel is applied to each qubit
in turn after which measurements are made. The 2-qubit final states are obtained by means of
the partial trace operation. The states take the form

1

4




1 −1 (p− 1)3 −1 (p− 1)3 −1 (p− 1)4

−1 (p− 1)3 1 1 (p− 1)4 1 (p− 1)3

−1 (p− 1)3 1 (p− 1)4 1 1 (p− 1)3

−1 (p− 1)4 1 (p− 1)3 1 (p− 1)3 1


 .

Using this model of the noise and repeating the previous analysis we obtain the results
shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (d). While there is little difference in the fidelity between model and
experiment compared to the case of noise applied to the final 2-qubit states, the noise parameter
p is significantly less for the new model. This is a result of the final state density matrices of
the new model containing (1 − p)3 and (1 − p)4 terms instead of the (1 − p)2 terms of the
simple model. A greater value of p per qubit is required for noise applied after measurements
to achieve the same fidelity between model and experiment as when the noise is applied prior
to measurements. This leads to the physical interpretation that the amount of depolarising
noise per qubit is greater in the final state than in the pre-measurement state, and hence the
measurement has the effect of compounding the noise in the remaining qubits.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to investigate MQNC on superconducting technology which is
available at this point in time. The main result was demonstrating that recent improvements
in the hardware have made it possible to perform MQNC with final state fidelities upwards
of 0.7 and as high as 0.9. Compared to the maximum cross-pair fidelity of 0.58 obtained just
two years previously on the previous generation processor IBM Q 20 Tokyo, this represents a
major improvement, and suggests that MQNC on superconducting hardware will likely become
practical within the next few years. The improved results made it possible to study the noise ex-
perimentally in greater detail than before, and it was determined that the MQNC measurements
have the effect of compounding single-qubit depolarising noise, so that the individual qubits in
the final states have a higher amount of this noise than the individual qubits before measurement.
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Abstract. In this work, we propose a possible experimental scheme for the implementation of
open quantum walks (OQWs). The scheme is based on a model consisting of a weakly coupled
atom-field system in the dispersive regime inside a high-Q resonator (Q ∼ 1012). This setup
implements an OQW on the line with a two-level atom (driven by a laser) playing the role of the
“walker” and the Fock states of the cavity mode as lattice sites of the OQW. The master equation
for this system is solved analytically using generating functions for the zero temperature case.
Furthermore, the dynamics of the observables are presented for various parameters and their
behavior corresponds to the usual physical dynamics, which display collapses and revivals in
the evolution of the system observables.

1. Introduction
Realistic quantum systems are open, and therefore any physical system describing their behavior
must always include the unavoidable interaction with the environment [1]. The study of open
quantum system (OQS) dynamics has recently become crucial, as quantum technologies are
approaching regimes where decoherence and dissipation play an important role. For instance,
physical systems may experience phase loss and energy exchange with the surroundings, because
of this, the quantum effects are suppressed and the system evolves in a non-unitary fashion [1,2].

To address dissipation and decoherence in unitary quantum walks (UQWs) [3,4], which have
been used as a basic tool for quantum algorithms, a new type of non-unitary QWs called open
QWs was introduced with the aim of incorporating OQS [5]. OQWs are formulated as quantum
Markov chain on lattices or graphs. Mathematically, they are described by completely positive
trace-preserving (CPTP) maps [1,6] on graphs. The CPTP maps correspond to some dissipative
processes which are driving the transition between the nodes of a graph. Unlike UQWs which
uses quantum interference effects [3, 4, 7], in OQWs, the transitions between the nodes are
strictly driven by the interaction with the environment. Thus, the effects of the environment
play a crucial role in the time evolution of OQWs.

Furthermore, it has been suggested that OQWs are capable of performing dissipative quantum
computation and to create complex quantum states [5, 8]. The complete description of the
framework of OQWs can be found in [5] and a recent article [9] reviews progress on this topic.
More importantly, [10] suggested a quantum optics implementation of OQWs, and then derived
an OQWs based on the microscopic system-environment model [11].

In this paper, we propose a cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) based implementation of
OQWs. The proposed scheme consist of a single two-level atom interacting with a single cavity
mode in a non-resonant fashion driven by the external field. A similar model for the microscopic
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maser was suggested in [12]. In the proposed cavity QED scheme, a two-level atom plays the
role of the “walker” and the Fock states of the cavity mode correspond to the lattice sites of the
OQW. We derive the master equation for this system and construct the analytic expressions for
the populations using the generating functions for the zero temperature case.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we introduce the model and derive the effective
master equation. Then, we apply a specific unitary operator to the effective master equation
to include the classical laser driving. Sec. 3 contains the analytical solution for the generalized
master equation and discussions; and in Sec. 4 we summarize the results of this paper.

2. Model
We consider the interaction between a two-level atom (qubit) and a quantized single mode field.
The interaction Hamiltonian within the rotating wave approximation (RWA) of this system is

given by (ℏ = 1) [13], Ĥint = ∆â†â + g
(
âσ̂+ + â†σ̂−

)
, and the dynamics for the system under

Born-Markov approximation are given by the Lindblad master equation (ME) [14],

d

dt
ρ̂(t) = −ı[Ĥint, ρ̂] + γ (nth + 1)L [σ̂−, σ̂+] ρ̂+ γnthL [σ̂+, σ̂−] ρ̂, (1)

where ∆ = ωf − ωa stands for the frequency detuning between the field and the qubit, g is the
dipole interaction strength, σ̂± are the Pauli raising and the lowering operators for the qubit,
satisfying the commutation relation [σ̂+, σ̂−] = σ̂z. The bosonic operators â† and â are the
creation and annihilation operators for the cavity photons. In Eq. (1), the constant γ is the
spontaneous emission rate, nth = [exp(ℏω/kBT )− 1]−1 is the mean number of thermal photons,
kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, and ω is the frequency. The superoperator
L[x̂, x̂†]ρ̂ = x̂ρ̂x̂† − (1/2)(x̂†x̂ρ̂+ ρ̂x̂†x̂) is the standard Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad
(GKSL) dissipator [14].

2.1. Effective Dynamics
To derive the effective dynamics, we consider a weakly coupled atom-field system in the dispersive
limit, in which the qubit and the cavity are far detuned compared to the coupling strength (λ =
g
∆ ≪ 1). In this regime, the atom and the field do not exchange energy directly. To obtain the
effective Hamiltonian and dissipator, we use the method of small unitary rotations [10,15]. The

following unitary operator Û = exp[λ(â†σ̂−− âσ̂+)] is used to transform Ĥint → Ĥeff = ÛĤintÛ
†.

Using the standard expansion eλABe−λA = B + λ[A,B] + λ2

2! [A, [A,B]] + ... and keeping terms
up to second order in λ, it is easy to show that the effective system Hamiltonian has the form

Ĥeff = ∆â†â− g2

∆

(
â†âσ̂z +

σ̂z
2

+
1

2

)
. (2)

Following the same procedure, one can show that the effective ME is given by

d

dt
ρ̂eff(t) = −ı

[
Ĥeff , ρ̂eff

]
+γ
(
nth + 1

)[
L
[
σ̂−, σ̂+

]
ρ̂eff +

g

∆
L
[
âσ̂z, σ̂+

]
ρ̂eff +

g

∆
L
[
σ̂−, â†σ̂z

]
ρ̂eff

+
g2

∆2
L
[
âσ̂z, â

†σ̂z
]
ρ̂eff − g2

∆2
L
[
σ̂−,

(
â†â+ 1

)
σ̂+ + 2â†2σ̂−

]
ρ̂eff

− g2

∆2
L
[(
â†â+ 1

)
σ̂− + 2â2σ̂+, σ̂+

]
ρ̂eff

]
+γnth

[
L
[
σ̂+, σ̂−

]
ρ̂eff − g

∆
L
[
σ̂+, âσ̂z

]
ρ̂eff

− g

∆
L
[
â†σ̂z, σ̂−

]
ρ̂eff +

g2

∆2
L
[
â†σ̂z, âσ̂z

]
ρ̂eff − g2

∆2
L
[
σ̂+,

(
â†â+ 1

)
σ̂− + â2σ̂+

]
ρ̂eff

− g2

∆2
L
[(
â†â+ 1

)
σ̂+ + â†2σ̂−, σ̂−

]
ρ̂eff − g2

∆2
L
[
σ̂+, σ̂−

]
ρ̂eff

]
. (3)

In the next subsection, we transform the above equation to include classical laser driving.
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2.2. External Driving
In order to include the effects of external driving in Eq. (3), we first define a unitary operator

Û1 = Û Û0Û
† where Û0 = e−ıασ̂x and α = ϵτint. Here, ϵ is the driving amplitude, τint is the

interaction time and σ̂x is the Pauli matrix. A transformation to the rotating frame of the laser

driving is made with a unitary operator Û1, applied to the density matrix ρ̃ = Û1ρ̂eff Û
†
1 . The

next step is to omit the counter-rotating terms (RWA) and write the ME in the Fock space
representation using ρ̃ =

∑
k ρ̃k ⊗ |k⟩⟨k|. After some algebra one can show that the ME takes

the following form

d

dt
ρ̃k(t) = ı

g2

∆

[
J̃k, ρ̃k

]
+γ(nth + 1)

g2

∆2
(k + 1)(α̂zy − sin2 α1)ρ̃k+1(α̂zy − sin2 α1)

+ γnth
g2

∆2
k(α̂zy + sin2 α1)ρ̃k−1(α̂zy + sin2 α1) + γ(k − nth)

g2

∆2
(Âρ̃k + ρ̃kÂ)

+ γnth
g2

∆2
(k + 1) sin4 αρ̃k+1 + γ(nth + 1)

g2

∆2
k sin4 αρ̃k−1 − γ

g2

∆2
X ′

kρ̃k. (4)

Here, the operator α̂zy is given by α̂zy = cos 2ασ̂z + sin 2ασ̂y, where σ̂z and σ̂y are Pauli

matrices. Also the operator Â is given by Â = sin2 α α̂zy, X
′
k = (2nth +1)X̄ +nth1, where X̄ =

sin4 α(k+1)1+sin4 αk1+k1, 1 is a 2 by 2 identity matrix and J̃k = 3
2 sin

2 αk1+(k+ 1
2)α̂zy+

1
21.

We are interested in the analytical expression of the observables. In order to achieve this, we
transform Eq. (4) into a basis where its possible to solve it analytical using generating functions.
By defining σ̂′z = cos 2ασ̂z + sin 2ασ̂y, σ̂

′
x = σ̂x and σ̂′y = − sin 2ασ̂z + cos 2ασ̂y, it is straight

forward to verify that [σ̂′x, σ̂
′
y] = 2ıσ̂′z. Hence, one can derive the following transformation

operator Û2 =

(
cosα ı sinα
ı sinα cosα

)
. Using the above operator Û2, we can transform Eq. (4) to a

new basis ρ̂k = Û †
2 ρ̃kÛ2 and write the transformed ME as follow

d

dt
ρ̂k(t) = ı

g2

∆

[
Ĵk, ρ̂k

]
+γ(nth + 1)

g2

∆2
(k + 1)(σ̂z − sin2 α1)ρ̂k+1(σ̂z − sin2 α1)

+ γnth
g2

∆2
k(σ̂z + sin2 α1)ρ̂k−1(σ̂z + sin2 α1) + γnth

g2

∆2
(k + 1) sin4 αρ̂k+1

+ γ(nth + 1)
g2

∆2
k sin4 αρ̂k−1 − γ

g2

∆2
X ′

kρ̂k + γ(k − nth)
g2

∆2
(σ̂zρ̂k + ρ̂kσ̂z). (5)

The exact solution of the above equation (5) for the zero temperature case (nth = 0) will be
outlined in the next section.

3. General Solution
In this section, we write Eq. (5) in the matrix elements form ρ

(i,j)
k (t) (i, j = 0, 1) and solve each

system analytically using the matrix generating function given by

ρ(i,j)s (x, t) =
∞∑

k=0

xkρ
(i,j)
k (t), (6)

where |x| ≤ 1. If ρ
(i,j)
s is known, the transformed matrix elements can be found from

ρ
(i,j)
k (t) =

1

k!

∂k

∂xk
ρ(i,j)s (x, t)

∣∣∣∣∣
x=0

. (7)
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The generating function system of equations are solved using the method of characteristics with
some arbitrary initial conditions. If we assume that at t = 0 the walker is localized at site p

(p ∈ Z) with ρ̂(0) =

(
a z
z̄ b

)
⊗ |p⟩⟨p|, where a + b = 1, (a, b) ∈ R≥0 and z ∈ C, it is easy to

show that ρ
(0,0)
s (x, 0) = axp and ρ

(1,1)
s (x, 0) = bxp. Using the method of characteristics and the

initial conditions, one can show that the analytic expression for the populations of the ground
state and excited state (for nth = 0) are given by

ρ
(0,0)
k (t) =

1

k!

k∑

q=0

(
k

q

)
a cos 2α(sin4 α− cos4 αe−α′t cos 2α)q(1− ae−α′t cos 2α)k+p−2q(sin4 α)k−q

× (cos4 α)p−q (p+ k − q)!

(p− q)!
(−1)−q(cos4 α− sin4 αe−α′t cos 2α)−p−k+q−1θ(p− q), (8)

and

ρ
(1,1)
k (t) =

1

k!

k∑

q=0

(
k

q

)
b(cos 2α− 2)(sin4 α− (sin4 α+ 1)2e−α′(2−cos 2α)t)q(sin4 α)k−q

× (1− ae−α′(2−cos 2α)t)k−2q+p (p+ k − q)!

(p− q)!
(sin2 α+ 1)2p−2q(−1)p+k−2q

× (cos4 α− 2− sin4 α(1− e−α′(2−cos 2α)t))−p−k+q−1θ(p− q), (9)

where
(
k
q

)
denotes the binomial coefficient, α′ = γg2

∆2 and θ(l) is the Heaviside step function

θ(l) =

{
1, l ≥ 0

0, l < 0.

Using Eqs. (8) and (9), we obtain the probability to find the walker at site k, Pk(t) = ρ
(0,0)
k +ρ

(1,1)
k .

After sufficiently long period of time,
∑∞

k=0 ρ
(0,0)
k (t → ∞) = a,

∑∞
k=0 ρ

(1,1)
k (t → ∞) = b,

assuming α ≥ 0, the system settles down into the initial condition,
∑∞

k=0 Pk(t) = 1. The
probability to find the walker at site k is shown in Fig. 1 for various parameters. The off-diagonal

elements (the coherences) are complex conjugates of each other, ρ
(1,0)
k =

(
ρ
(0,1)
k

)∗
. Following

the same steps with initial condition ρ
(0,1)
s (x, 0) = zxp, the solution for the off-diagonal element

is given by

ρ
(0,1)
k (t) = e−γτzcosec(τ)(tan(τ))−p

(cosec4α
2γ

)p−k 1

k!

k∑

q=0

(
k

q

)
(p+ q)!

(p− k + q)!

(
cot(τ)λ− w

)−p−1−q

×
(
(w2 + λ2) tan(τ)

)p−k+q(
λ+ w tan(τ)

)k−q
θ(p− k + q). (10)

Here w = 2ı∆ − 1 − 2γ sin4 α, λ =
√

4γ2 sin4 α(sin4 α− 1)− w2, τ = 1
2 tελ where ε = g2

∆2 , and
z = x + ıy. Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) provide a complete solution for the matrix elements of the
density operator Eq. (5). Hence, it is straight forward to transform these expressions ((8), (9)
and (10)) to the original basis and construct the observables of interest (see Figs. 2, 3) using
Wk(t) = Tr[σ̂W ρ̃k(t)] i.e., Wk ∈ (Xk, Yk, Zk) (σ̂W is the corresponding Pauli matrix).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (Color online) The probability Pk(t) of finding a walker at site k as a function of
dimensionless time γt for different Fock states (stated in the legend). The initial sites are p = 25
(a) and p = 35 (b), with α = 0.3, 0.2, respectively. Other parameters are set as γ = 0.1, g = 0.4
and ∆ = 1.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (Color online) The real part Xk(t) of the coherences are shown as a function of the
dimensionless time γt for different Fock states (stated in the legend). The initial sites are p = 9
(a) and p = 15 (b), with α = 0.4, 0.2, respectively. Other parameters are γ = 0.1, g = 0.3 and
∆ = 1.

4. Conclusion
In this contribution, we have proposed a scheme for implementing OQWs in a cavity QED setup.
We derived the generalized master equation for this OQW from the effective master equation.
Further, we solved the generalized master equation using generating functions and constructed
the analytic expressions for the populations for the zero temperature case. In order to verify our
results, the dynamics of the observables are presented for various parameters and their behavior
corresponds to the usual physical dynamics, which display collapses and revivals in the evolution
of the system observables. Future work will show how Eq. (4) implements an OQW on Z+ at
discrete driving time steps.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (Color online) The population inversion Zk(t) is shown as a function of dimensionless
time γt for different sites k (stated in the legend). The initial sites are p = 10 (a) and p = 5 (b),
with α = 0.4, 0.7, respectively. Other parameters are γ = 0.1, g = 0.4 and ∆ = 1.
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Abstract. Previously an equation of state for the relativistic hydrodynamics encountered in
heavy-ion collisions at the LHC and RHIC has been calculated using the QCD trace anomaly
obtained with lattice methods. This lattice calculation extrapolates the trace anomaly to an
infinite system, which neglects the possible finite system size corrections that should be present
in heavy-ion collisions. In order to check whether the corrections are indeed negligible at the
scales encountered at these experiments, it is necessary to understand how these corrections
arise in quantum field theories. We construct a massive ϕ4 theory with periodic boundary
conditions on n of the 3 spatial dimensions. 2 → 2 NLO scattering is then computed, while
analytically verifying unitarity remains intact. Due to needing to employ a novel regularization
method dubbed denominator regularization, it was crucial to derive an analytic continuation to
the Generalized Epstein zeta function, which is expected to have applications in further studying
finite size corrections to field theories using denominator regularization.

1. Introduction
In heavy-ion Colliders such as at the LHC and RHIC, heavy-ions (such as Pb nuclei) are collided
at nearly the speed of light (γ ≫ 10 Lorentz factor). In these heavy-ion collisions [1, 2] there
is an apparent formation of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) [3], where the correlations between
the outgoing low-momentum particles appear to be well described by nearly inviscid relativistic
hydrodynamics. This calculation uses an Equation of State (EoS) provided by a lattice QCD
calculation that is extrapolated to infinite system size [4].

It is currently unclear what happens in QCD just above the transition temperature
T = 150 MeV [5]. There is strong evidence of a second order phase transition, but the nature
of the new phase is unknown. While for large temperatures asymptotic freedom requires that
the phase is essentially an ideal gas, the more complicated behaviour discussed above is found
at relatively small (and experimentally accessible) temperatures. It is therefore necessary to
understand how reliably the behaviour found in the finite systems (such as heavy-ion or parton
collisions) can be extrapolated to effectively infinite systems, such as the QGP found in the
∼ 0.000001 seconds after Big Bang. Understanding and modeling this phase is therefore not
only of interest in high energy physics but also in cosmology, in particular in studies of the early
universe.
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The dependence of the low viscosity on the lattice QCD calculation of the EoS brings the
underlying assumptions of the calculation under scrutiny. A possible erroneous assumption to
be investigated is that heavy-ion collisions can be well approximated as infinite sized systems [6].
Indeed quenched lattice QCD calculations have shown significant possible corrections dependent
on the size of the system [7]. An analytic derivation of the finite size effects on the equation
of state (or equivalently the trace anomaly) is therefore sought. This work is a step in that
direction, with the intention to develop and understand the mathematical techniques necessary
for a full treatment necessary for finite temperature finite sized QCD.

2. Finite Sized ϕ4 Theory
Let us consider the ϕ4 Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂µϕ∂µϕ− 1

2
m2ϕ2 − λ

4!
ϕ4 (1)

in a system with periodic boundary conditions. If we consider n compact spatial (and 1 infinite
temporal) dimensions, with the ith dimension being parameterized by [−πLi, πLi] with periodic
boundary conditions (or equivalently identifying the endpoints ±πLi). This discretizes the

possible spatial momenta to p⃗ = ( k1L1
, k2L2

, . . . , knLn
, ) where k⃗ ∈ Zn. In analogy with [8] we can

define (−iλ)2iV (p2) ≡ with p being the total incoming momentum. One then finds [9]

in n = 3 spatial dimensions that up to NLO

V (p2, {Li}) = −1

2

∫ 1

0
dx

∫
dℓ0E
2π

∑

k⃗∈Z3

1

(2π)3L1L2L3

1

[ℓ2E +∆2]2
(2)

where ∆2 ≡ −x(1− x)p2 +m2 − iε and ℓµE = (ℓ0E ,
ki

Li
+ x pi)µ. Using denominator regularization

as introduced in [9] we can regularize 2 using some ϵ > 0 as follows:

V (p2, {Li}) = −1

2

∫ 1

0
dx

∫
dℓ0E
2π

∑

k⃗∈Z3

1

(2π)3L1L2L3

µϵ

[ℓ2E +∆2]2+
ϵ
2

. (3)

We now safely perform the ℓ0E integral to get

V (p2, {Li}) = −1

2

∫ 1

0
dx

1

(2π)4L1L2L3

√
πΓ
(
3+ϵ
2

)

2Γ
(
4+ϵ
2

)
∑

k⃗∈Z3

µϵ

[
∑3

i=1(
ki
Li

+ x pi)2 +∆2]
3+ϵ
2

. (4)

The sum at the end of Equation 4 can be related back to the generalized Epstein zeta function,
so we will need to find some useful analytically continued form of it in order to regularize
Equation 4 properly. It is noted that the use of denominator regularization and the generalized
Epstein zeta function should not be confuse with zeta function regularization, which is a distinct
regularization procedure.

3. Generalized Epstein zeta Function
We have seen above that we require an analytic continuation of the generalized Epstein zeta
function [10], which would allow us to isolate the divergence in Equation 4. Let us then explicitly
define

ζ({ai}, {bi}, c; s) ≡
∑

n⃗∈Zp

[
a2in

2
i + bini + c

]−s
, (5)
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where repeated indices are implicitly summed over. We can now employ the Poisson Summation
formula over an n-dimensional lattice Λn with lattice dual Λ∗n, which is given by

∑

m⃗∈Λn

f(m⃗) =
1√

det(Λn)

∑

k⃗∈Λ∗n

F (k⃗), (6)

where F is the Fourier transform given by F (k⃗) ≡
∫
dnm exp(2πik⃗ · m⃗)f(m⃗). Here we are

interested in
f(m⃗) =

[
a2im

2
i + bimi + c− iε

]−s
, (7)

with some ε > 0 is introduced to ensure no poles are integrated over. We can then calculate
(where all suppressed indices of sums and products runs from i = 1 to i = n):

F (k⃗) =

∫
dnm exp(2πik⃗ · m⃗)

[
a2im

2
i + bimi + c− iε

]−s
(8)

Now by shifting xi = mi +
bi
2a2i

and c′ = c−∑p
i=1

b2i
4a2i

we get

F (k⃗) = exp

(
−2πi

∑ kibi
2a2i

)∫
dnx exp(2πik⃗ · x⃗)

[
a2ix

2
i + c′ − iε

]−s
(9)

We can now see that that integral almost looks like the Fourier transform of some radial function
over a lattice with lattice spacings ai, so we can actually use the formula for a Fourier transform
of a radial function[11] to get

F (k⃗) =
exp(−2πi

∑ kibi
2a2i

)
∏
ai

2πn/2

Γ(n/2)

∫ ∞

0
dr rn−1[r2 + c′ − iε]−s

0F1

(
;
n

2
;−π2r2

∑ k2i
a2i

)
. (10)

While this might look intimidating, this integral (with 0F1 being the generalized hypergeometric
function) can be evaluated using software such as Mathematica to get (valid for Re(s) > n

2 , n >

1, c′ ∈ R, ε > 0, ∥k⃗∥ ≠ 0)

F (k⃗) =
exp(−2πi

∑ kibi
2a2i

)
∏
ai

2π
n
2

Γ
(
n
2

)



π
∑ k2i

a2i

c′ − iε




s−2n
4

Γ
(
n
2

)

Γ(s)
Kn−2s

2

(
2π

√
∑ k2i

a2i

√
c′ − iε

)
(11)

F (k⃗) =
2πs∏
aiΓ (s)

exp

(
−2πi

∑ kibi
2a2i

)

∑ k2i

a2i

c′ − iε




s−2n
4

Ks−n
2

(
2π

√
(c′ − iε)

∑ k2i
a2i

)
, (12)

where Kν(z) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. For the k⃗ = 0⃗ case we can either

very carefully take the limit, or redo the above calculation with k⃗ identically 0⃗. Both yield

F (⃗0) =
π

n
2∏
ai

Γ
(
s− n

2

)

Γ (s)
(c′ − iε)

n−2s
2 (13)
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Since we were careful with keeping track of the lattice spacings of the dual lattice, we can
now plug our results straight into the Poisson summation formula to get (after expanding

c′ = c−∑ b2i
4a2i

)

∑

m⃗∈Zn

[
a2im

2
i + bimi + c− iε

]−s
=

π
n
2∏
ai

Γ
(
s− n

2

)

Γ (s)
(c−

∑ b2i
4a2i

− iε)
n−2s

2 +
2πs∏
aiΓ (s)

× (14)

∑′

k⃗∈Zn

exp

(
−2πi

∑ kibi
2a2i

)


∑ k2i
a2i

c−∑ b2i
4a2i

− iε




s−2n
4

Ks−n
2

(
2π

√
(c−

∑ b2i
4a2i

− iε)
∑ k2i

a2i

)
,

which agrees with previous results [9]. Note that
∑′

above denotes that it does no sum over 0⃗.

4. Amplitude and Unitarity
We can now substitute Equation 14 into Equation 4 which gives in n = 3

V (p2, {Li}) = − 1

32π2

∫
dx
[2
ϵ
− 1 + ln

(
µ2

∆2

)
(15)

+ 2
∑′

k⃗∈Z3

cos
(
2πx

∑
kip

iLi

)
K0

(
2π
√
∆2
∑

(kiLi)2
)]

.

Then using a modified MS subtraction scheme, we can get the renormalized

V (p2, {Li}) = − 1

32π2

∫
dx
[
ln

(
µ2

∆2

)
(16)

+ 2
∑′

k⃗∈Z3

cos
(
2πx

∑
kip

iLi

)
K0

(
2π
√
∆2
∑

(kiLi)2
)]

.

Here we can recognize the ln term as corresponding to the standard result in infinite ϕ4 systems
[8]. As one would then expect the second term in the integral vanishes in the limit as all
Li → ∞ since limx→∞K0(x) = 0. We can also see that we can reduce the effective number of
finite dimensions by quite simply taking the corresponding Li → ∞, since only terms in the sum
with the corresponding ki = 0 will survive the limit. We can then find that, as in the infinite
system case,

M = λ
[
1 + λ

(
V (s) + V (t) + V (u)

)]
(17)

up to NLO, with s, t and u being the Mandelstam variables. The optical theorem then requires
that the total cross-section

σtot = 2 Im(M), (18)

where Im(M) is the imaginary part of the amplitude. By then setting Li = L and introducing
R = L

√
s
4 −m2, one can then find that

σtot =
λ2

16π

π
1−n
2

Γ
(
3−n
2

) 1

L
√
s

∑∗

0≤l<R2

rn(l)√
R2 − l

n−1 (19)

and

2 Im(M) =
λ2

16π

1

L
√
s

1

π
n−1
2 Γ

(
3−n
2

)
∑∗

0≤l<R2

rn(l)√
R2 − l

n−1 , (20)

showing that the amplitude respects the optical theorem, and equivalently our S-matrix is
therefor unitary.
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5. Conclusion
The analytic continuation of the generalized Epstein zeta function presented here was shown
to give a self-consistent theory up to NLO in finite sized ϕ4 theory. It is hugely valuable for
regularizing and renormalizing in this finite system, and one can expect that it will be in other
finite sized field theories as well. We have therefore shown a derivation of the formula, shown
it leads to self-consistent results (and limits to the standard infinite system result) and shown
how it is necessary in the above calculation.
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Abstract. Monazite is an ore mineral consisting of various rare earth elements (REEs), thorium 
(Th), and uranium (U). These components are utilized in numerous modern areas of technology, 
including metallurgy, catalysis, and magnetic fields. This monazite mineral has a notoriously 
stable structural conformation, making the conventional cracking process extremely inefficient. 
However, new innovative technologies (e.g. thermal cracking) have been proposed for 
improving the extraction of REEs (such as La, Ce, Nd), Th and U. In this study, we use the first 
principles calculation based on density functional theory to investigate vibrational and 
thermodynamic properties of monazite systems. It was found that the lattice parameters of LaPO4 

and CePO4  monazite correlate well with experimental values to within 5% error. The heats of 
formation value for LaPO4 (-0.766 eV/atom) is more negative than for CePO4 (-0.729 eV/atom), 
suggesting the most stable structure. The phonon dispersion curves revealed that LaPO4 and 
CePO4 systems are vibrationally not stable. Furthermore, monazite systems were found to exhibit 
structural transitions at 500 K. The findings assisted in understanding the stability and 
thermodynamic structure of monazite as the temperature increases.  

1.  Introduction   
Monazite is a radioactive phosphate mineral containing the light rare earth metals [Ce, La, Nd, Pr and 
Y], thorium and uranium [1]. The mineral is mined mainly for its rare elements and thorium content, 
which are critical to modern technology (such as the screen of a smartphone or computer) and nuclear 
power production [2]. Monazite is a mineral formed by a variety of rock types and conditions. The 
formation of these conformations occurs under a variety of pressure and temperature conditions in 
sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks [3]. Previously, monazite was reported to contain about 
60 percent of rare-earth elements with cerium oxide (up to 32 %), thorium as ThO2 (up to 10 %) and 
uranium as (U3O8) (up to 0.4 %) being the most industrially relevant constituents [4].  

In contrast, conventional chemical processes have become highly complicated and costly to use for 
extracting REE, thorium, and uranium from monazite [5]. Hence, a new process (thermal plasma) is 
being developed to improve the extraction efficiency of monazite [1]. In that regard, a computational 
modelling is used, since it offers an opportunity to simulate labour intensive experiments in a more 
effective and less costly manner. We investigated the physical properties of LaPO4 and CePO4 using 
first-principle calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) to explore how the monazite 
molecules move when thermally cracked to gain insight into the best way to extract these REEs. 
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2.  Methodology   
All calculations were carried out using the first-principles method within the framework of density 
functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code [6].  
The influence of the different k-point samplings and plane-wave cut-off energy was explored in a series 
of test calculations, leading to the calculations for the electronic properties being performed with 
12x11x13 k-point sampling and a cut-off energy of 600 eV containing 24 atoms. The geometry 
optimization is accomplished by employing the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [7].  of the 
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)  [8]. The positions of atoms in the simulation cell, the lattice parameters, 
and the corresponding angles are fully optimized using the conjugate gradient method until the atomic 
force is smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. A precision was set at ″accurate″ to make errors of the calculation into 
a reasonable scale. A strain value of 0.006 was chosen for the deformation of the lattice when calculating 
elastic properties. A PHONON code [9] was used to evaluate the vibrational stability from phonon 
dispersion curves with an interaction range of 7 (Å). 

 3. Structural properties 
The structure of LnPO4 (Ln =La, Ce) consists of PO4 tetrahedral sharing only corners with LnO9 
polyhedral, as illustrated in figure 1. Monazite crystals comprise LnPO4 which has monoclinic symmetry 
(P21/n space group), containing four formula units. Each of the axes is unequal in length, while two are 
perpendicular to each other (angles are 90°) and one is not (angle is 103°).  In addition, this forms a 
lopsided rectangular prism unit cell.  
 

(a) Side view 
 

 

 (a)Top view 

 

 

Figure 1: Optimized monoclinic LaPO4 and CePO4.  (a) represents the side-view, whereas (b) represents 
top-view. Blue, mustard, and red atoms represent Ln (Ln= La or Ce), P, and O elements, respectively. 
 

4.  Results and Discussion  

3.1.  Structural and thermodynamic Properties   
The experimental unit cell parameters for LaPO4 structure were found to be a=6.841 Å, b=7.078 Å and 
c= 6.515 Å [10], also for CePO4 experimental observed unit cell parameters are a=6.777 Å, b=7.993 Å, 
c=6.445 Å [11].  In addition, Table 1 lists the calculated and experimental lattice parameters, as well as 
the heats of formation for the optimised structures of various monazite systems. The thermodynamic 
stability of these systems can be deduced from the heats of formation (∆	𝐻𝑓). For a structure to be 
confirmed as the most stable structure, the ∆𝐻𝑓	must have the lowest possible value (generally ∆𝐻𝑓	<0), 
whereas for ∆𝐻𝑓 >0 implies thermodynamic instability of a structure.  The following expression is used 
to estimate the heats of formation (∆𝐻𝑓):  

Ln 

o 

P 
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                                                           ∆𝐻𝑓	=	𝐸𝑐	−	∑𝑖	𝑥𝑖𝐸𝑖                                                                     (1)  
  
where 𝐸𝑐 is the calculated total energy of the compound, 𝑥𝑖 is the number of atoms of each element in 
the compound and 𝐸𝑖 is the calculated total energy of each element in the compound. The predicted ∆𝐻𝑓 
values of LnPO4 shows that the LaPO4 has the lowest heat of formation (-0.766 eV/atom), while CePO4 
has the highest heat of formation (-0.729 eV/atom). These values suggest that LaPO4 is the most stable 
structure compared to CePO4 structure.  

  
Table 1. The lattice parameters and the heats of formation (∆Hf) for monazite type LnPO4 (Ln = La, 
Ce).  

Structure (P21/n) Lattice parameters (Å) ∆𝐻% 
(eV/atom)       a b c 

LaPO4 Cal. 6.841 7.078 6.515 -0.766 
Exp. [10] 6.841 7.078 6.513  

CePO4 Cal.  6.770 6.990 6.450 -0.729 
Exp. [11]  6.777 7.993 6.445  

  

3.2.  Elastic moduli  
The calculated Bulk (B), Shear (G), Young ‘s modulus (E), Poisson (𝜎) and the Pugh (B/G) ratios are 
determined and shown in Figure 2. The bulk modulus is a measure of resistance to volume change under 
pressure, it is used to measure the hardness/strength of the material. Shear modulus describes the 
resistance to shape change caused by shearing force, in this case it is used to check the material rigidity 
where the high value indicates that the material is highly rigid otherwise flexible. Young’s modulus 
describes the relative stiffness of a material. Furthermore, we determined the ratio of bulk modulus to 
shear modulus (B/G) to investigate the extent of fracture range in these structures. Pugh proposed that 
materials are considered ductile if the value of Pugh's criterion (B/G) > 1.75 [12]. In addition to 
substantiate this even further, the Poisson ratio (𝜎) was determined and considered as ductile if (𝜎) > 
0.26  [13]. The calculated Bulk, Shear and Young modulus, as well as Pugh and Poisson ratio, are shown 
in Figure 2. From the calculated results, it is indicated that LaPO4 structure has high value of Bulk, Shear 
and Young ‘s modulus suggesting that it is hard and has a high degree of free stiffness also not easily 
compressed than CePO4.The Pugh and Poisson ‘s ratio is greater than 1.75 and 0.26, respectively for 
LaPO4 and CePO4 structures. The results suggest ductility behaviour in these systems at 0 K. In addition, 
the calculated moduli values are compared with the experimental values, which showed that they agree 
well with each other to within 10% for all moduli (see Table2). 
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Figure 2: Calculated (a) bulk (B), shear (G) and Young’s (E) moduli values as well as the (b) Poisson 
and Pugh ratios of LaPO4 and CePO4 at 0 K 
Table 2: Calculated bulk (B), shear (G) and Young’s (E) moduli values as well as the Poisson and 
Pugh ratios of LaPO4 and CePO4 at 0 K 
 

Elastic modulus 
(GPa) 

LaPO4 CePO4 

Cal. Exp. [14] Cal. Exp. [14] 

B 111.28 117.00 105.00 121.00 
G 53.01 51.00 38.86 58.00 
E 137.24 133.00 103.35 150.00 
B/G 0.295 0.310 0.336 0.293 
𝜎 2.099 2.294 2.717 2.086 

 
 
3.3.  Phonon dispersion curves  
Phonon dispersion curves are used to investigate the vibrational stability of the structures. The structure 
is considered stable if all the phonon frequencies are positive, however if some of the phonon frequencies 
are negative the system is considered unstable [15] Figure 3 shows the calculated phonon dispersion 
curves of monazite type LnPO4 at 0 GPa pressure along different symmetry directions. The dispersion 
curves show the presence of negative phonon frequencies on both structures that suggests that they are 
vibrationally unstable. 
 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Figure 3. Phonon dispersion curves of (a) LaPO4 and (b) CePO4 monazite structures.  
  
3.4.  Thermal Properties  
An understanding of thermodynamic properties of materials is of great importance to extend our 
knowledge about their specific behaviours when exposed to severe constraints such as high pressure and 
high temperature environments. Heat capacity (Cv) gives information about lattice vibration, phase 
transition and motion of molecules. In figure 4, the specific heat capacity increases in the temperature 
range from 0 K to 500 K before it starts to be constant.   

Our computed results of the specific heat capacity of the monazite systems indicate that Cv has 
obeyed the Dulong-Petit law at the high-temperature limit [16] which is reasonable to all solids at high 
temperatures. For all the studied materials, the Cv functions flatten out as the temperature increases 
above 500 K, thus suggesting that structural transition occurs at a very low temperature below 500 K for 
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all monazite systems. Furthermore, the results suggest that bonds between atoms become weak as 
temperature increases above 500 K. Debye’s model of heat capacity predicts that in the limit of 
sufficiently low temperature (T), the heat capacity due to vibrations of the crystal lattice must vary as 
T3. The low-T heat capacity is given by the expression:  
                                                                  𝐶𝑣 = !"	$%!

&
( '
("
))                                                                (2) 

 
where 𝑅 = 𝑁𝑘*	 , 	𝜃+  Debye’s temperature and 𝑇  is absolute temperature From the results at low 
temperature 𝑇) behaviour matches Debye’s model.  

  

 
Figure 4. The heat capacity at the constant volume (Cv) as a function of temperature for the monazite 
systems, the solid line ( blue) represents the experimental results of Gavrichev et al. [17] and Popa et al. 
[18] for (a) LaPO4 and (b) CePO4 respectively. 

5.  Conclusion    
The first-principle calculations were used to study the equilibrium lattice parameters, heats of formation, 
elastic properties and phonons of monazite systems. The results of lattice parameters were found to be 
in good agreement with the experimental values for both monazite-type structures (within 5%). From 
calculated heats of formation, it was found that LaPO4 is the most stable structure. Furthermore, Pugh 
and Poisson ratios of monazite systems were found to be greater than 1.75 and 0.26 respectively, which 
revealed ductility behaviour. The results also revealed that the monazite systems are vibrationally 
unstable. In addition, the structural transition happens below 500 K.   
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Abstract. The Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamic model (UrQMD 3.3p2) is a
microscopic model based on a phase space description of nuclear reaction and it can now support
the Large Hadron Collider energies (LHC) of up to a

√
snn= 14 TeV. This model is used to

simulate the ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions of finite matter between Pb+Pb and Au+Au
collisions at an incident kinetic beam energy (lab frame) of Eelb = 200 AGeV for the duration
of t = 400 fm/c. The simulated results are then used to calculate the rapidity distributions and
particle ratios of both mesons (π, ρ, η, and K) and baryons (p and p̄). The rapidity results
show that at early time t the rapidity of all three light mesons is maximum at mid-rapidity and
that of (p and p̄) are depicted at mid-rapidity for both Pb+Pb and Au+Au collisions. The time
evolution of rapidity distributions for Au+Au and Pb+Pb collisions reaches saturation time at
different time intervals. The particle ratios between different particle species are then compared
between that of Pb+Pb collisions with that of Au+Au collisions. The results do not show big
differences between both Pb+Pb and Au+Au systems and with the previous studies done in
both experimental and theoretical studies.

1. Introduction
A large number of studies in heavy ion physics and high energy physics have been done using
the results from the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) but now with the restart of the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) physics programme, the field of high energy nuclear physics, and
especially heavy ion physics, has gone into a new era [1, 2]. It is now possible to explore
the properties of Quantum-Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) at unprecedented particle densities and
temperatures, and at much higher energies than that produced at RHIC, from

√
s = 200 GeV

to
√
s = 14 TeV at the LHC [3]. High energy heavy ion reactions are studied experimentally

and theoretically to obtain information about the properties of nuclear matter under extreme
conditions at high densities and temperatures, the phase transition of a new state of matter and
the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) [4, 5].

This work reports on particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and Au+Au high-energy
collisions from the Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics (UrQMD 3.3p2) model at
Eelb = 200 AGeV which corresponds to that of RHIC and widely previously used in different
studies for a good comparison [6]. The study will focus on the comparison of the two systems of
Pb+Pb and Au+Au collisions and determines if they are the same or different by studying the
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rapidity distributions of hadronic particles at different time steps. The study of the distribution
as a function of time will also give insights into whether the two systems do reach a phase
transition at the same time, which has been poorly documented as many studies focus on energy
distributions and comparing data simulated from models with experimental data, instead of the
time evolution of heavy-ion collisions [7, 8]. The particle ratios will help us to understand the
particle production between the two systems, which will help in the understanding of the effect
of different degrees of freedom and phase transitions that lead to the final state of particle
production [9]. The study will help in the continuous development and updating of the models
such as the UrQMD model and as well as the future development of the high energy heavy ion
experiments such as LHC and RHIC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we study the description of the
UrQMD model. In section 3 we study the particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and Au+Au
high-energy collisions, concluding in section 4.

2. Brief description of the UrQMD model
The UrQMD is a microscopic model based on a phase space description of nuclear reactions.
We use version 3.3p2 of the UrQMD model for this study as the latest version of UrQMD-
3.4 is currently unstable while compiling [10, 11, 12]. The UrQMD 3.3p2 hybrid approach
extends previous ansatzes to combine the hydrodynamic and the transport models for relativistic
energies.The UrQMD model describes the phenomenology of hadronic interactions at low and
intermediate energies from a few hundred MeV up to the new LHC energy of

√
s =14 TeV

per nucleon in the center of mass system [13, 14]. The UrQMD collision term contains 55
different baryon species and 32 meson species, which are supplemented by their corresponding
anti-particles and all the isospin-projected states [11, 13, 15]. The properties of the baryons and
the baryon-resonances which can be populated in UrQMD can be found in [11, 15], together
with their respective meson and the meson resonances. A collision between two hadrons will
occur if

dtrans ≤
√
σtot
π
, σtot = σ(

√
s, type), (1)

where dtrans and σtot are the impact parameter and the total cross-section of the two hadrons
respectively [13, 15]. In the UrQMD model, the total cross-section σtot depends on the isospins
of colliding particles, their flavour and the centre-of-mass (c.m) energy

√
s. More details about

the UrQMD model are presented in Refs. [13, 14, 15].

3. Particle rapidity distributions
This section focuses on the different results of the particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and
Au+Au high-energy collisions. The results will be discussed as follows: in subsection 3.1 we
look at the rapidity distributions results for meson particles, namely the pions π, the rhos ρ,
the etas η, and the kaons K. In subsection 3.2: similar analysis is done as in subsections 3.1
but this time the focus is on baryon species, namely the proton(p) and the anti-proton(p̄). The
study then compares the particle rapidity distributions at a lower time of t = 2 fm/c with that
of a later time after the heavy-ion collisions at t = 198 fm/c. In subsection 3.4 we then look at
the time evolution of particle rapidity distributions in Au+Au and Pb+pb high-energy collisions
for both mesons and baryon species and find the saturation times leading to phase transitions.
Lastly, in subsection 3.5 the study compares the particle ratios for both Pb+Pb and Au+Au
high-energy collisions.

3.1. Rapidity distributions of mesons: π, ρ, η and K
Here we observe that in both figure 1 at t = 2 fm/c and figure 2 at t = 198 fm/c both the two
systems of Au+Au and Pb+Pb high-energy collisions are comparable with each other. In both
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systems, at t = 2 fm/c we also observes that less particles are produced at mid-rapidity just
below dN/dy ≃ 80 for pions and just below dN/dy ≃ 20 for rhos, etas and kaons when compared
to a later time of t = 198 fm/c and where a large number of particles are now produced above
dN/dy ≃ 200 for pions and dN/dy ≃ 48 for kaons. At higher time t = 198 fm/c it is observed
that rhos and etas decay almost completely to form other particles. This is the reason a large
number of pions and kaons are observed.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and Au+Au high-energy collisions for four
different meson species: pion(π), rho(ρ), eta(η) and kaon(K) at t = 2 fm/c.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and Au+Au high-energy collisions for four
different meson species: pion(π), rho(ρ), eta(η) and kaon(K) at t = 198 fm/c.

3.2. Rapidity distributions of baryons: p and p̄
In this subsection it is observed that in both figure 3 at t = 2 fm/c and figure 4 at t = 198 fm/c
both systems Au+Au and Pb+Pb, are comparable with each other. At t = 2 fm/c we observe
that less particles are produced at mid-rapidity, around dN/dy ≃ 5 for both p and p̄ in both
systems when compared to that of a later time of t = 198 fm/c, where a large number of particles
were produced just above dN/dy ≃ 14 for both p and p̄ respectively. In figure 3 it is observed
that particle rapidity distributions are depicted at mid-rapidity, and this is due to the mid-
rapidity at an early time in the system still being very hot and dominated by mesons. Similarly,
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at the later time of t = 198 fm/c in figure 4 at mid-rapidity, the rapidity distribution for both
baryon species behaves like a Gaussian curve. The reason behind this behaviour is because
at a later time (after the collision) the systems have now cooled down and are dominated by
baryon species. The inserts in both figures show dot-line plots for a clear behaviour of rapidity
distributions in both systems.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and Au+Au high-energy collisions for
baryon particles proton(p) and anti-proton(p̄) at t = 2 fm/c.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and Au+Au high-energy collisions for
baryon particles proton(p) and anti-proton(p̄) at t = 198 fm/c.

3.3. Time evolution of rapidity distributions for mesons: π, ρ, η and K
In this subsection, we now focus on the time evolution of rapidity distribution in Au+Au and
Pb+Pb high-energy collisions for meson species. In figure 5 (a) and (b) we observe that particle
rapidity distributions saturates with time for both systems. The saturation for (a) is around t
≃ 50 fm/c and for (b) it is around t ≃ 60 fm/c. The difference in saturation time is that (a) is
a smaller system and (b) is a larger system.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Time evolution of particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and Au+Au high-energy
collisions for four different mesons species pion(π), rho(ρ), eta(η) and kaon(K).

3.4. Time evolution of rapidity distributions for baryons particles: p and p̄
As in subsection 3.3 we now focus on the baryon species. The same behaviour as in subsection
3.3 is observed but now the saturation time of the baryon species in both systems is higher. In
figure 6 (a) and (b) it is observed that the particle rapidity distribution saturation for (a) is
around t ≃ 70 fm/c and for (b) is around t ≃ 80 fm/c. The saturation times for both systems are
higher than that of meson species because baryons are only formed and dominate the systems
at a later time after the high-energy collisions.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Time evolution of particle rapidity distributions in Pb+Pb and Au+Au high-energy
collisions for baryon particles: proton(p) and anti-proton(p̄).

3.5. Au+Au and Pb+Pb particle ratios.
This subsection discusses the particle ratios of both Pb+Pb and Au+Au high-energy collisions
at different time intervals t = 2 fm/c and t = 198 fm/c. In both table 1 and 2 different behaviour
of particle ratios between mesons to mesons and baryons to mesons with time are observed. In
both tables p/π+ and K+/π+ increase with time, and p̄/π− and K−/π− decrease with time.
The results between the two systems are very much comparable regardless of the other system
being heavier than the other.
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Table 1: Au+Au high-energy collisions particle ratios.

time fm/c p/π+ p̄/π− K−/π− K+/π+

2 0.19 0.28 0.21 0.14
198 0.24 0.24 0.20 0.21

Table 2: Pb+Pb high-energy collisions particle ratios.

time fm/c p/π+ p̄/π− K−/π− K+/π+

2 0.19 0.27 0.22 0.14
198 0.23 0.24 0.20 0.21

4. Conclusion
From the presented results, it is observed that particle rapidity distributions for both mesons
and baryons are comparable to both larger systems (Pb+Pb) and smaller systems (Au+Au)
collisions at t = 2 fm/c and t = 198 fm/c. At mid-rapidity, it is observed that the distributions
increase with time for pions and kaons while decreasing with time for rhos and etas. This is due
to these particles decaying to form extra pions and kaons. Similarly for baryons, at mid-rapidity
at t = 2 fm/c, a depiction of both protons and anti-protons is observed such that at the higher
time t = 198 fm/c they both behave like mesons, and this is because baryons only dominate
the system at mid-rapidity at a very later time after the heavy ion collisions when both systems
have cooled down. The time evolution of the rapidity distributions shows that both systems
reach phase transitions at different times for mesons and baryons and lastly, the particle ratios
for both systems are comparable with each other. As such, one can conclude that both systems
are very much comparable with each other at lower and higher times at Eelb = 200 AGeV. Both
systems reach phase transitions at different times, which will help in understanding the different
stages of nuclear collisions, phase transitions, and chemical freeze out formed at different times
after collisions. The results are again comparable to the previous studies done, even though
with different systems, energies, models, and experimental data [8, 9, 16].
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Abstract. Coronaviruses rapidly spread in humans and vertebrates, and cause respiratory,
enteric, hepatic, and neurological diseases. Due to the risk associated with coronaviruses,
many studies have attempted to identify mitigation measures to reduce their infectiousness
and understand their dynamics, evolution and control. Despite the progresses, there is limited
modelling data that shows the decay process of the coronavirus infectiousness in a confined
environment, when subjected to ultra-violet germicidal irradiation (UVGI) system. Hence,
in this study we report the result of a mathematical model that predicts the infectiousness of
coronavirus while dispersing using computational fluid dynamics. A UV system was constructed
as a fluid domain filled with air. The droplets were modelled using the discrete phase approach
under transient flow conditions. Droplets particles were injected from the inlet at 5 ms−1 to a
fluid domain and allowed to move in the ambient flow, subject to illumination with UVGI in
the regions of the fluid domain. The survival rate of the virus follows an exponential decay as
the concentration reduces. The results of this study show that our modelling describes the viral
concentration, and its reduction over time. The model after validation could be used to predict
the infectiousness of droplets when subjected to a UVGI system in these different scenarios.

1. Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an infectious disease that was declared a pandemic in
2020 [1] due to its high level of transmissibility and spread across different continents. COVID-
19 is caused by a novel betacoronavirus, which is named severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). SARS-CoV-2 is present in small droplets aerosols which could
be classified as one of the main sources of air pollutants in a confirmed environment [2].
Furthermore, the coronavirus as an infectious disease is mainly inhaled as droplets from carriers
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and patients [3]. Studies focusing on finding solutions to mitigate the spread and dangers
associated with viruses in human health have been carried out since the discovery of the COVID-
19 disease [4]. Amongst those studies are reports that are generally based on experimental and
theoretical methods [5]. The main transmission mode of COVID-19 is human to human via
propagation in the form of droplets and close contact.

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) accounts for the inherent complex fluid behaviour of
real indoor airflows including the dispersion of droplets from a cough or sneeze [6]. Thus, it is
appropriate and ideal for modelling of the airflow behaviour, droplet dispersion and the fluid
droplet interaction. The effect of a specific spatial distribution of the UV irradiance field can be
introduced to the CFD model, which is needed to understand how infectiousness of droplets is
attenuated by a UVGI system [6]. CFD is an approach that can be used to model the physical
behaviour and evolution of fluids and droplets [6] and the transmission of airborne infectious
diseases. People in a confined place such as an aircraft, commuter buses and hospitals are likely
to be highly susceptible to airborne contagious agents [7]. Reports suggesting a higher risk of
infectious disease transmission in confined environments, in particular those environments with
poor ventilation, have been reported [8]. The CFD method has been used to validate COVID-
19 infection data in confined environments, for example, a train, as in [9]. The formation of
droplets of saliva has been numerically modelled using the CFD. An example is the report on
the droplets from the mouth and lips of an infected person during the sneezing process [10].
From this point on, the virus transport could be modelled as propagating droplets [10].

The ultra-violet germicidal irradiation (UVGI) system is a technique employed to deactivate
viruses, and has been used to reduce the survival rates of infectiousness in an open place [11].
The combination of the CFD and the UVGI system is essential as the technicalities and inherent
characteristics of the combined process could help to introduce an enhanced technology which
could assist to understand and mitigate the survival rate, the propagation and evolution of
droplets [11]. Despite the numerous studies that reported the spread and control of COVID-
19, there is still more to be understood. For instance, the survival rate of SARS-CoV-2 when
exposed to the UVGI system in confined environments such as ambulances, taxis and hospitals
are not yet fully understood. It is imperative that the evolution and spread of the COVID-19 in
confined environments should be well understood to mitigate the transmission of diseases and
viruses.

In this study, we present a CFD model of the evolution of the infectiousness of a droplet in a
confined environment when subjected to a UVGI system. The CFD as implemented in ANSYS
Fluent (v2020R2) [12] was used to model the survival rate of droplets in a confined environment
as the droplets moved through the UVGI system. Additional code, which was used to model
the effect of the UVGI on the viruses within the droplets, was developed and added to the
CFD model. We adopted the discrete phase model (DPM) with specific boundary conditions
for the simulations. We show that the infectiousness of the droplets reduced as the droplets pass
through the UVGI system. The results of this study is envisaged to be implemented for the
study of the control and spread of infectious diseases such as coronaviruses and tuberculosis.

2. Methodology
Viruses spread in the air is assumed to flow in small droplets. The Navier-Stokes equation for
viscous incompressible flow employed to describe the air flow as experienced by droplets during
propagation. Generally, the CFD approach involves solving numerically the fluid momentum,
energy, transport and turbulent kinetic energy equations (Navier-Stokes equation ) in a discrete
number of cells defined across the fluid domain. The droplets tracked in this study have large
turbulence effects. Hence, the general Navier-Stoke equation which deals with viscous flow and
turbulence is used. The Navier-Stokes equations governing airflow is:
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∂ui
∂xi

= 0,
∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xi

= −1

ρ


(v + νT )[

∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

]

, (1)

where u, ρ, v and νT are the velocity, density, kinematics viscosity and turbulence viscosity,
respectively. The i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the components of the velocity vector and the spatial
coordinates. Turbulence is modelled using the standard k − ϵ model.

The CFD approach as implemented in ANSYS Fluent (v2020R2) employing the discrete
phase model (DPM) was used for the modelling of the infectiousness of droplets passing through
a UVGI system. When using the DPM to model the flow of a droplet, the trajectories can be
determined by integrating the force balance in the Lagrangian reference frame. The droplets
inertial as well as the forces acting on the droplet should be equal to the force balance in the
Lagrangian frame as:

mp
dup

dt
= mp

18µ

ρpd2p

CDRe

24
(u− up) +mp

g(ρp − ρ)

ρp
+mp

ρ

ρp
up∇u+ F̄other (2)

where the mp, Re, CD, d, µ, g, are the mass of droplet, relative Reynold number, drag
force coefficient, diameter of the droplet, dynamic viscosity of the air and acceleration due
to gravity, respectively. A suitable UVGI test-system was constructed as a rectangular box with
500 × 160 × 60 mm dimension (note this is the simplest case, the dimension could be varied
depending on the type of the UVGI), placed in a relatively confined room. The rectangular fluid
domain is used to define the region of the computational domain, which in this case is filled
with air. The meshing scheme of the rectangular box and room are shown in Figure 1. The
enthalpy, incompressible flow, mass fraction of species and radiation were accounted for in the
energy equation.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) A rectangular box with 500×160×60 mm dimension showing the inlet and outlet
boundary conditions of the UVGI fluid domain, and (b) a confined room with the UVGI on the
top.

Acceleration due to gravity (g) was set to 9.82 ms−2. In the DPM, the integration with
continuous phase was used to describe the droplet transition through the fluid domain.The
droplets’ concentrations were described by a scalar parameter. The scalar was updated via a
user defined function (UDF) which described the survival rate. The Rorim-Ramler diameter
distribution was use to describe the ensemble of droplet diameters. In the particular example,
the droplets maximum(minimum) size and number of diameters were 10−4(10−6) m and 100,
respectively. Droplets (water-liquid) were injected from the inlet using the face normal direction
as shown in Figure 1a. The injection and inlet velocities were set to 5 ms−1 and the turbulence
intensity and viscosity ratios for both the inlet and outlet were set to 5 and 10, respectively. A
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total of 19526 droplets were injected from the inlet. The outlet pressure was set to zero. The
discrete phase boundary conditions for the inlet and outlet were set to “escape“ whereas the
stationary wall was set to ”trap” with no slip condition allowing droplets to be trapped when
they come in contact with the wall. The room temperature was set to 25 ◦C, the mass flowrate
of the droplet is 2.51×10−7 kgm−3.

The simplest case of a droplet containing microorganisms is treated as simple object with
parameters such as mass, momentum and energy. The UV dose D(r, t) is defined as the product
of the irradiance I(r, t) and exposure time t. The irradiance I(r, t) (Wm−2) is a function of time
and position r(x, y, z), where x, y, and z are the position coordinates. The position of a droplet

with respect to a point source is defined as r(x, y, z) =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 + (z1 − z2)2,

where subscript 1 and 2 are initial and final positions of droplet as it moves through a particular
cell. The survival rate (SR) of microorganisms when exposed to UV radiation is used to evaluate
the disinfection effect of UVGI-system [13]. The survival rate SR of microorganisms passing
through the UVGI system is defined as

SR =
Ct

C0
exp−KIt (3)

where Ct, C0 and K, are the microorganism concentration level after exposure for t seconds,
the initial concentration of the microorganism from the inlet and the UV sterilization coefficient
(m2J−1), respectively. While the concentration C(r, t) is a function of space and time, the K is
a characteristics of the sensitivity of each microorganisms to the UV. The sterilization effect of
the UVGI system is predominantly determined by K, I and t. Equation 3 can be written in its
differential form as

∂C

∂t
= −KIC, (4)

where C is the concentration of microorganisms per unit volume within the droplet. Equation 4
enables us to calculate the concentration evolution of airborne microorganisms as a function
of time, by a UVGI system. For this study, the value of K is assumed to be unity. The
infectiousness of a droplet is operationally defined as proportional to the viral load carried by
the droplet. Initially, this is the product of the viral concentration and volume of droplet. In
this simple initial model, a droplet is infectious if it has a certain viral load (above a threshold)
and no longer infectious when the load is insufficient to cause infection. Refinements and the
point where the above scenario maintains will form the focus of future studies.

3. Results and Discussion
In this study, we have considered the droplets UVGI scenarios at four different conditions (case
I, case II, case III and case IV) as the droplets passed through the fluid domain (see Fig 2).

For the first simplest condition (case I) the initial concentration (C0) of viruses within the
droplets and the irradiance (I) are fixed and the same for all points as the droplets move from
one cell to the other. The plot of the resulting droplet’s infectiousness is shown in Figure 2a.
All droplets started from the same initial concentration with a decreasing exponential decay
with the same slope (due to the same irradiance). The above shows in the first simple context
that the scalar tracking the droplet infectiousness was reduced as expected when subjected to
the UVGI system. The log-linear plot shown in Figure 2a for the time-dependent droplets’
infectiousness lie in the same straight line with the survival rate obeying an exponential decay
as expected from the assumptions. The result of the simplest case I is in agreement with the
decreasing viral concentrations resulting from initial expiration of droplets where the droplet
viral load is attenuated due to the far-UVC irradiation in a room. The viral concentrations
follow an exponential decay [11].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: The plots of the survival rate of droplets for (a) uniform fixed irradiance and uniform
initial concentration (b) irradiance is proportional to the inverse square of the droplet-point
source distance (c) initial droplets concentration varied with the initial position of the droplets
in the UVGI system and (d) the irradiance is a function of the position of the droplets as in
(b) and the droplets move through the UVGI system, sampling a larger variation of irradiance
values. Note each line represents a droplet.

For the second condition the initial concentrations of droplets were still assumed to be
constant. That is all the droplets have the same viral concentrations at the inlet, however,
the irradiance is not constant but is inversely proportional to the square of the distance apart
of the droplets from the irradiation (point) source (I ∝ 1/r2). Hence, the irradiance term in
Equation 4 could be expressed as I = κ/r2; where κ is the constant of proportionality. At
this stage, the value of κ and the functional form of the I(r.t) is arbitrary, but it can later be
determined from measurement or modelling. For case II, the Equation 4 can now be written as

∂C

∂t
= −KC

κ

r2
. (5)

The droplets’ infectiousness behavior with respect to Equation 5 is shown in Figure. 2b. The
results confirm that the droplet viral concentrations obeys approximate exponential decay with
a range of similar slopes due to the variation of the irradiance.

In case III, the droplets were assumed to experience once again, uniform irradiance. However,
the initial infectiousness of the droplets which is proportional to the initial droplet volume
(C ∝ Vϑ) changes. The initial volume (Vϑ) is defined asm/ρι, wherem is the mass of the droplet
and ρι is the initial density of a droplet. Hence, for the case III, the initial concentration at t = 0
is mathematically equivalent to C0 = Cη × (m/ρι), where η is the constant of proportionality.
Therefore, applying the the assumption of case III for Equation 4 has the same equation but
each droplet has a different initial infectiousness. The plot of the survival rate per droplet in
response to the concentration and irradiance is shown in Figure 2c. The droplets have different
viral concentrations at the inlet, however, they all are exposed to the same irradiance throughout
their life span in the UVGI system. For case III, the droplets maintained the same slope in the
log-linear plot as expected all through the UVGI system.

Finally, for the case IV, the droplets are considered to have the same initial concentration
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as described for case III. However, they experience non-uniform irradiance which also evolves
with time as they travel through the fluid domain. This is because the irradiance in the domain
varies with position, and the droplets move through the domain and experience a time varying
irradiance. In the case IV category, Equation. 4 is represented as

∂C

∂t
= −KC

κ

r2
. (6)

As shown in Figure 2d, the infectiousness of droplets exhibit different and changing slopes. This
is due to the different irradiance.

In the general case, the droplets should be modeled to experience different irradiance as
a function of position, different initial volumes and finally, when coupled to the evaporation
model, with time dependent volume. The model shows the approximate exponential decay of
the survival rate of viruses infectiousness with a time varying rate, depending on the irradiance
as it evolves with droplets changing position in its flow trajectory. This study is an introduction
of the effect of UVGI system for deactivating transported microorganisms.

4. Summary
Using the CFD approach, the behavior of the droplets in the UVGI system as subjected to four
different conditions were ascertained. The survival rate of droplets and their concentrations
exhibit an approximate exponential decay behaviour. The droplets’ concentration reduced as
they passed through the UVGI system. Four conditions were selected to exhibit separately
different simple exponential behaviours (except case IV which behaves approximate exponential)
as the droplets are transported in the UVGI system as expected in these simple cases. The effect
of the UVGI can be accommodated within the CFD simulation by the method of additional
code deployed as a User Defined Function to describe the scalar property of time dependent
infectiousness for each droplet. In addition, the evaporation model of the companion paper will
be accommodated in the same CFD model in the future.
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Abstract: The number of various particles reported in relativistic heavy-ion collision research 
is consistent with the notion that they attain thermal equilibrium at temperatures substantially 
higher than those at which they kinetically freeze-out, which is a remarkable conclusion. This 
study attempts to explain this phenomenon by using a statistical thermal model based on 
statistical mechanics principles to simulate the behaviour, properties, and distribution of matter 
at extreme temperatures of microscopic matter. Additionally, the focus of the study is to 
apply statistical thermal models to determine how particle ratios and density are influenced by 
temperature for particles produced in heavy-ion collisions. Statistical thermodynamics models 
are applied in the last stage of heavy-ion collision, which is hypothesized to be in thermal 
equilibrium. The reason for this is that, as the temperature rises beyond 200 MeV, the quark-
gluon plasma begins to form and after the quark-gluon plasma forms, hadronization occurs, 
resulting in the production of elementary particles. The study obtained the particle ratios such 
as p�/p and K/π and were found to be in good agreement with the experimental results obtained 
from other studies.  

1. Introduction 
The Big-Bang theory, which explains particle pair-production in heavy-ion collisions, is utilized to 
describe matter at all scales (from quarks to cosmos) [1]. There is currently more matter than antimatter 
in the universe because of the temperature change [2]. Since the beginning of the universe, the 
temperature has dropped, which has led to a decrease of antimatter  [3]. Finding out what happens to 
antimatter and why there is an asymmetry between matter and antimatter is one of the challenging 
questions in physics [4]. 

The theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the main theory that explains the interaction of 
matter under extreme conditions. The QCD phase diagram can be studied to understand the properties 
of the different phases of matter by studying the systems formed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [5]. 
QCD predicts that under extreme conditions, such as high temperature or high baryonic density, a new 
phase of matter known as quark-gluon plasma (QGP) will form, in which degrees of freedom can be 
observed in a volume larger than the size of a single hadron [6,7]. 

The lattice QCD calculations [8,9] predict a phase transition to a quark-gluon plasma at around T 
= 170 MeV, which is equivalent to 1012 K. This extreme condition is like the early stages of the 
evolution of the Universe following the Big Bang. Thus, studying the QGP's characteristics and how it 
evolves will allow us to probe the various stages of expansion of the Universe [10]. Statistical mechanics 
offers a more suitable theoretical framework for working with matter, producing many particles [11,12]. 
Moreover,  it  provides  a  convenient  way  to  relate  macroscopic  and  microscopic  worlds  through  
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computer simulations. The properties of strongly interacting nuclear matter under extreme conditions 
are important for understanding the early universe, when it was just atoms right after the big bang.  

This study implements a statistical thermal model based on statistical mechanics and 
thermodynamics principles  [13,14] for application in systems in thermal equilibrium. Since we are only 
going to evaluate particle numbers and particle ratios produced in heavy-ion collisions, we derive the 
expression of particle number density. The Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistical distribution 
equations are derived to perform detailed statistical thermal model calculations on matter and antimatter 
to evaluate particle production under extreme conditions in heavy-ion collisions and to further 
understand the thermodynamic properties of macroscopic particles through the microscopic world 
[15,16]. The statistical thermal models together with statistical distributions are applied in the freeze-
out stage of heavy-ion collisions. 

 
2. Methodology 
To evaluate the properties of particles produced under extreme conditions in relativistic heavy-ion 
collisions, this study implements a statistical thermal model based on statistical mechanics principles. 
In order to describe Fermi particles and bosons, we derived particle distribution expression using Fermi-
Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics.  

The particle distribution of the Fermi or Bose gas is given by: 
                                                             𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =  𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖−𝜇𝜇)/𝑇𝑇  ∓ 1
,                                                             (1)         

where g is the degeneracy of the particle, which is g = 2s + 1, s is the spin, µ is the baryon chemical 
potential, T is the temperature, and ε is the energy.  

Integration is carried out over the phase space, so 
                                                     𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =  𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑

(2𝜋𝜋ℎ)3
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧.                                                   (2) 

To evaluate this integral, it is best to convert it to spherical coordinates and obtain the momentum 
particle density. 
                                            𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 =  1

(2𝜋𝜋ℏ)3
  ∫ ∫ 𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑

𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖−𝜇𝜇)/𝑇𝑇∓1
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2𝜋𝜋

0
2𝜋𝜋
0                                   (3)       

                                                    = 4𝜋𝜋𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑
(2𝜋𝜋ℏ)3

𝑝𝑝2

𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖−𝜇𝜇)/𝑇𝑇 ∓1
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑                                                                        (4) 

                                                    = 1
2𝜋𝜋2ℏ3

𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝2

𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖−𝜇𝜇)/𝑇𝑇 ∓1
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.                                                                        (5) 

For this, we only need to substitute the appropriate expression for the energy and integrate over all 
possible energy values. In the relativistic case we should use: 
                                                        𝐸𝐸2 =  𝑑𝑑2𝑐𝑐2 + 𝑚𝑚2𝑐𝑐4.                                                                     (6) 

The expression becomes 

                                                𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜖𝜖 = 𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑
2𝜋𝜋2(ℏ𝑐𝑐)3

√𝜖𝜖2+𝑐𝑐4𝑚𝑚2

𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖−𝜇𝜇)/𝑇𝑇 ∓1
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.                                                               (7) 

Finally, to obtain the particle density, we integrate equation (7), noting that we must start 
integrating from the rest mass energy, since the energy was gained during its acceleration, and this 
maintains the kinetic energy unless the speed changes. 

                                            𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑

= 𝑔𝑔
2𝜋𝜋2(ℏ𝑐𝑐)3

 ∫ √𝜖𝜖2+𝑐𝑐4𝑚𝑚2

𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖−𝜇𝜇)/𝑇𝑇 ∓1
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑∞

𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐2 .                                                     (8) 
To assess the particle density of massless up-quarks and massless gluons, we further simplified the 

particle density expression of relativistic particles into a dimensionless form (which are ultra-relativistic 
particles). According to the Fermi-Dirac, the particle density of ultra-relativistic (dimensionless) 
particles is expressed as: 
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                                                𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑

= 1.808 𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇3

𝜋𝜋2(ℏ𝑐𝑐)3
 .                                                              (9) 

 
For Bose-Einstein, the expression for the particle density of ultra-relativistic (dimensionless) 

particles is 
                                                 𝑁𝑁

𝑑𝑑
= 0.244 𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇3

𝜋𝜋2(ℏ𝑐𝑐)3
 .                                                              (10) 

Considering that the derived expressions are not always analytically solvable, we used a 
computational approach using Python as the programming language since it is good for prototyping and 
has a quick implementation code. 

 

3. Results and Discussions 
3.1 Particle ratio calculations 
The quantity of various particles reported in relativistic heavy-ion collision research is consistent with 
the notion that they attain thermal equilibrium at temperatures substantially higher than those at which 
they kinetically freeze out, which is a remarkable conclusion. Particle production analysis in heavy-ion 
collisions is used to understand everything from the microstructure of nature to its macrostructure, 
including how the universe was created. Table 1 shows the calculated particle ratios of matter and 
antimatter at a temperature T = 174 MeV and the baryon chemical potential μ = 46 MeV [17,18]. We 
chose a temperature of 174 MeV because the quark-gluon plasma is believed to start forming at 170 
MeV. The particle ratios are calculated with the respective mass of each particle. The antiproton and 
the proton have the same mass of 938.27 MeV, the pion negative has the same mass as the pion positive 
of 139.57 MeV, and the kaon negative and the kaon positive have the same mass of 493.68 MeV. The 
ratio of p�/p obeys the Pauli principle, and they have a half integer spin, which implies that they are 
fermions. Thus, the particle ratio of p�/p was calculated using the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The 
ratios of p�/π-,   K-/π-, and K+/π+ use the Bose-Einstein distribution function since the particles do not obey 
Pauli principle, they are bosons with integer spin.   

Since kaon and pion are light particles, Table 1 below shows that the p�/p particle ratio is larger than 
that of K/π. This is because the transverse flow parameter values of lighter particles are typically found 
to be less than those of heavier particles (proton and antiproton). The pions are the lightest mesons and 
hadrons, unlike the kaon mesons, and they create the smallest particle ratio when colliding with the 
antiproton. According to the measured K/π ratios, particle production is enhanced by about a factor of 
two when compared to collisions at comparable energy. With an increase in temperature and 
strangeness, the K/π ratio rises quickly. The slight variation in the p�/π particle ratio results when 
compared to the theoretical results of this study and with the experimental results of other studies could 
be attributed to the methodology adopted, as some parameters like volume were ignored. Results from 
this study show a greater K-/π- particle ratio than those from other investigations. This suggests that 
heavier mesons are produced more frequently at higher energy, and as a result, one must consider the 
strangeness in other meson-meson collisions. 

In the universe today there is more matter than antimatter; this is due to the change in temperature. 
Figure 1 shows the particle ratio of �̅�𝑑/𝑑𝑑, which takes us back to the early universe when antimatter and 
matter existed in equal quantities. From the plots, it is observed that the �̅�𝑑/𝑑𝑑 particle production 
increases with an increase in temperature.  This is because protons and antiprotons usually produce   
other particles when they annihilate at rest; however, their total kinetic and rest mass energies add up 
to twice the proton's rest mass energy. The plot of the �̅�𝑑 ∕ 𝑑𝑑 particle ratio shows high production 
compared to the �̅�𝑑/𝜋𝜋−. This is because the pions are light mesons, and when in collision with heavy 
baryons like the antiproton it produces the smallest particle ratio. 
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Figure 1. The particle ratio of (a) �̅�𝑑/𝑑𝑑, (b) �̅�𝑑/𝜋𝜋−, (c) 𝐾𝐾−/𝜋𝜋− and (d) 𝐾𝐾+/𝜋𝜋+ as a function of 
temperature. 

 

Table 1. The calculated particle ratios at T = 174 MeV and 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 = 46 MeV. 

Particle ratio Theoretical data Experimental [13] 

�̅�𝑑 ∕ 𝑑𝑑 0.59 0.65 ± 0.07 

�̅�𝑑/𝜋𝜋− 0.09 0.08 ± 0.01 

𝜋𝜋−/𝜋𝜋+ 1.00 1.0 ± 0.02 

𝐾𝐾−/𝐾𝐾+ 1.00 0.88 ± 0.05 

𝐾𝐾−/𝜋𝜋−[1] 0.23 0.149 ± 0.02 
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Figure 2. The particle density of (a) up-quark, (b) gluon as a function of temperature (c) and (d) up-
quark particle density as a function of the chemical potentials at T = 200 MeV and T = 400 MeV. 

 

To evaluate the strangeness production, the particle ratio of kaons and pions was calculated. The 
particle ratio plots of (c) 𝐾𝐾−/𝜋𝜋− and (d) 𝐾𝐾+/𝜋𝜋+, show similar behaviour, this is because the kaons and 
pions are fermions, which implies that the particles are distributed similarly using Fermi-Dirac statistics. 
The plots show a production of horn-like strangeness with an increase in temperature, which is 
consistent with the results obtained from other studies [19]. 

To determine the particle production of the QGP, we calculated the particle density of the up quark 
and the gluon as a function of temperature. In the plots, the dotted lines indicate the early stage of 
production when the quarks have not yet formed when it was just kaon and proton in the gluon particle 
density plot. Hence, the density is very small in both plots. It is observed that the quark-gluon plasma 
starts to form as the temperature rises above 200MeV, whereby hadronization occurs and elementary 
particles like protons and neutrons are formed. 
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3.2 Particle density calculations 
This section discusses the particle density of quark and antiquark particles as a function of the baryon 
chemical potential at temperatures T = 200 MeV and T = 400 MeV. Figure 2 shows the plot of the 
particle density of the antiquark and quark particles. From the plots, it is observed that the particle 
density values at T = 400 MeV are much higher than at T = 200 MeV. This happens because when the 
temperature increases, the average velocity of the particles increases. The average kinetic energy of 
these particles is also increased. The result is that the particles will collide more frequently because the 
particles move around faster and will encounter more reactant particles.  

4. Summary and Conclusion 
In the present study, we have performed detailed statistical thermal model calculations of matter and 
antimatter particles to evaluate the properties of the particles produced under extreme conditions in 
heavy-ion collisions. The statistical distributions were derived and applied to matter and antimatter 
particles using thermal and statistical model. The K/π ratios are often used to study the enhancement of 
strangeness production. For heavy-ion collisions, both the K+/π+ and K−/π- ratios are found to increase 
steadily with the collision energy. This behaviour is consistent with the increasing pair-production rate 
as the collision energy increases. The K/π ratio measured K/π ratios in RHIC show a two-factor 
enhancement in particle production during collisions. The calculations of K+/π+ and �̅�𝑑/p were found to 
be in good agreement with the experimental results of other studies. The quark-gluon plasma formed as 
the temperature rose above 200 MeV, and hadronization occurred, which resulted in the production of 
elementary particles. The particle density of the antiquark quark particle was determined at temperatures 
T = 200MeV and T = 400MeV, as a function of the baryon chemical potential. The findings provide a 
solid foundation for further evaluation of the particle density of antimatter and matter using more 
parameters, such as volume and pressure, for a better understanding of the effect of temperature on the 
system as a function of chemical potential. 
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